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Growing Intercommunalist “pockets of resistance” with  

Aloha ‘Āina in Hawai‘i 
 

 

PhD Dissertation in American Studies, July 2021 

 

The starting point of my PhD dissertation is the conflict of epistemologies towards land in 

Hawai‘i. In this dissertation I explain what aloha ‘āina (“love of the land”) means in its current 

practice in Hawai‘i, based on historical resistances against land dispossession and the Kingdom 

Overthrow in 1893. 

As a result of the statehood vote in 1959, the Hawaiian archipelago became the 50th U.S. state 

and was removed from the United Nations list of non-self-governing territories. This formal 

statehood brought it even further away from a self-sufficient and sovereign Pacific Islands 

nation to being dependent on U.S. economic and military interests in the Pacific. 

In Euroamerican and colonial epistemologies, land is a commodity that can be bought and sold 

and taken into ownership. In Indigenous Hawaiian conceptualization land is relational, a living 

and breathing family member that one is descended from. In a place known for its tourism 

development and military occupation, these distinct understandings of land are key to current 

conflicts about urban “development” projects, the intrusion of agribusiness corporations, the 

exploitation of natural resources, and military land use. 

The concept of aloha ‘āina and caring for the land is central to a more ecologically sustainable 

epistemology, thus I emphasize the role Indigenous knowledge and movements have for 

challenging industrial-capitalist economies in this system of racial capitalism through 

extractivism. As Jodi Melamed states, “capitalism is racial capitalism,” which is the premise I 

am working with in this project. 

In this dissertation I demonstrate how Indigenous resurgence that is grounded in land-based 

practices like aloha ‘āina is central to dismantling the settler colonial structures in Hawai‘i. 

 

Relation to the land and narratives of Intercommunalism and community 

The Kanaka Maoli (Native Hawaiian) concept of aloha ‘āina or the “love of the land” is the 

driving force for those against land development or exploitation. This “love of the land” is an 

Indigenous form of resistance for sustainable land practices counter to settler colonial 

epistemologies of land. 
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Translating ‘āina simply as “land” does not underline the profound relational meaning of the 

land to Hawaiian epistemology. The kinship to ‘āina is framed by the Kumulipo creation story 

of descent from Hāloa, who is both the first ancestor and the taro plant, making the taro plant 

another ancestor. To comprehend aloha ‘āina, the English translation of aloha also displays 

shortcomings in the connotations conveyed. In the context of the term “aloha ‘āina,” aloha 

could be translated as “love,” however with a more intrinsic essence for Kānaka Maoli. 

As land is family and the source of life for Kānaka Maoli, this project argues that the resurgent 

movements for aloha ‘āina protection of specific land dispossessions cannot be taken as 

separate from the movements for Indigenous sovereignty as a whole. However, I primarily see 

this as an environmental humanities project with an Intercommunalist climate justice endeavor.  

Aloha ‘āina emphasizes continuous relational solidarity to other global struggles of anti-

imperialism, with Indigenous Peoples in North America, the Pacific Ocean, and Palestine, in 

particular. Aloha ‘āina also emphasizes standing with communities in the places one is in 

relation to or positioned in, which is why this project includes a strong focus on Philippine 

solidarity, and concludes with climate justice and anti-imperialism as related to German place. 

 

The project utilizes metaphors and material examples of relationality to the land and flora and 

fauna, and I interpret these metaphors of land in community “pockets of resistance” and 

Indigenous resurgence. Some could be seen as a form of marronage and evading the state’s 

involvement to imagine abundant ways of mutual living off of the land in a “place of refuge.” 

In other cases, these are long-standing cultural “sanctuaries” or ecological “oases” of state non-

involvement, which allowed for a perpetuation of living off of the land as if in a plural society 

and in rejection of Americanization, like on the Hawaiian island of Molokai. Although many 

of these marronage narratives revolve around Hawaiian forms of living aloha ‘āina, in several 

cases I highlight the symbiotic dynamics that break with settler-native or rural-urban binaries. 

I emphasize the forms of interethnic reciprocal or collaborative regeneration towards aloha 

‘āina lifestyles within these conditions of Indigenous resurgence. 

At different times and in different ethnic or geographic contexts others have articulated this 

dream of a post-nationalist – rather than Internationalist – and non-statist form of community-

building. The Black Panther Party and Huey Newton’s “Intercommunalism” within the Black 

radical solidarity in Third Worldism, or “democratic confederalism” in the Kurdish region of 

Rojava, or the Zapatistas in Chiapas and what aligns with an Indigenous “libertarian socialism” 

or anarchism, are examples to call to mind. 
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This dissertation focusses on the specificity of aloha ‘āina in Hawai‘i, but these examples show 

the expanse of diverse communities that are envisioning their “communities of care” beyond 

national borders or elsewhere than state systems. My project does not wish to transpose 

Hawaiian values to other contexts and places, but is a call to seek out the specific place-based 

forms that can develop in congruence with local conditions and values, as exemplified by the 

given social, cultural, and geographic conditions that aloha ‘āina enacts in Hawai‘i. 

 

Methods: poetry, autoethnography to place/community, and discourse analysis 

In this dissertation and its analytical methods of kaona or “metaphors” relevant to Hawaiian 

land and epistemology, I turn to various examples of intentional Indigenous and/or collective 

refusal towards the settler nation-state. My main method here is contemporary poetry analysis, 

which I bring into dialogue in themes/metaphors to community organizing and land-based 

practices of aloha ‘āina in Hawai‘i. Interspersed and in argument for Intercommunalism and 

for a global focus, I relate decolonial Hawaiian struggles in food sovereignty, demilitarization, 

and labor organizing with other groups in solidarity struggles. Hawaiian chants and 

sustainability science are a part of the discourse analysis, as are philosophical readings of 

science communication and political theories. 

 

I interpret and relate different spaces and places to the needs of “translating” aloha ‘āina and 

mālama ‘āina (“caring for the land”) to concepts and relations as understood from a 

Euroamerican academia and practice. I have divided the chapters conceptually as best fit into 

land, sky, ocean, and estuary. In true holism of aloha ‘āina and Indigenous Studies, this division 

of course is not and cannot be clear-cut. 

Chapter 2: Methods is a methodological chapter of decolonizing knowing and being, 

motivated by philosophies of relation, global South postcolonialism and collectivism, and 

waters as confluence and convergence. This chapter expands on philosophical and political 

interpretations of historical overviews on colonialism in my introductory Chapter 1. It provides 

a basis for understanding Indigenous Studies themes and covers further global contexts to 

coloniality and decolonizing. 

Chapter 3: Land or ‘āina is a narrative of freshwater flowing to feed the streams and fields 

for growth and nourishment. This chapter focusses on abundance, family, and relational well-

being and health. I analyze poems by Loke Aloua and Brandy Nālani McDougall on abundant 

futures and ghostly colonial erasure of histories. With these themes on kinship of the land and 

the taro plant to the Hawaiian people, I communicate hydrology in discourse analysis of 
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Hawaiian aloha ‘āina and relation to the ancestral taro plant and the ahupua‘a (watershed land 

divisions).  

Chapter 4: Sky is conceptualized around the ‘āina of Maunakea or Mauna a Wākea, the highest 

mountain peak in the world from the seabed to the Sky Father Wākea. This chapter focuses on 

the spiritual foundation of this work, Maunakea as a sacred mountain for Hawaiians. The 

mountain summit abode brings Sky Father and water deities together, but astronomy as well, 

and thus access to its waters are compromised. I analyze poems by leilani portillo, Haunani-

Kay Trask, and Lākea Trask-Batti on genealogies and resistance to colonialism. Here, I 

communicate optics and geology as scientific and philosophical contexts from the metaphors 

of the chapter: Mirrors/reflections as related to the telescopes, rainbows and water 

condensation, and potentiality of land and life through prisms of light. 

Chapter 5: Ocean is about the aloha ‘āina reclamation of Kaho‘olawe Island in the 1970s, 

which was used as a U.S. Navy bombing target, and thus is a social movement of land 

reclamation in cultural resurgence. However, the island itself is also called Kanaloa in 

embodiment of the ocean deity Kanaloa, so it embodies the ocean while it is simultaneously 

‘āina. In my non-linear writing this is the foundational chapter for the others and it is grounded 

in historical coalitions of class and ethnic solidarity in labor organizing. I analyze poems by Tui 

Scanlan, D. Keali‘i MacKenzie, and Chelsea Mana‘olana Duarte on navigation, military and 

industrial ocean pollution, and kinship. 

Chapter 6: Estuary is where I intentionally focus not only on the space where land meets 

ocean at a freshwater river mouth or embayment, but also on a space where organisms and 

people converge in symbiosis with the carbon exchange in this fertile water. I analyze poems 

by Aimee Suzara and Ross Gay in Intercommunalist solidarity with other racial and climate 

justice contexts. The chapter focusses on fisherfolk and amphibious metaphors, as well as 

comparative memory-making against empire and across oceans in the U.S. Territories of the 

Philippines and Hawai‘i in World War II. The commonality of these themes is the estuarine 

space, intertidal changes, and riverine flows, but also lies in experiences of natural disasters 

between the communities. 

The project narrates these visions through Philippine/Filipinx kuleana or “responsibility,” both 

through aloha ‘āina activists’ stories, as well as my own. Kuleana is the moral “responsibility” 

or “obligation” to act in a manner that is pono or “righteous,” and be in harmony with the social 

and physical environment. In the re-examination of historical narratives, there is a kuleana to 

make right or make pono the injustices done to Hawaiian people with the ongoing U.S. 

occupation and land disenfranchisement. 
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However, as ku‘ualoha ho‘omanawanui notes, the kuleana in academic scholarship also resides 

in knowing the extent of one’s right to information or the sharing of it, and the responsibility 

that comes with this sharing. Most eloquently, my use of kuleana follows the declaration by 

Hōkūlani Aikau, Noelani Goodyear-Kaʻōpua, and Noenoe K. Silva: “The practice of kuleana 

calls each person to be attentive to her or his historical, genealogical, and lived relationships to 

‘āina, and this provides openings to shift the conditions of possibility that sustain settler 

colonialisms” (Aikau, Goodyear-Kaʻōpua, & Silva 2016: 162). 

 

AM Kanngieser & Zoe Todd (Métis) embed my purpose and kinship of this project in a greater 

narrative, as they propose to term the scientific “case study” as “kin study” instead. A major 

part of “place studies” of my project are on Hawaiian land in Chapters 3 to 5, in particular. 

However, due to my transience as a visitor there and my current location in Germany, I relate 

to the Hawaiian land through narratives of kinship and affinity with Hawaiian people and other 

communities. In Chapter 5, I relate to the ocean space as it exists connecting the Philippines 

and Hawai‘i with an underwater narrative and resurgence from the depths. In Chapter 6, I more 

broadly move localities between estuaries as they exist in kinship from Hawai‘i to the 

Philippines, Indigenous Australia, and even the prehistoric Eocene estuary of the North Sea in 

Germany. 

These relations, confluences, and convergences illuminate what Kanngieser and Todd discuss 

as “kin studies,” and also why I locate these as “hyperlocal” in Intercommunalism. It is this 

kinship spirit or “spirit of relationality” that I insert in my narratives to give meaning to climate 

story and action. A narrative method of mine is transparency in sequentially citing the 

intellectual genealogy that brings me to my own theories, definitions, and conclusions as well. 

 

Reinserting “spirit of relationality” between beings and matter 

Huey P. Newton, “chief theoretician” of the original Oakland chapter of the Black Panther Party 

(BPP) and his 1970s theories on Intercommunalism are the most instructive in political theory 

here, as we see global capitalism enmeshing almost all communities and societies within. With 

the COVID-19 pandemic, we see that this global capitalism can grind nations to a standstill in 

trade, similar to what Newton already theorized half a decade ago. Meanwhile, prioritizing this 

trade over the well-being and health of human populations is the driver of global supply chains 

of products and people that carry the coronavirus beyond borders. 

The most simplified summary of what Newton terms “reactionary Intercommunalism” is global 

capitalism having transcended borders and nations, so that nations as such cease to exist within 
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their state territories, relegating existing societies to communities of the local. In his dialectical 

framing, he calls for a “revolutionary Intercommunalism,” which is the antihegemonic and 

hyperlocal solidarity to counter this. 

Throughout this dissertation I use “Intercommunalism” to mean antihegemonic revolutionary 

Intercommunalism, in the same way as Newton typically drops the descriptor when not 

elaborating on the dialectical relationship between the reactionary and revolutionary. 

The aspects of the BPP and communalism that I find most pertinent to aloha ‘āina and 

comparative relational “communities of care,” are the mutual aid infrastructure the BPP 

practiced in Oakland and nationwide, particularly to the role of feeding, nurturing, and 

educating children. I describe contemporary Hawaiian equivalents of these grassroots actions 

through COVID-19 and pre-COVID mutual aid in Hawai‘i in Chapter 3, and through the 

Pu‘uhuluhulu University set up in the autonomous space on Maunakea in Chapter 4. 

However, while aloha ‘āina is tied to spirit/essence in aloha, I wish to go beyond 

Intercommunalism in its Marxist influence. I argue that reinscribing spirit through relational 

place-thought is foundational to undoing global capitalism. Furthermore, I want to make note 

of the Haudenosaunee creation story of Sky Woman, as told by John Mohawk through 

Anishinaabe and Haudenosaunee scholar Vanessa Watts: 

According to Haudenosaunee, Sky Woman fell from a hole in the sky. (…) On 

her descent, Sky Woman fell through the clouds and air towards water below. 

During her descent, birds could see this falling creature and saw she could not 

fly. They came to her and helped to lower her slowly to waters beneath her. The 

birds told Turtle that she must need a place to land, as she possessed no water 

legs. Turtle rose up, breaking through the surface so that Sky Woman could land 

on Turtle’s back. Once landed, Sky Woman and Turtle began to form the earth, 

the land becoming an extension of their bodies (Watts 2013: 21, emphasis 

added). 

 

This Haudenosaunee creation story is relevant to my greater argument, not simply because I 

will utilize the turtle metaphor repeatedly, but because this creation story is the spirit of what is 

removed from Marxist theories. This spirit has a greater impact to the whole of undoing global 

capitalism with care. Watts argues that this “place-thought” provides “a theoretical 

understanding of the world via a physical embodiment” (ibid.) This corresponds to how I 

explain above that the story of Kaho‘olawe Island is about the land, but it is also about the 

embodiment of the ocean, as it is a dwelling place of the spirit of the ocean in Hawaiian 

cosmology. 

This place-thought is the kinship spirit, the essence of land in Indigenous being and thinking. 

Aloha ‘āina as a land-relational philosophy and practice is a place-thought specific to Hawai‘i. 

The Haudenosaunee of the cross-border Great Lakes region to the Adirondacks are the 
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Confederation studied by Lewis Henry Morgan, whose work served as an inspiration to Karl 

Marx and Friedrich Engels. 

The Haudenosaunee are the longest-running participatory democracy, but a Marxist 

interpretation of what is desirable for true communism removed Haudenosaunee place-thought 

in favor of what is empirically observable in kinship structures: the distinct social and familial 

functions as seen by and for a Euroamerican audience. Watts further describes the removal as 

an obvious deficiency to truly understand human society in harmony with the environment and 

the non-human from this perspective. 

Watts schematizes the circular being and knowing with Indigenous land and describes the 

“Western” perception of this Indigenous place-thought as divided into hyphenated “onto-

epistemological,” splitting “knowing” from “being” and imbuing only the human with the 

agency to think: “To be animate goes beyond being alive or acting, it is to be full of thought, 

desire, contemplation and will” (Watts 2013: 23). 

I want to make these contributions and inspirations by the Haudenosaunee creation story and 

thus essence of the Haudenosaunee Confederacy explicit, as the decolonial or intercommunal 

post-Marxist forms of social organization are in fact pre-Marxist and of Indigenous origin. 

“Decolonizing” Marxism by reestablishing place-thought is as it was originally intended: a way 

of knowing and being-with the nonhuman environment. 

The key to understanding and partaking in aloha ‘āina practices is locating oneself in the space 

and place of relations. The decisive framework for my location of relationality is a perspective 

from a Philippine (or postcolonial Asian) collectivism. I introduce and analyze an Indigenous 

Hawaiian worldview from this collectivism and community standpoint, then I approximate how 

to “translate” or explain this into Euroamerican social and philosophical terms of relation and 

responsibility. 

Haunani-Kay Trask and other Hawaiian sovereignty scholars frequently pay gratitude to the 

theories and strategies learned from other anti-imperialists and Black liberation. In her essay 

“The Color of Violence” (2004), she names some of the West Asian international resistances 

among others: “Because of millennia of resistance, the Irish people remain, and the Kurdish 

people remain, and the Palestinian people remain, and the Maori people remain. Resistance and 

the legacy of resistance to incorporation, to disinheritance, to disappearance have kept these 

nations alive.” (Trask 2004: 15) The struggles are interrelated and emphasized in their global 

scope by the violent restrictions made due to national border-making.  

In light of Newton’s dialectical analysis and the traveling framework from urban to rural or 

global North to South, and the particular localizing of German thought this writing finds itself 
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in, I argue for the reintegration of place-thought from a Hegelian “spirit” (or “ghost”) and 

oneness with nature. Unity of being and nature with a metaphysical influence is the Hegelian 

interpretation that was removed by orthodox Marxist thought and is to me, as I argue in this 

dissertation, the reason the global North climate movement lacks the spirit and action it 

requires. In the Hawaiian place-based context this is demonstrated in aloha ‘āina.  

 

“Ea,” which also translates as “breath” and “resurgence,” is one of the most significant kaona 

metaphors I work with in this project. More specifically, I translate variations of “breath” in 

relation to material and metaphysical interpretations within poems, statements, and my own 

narratives here. From a non-Indigenous perspective and for a politics of affinities and 

solidarities, I interpret metaphorical variations of “breath” into oxygen, carbon, spirit, or ghost 

for material and metaphysical analysis. 

Estuaries are traditionally the most populated areas on earth for settlement near their fertile soils 

and waters, and globally fisherfolk base their livelihoods on these, at the same time they are 

already the space most impacted by climate change. The space of the estuary is one where these 

elements and metaphors converge, as a space of convergence in itself. 

To avoid removing or extracting Indigenous place-thought from its place, I intentionally use 

English for some theorizations when these are not about anything Indigenous or specific to 

Hawaiian place, but a general communal theorization of my own. However, these are initially 

inspired by the kaona of the geomorphological intertidal zone of the estuary and of the ea, 

which is reflected in the Greek pneuma of “moving air,” “spirit,” or “breath,” in some cases 

“soul.” 

The pneuma and spirit that relates or connects is easily found in religions and spiritual 

ecologies. In Christianity it is the Holy Spirit, in Judaism it is Ruach, in Sufism it is Rūḥ, in 

Daoism it is Qi, in Hinduism it is Prāṇa. Examples like these further prove my dissertation’s 

point that a “spirit of relationality” is required to: 1. build/recognize community, and 2. center 

the holism in human to non-human or more-than-human ecologies (and the spatiotemporal 

“posthuman” as literal ghosts). 

Against New Materialism, I termed my own concepts and the triangulated “spirit of relationality” 

that I theorize to be “Pneumaterialism,” with the argument that Indigenous theories are already 

holistically relational (networked) and spirited (agential) in ecologies of the more-than-human. 
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Maunakea and Kaho‘olawe resistance as Aloha ‘Āina kin studies of decolonial praxis 

To frame the form of aloha ‘āina that this project lays its focus on, I compare the two major 

social activist movements that live these epistemologies of resistance in land reclamation and 

daily practice. These kin studies reinforce the centrality of aloha ‘āina to contemporary 

Hawaiian culture and reveal how these relate to envisioning decolonial futures through systemic 

change. The Protect Kaho‘olawe ‘Ohana movement went hand in hand with the Hawaiian 

Cultural Renaissance in the late 1970s. In this time, the prohibition of the Native Hawaiian 

language of ‘Ōlelo Hawai‘i, was lifted and Hawaiian cultural immersion schools were 

established which focused on various forms of Indigenous knowledge production. 

The aloha ‘āina movement of the 70s/80s reclaimed the island of Kaho‘olawe from being used 

a U.S. Navy bombing site, whereas the movement to protect Maunakea is in an ongoing lawsuit 

against the construction of a fourteenth astronomical telescope on the highest mountain on 

Hawai‘i Island. Kaho‘olawe as the smallest of the main eight islands in the archipelago is 

uninhabited and barren. However, chants and archeological findings prove it was once very 

much inhabited and a place of learning navigation and acquiring spiritual knowledge. Some of 

the activists of the generation of Kaho‘olawe protectors are still guiding the protectors of this 

generation. Both names of the movements are supported by the idea of “protecting” sacred land 

versus “protesting” against a distinct opponent with the motto: “We are protectors, not 

protestors.” 

Although the contentious astronomical telescope projects on the mountain have been an 

ongoing struggle for Indigenous rights to Indigenous land since the 1960s, the greater 

momentum of activist resurgence in the Protect Mauna Kea movement occurred in 2015. As 

this is the entry point to my personal involvement with the movement, I narrate the events that 

occurred on Maunakea regarding the Thirty Meter Telescope since April 2015 until the 

COVID-19 lockdown in spring of 2020. 

 

While “decolonization” has become a well-known term used in academia and activist contexts, 

to “decolonize the university” or a system by “decolonize[ing] the minds,” Eve Tuck (Unangan 

Aleut) and K. Wayne Yang emphasize the importance of not devaluing decolonization as a 

metaphor. This critique by Tuck & Yang and others builds on Indigenous decolonial methods 

and solidarity, which illustrate how Postcolonial and Cultural Studies theories are insufficient 

for the conditions in settler colonial states, as opposed to those of postcolonial nation-states. 

Following a Settler of Color critique, analyzed by Dean Itsuji Saranillio in the Hawai‘i context, 

this does not imply that a binary of oppression exists between Asian settlers and Kānaka Maoli 
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in the same way as it does between white settlers and Kānaka Maoli. However, white supremacy 

supports the structure of the settler colony, for instance in perpetuating the myth of an Asian 

“model minority” while flattening out differences. 

Reflecting on these differences, the terminology of “affinities,” utilized by anarchists for the 

aspect of building community through dynamic “unity in diversity” rather than assimilation of 

thought, is more productive to consider multiethnic anti-hegemonic action. Leaning into 

Noelani Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua’s metaphorical and material planting of “seeds for the future,” 

Saranillio appeals to the building of social affinities between communities. Candace Fujikane 

also appeals to settler recognition of becoming aloha ‘āina in this shared affinities struggle for 

Hawaiian Indigenous resurgence. This does not mean foregoing the organization of movements 

built to last, instead it means to continually and purposefully negotiate the kuleana, relationality, 

differences, and affinities to the common cause.  

 

In my dissertation I connect Hawaiian aloha ‘āina or “love of the land” with Huey P. Newton’s 

political theory of Intercommunalism towards more decolonial forms of global climate justice. 

The purpose of this connection is to relocate “spirit” within post-Marxist theories, as critiqued 

by Vanessa Watts of having been removed for Eurocentric perspectives. 

I speak of literal “materials” in the estuarine fishponds, but I also speak of literal metaphysics 

or transcendence in the carbon and oxygen interactions in the freshwater-meets-saltwater 

estuary. “Metaphysics” is an allusion to the spiritual, but also the meta or transcendence of the 

physics of land and waters into condensation or atmospheric phenomena like haloes and 

rainbows. I speak of “materialism” in my Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 analyses of Asian settler 

labor organizing, houselessness, and pandemic mutual aid solidarities, where the “local Asian” 

of colonial settlement to the Hawaiian Islands obscures these material conditions, and 

the origins of initial solidarity against racial capitalism. 

I also speak of the “spiritual” pneuma, when I relate to the aloha and the kuleana or 

“accountability” to Hawaiian sovereignty for Hawaiian lands. In all cases of Pneumaterialism, 

I mean to center the spirit/s that inhabit/s the spaces in-between, be it between the collective, 

and between the realms of the material or visible and the invisible. 

In Intercommunalism, the diverse communities calling for liberation and decolonization share 

a common goal, with strategies and meaning found in place-based relation or “grounded 

normativity.” This dissertation is a narrative of aloha ‘āina and the Intercommunalist solidarity 

between the place-based philosophy in Hawai‘i and select “pockets of resistance” that are in 

community or relation to my being. 
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Growing Intercommunalist “pockets of resistance” with  

Aloha ‘Āina in Hawai‘i 
 

 

Dissertation in Amerikanistik, Juli 2021 

 

Der Ausgangspunkt meiner Dissertation ist der Konflikt der Epistemologien in Bezug auf Land 

auf Hawai‘i. In dieser Dissertation erkläre ich, auf der Grundlage des historischen und 

antikolonialen Widerstands gegen die Landenteignung und den Sturz des Königreichs im Jahr 

1893, was aloha ‘āina („Liebe zum Land“) in der heutigen hawaiianischen Praxis bedeutet. 

Infolge der U.N.-Abstimmung über die Staatlichkeit von Hawai‘i im Jahr 1959 wurde der 

hawaiianische Archipel zum 50. US-Bundesstaat und wurde von der Liste der nicht 

selbstverwalteten Gebiete der Vereinten Nationen gestrichen. Mit dieser formalen Staatlichkeit 

entfernte sich die Inselgruppe noch weiter von einer autarken und souveränen Nation im Pazifik 

und wurde von den wirtschaftlichen und militärischen Interessen der USA im Pazifik abhängig. 

Nach euroamerikanischer und kolonialer Epistemologie ist Land eine Ware, die man 

(ver)kaufen und in Besitz nehmen kann. In der indigenen hawaiianischen Vorstellung steht das 

Land in einer „Kinship“ oder Verwandtschaftsbeziehung zu einer/m selbst. Land ist ein 

lebendes und atmendes Familienmitglied, von dem man abstammt. 

Das Konzept von aloha ‘āina und der Fürsorge um das Land ist von zentraler Bedeutung für 

eine ökologisch nachhaltigere Erkenntnistheorie. Demzufolge betone ich in ihrer 

Auseinandersetzung mit kapitalistischen Ökonomien in diesem System des „Racial Capitalism“ 

durch Extraktivismus, die Rolle, die indigenes Wissen und indigene Bewegungen spielen. Wie 

Jodi Melamed sagt, „capitalism is racial capitalism,“ und das ist die Prämisse, mit der ich in 

diesem Klimagerechtigkeits-Projekt arbeite. 

In dieser Dissertation zeige ich, wie ein indigenes „Resurgence“ (Wiederaufleben), das auf 

landbasierten Praktiken wie aloha ‘āina beruht, für den strukturellen Abbau des „Settler 

Colonialism“ (Siedlerkolonialismus) auf Hawai‘i von zentraler Bedeutung ist. 

 

Beziehung zum Land und Narrative von Interkommunalismus und Gemeinschaft 

Das Konzept der Kānaka Maoli (indigenen Hawaiianer) von aloha ‘āina oder der „Liebe zum 

Land“ ist die treibende Kraft für diejenigen, die sich gegen die Enteignung oder Ausbeutung 

von Land wehren. Diese „Liebe zum Land“ ist eine indigene Form des Widerstands für 

nachhaltige Landpraktiken, die sich gegen die siedlerkolonialen und kapitalistischen 

Epistemologien über Land richten. 

Die gängige Übersetzung von ‘āina mit „Land“ unterstreicht nicht die tiefe relationale 

Bedeutung des Landes für die hawaiianische Epistemologie. Die indigene hawaiianische 

Verwandtschaft zu ‘āina wird durch die Kumulipo-Schöpfungsgeschichte in der Abstammung 
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von Hāloa gerahmt. Hāloa ist sowohl der erste Vorfahre als auch die Taro-Pflanze, was die 

Taro-Pflanze zu einem weiteren Vorfahren macht. Um aloha ‘āina zu verstehen, weist auch die 

deutsche Übersetzung von aloha Unzulänglichkeiten in den übertragenen Konnotationen auf. 

Im Kontext des Begriffs „aloha ‘āina“ dürfte aloha mit „Liebe“ übersetzt werden, allerdings 

mit einer für Kānaka Maoli wesentlicheren Essenz. 

Aloha ‘āina betont die kontinuierliche relationale Solidarität mit anderen globalen Kämpfen 

des Antiimperialismus, insbesondere mit indigenen Völkern in Nordamerika, dem Pazifik und 

Palästina. Aloha ‘āina betont auch, dass man mit den Communities/Gemeinschaften an den 

Orten, zu denen man in Beziehung steht oder an denen man sich befindet, sich solidarisch zeigt. 

Daher legt dieses Projekt aufgrund meiner eigenen Positionierung einen starken Fokus auf die 

philippinische Solidarität und schließt mit Klimagerechtigkeit und Antiimperialismus in Bezug 

auf die deutsche Ortslage dieser wissenschaftlichen Abhandlung ab. 

 

Das Projekt verwendet metaphorische und materielle Beispiele für die Beziehung zum Land 

und zur Flora/Fauna. Ich interpretiere diese Land-Metaphern innerhalb von „Pockets of 

Resistance“ oder Widerstands-Gemeinschaften und Zufluchtsstätten des indigenen 

Wiederauflebens. Einige dieser Zufluchten könnten als eine Form der Marronage  (im 

antikolonialen Rückzug) und der Umgehung der Einmischung des Staates gesehen werden, um 

sich ein vielfältiges gemeinsames Landleben an einem „Place of Refuge“ vorzustellen. In 

anderen Fällen handelt es sich um bestehende kulturelle „Sanctuaries“ oder ökologische 

„Oasen,“ in die sich der Staat nicht einmischte. Somit ermöglichten diese es in einer Art 

pluralistischen Gesellschaft in Ablehnung des U.S.-amerikanischen Einflusses, wie auf der 

hawaiianischen Insel Molokai, weiterhin von/auf dem Land zu leben. Obwohl sich viele dieser 

Marronage-Erzählungen um hawaiianische Formen des aloha ‘āina drehen, akzentuiere ich in 

mehreren Fällen die symbiotische Dynamik, die mit binärem Kānaka Maoli-Siedler oder Land-

Stadt bricht. Ich betone innerhalb dieser Voraussetzungen des Wiederauflebens der Hawaiianer 

die Formen interethnischer wechselseitiger oder gemeinschaftlicher Regeneration hin zu 

multiethnischen aloha ‘āina Lebensstilen. 

Zu verschiedenen Zeiten und in unterschiedlichen ethnischen oder geografischen Kontexten 

haben andere diesen Traum von einer postnationalistischen – und nicht internationalistischen – 

und nicht-staatlichen Form des Gemeinschaftsaufbaus artikuliert. Die Black Panther Party und 

Huey Newtons „Interkommunalismus“ während der Black Radical Solidarität mit Third 

Worldism, der „demokratische Konföderalismus“ in der kurdischen Region Rojava, die 

Zapatistas in Chiapas, deren Grundeinstellung mit einem indigenen „libertären Sozialismus“ 

oder Anarchismus zusammenhängt, sind Beispiele, an die man denken sollte. 

Diese Dissertation konzentriert sich auf die Besonderheit von aloha ‘āina in Hawai‘i, aber diese 

globalen Beispiele zeigen die Dimension der verschiedenen Gemeinschaften, die ihre 

„Communities of Care“ (Gemeinschaften der Fürsorge) jenseits der nationalen Grenzen oder 
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außerhalb der staatlichen Systeme anstreben. Mein Projekt will die hawaiianischen Ideologien 

nicht auf andere Kontexte und Orte übertragen. Es ist vielmehr ein Aufruf, die spezifischen 

ortsgebundenen Formen zu suchen, die sich in Übereinstimmung mit den lokalen Bedingungen 

und Werten entwickeln können, so wie sie durch anderswo gegebene soziale, kulturelle und 

geografische Bedingungen, die aloha ‘āina in Hawai‘i umsetzt, veranschaulicht werden. 

 

Methoden: Poesie, Autoethnographie zu Ort/Gemeinschaft und Diskursanalyse 

In dieser Dissertation und ihren Analysemethoden von kaona oder „Metaphern,“ die für 

hawaiianisches Land und hawaiianische Epistemologie relevant sind, betrachte ich 

verschiedene Beispielen von bewusster indigener und/oder kollektiver „Refusal“ 

(Verweigerung) gegenüber dem siedlerkolonialen Nationalstaat. Meine Hauptmethode ist dabei 

die Analyse zeitgenössischer englischsprachiger Poesie, die ich in Themen/Metaphern in Aloha 

‘Āina Berichten zu Community Organizing und landbasierten Praktiken auf Hawai‘i in Dialog 

setze. Als Argument für den Interkommunalismus und im globalen Fokus setze ich dekoloniale 

hawaiianische Kämpfe in den Bereichen Food Sovereignty, Demilitarization und der 

solidarischen Arbeiterorganisation mit anderen ethnischen Gruppen in Beziehung. 

Hawaiianische Gedichte/Lieder und Sustainability Sciences sind Teil der Diskursanalyse, 

ebenso wie philosophische Lesarten der Wissenschaftskommunikation und politische Theorien. 

 

Ich interpretiere verschiedene Räume und Orte auf die Bedürfnisse der „Übersetzung“ von 

aloha ‘āina und mālama ‘āina („Fürsorge für das Land“) in Konzepte und Begriffe, wie sie in 

der euroamerikanischen Wissenschaft und Praxis verstanden werden. Ich habe die Kapitel 

konzeptionell so aufgeteilt, wie es am besten passt: in Land, Himmel, Ozean und 

Ästuar/Flussmündung. In der Ganzheitlichkeit von aloha ‘āina und Indigenous Studies ist diese 

Einteilung natürlich nicht eindeutig und kann auch nicht eindeutig sein. 

Kapitel 2: Methoden ist ein methodologisches Kapitel zur Dekolonisierung von Wissen und 

Sein, motiviert durch Philosophien der Relationalität, Postkolonialismus und Kollektivismus 

des globalen Südens und der Thematik des Wassers/Gewässer als Zusammenfluss und 

Konvergenz. Dieses Kapitel erweitert die philosophischen und politischen Interpretationen der 

kolonialhistorischen Übersicht in meinem einführenden Kapitel 1. Es bietet eine Grundlage für 

das Verständnis von Themen der Indigenous Studies und deckt weitere globale Kontexte zu 

Kolonialität und Dekolonisierung ab. 

Kapitel 3: Land oder ‘Āina ist eine Erzählung über im Strom fließendes Süßwasser, das die 

Bäche und Felder nährt, um zu wachsen und zu ernähren. In diesem Kapitel geht es um 

„Abundance“ (Überfluss), Familie und relationales Wohlbefinden und Gesundheit. Ich 

analysiere Gedichte von Loke Aloua und Brandy Nālani McDougall über eine Zukunft im 

Überfluss und die geisterhafte koloniale Auslöschung von Narrativen. Mit diesen Themen über 

die hawaiianische Verwandtschaft des Landes und zur Taro-Pflanze kommuniziere ich die 
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Hydrologie in der Diskursanalyse des hawaiianischen aloha ‘āina und dem ahupua'a 

(Wassereinzugsgebiet).  

Kapitel 4: Himmel handelt von der ‘āina des Maunakea oder Mauna a Wākea, dem höchsten 

Berggipfel der Welt vom Meeresgrund bis zum Himmelsvater Wākea. Dieses Kapitel 

konzentriert sich auf die spirituelle Grundlage dieser Arbeit, dass Maunakea als heiliger Berg 

für die Hawaiianer gilt. Auf dessen Gipfel treffen sich Himmelsvater und Wassergottheiten, 

aber auch die Astronomie, die den Zugang zu ihren Gewässern beeinflusst. Ich analysiere 

Gedichte von leilani portillo, Haunani-Kay Trask und Lākea Trask-Batti über Genealogien und 

antikolonialen Widerstand. Hier vermittle ich Optik und Geologie als wissenschaftliche und 

philosophische Kontexte aus den Metaphern des Kapitels: Spiegel/Reflexion im 

Zusammenhang mit Astronomie-Teleskopen, Regenbögen und Wasserkondensation, sowie die 

Potenzialität von Land und Leben durch Lichtprismen. 

Kapitel 5: Ozean handelt von der aloha ‘āina Wiedereinnahme der Insel Kaho‘olawe in den 

1970er Jahren, die als Bombenziel der U.S. Navy diente, und ist somit eine soziale Bewegung 

der Land(wieder)gewinnung im Rahmen der kulturellen Revitalisierung. Die Insel selbst wird 

jedoch auch Kanaloa genannt, in Anlehnung an die Meeresgottheit Kanaloa, sie verkörpert also 

den Ozean und ist gleichzeitig ‘āina. Dieses ist im nicht-linearen Schreiben meiner Dissertation 

das fundierende Kapitel und gründet sich auf historische Koalitionen von Klassen- und 

interethnischer Solidarität in der Arbeiterbewegung auf Hawai‘i. Ich analysiere Gedichte von 

Tui Scanlan, D. Keali‘i MacKenzie und Chelsea Mana‘olana Duarte über Navigation, 

militärische und industrielle Meeresverschmutzung und Kinship/Verwandtschaft. 

Kapitel 6: Ästuar/Flussmündung ist nicht nur auf den geografischen oder physischen Raum, 

in dem Land und Meer an einer Süßwasserflussmündung oder -einbuchtung aufeinandertreffen, 

konzipiert, sondern auch auf jenen Ort, in dem Organismen und Menschen in Symbiose mit 

dem Kohlenstoffaustausch in diesem fruchtbaren Wasser zusammenkommen. Ich analysiere 

Gedichte von Aimee Suzara und Ross Gay in interkommunaler Solidarität mit anderen 

Kontexten des „Racial Justice“ und der Klimagerechtigkeit. Das Kapitel konzentriert sich auf 

Fischervölker und amphibische Metaphern, sowie auf komparative antiimperiale 

Erinnerungsarbeit der U.S. Territorien der Philippinen und Hawai‘i im zweiten Weltkrieg und 

über Ozeane hinweg. Die Gemeinsamkeit dieser Themen ist der Ästuarraum und die Gezeiten 

und Wasserwege, aber auch Naturgewalten, zwischen den Gemeinschaften. 

Das Projekt erzählt diese Solidaritäts-Visionen durch philippinische kuleana oder 

„Verantwortung,“ sowohl anhand der Geschichten der Aloha ‘Āina Aktivisten, als auch anhand 

meiner eigenen. Kuleana ist die moralische „Verantwortung“ oder „Verpflichtung,“ in einer 

Art und Weise zu handeln, die pono oder „rechtschaffen“ ist, um in Harmonie mit der sozialen 

und physischen Umwelt zu sein. Bei der Revision imperialer und historischer Erzählungen 

verlangt es eine kuleana, um die Ungerechtigkeiten, die dem hawaiianischen Volk durch die 

andauernde U.S.-Besatzung und die Landenteignung angetan wurden, wiedergutzumachen oder 
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pono zu machen. 

Wie die hawaiianische Literaturprofessorin ku‘ualoha ho‘omanawanui jedoch anmerkt, besteht 

kuleana in der akademischen Wissenschaft auch darin, das Ausmaß des eigenen Rechts auf 

Informationen oder deren Überlieferung zu kennen, sowie die Verantwortung, die mit dieser 

Weitergabe einhergeht. Meine Verwendung des Kuleana-Begriffs folgt der Erklärung der 

hawaiianischen Politikprofessorinnen Hōkūlani Aikau, Noelani Goodyear-Kaʻōpua und 

Noenoe K. Silva: „Die Praxis von kuleana ruft jede Person dazu auf, auf ihre oder seine 

historischen, genealogischen und gelebten Beziehungen zu ‘āina achtsam zu sein, und dies 

bietet Chancen, die Voraussetzungen der Möglichkeiten zu verändern, die Siedlerkolonialismen 

aufrechterhalten“ (Aikau, Goodyear-Kaʻōpua & Silva 2016: 162, Übersetzung der Autorin). 

 

AM Kanngieser und Zoe Todd (Métis) betten meine Absicht und die Relationalität dieses 

Projekts in eine größere Erzählung ein, indem sie aufwerfen, die wissenschaftliche „Fallstudie“ 

stattdessen als „Kin Studies“ oder „Verwandtschaftsstudie“ zu bezeichnen. Ein großer Teil der 

„Ortsstudien“ meines Projekts findet auf hawaiianischem Land statt, insbesondere in den 

Kapiteln 3 bis 5. Aufgrund meiner temporalen Flüchtigkeit als „Besucherin“ dort und meines 

derzeitigen Aufenthalts in Deutschland, beziehe ich mich jedoch auf das hawaiianische Land 

durch Erzählungen über Verwandtschaft und Affinität mit hawaiianischen Menschen und 

anderen Communities. In Kapitel 5 beziehe ich mich auf den pazifischen Ozean, der die 

Philippinen und Hawaiʻi mit einer Unterwassererzählung und dem Wiederauftauchen aus der 

Tiefe verbindet. In Kapitel 6 bewege ich mich auf breiterer Ebene zwischen Flussmündungen, 

wie sie in Kinship von Hawaiʻi bis zu den Philippinen, dem indigenen Australien und sogar der 

prähistorischen eozänen Flussmündung der Nordsee in Deutschland existieren. 

Diese Relationalitäten, Konfluenzen und Konvergenzen verdeutlichen, was Kanngieser und 

Todd als Kin Studies bezeichnen und wieso ich diese in Interkommunalismus als „hyperlokal“ 

bezeichne. Es ist dieser Kinship Spirit oder „Geist der Relationalität,“ den ich in meine 

Erzählungen einfließen lasse, um Klimanarrativen und -handlungen einen Sinn mitzugeben. 

Eine meiner narrativen Methoden ist es, die intellektuelle Genealogie, die mich zu meinen 

eigenen Theorien, Definitionen und Schlussfolgerungen führt, transparent darzustellen. 

 

Wiedereinführung des „Geistes der Relationalität“ zwischen Sein/Wesen und Materie 

Huey P. Newton, „Cheftheoretiker“ der ursprünglichen Oakland-Sektion der Black Panther 

Party (BPP), und seine Theorien aus den 1970er Jahren zum Interkommunalismus sind in der 

politischen Theorie hier am aufschlussreichsten, da wir nun sehen, wie der globale Kapitalismus 

fast alle Gemeinschaften und Gesellschaften in sich verstrickt. Anhand der COVID-19-

Pandemie sehen wir, dass dieser globale Kapitalismus den Handel der Nationen zum Erliegen 

bringen kann, ähnlich wie Newton es bereits vor einem halben Jahrzehnt theoretisierte. Die 

Tatsache, dass dieser Welthandel dem Wohlergehen und der Gesundheit der Menschen Vorrang 
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hat, ist die treibende Kraft hinter den globalen Lieferketten von Produkten und Menschen, die 

das Coronavirus über die Grenzen hinaustragen. 

Das einfachste Resümee dessen, was Newton als „reaktionären Interkommunalismus“ 

bezeichnet, lautet, dass der globale Kapitalismus Grenzen und Nationen überwunden hat, so 

dass die Nationen als solche aufhören, innerhalb ihrer Staatsterritorien zu existieren. Die 

bestehenden Societies/Gesellschaften werden in Communities/Gemeinschaften des Lokalen 

konsigniert. In seinem dialektischen Rahmen fordert er einen „revolutionären 

Interkommunalismus,“ der eine antihegemoniale und hyperlokale Solidarität darstellt, um der 

reaktionären Macht entgegenzuwirken. 

Die Aspekte der BPP und des Kommunalismus, die ich für aloha ‘āina und vergleichbare 

relationale „Communities of Care“ am relevantesten finde, sind die Infrastruktur der „Mutual 

Aid“ (gegenseitigen Hilfe), die die BPP in Oakland und landesweit praktizierte, insbesondere 

für die Rolle der Ernährung, Erziehung und schulischen Ausbildung von Kindern. In Kapitel 3 

beschreibe ich gegenwärtige hawaiianischen Entsprechungen dieser Graswurzelaktionen und 

die gegenseitige Hilfe vor und während der COVID-19-Pandemie auf Hawaiʻi. In Kapitel 4 

stelle ich die dekoloniale Pu‘uhuluhulu-University vor, die im Place of Refuge oder 

„autonomen Zentrum“ auf Maunakea eingerichtet wurde. 

Während aloha ‘āina jedoch mit Geist/Essenz in aloha verbunden ist, möchte ich für den 

Interkommunalismus über seinem marxistischen Einfluss hinausgehen. Ich argumentiere, dass 

die Wiedereinführung des „Geistes“ durch ein relationales Sein/Denken der Ortsgebundenheit, 

Grundlage für die Überwindung des globalen Kapitalismus ist. Darüber hinaus möchte ich auf 

die Haudenosaunee-Schöpfungsgeschichte von Sky Woman hinweisen, die von John Mohawk 

durch die Anishinaabe- und Haudenosaunee Forscherin Vanessa Watts nacherzählt wurde: 

Laut den Haudenosaunee fiel Sky Woman aus einem Loch im Himmel. (...) Bei 

ihrem Abstieg fiel Sky Woman durch die Wolken und die Luft auf das Wasser 

darunter. Während ihres Abstiegs konnten die Vögel das fallende Wesen sehen 

und erkannten, dass sie nicht fliegen konnte. Sie kamen zu ihr und halfen ihr, 

langsam auf das Wasser unter ihr herabzusinken. Die Vögel sagten der 

Schildkröte, dass sie einen Platz zum Landen brauchen würde, da sie keine 

Wasserbeine besaß. Turtle erhob sich und durchbrach die Wasseroberfläche, so 

dass Sky Woman auf Turtles Rücken landen konnte. Sobald sie gelandet waren, 

begannen Sky Woman und Turtle, die Erde zu formen, wobei das Land eine 

Erweiterung ihrer Körper wurde (Watts 2013: 21, Hervorhebung hinzugefügt, 

Übersetzung der Autorin). 

 

Diese Schöpfungsgeschichte der Haudenosaunee ist für meine Argumentation relevant, nicht 

nur, weil ich die Schildkrötenmetapher wiederholt verwenden werde, sondern weil diese 

Schöpfungsgeschichte den Geist dessen verkörpert, was den marxistischen Theorien fehlt. 

Dieser Geist hat eine größere Auswirkung auf das Ganze, den globalen Kapitalismus mit Care 

oder einer Fürsorge rückgängig zu machen. Watts argumentiert, dass dieser „Place-Thought“ 

oder Ortsgedanke „ein theoretisches Verständnis der Welt durch eine physische Verkörperung“ 
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gewährt (ebd.). Dies entspricht meiner obigen Erklärung, dass es in der Geschichte der Insel 

Kaho‘olawe in Kapitel 5 um das Land geht, aber auch um die Verkörperung des Ozeans, da 

jene Insel in der hawaiianischen Kosmologie eine Wohnstätte des essenziellen Geistes des 

Ozeans darstellt. 

Dieser Ortsgedanke ist der Kinship Spirit, jene Essenz des Landes im indigenen Sein und 

Denken. Aloha ‘āina als landbezogene Philosophie und Praxis ist ein spezifischer Ortsgedanke 

für Hawai‘i. Die Haudenosaunee in der grenzüberschreitenden Region der nordamerikanischen 

Great Lakes bis zu den Adirondacks sind die Konföderation, die vom Ethnologen Lewis Henry 

Morgan studiert wurde, dessen Werk Karl Marx und Friedrich Engels als Inspiration diente. 

Die Haudenosaunee Konföderation stellt die am längsten bestehende partizipatorische 

Demokratie dar. Jedoch hat eine marxistische Interpretation desjenigen, was für einen wahren 

Kommunismus wünschenswert ist, das Denken der Haudenosaunee zugunsten dessen 

verdrängt, was in den Kinship-/Verwandtschaftsstrukturen empirisch beobachtbar ist: die 

ausgeprägten sozialen und familiären Funktionen, wie sie von und für eine euroamerikanische 

Beobachtung sichtbar sind. Watts beschreibt diese Auslöschung als offensichtliches Defizit, um 

die menschliche Gesellschaft in Harmonie mit der Umwelt sowie dem nicht-menschlichen 

Sein/Denken aus dieser Perspektive wirklich zu verstehen. 

Watts schematisiert zirkulär Sein und Denken in Ganzheitlichkeit mit indigenem Land. Sie 

beschreibt die „westliche“ Wahrnehmung dieses indigenen Ortsgedankens als „onto-

epistemologisch“ mit Bindestrichtrennung, indem diese das „Denken“ vom „Sein“ trennt und 

nur dem Menschen eine Agency für Denkvermögen zuschreibt: „To be animate goes beyond 

being alive or acting, it is to be full of thought, desire, contemplation and will“ (Watts 2013: 

23). 

Ich möchte diese Einflüsse/Inspirationen der Schöpfungsgeschichte der Haudenosaunee und 

damit dem essenziellen Wesen der Haudenosaunee Konföderation explizit hervorheben, denn 

die dekolonialen oder interkommunalen postmarxistischen Formen der sozialen Organisation 

sind in Wirklichkeit prämarxistisch und indigenen Ursprungs. Die „Dekolonisierung“ des 

Marxismus durch die Wiederherstellung des Ortsgedankens ist so, wie er ursprünglich gedacht 

war: eine Art, die nicht-menschliche Umwelt zu verstehen und mit ihr im Einklang zu leben. 

Der Schlüssel zum Verständnis und zur Teilnahme an aloha ‘āina liegt darin, sich durch 

Beziehungen im Raum zu verorten. Der entscheidende Rahmen für meine Verortung der 

Relationalität ist eine Perspektive aus einem philippinischen (oder postkolonialem asiatischen) 

Kollektivismus. Ich führe von meinem spezifischen kollektivem/gemeinschaftlichem 

philippinischen Standpunkt aus, die indigene hawaiianische Weltanschauung zu aloha ‘āina 

ein. Auf diese Weise erst bin ich im Stande mich dann der Frage nähern, wie ich hawaiianische 

Ideologien in euroamerikanische soziale und philosophische Begriffe von Beziehung und 

Verantwortung „übersetzen“ oder veranschaulichen kann. 

Bezogen auf Newtons dialektischer Analyse und dem übertragbaren Rahmen von Stadt zu Land 
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oder globalem Norden zu Süden und der besonderen Lokalisierung des deutschen Denkens, in 

der sich diese Dissertation befindet, plädiere ich für die Reintegration des Ortsgedankens von 

einem Hegelschen „Geist“ (oder auch „Gespenst“) und der Einheit mit der Natur/Umwelt. 

Einheit von Sein und Natur mit einem metaphysischen Einfluss ist die Hegelsche Interpretation, 

die vom orthodoxen marxistischen Denken entfernt wurde, und ist für mich, wie ich in dieser 

Dissertation argumentiere, der Grund dafür, dass es der Klimabewegung des globalen Nordens 

an dem Geist und der Handlung fehlt, die sie benötigt. Im hawaiianischen ortsbezogenen 

Kontext zeigt sich dies in aloha ‘āina. 

 

„Ea,“ welches auch mit „Atem“ und „Resurgence“ übersetzt werden kann, ist eine der 

zentralsten Kaona-Metaphern, mit denen ich in diesem Projekt arbeite. Genauer gesagt 

übersetze ich hier Abwandlungen von „Atem“ in Bezug auf materielle und metaphysische 

Interpretationen in Gedichten, Botschaften und meinen eigenen Erzählungen. Aus meiner nicht-

indigenen Perspektive und für eine Politik der Affinitäten und Solidaritäten, erörtere ich 

metaphorische Abwandlungen von „Atem“ als Sauerstoff, Kohlenstoff, Geist oder Gespenst 

zur materiellen sowie metaphysischen Analyse. 

Ästuarien oder Flussmündungen gehören traditionell zu den am stärksten besiedelten Gebieten, 

da sie in der Nähe ihrer fruchtbaren Böden und Gewässern liegen, wo Fischer weltweit ihren 

Lebensunterhalt bestreiten können. Gleichzeitig sind sie aber auch der Raum, der am stärksten 

vom Klimawandel betroffen ist. Der Raum des Ästuars ist, indem diese Elemente und 

Metaphern zusammenlaufen, ein Ort der Konvergenz an sich. 

Um zu vermeiden, dass der indigene Ortsgedanke von seiner geografischen Lage entfernt oder 

herausgelöst wird, verwende ich für einige Theorien absichtlich die englische Sprache, insofern 

es sich dabei nicht um etwas Indigenes oder um einen spezifischen hawaiianischen Ort handelt, 

sondern um eine allgemeine kommunale Theorie von mir selbst. Diese sind jedoch zunächst 

von der kaona der geomorphologischen Gezeitenzone des Ästuars und des Meeres inspiriert, 

die sich im griechischen Pneuma für „bewegte Luft,“ „Geist“ oder „Atem,“ in manchen Fällen 

„Seele,“ widerspiegelt. 

Das Pneuma und der Geist, der in Relationalität einverleibt oder vereint, ist in den Religionen 

und spirituellen Ökologien leicht zu finden. Im Christentum ist es der Heilige Geist, im 

Judentum ist es Ruach, im Sufismus ist es Rūḥ, im Daoismus ist es Qi, im Hinduismus ist es 

Prāṇa. Beispiele wie diese belegen die These meiner Dissertation, dass ein „Geist der 

Relationalität“ erforderlich ist, um: 1. eine Gemeinschaft zusammenzutragen/anzuerkennen 

und 2. die Ganzheitlichkeit in menschlichen und nicht-menschlichen oder mehr-als-

menschlichen Ökologien zu zentrieren (sowie raum-zeitlichen „posthumanem“ als tatsächliche 

Geister/Gespenster). 

Entgegen den Konzepten des New Materialism, habe ich meine eigenen Konzeptionen und den 

triangulierten/übersetzten „Spirit of Relationality“ oder dem „Geist der Relationalität,“ den ich 
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theoretisiere, als „Pneumaterialism“ bezeichnet, mit dem Argument, dass indigene Theorien 

fortwährend holistisch relational (networked) und spirituell (agential) in Ökologien des Mehr-

als-Menschlichen sind. 

 

Maunakea und Kaho‘olawe als Aloha ‘Āina Kin Studies zur dekolonialen Praxis 

Die zwei Aloha ‘Āina Kin Studies zu Kaho‘olawe und Maunakea unterstreichen die zentrale 

Bedeutung von aloha ‘āina Weltanschauung für kontemporäre kulturelle Grundsätze auf 

Hawai‘i. Diese zeigen, wie aloha ‘āina mit der Vision einer dekolonialen Zukunft durch 

systemische Veränderungen einhergeht. 

Die Aloha ‘Āina Bewegung der Protect Kaho‘olawe ‘Ohana in den 70er/80er Jahren hat die 

Insel Kaho‘olawe als Bombenabwurfplatz von der U.S. Navy zurückerobert, während die 

Protect Mauna Kea Bewegung zum Schutz des Maunakea in einem laufenden 

Gerichtsverfahren gegen den Bau eines vierzehnten astronomischen Teleskops auf dem 

höchsten Berg der Insel Hawai‘i vorgeht. Beide Namen der sozialen Bewegungen werden von 

der Idee getragen, heiliges Land zu „beschützen“ und nicht gegen einen bestimmten Gegner zu 

„protestieren:“ „We are protectors, not protestors.“ 

Obwohl die umstrittenen astronomischen Teleskopprojekte auf dem Berg seit den 1960er 

Jahren ein ständiger Kampf für die Rechte indigener Völker auf indigenem Land sind, kam es 

2015 zu einem größeren Aufschwung der Aktivisten in der Protect Mauna Kea Bewegung. Da 

dies der Einstiegspunkt für meine persönliche Beteiligung an der Bewegung ist, erzähle ich die 

Ereignisse, die sich auf Maunakea seit April 2015 bis zu COVID-19-Lockdowns im Frühjahr 

2020 in Bezug auf das Thirty Meter Telescope ereignet haben. 

 

Eve Tuck (Unangan Aleut) und K. Wayne Yang betonen, wie wichtig es ist, die 

„Dekolonisierung“ nicht zur Metapher zu reduzieren. Diese Kritik von Tuck & Yang stützt sich 

auf indigene dekoloniale Methoden und Solidaritäten, die verdeutlichen, wie 

postkoloniale/kulturwissenschaftliche Theorien für die Bedingungen in Siedlerkolonialstaaten 

– im Gegensatz zu denen in postkolonialen Nationalstaaten – unzureichend sind. 

Bezogen auf die von Dean Itsuji Saranillio im hawaiianischen Kontext analysierte „Settler of 

Color Critique,“ bedeutet dies nicht, dass zwischen Asian Settlers und Kānaka Maoli eine 

binäre Unterdrückung in gleichartiger Weise besteht, wie zwischen weißen Siedlern und 

Kānaka Maoli. Die weiße Vorherrschaft in der auch Asian Settlers eingebunden sind unterstützt 

jedoch die Struktur der Siedlerkolonie, indem sie beispielsweise den Mythos einer Asian 

„Model Minority“ aufrechterhält und die Unterschiede verbirgt. 

Die Terminologie der „Affinitäten,“ von Anarchisten für den Community-Aufbau durch 

dynamische „Unity in Diversity“ (anstelle von Assimilation des Denkens) angewendet, ist 

effektiver, um multiethnische antihegemoniale Handlungen zu veranschaulichen. In Anlehnung 

an Noelani Goodyear-Kaʻōpuas metaphorische und materielle Aussaat von „seeds for the 
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future,“ appelliert Saranillio an den Community-Aufbau sozialer Affinitäten zwischen 

Gemeinschaften. Candace Fujikane appelliert desgleichen an die Achtsamkeit der Siedler, 

Aloha ‘Āina werden, in diesem Kampf um das Wiederaufleben der hawaiianischen Nation. Dies 

bedeutet nicht, auf die Organisation von Bewegungen zu verzichten, die langzeitlich angelegt 

sind. Es bedeutet vielmehr, die kuleana, die Relationalität, die Unterschiede und die Affinitäten 

für die gemeinsame Sache kontinuierlich und gewissenhaft auszuhandeln.  

 

In meiner Dissertation vereinige ich die hawaiianische aloha ‘āina oder der „Liebe zum Land“ 

mit Huey P. Newtons politischer Theorie des Interkommunalismus zu dekolonialeren Formen 

globaler Klimagerechtigkeit. Der Zweck dieser Verbindung besteht darin, den „Geist“ 

innerhalb der postmarxistischen Theorien wieder zu verorten, der, wie Vanessa Watts 

beanstandet, aus eurozentrischen Perspektiven entfernt worden war. 

Ich spreche von sinngemäßen „Materialien“ in den Ästuar-Fischteichen, aber ich spreche auch 

von sinngemäßer Metaphysik oder Transzendenz in den Kohlenstoff- und Sauerstoff-

Interaktionen in der Flussmündung, wo Süßwasser auf Salzwasser trifft. „Metaphysik“ ist eine 

Anspielung auf das Spirituelle, aber auch die Meta- oder Transzendenz der Physik von Land 

und Wasser in Form von Kondensation oder atmosphärischen Phänomenen wie Halos und 

Regenbögen. Ich spreche von „Materialismus,“ wenn ich in Kapitel 3 und Kapitel 5 Asian 

Settler Beziehungen, Obdachlosigkeit und Pandemie-Solidarität auf Symbiosen analysiere. Mit 

der kolonialen Besiedlung der „local Asians“ als Arbeitskräfte auf den Zuckerrohr- und dann 

Ananas-Plantagen, wurden nach und nach unterschiedliche materielle Bedingungen und die 

Ursprünge der anfänglichen Solidarität gegen Racial Capitalism verschleiert. 

Ich spreche auch vom „spirituellen“ Pneuma, wenn ich mich auf das Aloha und das Kuleana 

oder die „Rechenschaftspflicht“ gegenüber der hawaiianischen Souveränität für hawaiianisches 

Land beziehe. In allen Fällen von Pneumaterialismus meine ich, den Geist/die Geister ins 

Zentrum zu stellen, der/die die Zwischenräume bewohnt/bewohnen, sei es zwischen dem 

Kollektiv und zwischen den Bereichen des Materiellen oder des Sichtbaren und des 

Unsichtbaren. 

Im Interkommunalismus haben die verschiedenen Gemeinschaften, die nach Befreiung und 

Dekolonisierung rufen, ein gemeinsames Ziel, wobei Strategien und Bedeutung in 

ortsbezogenen Beziehungen oder „Grounded Normativity“ zu finden sind. Diese Dissertation 

ist eine Erzählung von Aloha ‘Āina und der interkommunalistischen Solidarität zwischen der 

ortsbezogenen politischen Philosophie in Hawai‘i und ausgewählten „Pockets of Resistance,“ 

die in Community oder Kinship zu meinem Sein stehen. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Of the eight main islands of the Hawaiian archipelago, I pay greatest respect to the land of 

Hawai‘i Island that inspired this project, and the land of O‘ahu Island that fed me through most 

of my stay there 2012-2015. 

The starting point of my PhD dissertation is the conflict of epistemologies towards land in 

Hawai‘i. In this introduction I explain what aloha ‘āina (“love of the land”) means in its current 

practice in Hawai‘i, based on historical resistances against land dispossession and the Kingdom 

Overthrow in 1893. As a result of the statehood vote in 1959, the Hawaiian archipelago became 

the 50th U.S. state and was removed from the United Nations list of non-self-governing 

territories. This formal statehood brought it even further away from a self-sufficient and 

sovereign Pacific Islands nation to being dependent on U.S. economic and military interests in 

the Pacific.1 

In Euroamerican and colonial epistemologies, land is a commodity that can be bought and sold 

and taken into ownership. In Indigenous Hawaiian conceptualization land is relational, a living 

and breathing family member that one is descended from. In a place known for its tourism 

development and military occupation, these distinct understandings of land are key to current 

conflicts about urban “development” projects, the intrusion of agribusiness corporations, the 

exploitation of natural resources, and military land use. 

The concept of aloha ‘āina and caring for the land is central to a more ecologically sustainable 

epistemology, thus I emphasize the role Indigenous knowledge and movements have for 

challenging industrial-capitalist economies in this system of racial capitalism through 

extractivism.2 I further hope to validate more contemporary bottom-up Indigenous approaches 

to democratic forms of governance in Hawai‘i. 

 

 
1 Urban planner Sean Connelly describes that the military occupation and control of O‘ahu’s urban and rural area 
is invisibilized through the tourist-fortification of it. (Connelly 2020: 232) 
Sean Connelly. 2020. “Our City as Ahupuaʻa. For Justice-Advancing Futures.” 
2 As Jodi Melamed states, “capitalism is racial capitalism,” which is the premise I am working with in this project. 
(Melamed 2015: 77) 
Jodi Melamed. 2015. “Racial Capitalism.” 
“The development, organization, and expansion of capitalist society pursued essentially racial directions, so too 
did social ideology. As a material force, then, it could be expected that racialism would inevitably permeate the 
social structures emergent from capitalism. I have used the term "racial capitalism" to refer to this development 
and to the subsequent structure as a historical agency.” (Robinson 2000 (1983): 2) 
Cedric Robinson. 2000 (1983). Black Marxism: The Making of the Black Radical Tradition. 

http://hdl.handle.net/10125/70198
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Due to the isolated location of islands in the Pacific Ocean, Hawai‘i is seen by scientists in 

diverse fields of study as a kind of laboratory for climate change impacts, genetically 

engineered organisms3 and pesticide control in agriculture,4 as well as “multiculturalism,”5 

among other things. These laboratory factors are all part of what informs my critical analysis 

for this project on how Indigenous resurgence that is grounded in land-based practices like 

aloha ‘āina is central to dismantling the settler colonial structures in Hawai‘i.6 

 

1.1. Contextual overview and conceptual outline 

The Kanaka Maoli (Native Hawaiian)7 concept of aloha ‘āina or the “love of the land” is the 

driving force for those against land development or exploitation. This “love of the land” is an 

Indigenous form of resistance for sustainable land practices counter to settler colonial 

epistemologies of land. To an extreme degree, U.S. settler colonial epistemologies have led to, 

e.g. environmental degradation and unused luxury-housing developments, while dependency 

on food imports and food prices are the highest in the nation and Kānaka Maoli homelessness 

is on the rise.8 Further, aloha ‘āina emphasizes that the two conflicting factions are not divided 

along ethnic lines between Kānaka Maoli on one side and U.S. settlers on the other, but between 

those who understand and promote the concept of relational land and its stewardship, and those 

who only see the value and significance of land as property and real estate. In fact, Kanaka 

 
3 Genetically modified is an imprecise term, as strategic breeding of plants also accounts for “modification,” such 
as the human cultivation of the maize plant to the edible version or the Cavendish banana we know nowadays. 
The critiques emphasize the engineering between genetic organisms beyond the breeding of certain more edible 
crops, with a more invasive modification through the genes. In the Māori context, Fiona Cram explains the 
Indigenous cultural concerns it brings: “Genetic engineering is different from traditional breeding for selected 
qualities in that genetic engineering involves manipulation of the genetic makeup of an organism and often cross-
species transfers of genetic material. Maori concerns about genetic engineering are based within our belief 
systems and culture. These concerns stem from our relationship with the land and the conservation of flora and 
fauna for future generations.” (Cram 2005: 54) 
Fiona Cram. 2005. “Backgrounding Maori Views on Genetic Engineering.” 
4 Leʻa Malia Kanehe. 2014. “Kūʻē Mana Māhele. The Hawaiian Movement to Resist Biocolonialism.” 
5 Saranillio 2018a: 81 
Dean Itsuji Saranillio. 2018a. Unsustainable Empire. Alternative Histories of Hawai‘i Statehood. 
6 Leanne Betasamosake Simpson. 2016. “Indigenous Resurgence and Co-resistance.” 
7 Kanaka Maoli refers to the singular or adjective, while Kānaka Maoli refers to the plural. I alternate these with 
self-references in quotations or the term “Hawaiian,” where I always mean only Indigenous or Native Hawaiians, 
not state residents as a whole. 
8 “Data confirm the economic and housing crisis. In 1990 the cost of a median single-family home on O‘ahu was 
$363,000, a 41 percent increase from 1989. In the same time period, condominium prices increased 54 percent 
to $200,000 and the average cost of a one-family rental unit was $1,450 per month. Simultaneously, the number 
of those living in poverty, as defined by having a total family income below $15,000 per year, increased to 11 
percent of the population, primarily Filipino and Kānaka Maoli. On the Wai‘anae Coast, which was approximately 
60 percent Native Hawaiian in 1996, the percentage of those living in poverty conditions was approximately 17 
percent.” (Niheu 2014: 167) 
Kalamaoka‘aina Niheu. 2014. “Puʻuhonua: Sanctuary and Struggle at Mākua.” 

https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctt1dnncqc.6
https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv11cw7h9.27
https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv11smkg0
https://doi.org/10.5749/jcritethnstud.2.2.0019
https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv11cw7h9.16
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Maoli aloha ‘āina express that it is a culturally respectful and ethnically inclusive concept for 

settlers to partake in and act as settler aloha ‘āina.9 

 

1.1.1. Overview on land relation and community-building narratives 

Translating ‘āina simply as “land” does not underline the profound relational meaning of the 

land to Hawaiian epistemology. The kinship to ‘āina is framed by the Kumulipo creation story 

of descent from Hāloa, who is both the first ancestor and the taro plant, making the taro plant 

another ancestor. This “value of family” instead of “property” understanding of ‘āina is also 

depicted in the linguistic features of the inalienable possessive pronoun “ko‘u” vs. the alienable 

“ka‘u.” The etymology of the nurturing and nourishing “feeder” is from the translation of ‘āina 

as “that which feeds.” 

For a better comprehension of the relational significance of land, I explain the linguistics around 

the “aloha ‘āina” term in Chapter 3. The importance of pronouns is also one I utilize in 

Philippine/Filipinx anticolonial relationality for solidarity. To comprehend aloha ‘āina, the 

English translation of aloha also displays shortcomings in the connotations conveyed. In the 

context of the term “aloha ‘āina,” aloha could be translated as “love,” however with a more 

intrinsic essence for Kānaka Maoli.10 

As land is family and the source of life for Kānaka Maoli, this project argues that the resurgent 

movements for aloha ‘āina protection of specific land dispossessions cannot be taken as 

separate from the movements for Indigenous sovereignty as a whole. However, I primarily see 

this as an environmental humanities project with an Intercommunalist climate justice endeavor. 

 
9 An emphasis on this “settler” or non-Indigenous practice of aloha ‘āina is introduced throughout this project, 
and it can be summarized to cater to all, through “the identification of one’s genealogical (not necessarily 
genetic) and biogeographical relationships with places or processes. This is a fundamental concept, as these 
connections define one’s reciprocal stewardship relationship with one’s surroundings as much as elucidating one’s 
human family genealogy helps us to understand our connection to parents and grandparents, uncles and aunts, 
the migrations that brought our families to specific geographies, and the cultural identity and traditions that 
shape and enrich our lives.” (Kealiikanakaoleohaililani, Kurashima et al. 2018: 6, emphasis added) 
Kekuhi Kealiikanakaoleohaililani, Natalie Kurashima, Kainana S. Francisco, Christian P. Giardina , Renee Pualani 
Louis, Heather McMillen, C. Kalā Asing, Kayla Asing, Tabetha A. Block, Mililani Browning, Kualii Camara, Lahela 
Camara, Melanie Leilā Dudley, Monika Frazier, Noah Gomes, Amy Elizabeth Gordon, Marc Gordon, Linnea Heu, 
Aliah Irvine, Nohea Kaawa, Sean Kirkpatrick, Emily Leucht, Cheyenne Hiapo Perry, John Replogle, Lasha-Lynn 
Salbosa, Aimee Sato, Linda Schubert, Amelie Sterling, Amanda L. Uowolo, Jermy Uowolo, Bridget Walker, A. 
Nāmaka Whitehead & Darcy Yogi. 2018. “Ritual + Sustainability Science? A Portal into the Science of Aloha.” 
10 Questionably, “Aloha” is in fact also a part of state law. The Revised Statutes outline “Aloha Spirit” is as follows: 
“‘Aloha Spirit’ is the coordination of mind and heart within each person. It brings each person to the self. Each 
person must think and emote good feelings to others. (…) ‘Aloha’ means mutual regard and affection and extends 
warmth in caring with no obligation in return. ‘Aloha’ is the essence of relationships in which each person is 
important to every other person for collective existence. ‘Aloha’ means to hear what is not said, to see what 
cannot be seen and to know the unknowable.” 
State of Hawai‘i. 2014. Hawai‘i State Revised Statutes [§5-7.5] “Aloha Spirit.” 

https://doi.org/10.3390/su10103478
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Since 1959, he Mauna Loa Observatory on Hawai‘i Island has been the site of carbon parts per 

million (ppm) measurement used to track and assess global climate change.11 Yet the site of 

astronomy observatories on nearby Maunakea is where this project of mine on aloha ‘āina 

began in 2015. The relational motivation for this work is in the protection of the sacred 

mountain against the Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT) on Hawai‘i Island, the largest and 

youngest of the archipelago. 

The reason and resolution for this dissertation on land in Hawai‘i connects these mountains 

worldwide to the interests of the science of astronomy. It also returns in a spatiotemporal spiral 

to the Indigenous12 and localized knowledge of the science of climate change and justice 

through decolonial Indigenous and relational on-the-ground work.13 Aloha ‘āina emphasizes 

continuous relational solidarity to other global struggles of anti-imperialism, with Indigenous 

Peoples in North America, the Pacific Ocean, and Palestine, in particular. Aloha ‘āina also 

emphasizes standing with communities in the places one is in relation to or positioned in, which 

is why this project includes a strong focus on Philippine solidarity, and concludes with climate 

justice and anti-imperialism as related to German place. 

 

The project utilizes metaphors and material examples of relationality to the land and flora and 

fauna, and I interpret these metaphors of land in community pockets of resistance and 

Indigenous resurgence. Some could be seen as a form of marronage and evading the state’s 

involvement14 to imagine abundant ways of mutual living off of the land in a “place of refuge.”15 

In other cases these are long-standing cultural “sanctuaries” or ecological “oases” of state non-

involvement, which allowed for a perpetuation of living off of the land as if in a plural society 

and in rejection of Americanization, like on the Hawaiian island of Molokai.16 

In the 1990s, Kanaka Maoli under the leadership of Bumpy Kanahele occupied Waimānalo 

Beach and “resisted eviction so fiercely that they secured a long-term lease from the State, and 

 
11 U.S. Department of Commerce. “About Mauna Loa Observatory.” NOAA website. 
12 “While our spirituality is very important and real, we need to challenge the conception that it is not based on 
keen observation equally valid as Western science.” (Niheu 2019: 121) 
13 “Here, in my home of US-occupied Hawai‘i, I have struggled to find words to convey how imperative are the 
voices of the indigenous peoples of the world to this era of climate change crisis. How can we communicate to 
the world how systems of exploitation and extraction have been wreaking havoc not just in our homes but in the 
homelands of our occupiers as well? How can I, as a Kanaka Maoli, help shift the simplistic narrative of our fight 
to survive a mighty foe to a more revelatory discussion of how the racism inherent to dismissing our systems of 
sustainability endangers us all?” (Niheu 2019: 120) 
Kalamaoka‘aina Niheu. 2019. “Indigenous Resistance in an Era of Climate Change.” 
14 James C. Scott. 2009. The Art of Not Being Governed. 
15 Niheu 2014 
16 Davianna Pōmaika‘i McGregor. 2007. Nā Kua‘āina. 

https://gml.noaa.gov/obop/mlo/
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created a community that enacts sovereignty and self-governance at Pu‘uhonua o 

Waimānalo.”17 As I describe one of my chapters, houseless – not homeless – Hawaiians acted 

similarly on the Westside of O‘ahu at Mākua Beach to disrupt the military’s bombing of Mākua 

Valley. Presently a group of Kānaka Maoli women and others led by Twinkle Borge “have 

created abundance out of scarcity” at Pu‘uhonua o Wai‘anae.18 

Although many of these marronage narratives revolve around Hawaiian forms of living aloha 

‘āina, in several cases I highlight the symbiotic dynamics that break with settler-native or rural-

urban binaries. In the politics of this project, I emphasize the forms of interethnic reciprocal or 

collaborative regeneration towards aloha ‘āina lifestyles within these conditions of Indigenous 

resurgence. 

At different times and in different ethnic or geographic contexts others have articulated this 

dream of a post-nationalist – rather than Internationalist – and non-statist form of community-

building. The Black Panther Party and Huey Newton’s “Intercommunalism” within the Black 

radical solidarity in Third Worldism, or “democratic confederalism” in the Kurdish region of 

Rojava, or the Zapatistas in Chiapas and what aligns with an Indigenous “libertarian socialism” 

or anarchism, are examples to call to mind.19 This dissertation focusses on the specificity of 

aloha ‘āina in Hawai‘i, but these examples show the expanse of diverse communities that are 

envisioning their “communities of care” beyond national borders or elsewhere than state 

systems.20  

My project does not wish to transpose Hawaiian values to other contexts and places,21 but is a 

call to seek out the specific place-based forms that can develop in congruence with local 

 
17 Grandinetti 2020: 247 
Tina Grandinetti. 2020. “Housing and Aloha ʻĀina: Beyond Building Our Way Out of the Crisis.” 
18 Grandinetti 2020: 247 
See also Tatiana Kalaniʻōpua Young’s contribution in Hulihia 3: 
“In July of 2020, the Waiʻanae Boat Harbor encampment now known as Puʻuhonua O Waiʻanae (POW) has come 
a long way since my first visit in 2013. As part of its vision for the future, POW is clearing a 20-acre land parcel in 
Waiʻanae Valley that it purchased earlier this year. Its mission to provide inclusion and safety for underserved 
Hawaiian, Pacific Islander, and multiethnic individuals, as well as displaced māhū (intersex/queer/transfolks), 
wāhine (women), and kāne (men) is now being realized. Known as a refuge for homeless, houseless, and home-
free individuals and families struggling with addiction, poverty, and ostracism, POW prioritizes ʻohana as the 
means to mend and heal relationships.” (Young 2020: 174) 
Tatiana Kalaniʻōpua Young. 2020. “Home Is What We Make It.” 
19 Several Kanaka Maoli “anarcha-indigenists” reference the Zapatistas like Mary Tuti Baker, and Haunani-Kay 
Trask references the Kurdish people, as I will expand on below. 
20 Some of my U.S. examples revolve around other former BPP members and their collectives who organize as 
Black Anarchists or communalists. 
Akinyele K. Umoja. 2015. “Maroon. Kuwasi Balagoon and the Evolution of Revolutionary New Afrikan 
Anarchism.” 
21 Kyle Powys Whyte and Teresia K. Teaiwa most recently brought me to this conclusion based on various 
statements that emphasized not to do this severing away from relationality to place. 

http://hdl.handle.net/10125/70195
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/70209
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conditions and values, as exemplified by the given social, cultural, and geographic conditions 

that aloha ‘āina enacts in Hawai‘i. 

In the context of political ecology and environmental justice I focus on interrogating the links 

between and perpetuations of the colonial violence in extractivism towards Indigenous Peoples, 

women, and in particular Indigenous women, as in the case of Chapter 6 solidarities against 

fossil fuel pipelines and Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women (MMIW).22 In countries of 

the global South such as the Philippines, threats to environmental defenders by agribusiness 

and extractivism,23 or land-grabbing and labor exploitation in food and other global supply 

chains, are related to these environmental racisms.24 In the global North, environmental sacrifice 

zones are often in areas inhabited by Black, Latinx, and lower-income populations,25 while 

Indigenous lands and reservations suffer from lack of water access,26 and climate migrants are 

stopped at borders, in spite of Indigeneities to these same territories preceding nation-state 

borders.27 However, even in urban areas such as Flint, Michigan, this lack of clean water 

problem persists in full view of the wealthiest industrial nation in the world.28 

In my community and academic work I emphasize the need to reject the colonial violence of 

“false solutions” to the climate crisis, such as nuclear energy and its waste disposal on 

Indigenous lands,29 or the prioritization of “conservation”30 lands as devoid of humans including 

the traditional stewards of these. My examples on food sovereignty as tied to Indigenous and 

 
“TEK [Traditional Ecological Knowledge] systems, then, are systems of responsibilities that arise from particular 
cosmological beliefs about the relationships between living beings and non-living things or humans and the 
natural world. There is an important implication for knowledge mobilization. TEK cannot be readily transferred 
to different contexts unless the people in the new context also learn the systems of responsibilities and character 
traits. Such learning entails complete cultural immersion.” (Whyte 2013: 5, emphasis added) 
Kyle Powys Whyte. 2013. “On the role of traditional ecological knowledge as a collaborative concept.” 
Teresia K. Teaiwa. 2006. “On Analogies: Rethinking the Pacific in a Global Context.” 
22 Joanne Barker. 2019. “Confluence: Water as an Analytic of Indigenous Feminisms.” 
23 Global Witness. 2020. Defending Tomorrow. 
24 Marta G. Rivera-Ferre, Feliu López-i-Gelats, Federica Ravera, Elisa Oteros-Rozas, Marina di Masso, Rosa 
Binimelis & Hamid El Bilalid. 2021. “The two-way relationship between food systems and the COVID19 pandemic: 
causes and consequences.” 
25 Robert D. Bullard & Beverly Hendrix Wright. 1986. “The Politics of Pollution: Implications for the Black 
Community.” 
26 Barker 2019 
27 The National Congress of American Indians. 2019. Calling to Protect and Advance the Human Rights of 
Indigenous Peoples Migrating to the US. 
28 Black climate activists repeatedly emphasize the connection between access to freshwater and access to fresh 
air with the Black Lives Matter movement, stemming from the environmental justice analyses of Robert D. 
Bullard. 
29 Winona LaDuke. 1999. All Our Relations. 
30 “Conservationism has been limited by an imaginary of pristine wilderness and nature that are tied to the history 
of settler colonialism. It is marred by its historical role in the dispossession and erasure of colonized and racialized 
people.” (Opperman 2019: 76, Endnote 6) 
Romy Opperman. 2019. “A Permanent Struggle Against an Omnipresence.” 

https://doi.org/10.1186/2192-1709-2-7
https://doi.org/10.1186/2192-1709-2-7
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/13914
https://doi.org/10.17953/aicrj.43.3.barker
https://www.globalwitness.org/documents/19939/Defending_Tomorrow_EN_low_res_-_July_2020.pdf
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.agsy.2021.103134
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.agsy.2021.103134
https://www.ncai.org/attachments/Resolution_BAvNzizmEsFRnCzHMgmzcVNdznGWioujwKwGZrPrcvwdoPIVVIk_ABQ-19-012.pdf
https://www.ncai.org/attachments/Resolution_BAvNzizmEsFRnCzHMgmzcVNdznGWioujwKwGZrPrcvwdoPIVVIk_ABQ-19-012.pdf
https://doi.org/10.5325/critphilrace.7.1.0057
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regional staple foods in this project introduce the relationality of Kānaka Maoli to the kalo or 

taro plant. I will moreover critically focus on the significance of fisheries, fisherfolk, and 

fishponds in Hawai‘i and the Pacific to narrate solidarity and symbiosis of knowledge systems. 

It is imperative to consider the place-basedness of these plants and foods and their intrinsic 

meaning to humans as kin, as is the case of the kalo in Hawai‘i, wild rice in the Great Lakes 

region,31 or sago palm in New Guinea.32 In these times of a global pandemic, the reliance on 

migrant, refugee, and undocumented labor to keep people fed highlight all these 

interconnections of environmental racism and food supply with public health and sustainability. 

Not just the diet but also the mental, and thus physical, well-being is threatened by all these 

transgressions on the bodily autonomy of the laborers and the earth.33 

 

1.1.2. Outline of methods and chapters: poetry, autoethnography to 

place/community, and discourse analysis 

In this dissertation and its analytical methods of kaona or “metaphors” relevant to Hawaiian 

land and epistemology, I turn to various examples of intentional Indigenous and/or collective 

refusal towards the settler nation-state.34 My main method here is contemporary poetry analysis, 

which I bring into dialogue in themes/metaphors to community organizing and land-based 

practices of aloha ‘āina in Hawai‘i. Interspersed and in argument for Intercommunalism, I 

relate decolonial Hawaiian struggles in food sovereignty, demilitarization, and labor organizing 

with other groups in solidarity struggles for a global focus. Hawaiian chants and sustainability 

science are a part of the discourse analysis, as are philosophical readings of science 

communication and political theories. 

 
31 Kyle Powys Whyte. 2018. “Food Sovereignty, Justice, and Indigenous People.” 
32 Alison Dundon. 2002. “Mines and Monsters.” 
33 “In perpetuating aloha ‘āina, Native Hawaiian well-being and the well-being of the land are interdependent; 
neither can exist without the other.” (Kahanamoku, Alegado, Kagawa-Viviani et al. 2020: 3) 
Sara Kahanamoku, Rosie ʻAnolani Alegado, Aurora Kagawa-Viviani, Katie Leimomi Kamelamela, Brittany Kamai, 
Lucianne M. Walkowicz, Chanda Prescod-Weinstein, Mithi Alexa de los Reyes, Hilding Neilson. 2020. “A Native 
Hawaiian-led summary of the current impact of constructing the Thirty Meter Telescope on Maunakea.” 
34 “Refusal comes with the requirement of having one’s political sovereignty acknowledged and upheld, and 
raises the question of legitimacy for those who are usually in the position of recognizing: What is their authority 
to do so? Where does it come from? Who are they to do so?” (Simpson 2014: 11) 
Audra Simpson. 2014. Mohawk Interruptus. Political Life Across the Borders of Settler States. 
This Indigenous refusal is a strategy not based on recognition by the nation-state: 
“This shift means rejecting the performativity of a rights discourse geared toward state affirmation and 
recognition, and embracing a daily existence conditioned by place-based cultural practices. How one engages in 
daily processes of truth-telling and resistance to colonial encroachments is just as important as the overall 
outcome of these struggles to reclaim, restore, and regenerate homeland relationships.” (Corntassel 2012: 89) 
Jeff Corntassel. 2012. “Re-envisioning resurgence.” 

https://www.oxfordhandbooks.com/view/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199372263.001.0001/oxfordhb-9780199372263-e-34
https://doi.org/10.48550/arXiv.2001.00970
https://doi.org/10.48550/arXiv.2001.00970
https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv1198w8z
https://jps.library.utoronto.ca/index.php/des/article/view/18627/15550
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I will generally provide translations for Hawaiian words and other subaltern cultural concepts 

that I interpret for social and political arguments. The malleability and metaphors in Hawaiian 

translation to English may provide varying translations from source material and will be cited 

as such. The most important metaphors and Hawaiian concepts of analysis here can be found 

in a Glossary of Hawaiian terms in the back of this dissertation. 

 

I interpret and relate different spaces and places to the needs of “translating” aloha ‘āina and 

mālama ‘āina (“caring for the land”) to concepts and relations as understood from a 

Euroamerican academia and practice. I have divided the chapters conceptually as best fit into 

land, sky, ocean, and estuary. In true holism of aloha ‘āina and Indigenous Studies, this division 

of course is not and cannot be clear-cut. 

Chapter 2: Methods is a methodological chapter of decolonizing knowing and being, 

motivated by philosophies of relation, global South postcolonialism and collectivism, and 

waters as confluence and convergence. This chapter expands on philosophical and political 

interpretations of historical overviews on colonialism in this introduction. It provides a basis 

for understanding Indigenous Studies themes and covers further global contexts to coloniality 

and decolonizing. 

Chapter 3: Land or ‘āina is a narrative of freshwater flowing to feed the streams and fields 

for growth and nourishment. This chapter focusses on abundance, family, and relational well-

being and health. I analyze poems by Loke Aloua and Brandy Nālani McDougall on abundant 

futures and ghostly erasure of histories. With these themes on kinship of the land and the taro 

plant to the Hawaiian people, I communicate hydrology in discourse analysis of Hawaiian aloha 

‘āina and relation to the ancestral taro plant and the ahupua‘a (watershed land divisions).  

Chapter 4: Sky is conceptualized around the ‘āina of Maunakea or Mauna a Wākea, the highest 

mountain peak in the world from the seabed to the Sky Father Wākea. This chapter focuses on 

the spiritual foundation of this work, Maunakea as a sacred mountain for Hawaiians and the 

summit of the Sky Father and water deities, as well as access to their waters. I analyze poems 

by leilani portillo, Haunani-Kay Trask, and Lākea Trask-Batti on genealogies and resistance to 

colonialism. Here, I communicate optics and geology as scientific and philosophical contexts 

from the metaphors of the chapter: Mirrors as related to the telescopes, rainbows and water 

condensation, and potentiality of land and life through prisms of light. 

Chapter 5: Ocean is about the aloha ‘āina reclamation of Kaho‘olawe Island in the 1970s, 

which was used as a U.S. Navy bombing target, and thus is a social movement of land 

reclamation in cultural resurgence. However, the island itself is also called Kanaloa in 
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embodiment of the ocean deity Kanaloa, so it embodies the ocean while it is simultaneously 

‘āina. This is the foundational chapter for the others in non-linear writing and is grounded in 

historical coalitions of class and ethnic solidarity in labor organizing. I analyze poems by Tui 

Scanlan, D. Keali‘i MacKenzie, and Chelsea Mana‘olana Duarte on navigation, ocean 

pollution, and kinship. 

Chapter 6: Estuary is where I intentionally focus not only on the space where land meets 

ocean at a freshwater river mouth or embayment, but also on a space where organisms and 

people converge in symbiosis with the carbon exchange in this fertile water. I analyze poems 

by Aimee Suzara and Ross Gay in Intercommunalist solidarity with other racial and climate 

justice contexts. The chapter focusses on fisherfolk and amphibious metaphors, as well as 

comparative memory-making against empire and across oceans. The commonality of these 

themes is the estuarine space and riverine flows between the communities. 

The project narrates these visions through Philippine/Filipinx35 kuleana or “responsibility,” 

both through aloha ‘āina activists’ stories, as well as my own. Kuleana is the moral 

“responsibility” or “obligation” to act in a manner that is pono or “righteous,” and be in 

harmony with the social and physical environment. In the re-examination of historical 

narratives, there is a kuleana to make right or make pono the injustices done to Hawaiian people 

with the ongoing U.S. occupation and land disenfranchisement.36 However, as ku‘ualoha 

ho‘omanawanui notes, the kuleana in academic scholarship also resides in knowing the extent 

of one’s right to information or the sharing of it, and the responsibility that comes with this 

sharing.37 Most eloquently, my use of kuleana follows the declaration by Hōkūlani Aikau, 

Noelani Goodyear-Kaʻōpua, and Noenoe K. Silva: “The practice of kuleana calls each person 

to be attentive to her or his historical, genealogical, and lived relationships to ‘āina, and this 

provides openings to shift the conditions of possibility that sustain settler colonialisms.”38 

 
35 I will refer to the diaspora population in the USA mostly as “Filipinx” and use the term “Philippine” as adjective 
and noun in nuance referring to other spaces and in regard to historical narratives, due to the contentious 
debates around “Filipinx” outside of the USA. 
36 Haunani-Kay Trask elaborates on the counternarrative needed: 
“When I was young the story of my people was told twice: once by my parents, then again by my school teachers. 
From my ‘ohana (family), I learned about the life of the old ones: how they fished and planted by the moon; 
shared all the fruits of their labors, especially their children; danced in great numbers for long hours; and honored 
the unity of their world in intricate genealogical chants. My mother said Hawaiians had sailed over thousands of 
miles to make their home in these sacred islands. And they had flourished, until the coming of the haole (whites). 
At school, I learned that the “pagan Hawaiians” did not read or write, were lustful cannibals, traded in slaves, 
and could not sing. Captain Cook had “discovered” Hawai‘i, and the ungrateful Hawaiians had killed him. In 
revenge, the Christian god had cursed the Hawaiians with disease and death.” (Trask 1999a: 113) 
Haunani-Kay Trask. 1999a (1993). From a Native Daughter. 
37 ho‘omanawanui 2014a: xiv 
ku‘ualoha ho‘omanawanui. 2014a. Voices of Fire. Reweaving the Literary Lei of Pele and Hi‘iaka. 
38 Aikau, Goodyear-Kaʻōpua, & Silva 2016: 162 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.5749/j.ctt6wr84g
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1.2. Supporting Indigenous resurgence and sustainable economies of 

abundance in Hawai‘i through aloha ‘āina (“love of the land”) and 

mālama ‘āina (“caring for the land”) against climate change 

In the historical context of U.S. American imperialism, Hawai‘i was an independent nation-

state overthrown and occupied by the USA. The demographics of the State of Hawai‘i that 

depict the population as multiethnic with a non-white majority gloss over the marginalization 

and assimilation of the Indigenous people of the land. However, the demographics of the 

citizens of the independent Kingdom of Hawai‘i until 1893 were multiethnic as well.39 

In 1946 following World War II, the Territory of Hawai‘i was placed under the United Nations 

list of non-self-governing territories. Nonetheless, the U.S. government determined to keep its 

claim on the territory by pushing for statehood as the only viable option. In 1959, the ballot for 

statehood included only two closed voting options: remaining a U.S. territory or becoming a 

state. There was no question on regaining sovereign status as the Kingdom of Hawai‘i.40 Among 

those voting were settlers and military personnel, i.e., more recent U.S. residents, who by now 

outnumbered the Kanaka Maoli population. In contrast, the 1953 United Nations General 

Assembly advised that there is to be no electoral interference by a “foreign government” in the 

self-governing vote of a territory.41 

In the late 1970s and 1980s, evictions in rural Kalama Valley and on Sand Island near Pearl 

Harbor, where a group of mostly Kanaka Maoli residents had built a settlement, initiated the 

first aloha ‘āina movement “to be remembered long after as the spark that ignited the modern 

Hawaiian Movement, an ongoing series of land struggles.”42 Hawaiians organized national and 

global alliances with other civil rights and Indigenous groups, like the movements for a nuclear-

free Pacific, but also the American Indian Movement and the Black Panthers. This Hawaiian 

cultural resurgence is a continuation of the chiefly war tradition of kū‘ē (“resistance”), which 

expanded from local land evictions thanks to military and urban development, to demands for 

Hawaiian sovereignty.43 

 

 
Hōkūlani K. Aikau, Noelani Goodyear-Kaʻōpua & Noenoe K. Silva. 2016. “The Practice of Kuleana.” 
39 Young 2006: 6 
Kanalu Young. 2006. “Kuleana: Toward A Historiography of Hawaiian National Consciousness 1780-2001.” 
40 Trask 1999a: 76 
41 “Factors which should be taken into account in deciding whether a Territory is or is not a Territory whose 
people have not yet attained a full measure of self-government.” 
United Nations General Assembly. 1953. UNGA Resolution 742 (VIII). 
42 Trask 1991: 1200 
Haunani-Kay Trask. 1991. “Coalition-Building between Natives and Non-Natives.” 
43 Trask 2000: 378 
Haunani-Kay Trask. 2000. “Native Social Capital: The Case of Hawaiian Sovereignty and Ka Lahui Hawaii.” 

https://digitallibrary.un.org/record/211635
https://doi.org/10.2307/1229037
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1.2.1. Kin studies of Asian settlers, Blackness, and Indigeneities 

I cite Kanngieser & Todd here to embed my purpose and kinship of this project in a greater 

narrative, as they propose to term the scientific “case study” as “kin study” instead.44 A major 

part of “place studies” of my project are on Hawaiian land in Chapters 3 to 5, in particular. 

However, due to my transience as a visitor there and my current location in Germany, I relate 

to the Hawaiian land through narratives of kinship and affinity with Hawaiian people and other 

communities. In Chapter 5, I relate to the ocean space as it exists connecting the Philippines 

and Hawai‘i with an underwater narrative and resurgence from the depths. In Chapter 6, I more 

broadly move localities between estuaries as they exist in kinship from Hawai‘i to the 

Philippines, Indigenous Australia, and even the prehistoric Eocene estuary of the North Sea in 

Germany. 

The confluence of waters of the Mississippi and Missouri flow to the Gulf of Mexico in similar 

routes as oil pipelines run to refineries there. Natural gas extractivism passes through 

Indigenous lands along the U.S.-Canada nation-state border and likewise depicts climate 

relationalities through these rivers and the Great Lakes. These relations,45 confluences, and 

convergences illuminate what AM Kanngieser and Zoe Todd (Métis) discuss as “kin studies,” 

and also why I locate these as “hyperlocal” in Intercommunalism: 

ZT: While the case study operates to sever place and people from their intimate 

entanglements, the kin study repositions those stories, making both writer and 

consumer of such histories attentive to the complexities of place. What we need 

are careful, plural, hyperlocal histories to counter the overwhelmingly white, 

Eurocentric understandings of global warming that erase the devastation facing 

minoritized communities.46 

 

AK: I really appreciate the way you frame hyperlocal ethnography as a basis 

for kin studies and as a challenge to what constitutes historical knowledge.47 

 

 
44 AM Kanngieser & Zoe Todd. 2020. “From Environmental Case Study to Environmental Kin Study.” 
45 Many of the postcolonial theories and readings herein are archipelagic, so it strikes me as fitting to quote 
Édouard Glissant of Martinique on both the estuarine space and the conceptualization of island relationalities, 
which I return to in locating the Philippines in the Oceanic Asia-Pacific: 
“What is the Caribbean in fact? A multiple series of relationships. We all feel it, we express it in all kinds of hidden 
or twisted ways, or we fiercely deny it. But we sense that this sea exists within us with its weight of now revealed 
islands. The Caribbean Sea is not an American lake. It is the estuary of the Americas. In this context, insularity 
takes on another meaning. Ordinarily, insularity is treated as a form of isolation, a neurotic reaction to place. 
However, in the Caribbean each island embodies openness. The dialectic between inside and outside is reflected 
in the relationship of land and sea. It is only those who are tied to the European continent who see insularity as 
confining. A Caribbean imagination liberates us from being smothered.” (Glissant 1989: 139) 
Édouard Glissant. 1989. “Cross-Cultural Poetics.” 
46 Kanngieser & Todd 2020: 391, emphasis added. 
47 Kanngieser & Todd 2020: 392, emphasis added. 

https://amkanngieser.com/content/2-work/67-from-environmental-case-study-to-environmental-kin-study/from_environmental_case_study_to_environ.pdf
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It is this kinship spirit that I insert in my narratives to give meaning to climate story and action. 

Furthermore, the significance of genealogies and sequential time and kinship is also narrated in 

my choice of studies. My climate work in Berlin on NoDAPL (“No Dakota Access Pipeline”) 

is related to Kalamaoka‘aina Niheu and Lākea Trask-Batti carrying the spirit of my Maunakea 

writing from Germany to North Dakota and back to Maunakea through an online publication 

and solidarity statement. 

Niheu is named by her parents after the very first modern aloha ‘āina reclamation movement 

in Kalama Valley. Niheu went to Standing Rock as a doctor in solidarity from Maunakea, and 

I briefly describe her health and demilitarization work in Chapters 3 and 5. Trask-Batti is a 

protector of Maunakea and the nephew of both Mililani and Haunani-Kay Trask, two of the 

most prominent Hawaiian sovereignty movement leaders, and I bring two generations of their 

poems into dialogue in Chapter 4. Roxley Foley (Gumbaynnir) is the son of Gary Foley, the 

founder of the Aboriginal Australian Black Panther Party. I met the younger Foley during his 

trips to Berlin, and this connection is what brings me to cast a larger Pacific Ocean estuarine 

solidarity focus for decolonization in Chapter 6. This decolonization is through an 

Intercommunalist endeavor that the elder Foley began in the 1970s.48 In this way I 

genealogically relate the internationalist decolonization and Third Worldism of the 1960s and 

70s with this moment in time of the persisting colonial present, to envision more liberated 

futures in continuity. 

In attempting to mainly cite Indigenous scholars, this dissertation contributes to paying respect 

to the intellectual property and scholarship of marginalized voices by referencing their work. I 

stress the role of Indigenous scholarship and sources of Indigenous knowledge that are oral, 

like song and chants, or performative, like hula. By including these culturally appropriate 

methods, I seek to further establish and promote these narratives and epistemologies in written 

scholarship, as well as to emphasize the multisensory forms of receiving and passing on 

knowledge. A narrative method of mine is transparency in sequentially citing the intellectual 

genealogy that brings me to my own theories, definitions, and conclusions as well. 

 

Huey P. Newton, “chief theoretician” of the original Oakland chapter of the Black Panther Party 

(BPP) and his 1970s theories on Intercommunalism49 are the most instructive here, as we see 

global capitalism enmeshing almost all communities and societies within. With the COVID-19 

 
48 Tracey Banivanua-Mar. 2016. Decolonisation and the Pacific. Indigenous Globalisation and the Ends of Empire. 
49 Huey P. Newton. 1970. “Speech delivered at Boston College: November 18, 1970.” 
Huey P. Newton. 1971. “Intercommunalism: February 1971.” 

https://doi.org/10.1017/CBO9781139794688
https://libcom.org/article/huey-newton-introduces-revolutionary-intercommunalism-boston-college-november-18-1970
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pandemic, we see that this global capitalism can grind nations to a standstill in trade, similar to 

what Newton already theorized half a decade ago. Meanwhile, prioritizing this trade over the 

well-being and health of human populations is the driver of global supply chains of products 

and people that carry the coronavirus beyond borders.50 

The most simplified summary of what Newton terms “reactionary Intercommunalism” is global 

capitalism having transcended borders and nations, so that nations as such cease to exist within 

their state territories, relegating existing societies to communities of the local.51 In his dialectical 

framing, he calls for a “revolutionary Intercommunalism,” which is the antihegemonic and 

hyperlocal solidarity to counter this. Reading his arguments in contemporary times and also 

reflecting on the political trajectories of various members of the BPP since, Newton’s theories 

which were aligned with Maoism at the time,52 were in fact already depicting a more anarchist 

global solidarity against racial capitalism:53 

Intercommunalism is founded on the basic concept of the unity of nature 

underlying and transcending all arbitrary national and geographic divisions. 

Western science, of course, confirms this obvious concept at the same time as it 

slaves away in the service of reactionary intercommunalism.54 

 

 
50 Rivera-Ferre et al. 2021 
51 “Their self-determination, economic determination, and cultural determination has been transformed by the 
imperialists and the ruling circle. They were no longer nations. We found that in order to be Internationalists we 
had to be also Nationalists, or at least acknowledge nationhood. Internationalism, if I understand the word, 
means the interrelationship among a group of nations. But since no nation exists, and since the United States is 
in fact an empire, it is impossible for us to be Internationalists. These transformations and phenomena require 
us to call ourselves ‘intercommunalists’ because nations have been transformed into communities of the world. 
The Black Panther Party now disclaims internationalism and supports intercommunalism.” (Newton 1970: 171, 
emphasis in original) 
52 At the time of his theorization, self-styled Communist China, Communist Vietnam, and Soviet Russia, among 
others, were not as outwardly repressive from a Marxist-Leninist-Maoist perspective of anti-Americanism to be 
as critical as I am now about a Maoist alignment. The general course of some of these countries towards explicit 
free trade and the expansion of global capitalism only prove his theorizations of reactionary Intercommunalism, 
with Chinese trade becoming one of the top producers of global carbon emissions in this century. This trajectory 
of development of Chinese emissions can be compared on a global scale with that of the USA and the EU: 
PBL Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency. 2017. Trends in global CO2 and total greenhouse gas 
emissions: 2017 Report. 
53 In her appeal to shift the discourse from Anthropocene to Racial Capitalocene, Françoise Vergès brings 
together the racial capitalist inequalities that are already exacerbating climate change in the global South and 
frontlines: “More recently, understanding what is at stake in the negotiations about “climate change” means 
considering the place of these stakeholders in the context of a global counterrevolution—the erosion of rights, 
the politics of nonraciality beneath which, as David Theo Goldberg has argued, lurk more sinister shadows of the 
racial everyday and persistent institutional and structural racisms—and racial capitalism. Global warming and its 
consequences for the peoples of the South is a political question and must be understood outside of the limits 
of “climate change” and in the context of the inequalities produced by racial capital.” (Vergès 2017: n.p.) 
Françoise Vergès. 2017. “Racial Capitalocene.” 
54 Newton 1974: 311, emphasis added. 
Huey P. Newton. 1974. “Dialectics of Nature.” 

https://www.pbl.nl/sites/default/files/downloads/pbl-2017-trends-in-global-co2-and-total-greenhouse-gas-emissons-2017-report_2674.pdf
https://www.pbl.nl/sites/default/files/downloads/pbl-2017-trends-in-global-co2-and-total-greenhouse-gas-emissons-2017-report_2674.pdf
https://www.versobooks.com/blogs/3376-racial-capitalocene
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His supposition of the “unity of nature” and transcendence of nations and borders echo 

conclusions Murray Bookchin makes to theorize his form of libertarian socialism as “Social 

Ecology.” Throughout this dissertation I use “Intercommunalism” to mean antihegemonic 

revolutionary Intercommunalism, in the same way as Newton typically drops the descriptor 

when not elaborating on the dialectical relationship between the reactionary and revolutionary. 

The aspects of the BPP and communalism that I find most pertinent to aloha ‘āina and 

comparative relational “communities of care,” are the mutual aid infrastructure the BPP 

practiced in Oakland and nationwide, particularly to the role of feeding, nurturing, and 

educating children. I describe contemporary Hawaiian equivalents of these grassroots actions 

through COVID-19 and pre-COVID mutual aid in Hawai‘i in Chapter 3, and through the 

Pu‘uhuluhulu University set up in the autonomous space on Maunakea in Chapter 4. 

However, while aloha ‘āina is tied to spirit/essence in aloha, I wish to go beyond 

Intercommunalism in its Marxist influence. I argue that reinscribing spirit through relational 

place-thought is foundational to undoing global capitalism. Before resuming with the theories 

of Newton as they relate to environmental or climate action, I want to make note of the 

Haudenosaunee creation story of Sky Woman, as told by John Mohawk through Anishinaabe 

and Haudenosaunee scholar Vanessa Watts: 

According to Haudenosaunee, Sky Woman fell from a hole in the sky. (…) On 

her descent, Sky Woman fell through the clouds and air towards water below. 

During her descent, birds could see this falling creature and saw she could not 

fly. They came to her and helped to lower her slowly to waters beneath her. The 

birds told Turtle that she must need a place to land, as she possessed no water 

legs. Turtle rose up, breaking through the surface so that Sky Woman could land 

on Turtle’s back. Once landed, Sky Woman and Turtle began to form the earth, 

the land becoming an extension of their bodies.55 

 

This Haudenosaunee creation story is relevant to my greater argument, not simply because I 

will utilize the turtle metaphor repeatedly, but because this creation story is the spirit of what is 

removed from Marxist theories on “primitive accumulation”56 and land as “property.” This spirit 

has a greater impact to the whole of undoing global capitalism with care. Watts argues that this 

“place-thought” provides “a theoretical understanding of the world via a physical 

 
55 Watts 2013: 21, emphasis added. 
Vanessa Watts. 2013. “Indigenous place-thought & agency amongst humans and non-humans.” 
56 Glen Sean Coulthard critiques Marx’ temporality and developmental progress on land dispossession and 
primitive accumulation to propose a place-based non-hierarchical and relational understanding: 
“I call this place-based foundation of Indigenous decolonial thought and practice grounded normativity, by which 
I mean the modalities of Indigenous land-connected practices and long standing experiential knowledge that 
inform and structure our ethical engagement with the world and our relationships with human and nonhuman 
others over time” (Coulthard 2014: 13) 
Glen Sean Coulthard. 2014. Red Skin, White Masks. 

https://jps.library.utoronto.ca/index.php/des/article/view/19145/16234
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embodiment.”57 This corresponds to how I explain above that the story of Kaho‘olawe Island is 

about the land, but it is also about the embodiment of the ocean, as it is a dwelling place of the 

spirit of the ocean in Hawaiian cosmology. 

This place-thought is the kinship spirit, the essence of land in Indigenous being and thinking. 

Aloha ‘āina as a land-relational philosophy and practice is a place-thought specific to Hawai‘i. 

The Haudenosaunee of the cross-border Great Lakes region to the Adirondacks58 are the 

Confederation studied by Henry Lewis Morgan, whose work served as an inspiration to Karl 

Marx and Friedrich Engels.59 The Haudenosaunee are the longest-running participatory 

democracy,60 but a Marxist interpretation of what is desirable for true communism removed 

Haudenosaunee place-thought in favor of what is empirically observable in kinship structures: 

the distinct social and familial functions as seen by and for a Euroamerican audience.61 Watts 

further describes the removal as an obvious deficiency to truly understand human society in 

harmony with the environment and the non-human from this perspective: 

Place-Thought is the non-distinctive space where place and thought were never 

separated because they never could or can be separated. Place-Thought is based 

upon the premise that land is alive and thinking and that humans and non-

humans derive agency through the extensions of these thoughts.62 

 

 
57 Watts 2013: 21 
58 Depending on the time period, the extent of the collective stewardship fluctuated territorially. Dunbar-Ortiz 
names the furthest extent: 
“This system incorporated six widely dispersed and unique nations of thousands of agricultural villages and 
hunting grounds from the Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence River to the Atlantic, and as far South to the Carolinas 
and inland to Pennsylvania.” (Dunbar-Ortiz 2014: 24) 
Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz. 2014. An Indigenous Peoples’ History of the United States. 
59 Incidentally, in addition to Iroquois [Haudenosaunee] kinship, Morgan and then Engels also analyzed the 
punalua or polygamous forms of Hawaiian family. 
Lewis Henry Morgan. 1877. Ancient Society. 
Friedrich Engels. 1893 (1884). The Origin of the Family, Private Property and the State. 
60 “Scholars of international law are now beginning to see the vast potential for peace represented in indigenous 
political philosophies. Attention focused on the principles of the Rotinohshonni [Haudenosaunee] Kaienerekowa 
(Great Law of Peace) in the international arena, for example, suggests the growing recognition of indigenous 
thought as a postcolonial alternative to the state sovereignty model.” (Alfred 2005: 47) 
Taiaiake Alfred. 2005. “Sovereignty.” 
61 There appears to be no citational or conceptual linearity to Newton in John Brown Childs’ 
(Massachuset/Brothertown-Oneida/Madagascan) “Transcommunality,” which does incorporate and explicitly 
build on Haudenosaunee thought through his Oneida heritage: 
“(…) transcommunality depends on distinct rooted cultural settings as the bases from which interaction occurs. 
By so doing we also avoid the contrary dilemma of assuming that distinct position implies no relationship among 
multiple perspectives. We can draw on Indigenous philosophy from the Andes to the Blue Hills as an aid to the 
construction of concrete interactions and related scholarly studies that draw form and enhance the African-
American/Native American nexus throughout the Americas.” (Delgado-P. & Childs 2005: 82) 
Guillermo Delgado-P., & John Brown Childs 2005. “First Peoples/African American Connections.” 
62 Watts 2013: 21 

https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctt1dnncqc.5
https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctt1dnncqc.7
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Watts schematizes the circular being and knowing with Indigenous land and describes the 

“Western” perception of this Indigenous place-thought as divided into “onto-epistemological,” 

splitting “knowing” from “being” and imbuing only the human with the agency to think:63 “To 

be animate goes beyond being alive or acting, it is to be full of thought, desire, contemplation 

and will.”64 I want to make these contributions and inspirations by the Haudenosaunee creation 

story and thus essence of the Haudenosaunee Confederacy explicit, as the decolonial or 

intercommunal post-Marxist forms of social organization are in fact pre-Marxist and of 

Indigenous origin.65 “Decolonizing” Marxism by reestablishing place-thought is as it was 

originally intended: a way of knowing and being-with the nonhuman environment.66 

Hawaiian sustainability science highlights the importance of place-specific ritual and stories. 

Foregrounding the importance of this place-based knowledge, I attempt to similarly narrate 

place within this text and unravel layers of metaphor: 

We tell the stories of the place, and for the visitors, that begins to reveal more 

layers. We have them stop and see what the winds, clouds, and birds are doing—

exposing more layers. We ask them to smell, taste, and feel the place—more 

layers still. Why is this important? Because when you come to know a place on 

these levels—physically, emotionally, spiritually, intellectually, historically—

the place becomes part of your genealogical story and you begin to treat the 

place differently. (…) It could be argued that connection to and reverence for 

place is a force like no other in the management of lands, waters and seas, and 

so for thriving stewardship.67 

 

 
63 Watts 2013: 22, Table 1.1 
64 Watts describes how this cannot be separated, but the will of communication and thinking is taken from the 
rest of nature withheld of agency: 
“When Sky Woman falls from the sky and lies on the back of a turtle, she is not only able to create land but 
becomes territory itself. Therefore, Place-Thought is an extension of her circumstance, desire, and 
communication with the water and animals – her agency. Through this communication she is able to become the 
basis by which all future societies will be built upon – land.” (Watts 2013: 23) 
65 “The Great Law of Peace promotes unity among individuals, families, clans, and nations while upholding the 
integrity of diverse identities and spheres of autonomy. Similar ideals have been expressed by leaders of other 
indigenous groups in contemporary appeals to international bodies. Such conceptions outside the mold of 
classical Western liberalism would appear to provide a more appropriate foundation for understanding 
humanity.” (Anaya 1996: 79) 
James Anaya. 1996. Indigenous Peoples in International Law. 
66 In contrast and in judgement of which is the higher form of civilization in teleological history, Karl Marx (cited 
by Friedrich Engels) phrased their perception of the Haudenosaunee Confederacy thusly: 
“The gentile constitution in full bloom, as we saw it in America, presupposes an extremely undeveloped state of 
production, that is, an extremely sparse population spread over a wide territory, and therefore, the almost 
complete domination of strange and incomprehensible nature over man, a domination reflected in his childish 
religious ideas. The tribe remained a boundary for a man, in relation to himself as well as to outsiders. The tribe, 
the gens, and their institutions were sacred and inviolable, a superior power instituted by nature, to which the 
individual remained absolutely subject in thought, word, and deed. Impressive as the people of this epoch may 
appear to us, they differ in no way one from another; as Marx says, to the umbilical cord of primitive communistic 
society.” (Engels 1893 (1884): 80-81, emphasis added) 
67 Kealiikanakaoleohaililani, Kurashima et al. 2018: 13 
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The Kanaka Maoli scientists’ emphasis here on ritual also mentions the fluidity of the meaning 

of “genealogy” to not be merely genetic, but in the sense of sequential storytelling that is part 

of oneself. Thus, it is applicable to all visitors and settlers to Hawai‘i for proper and respectful 

aloha ‘āina as practice. 

The key to understanding and partaking in aloha ‘āina practices is locating oneself in the space 

and place of relations. The decisive framework for my location of relationality is a perspective 

from a Philippine or postcolonial Asian collectivism. I introduce and analyze an Indigenous 

Hawaiian worldview from this collectivism and community standpoint, then I approximate how 

to “translate” or explain this into Euroamerican social and philosophical terms of relation and 

responsibility. 

In the end, while the major emphasis of this dissertation is on Hawai‘i, through 

conceptualizations of “onto-epistemology” influenced by Filipina-German positionality and 

relation to place, the other places that have influenced me to relate to struggles are Indonesia 

and Papua New Guinea. These are the places where I first learned how to speak (Bahasa 

Indonesia) and read and write in school (Commonwealth or Australian English). Within the 

genealogy of my relation to place and communities the nexus of Asian settlers, Blackness, and 

Indigeneities meets in the space of West Papua on the Indonesian-occupied West half of New 

Guinea Island. Hawaiian aloha ‘āina focus Pacific decolonization and demilitarization around 

West Papua as a sister struggle,68 especially when the Indonesian military trains with the USA 

on Hawaiian land in the annual Rim of the Pacific (RIMPAC) military exercises.69 RIMPAC 

with Indonesian military training was not even halted as international war games,70 when the 

pandemic halted all else in Hawai‘i and the Pacific in 2020, allowing an influx of military 

personnel to drive the virus spread. 

My kuleana and relationality to West Papua has been further strengthened by the use of my 

Master’s thesis on Papua New Guinea and West Papua (which was incidentally not on climate 

and extractivism) as a reference for local clan leaders in their spiritual and clan declaration to 

the river spirit of the Sukundimi of the Frieda River.71 The Frieda River flows in the North of 

 
68 To my perception, far more so than between U.S. territories with French colonies and struggles in the Pacific 
at this time. An aloha ‘āina of Protect Kaho‘olawe and Maunakea, Walter Ritte, refers to West Papuans as 
“cousins.” 
Walter Ritte. 2013. “West Papua: A Hawaiian point of view.” The Hawaii Independent. 
69 “RIMPAC is the world’s largest international maritime warfare exercise, where military might is displayed, 
trained, and traded. One of the most horrific exercises under RIMPAC is the training of the Indonesian military 
that is currently engaged in the active genocide of the peoples of West Papua.” (Niheu 2019: 123) 
70 Kyle Kajihiro & Ty P. Kāwika Tengan. 2020. “The Future Is Koa.” 
71 There is undoubtedly no greater honor to having scholarship used by an Indigenous community to defend a 
river and its spirit from multinational environmental destruction, so my intentionality with this dissertation as a 

http://hdl.handle.net/10125/70235
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New Guinea into the greater slightly cross-border Sepik River, the largest river on this colossal 

second-largest island on earth, and is the site of a proposed gold and copper mine by an 

Australian corporation backed by the Chinese government.72 

The spirit of the Frieda and Sepik Rivers is reptilian, a crocodile to be more specific, but in this 

dissertation, I intermittently relate to the reptilian turtle. The turtle in its liminality and carrying 

of its home on its back more closely depicts the movement of spiral or cyclical spacetime for 

its hatching on land and turning to live in the water, with a hard shell and soft core “home.” 

This shell holds thirteen markings as the thirteen moons of the year to keep its own spacetime 

count wherever it goes, returning landward to the shoreline in time and wisdom. 

 

Haunani-Kay Trask and other Hawaiian sovereignty scholars frequently pay gratitude to the 

theories and strategies learned from other anti-imperialists and Black liberation.73 In her essay 

“The Color of Violence” (2004), she names some of the West Asian international resistances 

among others: “Because of millennia of resistance, the Irish people remain, and the Kurdish 

people remain, and the Palestinian people remain, and the Maori people remain. Resistance and 

the legacy of resistance to incorporation, to disinheritance, to disappearance have kept these 

nations alive.”74 

The struggles are interrelated and emphasized in their global scope by the violent restrictions 

made due to national border-making. For example, when Kurdish asylum-seekers from Iraq are 

detained in Australian offshore detention facilities on sovereign territories of Pacific nation-

states like Nauru and Papua New Guinea.75 Incidentally, these are both former German colonies 

now corralling people displaced from regions where the German arms trade intensifies civil 

strife.76 The implications of asylum for refugees in settler nations is one I will clarify to 

complicate the definition of “settler.” To further illustrate these global mechanisms of economic 

profit leading to environmental degradation and Indigenous dispossession, in my final chapter 

 
post- or decolonial chronicle for climate action cannot strive for more, but it can attempt to write similar 
guidance. 
Save the Sepik. 2020. Supreme Sukundimi Declaration. 
72 Liam Fox. 2020. “Chiefs of PNG's Sepik spirit houses call for Frieda River mine to be banned.” Radio Australia. 
73 “The evolution of my thinking owes a great debt to some of the most creative intellectuals and revolutionaries 
of the twentieth century: Frantz Fanon, Malcolm X, and Ngugi wa Thiong‘o. Genealogically, I am indebted to 
those many chiefs of old, from the Pi‘ilani and Kamehameha lines especially, who believed the dignity and 
inheritance of my Hawaiian people could only be taken in war. I am descended from these chiefs, in whose 
memory I have written these words.” (Trask 1999a: x) 
74 Trask 2004: 15 
Haunani-Kay Trask. 2004. “The Color of Violence.” 
75 Banivanua-Mar 2016 
76 Matthias von Hein. 2020. “Crises are fueling the global arms trade: SIPRI report.” DW.com. 

https://savethesepik.org/the-supreme-sukundimi-declaration/
https://www.abc.net.au/radio-australia/programs/pacificbeat/sepik-chiefs-call-for-ban-of-frieda-river-mine/12310366
https://www.jstor.org/stable/29768270
https://www.dw.com/en/crises-are-fueling-the-global-arms-trade-sipri-report/a-52688298
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I explain the economic interests of German banks in pipelines at Standing Rock. While, on the 

one hand, I emphasize the responsibility of Filipinx settlers in Hawai‘i to support aloha ‘āina, 

on the other hand, a much larger juggernaut to confront (with regard to my non-U.S.-centric 

positionality), is that of economic powerhouses like Germany, and the multinational 

corporations investing in climate destruction on Indigenous lands on other sovereign territories. 

 

1.2.2. Intercommunalist “pockets of resistance,” in ebb and flow 

When I first encountered Intercommunalism, I could not place why I had not heard of it before, 

neither in Sociology readings, nor in social activist spaces within academia and outside.77 I 

proceeded to send other scholars and activists the article I had read, articles I had read about 

the first article, asking around if this was the anti-statist anarchist equivalent of what was going 

on with the Zapatistas in Chiapas and the Kurdish revolution in Rojava.78 If it sounded so much 

clearer than a nation-state-based Internationalism, why was it not more known?79 Elaine Brown 

had a similar reaction to Newton’s theories: 

I was stunned. Huey had spat out an idea that the most learned economists and 

sociologists had failed to articulate, an idea that encompassed an ultimate 

solution for us – the us that had been present and discounted for centuries.80 

 

I also sent Newton’s article or rather speech on Intercommunalism and two recent analyses on 

it to my former classmate, Hawaiian-Filipinx Kahala Johnson, who in scholarship and person 

 
77 Since then I have also only by chance come across further contemporary articles, leading me to think the online 
algorithms may be implicating educational sources on the Black Panther Party. The first recollection I have on 
reading about it to search for more was through the Critical Ethnic Studies or Black & Native Studies lens. 
Manu Karuka. 2017. “Black and Native Visions of Self-Determination.” 
78 I explicitly asked several people this but had overlooked one article that made this equivalency just as I had 
questioned:  
“Newton’s theory might also help us make more sense of the kinds of non-statist and proto-statist political 
movements that have arisen and somehow persisted in recent decades—such as with the Zapatistas in Mexico 
or Kurdish Rojava—while national revolutions have increasingly failed.” (Vazquez 2018) 
Delio Vazquez. 2018. “Intercommunalism: The Late Theorizations of Huey P. Newton, ‘Chief Theoretician’ of the 
Black Panther Party.” Viewpoint Magazine. 
79 Narayan explains how Newton’s critique of “reactionary intercommunalism” precedes later theorizations on 
Empire, and how he not only foresaw “elements of the rise of contemporary neoliberal globalization, but also 
offered an idea of political solidarity and revolutionary politics for such a context.” (Narayan 2017: 1) 
John Narayan. 2017. “Huey P. Newtons Intercommunalism. An Unacknowledged Theory of Empire.” 
80 Brown 1992: 281, emphasis added. 
I cite Elaine Brown’s reaction to a conversation with Huey P. Newton about his theories to demonstrate the 
profoundness of his theorization beyond citing him or publications/transcripts based on his thoughts outside an 
interpersonal dialogue would be, as with Brown here. Because of Newton’s interpersonal problems with others 
and especially with women, these descriptions from firsthand accounts of relationality to me provide some 
context and respect to those involved. I highlight his theoretical contributions that have been neglected, without 
downplaying any harm caused by him. 
Elaine Brown. 1992. A Taste of Power. A Black Woman’s Story. 

https://viewpointmag.com/2018/06/11/intercommunalism-the-late-theorizations-of-huey-p-newton-chief-theoretician-of-the-blackpanther-party/
https://viewpointmag.com/2018/06/11/intercommunalism-the-late-theorizations-of-huey-p-newton-chief-theoretician-of-the-blackpanther-party/
https://doi.org/10.1177/0263276417741348
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is aligned with Anarchism.81 I asked them if they saw a relation to aloha ‘āina and if they saw 

an essence to African ubuntu philosophy within Intercommunalism. I felt ubuntu and aloha 

‘āina could be comparable in their inclusion of the natural world beyond the human as 

community. Aside from the aural reference of ubuntu to African and Black Anarchy by Zoé 

Samudzi,82 through which I made the connection in the first place, and the cursory reading of 

Newton’s other essays and his repeated orientation of “I am We” as an African saying, I was 

finding no sources that concluded it.83 

I contacted the other two scholars who had written on Intercommunalism, and I later contacted 

Romy Opperman who has written on Black ecologies with an appeal to Intercommunalism.84 

Then I contacted the Black Earth Kollektiv, a collective of mostly Black women climate 

activists with whom I was most recently in activist relation with in Berlin before the pandemic. 

It is still at this time my own inference that perhaps Newton was not only influenced by Hegel 

and the other European philosophers he cites by name, but also by Indigenous ubuntu 

philosophy. However, Elaine Brown also makes reference to African thought’s influence on 

Newton, which concludes this relational transcendence of human, land, and nonhuman: 

Huey wanted to correct the losses of history, to resurrect the nobility of the 

African. He wanted to be involved in eliminating the alienation between human 

life on the planet and the rest of nature. He wanted to join the searches for life 

beyond this planet. He was consumed with frustration over being locked in a 

time in which it was impossible for him, or any other black in America, to reach 

for his best. He longed for freedom, the freedom to choose and to know all the 

choices.85 

 

I believe Newton’s theories to be most comprehensive of a decolonial anti-statist environmental 

communalism, once the Indigenous or place-based thought within is reemphasized. 

The only other holistic conceptualization of an alternate bourgeoning cross-border movement 

of solidarity is through Black Radical Thought led “abolitionism.” While regarding and 

utilizing abolitionist thought and practice here, abolitionism scholarship is not nuanced enough 

on the postcolonial and neocolonial in the global South for all my needs, and I do not wish to 

remove it from its Black liberation origins when speaking on Asian communities. Brown’s 

summary of this quest for liberation also includes a significant mention of what I interpret as a 

transcendent spacetime, instead of being “locked in a time,” “he longed for freedom,” “beyond 

 
81 Kahala Johnson & Kathy E. Ferguson. 2019. “Anarchism and Indigeneity.” 
82 I expand on methods and meanings of multisensory learning in the following chapter. In this podcast she also 
said: “Black anarchy is abolition, and abolition is not something that has an end.” 
Zoé Samudzi. 2020. “Black Anarchism. A True Moment of Decolonization Episode No09.” The Funambulist. 
83 Huey P. Newton. 1973. “I Am We.” 
84 Narayan 2017; Vazquez 2018; Romy Opperman. 2020. “We Need Histories of Radical Black Ecology Now.” 
85 Brown 1992: 300 

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-75620-2_39
https://thefunambulist.net/podcast/a-moment-of-true-decolonization/daily-podcast-09-zoe-samudzi-black-anarchism
https://www.aaihs.org/we-need-histories-of-black-radical-ecology-now/
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this planet.” Her phrasing above of “the us that had been present and discounted for centuries” 

also inadvertently reflects on the Indigenous Haudenosaunee thought that influenced Marxism 

while being denoted as “primitivist.” 

Therefore, in light of Newton’s dialectical analysis and the traveling framework from urban to 

rural or global North to South, and the particular localizing of German thought this writing finds 

itself in, I argue for the reintegration of place-thought from a Hegelian “spirit” or “ghost” and 

oneness with nature.86 Murray Bookchin’s “Social Ecology,” which he theorized from a post-

Marxist and post-Anarchist perspective is interestingly the most mainstream published theory 

in social movements, where I have found an interpretation of Hegel in the manner that I am 

appealing too.87 

Bookchin’s emphasis remained on the unity of being and nature with a metaphysical influence. 

This is the Hegelian interpretation that was removed by orthodox Marxist thought and is to me, 

as I argue in this dissertation, the reason the global North climate movement lacks the spirit and 

action it requires. In the Hawaiian place-based context this is demonstrated in aloha ‘āina. 

Newton’s “Dialectics of Nature” forewarned what is now spiraling further out of control in 

human exacerbated climate change.88 His Hegelian influence and Marxist dialectical 

materialism may have similarly inspired him to extend his arguments on an ecological parallel 

to Bookchin: 

The revolutionary, dialectical materialist, or intercommunalist perceives both 

the problem and the solution of environmental disaster differently from the 

Establishment of Western scientific reformers. Where the Establishment sees 

individual human nature and technological progress as the engine of 

destruction, the dialectical materialist looks on the ecological spoilation and 

traces the poisonous spoor back to the strongholds of reaction and capital; calls 

the pollution for what it is – war against nature, against people, against the race 

itself, against the unborn.89 

 

If I restate this quote to a contemporary and localized sense of my kin studies in this project, 

Newton argues exactly as decolonial and frontline climate activists do in the Black Earth 

Kollektiv and in Hawai‘i, who find the source of climate change in racial capitalism and 

extractivism through the plunders of colonialism and industrialization.90 He argues exactly as 

 
86 Newton states an affinity to a more Hegelian dialectical method than historical materialism. (Newton 1970: 
164) 
87 Bookchin refers to these theories and methods as “dialectical naturalism.” 
Murray Bookchin. 1982. The Ecology of Freedom. 
88 A clear allusion to the title of Friedrich Engels’ unfinished “Dialectics of Nature.” 
89 Newton 1974: 304 
90 This is not dissimilar to Sylvia Wynter on Marxism’s deficiencies of what Wynter calls Man1 (homo politicus) 
and Man2 (homo oeconomicus), which Katherine McKittrick summarizes thusly: 
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the lens of environmental justice has, where studies in the 1980s and 1990s proved how sacrifice 

zones for environmental degradation were in regions/lands inhabited by Black, Indigenous, 

People of Color (BIPOC).91 

Newton’s observations originate from the large oil spill on March 18, 1967, at the Cornish coast 

in the United Kingdom.92 My narratives of pollution and climate change in this dissertation 

revolve around military bombings and an ocean spill in Chapter 5.93 In Chapter 6, I recount the 

exacerbated hurricanes near coastlines, so Newton’s essay about the napalm bombing of the 

Cornish spill again struck me as prescient. He introduces the essay with an epigraph by the 

Dutch philosopher Grotius, which I cite in full to juxtapose with his own analysis following 

below, as it aligns with the metaphors of my own chapters ahead: 

The subject of our discussion is the Ocean, which was described in olden times 

as immense, infinite, the father of created things, and bounded only by the 

heavens; the Ocean, whose never-failing waters feed not only upon the springs 

and rivers and seas, but upon the clouds, also, and in certain measure upon the 

stars themselves; in fine, that Ocean which encompasses the terrestrial home of 

mankind with the ebb and flow of its tides and which cannot be held nor 

enclosed, being itself the possessor rather than the possessed.94 

 

The “ebb and flow of its tides” plays the larger role of theories I conceptualize herein, to do as 

Vanessa Watts appeals to and locate spirit within and between space and place through an 

 
“As a figure who partook in and witnessed civil rights and anticolonial struggles, Wynter illuminates the 
limitations of Marxism and, in doing so, draws attention to the ways in which all (Western and Westernized) 
anticapitalist and antieconomic critiques, with their sole focus on one form of (economically driven labor) 
oppression, cannot comprehensively attend to the interrelatedness of our colonial-global predicaments. The 
ongoing struggles of the ex-slave archipelago, beginning with the anticolonial native labor / damnés de la terre 
uprisings, as well as the increasingly embattle global archipelagoes of poverty, are therefore themselves 
nuanced, complex struggles that are folded into multifarious social processes that are intimately linked to, yet 
can in no way can be identified simply as, economic. Wynter thus calls for a solution that understands our global 
crises in relation to her correlated models of being human (Man1 and Man2) and, therefore imperatively, for 
interrelated solutions to interrelated problems, rather than as singular and particular dilemmas that merely 
require singular and particular disciplinary solutions.” (McKittrick in Wynter & McKittrick 2015: 39, emphasis 
added) 
In the corresponding endnote McKittrick adds the mention of climate, as well as interdisciplinary thinking and 
scholarship, which is why I find it significant to bring these critiques into conversation in this space: 
“For example, and as so often presently tackled, the climate problem is discrete from the poverty problem, which 
is discrete from the addiction problem, and so forth. Wynter’s insights here thus also point to the limits of 
disciplinary boundaries (i.e., only economists can define economic well-being and “solve” the problem of 
economic crises). (McKittrick in Wynter & McKittrick 2015: 81, Endnote 76, emphasis added) 
Sylvia Wynter & Katherine McKittrick. 2015. “Unparalleled Catastrophe for Our Species?” 
91 Bullard & Wright 1986 
92 Newton 1974: 305 
93 “Environmental desolation caused by the military has a long history in Hawaiʻi. The military has bombed, 
burned, and desecrated hundreds of sites, including Kahoʻolawe, Mākua, Pōhakuloa, Līhuʻe, and Waikāne, 
transforming these wahi pana (storied places) into forbidden zones contaminated with unexploded munitions 
and toxic chemicals. By rendering the land hazardous, the military holds the future hostage—severing indigenous 
relations to land and foreclosing on alternative uses.” (Kajihiro & Tengan 2020: 62) 
94 Grotius in Newton 1974: 304, emphasis added. 
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estuarine metaphor. I further explain this in the following two chapters via a postcolonial lens 

on collectivist/communal relation, so that “if we think of agency as being tied to spirit, and 

spirit exists in all things, then all things possess agency.”95 

Grotius’ epigraph in its intertidal ebb and flow also parallels the poem “Amphibious.” I analyze 

this poem by Aimee Suzara in my last main chapter to illustrate the Oceanic relationalities and 

shared colonial histories of Philippine migrants/diaspora and other Pacific Islanders, as well as 

my estuarine analytic for convergence. The 1609 epigraphs of Suzara’s 2020 poem and this 

1974 Newton essay collapse spacetime and Dutch colonial maritime interests in “Spanish” 

oceans. These quotes exemplify the entanglements of maritime cultures and the connections 

and divisions that arise from parallel (European) and alternative (non-European) historical 

narratives, especially since the Dutch appealed to what they called a “free sea.”96 

In contrast to the Grotius epigraph, Newton describes the stressors of human-induced climate 

change and overfishing, beach erosion, water pollution and subsequent ecosystem collapse: 

The ocean obeys. It heeds. It complies. It has its tolerances and its stresses. 

When these are surpassed, the ocean falters. Fish stocks can be depleted. The 

nurseries of marine life can be buried. Beaches can erode away. Seawater, the 

most common substance on this planet and the most life-nourishing, can be 

hideously corrupted. It can host substances that in the stomachs of oysters or 

clams are refined into poisons that paralyze porpoise and man alike.97 

 

His reference to the “porpoise and man alike” that are poisoned by ocean pollution and 

destruction, as well as his poetics on the life-giving essence of the ocean and its waters, 

foreshadow the metaphors of the chapter where I analyze the Hawaiian ocean deity Kanaloa 

responding to the devastation. Kanaloa’s embodiments – in addition to an embodiment as the 

island of Kaho‘olawe itself – include nonhuman animals such as the porpoise.98 The landing of 

the Protect Kaho‘olawe ‘Ohana and several of George Helm’s statements on the reclamation of 

the island allude to this parallel or perhaps unity of Kaho‘olawe the ocean, the land, and “man” 

 
95 Watts 2013: 30 
96 “Mare liberum” became the basis of exclusive economic zones (EEZ). The EEZ of Pacific Island nations makes 
them of strategic interest in Pacific Rim and European geopolitics, just like Chinese interests in the West 
Philippine Sea. 
Richard Javad Heydarian. 2018. “Mare Liberum: Aquino, Duterte, and The Philippines’ Evolving Lawfare Strategy 
in the South China Sea.” 
97 Newton 1974: 305 
98 “The first mention of the fish body form in the Kumulipo is that of another of Kanaloa's great forms, the nai‘a 
or porpoise.” (Kanahele 1992: 5) 
Pualani Kanakaʻole Kanahele/Edith Kanaka‘ole Foundation. 1992. “‘E Mau Ana o Kanaloa, Ho‘i Hou: The 
Perseverance of Kanaloa, Return!’ The Cultural Practices and Values Established at Kanaloa/Kaho‘olawe Past and 
Present.” 

http://www.kahoolawe.hawaii.gov/KICC/12%20E%20MAu%20Ana%20O%20Kanaloa%20Ho'i%20Hou.pdf
http://www.kahoolawe.hawaii.gov/KICC/12%20E%20MAu%20Ana%20O%20Kanaloa%20Ho'i%20Hou.pdf
http://www.kahoolawe.hawaii.gov/KICC/12%20E%20MAu%20Ana%20O%20Kanaloa%20Ho'i%20Hou.pdf
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suffering similar interrelated fates through the military bombing falling from the sky.99 Further, 

Newton deduces the interrelation or symbiosis of human to ocean in lamenting a future of 

scarcity after plunder, which will only force ruin on us as well, and he asks: “Are we perhaps 

fated to mark the ocean with ruin, to plunder, pollute, and contend until we have a ghost ocean 

bereft of all but the voice of its waves?”100 

 

The Hawaiian terms of lāhui (“nation”), ea (“sovereignty”), kuleana (“responsibility,” 

“accountability”), and pono (“righteous,” “just”),101 among others, play a great part in Hawaiian 

literature for their role in the histories of Hawaiian sovereignty and U.S. American occupation. 

Ea which also translates as “breath” and “resurgence” is one of the most significant kaona 

metaphors I work with in this project. More specifically, I translate variations of “breath” in 

relation to material and metaphysical interpretations within poems, statements, and my own 

narratives here. From a non-Indigenous perspective and for a politics of affinities and 

solidarities, I interpret metaphorical variations of “breath” into oxygen, carbon, spirit, or ghost 

for material and metaphysical analysis. 

Estuaries are traditionally the most populated areas on earth for settlement near their fertile soils 

and waters, and globally fisherfolk base their livelihoods on these, at the same time they are 

already the space most impacted by climate change. The space of the muliwai or estuary is one 

where these elements and metaphors converge, as a space of convergence in itself. The estuary 

or intertidal zone, as well as the “spirit” or “ghost,” act in my analytic definitions here as the 

“interspatial.” 

To avoid removing or extracting Indigenous place-thought from its place, I intentionally use 

English for some theorizations when these are not about anything Indigenous or specific to 

Hawaiian place, but a general communal theorization of my own. However, these are initially 

 
99 It is beyond the scope of this work to interpret who exactly Huey P. Newton and George Helm mean by “man,” 
but it can be assumed that as a Black man and an Indigenous man fighting for their anticolonial rights against the 
Man, neither is self-referential (or Sylvia Wynter’s Man1 and Man2). Both as the products of their time are 
gendering “human” as “man,” whom they see as being alienated from but a part of nature: 
“The truth is, there is man and there is environment. One does not supersede the other. The breath in man is 
the breath of Papa. Man is merely the caretaker of the land that maintains his life and nourishes his soul. 
Therefore, ‘āina is sacred. The church of life is not in a building, it is the open sky, the surrounding ocean, the 
beautiful soil. My duty is to protect Mother Earth, who gives me life. And to give thanks with humility as well as 
forgiveness for the arrogance and insensitivity of man.” (Helm in Peralto 2014: 241) 
Leon Noʻeau Peralto. 2014. “Portrait. Mauna a Wākea. Hānau ka Mauna, the Piko of Our Ea.” 
100 Newton 1974: 307 
101 Some of these translations are not the singular ones, and I will explain whenever diverging from these main 
ones. I have included a glossary with the most significant terminology for this dissertation. Pukui & Elbert’s 1986 
dictionary can be found digitalized in the Hawaiian online database at Ulukau.org and through the online search 
of Wehewehe.org on the same server. 
Mary Kawena Pukui & Samuel H. Elbert. 1986. Hawaiian Dictionary. 

https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv11cw7h9.20
https://wehewehe.org/
https://ulukau.org/elib/collect/ped/index/assoc/D0.dir/book.pdf
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inspired by the kaona of the geomorphological intertidal zone of the muliwai and of the ea, 

which is reflected in the Greek pneuma of “moving air,” “spirit,” or “breath,” in some cases 

“soul.” My emphasis lies in the dynamic action of a spacetime of convergence to think through 

affinities and solidarities. In my theorizations the “interspatial” is the metaphor to my 

theorization of a metaphysical “spirit of relationality.”102 

 

1.3. Maunakea and Kaho‘olawe resistance as aloha ‘āina kin studies of 

decolonial praxis for systemic change and deoccupied futures 

To frame the form of aloha ‘āina that this project lays its focus on, I compare the two major 

social activist movements that live these epistemologies of resistance in land reclamation and 

daily practice. These kin studies reinforce the centrality of aloha ‘āina to Hawaiian cultural 

beliefs and reveal how these relate to envisioning decolonial futures for systemic change. The 

Protect Kaho‘olawe ‘Ohana (“Protect Kaho‘olawe Family”) movement went hand in hand with 

the Hawaiian Cultural Renaissance in the late 1970s. In this time, the prohibition of the Native 

Hawaiian language of ‘Ōlelo Hawai‘i, was lifted and Hawaiian cultural immersion schools were 

established which focused on various forms of Indigenous knowledge production. 

The aloha ‘āina movement of the 70s/80s reclaimed the island of Kaho‘olawe from being used 

a U.S. Navy bombing site, whereas the movement to protect Maunakea is in an ongoing lawsuit 

against the construction of a fourteenth astronomical telescope on the highest mountain on 

Hawai‘i Island. Although Kaho‘olawe as the smallest of the main eight islands in the 

archipelago is uninhabited and barren, chants and archeological findings prove it was once very 

much inhabited and a place of learning navigation and acquiring spiritual knowledge. Some of 

the activists of the generation of Kaho‘olawe protectors are still guiding the protectors of this 

generation. Both names of the movements are supported by the idea of “protecting” sacred land 

versus “protesting” against a distinct opponent with the motto: “We are protectors, not 

protestors.” 

Although the contentious astronomical telescope projects on the mountain have been an 

ongoing struggle for Indigenous rights to Indigenous land since the 1960s, the greater 

 
102 I do note how some individual descriptions of “aloha” depict just the same essence, as this following one by 
Tatiana Kalaniʻōpua Young. This then underlines how difficult the verb or action of aloha and aloha ‘āina is to 
translate into just one English term, and it is an argument for the necessity of a certain spirit of relationality for 
these communal pockets of resistance to form and flourish: 
“(…) understand aloha as a connection between the self and the ʻohana through action—the sharing of 
responsibility and reciprocity between human and more-than-human relations, between biological and chosen 
relatives— and that home is what we make it. Reflecting on my fieldwork at Puʻuhonua O Waiʻanae, I am struck 
by the profound lessons of aloha, and how essential they are for building ‘ohana and affirming hope for the 
future, especially in the face of precarity and uncertainty.” (Young 2020: 174, emphasis added) 
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momentum of activist resurgence in the Protect Mauna Kea movement occurred in 2015.103 As 

this is the entry point to my personal involvement with the movement, I narrate the events that 

occurred on Maunakea regarding the Thirty Meter Telescope since April 2015 until the 

COVID-19 lockdown in spring of 2020. 

For the scope of this decolonial project, and an envisioning of deoccupied futures for Hawai‘i, 

the narratives of place and land that are currently occupied by the U.S. military feature in 

recurring examples. However, the expansive hold of the tourism industry is only a minor 

example in my retelling and analyses.104 This is simply because the hands-in-the-ground 

metaphors of working with the land in agricultural fields of labor organizing or planting allow 

for a regenerative and resurgent imagery of abundance and growth.105 

 

1.3.1. Colonial and militarized conditions 

Although Kānaka Maoli are culturally interrelated with Polynesian societies in Oceania and not 

to Native Americans or First Nations in the Americas, kinship to the land is omnipresent 

throughout Indigenous cultures. Indigenous Studies scholars like Jodi A. Byrd (Chickasaw) 

argue that U.S. settler colonialism is not postcolonial, but perpetually in a colonial temporal 

space, as long as the state remains settled and Indigenous sovereignty is subordinated or not 

given by the U.S. colonizer.106 As this project seeks to support Indigenous resurgence through 

settler aloha ‘āina, the focus here is placed on decolonial praxis in aloha ‘āina action as related 

to the land and water, rather than a focus on taking legal actions or analysis of statist legislations. 

Current scholarship in Hawai‘i on these topics of Indigenous land dispossession and Hawaiian 

resistance to the Kingdom Overthrow reflects a shift in discourse in the 1990s. In 1996 the 

discovery of protest petitions known as the Kū‘ē Petitions underscored the lack of an official 

Treaty of Annexation being in existence.107 556 pages of two petitions encompassing around 

38,000 signatures had been gathered in 1897 and presented to the U.S. Congress as proof that 

an overwhelming majority of Hawai‘i’s citizens, both Kānaka Maoli and others, opposed 

annexation to the USA.108 The petitions prove the objection of the Hawaiian Kingdom citizens 

 
103 Iokepa Casumbal-Salazar. 2019. “‘Where Are Your Sacred Temples.’ Notes on the Struggle for Mauna a 
Wākea.” 
104 The convergence of both major industries the state economy is reliant on meets in the form of “militourism,” 
see examples in the U.S. and Pacific context in: 
Teresia Teaiwa. 2016. “Reflections on Militourism, US Imperialism, and American Studies.” 
105 An example worth mentioning in a larger context of tourism would be the “Unite Here! Local 5” labor 
organizing in the service and hospitality industry that prominently features Filipinx and Hawaiian collaboration. 
106 Jodi A. Byrd. 2011. The Transit of Empire: Indigenous Critiques of Colonialism. 
107 Noenoe K. Silva. 2004. Aloha Betrayed: Native Hawaiian Resistance to American Colonialism. 
108 Silva 2004: 3; 151 

https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv11smvvj.30
https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv11smvvj.30
https://www.jstor.org/stable/26360930
https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.5749/j.ctttv97j
https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv11smzsz
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to annexation, and this rediscovery by Noenoe K. Silva moved the discourse around sovereignty 

from Nation-within-a-Nation federal recognition within the U.S. framework towards arguing 

for international Deoccupation. 

One of the leading scholars and activists on Hawaiian sovereignty, Haunani-Kay Trask, rests 

her arguments on Hawaiian Indigeneity as the basis of sovereignty, as does contemporary 

scholarship by J. Kēhaulani Kauanui.109 Political scientist Noelani Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua 

discusses the difference of opinions that activists in the sovereignty movement have when using 

the terminology of “Hawaiian National” (Deoccupation discourse) versus the term of 

“Indigenous” (Decolonization discourse).110 Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua contends that these concepts 

and movements need not be mutually exclusive to another, as she asserts that Kānaka Maoli are 

in fact “Indigenous,” but to Hawai‘i, not to the USA. Due to the long-held misconception of the 

legality of annexation, there are now two main discourses of the factions in the Hawaiian 

sovereignty movements, with the one side – the Hawaiian Kingdom “monarchists” – disputing 

the use of the term “Indigenous” for Kānaka Maoli. I follow the more recent scholarship of 

Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua and Kauanui reflecting on non-statist decolonization, and in particular 

decolonial Indigenous “anarchist” praxis. 

Aware of the illegitimacy of annexation, sovereignty activists have come to term the “State of 

Hawai‘i” the “Fake State of Hawai‘i” in an act of protest. The Kū‘ē Petitions now showed that 

accepting federal recognition under U.S. occupation would be a lesser status than calling for 

the Deoccupation of the Hawaiian Kingdom. Noelani Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua argues for 

conceptualizing decolonial responses for sovereignty from outside the occupier’s framework 

instead of from within, and advocates for collective action and decision-making for land rights 

and nationhood from an Indigenous perspective, effectively bridging the two main 

discourses.111 

 

The massive devastation the U.S. military has caused to Hawaiian and other Indigenous land is 

often ironically given as a reason to not demilitarize land. The lack of capacity to decontaminate 

these is suggested as a reason not to attempt to reclaim Kaho‘olawe in 1969, as “the island was 

unrecoverable due to the sheer amount of unexploded ordnance scattered over it.”112 Military 

 
109 J. Kēhaulani Kauanui. 2008a. Hawaiian Blood. Colonialism and Politics of Sovereignty and Indigeneity. 
J. Kēhaulani Kauanui. 2018. Paradoxes of Hawaiian Sovereignty. Land, Sex, and the Colonial Politics of State 
Nationalism. 
110 Noelani Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua. 2011. “Kuleana Lāhui: Collective Responsibility for Hawaiian Nationhood in 
Activists’ Praxis.” 
111 Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua 2011 
112 Osorio 2014: 140, emphasis added. 

https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv120qr70
https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv1198v1v
https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv1198v1v
https://ojs.library.queensu.ca/index.php/affinities/article/view/6127
https://ojs.library.queensu.ca/index.php/affinities/article/view/6127
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installations made up five of the top ten polluters in Hawai‘i in the 2003 figures from the 

Environmental Protection Agency, sourced by Niheu et al.113 According to Department of 

Defense report to Congress in 2004, there were more than 798 contamination sites identified.114 

Among the severely toxic contamination in Hawaiian land and water are: 

(…) heavy metals such as lead and mercury; napalm, chemical weapons, and 

radioactive waste from nuclear powered ships. Cobalt 60, a radioactive waste 

product from nuclear-powered ships, has been found in sediment at Pearl 

Harbor. Between 1964 and 1978, 4,843,000 gallons of low level radioactive 

waste was discharged into Pearl Harbor.115 

 

This time frame and the presence of napalm, other chemical weapons, and nuclear waste 

emphasize the implications of U.S. imperialist wars such as in Vietnam, and nuclear-testing on 

Indigenous populations in the Marshall Islands and on the U.S. continent.116 These factors also 

make clear how calls for a “nuclear-free Pacific” are an aspect of aloha ‘āina. The 

decolonization movements of Third World colonized peoples are in genealogical sequence and 

political dialogue with the next generation of Indigenous activists, as I demonstrate here in the 

examples in the Pacific Ocean from Hawai‘i to Australia and West Papua. 

 

In the subsequent chapter on decolonial methodologies and theories, I elaborate on critical 

analyses for examining the power structures of imperialism, occupation, and settler colonialism 

in Hawai‘i. Throughout the dissertation, I interrogate systems of oppression, marginalization, 

and assimilation, and social inclusion/exclusion situated within the intersections of the various 

ethnic communities.117 The making of a “local” panethnic Asian status in majority-minority 

 
Jonathan Kamakawiwo‘ole Osorio. 2014. “Hawaiian Souls: The Movement to Stop the U.S. Military Bombing of 
Kaho‘olawe.” 
113 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 2005. Hawai‘i Report: 2003 Toxics Release Inventory. 
114 As noted in Niheu et al. 2007, from: U.S. Department of Defense. 2004. Defense Environmental Restoration 
Program. Annual Report to Congress, Fiscal Year 2004. 
Kalamaoka‘aina Niheu, Laurel Mei Turbin & Seiji Yamada. 2007. “The Impact of the Military Presence in Hawai‘i 
on the Health of Nā Kānaka Maoli.” 
115 Niheu, Turbin & Yamada 2007: 201 
116 LaDuke 1999 
117 In this work on anarchist or Intercommunalist forms of decolonization, I want to counter exactly these 
hegemonies that in part are status quo and seen as preferential without questioning their legitimacy or the 
ideologies around them: 
“Currently, ideologies of democracy, nationalism, and multiculturalism are key to racial capitalist processes of 
spatial and social differentiation that truncate relationality for capital accumulation. (…) All three impose a 
forgetting of interconnections, of viable relations, and of performances of collectivity that might nurture greater 
social wholeness, but are deactivated for capital accumulation and state management.” (Melamed 2015: 79) 

https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv11cw7h9.15
https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv11cw7h9.15
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Hawai‘i raises several inquiries on decolonial “settler” action as Philippine aloha ‘āina, when 

the Philippines was likewise claimed in 1898 by President William McKinley.118 

Ethnic labels in Hawai‘i can be broadly summarized to be the Kānaka Maoli (Native 

Hawaiians), the “local” population of mostly Asian, Portuguese, and Puerto Rican descendants 

of the 18th-19th century plantation workers, and the haole or white/foreign population. However, 

these categories are in no way comprehensive or static, as haole and “local” overlap. A more 

dynamic interpretation is the concept of haole as an attitude foreign to the land, rather than 

purely as an ethnic marker of whiteness.119 The understanding of aloha ‘āina and mindsets to 

adapting to Native Hawaiian customs with culturally respectful conduct demonstrates that a 

haole mindset is entirely counter to aloha ‘āina. 

The settler colonial context of a non-white majority in Hawai‘i makes ethnic relations and 

solidarity with the Indigenous population of Kānaka Maoli a more complicated matter. 

Haunani-Kay Trask, Candace Fujikane, and Jonathan Y. Okamura have introduced the concept 

of “Asian settler colonialism” to differentiate the structure and ontological split from an 

Indigenous worldview and a settler one.120 This settler or haole attitude is one of 

Americanization and living with the status quo of remaining the 50th state, a sentiment 

commonly shared by white and Asian settlers seeking the “American Dream.” 

Notwithstanding the historical circumstances and the main mechanism of racial capitalism that 

brought Asian settlers to Hawai‘i for labor purposes, the inherent difference between Asian 

settlers and Kānaka Maoli is the disconnection to the land as a progenitor. As I will explain 

further, this category of non-white “settler” does not extend to Black American descendants of 

enslaved Africans, refugees of U.S. imperialist wars and border-making, or necessarily Native 

Americans or Alaska Natives to what is currently the United States of America residing in 

Hawai‘i.121 

 
118 The 2010 Census shows more than 57% of the population is Asian, over 68% of the population in Urban 
Honolulu. 
U.S. Government Census Bureau. 2012. The Asian Population: 2010. 
119 Judy Rohrer. 2010. Haoles in Hawai‘i. Honolulu, HI: University of Hawai‘i Press. 
120 Candace Fujikane & Jonathan Y. Okamura (eds.). 2008. Asian Settler Colonialism. 
121 There are non-Hawaiian Indigenous residents as well as (former) refugees who may self-identify with the 
category of “settler.” Fujikane clarifies that the category is seen in relation to Hawaiians: 
“Since the focus of this book is the colonial context for indigenous struggles to regain lands and nation, the critical 
point of difference we emphasize is one that defines a settler state: the structural distinction between Natives 
and settlers. All Asians, then, including those who do not have political power, are identified in this book as 
settlers who participate in U.S. settler colonialism. Although Asians in Hawai‘i are identified in academic 
disciplines as either “local Asians” or “Asian Americans,” we use the term “Asian settler” to emphasize the 
colonial context in which the essays in this book reexamine Asian settler occupation of Native lands. While “local” 
is sometimes used as a geographical marker to distinguish “local Asians” in Hawai‘i from “Asian Americans” on 
the U.S. continent (…), it is more popularly used to establish a problematic claim to Hawai‘i. Other groups in 
Hawai‘i besides Asians can also be identified as settlers, but we leave it to those communities to identify their 

https://www.census.gov/content/dam/Census/library/publications/2012/dec/c2010br-11.pdf
https://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctt6wqhvb
10.21313/hawaii/9780824830151.001.0001
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I argue that the marker of “local” as a multiethnic plantation history and working-class social 

marker on the one hand flattens the existing hierarchies during the plantation labor period, as 

well as the ethnicities that constitute certain Asian groups within themselves. Furthermore, 

those “locals” or Asians in economic and political positions of power are subsumed with no 

class analysis, and therefore diverging class interests towards an upward social mobility. Lastly, 

and more significantly, the marker erases Indigenous specificity and Kanaka Maoli struggles 

for sovereignty in the settler state. This difference limits solidarity in decolonization efforts 

between those that benefit from upholding the settler colonial structure. 

 

1.3.2. Multiethnic “local” class struggle 

During the sovereign Hawaiian Kingdom era, the sugar industry under the “Big Five” 

(Alexander and Baldwin, H. Hackfeld and Company later American Factors, C . Brewer and 

Company, Castle and Cooke, and T.H. Davies and Company) in Hawai‘i skyrocketed from 

4,286 pounds to 17,127,161 pounds between 1837 and 1868 requiring a larger labor force than 

the islands provided.122 The plantation labor history of Hawai‘i is based on waves of migration 

from Asia, as well as the islands of the Azores of Portugal, and Puerto Rico. 

Kānaka Maoli and Chinese were the first indentured laborers in the Hawaiian Kingdom. The 

declining population of Kānaka Maoli in the islands from around 250,000 on the low end of 

estimation at European contact in 1778 and 47,508 a century later in 1878 to 37,656 in 1900 

could not fulfill the labor demand in the sugar industry, requiring Chinese indentured labor.123 

In 1852, the first 175 Chinese contract laborers arrived to earn $3/month. In 1868, 153 Japanese 

workers were recruited to be paid $4/month. In 1903, Koreans first arrived, and in 1907, after 

the Philippines became a U.S. Territory the first 15 Filipino workers called sakadas arrived on 

Hawai‘i Island.124 

The haole businessmen in charge of the sugar cane plantations divided work and housing by 

ethnic groups to avoid the risk of any labor organizing or strike, along the lines of a “divide and 

conquer” strategy. The Indigenous land was being settled by an ethnic diversity of immigrants 

– and in the case of the Philippines and Puerto Rico, transplanted U.S. imperial subjects125 – 

 
responsibilities to Hawaiians. The essays in Asian Settler Colonialism focus specifically on Asians in Hawai‘i as 
settlers and the positions they occupy in relation to Hawaiians.” (Fujikane 2008: 6, emphasis added) 
Candace Fujikane. 2008. “Introduction. Asian Settler Colonialism in the U.S. Colony of Hawai‘i.” 
122 Chun-Hoon 2010: 61 
Lowell Chun-Hoon. 2010. “Labor.” 
123 Jung 2006: 408 
Moon-Kie Jung. 2006. “Racialization in the Age of Empire: Japanese and Filipino Labor in Colonial Hawai‘i.” 
124 Chun-Hoon 2010: 61 
125 Joanna Poblete. 2014. Islanders in the Empire. Filipino and Puerto Rican Laborers in Hawai‘i. 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctt6wqxjc.12
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complicit in the marginalization of the original inhabitants of the land, the Kānaka Maoli. While 

the Portuguese immigrants were closest to whiteness, they were largely positioned in overseer 

roles.126 All in all, though, the Hawaiian Kingdom before U.S. Occupation was a multiethnic 

nation, but the conspirators to the overthrow were mainly the wealthy haole businessmen in the 

sugar cane industry. 

An early sense of “local” panethnic connection to Hawai‘i came during the Massie Case in 

1932. The U.S. Navy officer’s wife Thalia Massie had accused five young men of Hawaiian, 

Japanese, and Chinese descent of rape, leading to a revenge kidnapping murder of one of the 

accused Hawaiian men by Thalia Massie’s mother.127 The racial tensions that divided the haole 

military population and the “local” Hawaiian and Asian one to side with the accused in this 

case. Throughout the years, especially when white Americans were increasingly moving to 

Hawai‘i after statehood, these racial divisions and alliances became more apparent and shifting 

through class interests. 

For these reasons of Indigenous erasure and regarding my own non-citizenship in the USA,128 

I follow the Hawaiian and other Indigenous scholarship of those promoting a grassroots 

anarcho-indigenous approach of non-state governance. These approaches are intersectional in 

addressing Indigeneity, ethnicity, gender, and class discourses within participatory democracy, 

in particular when decolonization discourse is in dialogue with abolitionist Black Studies. The 

self-reference of many of the 1970s aloha ‘āina as Marxists or “Marxist-Leninist-Maoists” is 

one to keep in mind as both historicized to that generation of university students, and as fitting 

my main conclusion of interrogating class affinities beyond ethnic identities for Indigenous 

resurgence and communalism.129 

 
126 Scholarship on Blackness in Hawai‘i also historically reveals that the emphasis on U.S. racial categories only 
came with the mindset of more U.S. haole settlers and the U.S. Census categories after annexation. Previously, 
a noteworthy number of Black whalers hailing from the Portuguese Cape Verdean Islands, and African-Americans 
escaping the Southern states, found a “haven” in Hawai‘i. Here, they intermarried with Kānaka Maoli, built 
substantive businesses or made political contributions to the Hawaiian Kingdom, while being considered as 
respectively Portuguese or “‘ele‘ele” or Black American, and their descendants identifying as Hawaiian through 
generations. Similarly, Puerto Ricans who were also brought to Hawai‘i as plantation laborers were not Asian, 
and also not regarded by a U.S. one-drop rule of Blackness once these became integrated into Hawaiian or other 
“local” families. Sharma states that there would conclusively be about 7000-8000 descendants of the Cape 
Verdean whaling mariners who settled in the archipelago. 
Nitasha Tamar Sharma. 2019. “Over two centuries: Black people in nineteenth-century Hawai‘i.” 
127 David E. Stannard. 2005. Honor Killing. Race, Rape, and Clarence Darrow’s Spectacular Last Case. 
128 This means from my non-citizen perspective I am not invested in the settler project of upholding the state. 
129 Osorio reasons that aloha ‘āina is mainly grounded in place-based values, which in this case are Kanaka Maoli 
ways of knowing and being, instead of resting on class or race and ethnic analysis: 
“Aloha ‘Āina was even more revolutionary than the dialectic. It challenged not only one’s notions of economics 
and history but one’s sense of place in the universe as well. It questioned Western assumptions of individuality 
and placed the community of humans on an equal plane with the rest of nature. Finally, it gave credence to 

https://doi.org/10.1080/14664658.2019.1650459
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While “decolonization” has become a well-known term used in academia and activist contexts, 

to “decolonize the university”130 or a system by “decolonize[ing] the minds,”131 Eve Tuck 

(Unangan Aleut) and K. Wayne Yang emphasize the importance of not devaluing 

decolonization as a metaphor.132 This critique by Tuck & Yang and others builds on Indigenous 

decolonial methods and solidarity, which illustrate how Postcolonial and Cultural Studies 

theories are insufficient for the conditions in settler colonial states, as opposed to those of 

postcolonial nation-states.133 Following a settler of color critique, analyzed by Dean Itsuji 

Saranillio in the Hawai‘i context, this does not imply that a binary of oppression exists between 

Asian settlers and Kānaka Maoli in the same way as it does between white settlers and Kānaka 

Maoli. However, white supremacy supports the structure of the settler colony, for instance in 

perpetuating the myth of an Asian model minority while flattening out differences.134 

Reflecting on these differences, the terminology of “affinities,” utilized by anarchists for the 

aspect of building community through dynamic “unity in diversity” rather than assimilation of 

thought, is more productive to consider multiethnic anti-hegemonic action.135 Leaning into 

Noelani Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua’s metaphorical and material planting of seeds for the future, 

Saranillio appeals to the building of social affinities between communities: 

By imagining ways to use settler colonialism against itself, many Indigenous 

movements aim to set the conditions for cultivating noncapitalist relations and 

planting the seeds for Indigenous economies to reemerge in new ways. This is 

accomplished by building affinities between communities, as well as with 

nonhuman but genealogically related species—in Hawai‘i this is the taro, or 

kalo, the ancestor of Kanaka ‘Ōiwi that enclosure aimed to eliminate.136 

 

This does not mean foregoing the organization of movements built to last, instead it means to 

continually negotiate the kuleana, relationality, differences, and affinities to the common cause. 

 
spiritual values that Hawaiians, conditioned by a century of Christianity and rationalism, had come to doubt.” 
(Osorio 2014: 150) 
130 See for instance: Achille Joseph Mbembe. 2016. “Decolonize the University: New Directions.” 
131 Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o. 1986. Decolonising the Mind. The Politics of Language in African Literature. 
132 Eve Tuck & K. Wayne Yang. 2012. “Decolonization is not a metaphor.” 
133 I would argue they are also insufficient to the case of multiethnic postcolonial states with the erasure of ethnic 
minorities and Indigenous people, which I will expand on in theory and method. 
134 Saranillio 2013: 282 
Dean Itsuji Saranillio. 2013. “Why Asian settler colonialism matters.” 
135 Jon Osorio also contrasts how for Kanaka Maoli aloha ‘āina can transcend class as cultural and kinship 
intentionality to the land, while for settlers the relations between communities and as aloha ‘aina are more 
reflective of intention to either perpetuating or countering the settler system: 
“The fact that Aloha ‘Āina was understood and articulated by different classes of individuals within the Hawaiian 
community is evidence of either a cultural link or an overwhelmingly compelling idea. Perhaps it was both.” 
(Osorio 2014: 150, emphasis added) 
136 Saranillio 2015: 641 
Dean Itsuji Saranillio. 2015. “The Insurrection of Subjugated Futures.” 

https://jps.library.utoronto.ca/index.php/des/article/view/18630/15554
https://doi.org/10.1080/2201473X.2013.810697
https://www.jstor.org/stable/43823226
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Fujikane also appeals to settler recognition of becoming aloha ‘āina in this welcoming to shared 

affinities struggle for Hawaiian Indigenous resurgence.137 In addition to West Papuan liberation 

and Pacific demilitarization/denuclearization struggles, the lineage of aloha ‘āina as 

pronounced by Haunani-Kay Trask’s scholarship lies in showing that Black Lives Matter.138 

Charles Lawrence in Hawai‘i summarizes the joint struggle for liberation lying in kinship and 

relationality between aloha ‘āina and others who heed and make the kāhea or “call” for action: 

There is a final lesson of relationship to be found in these scenes of sibling 

movements—the lesson and practice of genealogy. Genealogy is relational. 

Identity is contingent, strategic, and always shifting. It weaves together physical, 

spiritual, and social ties to place and people to land and sea. (…) When we do 

the work of justice together, when we answer one another’s call to join our 

several separate struggles, we learn justice from one another and we learn that 

those struggles are one. We discover that we are related. We choose this 

family.139 

 
In Intercommunalism, the diverse communities calling for liberation and decolonization share 

a common goal, with strategies and meaning found in place-based or grounded normativity.140 

This dissertation is a narrative of aloha ‘āina and the Intercommunalist solidarity between the 

place-based philosophy in Hawai‘i and select “pockets of resistance” that are in community or 

relation to my being.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
137 “What allows wonder to grow from aloha ‘āina to kuleana and direct action is the way that ‘Ōiwi opened up 
a space for settlers and others not kama‘āina to their places to join them in struggle based on their shared 
affinities, their shared commitments to aloha ‘āina, preservation of celebrated and sacred places, protection of 
agricultural lands, demilitarization, environmental justice, restoration, abundance, and sustainability.” (Fujikane 
2017: 65) 
Candace Fujikane. 2017. “Mapping Wonder in the Maui Mo‘olelo on the Mo‘o ‘Āina.” 
138 Charles Lawrence in reference to this lineage also mentions Heoli Osorio, who is Jon Osorio’s daughter, taking 
her aloha ‘āina genealogy through her father and significantly through the work of the Black Radical Tradition: 
“Dr. Heoli Osorio speaks of an intellectual/activist genealogy, of her own teachers, taught by Haunani-Kay Trask, 
who introduced Fanon, Malcolm, and Angela Davis to her students as family.” (Lawrence 2020: 197) 
Charles Lawrence. 2020. “Activist Genealogy Visions and Enactments of Solidarity Across Black and Kanaka Maoli 
Movements.” 
139 Lawrence 2020: 197 
140 Glen Coulthard & Leanne Betasamosake Simpson. 2016. “Grounded Normativity / Place-based Solidarity.” 

https://digitalcommons.wayne.edu/marvels/vol30/iss1/5
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/70205
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/70205
https://doi.org/10.1353/aq.2016.0038
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2. Decolonizing methodologies of relation, knowing, and being 
 

As my methodology1 seeks to answer, “How can Hawaiian aloha ‘āina support decolonial 

climate justice and communities of care elsewhere?” I employ narrative place-based 

autoethnography and analysis to respond to: “Who are my relations in aloha ‘āina in Hawai‘i?” 

The choice of which authors or which themes to analyze here can simply be answered as: 

through relationality. My selection of certain lesser-known poems is for their 

personal/relational significance in kinship with the authors, or the significance and meaning 

that the metaphors within2 their poems bring to my project and self. I am taking Glissant’s 

“poetics of relation” as the framework of relationality analysis beyond Hawaiian place-based 

kaona or metaphors.3 

 

Even though the demographics of Hawai‘i are truly multiethnically diverse – with an 

unprecedented growth in of the population of Native Hawaiians according to the U.S. Census 

20104 – the harmony of interethnic relations there is often overstated. At other times, the 

population is even depicted as entirely disharmonious, and especially more recent white settlers 

complain about Hawai‘i as a place of discrimination towards outsiders. These claims both do 

not consider the historical contexts of U.S. American imperialism, occupation, and Indigenous 

marginalization and assimilation, and are merely the idealized image of the settler colonial 

“melting-pot” that erases Indigeneity.5  

The focus of my work brings attention to these interethnic relations and solidarities, but I mainly 

analyze Philippine/Filipinx solidarities and tensions between Indigenous and “settler” 

positionalities or panethnic “Asian.” My intention is to clarify the malleability of these identities 

 
1 The conceptualization of this chapter as a standalone chapter compared to the “spatial” chapters following, is 
on account of the research process and valuable self-reflections pushed by Linda Tuhiwai Smith and others on 
the significance of methodology in Indigenous Studies: 
“Methodology in its simplest definition generally refers to the theory of method, or the approach or technique 
being taken, or the reasoning for selecting a set of methods. This is a very broad definition as there are discipline-
specific ideas about theory, methodology and method. Decolonizing Methodologies is concerned not so much 
with the actual technique of selecting a method but much more with the context in which research problems are 
conceptualized and designed, and with the implications of research for its participants and their communities. It 
is also concerned with the institution of research, its claims, its values and practices, and its relationships to 
power.” (Smith 2012: ix) 
Linda Tuhiwai Smith. 2012 (1999). Decolonizing Methodologies: Research and Indigenous Peoples. 
2 leilani portillo’s poem “believe me” in Chapter 4 and Chelsea Mana‘olana Duarte’s poem “Makua” in Chapter 5 
are examples, where the explicit content of the poem is not as foregrounded as the kaona and relations I narrate 
through the poem analysis. 
3 Édouard Glissant. 1997. Poetics of Relation. 
4 U.S. Government Census Bureau. 2012. The Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander Population: 2010. 
5 Haunani-Kay Trask. 2008a. “Settlers of Color and ‘Immigrant’ Hegemony.” 

https://www.census.gov/history/pdf/nhopi2010pop112021.pdf
https://opencuny.org/earthseededucation/files/2014/01/Trask_SettlersOfColor.pdf
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and to foreground dynamic social affinities that reflect on class interests rather than on static 

“local” ethnic or settler identity. The “melting-pot” additionally erases the specificity of 

Micronesian migration to the islands through the Compact of Free Association (COFA) with 

the USA,6 or “lateral” racisms between various Asian groups, when disregarding colonial 

dynamics and anti-Blackness. This methodology chapter introduces historical and theoretical 

concepts from these varied ethnic interests and describes the conditions of the settler colonial 

structures and the oppression of Kānaka Maoli in Hawai‘i. 

In the specific occupation of a settler colonial Hawai‘i, the majority-minority society of Asian 

settlers and “local” society outnumber white Americans. Thus, the Other in this context is 

neither the amalgamated7 Indigenous or Asian viewpoint of “local culture,” as it is in fact the 

foreignness8 of a white habitus that is Othered. In a “settler move to innocence”9 the “localness” 

of People of Color actively marginalizes the Kanaka Maoli minority, but also 

integrates/assimilates the Hawaiianness into “local culture.” In this binary, it is haole or 

“foreigners” that are challenged and defined as Other by both “locals” and Kānaka Maoli.10 The 

distinct characteristic of Indigeneity is that the “local” connection to the land is not 

genealogically rooted but rests on nativist claim.11 

 

2.1. Kaona methods: discourse analysis between social movements and literary 

analysis of contemporary poetry through metaphor 

The main Hawaiian literary device of analysis here is kaona, described by Brandy Nālani 

McDougall as “employing symbolic cultural meaning”12 in the form of puns, allusion, and 

 
6 U.S. Department of the Interior. 1986. Compact of Free Association Act of 1985. Public Law 99-239. 
7 I use the term “amalgamated” here for two reasons: to critique blood quantum, and the discrediting of multiple 
lineages to Indigeneity and other non-Indigenous heritage, as well as to interrogate what I view as a panethnic 
structure of “Filipinx” community within itself.  
8 Rohrer 2010 
9 Tuck & Yang 2012 
10 Niheu does use the imagery of shared or mutual resistance against haole in the 1970s Hawaiian Renaissance 
eviction movements that brought together the “local” against the land development “foreign” understanding of 
“property” over “home:” 
“This time the resistance mobilized an increasingly educated ‘local’ community. Understanding the 
intersectionality of those who identified as local—the vast majority of the Hawai‘i population—is critical to 
understanding the power of the rising tide.” (Niheu 2019: 119) 
11 “In order for the settlers to make a place their home, they must destroy and disappear the Indigenous peoples 
that live there. Indigenous peoples are those who have creation stories, not colonization stories, about how 
we/they came to be in a particular place - indeed how we/they came to be a place. Our/their relationships to 
land comprise our/their epistemologies, ontologies, and cosmologies. For the settlers, Indigenous peoples are in 
the way and, in the destruction of Indigenous peoples, Indigenous communities, and over time and through law 
and policy, Indigenous peoples’ claims to land under settler regimes, land is recast as property and as a resource.” 
(Tuck & Yang 2012: 6) 
12 McDougall 2010: 59 
Brandy Nālani McDougall. 2010. “From Uē to Kū‘ē.” 

https://www.congress.gov/99/statute/STATUTE-99/STATUTE-99-Pg1770.pdf
http://www.serena.unina.it/index.php/anglistica-aion/article/view/8352/9071
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metaphor.13 Kaona or “double meaning” and metaphor of Hawaiian words in literary practice 

illustrate the complications of a one-on-one direct translation of Hawaiian terms into English.  

Kaona are used as mnemonic devices in longer chants like the Kumulipo to memorize places 

and names, and are infused with layers of meaning, revealing contexts and knowledge 

according to the composer/orator and the audience’s access to these. 

McDougall describes Hawaiian literature and kaona as a decolonial aesthetic and practice, with 

its meanings also excluding an audience from a shared knowledge. She notes that Kanaka Maoli 

writers both resist and counter the ideological hegemony of the colonial narrative,14 as well as 

present a literary national consciousness with its common themes of loss and resistance.15 The 

nuances of Hawaiian terminology lead to veiled meanings in translation. This kaona unveiling 

is the method of my poetry analysis in dialogue with narratives that also employ kaona. Most 

pertinently for this work on climate change and justice, I highlight the kaona and mnemonic 

devices that reveal natural and philosophical scientific knowledge systems in their retelling. 

The Hawaiian poem “Kaulana Nā Pua” (“Famous are the Flowers”) is a song of resistance filled 

with kaona to hide its revolutionary message and depict a description of ornamental flowers. 

Nā pua means “flowers,” but nā pua can also mean “children.” In the text of this song, the 

writer Eleanor Keko‘aohiwaikalani Wright Prendergast, a close friend of the Queen, calls on 

the “children” or citizens of Hawai‘i shortly after the overthrow of the Hawaiian Kingdom. In 

another example, in its simplest translation the phrase and Hawai‘i State motto “Ua mau ke ea 

o ka ‘āina i ka pono” can be read as “the life of the land is perpetuated in righteousness.”16 

However, the ea can also be translated as “sovereignty” and pono as “justice.” The phrasing 

then allows for the meaning of the legitimate sovereignty of Hawai‘i (to be) restored in rightful 

justice. The phrase was coined by Hawaiian King Kamehameha III after the restoration of 

sovereignty recognized by the United Kingdom and France from the coup by the Paulet Affair.17 

 
13 McDougall 2014: 2-3 
Brandy Nālani McDougall. 2014. “Putting feathers on our words.” 
14 McDougall 2010: 53 
15 McDougall 2010: 61 
16 “This phrase is usually translated as ‘The life of the land is perpetuated in righteousness’. It is important, 
however, as previously discussed, to understand the multiple meanings and uses of words. In addition to 
meaning ‘life’, ‘ea’ also means the ‘breath’, as well as ‘sovereignty’. As such, the phrase must also be understood 
as meaning that, ‘The sovereignty of the land continues in pono’.” (Basham 2008: 159) 
Leilani Basham. 2008. “Mele Lāhui: The Importance Of Pono In Hawaiian Poetry.” 
17 The translations of the phrase are variable, as with many Hawaiian proverbs I cite in this work.  
“It was on the first Lā Ho‘iho‘i Ea, July 31, 1843, that Kamehameha III announced, ‘Ua mau ke ea o ka ‘āina i ka 
pono’ (roughly, ‘The sovereignty of the land has been continued because it is pono’), which became the mō‘ī’s 
motto. It later became the motto of the kingdom, and then (strangely or perversely) was appropriated as the 
motto of the State of Hawai‘i, where it is usually translated as ‘The life of the land is perpetuated in 
righteousness.’ ‘Ea,’ which can mean ‘life’ or ‘breath’ as well as ‘sovereignty,’ in its original context was clearly 
meant to signify sovereignty. The word pono, as I have shown, has a multiplicity of meanings, and had been 

https://jps.library.utoronto.ca/index.php/des/article/view/20646/17311
https://doi.org/10.24135/tekaharoa.v1i1.138
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That it remains the state motto of the territory occupied by the USA implies this meaning of 

restoring sovereignty after a coup is not its (only) essential meaning, but that the land as 

environment is fostered through mālama or “care” and nurturing. I return to the contexts of both 

sovereignty and resistance kaona in Chapter 4. 

Decolonial methodologies would argue for not italicizing Indigenous words, as this would be 

Othering them as foreign – when in fact they are native – and confirms the hegemonic power 

of the (colonial) English language. However, considering the German academic context and 

audience,18 I will limit much of the terminology – outside of those in the substantial poem 

analyses – in common and everyday use within the State of Hawai‘i by non-Indigenous settlers. 

This choice in prioritizing but making visible the daily use of Hawaiian terms reveals the 

difference between culturally respectful and haole or foreign attitudes and behavior.19 

Kaona – as the method of this dissertation – for hidden meanings, metaphors, or double-

entendres are common in everyday language and in moʻolelo (“story-telling”). The term 

“Native Hawaiian” itself is now being contested by Kānaka Maoli, as a colonial label in a 

foreign language. Instead, Kānaka Maoli, Kānaka Hawai‘i, and Kānaka ‘Ōiwi20 are used when 

speaking of Indigenous Hawaiians.21 One note can be made on orthography for a general 

understanding of the two diacritical markers in the Hawaiian language ‘Ōlelo Hawai‘i. These 

 
appropriated by missionaries as well as government officials to translate the Christian concept of righteousness. 
In the mō‘ī’s phrasing, it likely corresponds more closely to ‘justice’ and, more broadly, what is good or beneficial 
for the people. Simultaneously, it is an assertion that the mō‘ī’s government was the appropriate and correct 
one.  Translation of pono into ‘righteousness’ or even ‘justice’ is an example of the reduction of an understood 
multiplicity of meanings in the Hawaiian language to a single meaning in English, with a different set of 
connotations altogether.” (Silva 2004: 37, emphasis added) 
18 This complicates much of my citational practice considering their source publications, as the University of 
Hawai’i guidelines state: “foreign word: Do not italicize foreign or non-English words that appear in Webster’s. 
In general, do not italicize Hawaiian words (there are exceptions). Hawaiian and English are the two official 
languages of the State of Hawaiʻi. Be consistent with your choices.” 
UH System. “University of Hawai‘i Style Guide.” University of Hawai‘i website. 
19 Terms like mahalo (“thank you”), keiki (“child/ren”), or the geospatial directionals of mauka (“towards the 
mountains”/inland) and makai (“towards the sea”) would be more commonly used in Hawai‘i state signage and 
public information, than their English translations or equivalents. 
20 The latter self-definition appears to be more and more the preferred one in political discussions, as it 
emphasizes the ‘Ōiwi or “of the bones,” as a genealogical imagery routed in the land, rather than Maoli meaning 
“true:” 
“The idea of ‘native’ or ‘indigenous’ is embedded in our descriptors for ourselves that include ‘maoli,’ but I believe 
that descriptors using this qualifier are linked to an increase in foreign visitors and residents, and the need to 
distinguish between ‘Ōiwi and foreigners in general discourse, or perhaps even as a discursive strategy to mark 
our kuleana to ko Hawai‘i Pae ‘Āina. My point is supported by the fact that Kanaka, rather than Kanaka Maoli, 
was the term used most often for Hawaiians in early newspapers. In contrast, terms like Kulāiwi and ‘Ōiwi, which 
include the word ‘iwi,’ or bones, are descriptors that are rooted in ‘Ōiwi ways of knowing and being.” (Brown 
2016: xii) 
Marie Alohalani Brown. 2016. Facing the Spears of Change. 
21 I use these synonymously here, depending on citation as well as preference, however “Hawaiian” refers to 
Indigenous Hawaiians, and I make specific note of an ethnically-inclusive “population in Hawai‘i” to differentiate 
from this. 

https://www.hawaii.edu/style-guide/
file:///G:/DISS%202021/PhD%202022/10.21313/hawaii/9780824858483.001.0001
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are the ‘ glottal stop (simplified as a single open apostrophe) known as an ‘okina. The other is 

the macron kahakō, which lengthens vowels and often signifies the plural of the word: wahine 

(woman) becomes wāhine (women). Consequently, “Kānaka Maoli” refers to a countable group 

of Native Hawaiian people, whereas “Kanaka Maoli” is one person or used as the cultural 

descriptor. 

 

Māori scholar Linda Tuhiwai Smith (Ngāti Awa, Ngāti Porou, Tūhourangi)22 suggests that it is 

essential to include oral story-telling or “talk-story” in Hawai‘i, and community participation 

for integrating decolonial Indigenous methodologies.23 Creation stories about the genealogy 

and cosmology of the land are valuable sources for the discussion of the kin studies here, which 

I put side-by-side with knowledge found in natural and climate sciences. These natural science 

sources I use here are often Kanaka Maoli scientists’ peer-reviewed papers, who show the 

symbiosis of these knowledge systems or how either is informed by the other. Oral histories 

and other performative genre of storytelling (e.g. spoken word poetry, hula dance) are similarly 

meaningful in Indigenous knowledge systems, and are introduced here as well for their 

embodiment of knowledge.24 Indigenous knowledge systems are not set apart from what is 

“Western” science, as planting taro, constructing fishponds, and navigating the ocean are 

guided by understanding how the land, the sea, and the skies above function. This knowledge 

that is handed down does not necessarily need to be written in formulas and blueprints and 

maps, it is told in the stories.25 These are the aloha ‘aina stories I bring together in this narrative, 

applying Philippine ontology and meaning-making to translate these into approximate German 

philosophies and scientific understandings. 

A large responsibility of this project is community dialogue and kuleana (“accountability”) as 

well as participation in community activities. There are now more and more regular community 

events in sovereignty and aloha ‘āina education, for instance reenactments and celebrations of 

 
22 When citing Indigenous scholarship, I will attempt to highlight the specificity of their Indigenous frameworks, 
rather than labelling these as only “Indigenous.” In most cases I will introduce Kanaka Maoli scholars as such in 
their first mention (or for reiteration to the context of their arguments), as well as other Indigenous scholars, so 
as not to imply something is “Indigenous” knowledge, but specifically, e.g., Haudenosaunee and by citational 
practice. 
23 “The idea of contested stories and multiple discourses about the past, by different communities, is closely 
linked to the politics of everyday contemporary indigenous life. It is very much a part of the fabric of communities 
that value oral ways of knowing. These contested accounts are stored within genealogies, within the landscape, 
within weavings and carvings, even within the personal names that many people carried. The means by which 
these histories were stored was through their systems of knowledge.” (Smith 2012: 34, emphasis added) 
24 Renee Pualani Louis (with Moana Kahele). 2017. Kanaka Hawai‘i Cartography. 
25Bryan Kamaoli Kuwada. 2015a. “This is an old story: Mauna Kea and moʻolelo.” Critical Ethnic Studies Journal 
blog. 

http://www.criticalethnicstudiesjournal.org/blog/2015/8/27/this-is-an-old-story-mauna-kea-and-moolelo
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historical occasions.26 Even more significantly for this project, sustainable agriculture and 

aquaculture, like hands-on community work in taro-farming and fishponds, are open for the 

public to participate in Hawaiian learning. Due to the choice of poetry and discourse analysis 

rather than participant research “fieldwork” in Hawai‘i, I turn to autoethnography to narrate 

relationality to geographic place and space. 

The means of this writing are on the one hand, kaona or metaphors in discourse analysis 

between contemporary poems and activist statements or other textual and oral accounts. On the 

other hand, the narration of these texts is through meaning-making with metaphors. I allow 

myself the freedom of building a theory based on the literal translation of G.W.F. Hegel’s 

“Geist” not (only) as “spirit” or “mind,” but primarily as “ghost.”27 I then open the discourse 

for a more hermeneutic (or religious) reading as “spirit” or “breath” and “essence.” Technically, 

I play on kaona and double-meaning here, but since I deliberately seek to remove the cultural 

specificity of the “ghost” from an Indigenous Hawaiian or postcolonial Philippine/Asian lens,28 

it is less kaona than it is simply bilingual wordplay. 

 

2.2. Self-reflexivity and autoethnography: narrating Philippine kuleana or 

responsibility through kapwa (“self-in-other”) relationality 

The premise this research and this chapter work with is the centering of subjectivity or 

intersubjectivity. The kuleana or “responsibility” of this research requires the 

 
26 I cite various genre here in this dissertation, including the proliferation of webinars on Hawaiian cultural events 
and scholarship, provided in abundance by COVID-19 distance learning and cultural practice. 
27 It needs to be said that my readings and framings of Hegelian Spirit are through the “Philosophy of Religion” 
lectures and the Theology course discussions for the 200th anniversary at Humboldt-Universität in 2021. Aside 
from this, the Naturphilosophie through Engels’ Naturdialektik (unpublished manuscripts) is another 
interpretation of a Euroamerican theory I took on, as well as Murray Bookchin’s Ecology of Freedom. These 
readings were inspired by seeking Hegelian influences into Huey P. Newton and other postcolonial Marxist 
scholarship. 
Beyond the metaphysical/theological lens on Hegel, I was stimulated to counternarrate widespread (usually 
Marxist and post-Marxist) interpretations which appear to remove absolute Spirit central to the metaphysics, so 
that they in turn do the opposite of their material content (as Marx does claim to intend with the turning over of 
the dialectical). In these readings, Hegelian Spirit and holism (“absolutism”?) have more parallels to animism and 
pantheism than would be presumed, if only reading the historical or Marxist content purportedly influenced by 
Hegel. It also needs to be said that the philosophizing on religions occurred at a later age and shortly before 
Hegel’s death, to assume the development of thought to be at a higher or clearer stage in his academic career. 
“Hegel insists that ‘idealism’ is not to be understood as the antithesis of ‘realism’. Rather it overreaches and 
embraces realism. The idea is the absolute unity of concept and objectivity, of the rational and the real.” 
(Hodgson 2005: 11) 
Peter Hodgson. 2005. Hegel and Christian Theology: A Reading of the Lectures on the Philosophy of Religion. 
28 A concept that I came across after theorizing throughout the dissertation on metaphors, is that the Tagalog 
talinhaga meaning metaphor or parable in literature, also defines symbolisms of meaning and understanding in 
nature. There is a chance that my theories stem from this cultural attunement. 
Katrin De Guia. 2005. Kapwa: The Self in the Other. 
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acknowledgement of positionality and the perspectives that come with it. At the same time as I 

am non-Indigenous to the greater part of the research topic of Hawaiian aloha ‘āina, I am 

writing from the standpoint of a Filipina-German woman in and for the European academy. As 

revealed in my introduction, this geographic location I currently find/write myself in, is not the 

one in which I have spent the larger part of my life. Thus, it is near impossible to frame my 

narrative and “objectivity” in and from a European/German lens. Instead of forcing this 

impracticality and attempting to recolonize the frames of reference I work with, this research 

in kuleana of Indigenous methodologies29 holds three narratives that run parallel or overlap 

with each other, when “translating” them to one another. The three narratives here are: 

• the introduction to aloha ‘āina in an analysis of Hawaiian scholarship and practice,  

• the aloha ‘āina guided by my position and perspective as Filipina through 

kapwa/collectivist ontology (this is my critically central narrative/lens), 

• the question of how these can inform a German or Euroamerican epistemology on 

climate justice with respect to diverse place-based positionalities. 

Linda Tuhiwai Smith also mentions the “distance” to spacetime and knowledge.30 It is clear 

that if I were writing in and for a Hawaiian institution – or a Philippine one – I would still be 

geographically located in Germany in this moment. In fact, my research lens did change over 

time, from when I was actively involved in the Maunakea happenings in live time (virtually 

until two trips in 2015 and 2016), and after further involvement in climate justice and plans to 

write from the Philippines. Critical to understanding the centrality but unsettledness of kuleana, 

in this subchapter I will elaborate on the two concepts of kuleana and kapwa in detail. 

ku‘ualoha ho‘omanawanui’s observations on disharmonious or conflicting schools of thought 

in Hawaiian decolonization,  suggest that my narratives are not in conflict with each other, but 

rather congruent with “a paradoxical view—that there is unity through diversity, an idea 

 
29 “There are overwhelming commonalities in the literature on Indigenous methodologies and Indigenous 
research agendas. These include four unwavering principles: relational accountability; respectful representation; 
reciprocal appropriation; and rights and regulation.” (Louis 2007: 133) 
Renee Pualani Louis. 2007. “Can You Hear Us Now? Voices from the Margin.” 
30 “One of the concepts through which Western ideas about the individual and community, about time and space, 
knowledge and research, imperialism and colonialism can be drawn together is the concept of distance. The 
individual can be distanced, or separated, from the physical environment, the community. Through the controls 
over time and space the individual can also operate at a distance from the universe. (…) In research the concept 
of distance is most important as it implies a neutrality and objectivity on behalf of the researcher. Distance is 
measurable. What it has come to stand for is objectivity, which is not measurable to quite the same extent.” 
(Smith 2012: 58) 
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reflected in the oft-referenced ‘ōlelo no‘eau (proverb), ‘A‘ole pau ka ‘ike i ka hālau ho‘okahi—

not all knowledge is contained in one school.” 31 

 

2.2.1. Kuleana 

I use the term and value of kuleana to mean “accountability” or “responsibility”32 throughout 

my work, however, it also encompasses far more in spirituality and in place-based 

responsibility: 

The term “kuleana” suggests obligations and privileges but can also name the 

very relationship out of which such obligations and privileges might grow. For 

instance, people might call a specific volcanic crater, bay, animal, or human 

relative their “kuleana”—a life force to which they are tied in mutual, reciprocal 

care. One’s life kuleana, the obligations and authority developed over a lifetime, 

is shaped by her or his family history and relationships to specific lands and 

waters. Kuleana included the reciprocal obligations that people and places had 

to one another because of their filial ties. From these practices, we can glean 

that kuleana connections are based on a combination of factors, including (1) 

genealogy; (2) residence or presence over time, allowing one to develop 

knowledge through continued observation and interaction with natural 

phenomena; (3) demonstration of one’s stewardship of natural and social 

resources; and (4) affirmation from the (human and nonhuman) community, 

including spiritual forces.33 

 

According to Aikau, Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua, and Silva, kuleana and positionality are fluid and 

relational,34 pertaining also to other Indigenous researchers or Kānaka Maoli in communities 

that are not their own. These Kanaka Maoli scholars highlight how positionality towards a 

community does not just rely on designations and delineations of Indigenous and non-

Indigenous, but may mean exclusivity of being from the same island, or even from the same 

organizing group. The “filial ties” mentioned above are perhaps the most lucid to Asian migrant 

 
31 The full quote in context: “Far too often, Kanaka Maoli are criticized for a perceived discord. I suggest a 
different interpretation of this alleged disharmony, a paradoxical view—that there is unity through diversity, an 
idea reflected in the oft-referenced ‘ōlelo no‘eau (proverb), ‘A‘ole pau ka ‘ike i ka hālau ho‘okahi—not all 
knowledge is contained in one school. While lōkahi (unity) is important, makawalu (multiple perspectives) is 
equally valuable. Within Hawaiian (or any other) culture, we don’t all share the same perspectives, in part 
because we don’t share the same kuleana (rights, responsibilities) or kulana (role) in the lāhui (nation).” 
(ho‘omanawanui 2010: 207) 
ku‘ualaoha ho‘omanawanui. 2010. “Mana Wahine, Education and Nation-building.” 
32 In a stricter culturally specific definition, Kanalu Young calls “the indigenous Hawaiian value and practice” to 
be “a received sense of ancestrally-based responsibility.” (Young 2006: 1) 
33 Aikau, Goodyear-Kaʻōpua & Silva 2016: 161, emphasis added. 
34 “We intended kuleana to provide an understanding of individual responsibility that is fluid and relative, while 
also holding each individual accountable to communities, nations, and ancestors (their own and the ones who 
dwell in the places we visit).” (Aikau in Aikau, Goodyear-Kaʻōpua & Silva 2016: 163) 

https://doi.org/10.1080/15210960.2010.527587
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understandings, regarding ancestral or filial piety or kinship responsibilities to elders 

irrespective of religious background.35 

In particular and of importance for my research and in community-organizing terms, Aikau, 

Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua & Silva contemplate kuleana in their partnership with Taiaiake Alfred 

(Kahnawake Mohawk) and Jeff Corntassel (Cherokee) of the Indigenous Governance Program 

at the University of Victoria, from their joint graduate-level exchanges with the Indigenous 

Politics program at the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa (UHM). Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua reflects on 

not being island in-community in Molokai,36 and elsewhere Aikau considers on the position 

and responsibilities as a diaspora Hawaiian37 to those in the archipelagic homeland. 

In these examples kuleana is reflected upon beyond the binary of being Indigenous or being a 

settler to Hawai‘i, but in transience as a malihini (“visitor”) to a hui (“group”). In the strictest 

sense, due to my non-citizenship and transience in Hawai‘i as a graduate student only, I would 

be less of a settler and more of a malihini. Considering that positionality as transient visitor and 

not a settler staking claim to land,38 my work is informed by the condition of “having nothing 

to lose” in privilege, so to speak, by supporting Indigenous resurgence against American 

Empire.  

Regarding their student exchange and its intentions, Aikau, Goodyear-Kaʻōpua & Silva also 

emphasize the kuleana, no matter how transient, to dismantling settler colonialism: 

(…) we have become very clear that we want to move beyond the “why” and get 

to the “how” of unmaking settler colonial relations. In short, our goal has been 

to build participants’ abilities to engage in and critically reflect on our individual 

roles and responsibilities for Indigenous land reclamation. Of course, the “how” 

cannot be neatly laid out in advance. Since it will vary from context to context, 

determining and adapting the “how” requires practice, dialogue, and critical 

self-reflection.39 

 

 
35 Filial piety is typically attributed to Confucian thought, but collectivist kinship elsewhere like in the Philippines, 
which is largely syncretic Catholic, is perhaps more related to this relational sensibility than to Confucianism. 
36 Goodyear-Kaʻōpua explains how her position as Kanaka Maoli does not matter on Molokai when she is from a 
different island or community, she is an outsider and guest to pay respect to her host group: 
“Although I have never lived on Moloka‘i, I chose to take students to this island because I have developed close 
personal and professional relationships with segments of the community over the last several years. It matters 
little that I am a Kanaka Maoli. To the island community of only seven thousand people, I am an outsider. When I 
visit as a guest, friend, and ally, I try to behave the way a respectful outsider should: listen and pay close attention; 
give as much if not more than we use or take; anticipate our hosts’ need for help and be ready to pitch in before 
they need to ask. People who do not behave this way are not welcomed back.” (Goodyear-Kaʻōpua in Aikau, 
Goodyear-Kaʻōpua & Silva 2016: 171) 
37 Hōkūlani K. Aikau. 2019. “From Malihini to Hoa‘āina: Reconnecting People, Places, and Practices.” 
38 Judy Rohrer. 2017. Staking Claim: Settler Colonialism and Racialization in Hawai‘i. 
39 Aikau, Goodyear-Kaʻōpua & Silva. 2016: 158-159 

https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv7r428d.12
https://www.jstor.org/stable/40971277
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Speaking of the how to unmake settler colonial relations, the recognition of settler colonialism 

is not necessarily one that is widespread, or welcome among the “local” Asians it analytically 

encompasses. Haunani-Kay Trask underlines the hegemony of, in particular, the “local” 

Japanese population in positions of political and economic power,40 while identifying with an 

originally “working-class” history from generations before. An overview on terms of 

identification in Hawai‘i between Kānaka Maoli, haole, and “local” show the overlap in certain 

ethnic categories. Multiple identification of ethnicities is common, but blood quantum division 

towards Indigeneity is a colonial imposition.41  

This overview is based on my own summaries from work mainly by Trask, Kauanui, Fujikane, 

and Rohrer for the purpose of describing the multiethnic composition of Hawai‘i to European 

audiences also unfamiliar with U.S. Census categories.42 My intention lies in explaining the 

emphasis on lineal descent instead of blood quantum for Kānaka Maoli,43 as well as 

schematizing that “local” includes non-Asians, and that haole used to refer to all foreigners and 

is now held apart as whiteness from “local.” Of course, no U.S. census categories or self-

identification can be all-encompassing for visibility, however, my schematization is to show 

that even the general understanding of “local” = “Asian” is not clear-cut either: 

• Kānaka Maoli [Native Hawaiians]: the lineal descendants of the original people residing 

in the Hawaiian Islands before 1778, the year of contact with Captain James Cook 

• “Local:” understood to be a panethnic term especially for Asian descendants of 

plantation laborers in Hawai‘i; by U.S. citizenship these are “Asian Americans” 

o Descendants of Portuguese and Puerto Rican plantation laborers of the same 

time are also considered “local,” and Portuguese is deracialized from 

whiteness44 

• Haole: originally “foreign,” “stranger” to Hawai‘i, now usually used for “white” 

 
40 “Politically, the vehicle for Asian ascendancy is statehood. As a majority of voters at mid-century, the Japanese 
and other Asians move into the middle class and eventually into seats of power in the legislature and the 
governor’s house.” (Trask 2008a: 47) 
41 “(…) mixed-race Hawaiians have a genealogical connection to land in Hawai‘i however they choose to identify 
themselves; non-Hawaiians, no matter how long their shared family histories with Hawaiians, do not have this 
genealogical connection.” (Fujikane 2008: 26) 
42 Virginia R. Dominguez. 1998. “Exporting U.S. Concepts of Race: Are There Limits to the U.S. Model?” 
43 Kauanui 2008a: 31 
44 James A. Geschwender, Rita Carroll-Seguin & Howard Brill. 1988. “The Portuguese and Haoles of Hawaii: 
Implications for the Origin of Ethnicity.” 
James A. Geschwender, Rita Carroll-Seguin & Howard Brill. 1990. “Reply: The Portuguese and Haoles of Hawaii 
Revisited.” 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/40971277
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o “Local” haole: an attempt to distinguish white settlers to Hawai‘i from a more 

U.S. colonial mindset or attitude;45 this also underlines how “local” without any 

modifier is seen as “Asian,” and the Hawaiian term haole is racialized as “white” 

foreigner 

Blood quantum was a foreign colonial imposition to divide and conquer, J. Kēhaulani Kauanui 

contends.46 The goal was to assimilate Indigenous people, so that in the end, there would be no 

one to claim the inheritance over colonized land. It was in the best interest of the settler colonials 

to limit the Indigenous claims to the land to stake that claim themselves. Owing to widespread 

intermarriage or exogamy, the blood percentage of Kānaka Maoli was easily “diluted” to forfeit 

the rights over the list of access to Hawaiian Homesteads within at least two generations.47 As 

Kauanui notes, these legislations undercut the Hawaiian epistemology of tracing genealogy and 

identity in lineal descent, instead racializing the claims to Hawaiianness and limiting this 

Indigeneity within the framework of U.S. settler laws: “The blood quantum rule operates 

through a reductive logic in both cultural and legal contexts and undermines expansive identity 

claims based on genealogy.”48 

The self-definition of who is Indigenous is significant, however, the claim in itself does not 

always hold, if the community does not “claim you” in relationality through lineal descent.49 

The Act of 1921 defined native Hawaiian simply as “descendant with at least one-half blood 

quantum of individuals inhabiting the Hawaiian Islands prior to 1778,” that is before contact of 

Captain James Cook’s arrival, making this definition dependent also on a European colonizer’s 

“achievement.”50 Due to the large diaspora of Hawaiians on the U.S. continent and elsewhere, 

it is also contentious if living and perpetuating the culture can be seen as a signifier, when the 

culture itself was prohibited along with the language for some generations. Who is living the 

American way of life on the land and who is living as an Indigenous aloha ‘āina away from the 

 
45 Rohrer 2010 
46 Kauanui 2008a 
47 With regard to “full blood” status falling lower than 50% of “native Hawaiian” status for Hawaiian Homestead 
claims (Kauanui 2008a: 16). 
48 Kauanui 2008a: 3 
49 The controversies around the “Native” DNA testing of Elizabeth Warren or the claims by Andrea Smith fall 
under this “not being claimed by community” with or without genetic descent or being unlisted in the Cherokee 
Dawes Rolls, as the cultural and community ties are not enacted by the claimants. I would argue that Smith 
deliberately instrumentalized legitimate grievances of anti-Blackness with regard to the disenfranchisement of 
Black Natives from either Freedman claims or lineal descent, to undermine/ridicule Indigenous sovereignty 
claims made against her (white) self “playing Native” by Indigenous scholars. 
Sarah Viren. 2021. “The Native Scholar Who Wasn’t.” New York Times Magazine. 
50 Kauanui 2008a: 2 

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/25/magazine/cherokee-native-american-andrea-smith.html
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Hawaiian land should perhaps be formulated as who is permitted to be, that is live, as aloha 

‘āina.51 

As mentioned, Candace Fujikane, Jonathan Y. Okamura, and Dean Itsuji Saranillio, among 

others, have since taken on the term and analytical lens of “Asian settler colonialism,” to 

interrogate the Asian complicity in marginalizing Hawaiians and undermining the cause for 

Indigenous sovereignty.52 Kānaka Maoli scholar Haunani-Kay Trask first referred to Asians in 

Hawai‘i as “settlers” of color: 

Calling themselves “local,” the children of Asian settlers greatly outnumber us. 

They claim Hawai‘i as their own, denying indigenous history, their long 

collaboration in our continued dispossession, and the benefits therefrom. Part of 

this denial is the substitution of the term “local” for “immigrant,” which is, itself, 

a particularly celebrated American gloss for “settler.”53 

 

In the land-based grassroots organizing context, the dynamic action of settler aloha ‘āina in 

solidarity with Indigenous resurgence highlights social affinities for common cause, rather than 

simply identity or positionality. These social affinities for common cause can be seen instances 

of labor organizing, land eviction struggles, and fishing practice. The community organizing 

ethnographies and historiographies by Kim Compoc,54 Ellen-Rae Cachola,55 Dean Saranillio,56 

and Moon-Kie Jung57 inform my project on the kuleana of Philippine/Filipinx settlers in 

Hawai‘i.  

Saranillio emphasizes this settler positionality is not a matter of who fits into which category, 

as much as it is a call to question how to work against the settler structure with the position and 

kuleana one has. Thus, it is not required to self-identify or acknowledge positionality as 

“settler” when not acting on anything to unsettle the colonial. However, from a non-U.S. lens, 

I question the imperialism behind other Indigenous U.S. residents or citizens identifying as such 

 
51 “Who is kama‘āina (a child of the land) and who is malihini (a stranger) to a place? How and why do these 
categories matter in an Indigenous resurgent framework? The personal question for me in relationship to this 
work is, how does a child of the Hawaiian diaspora return to and reconnect with ‘āina? How do I do this when 
the ‘āina I am working with is not my one hānau (birth sands/the birthplace of my ancestor) or ke kula iwi (the 
plains where our bones are buried)? I do not have all the answers to these questions, but I am interested in 
thinking through the relationship between what we do (the theoretical and political frameworks we operate 
within) and how we put them into practice. To be sure, at the core of Indigenous resurgence is re-establishing 
and re-enforcing the relationship among people, places, and practices.” (Aikau 2019: 85) 
52 Fujikane & Okamura 2008 
53 Trask 2008a: 46 
54 Kim Compoc. 2019. “Weaving Our Sovereignties Together: Maximizing Ea for Filipinx and Hawaiians.”  
55 Ellen-Rae Cachola, Tina Grandinetti & Aiko Yamashiro. 2019. “Demilitarizing Hawai‘i’s Multiethnic Solidarity.” 
56 Saranillio 2018a 
57 Moon-Kie Jung. 1999. “No Whites, No Asians: Race, Marxism, and Hawai‘i’s Preemergent Working Class.”  
Moon-Kie Jung. 2003. “Interracialism: The Ideological Transformation of Hawaii’s Working Class.” 
Moon-Kie Jung. 2004. “Symbolic and Physical Violence: Legitimate State Coercion of Filipino Workers in Prewar 
Hawai‘i.” 

https://doi.org/10.1080/00447471.2019.1715448
https://doi.org/10.5749/jcritethnstud.5.1-2.0068
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outside their Indigenous lands,58 or undocumented migrants and those fleeing persecution 

elsewhere – including from U.S./-backed imperial wars – to identify as “settler.”59 My main 

interest lies in the reflections and practices of Philippine “settlers” to Hawai‘i, but going beyond 

identifying as such, towards a focus on: How might Filipinx settlers contribute to decolonization 

and Indigenous resurgence? 

With this work, instead of simply disavowing the incongruity of the U.S. Census umbrella 

category of “Asian American” as a social or panethnic identity, I am seeking to interrogate 

whether we can highlight relationality by supporting Indigenous resurgence and political 

sovereignty in diaspora. Instead of following an American Dream to its eventual demise, while 

crushing the sovereign dreams of others in perpetual coloniality, can we finally imagine futures 

beyond the U.S. Empire? This would also mean that an intercommunal aloha ‘āina endeavor 

for Indigenous resurgence need not be framed around settler solidarity of pan-Asian heritage, 

but around distinct class interests for common cause. The current social structure of Hawai‘i 

would then appeal to emphasizing the shared aims in supporting social needs between 

Hawaiians, Philippine/Filipinx, and other Pacific Islanders, as mutual aid communities have 

demonstrated in COVID-19 pandemic organizing. 

The most critical theme of my kuleana and kapwa analyses is affective, emphasizing the agency 

or doing of “care.” However, my lens on aloha ‘āina and mālama ‘āina and the theorization of 

a “spirit of relationality” are grounded in a philosophical and metaphysical narration. I am less 

interested in affect or feeling as such, than I am in the act of doing and being, from feeling in 

the context of knowing, as I will elaborate on below in multisensory knowledge-seeking. Hi‘ilei 

Hobart (Kanaka Maoli) and  Tamara Kneese put emphasis on shared feeling for the COVID-

19 pandemic, and the significance of care and mutual aid in particular: 

Broadly speaking, care refers to a relational set of discourses and practices 

between people, environments, and objects that approximate what philosophers 

like Adam Smith and David Hume identify as “empathy,” “sympathy,” or 

“fellow feeling.” Theorized as an affective connective tissue between an inner 

 
58 Alice Te Punga Somerville, a Māori (Te Ātiawa, Taranaki), scholar who was at UHM when I was, does this as 
malihini/manuhiri: “In particular, the time I spent in Canada and Hawai’i and Australia really challenged me to 
think carefully about the difference between being tangata whenua (host/indigenous) and manuhiri (guest). 
Furthermore, I came to realise that as an Indigenous person I may well be tangata whenua at home, but I was a 
manuhiri (and sometimes a badly behaved one) beyond New Zealand’s political borders.” (Somerville 2020: 29) 
Alice Te Punga Somerville. 2020. “Ricochet: It’s not where you land; it’s how far you fly.” 
59 Fujikane covers this with regard to Asian refugees: 
“Similarly, Asians who are received in Hawai‘i and the United States under U.N. definitions of political refugees, 
like the Vietnamese, Cambodians, Laotians, and Hmong, do not have political power yet are still settlers in 
relation to Hawaiians. For Asians who settle in Hawai‘i because of histories of colonization in their own 
homelands, the violence of their own political displacement, in some cases as a result of American military 
intervention and occupation, only reinforces more strongly our critique of colonialism and its global effects.” 
(Fujikane 2008: 9, emphasis added) 
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self and an outer world, care constitutes a feeling with, rather than a feeling for, 

others. When mobilized, it offers visceral, material, and emotional heft to acts 

of preservation that span a breadth of localities: selves, communities, and social 

worlds.60 

 

These definitions of care reiterate the ontologies of Philippine kapwa in the sense of a feeling-

with beyond an empathic feeling-for, implying an agency or the verb of care beyond the noun 

of care. Contemporary scholarship in a Euroamerican context by Michael Rothberg on 

(diachronically) “implicated subjects” and “multidirectional memories” or histories,61 also 

inform a more generalized perspective on what I explicate here on solidarities with Philippine 

kapwa and Hawaiian kuleana. 

 

2.2.2. Kapwa ontology: a decolonial review of the postcolonial 

In this subsection I first introduce the Philippine concept of kapwa with a postcolonial critique, 

and then I proceed to explain how I will be utilizing my interpretations of it from here on out. 

It is not my intention to “shift” the concept as used in Filipinx-American diaspora scholarship 

and communities.62 However, I believe it can be and is being misapplied for either nationalist 

or shamanistic re-Indigenizing purposes. Therefore, it would be best to illuminate its use by 

simultaneously considering the nationalistic panethnic conceptualization, the panethnic 

Indigenization, and the metaphysical essence. Instead of demystifying the category of kapwa, I 

ultimately reinsert it with a spirituality distinct from a shamanistic determination.63 

In Hawai‘i, the regionalism or importance of hometowns and localities of Philippine ethnicities 

is as apparent as in the Philippines itself, outside of the major Tagalog-speaking centers and 

provinces. Nationalist sentiments to the Philippines can correspond and weaken with the 

regionalism of presidents, like the popularity of the former dictator Ferdinand Marcos among 

the Ilocano residents in Hawai‘i, where he died in exile after being ousted in the 1986 “People’s 

Power” revolution.64 The reduction of ethnolinguistic groups and languages to “dialects” of one 

language diminishes the ethnic diversity within, where fitting a category of “Filipino/a/x” into 

 
60 Hobart & Kneese 2020: 2 
Hi‘ilei Julia Kawehipuaakahaopulani Hobart & Tamara Kneese. 2020. “Radical Care: Survival Strategies for 
Uncertain Times.” 
61 Michael Rothberg. 2009. Multidirectional Memory. Remembering the Holocaust in the Age of Decolonization. 
Michael Rothberg. 2019. The Implicated Subject. Beyond Victims and Perpetrators. 
62 Maharaj “Raju” Desai. 2016. “Critical Kapwa: Possibilities of Collective Healing from Colonial Trauma.” 
63 This is to say I do not intend to mysticize this project with what could be perceived as an esoterically 
shamanistic lens, but I recognize that from a Euroamerican academic perspective, it can be perceived as such. 
Considering Gloria Anzaldúa’s work mine may in part be reflective of, my intentions are less to decolonize my 
scholarship, than they are to explicitly avoid recolonizing its analyses. 
64 Patricio N. Abinales & Donna J. Amoroso. 2005. State and Society in the Philippines. 

https://uwethicsofcare.gws.wisc.edu/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Hobart-and-Tamara-Kneese-2020.pdf
https://uwethicsofcare.gws.wisc.edu/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Hobart-and-Tamara-Kneese-2020.pdf
https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/EJ1143600.pdf
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a panethnic “Asian” is based on its own panethnic construction. The historical basis to these 

regionalisms would lie in the first Ilocano and Visayan migrants arriving shortly after 

independence during the U.S. Territory period. No durable national project would have 

established a Philippine national consciousness, especially among rural peasants as the 

plantations employed. This is reflected in the words of Philippine migrants to Hawai‘i in the 

1970s, who surprised about the regionalisms resorted to Hawaii Creole English (HCE) or Pidgin 

English to bridge the Ilocano-Visayan-Tagalog divide when organizing land evictions.65 This 

strategy is similar to the incorporation of Ilocano and Visayan translation in labor organizing in 

the 1920s-40s.66 

 

In consultation with various people with whom I am in relation in the Philippines and its 

diaspora, I received all kinds of diverging answers to my inquiry on the meaning of kapwa via 

social media messaging, and a group inquiry through email for an Anarchist collective.67 Kapwa 

was either a non-entity in the Philippines or in the context of Filipinx-Americans’ daily lives, 

or it held a spiritual value for a diaspora person, or was a routine concept to living Philippine 

life. Filipina-German Maraiah Alexandra Hartweg provided the most pragmatic and reflective 

positive definition for it, which is the closest to my analysis’s intention here: “I think of it as 

‘community.’”68 California-based 1.5-generation immigrant writer69 Christine Bumatay 

likewise defined it as: “to be like a good neighbor and a good conscious community-based 

being.”70 On the other hand, the other inquiries to two of my Manila cousins gave me: the 

Filipino Psychology course material at the University of the Philippines with its social-

psychological definitions of kapwa, in the same way it has been incorporated in U.S. Ethnic 

Studies and by Filipinx-American diaspora, as well as the negative response “you mean ‘my 

fellow Filipino?’ We use it as a joke against politicians.”71 

 
65 Nora Gozon Tagalog. 2018. “Interview with Gary T. Kubota.” 
Sally Tagalog. 2018. “Interview with Gary T. Kubota.” 
66 Jung 2003 
67 If I judge it as a Sociological/Anthropological qualitative study, it is not as representative or ethics reviewed as 
it could be, it is rather simply relational in its empirics of inquiry. 
68 Unlike myself, I know Maraiah is fully fluent in Tagalog, as she is in German and English. I do not know if it was 
coincidence or not that among all those I asked, a person who was Filipina-German and had attended the same 
German school as I had in Manila and who is currently living on her own in Europe, would provide me with the 
simplest and yet holistic sense of it. I then inquired if her mother was of Tagalog ethnicity and from Manila for 
this to be an intrinsic value she lives, which is not the case. 
69 To cite her self-identification from Krystl Fabella’s podcast: “a storyteller, social media professional, and Pilipinx 

culture advocate born and raised between Mandaluyong City, Philippines and the San Francisco Bay Area. ” 
Filipina on the Rise. 2021. Instagram post. June 18, 2021. 
70 Christine Bumatay. 2021. “Episode 33: ‘We are the generation that can shift perspectives.’ Christine Bumatay 
of @sosyalgal.” Filipina on the Rise podcast on Spotify. 
71 Personal communication with my deliberately unnamed cousin. 

http://hdl.handle.net/10125/59426
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/59426
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/59427
https://www.instagram.com/p/CQOPDHND9hx/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CQOPDHND9hx/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CQOPDHND9hx/
https://filipinaontherise.com/%20https:/open.spotify.com/episode/1ivDDsutoe7NQFc6DDfcNf
https://filipinaontherise.com/%20https:/open.spotify.com/episode/1ivDDsutoe7NQFc6DDfcNf
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Another diverging set of answers came from Ifugao-American Margaret von Rotz, who most 

clearly described how kapwa was misused as a decolonial and Indigenizing term, to silence 

Indigenous or non-majority non-Tagalog diaspora not to agitate for Indigenous rights in the 

Philippines. Seeing as how she self-identifies as “Ifugao American” and not necessarily as 

Filipina, this was one of the critiques I was most interested in.72 My own critique is that the 

term is used for “decolonial” and “Indigenous” purposes in diaspora without regarding what 

“Indigenous” refers to politically in the context of the Philippines or its diaspora. Following 

von Rotz’, the definition of “Indigenous” to the Philippines that I use here refers to the political 

designation of an Indigenous person to the Philippine state. This implies that the use of 

“Indigenous” or claiming any ethnicity beyond Tagalog (and sometimes that one as well) to be 

marginalized, is selling a postcolonial concept for what it is not. This also implies that using a 

Tagalog word for a concept or value that one then defines as panethnic is essentialist, when 

other Indigenous groups and ethnicities have their equivalent or varying terminology. 

It may not be surprising then, that anti-state Anarchists would refer to kapwa as having 

nationalistic undertones akin to a sense of patriotism to the state, beyond a camaraderie to each 

other. Nonetheless, I do refer to the kapwa definitions by psychologists Virgilio Enriquez, 

founder of Sikolohiyang Pilipino (“Filipino Psychology”), and Katrin De Guia, who is German 

and with whom I am in personal communication.73 For my purposes as being from Manila and 

living in diaspora, Tagalog kapwa is not counter to either my ancestral lineage of Ilocano, nor 

do I utilize it for nationalistic gain. 

It should also be noted that at the time of Filipino Psychology and Enriquez’s theorizations, the 

Philippines was under martial law by the U.S.-backed dictatorship of the Ilocano Ferdinand 

Marcos. Marcos emphasized his Ilocano heritage (like that of my grandparents) and there was 

a greater push for English as the language of instruction at the time. The “Filipino” language 

was majorly influenced by Tagalog, the ethnic language around the region of the capital of 

Manila.74 In my reading of Enriquez, he appears to use “Indigenized” as a synonym for 

“Filipinized.”75 Thus, kapwa ontology is the culturally specific “Philippine” (Manila diaspora) 

 
72 Von Rotz, Margaret Palaghicon. 2020. “How Indigenous Filipino are Erased from FAHM – And Why You Need 
To Do Better.” One Down website. 
73 Both psychologists and philosophers are my selected references here, but I seek to not utilize it from 
mainstream of the scholarship of Filipinx-American diaspora, which often mystifies it to babaylan or shamanistic 
reasons with a tinge of diaspora nationalism. De Guia by contrast studied at the University of the Philippines and 
has lived there for decades. The analysis I read out of De Guia’s work is both a pragmatic description as an artist 
(in addition to the psychology scholarship) and a genuine love for the values without relating it to a personal 
decolonization of the mind, but to be in community with others who are decolonizing the mind. 
74 My father noted that his Tagalog skills were not relevant when first moving there in 1980, as everything was 
in English, which in the early 2000s he felt had subsided in influence. 
75 Virgilio G. Enriquez. 1977. “Filipino Psychology in the Third World.” 

https://www.one-down.com/articles/how-indigenous-filipinos-are-erased-from-fahm
https://www.one-down.com/articles/how-indigenous-filipinos-are-erased-from-fahm
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analytic I use here to expand on intercultural collectivist and communalist relation-building and 

solidarity-making. 

The factor that makes kapwa relevant for my theories, is also that it inherently embodies the 

“shared space” of collectivism.76 This gives it a personhood boundary77 that extends in 

(inter)spatial spirit between, with puwa(ng) referring to the “space,” and the ka- particle as the 

relation to it.78 Furthermore, my repeated analyses of pronouns throughout this work, in 

particular, the “we (inclusive)” and the “we (exclusive)” are represented in Enriquez’s kapwa. 

This holds connection not only with Tagalog, but also in Hawaiian linguistics with the 

equivalents of kākou to tayo as “we (inclusive),” and mākou to kami as “we (exclusive):” 

Thus, he emphasized that kapwa is not simply other-orientedness. He used 

Filipino pronoun use as linguistic evidence for the importance of kapwa. The 

use of kita (a dual “we”) implies the relationship between the speaker and 

listener, tayo (inclusive “we”) includes the listener, while kami (the exclusive 

“we”) excludes the other as a referent. Whatever pronoun is used, he said, the 

“Filipino is dealing with kapwa and he thinks and acts accordingly.”79 

 

2.3. Place-based cosmology for literary analysis: mo‘okū‘auhau (“genealogy”) 

and naming in Hawaiian literature, and a note on non-linear temporality 

Similar to Carlos Andrade’s (Kanaka Maoli) mapping interpretation of Hā‘ena Valley on the 

Northside of Kaua‘i Island through Hawaiian mele or song, this subchapter clarifies the 

Indigenous kinship to landscapes and their phenomena or “geosymbols,”80 as an illustration of 

ecosystems and relational ties to the Hawaiian land. From the lens of my non-Indigenous 

“translation” of Hawaiian poetry through landscapes and phenomena, I attempt to highlight the 

openings and limits of relationality to Kanaka Maoli stories and settler solidarity in the 

 
76 “The core of Filipino personhood is kapwa. This notion of a ‘shared Self’ extends the I to include the Other. It 
bridges the deepest individual recess of a person with anyone outside him or herself, even total strangers.” (De 
Guia 2005: 28) 
77 Glissant’s boundlessness of relation is likewise an imagery to keep in mind for this emphasis on relationality 
and shifting boundaries to ephemerality or transience. 
78 De Guia explains her interpretations of Enriquez: 
“The concepts of this pioneering Asian personality model are culled from Tagalog texts, from Filipino 
psychological research as well as early studies on the Philippine personality by American scholars. From all these 
diverse writings, Enriquez winnowed fifteen traits and organized these into three categories: surface values, a 
core values and a foundation of societal values.” (De Guia 2005: 26) 
“Kapwa or kapuwa means ‘fellow being’ and ‘other person’ in the standard, Vicassan’s Pilipino-English Dictionary. 
Enriquez cited old Spanish dictionaries rendering the meaning of kapwa as both the one and the other, as well 
as others. An American dictionary interprets kapwa as ‘neighbor’ and ‘fellow human being.’ Enriquez concluded 
that the original Filipino idea of others is inclusive.” (De Guia 2005: 28) 
79 Yacat 2012: 6 
Jay A. Yacat. 2012. “Kapwa theory and the dynamics of Filipino interpersonal relations.” 
80 Andrade 2010: 224 
Carlos Andrade. 2010. “Hā‘ena.” 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctt6wqxjc.32
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protection of Hawaiian ‘āina or land. The stories accessible – and more importantly, 

respectfully sharable – from my position – illustrate a shift in positionality and kuleana to the 

same phenomena/symbols read or unlayered for a non-Indigenous understanding of aloha ‘āina 

for Hawaiian land. These interpretations and analyses are intended to guide non-Indigenous 

settlers and relations to a deeper understanding of mālama ‘āina or “care for the land.” 

Correspondingly, Mishuana Goeman (Tonowanda Band of Seneca) describes the role and intent 

of “Western” maps in contrast to Indigenous mapping: 

Unlike Western maps whose intent is often to represent the “real,” Native 

narrative maps often conflict, perhaps add to the story, or only tell certain parts. 

Stories and knowledge of certain places can belong to particular families, clans, 

or individuals. These maps are not absolute but instead bring present multiple 

perspectives—as do all maps. While narratives and maps help construct and 

define worldview, they are not determined and always open for negotiation.81 

 

In my analysis of ghosts in Waikiki in Chapter 3, I interpret the layers of visibility and erasure 

between the lines of poems and streets of tourist industry. As I return to in Chapter 5, Laurel 

Mei-Singh and Vernadette Vicuña Gonzalez describe the DeTours tours by Terri Keko‘olani 

(Kanaka Maoli) and Kyle Kajihiro on O‘ahu as a practice of Indigenous remapping, in retelling 

and recentering Indigenous ontologies.82 

 

“Aloha Hā‘ena” (“Beloved Hā‘ena”) [excerpt] – Carlos Andrade83 

Ha‘ina ‘ia mai ka puana o kēia mele o nā wahi pana. 

Aloha ‘ia nō ‘o Hā‘ena e ka Hui Maka‘āinana, 

Hui Maka‘āinana o Makana. 

 

Let the refrain of this song of the storied places be told. 

Beloved is Hā‘ena by the people of the land, 

the people of the land of Makana. 

 

Andrade’s mapping of “Aloha Hā‘ena” ends the first essay collection of The Value of Hawai‘i84 

and stresses the meaning of “value” beyond monetary capitalist understanding, but in the way 

it is seen as “abundance” or “wealth” for Kānaka Maoli in Hawai‘i: waiwai as the abundance 

of the freshwater wai. He narrates his mapping as a “chronicle” of the land as ancestor and as 

valued landscape, emphasizing the dangers of disregarding or losing connection to these stories 

and the knowledge therein: 

 
81 Goeman 2013: 25, emphasis in original. 
Mishuana Goeman. 2013. Mark My Words. Native Women Mapping Our Nations. 
82 Laurel Mei-Singh & Vernadette Vicuña Gonzalez. 2017. “DeTours: Mapping Decolonial Genealogies in Hawai‘i.” 
83 Andrade 2010: 226 
84 All three editions (2010; 2014; and 2020) buoy this work in analyzing and narrating the kinship or relational 
value of Hawaiian ‘āina. 

file:///G:/DISS%202021/PhD%202022/muse.jhu.edu/book/24892
https://doi.org/10.5749/jcritethnstud.3.2.0173
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The following mele and accompanying narrative chronicle the ‘āina as seen 

through the eyes of the Native people. The ‘āina—our ancestor, elder sibling, 

and source of our identity—is celebrated by recounting some of the many 

treasures there that represent the value of Hā‘ena in non-monetary terms. The 

changes brought about by more recent developments are also commented upon. 

The mele also tells the younger generations to be maka‘ala (alert and vigilant), 

lest more of what is really valuable be lost forever.85  

 

ku‘ualoha ho‘omanawanui describes the ‘ike ‘āina or “knowledge about the land” as suggestive 

of meaning the science of geography or geology,86 adding that based on Manulani Aluli Meyer 

it can also be read as “learning from the land.”87 Wahi pana or “storied lands” are the lands that 

Hawaiian knowledge can be remembered, in their names and their function. Illustrating this 

imagery of Hawaiian knowledge and literature being perpetuated through the land, Meyer notes, 

“We are a place where ‘reading the world’ is valued as literacy.”88 The names and stories of the 

land and its natural phenomena depict both their social function and relation to its people.  

While this reading or literacy from the land is one way of gaining knowledge from it, Meyer 

further emphasizes the role of experiencing and learning from the land through other senses. 

The translation to hana (“work”) that she provides in this following proverb,89 is one of 

“experience” rather than one of laboring: “Ma ka hana ka ‘ike. Learning occurs through 

experience.”90 In my interpretation this choice of translation connects the experiential being 

and knowing of the ‘āina to Kānaka Maoli, as it highlights the reciprocity of cultivation and 

nurturing of and from the land. The farming of the land is not seen as laboring, but rather as  a 

way of being when the land as kin reciprocates in its nurturing and feeding. 

Kanaka Maoli physician and scholar Kalamaoka‘aina Niheu links these issues of Indigenous 

sovereignty and food sovereignty with climate change and the fate of the greater Pacific with a 

metaphor of ravenous voracity: 

We see the impact of climate change in the way the hungry tides are slowly 

eating at the edges of our islands. If the trend continues, we know that our fate 

will be like that of our cousins in Kiribati and Tokelau. These Pacific islands are 

much lower-lying atolls that are disappearing under the sea, the first victims of 

sea level rise.91 

 

 
85 Andrade 2010: 218 
86 ho‘omanawanui 2008b: 204-205 
87 Meyer 2003a: 8, emphasis added. 
Manulani Aluli Meyer. 2003a. Ho‘oulu. Our Time of Becoming. 
88 Meyer 2003a: x 
89 The same saying is translated typically with hana as “work.” 
90 Meyer 2014: 99 
Manulani Aluli Meyer. 2014. “Hoea Ea: land education and food sovereignty in Hawaii.” 
91 Niheu 2019: 126-127, emphasis added. 

https://ulukau.org/elib/collect/hooulu/index/assoc/D0.dir/book.pdf
https://doi.org/10.1080/13504622.2013.852656
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Instead of fighting climate change with technology or geo-engineering, however, Aluli, 

McGregor & Alegado emphasize that the exact same kinship to the land requires respectful 

measures: 

We learned that “alter-native” energy that extracts natural resources we honor 

as deities on an industrial scale for a central grid violates Native Hawaiian belief 

systems. Geothermal energy assaults and desecrates the volcanic elemental life 

force that we revere as the god Pele. Because the generation plant must be on a 

live volcano and spews out toxic gases, it is dangerous and vulnerable to shut-

downs, making it NON-renewable and UN-sustainable. Hawai‘i seeks to wean 

itself from imported fossil fuel, but geothermal energy cannot be part of the 

renewable energy portfolio.92  

 

Niheu, Aluli, McGregor, and Alegado, all illustrate the reason why I interweave ‘āina narratives 

as intimately connected to climate justice. An understanding towards relational land as 

community is the key to climate action holding – what in my work I theorize and term as – a 

“spirit of relationality.” While aloha ‘āina and Hawaiian cosmology depict the intrinsic kinship 

to nonhuman nature or environment by Kānaka Maoli, I connect the meanings of this 

relationality with the need for dynamic action grounded in community as well. It is both the 

description of relationality with other islanders and islands, and the relationality to the land and 

its deities or spirits, which illuminate the reasons why “clean” energy or other technological 

“advances” are in fact harming (“violating,” “assaulting,” “desecrating”) the earth, and thus the 

manifestation or embodiment of the spirit between human and nonhuman.93 

 

2.3.1. Mo‘o or sequential narratives of intellectual and kin genealogies 

Genealogy is the story of oneself in relation to ancestors. Tellingly, in Hawaiian the word for 

“story,” moʻolelo, is the same as for “history.” What is also the same word in translation is ‘ike: 

“to see,” “to know,” “to feel.” In short: knowledge and one’s own history is the accumulation 

of an experience of senses. In a non-linear conceptualization of time, in Hawai‘i you look into 

the past to guide you into the future, as the past holds wisdom and the knowledge of the 

ancestors:94 

The Hawaiian stands firmly in the present, with his back to the future, and his 

eyes fixed upon the past, seeking historical answers for present-day dilemmas. 

 
92 Aluli, McGregor & Alegado 2020: 213, emphasis added. 
Emmett Aluli, Davianna Pōmaika‘i McGregor & Rosanna ‘Anolani Alegado. 2020. “Lessons from Aloha ʻĀina 
Activism.” 
93 This unity largely formulated in terms of God’s creation beings is also found in Hegelian Spirit, although 
emphasis of sentience/consciousness lies in the human being, other creation, i.e., nature is in relational spirit. 
94 Trask 1996: 913 
Haunani-Kay Trask. 1996. “Feminism and Indigenous Hawaiian Nationalism.” 

http://hdl.handle.net/10125/70201
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/70201
https://www.jstor.org/stable/3175028
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Such an orientation is to the Hawaiian an eminently practical one, for the future 

is always unknown whereas the past is rich in glory and knowledge. 95 

 

A way of reading or transmitting knowledge also lies in naming practices, as Niheu reveals 

about her own name grounded in aloha ‘āina histories of the struggle against eviction at Kalama 

Valley and the mana or power of it:96 

Kanaka Maoli, the first peoples of Hawai‘i, understand that names are things of 

mana. They have meaning, and agency. We name our children after significant 

events in history so that when we recite our genealogy we say aloud the history 

of our people. It is a powerful thing indeed, for as long as you know your 

ancestors, you will always be rooted in history.97 

 

The cultural significance of Maunakea or Mauna a Wākea lies with its genealogy in direct line 

with the genealogy of Kānaka Maoli. Papahānaumoku (the Earth Mother) and Wākea (the Sky 

Father) are the progenitors of the island that Maunakea is on, Hawai‘i Island. Maunakea is the 

piko or “umbilical cord” as the highest mountain on earth. From Wākea and Ho‘ohōkūkalani 

came the stillborn Hāloa, who was buried in the soil, and from him grew the kalo plant also 

named Hāloa, from whom Kānaka Maoli are descended. This genealogy is literal in the 

translation of the word ‘āina as “that which feeds,” when the kalo plant is traditionally the most 

significant crop for nourishment and sustenance of the population.98 This sequential knowledge 

also acts as a way of memory-making and perpetuation: 

Knowledge as a “sequence of immortality” summarizes this sense of spiritual 

continuity, as does the notion that we, by ourselves, cannot bring about the kinds 

of knowing that endure. These are key images with regard to spirituality and 

epistemology because they draw from cultural beliefs about our place and 

purpose in the hierarchy of family, deified or mundane; our land, animistic or 

static; and our gods, plural or singular. It is an epistemological point because it 

helps formulate how we approach knowing.99
 

 
95 Kame‘eleihiwa 1992: 22-23 
Lilikalā Kame‘eleihiwa. 1992. Native Land and Foreign Desires: Pehea La E Pono Ai? 
96 “In the tradition of our people I was named Kalamaoka‘aina, Light of the Land. Others interpret it as the Fire 
That Feeds Us. I was named to inscribe in the history of our people one of our great struggles: the fight for Kalama 
Valley.” (Niheu 2019: 118) 
97 Niheu 2019: 117 
98 “There are several cosmological stories, such as the Kumuhonua, Mele a Pākui and the Kumulipo, a more than 
2000 line chant, that parallels scientific theory in the primordial birthing of the organisms, the creation of the 
world, the islands, and the birth of Hāloa. In the very first wā (era) of the Kumulipo, the distant red Kalo Manauea, 
a reference to a South Pacific taro, appears as a kia‘i, a guardian on the land, to the manauea of the sea (a smoky 
red seaweed). The “dusky black ‘Ape” appears in the fourth wā, another important food crop member of the 
Aroid family to which Colocasia esculenta belongs. Here, ‘Ape is the kapu (taboo) chiefly progenitor, setting the 
stage for the birth of Hāloa (the kalo) into Hawai‘i and a symbolic link to Kahiki (the ancient past; Tahiti).” 
(Kagawa-Viviani, Levin et al. 2018: 5) 
Aurora Kagawa-Viviani, Penny Levin, Edward Johnston, Jeri Ooka, Jonathan Baker, Michael Kantar & Noa 
Kekuewa Lincoln. 2018. “I Ke Ēwe ‘Āina o Ke Kupuna. Hawaiian Ancestral Crops in Perspective.” 
99 Aluli-Meyer 2001: 128, emphasis added. 
Manulani Aluli-Meyer. 2001. “Our Own Liberation: Reflections on Hawaiian Epistemology.” 

https://doi.org/10.3390/su10124607
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/13319
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Aluli-Meyer further summarizes the kinship to the land and one another as experiences of 

“spiritual continuity,” placing “‘āina as origin, ‘āina as mother, ‘āina as inspiration (…) How 

this shapes how one experiences the world is an important lens through which to view cultural 

epistemology.”100 Haunani-Kay Trask moreover declares this an enduring conflict in translation 

and understanding Hawaiian epistemologies for outsiders, who “can never know what we know, 

or feel what we feel, about our mother, the land. Thus does history – and genealogy – separate 

our politics, and our analysis.”101 

As I linguistically explore in the following Chapter 3, “that which feeds – physical place and 

knowing”102 is in essence the ‘āina, the land, the geographical space that genealogically roots 

one to place. These Indigenous traditions and stories of the Hawaiian ancestor Hāloa born of 

the kalo plant are not necessarily known to settlers in Hawai‘i, unless directly living or working 

in aloha ‘āina. This poem excerpt from “Hāloanaka” by Brandy Nālani McDougall exemplifies 

the gift of aloha and familial burden or sacrifice of the kalo as the hiapo or “firstborn” to Kanaka 

Maoli ‘ohana or “family” and genealogy from the land: 

 

“Hāloanaka” [excerpt] – Brandy Nālani McDougall103  

Still you gave yourself over 

and over again, e hiapo, 

 

your sacrifice made ripe 

in the soil’s short incubation 

 

so that we may live knowing love 

and ‘ohana, our bright belonging. 

 

This dissertation’s focus on the ocean deity Kanaloa and water more generally, as well as the 

choice of the islands of Hawai‘i and Kaho‘olawe, reflects the personal significance the ocean 

has to me, and the introduction to aloha ‘āina being the stand for sacred Maunakea.104 Despite 

residing on O‘ahu Island for more than three years and having never been to Kaho‘olawe itself, 

the embodiment of the ocean in Kaho‘olawe/Kanaloa is the spiritual and metaphorical 

foundation of this dissertation, with Chapter 5 being the temporal (but non-linear) foundational 

chapter the from which the others came. On O‘ahu Island my personal connection lies with the 

 
100 Aluli-Meyer 2001: 128 
101 Trask 1996: 912 
102 Aluli-Meyer 2001: 126 
103 McDougall 2008: 71 
Brandy Nālani McDougall. 2008. “Hāloanaka.” 
104 Personal narratives and Kanaka Maoli mo‘okū‘auhau to Maui or Kaua‘i can be found in the writings of, among 
others, Brandy Nālani McDougall or ku‘ualoha ho‘omanawanui. 
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ahupua‘a or “land division” of Mānoa. The valley is the ahupua‘a the University of Hawai‘i is 

located in, and the valley where I lived at two addresses over three years. The first address was 

at the East-West Center in its international graduate student dormitory named “Hale Kuahine,” 

the “house of the kuahine (rains)” that are characteristic of the valley. 

After concluding the general framework of Chapter 5 as a foundation, partly written on a ferry 

in the Aegean Sea with sea spray coating my typing fingers, I found myself writing the general 

body or limbs (chapters two, three, four, and six)105 of the dissertation: at my grandfather’s old 

desk, in the ancestral house I left to go on this journey in the spring of 2015. Had I gone in a 

circle with a half-decade detour to Berlin, or was this part of the mapping out of this route? 

Other planned detours or destinations fell through, including the plans to move to Manila in fall 

2019 to continue writing there.106 By spring 2020, while most people’s plans fell through, the 

isolation of the COVID-19 pandemic in fact sustained this project better than the previous years 

of subjective stagnancy. The non-linearity and sudden retrograde spiraling to the past in the 

flow of writing were not initially intended here, but appeared to be the only method that worked 

to reveal the narrative.107 

The best way to describe my non-conformist mode of writing and storytelling is either with 

churning water and an undertow pulling back, or an unexpected undercurrent pushing the 

swimmer forward. The story does not begin with a spring that turns into a stream, growing to a 

river that flows into the ocean, but with the open ocean itself. From voyaging the open ocean 

(Chapter 5) the estuary was reached (Chapter 6), and from there the story came onto land 

(Chapter 3) and upwards onto the mountain to the skies (Chapter 4). The mo‘o is not only the 

 
105 In another metaphorical view, the way I layout the chapters is not dissimilar to this ritual description, in its 
chronological linearity of introduction (welcome, orientation), standalone methods (intentions), spatial chapters 
(coming to life), conclusion (closing), and my intentions for including acknowledgements and a standalone 
afterword (release): 
“Specifically, drawing from elements of our experience of Hawai‘i practice, our ritual follows these five steps: the 
Welina or the welcome and orientation (…); this is followed by the Ho‘omākaukau (To set intentions; …), or 
personal and collective call to preparation that includes setting personal intentions; after setting intentions, the 
Hō‘īnana (To come to life; …) follows and includes the sacred process of initiating, entering into, and moving 
through multiple layers of knowing and meaning; Section 4 is the Pani (Closing), where individually and 
collectively, we recognize that the ritual has been performed and it is time to transition to Section 5, the Ho‘oku‘u 
(To release from ritual), which allows the participant to return to the mundane after having engaged, embraced, 
and absorbed sacred lessons provided by the ritual catalyzed experience.” (Kealiikanakaoleohaililani, Kurashima 
et al. 2018: 5) 
106 Perhaps a bit romanticized, yet not untrue that this dissertation was written in political exile. 
107 Or cultural to the Philippines as well: 
“This lifestyle comes with a price tag called unstructured time. A minute more, an hour less, what difference does 
that make for the now? Filipino time, some say, is experiential time. It is cosmic time, not clock time. It is organic 
time: cyclical, approximating, wobbling, oscillating, alive! It is a felt time filled with memories, not the repetitive 
staccato of machine time, nor the sterile flip-on/off bytes of computer time.” (De Guia 2005: 22) 
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sequential narrative, it is also the “lizard” or reptiles related to the freshwater deities,108 and this 

mo‘olelo of aloha ‘āina reflects a non-linear voyage of freshwater, like a hydrological cycle.109 

In Chapter 5’s focus on navigation, Nālani Wilson-Hokowhitu’s contemplates on her previous 

work as a navigator on the Polynesian voyaging canoe Hōkūle‘a (“star of gladness”). She 

reflects on this perspective of a cyclical or spiral frame of reference for growth and looking 

back at her role as an educator. Juxtaposing Wilson-Hokowhitu’s own words (2008; 2019) with 

a decade of difference between publications, I interpret her role as the eyes and keeper of 

knowledge (as documenter and communicator) on the Hōkūle‘a as perpetuating the mo‘o or 

sequential genealogy of Hawaiian epistemology for those that come after her. She sees her 

kuleana as expanding from the kūpuna or “ancestors” (like in her 2008 research reflections), 

but this time for the students viewing her voyaging log in Hawai‘i. The Hōkūle‘a gives her 

purpose as a voyager and is filled in purpose by the support of  the scholarship and knowledge 

that she passes on as a researcher: 

Having lived away from the Hawaiian Islands for over a decade, spirit has 

sustained my relationship with nā kupuna and ka piko o Hawai‘i, or Hawai‘i as 

a central focus of my life’s work and purpose as a contemporary Kanaka voyager 

and scholar of the canoe Hōkūle‘a.110 

 

As she exclaims, it was unimaginable that the brainchild of a University of California 

anthropologist to build traditional canoes would expand to such larger meaning and purpose. 

The Hōkūle‘a went beyond a university project decades on by “taking Herb Kāne’s dream of 

the star of gladness growing brighter and brighter.”111 From Hōkūle‘a sprung the smaller canoe 

Makali‘i, and then the Hālau Ku Mana Hawaiian charter school’s teaching canoe named 

Kānehūnāmoku, all launching their voyages from Kualoa Beach. 

 
108 “Similarly, mo‘o also refers to that which is part of a larger whole or series, such as a grandchild or great-
grandchild (mo‘o), or offspring of an animal (mo‘o); a smaller piece of bark cloth (mo‘o) that will be joined to a 
larger piece; and a smaller land division (mo’o) within a larger land division. Moreover, Hawaiian reptilian water 
deities are also termed mo’o. They symbolize continuity because they personify the life-giving and death-dealing 
characteristics of water, without which life would be impossible. Lastly, mo‘o is short for mo‘olelo (series of words 
or speech), which comprises English genres such as history, legend, and narrative. Mo‘olelo impart important 
lessons, preserve cultural knowledge, and reflect a distinctly ‘Ōiwi approach to narration. Unlike the linear 
narrative approach typical of Western cultures, ‘Ōiwi approaches to narration are anything but.” (Brown 2019: 
ix) 
Marie Alohalani Brown. 2019. “Foreword.” The Past before Us. 
109 “(…) water teaches us to think about knowledge in continuous movement, transition, and change. Water is 
confluence, transformation, diversion (evaporation, sublimation, condensation, precipitation, storage, runoff, 
infiltration), exchange, not qualitative or stagnate systematicity (this equals that). Water is about the movement 
and form of when and how and with whom we know, and not merely what we claim or make claims on. Its 
analytic values story, humility, care, generosity, and reciprocity. It is life.” (Barker 2019: 6) 
110 Wilson-Hokowhitu 2019: 121 
Nālani Wilson-Hokowhitu. 2019. “Mo‘okū‘auhau as Methodology: Sailing into the Future, Guided by the Past.” 
111 Wilson-Hokowhitu 2019: 125 

https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv7r428d.3
https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv7r428d.15
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2.3.2. The ephemeral state of settler futurity: “what is currently the 

USA/Canada” 

“Decolonization” is a tool to deconstruct the ongoing colonial settlement and structures in 

Indigenous territories in non-independent contexts. In postcolonial nation-states, this specificity 

is less distinct, when the majority of a population “of color” holds the hegemonic and sovereign 

power over its own lands and people. In white settler colonial states such as the nation-states of 

Canada, the USA, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, the land and peoples remain 

colonized.112 

Land lies at the heart of settler colonialism, and thus is the center of the physical and not only 

spiritual and psychological struggle for decolonization from this: 

Within settler colonialism, the most important concern is 

land/water/air/subterranean earth (…) Land is what is most valuable, contested, 

required. This is both because the settlers make Indigenous land their new home 

and source of capital, and also because the disruption of Indigenous 

relationships to land represents a profound epistemic, ontological, cosmological 

violence. This violence is not temporally contained in the arrival of the settler 

but is reasserted each day of occupation.113 

 

Patrick Wolfe emphasizes that “invasion is a structure and not an event.”114 Since this structural 

colonialism is not historically limited to the past but an ongoing process, the process of 

decolonization cannot be limited to decolonial thinking and epistemological deconstruction of 

colonial mindsets. The land must be freed from the settler colonial structure for holistic 

liberation of knowing-being. I emphasize the structure of coloniality, because the Indigenous 

demand of “Land Back” is often misconstrued as a demand to be rid of all who could be outside 

the category of “native” in the settler binary of settler-native. In fact, it is an explicit demand 

for land stewardship and accountability than for (counter-)displacement. 

Although this project centers materialism as well as metaphysical critiques of materialism, and 

in my final conclusions retraces the onto-epistemological lineage of Marxism from 

Haudenosaunee kinship structures, I focus here on the reclamation of Indigenous land, rather 

than on the accumulation of land as property.115 When I speak of “materialism” and 

“materialist” critiques, I refer to both the substance (or metaphor) of matter, as well as the 

 
112 As this project cannot do meaningful analysis of Black Indigeneities or global race studies when using the 
Intercommunalism theory of Huey P. Newton, I emphasize that connection through solidarities in marronage of 
various populations through the plantation systems of racial capitalism, and through the specific lens on 
Blackness in Australia and Oceania. 
113 Tuck & Yang 2012: 5, emphasis added. 
114 Wolfe 1999: 2 
Patrick Wolfe. 1999. Settler Colonialism and the Transformation of Anthropology. 
115 See Glen Coulthard (2014) for deeper analysis and critique of Marxist “primitive accumulation.” 
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substance of class-conscious social or labor conditions. The metaphorical, metaphysical, and 

materialist analyses and tensions in my work can be summarized within the following framing: 

Materialism has occupied a wide range of forms, common to which is the central 

assertion of the primacy of matter over mind or spirit in any explanation of the 

world. Strong materialism holds that reality consists exclusively of material 

things and their varying combinations. Weaker forms of materialism 

acknowledge the importance, albeit secondary, of mental operations. Given this 

insistence on interpreting reality in material terms, the history of materialism has 

exhibited both an affiliation with the natural sciences and a persistent 

antagonism toward explanation of events in terms of spiritual or supernatural 

agency.116 

 

Everything can be read as a metaphor in this work of mine, just not decolonization of land itself. 

 

Wolfe, who writes from a white Australian settler perspective, concludes territoriality as settler 

colonialism’s “specific, irreducible element.”117 Tuck & Yang also bring in the discourse of 

“savagery,” perhaps relevant to keep in mind when theorizing from perspectives Other to 

Euroamerican academic frameworks, despite utilizing its terminology: 

In the process of settler colonialism, land is remade into property and human 

relationships to land are restricted to the relationship of the owner to his 

property. Epistemological, ontological, and cosmological relationships to land 

are interred, indeed made pre-modern and backward. Made savage.118 

 

Wolfe further describes settler colonialism as “inherently eliminatory but not invariably 

genocidal.”119 In this sense, utilizing “decolonization” as a metaphor is yet another form of 

Indigenous erasure or eliminating the Native after defining it as a savage Other. 

The enslavement of African people to the Americas has disengaged African diasporic 

Indigeneity to the land, depending on which coloniality originated this displacement, and to 

which territories they were brought. In dialogue with Black Studies scholarship, it is relevant 

to bring into play the consequences of the Transatlantic slave trade and further complexities in 

deracination beyond the “elimination of the Native.”120 The Taíno term cimarrón or “fierce” or 

“wild,”121 illustrates a spatiality here, where the land/human/ecological erasure, possession, and 

 
116 Habib 2010: 445, emphasis added. 
M.A.R. Habib. 2010. “Materialism.” 
117 Wolfe 2006: 388 
Patrick Wolfe. 2006. “Settler colonialism and the elimination of the native.” 
118 Tuck & Yang 2012: 5 
119 Wolfe 2006: 387 
120 Wolfe 2006 
121 Saunders 2005: 174 
Nicholas J. Saunders. 2005. The Peoples of the Caribbean. An Encyclopedia of Archaeology and Traditional 
Culture. 

https://doi.org/10.1080/14623520601056240
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“rewilding” meets at the nexus of erasing the embodied Indigeneities from enslaved Africans, 

while displacing or replacing the population of those Indigenous to the Americas.122 

The conceptualization of “pockets of resistance” that my work is framed around is wholly 

indebted to histories of marronage. Marronage has been my term of preference here, but the 

corresponding term of palenque has always struck me as envisioning another space of 

convergence and growth, simply because it is the same word carried across the other ocean to 

the Philippines by the Spaniards, but to mean the communal gathering space of “marketplace.” 

In the Philippines, the palengke is where farmers and fisherfolk barter/sell their agricultural and 

aquacultural produce and bounty, where the sellers are still in subsistence relation with the 

land/waters from which they gathered their goods.123 

At the same time, the archipelagic location in the Caribbean and its spatial and cultural 

Creolization offers a notion of creating something new through the relationship of those 

transplanted from their roots and those integrating them to take root.124 This integration takes 

into consideration the narratives of assimilated (and not wholly exterminated) communities, in 

interplay with the Indigenous people of the coasts of what is now Colombia and Venezuela and 

their palenqueros or maroons.125 This Creolization created from enslaved and indentured labor 

in the Spanish Caribbean/Americas comes closer in analytical framework to the colonial 

continuities of migration and diaspora in the Philippines, rather than parallels to other Asian 

 
122 “As we know, the occupants of the uninhabitable, indigenous to Africa and the Americas, were cast as 
barbarous and irrational, while their lands were transformed into profitable colonial outposts and settlements. 
Rather than rehearsing this difficult but familiar story in detail, a meaningful thread to think about is the ways 
‘the lands of no one’ came to be bound to a geographic language of racial condemnation. The Americas and 
Africa, for example, were tagged as geographically inferior, based on an ‘Old’ World European temporal schema 
that deemed the biospheric matter of these regions ‘newer’ than the soil, earth, air, and water of Europe. This 
geographic presumption, in part, contributed to the ‘old’ European worldview that those indigenous to ‘new’ 
landmasses in Africa and the Americas also have nascent, and therefore unsophisticated and underdeveloped, 
worldviews.” (McKittrick 2013: 6) 
Katherine McKittrick. 2013. “Plantation Futures.” 
123 It is what is considered an “Asian wet market” by Western idioms with all the hygiene standards one wishes 
to conjure with that, as racially critiqued as an origin of this COVID-19 pandemic. As such, it is a gathering and 
exchange space that is largely free of whiteness and monetary wealth, compared to a conventional supermarket 
or department store. 
124 “The forced planting of blacks in the Americas is coupled with an awareness of how the land and nourishment 
can sustain alternative worldviews and challenge practices of dehumanization. It is worth repeating that these 
alternative worldviews were not sealed off from or simply produced in opposition to the plantation; rather, they 
were linked to the geographies of the plantation economy and the brutalities of slavery. It is through the violence 
of slavery, then, that the plantation produces black rootedness in place precisely because the land becomes the 
key provision through which black peoples could both survive and be forced to fuel the plantation machine.” 
(McKittrick 2013: 11) 
125 Guitar, Ferbel-Azcarate & Estevez 2006: 48 
Lynne Guitar, Pedro Ferbel-Azcarate & Jorge Estevez. 2006. “Ocama-Daca, Taíno (Hear Me, I am Taíno).” 

https://disaster-sts-network.org/content/plantation-futures
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American histories.126 Katherine McKittrick gives an illustrates the spatialities that made and 

divided race in this colonial movement and settlement: 

So what was geographically at stake when the European center extended itself 

outward, toward a space that was at once ‘nowhere’ and inhabited by ‘no one,’ 

yet unexpectedly ‘there’ and ‘inhabited,’ are race and racial geographies. 

Indeed, a ‘new symbolic construct of race,’ which coincided with post-1492 

colonial arrangements, organized much of the world according to a racial logic. 

Native reservations, plantations, and formal and informal segregations are just 

some of the ways the lands of no one were carved up to distinguish between and 

regulate the relations of indigenous, nonindigenous, African, and colonial 

communities, with some geographies still being cast as uninhabitable for 

particular groups; sites such as reservations, slave quarters, and auction blocks 

were considered alongside racial specificities.127 

 

Tuck & Yang’s name the critique of metaphorizing of the decolonial, as one of the key “settler 

moves to innocence.” In the Hawaiian context, these moves to innocence include not only the 

determination of white settler erasure of Indigenous histories, but also the Asian settler 

perspective towards Indigeneity. In that erasure Asian and “local” culture integrate themselves 

into a U.S. civil rights discourse of equality and an alliance as People of Color:128 

When metaphor invades decolonization, it kills the very possibility of 

decolonization; it recenters whiteness, it resettles theory, it extends innocence to 

the settler, it entertains a settler future. Decolonize (a verb) and decolonization 

(a noun) cannot easily be grafted onto pre-existing discourses/frameworks, even 

if they are critical, even if they are anti-racist, even if they are justice 

frameworks. The easy absorption, adoption, and transposing of decolonization 

is yet another form of settler appropriation.129 

 

In the social justice framework of equality, the essential determinant of land and intrinsic 

kinship to the land has been erased from Indigeneity, leaving the alliance and solidarity of 

People of Color in U.S. society to claim a mutually oppressed status in opposition to white 

settlers. At the same time, the white settlers frame manifest destiny and their enacted territorial 

expansion as a nativist claim on the land. 

The problem Tuck & Yang see in this metaphor is not just the indifference towards settler 

colonial structures, but the overstated self-awareness to “decolonize everything,” in which the 

 
126 I refer to the influences of Chinese or South Asian indentured laborers, without a parallel to African 
enslavement, which did not occur to the Philippines. Not all analogies hold, but here I am connecting for instance 
Puerto Rican and Cuban histories with continuities to the Philippines through their Spanish Creolization and then 
U.S. American possession or antagonism. French Creolization and dynamics of coloniality are also suitable, thus 
my move towards Glissant and Vergès for certain analyses. 
127 McKittrick 2013: 6, emphasis added. 
128 Hall 2008: 26 
Lisa Kahaleole Hall. 2008. “Navigating Our Own ‘Sea of Islands.’” 
129 Tuck & Yang 2012: 3 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/40587779
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settlers attempt to position themselves outside this structure by merely having questioned it – 

but not by dismantling it. The white guilt in relation to settler colonialism is repositioned as a 

given condition of benevolence once put into question. The mere act of questioning the 

legitimacy of settler colonialism becomes the extent of decolonization in its metaphorical sense. 

The actual physical decolonization of the land that has been settled is, however, never put into 

question: “Settler moves to innocence are those strategies or positionings that attempt to relieve 

the settler of feelings of guilt or responsibility without giving up land or power or privilege, 

without having to change much at all.”130 

This benevolent assumption that “decolonizing the mind” is the final or only step of 

decolonization is what Tuck & Yang call “conscientization,” where the critical consciousness 

of colonization is the means required to overthrow the colonial regime, without relinquishing a 

hegemonical hold on territory.131 In the framework of “decolonizing” universities or thought 

processes, the concrete anticolonial act is merely to replace colonial positions with anti- or 

postcolonial concepts and individuals. 

This does not imply that decolonizing the mind is not essential to decolonization, decolonial 

thinking is the means to questioning the structure of settler colonialism. However, as 

mentioned, it is only the preliminary stage to the consciousness of intersubjectivity and the 

rationality of the non-Eurocentric Other. The question of Indigenous cosmology (study of the 

universe), epistemology (study of knowledge), and ontology (study and perception of being) in 

conflict with Eurocentric worldview, theories, and reality are at the heart of a subjective 

reasoning of civilized settler and savage Other. Following Aníbal Quijano, the recognition of 

various epistemologies in conflict is the basis of the communication and interchange of 

experiences. Decoloniality in the epistemological sense “is needed to clear the way for new 

intercultural communication, for an interchange of experiences and meanings, as the basis of 

another rationality which may legitimately pretend to some universality.”132 

The metaphor of decolonizing subsumes a joint struggle against oppression as the same, often 

that of the smallest common denominator, i.e., the one most adjacent to whiteness or holding 

on to normative sets of privilege. Tuck & Yang’s assessment of anticolonial critique vs. 

decolonial framework describes the positioning of an empowered postcolonial subject 

implementing the same colonial structures and privileges previously denied to them: 

 
130 Tuck & Yang 2012: 10 
131 Tuck & Yang 2012: 19 
132 Quijano 2017: 177, emphasis added. 
Aníbal Quijano. 2007. “Coloniality and Modernity/Rationality.” 
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In particular, describing all struggles against imperialism as “decolonizing” 

creates a convenient ambiguity between decolonization and social justice work, 

especially among people of color, queer people, and other groups minoritized by 

the settler nation-state. “We are all colonized,” may be a true statement but is 

deceptively embracive and vague, its inference: “None of us are settlers.”133 

 

Silvia Rivera Cusicanqui (Aymara) incidentally criticizes postcolonial Latin American scholars 

who declare themselves decolonial, like Quijano above, for their appropriation of Indigenous 

thought benefitting from mestizaje.134 This is a critique to keep in mind of masculinist and more 

internal colonial dynamics that remain integral within attempts to decolonize while holding on 

to privilege. 

The postcolonial theories of Cultural Studies in academia, and the outcomes of the U.S. civil 

rights struggles on policy-making confine the exceptionalism that is an intrinsic generational 

kinship to the land, which ultimately defines Indigeneity. Postcolonial structures on still-

occupied and colonized land merely reproduce the hegemonic structures. 

Arvin et al. argue that the fundamental conflict of Indigenous futurity,135 as a nation-state within 

the boundaries of the USA and the Canadian and Mexican territories, does not allow for a just 

outlook for Indigenous liberation. Rather, Indigenous people are made into ghosts: 

Settler colonialism is a persistent social and political formulation in which 

newcomers/colonizers/settlers come to a place, claim it as their own, and do 

whatever it takes to disappear the Indigenous that are there. Within settler 

colonialism, it is exploitation of land that yields supreme value. In order for 

settlers to usurp the land and extract its value, Indigenous peoples must be 

destroyed, removed and made into ghosts.136 

 

The nation-state construct that cuts through Indigenous communities in their ancestral 

territories near the U.S. borders would, for example, never formally allow the Tohono O‘odham 

Nation in the Sonoran Desert to realign its own sovereign borders to transcend the given 

borders. With the implications of border patrols and border walls cutting through their ancestral 

lands,137 the nation-state does not simultaneously allow a U.S. and Mexican dual citizenship for 

these Indigenous citizens, but an exclusive either/or categorizing. This restricts free movement 

 
133 This critique is why I do not see it as analytically or politically useful to claim that all Filipinos are Indigenous. 
(Tuck & Yang 2012: 17) 
134 Silvia Rivera Cusicanqui. 2012. “Ch’ixinakax utxiwa: A Reflection on the Practices and Discourses of 
Decolonization.” 
135 “Futurity refers to the ways groups come to imagine or know about the future(s).” (Goodyear 2017: 193, 
Endnote 2) 
Noelani Goodyear-Kaʻōpua. 2017. “Protectors of the Future, Not Protestors of the Past.” 
136 Arvin, Tuck & Morrill 2013: 12, emphasis added. 
Maile Arvin, Eve Tuck & Angie Morrill. 2013. “Decolonizing Feminism. Challenging Connections Between Settler 
Colonialism and Heteropatriarchy.” 
137 Amnesty International. 2012. In Hostile Terrain. 

https://doi.org/10.1215/00382876-1472612
https://doi.org/10.1215/00382876-1472612
https://doi.org/10.1215/00382876-3749603
doi:10.1353/ff.2013.0006
doi:10.1353/ff.2013.0006
https://www.amnestyusa.org/files/ai_inhostileterrain_032312_singles.pdf
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within their tribal territory or familial reunifications.138 Similarly, in following the assumption 

that everyone is equal under the law, promoted through U.S. civil rights laws, Indigenous 

sovereign nations with federal recognition must constantly fight for the exceptional cultural 

rights legally granted to Native Americans enrolled in these tribes. 

The most restrictive criteria for these rights need to be continuously proven, and they are thus 

called into question according to blood quantum and similar colonially-imposed concepts of 

“who is Indigenous” and “how much blood” do they have to stake this claim of recognition. 

Politics of refusal counter these assumptions of assimilating or proving oneself and 

Indigeneities to be valid for recognition.139 Furthermore, Sara Salem argues for feminist 

Marxism or global South perspectives in transnational solidarity through intersectional and 

Third World feminism, as I will expand on further below: 

(…) theorists from the Global South can be of help, as these articulations have 

quite thoroughly conceptualized ways of addressing these transnational 

geopolitical relationships. Some key points here include the ways in which the 

state and nationalism are theorized, the ways in which imperialism is made part 

of the analysis, and the ways in which all political and economic processes are 

approached as gendered, as well as racialized, sexualized and marked by class 

relations.140 

 

This is where I see critical potentials in my own interventions that combine or shift perspectives 

from a space that was once the USA and no longer (formally) is, as well as a more diasporic 

upbringing in the global South. From the Philippines, a place that was termed the White Man’s 

Burden,141 where waterboarding was designed as a form of torture,142 and where the largest 

civilian casualties of not-quite-Americans did not become part of national memory, so that 

descendants are too “alien”143 to stake claim on it as settlers: 

In short, the Philippine case challenges our definitions of and approaches to 

settler colonialism. The analysis of the pivotal and proximate nature of the 

colonization of the Philippines requires that we bring together our multiple 

 
138 Tohono O’odham Nation. 2016. “History & Culture.” Tohono O’odham Nation website. 
139 Simpson 2016: 24 
140 Salem 2016: 12, emphasis added. 
Sara Salem. 2016. “Intersectionality and its discontents: Intersectionality as traveling theory.” 
141 “Go send your sons to exile/To serve your captives’ need/To wait in heavy harness/On fluttered folk and 
wild—/Your new-caught, sullen peoples,/Half devil and half child/Take up the White Man’s burden/” 
(Kipling 1899) 
Rudyard Kipling. 1899. “The White Man’s Burden: The United States and The Philippine Islands.” 
142 I decided to refrain from including this in my “amphibious” analyses of Philippine being in Chapter 6, as the 
quote of bloating the tortured with water like toads was counter to my narrative. However, I feel like this has a 
narrative home in this section for colonial emphasis. 
143 My maternal grandfather fought against the Japanese in World War II, but he declined citizenship to instead 
get a dentistry degree funded as veteran’s reimbursement. The benevolent assimilation of colonialism was given 
up on for the Philippines, did that make the us human or just alien, when in fact the Philippines is the spirit of 
American exceptionalism, for being its biggest cheerleader in a cultural and political sense. 

http://www.tonation-nsn.gov/history-culture/
https://doi.org/10.1177/1350506816643999
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knowledges of continental and transoceanic histories of settler colonialism, 

chattel slavery, apartheid, neocolonialism, and military colonialism.144 

  

Correspondingly, I put these narratives of the Philippines (that have been disappeared) in U.S. 

memory into dialogue with the specificities and similarities of U.S. occupation of Hawai‘i. In 

my conclusion I further put this into dialogue with German collective memory-making, to 

interrogate the multidirectional responsibilities for decolonization, from distinctly German and 

from Indigenous or U.S. settler positionalities. 

Zakiyyah Iman Jackson’s deliberations on Sylvia Wynter’s analyses of post-Foucauldian 

posthumanism bring me to argue the case that my theorizations of the metaphysical are a 

deliberate reanimism without a specific body. This reanimism or “Pneumaterialism” is a claim 

to philosophical theory-making by adding metaphysical “cosmology” to collectivist kapwa 

ontology for the purpose of political critique and action, and an answer to Jackson’s “Perhaps 

the ‘post’ human is not a temporal location but a geographic one (…).”145 

My “posthuman” theorization fits the liminal space of coloniality that persists but is not quite 

tangible or opaque enough to put into form. My choice of writing method does not take 

gratuitous care to further idolize Enlightenment Man, instead playing with a deliberate 

 
144 See 2016: 169 
Perhaps within future work and a broader spatiotemporal comparison, the meanings of “anti-Blackness,” 
“Indigeneity,” and how both reinforce each other in colorism in the Philippines are important to analyze as they 
were formed through Spanish and U.S. colonialism in what became the Philippines. Black American soldiers in 
the Philippine-American war, caricatures of the Philippines and Hawai‘i during the territory era (as found in Puck 
or Judge magazines), and the appropriation and possession of Indigenous cultures in the Philippines and Black 
pop cultures in the USA by Filipinx in the present, demonstrate the inscription of Blackness through 
Americanization onto Indigenous and historical Philippine bodies. This is beyond the scope of my current work, 
and I do not want to dislocate or dehistoricize these deeper connections for analysis, but they are to be kept in 
mind in my theorizing of a posthumanism from a Philippine (mestizaje and diasporic) perspective. 
See also Sarita Echavez See’s analogies to Native American frontier wars and Black Reconstruction: 
“The Philippines also was a laboratory for the USA to find a solution to the threat of a Black republic posed first 
by Haiti and then by the short-lived racial democracy established during Radical Reconstruction by African 
Americans who achieved literacy at astonishing rates and exercised the power of the ballot in Black majority 
states in the South. In other words, with its development of the policy of benevolent assimilation in the 
Philippines, the USA showed that it had learned its lesson never again to allow people of color to exercise 
democratic self-governance. Instead, with benevolent assimilation, the USA instated a regime of simultaneously 
colonial and neocolonial tutelage organized by the narrative of eventually earned sovereignty, a policy that to 
this day is pervasively described through the rhetoric of the ‘friendship’ or the ‘special relationship’ between the 
USA and the Philippines.” (See 2016: 168, emphasis added) 
Sarita Echavez See. 2016. “Accumulating the primitive.” 
145 Jackson 2013: 673 
“Along these lines, I believe we should actually place greater pressure on the distinction (and even hierarchy) 
between cosmology and philosophy/theory. Indeed I wonder if posthumanists are willing to go one step beyond 
a critique of the discourse of ‘primitivity’ by also engaging the knowledge production of those deemed primitive? 
I wonder how a collapse of the hierarchical distinction between philosophy/critical theory and non-Western 
cosmology might alter posthumanist analysis.” (Jackson 2013: 681) 
Zakiyyah Iman Jackson. 2013. “Animal: New Directions in the Theorization of Race and Posthumanism.” 

https://doi.org/10.1080/2201473X.2015.1024382
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mis(anthropic)interpretation of mind or “reason.” I am reinscribing ghost as being for a 

hermeneutic source of knowledge, direction, and action. 

 

2.4. Interpretation of knowing and being through philosophies of the estuary 

“Our Sea of Islands” by Epeli Hau’ofa is the paramount piece of scholarship for Pacific Islands 

Studies.146 The essence of the water and sea is what connects, not separates, the vast islands. 

From small, isolated dots on a map to the large mass of the Pacific Ocean, this Oceanic way of 

thinking is replicated by the international interest in holding access to the Exclusive Economic 

Zones (EEZs). These EEZs of external water territory formed by expansive ocean states raise 

the rewards for “uninhabited” or “empty” minor islands as land territory. A concept of mare 

liberum for ocean bounty in the Age of “Discovery” is juxtaposed with the colonial terra nullius 

for the taking. 

Tongan Anthropologist Hau’ofa’s scholarship is cited in abundance in the Oceanic scholarly 

discipline, but also challenges the notion of Area and Regional Studies and the colonial and 

nation-state borders that limit these. There are in- and exclusions in cutting the borders of 

“Oceania” at West Papua-Papua New Guinea, between Okinawa and the Philippines to Guåhan 

(Guam) and the Northern Marianas. Taiwan’s place as the origin of Austronesian migration 

through the Philippines and Indonesia to the corners of Hawai‘i, Rapa Nui, and Aotearoa-New 

Zealand can be extended further to Madagascar, nominally an island in the Indian Ocean 

belonging to the African continent. Aside from the Spanish-American war ties and William 

McKinley in 1898, the Austronesian language family spanning this Oceanic migration depicts 

a distant history of kinship between the Philippines and Hawai‘i.  

After working on the foundations of Chapter 5 and finding metaphors in the work of D. Keali‘i 

MacKenzie (“Kanaloa Responds”) and the historical overview of plantations in Hawai‘i, I 

struggled to phrase the similarities or potentials of interpretation between other plantation 

histories without missteps. Until provided with the Black/Native Studies interlinks by Tiffany 

Lethabo King and Denise Ferreira da Silva, the Middle Passage, enslavement, sugarcane 

plantations, marronage seemed to be tenuous images to interpret in Hawaiian and other Oceanic 

poetry.147 Teresia K. Teaiwa, Joy Enomoto, and Joyce Pualani Warren have verbalized the 

position of being Black and Pacific Islander or Black Hawaiian,148 while Maile Arvin spans the 

 
146 Epeli Hau’ofa. 2008 (1993). “Our Sea of Islands.” 
147 Tiffany Lethabo King. 2020. The Black Shoals. Offshore Formations of Black and Native Studies. 
Denise Ferreira da Silva. 2007. Toward a Global Idea of Race. 
148 Joyce Pualani Warren. 2015. “Embodied Cosmogony.” 

http://hdl.handle.net/10125/12960
https://www.jstor.org/stable/43823240
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connections of critical work in these through the Critical Ethnic Studies.149 What King names 

the “shoal” in her analysis of Black and Native Studies solidarities, turns to a borrowed frame 

of analogy for my work. I use as the brackish saltwater meets freshwater muliwai or estuary, 

when describing the Asian settler colonial solidarities and relationalities to Hawaiian 

sovereignty and resurgence.150 

 

muli.wai 

n. 

River, river mouth; pool near mouth of a stream, as behind a sand bar, enlarged by ocean water 

left there by high tide; estuary.151 

 

 

shoal, n. and adj. 

n. 

A place where the water is of little depth; a shallow, a sand-bank or bar. 

adj. 

of water, etc.: not deep; shallow 

ex. The boat could not come to land the water was so shoale.152 

 

In testing my theories and critiques that I develop in the subsequent chapter through “ghost 

epistemology,” and the “interspatial” in convergence, I relate these to Jasbir Puar’s assemblages 

and Gloria Anzaldúa’s nepantla.153 The relation to both as references of counterparts and 

parallels are based again on the postcolonial Philippine condition. Specifically, the War on 

Terror which found a combat site in the Philippines in the time I lived there in the early 2000s, 

and the Nahua nepantla or space-in-between, which holds as a relation to the Nahua influences 

 
Joy Enomoto. 2017. “Where Will You Be? Why Black Lives Matter in the Hawaiian Kingdom.” Ke Ka‘upu Hehi Ale 
blog. 
149 It may be worth mentioning that from a certain interpretation my Master’s thesis research (2014) was on 
Blackness, Indigeneity, and “mixedness,” without necessarily using the first two points as analytics, since it was 
on multiethnic identities in Papua New Guinea. This informs much of my experiential and academic lens on the 
topics but is not easily transferable to the U.S. context. 
Maile Arvin. 2019. Possessing Polynesians. The Science of Settler Colonial Whiteness in Hawai‘i and Oceania. 
150 Thank you to Ethan Fraenkel for shifting the entire theorization towards this intertidal space of convergence. 
151 Pukui & Elbert 1986: 256 
152 King 2020: 1 
153 Joanne Barker’s analyses of Jasbir Puar and Kimberlé Crenshaw pushed my attempts to insert a coloniality 
framework: 
“Puar’s work is credited with bringing criticisms of intersectionality to the fore of queer feminism. I think through 
the works of Crenshaw and Puar in the form of the close reading to deliberately reflect on the cross-currents 
between intersectionality, assemblage, Indigeneity, feminism, and activism. How and where do these currents 
pool, or diverge? How do Indigenous issues get taken up, or not?” (Barker 2019: 9, emphasis added) 
Jasbir K. Puar. 2017 (2007). Terrorist Assemblages. Homonationalism in Queer Times. 
Kimberlé Crenshaw. 1991. “Mapping the Margins.”  
Gloria Anzaldúa. 2015. Light in the Dark/Luz en lo Oscuro. Rewriting Identity, Spirituality, Reality. 

https://hehiale.com/2017/02/01/where-will-you-be-why-black-lives-matter-in-the-hawaiian-kingdom/
https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv11312hc
https://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctv125jg6f
https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv1220hmq
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in Philippine language and cultures.154 These two relations bookend the spacetime of U.S. 

imperialism that persists far beyond the Philippine-American War or the liberation from 

Japanese Occupation, and the spacetime of Spanish colonialism that linked Mexico to the 

Philippines as New Spain. 

 

2.4.1. Equilibrium 

In Hawaiian language the saltwater and freshwater have different terms: kai and wai. The 

geographic direction marker of ma kai means “to the sea.” Manifold place names reflect on kai 

and wai to situate their location or describe the waters that flow there. Rather than the building 

of bridges – human-made constructions – I want to focus on the waters that flow under them 

instead, to decenter the human. The connectivity of bridges is not as durable as the relationality 

of the waters in a storm, bringing in an apt metaphor for climate justice and seeking equilibrium 

between human and nonhuman.155 

However, bringing these two metaphors together of the anthropocentric and the balance, the 

Hawaiian terms of laulima and lōkahi represent in a way the coming together of “hands” that 

work together for “unity.” My use of equilibrium here encompasses the Hawaiian concepts of 

lōkahi and pono (“balance”) through laulima, meaning an inherent agency of equilibrium, 

without separating the human from the water. In most accounts of my hydrology metaphors in 

this work, they are distinct entities as water and as being, yet the simplest scientific fact that 

the human being is constituted of 55-70% water integrates this logic of human-/-water as 

indivisible.156 

 
154 One of the most significant relations to me on the topic of kinship is that the Nahua word for mother and 
father are cognate to the Tagalog ones. 
Jose Villa Panganiban. 1964. “Influencia hispanomexicana en el idioma tagalo.” 
155 Barker explains the misapplication of binaries in assuming a traditional or feminine and a lost or 
postapocalyptic in her analytics of water: “Not a water romanticized in a nostalgia for a past authentic Indigeneity 
always already feminist (as if it has always been this way). Not a water subjected to recuperation or recovery 
efforts (implying if not demanding the apparatus of a state’s recognition and conservation). And not a water 
whose dystopic contamination and toxicity leaves us with nothing but a cosmic-level crisis from which we will 
never survive, or can survive only as superheroes. Instead I turn to water as a mode of analysis, a water that 
(in)forms, a water that instructs. In doing so I try to think and move with other Indigenous women who hold and 
care for water as life, who see water as a relative, as part of a living network of interdependent relationships and 
deep responsibilities (…)” (Barker 2019: 1, emphasis added) 
In contrast to Barker’s fluidity, Kanaka Maoli poet Mahealani Wendt emphasizes the colonial break between the 
pre-contact and colonized waterways in Hawai‘i, and in my work I would like to highlight both perspectives of 
fluidity and continuance, as well as disruptions: 
“The estuaries, muliwai, were transformed into black, foul-smelling, stagnant pools, breeding grounds for 
mosquitoes, wiping out limu, mollusks, and shoreline fish that grew in abundance.” (Wendt 2020: 51) 
Mahealani Wendt Perez. 2020. “Inu i ka Wai ʻAwaʻawa: Drink of the Bitter Waters.” 
156 Trying to find a specific quantifiable reference, I found a formula to calculate the variability instead, 
underlining the point that we are not all the same, yet everyone is a body of water. 

http://hdl.handle.net/10125/70238
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Berlin as a geographic dwelling place put me into a stagnant mode of production and thought, 

best illustrated by both my limitations to swimming in a lake (the Plötzensee) of murky green 

algae, or the fact that Berlin is literally built on swamplands of unstable sedimentary footing. 

In contrast, my Chapter 5 bursts of energetic writing were on an island or even a ferry in the 

Aegean Sea, while the greater part of the conclusive non-linear writing is now with a river 

flowing towards my back, outside the window in the house my paternal great-grandfather 

rebuilt in 1947. 

Joanne Barker’s (Lenape) introduction of confluence or water as an analytic grounds the 

coursing of freshwater through this work. An emphasis on freshwater, especially in the ties 

between Indigenous women, is expanded on in an Intercommunalist lens throughout her work: 

Water teaches us to be mindful of our relations with one another, including 

other-than-human beings and the lands and the waters on/in which we live 

together. It decenters human exceptionalism when considering issues of life and 

well-being, requiring practices of responsible care in understanding the world 

and its varied, place-specific ecosystems that extend beyond the centrism of 

humans. It brings our attention to the connectivity and interactions between 

water, land, and air, between humans and other-than-humans, in the visible 

world and in the context of other-than-seen realities. It emphasizes, not 

romanticizes, those connections and interactions as the principles on which the 

terms and conditions of our sociocultural, ethical responsibilities are based.157 

 

These “other-than-seen realities” are also a basis of my theorizations on spirit and 

manifestations of transient water, which I explain further in Chapter 4 on Maunakea. Barker’s 

analytics combined with Manulani Aluli-Meyer’s frameworks of water or ocean epistemologies 

open the invitation for laulima or “working together” across spaces: 

The philosophy of capitalism shapes our epistemology and all the idealistic 

rantings I can muster will make little difference unless we also link this 

epistemological movement with sustainable economics, creativity and with the 

land movement currently under way. This is how I believe we will survive in 

these next hundred years. We will have to shape alternative ways of existing. We 

have always had this option, but as we live in one of the most expensive 

destinations in the world, we have not had the chance to really stretch our minds 

into it. Now, let us begin.158 

 

According to the epistemological and ontological framework of Aluli-Meyer, being is an 

accumulation of experienced knowledge.159 A philosopher and educator, Aluli-Meyer develops 

the principal analysis of Hawaiian epistemologies and stresses her use of conventional 

 
Patricia E. Watson, Ian D. Watson & Richard D. Batt. 1980. “Total body water volumes for adult males and females 
estimated from simple anthropometric measurements.” 
157 Barker 2019: 6 
158 Meyer 2003a: 33  
159 Aluli-Meyer 2001 
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philosophical terminology to put into words the philosophy of knowledge experienced through 

a Hawaiian lens: 

How one knows, indeed, what one prioritizes with regard to this knowing, ends 

up being the stuffing of identity, the truth that links us to our distinct 

cosmologies, and the essence of who we are as Oceanic people. It is a discussion 

of place and genealogy.160 

 

With her emphasis on “Oceanic people,” she builds on the concepts of “Oceania” and the “Sea 

of Islands” of Hau’ofa, whose argument is to relocate the perception of Pacific Islands from the 

smallness of their landmass to the interconnectedness through the vastness of the Pacific Ocean 

instead.161 This stressing of Hawaiian philosophy translated into a lens of European philosophy 

is wholly appreciated for my work and context of “translating” the explanations into my own 

narratives, as well as for the intended German/European audience, according to the three 

narratives on aloha ‘āina that I proposition above. 

In my explorations of poems that also include non-Hawaiian poets, such as from Filipina-

American Aimee Suzara or Black Americans Ross Gay and Ericka Huggins, I likewise relate 

the metaphors and themes within the poems or narratives to Hawaiian place and philosophy. 

Especially the multisensory “knowing” or seeking of ‘ike through the senses of seeing and 

feeling make specific and noteworthy relations of knowledge, even when I am linking the 

narrative to geographic place and space elsewhere than Hawai‘i. 

The theories I hypothesize in this work are informed by a medley of philosophical thought, 

ranging from Manulani Aluli-Meyer and Pualani Kanaka‘ole Kanahele, to Gloria Anzaldúa and 

Jasbir Puar, to unexpectedly G.W.F. Hegel and other European/-educated philosophers.162 To 

avoid the institutionalization and appropriation of Indigenous epistemologies when I make 

theorizations external to Hawaiian and other Indigenous specificities, I continually name if 

something is related to or in intellectual genealogy to others. Nevertheless, because of the 

postcolonial and global syncretism in my own being and thought, I distinguish when my 

conclusions could be mistaken for comparable others of Indigenous origins, since I am not 

attempting to obscure or re-Indigenize my narrative. As explained in the subchapter on kapwa 

ontology above, my theorizing on “ghost epistemology” and “interspatialism” is not 

corresponding to Hawaiian or other Indigenous theories/concepts, but a (re-)appropriation of 

Hegelian Spirit for collectivist/communal purposes. 

 
160 Aluli-Meyer 2001: 125 
161 Hau’ofa 2008 (1993) 
162 This turn is political on my behalf, since an institutionalization of spiritual concepts at the institution of this 
dissertation is connected to a lot of symbolic power. Hegel is in the intellectual genealogy within the institution, 
I merely re/interpret his concepts for non-Eurocentric lenses. (Cusicanqui 2012) 
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A Hawaiian epistemology of water that I will not claim to explicitly utilize is that of “seascape 

epistemology,” as the process is intended for Kānaka Maoli genealogical analysis. However, 

Karin Amimoto Ingersoll’s ocean-embodied movement through surfing and Wilson-

Hokowhitu’s of canoe-voyaging run parallel with Hau’ofa’s and therefore mine: with the turtle 

as “my” voyaging body and method to deconstruct these dissertation topics. While Ingersoll’s 

conceptualization speaks directly for Kānaka Maoli,163 her starting point from Hau’ofa (and 

Heidegger) expands on the shared sense of an Oceanic metaphor that offers my work useful 

connection to Filipina non-Indigenous relationality with the ocean: 

The oceanic metaphor is one of mental movement and travel within a constantly 

fluctuating world, the seascape as well as the physical place of the Pacific Ocean. 

The symbol of water offers flexibility as well as mobility as new routes are sailed 

within an “ocean” of possibility.164 

 

Simultaneously, the Kanaka Maoli sustainability scientists Kealiikanakaoleohaililani, 

Kurashima et al., like political scientist Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua, do emphasize the discussions and 

implications of welcoming a laulima of collectivist multiethnic determination and intentionality 

in aloha ‘āina: 

We also understand that we must foster a collective resurgence of sacred 

commitment to the places and processes we steward, a change that we believe is 

required if we are to heal the biogeochemical wounds of unsustainable resource 

extraction and restore sacred relationships across our evolutionary family that 

together will ultimately foster socioecological well-being. We have, effectively, 

reimagined our personal and therefore our professional relationship to the 

places that we steward: the plants, the animals, the corals and microbes, the 

elements, the human people, the mountains and the valleys, the rivers and the 

shorelines, and the bays and the open ocean.165 
 

With this being said, I wanted to highlight the varied understandings of Hawaiian knowing and 

being in aloha ‘āina and kuleana, as fluid and relational to place, irrespective of Indigeneity. 

In both emphases of inclusive and exclusive pronouns of “we” or “us” on locating place, the 

main emphasis lies in “knowing your place:” being cognizant and respectful of self in malihini 

 
163 “Seascape epistemology builds upon these concepts and provides a decolonizing methodology for Kanaka by 
revealing hidden linkages between water and land that speak to indigenous ways of knowing and being, to 
historical means of political, social, and cultural survival.” (Ingersoll 2016: 20, emphasis added) 
“(…) seascape epistemology is a specific concern of indigenous politics because of what it offers native peoples 
with colonial legacies. Indigenous politics stimulates an autonomous reimagining of diverse ways of existing and 
defining one’s identity when this right has been forcibly interrupted by geographic, cultural, economic, and 
religious imposition.” (Ingersoll 2016: 23, emphasis added) 
Karin Amimoto Ingersoll. 2016. Waves of Knowing. A Seascape Epistemology. 
164 Ingersoll 2016: 19 
165 Kealiikanakaoleohaililani, Kurashima et al. 2018: 4 
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or settler positionality, and in knowing what is an in-group or exclusively Indigenous 

discussion, and what is a space open for collaboration or laulima. 

 

2.4.2. The intertidal space: intersectional, transnational, or interspatial? 

Indigenous Studies is inherently intersectional in its approach and interpretations of gender to 

merely mean “women,” or of Indigeneity to be racialized within the racial constructs 

corresponding to the nation-state, are not suitable.166 The most conventionally used meaning of 

“intersectional” deals with the commonly understood intersections of race and gender. 

However, I make an intervention here to interrogate in which way this decenters the Black 

Feminist origins of “intersectionality” to cover other vectors or intersections. 

The following subsection expands on Indigenous feminist theories and methodologies to 

question and disrupt the legitimacy of settler structures. Those unfamiliar with Indigenous 

Studies holism on what “decolonization” entails may note in my work that I do not make 

specific analyses of queerfeminism or gender as a framework for feminist scholarship. The 

reason for this is that queerfeminism is already encompassed in and so central to what I am 

trying to do, that I take it as a given understanding. I center scholarly politics of citationon Black 

and Indigenous feminist scholars,167 and then proceed to analyze constructs of class, coloniality, 

and their climate impacts on people and land. 

There is a reluctance or refusal to take on the label of “feminist” and “feminism” due to its 

Eurocentricity. Despite Haunani-Kay Trask’s early scholarship on feminism, her later work 

distances itself from the concepts of white feminism, which she chooses not to reconcile with 

an Indigenous lens. Lisa Kahaleole Hall (Kanaka Maoli) contends that Hawaiian scholarship 

taken on by Lilikalā Kame‘eleihiwa, Noenoe K. Silva, and J. Kēhaulani Kauanui does reconcile 

this, with the former two attesting to the power of Hawaiian-language historical sources 

granting renewed access to specifically Hawaiian feminisms.168 Indigenous scholars Maile 

Arvin (Kanaka Maoli), Eve Tuck (Unangan Aleut), and Angie Morrill (Klamath), further 

 
166 I distinctly do not do mestizaje analyses. However, the various settlers in the Americas enacted contradicting 
racial constructs, which can also be observed within the borders of the nation-state historiography, such as 
Indigeneities cross-border to Mexico and Canada, as well as between the French and Spanish settlements.  
167 It is with these politics of citation that I deliberately refuse to cite certain thinkers and scholars and their 
intellectual genealogies, and may mention this in text or further footnotes. In my citing and centering of Huey P. 
Newton’s Intercommunalism, I practice what he himself has stated about separating and taking what is useful 
from white European racist theorists, and I also relay much of his theorizing through dialogue in Elaine Brown’s 
recollection. Of course, it is much easier to separate the racism or chauvinism from deceased thinkers from half 
a century or two ago, than it is to decontextualize a contemporary scholar from their controversial personality 
or politics. Andrea Smith being the biggest question mark of taking or leaving scholarship due to bad relations 
and deception. 
168 Hall 2009: 28 
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propose the delineation of “native feminist theories” rather than “native feminists” or “native 

feminisms.”169 With the explicit emphasis on the theories, they problematize the intersections 

of heteropatriarchy in the settler colonial structure. Generally, the descriptor of “theory” is 

under hegemonic control by Eurocentric and male perspectives. In contrast, Indigenous and 

other theories grounded in epistemologies of marginalized theorists are relegated to being at 

most “concepts” and “ideas.”170 

Settler feminist theories build on the structure of settler coloniality in a way that counters 

decolonial thinking and Indigenous liberation, by reinforcing the settler structures towards 

Indigenous women. A disentanglement or separation of Indigenous issues from women’s issues 

does not further an inclusive and intersectional struggle against the heteropatriarchy for 

Indigenous women.171 The end-goal of Indigenous self-determination through decolonization, 

in that sense, requires “actively decolonizing the very process of decolonization”172 for political 

independence from the current nation-state structures. Furthermore, the emphasis on “theorists” 

highlights the inclusion of Indigenous feminist theories from the position of non-Indigenous 

scholarship and theorists: “we do not view Native feminist theories as limited to the 

participation of those who are Indigenous, feminist, and/or woman identified.”173 

The gender binary influenced by settler colonialism did not exist before colonialism, therefore 

a distinction of “feminism” as a female or feminine gendered concept excluding those perceived 

as outside of this category, is not intrinsic to Indigeneity. Several of the Hawaiian poets and 

activists whose work and words I analyze identify as queer and/or non-binary and/or māhū.174 

Much of this non-binary implication has significance with regard to the Hawaiian sense of 

dualism and “unity” or lōkahi and “balance” in pono.175 I analyze the implications of mana or 

 
169 Arvin, Tuck & Morrill 2013 
170 This is why when I realized what I was starting to formulate separate from the scholarship I was reading, I 
named them what they are: theories, epistemologies, critiques. I then returned to the scholarship to determine 
if I had missed making citations, self-doubting their value until I found several (that I had never read before) 
stating similar or related theories, which I then tested with/against my own. 
171 Arvin, Tuck & Morrill 2013 
172 Arvin, Tuck & Morrill 2013: 15 
173 Arvin, Tuck & Morrill 2013: 11 
174 In personal communication with leilani portillo (they/she), which led to selecting their poem for Chapter 4, 
we discussed how to go about decentering the essentializing or as we called them “womb-centric” Indigenous 
and settler feminists. My strategy has been to work around the essentialist politics, to properly engage with this 
question is beyond the scope of this project, especially with only virtual communication available to interact with 
aloha ‘āina activists. Kahala Johnson (they/he) and leilani portillo, both being of Kanaka Maoli and Filipinx 
heritage are invaluable to my analysis, beyond attempting to understand Filipina settler cisfeminism in its 
interactions with Hawaiian māhū. 
175 “For example, as flowing lava, Pele is a goddess who has the power to overrun the domain of the male gods, 
such as the forests of Kāne and the sea of Kanaloa, to turn the ali‘i Lohi‘au to a pillar of stone, or overcome King 
Kamehameha’s troops traveling through Ka‘ū. Even though she is female and they are all male, she does so  
without fear of retribution. Epithets for Pele speak to her acknowledged and respected female mana—she is the 
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energy in queerness and “warriorhood” in Chapter 4, but it can be said that the Euroamerican 

reading of an opposition, rather than a spectrum or coalescing of energy or potentiality176 does 

not encompass a holistic understanding of “wahine” or female: 

This mana wahine (female strength) is very different from western ideas of 

“feminism.” It includes a strength that is inherent in our being, one inherited 

from our genealogies, as we descend from land bearing goddesses like our earth 

mother Papahānaumoku and the volcano goddess Pele. This mana wahine is 

exemplified through our mo‘olelo because it is valued in our culture.177 

 

Indigenous feminist theories stress a decolonial critique of mainstream or “whitestream” 

Eurocentric feminist theories, as these assume an inherent futurity of the settler colonial nation-

state construct. Indigenous feminist theories provide a perspective for interrogating the 

heteropatriarchal norms which define what a “nation” is, and of the limitations of top-down 

forms of governance in a nation-state. Imperial nation-states that not only enforce their 

governance upon the people within the nationally bounded territory, but also in coloniality onto 

other sovereign territories and peoples are therefore thrown into question. 

 

As Sylvanna Falcón & Jennifer Nash discuss on linking transnational feminism and 

intersectionality,178 I attempt to relate these in theorization and critiques for antihegemonic 

action via an “interspatial” lens in Chapter 3. The interspatial is the space-in-between, a space 

(in and of itself in between) where relations are built in spirit. In doing so, I hope these analytics 

can more easily travel outside U.S. contexts, among diaspora, and in the global South, as 

 
one who continues to noho i ka ‘ahiu, dwell in the wild (i.e., she is untamable and can’t be “domesticated”), she 
is ka wahine ‘ai lā ‘au, the forest-eating woman, and a leader, as ‘ai also figuratively means to rule or reign.” 
(ho‘omanawanui 2010: 209) 
176 These are my words and deliberate in their imagery of a spectrum or manifestation of rainbow colors, as I will 
explain in Chapter 4. 
177 ho‘omanawanui 2010: 209 
178 Sylvanna Falcón’s perspective on what intersectionality does and how transnationalism enhances it – thus 
illustrating how one is lacking without the other – resonates with me, as she relates her shifting perspectives 
when in Peru and in the USA and in relation with U.S.-based African Americans as an Afro-Peruvian: 
“My life, my thinking, and my experiences have never been solely U.S.-based and therefore, the concept of 
transnationalism signaled an important permeability of borders that eventually meant my intellectual-activist 
pursuits with regards to racial and gender justice did not have to just be about lived experiences in the United 
States or a single national context. I could grapple with the critical question of how the injustices I witnessed and 
experienced in the United States may have some relationship or parallel to the injustices I witnessed and learned 
about in Peru. With the theoretical concept of transnationalism, I could ponder what resonance the struggles of 
Afro-Peruvians have with African American women in the U.S. Transnationalism offered me a lens in which to 
explore parallels and intersections that felt very evident to me. I wanted to interrogate these links without 
minimizing the intense differences between contexts in terms of, for example, militarism, poverty, 
marginalization, and violence.” (Falcón in Nash & Falcón 2015: 3, emphasis added) 
Sylvanna N. Falcón & Jennifer C. Nash. 2015. “Shifting analytics and linking theories.” 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.wsif.2015.02.010
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critiques to racial capitalism and empire through a hermeneutic metaphysical “spirit” of 

dynamic interrelation, a “spirit of relationality.”179 

I name the metaphysical spirit as “hermeneutic,” since in my conceptualization it is a play on 

metaphors and metaphysics, but it is also for categories of the religious and spiritual. Thus, the 

interpretation is variable to not be limited or essentialized in either direction. It is not the social 

positions or identities of the mediators that are central to my intentions, but the action of 

antihegemonic affinities based on continuously negotiated responsibilities and affinities. 

Although Jennifer Nash notes that against the co-optation or neoliberalization of 

intersectionality discourse, the framework indeed means to interrogate the categories, this is 

not the case in community-organizing spaces in Europe, which is the lens of my interspatial 

development and thus critiques: “Rather, the call of intersectionality is to re-think the categories 

themselves, and to consider how our categories, our modes of analysis, might look and feel 

different if our starting point was the experiences and material realities of women of color.”180 

First and foremost, my critiques and intentions are born not from academia but from 

community-organizing discontent in Berlin/Germany. This led me to leave many of these 

spaces and return my focus to amplifying activists and community betterment in the Philippines 

and other climate or political struggles.181 Based on this premise it is not about white women 

“saving brown women from brown men,” or any kind of saving, but about questioning and 

ending labor and land exploitation in coloniality. As it stems from an aerated shoreline 

metaphor, the concept cannot be metaphorized beyond my own proposal that turns the estuary 

or intertidal into the interspatial. It is open to dynamic fluidity and interpretive use. Its main 

intention is to reconnect local and hyperlocal tensions against empire – and statecraft182 – for 

intercommunal means of solidarity. By attending to antihegemonic agency against 

heteropatriarchal oppression, it comprehends queerfeminism within decolonial action. 

What I want interspatialism to do is to start from the point of class-conscious intersectionality, 

i.e., already cognizant of race and gender as crucial analytics. From there I expand this to 

frameworks that recognize dynamics of coloniality, as Transnational or Third World Feminism 

 
179 I did not seek to build theories and analytics in my work for the sake of theorizing, but they materialized in 
places and further helped my non-linear writing, and that is why they remain here in linear reading. 
180 Nash & Falcón 2015: 5, emphasis added. 
As I elaborate in the next chapter, it is exactly these material realities and racialized women that fall under the 
table in European and (to a lesser extent) Euroamerican community-organizing, when the greater space is taken 
up by white women or is entirely devoid of Black and non-Black women of color. 
181 In effect, my theorization of “spirit of relationality” and the interspatial critiques are an activist burnout “I give 
up, but here’s what could maybe help things be done better.” I am writing this keeping in mind a potential 
readership of an open access publication online. 
182 This distinguishes my critique from Transnationalism, Internationalism, or Third Worldism, which are all within 
the futures framework of postcolonial nation-states. 
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does, but with the explicit inclusion of Indigeneities and citizenship. Effectively, this should 

expand to interrogating dynamics of Indigeneity, citizenship, religion, and be a travelling 

analytic between global North and global South, cognizant of the colonial oppressions and 

religious diversities between ethnicities and castes. In the context of labor migration within the 

global North, it can also interrogate “whiteness” as a construct itself, for instance between white 

middle-class Western Europeans and white working-class Eastern Europeans in Western 

Europe. 

To ground the Intercommunalism I narrate in this project, with its potentials and achievements 

in localities outside of Hawai‘i, contemporary dialogues between Black Socialists in America 

or Cooperation Jackson in particular with the Rojavan Women’s Project in Northern Syria truly 

embody the global nature of this vision. The Black social ecological project in Jackson, 

Mississippi, connects with the women’s liberation movement as practiced by Kurdish people 

in the region of West Asia that is between four nation-states of conflict and in civil war since 

2011.183 The application of “democratic confederalism” by Abdullah Öcalan through Murray 

Bookchin’s Social Ecology and municipalism/communalism,184 shows how an adaption to 

cultures and place makes these into more dynamic post-Marxist/-Anarchist ideas that include 

the spirit of human as social being with ecology,185 i.e. “spirit of relationality.” 

Cooperation Jackson first came across my path in climate justice action in Bonn in 2017 at the 

People’s Climate Summit preceding/parallel to the United Nations Climate Conference.186 

Cooperation Jackson is a present-day autonomous collective putting into practice the more 

anarchist or communalist programs originally developed by the Black Panther Party in Oakland, 

California. Relating these two examples with each other shows the possibility of these 

 
183 This is simply an example of current collaboration/dialogues between the Kongreya/Kongra Star Kurdish 
Women’s Network and the Black Socialists in America. As in all community organizing and collaboration, the work 
happens on the ground and through social media: 
Black Socialists in America. 2021. “Black Socialists in America x Kongra Star: In Conversation.” Black Socialists in 
America YouTube. 
184 Whose concepts derived from Burlington, Vermont, and its town halls, illustrating the potential of even 
municipal majority-white spaces to travel across the globe to another context. 
Internationalist Commune of Rojava. 2018. Make Rojava Green Again. Building an Ecological Society. 
185 Bookchin is also Hegelian in influence on this matter/metaphysics: 
“It is not in the particulars of differentiation that plant-animal communities are ecologically united with human 
communities but rather in their logic of differentiation. Wholeness, in fact, is completeness. The dynamic stability 
of the whole derives from a visible level of completeness in human communities as in climax ecosystems. What 
unites these modes of wholeness and completeness, however different they are in their specificity and their 
qualitative distinctness, is the logic of development itself. A climax forest is whole and complete as a result of 
the same unifying process-the same dialectic-that a particular social form is whole and complete.” (Bookchin 
1982: 32) 
186 My own participation here being related to volunteering with a Philippine NGO, rather than receiving work or 
activist access through German channels that purport to reflect diversity and inclusion attempts. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lz3lVCDZ0sQ
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communal projects both domestically within the contemporary nation-state of the USA and 

“internationally”187 in a conflict region between civil wars and hostile combatants including the 

fundamentalist Islamic Daesh and despotic rulers.188 

Regarding the feminist aspects of Kurdish liberation, the Alliance of Internationalist Feminists 

in Berlin that Kurdish women’s groups are a part of, coordinates with other feminist groups 

including the AG Trostfrauen or “Working Group on Comfort Women,” which raises 

awareness on the Japanese occupation war crimes of sexual violence towards Asian and Pacific 

girls and women in World War II. These strategic and renegotiated coalitions are based on 

actions and statements of common cause: in this case on combatting heteropatriarchal and 

colonial sexualized violence towards women in conflict, intergenerationally and interspatially 

linking Yezidi rape survivor stories of Daesh in Shengal with those of Korean and other Asian 

or Pacific Islander women from the 1940s.189 

I end this introduction on methodologies again on a Hawaiian philosophical lens, to shift the 

center back to the place of the Hawaiian Islands in the Pacific Ocean, where the first main 

chapter begins for aloha ‘aina: “It is indeed a time of ‘ike kai hohonu, of searching and deep 

knowing. Now comes the telling. And as we all know: It is in the telling.”190 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
187 Since the Kurdish liberation movement does not strive for a distinct nation-state, much less an ethno-state, 
these projects are both Intercommunalist rather than necessarily Internationalist. 
188 If I were to limit the intertidal or interspatial to metaphors and bodies of water, it is true that Kurdistan falls 
out of the analogies, but despite the relation it builds through its mountains and Maunakea, it is also in the 
geographic place of the Euphrates and Tigris valleys, from whose waters sprung the Mesopotamian cultures of 
abundance. 
189 The way I became a part of the Working Group from 2017 to 2019 is a good example to illustrate the personal 
praxis of all the Intercommunalist solidarities. I met the coordinator Nataly Jung-Hwa Han at the Brandenburg 
Gate after my speech at the Charlottesville solidarity rally, because I spoke on the North Korean nuclear missile 
threats to Guåhan. Aside from Han’s organization Korea Verband requesting to republish Chamoru Craig Santos 
Perez’ essay from Hawai‘i on the threats (whose work I cited in my speech, whichled to his work being translated 
from Hawai‘i into German for an audience in Germany interested in Korean politics), I became the liaison for 
Philippine feminist community organizing on the Working Group’s topics. 
190 Aluli-Meyer 2006: 264 
Manulani Aluli-Meyer. 2006. “Changing the Culture of Research. An Introduction to the Triangulation of 
Meaning.” 

https://ulukau.org/elib/collect/hulili06/index/assoc/D0.dir/doc260.pdf
https://ulukau.org/elib/collect/hulili06/index/assoc/D0.dir/doc260.pdf
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3. Aloha ‘Āina (“love of the land”): locating kīpuka or oases of 

mutual aid for waiwai or abundance of the land 
 

This chapter analyzes the concept of Hawaiian ‘āina, the “land” or literally “that which feeds,” 

with examples in linguistics of the land, place names, and the kalo or taro plant, as described in 

the Hawaiian creation chant, the Kumulipo. The meandering paths that the reading, writing, and 

planning for this dissertation has taken over a stretch of five years have led to its current form: 

it is a treatise on a way of thinking and living in harmony with the land and others in these times 

of climate crisis1 and COVID-19 pandemic. This work is based on a grounded normativity of 

Hawaiian aloha ‘āina or “love of the land,”2 appealing towards distinct relationality and 

accountability to make this applicable to oneself elsewhere and in other contexts. 

The main concepts throughout this chapter are on the spiritual and cultural stewardship of the 

land, and on the reciprocity between land and people and within communities themselves. I 

analyze the cultural significance of the rural and now also urban practices of land stewardship 

by activists or aloha ‘āina land protectors, who cultivate the growth or abundance of Hawaiian 

land. The essence of the wai or freshwater and of plants with various deities and their roles in 

the Hawaiian creation chant of the Kumulipo, illustrate the poetry, mapping, and activists’ 

quotes for this chapter. Furthermore, I bring into conversation “posthuman” consciousness or 

“spirit” being with the interpretation of “ghosts.” 

The systems critiqued in this chapter are the diversion of waterways for land development and 

the tourism industry, while the pollution of land and the military industry are the focus of 

Chapter 5. The kaona or metaphors in this chapter emphasize the diversion or alteration of 

waterways and exemplify the shifts in the actual course this dissertation has taken. These 

pathways are put into dialogue with the imagery of growth and waiwai or “abundance” through 

the material and metaphorical phenomena of freshwater and the kalo. Through the freshwater 

and plants here, I explain both the intrinsic Hawaiian kinship to the land and contemporary 

 
1 “In Hawaiʻi and the Pacific, climate change affects the strength and predictability of our akua. Kāne, the element 
of heat, will be stronger, so storms and flooding will increase. Kanaloa, the ocean, will rise. As Pacific people, we 
need Pacific Island-specific, not continental solutions. Embracing aloha ʻāina will be essential. But because our 
ecosystems are not the same as ka wā kahiko, having been degraded by agribusiness, subdivisions, and resort 
development, Western science also has its role in deconstructing and monitoring altered systems, and 
reconstructing improved systems.” (Aluli, McGregor & Alegado 2020: 215) 
2 Throughout this work I have noted how an indefinite translation on my behalf of “love of” and “love for” 
illustrate this relationality and reciprocity in community with the land. 
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forms of aloha ‘āina as land-based practice,3 to demonstrate mutual growth and systems of care 

in times of crisis. As described in the previous methodology section, the content of analysis in 

kaona or metaphors is also the means of analysis by kaona or metaphors. The main poems 

analyzed here are “We Da WaiWai” by Loke Aluoa, and excerpts of Brandy Nālani 

McDougall’s “Waikiki on Google Maps (Satellite View)” and “Haiku Postcards from Waikīkī.” 

 

3.1. The COVID-19 global pandemic as a manifestation of human-

environment disruptions 

The holistic matter of relational ‘āina cannot be dynamically interpreted without the grassroots 

organizing around the nourishing and nurturing of the land, “that which feeds.” Critiquing these 

issues only based on a jurisdictive and deoccupied Hawaiian nation does not materially better 

and decolonize the lives of the Hawaiian people in the global system of capitalist growth, which 

we are in. Meanwhile, the material betterment of Hawaiian and other community livelihood in 

Hawai‘i can and should be addressed in the everyday interactions that it takes to make both the 

state and its population less reliant on outside forces. Currently Hawai‘i is still dependent on 

the import of a majority of its food, while being at the forefront of climate changes that can be 

disrupt shipping, like in the case of intensifying hurricanes grounding ships and planes.4 Food 

insecurity rose in the pandemic by more than 50%, according to the hunger relief organization 

Feeding America.5 

The English word “care” is also the alternative term often used in “mālama ‘āina” as a more 

active verb to “aloha ‘āina.” The variation, I would argue, is for the accessibility/translatability 

for an intercultural understanding of what “aloha” or “love” means, centering the nurturing 

verb over the intrinsic essence.6 However, Ku‘uipo Freitas, who is one of the protectors of 

Maunakea on Hawai‘i Island, also explains her understanding of the term aloha ‘āina in a 2016 

interview with me as dynamic action: 

Aloha ‘āina is not only a phrase I say, but also a way of living; of conducting 

oneself. It doesn’t only mean love for the land. It has kaona [meaning] to it that 

 
3 Noelani Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua. 2013. The Seeds We Planted: Portraits of a Native Hawaiian Charter School; Corntassel 
2012 
4 “Because of such threats as the current COVID-19 pandemic, climate change, sea-level rise, natural disasters, 
and labor issues such as shipping or airline strikes, Hawai‘i must move away from dependency on imported goods 
which make up ninety percent of our food. To achieve food sovereignty, we must draw upon our community 
spirit and Hawai‘i’s TEK.” (Kuaʻāina Ulu ʻAuamo 2020: 112) 
Kuaʻāina Ulu ʻAuamo. 2020. “Food of Our Future Grows From Seeds of Our Past.” 
5 Feeding America. 2020. The Impact of the Coronavirus on Local Food Insecurity. 
6 Translatability for instance when the Hōkūle‘a voyaging canoe termed its recent global climate action and 
educational tour “Mālama Honua” or “to care for our Earth.” 
Polynesian Voyaging Society. “The Mālama Honua Worldwide Voyage.” Polynesian Voyaging Society website. 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.5749/j.ctt2jccwq
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/70224
https://www.feedingamerica.org/sites/default/files/2020-05/Brief_Local%20Impact_5.19.2020.pdf
http://www.hokulea.com/worldwide-voyage/
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most people don’t realize. When we say ‘āina, we don’t just mean land. It means 

all things in relation to the land that we live on and survive on. It is the love we 

have for our language, culture, resources, ali‘i [chiefs], chants, stories, legends, 

people and more. It is the encompassment of everything to do with our culture 

and history as a people of Hawai‘i. You must show aloha ‘āina through your 

actions, not just your words.7 

 

These actions and practices are the focus of this dissertation, and I aim to show the need for a 

shift in narrative of resilience and resistance to an approach of abundance and resurgence. With 

these examples of aloha ‘āina in the rural and the urban setting, I share Aikau, Goodyear-

Kaʻōpua, and Fujikane’s appeals for bridging a native and non-native binary assumption of 

caring for Hawaiian land in the form of settler solidarities and becoming aloha ‘āina. This 

multiethnic cooperation as hoa‘āina (“friend of the land”) or aloha ‘āina centers Indigenous 

‘āina-based values and practices. The following two chapters on Maunakea and Kaho‘olawe 

will illuminate that this has been the catalyst for greater Indigenous resurgence since the 1970s, 

and is a precondition for decolonial futures in the settler colony of Hawai‘i. 

 

As an island travel hub and tourist destination8 in a global pandemic,9 the livelihood of the 

people in Hawai‘i is put at even more immediate risk. Shutting down the economy means an 

ensuing loss of jobs, and an even more precarious condition of shelter, in a place of exceedingly 

high homelessness.10 Regarding the constraints to education and caretaking, with already low 

rates of completed basic and higher education,11 this often impacts multigenerational 

 
7 Ku‘uipo Freitas. 2016. “A New EAducation” (Interviewed by Karin Louise Hermes). The Hawaii Independent. 
8 Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua highlights the shift in economies from the sugar era to tourism and military: 
“In post-1959 Hawai‘i, hotels and resorts became the new sugar plantations. Newly built luxury homes and 
suburban sprawl accommodated the rush of U.S. American settlers, as the population would double in a single 
generation. Settler construction projects displaced both Hawaiian and non-Hawaiian working class and rural 
families who relied on land-based subsistence practices. By the mid-1970s, land claims that had first surfaced as 
community-based assertions for preserving agricultural land against resorts and suburban subdivision had 
broadened to cover military-controlled lands and trust lands specifically set aside for Hawaiians by the U.S. 
Congress but used by non-Hawaiians.” (Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua 2018: 455) 
Noelani Goodyear-Kaʻōpua. 2018. “‘Now we know:’ resurgences of Hawaiian independence.” 
9 The connection between zoonotic pandemics and climate change are beyond the scope of this dissertation but 
should be kept in mind in the context of Indigenous land disenfranchisement. See also:  
Robert M. Beyer, Andrea Manica & Camilo Mora. 2021. “Shifts in global bat diversity suggest a possible role of 
climate change in the emergence of SARS-CoV-1 and SARS-CoV-2.” 
10 Tina Grandinetti lays focus on the fact that long before COVID this has been an issue of precarity: 
“The housing crisis became unbearable long before COVID-19. Almost sixty percent of Hawai‘i renters were 
housing cost burdened, spending thirty percent of their income to keep a roof over their head. One third of 
households spent half of their income on shelter alone. Meanwhile, even though seventy percent of Hawai‘i’s 
housing demand comes from low-income families, entire neighborhoods were being built for the luxury market. 
Though this affects all of us, for some, housing is a matter of life and death. Between 2014 and 2018, 373 people 
died on Honolulu’s streets. The average age of death was fifty-three years old—thirty years shorter than our 
average life expectancy.” (Grandinetti 2020: 246) 
11 Goodyear-Kaʻōpua 2013 

https://doi.org/10.1080/21565503.2018.1472021
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.scitotenv.2021.145413
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.scitotenv.2021.145413
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households. These households are also dependent on multiple breadwinners, frequently within 

the wide-ranging hospitality and service industry – bringing in more potential infection from 

the outside, when engaging with tourist and military travelers.12 

Even without the COVID-19 pandemic unleashed, political scientist Noelani Goodyear-

Kaʻōpua has already raised the importance of a holistic and grounded in community approach 

at aloha ‘āina within the Hawaiian sovereignty movement, rather than limiting it to legalistic 

sovereignty: 

To sustain and further catalyze the Hawaiian movement, independentists will 

have to expand inquiry into and dialogue around questions of how a sovereign 

Hawaiian government would address pressing social issues that face 

contemporary Hawai‘i: skyrocketing real estate prices, a sizeable homeless 

population, dangerous overdependency on imported food and energy sources, 

decline of fisheries and other marine resources, as well as other crucial 

challenges that a changing climate poses for all of our futures.13 

 

In this sense I ground the purpose of this dissertation to examine the challenges and potential 

answers to these consequences of a changing climate to Hawai‘i, the Philippines, the Pacific 

region, and other Indigenous communities already at the frontlines. As a futurist and Indigenous 

educator, Goodyear-Kaʻōpua calls for efforts not only for the betterment of the social and 

economic conditions of Hawai‘i’s population, but that also allow for a system change towards 

Hawaiian autonomy. In doing so perhaps this can open up a general future of progress and 

development consistent with the value of aloha ‘āina that is transferable to other contexts: 

If we can put more energy toward nurturing social and economic practices that 

are consistent with the value of aloha ‘āina (love for the land), we might have a 

chance at creating a base that can sustain meaningful autonomy in a range of 

possible political futures.”14 

 

The emphasis I lay on “transferable” or “applicable” is made not only for my own non-

Indigeneity to Hawai‘i and thus wishing to avoid an appropriation or further commodification 

of the intrinsically Hawaiian “aloha,” but also to stress the significance of place and natural 

conditions of geography and land. In both these highlighted quote sections by Goodyear-

Kaʻōpua, the “sustaining” and the “nurturing” illustrate the mutuality of care and cultivation of 

the Hawaiian movement and people vis-à-vis the land that feeds these. Allowing for these 

 
12 While the larger part of Pacific nations isolated themselves from travel despite it being their main revenue, the 
colonies of the French and U.S. Pacific with no say in their territorial jurisdictions, have had the highest COVID-
19 rates due to military personnel and tourism. The U.S. military in Okinawa and in the RIMPAC war games bypass 
health regulations for the general population: 
Jon Letman. 2020. “‘Bombs can’t kill viruses’: Hawaii faces backlash as international war games approach.” 
13 Goodyear-Kaʻōpua 2018: 462, emphasis added. 
14 Goodyear-Kaʻōpua 2018: 462, emphasis added. 

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/aug/12/rimpac-hawaii-coronavirus-covid-19-military-war-games
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transferable contexts, we are already seeing the potential of localized mutual aid systems based 

on anarchist and Indigenous community reciprocity as a response to COVID-19. When the top-

down governance and disaster response is lacking, the communal bottom-up action fills these 

gaps. 

 

3.1.1. An abundance of water and a sovereignty of fish 

The narrative of a resilience hardship can be a sinister trope used in both development discourse 

and climate and sustainability matters. The Philippines and its population are regularly depicted 

as a “resilient” people weathering any storm,15 usually in the literal climate change sense, but 

also in the metaphorical and social upheaval of colonialism, crony capitalism, dictatorships. 

The same can be said for various global South populations, especially those already hit hard by 

the climate change and the consequences. Likewise, Hawai‘i as an occupied nation whose 

Indigenous cultural practices are only just resurgent is reliant on industries maintained from the 

outside. 

For the sake of turning this perspective around, the “abundance” lens provides more agency 

and an improvement of well-being rather than upholding a status quo: It is not a mere factor of 

survival and resilience in the face of crisis, but instead a narrative of growth and prosperity 

that is supported. Kyle Powys Whyte (Potawatomi) instead proposes the use of “collective 

continuance” and its agency for adaptivity, rather than the resilience trope.16 

Incidentally, the first poem I analyze in this dissertation according to its linear chapter 

genealogy is one that I only came across after countless alterations between chapters and 

content. “We Da Waiwai” by Loke Aloua was published in 2020 in the Value of Hawai‘i 3: 

Hulihia edition, when I had conceived much of this chapter pre-COVID according to the 

previous Value of Hawai‘i 2: Ancestral Roots, Oceanic Visions (2014). Hulihia means a turning 

and churning and times of upheaval for new growth and abundance,17 seeing as that is the 

contemporary spacetime of this project, Aloua as a person and in her poem spoke to this chapter 

 
15 “Technocratic discourses of resilience, risks, and disaster preparedness may be productive in generating 
awareness of natural hazards, but could also serve as smokescreens for lingering issues of economic insecurity 
and marginalization.” (Curato 2018: 62) 
Nicole Curato. 2018. “Beyond the spectacle: slow-moving disasters in post-Haiyan Philippines.” 
For further relevant analysis of the resilience discourse in climate in/justice see: Malini Ranganathan & Eve 
Bratman. 2019. “From Urban Resilience to Abolitionist Climate Justice in Washington, DC.” 
16 “I will use the concept collective continuance to describe this overall adaptive capacity. I use collective 
continuance instead of resilience or simply adaptive capacity because I want to use the concept to go in directions 
that literatures on these other concepts do not typically go into at all or at least in the way that I would like to 
now.” (Whyte 2018: 355) 
17 Noelani Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua. 2020. “Kūʻokoʻa. Independence.” 

https://doi.org/10.1080/14672715.2017.1407249
https://doi.org/10.1111/anti.12555
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/70249
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and project. My visit to Hawai‘i Island in 2015 to connect with the Maunakea kia‘i or protectors 

held a spontaneous plan of joining a workday at the loko i‘a or fishpond Aloua was restoring 

there.18 Because of storm warnings the volunteer day was called off, but staying at home that 

day led to the meeting with Ku‘uipo Freitas which significantly stimulated this project. 

 

“We Da Waiwai” – Loke Aloua19 

Mo‘okū‘auhau  

Who you? Where you from?  

Who me? I one Hoapili.  

Kauoha-bound kia‘i to loko  

An oath you can’t let go, no.  

Waiwai stirs the soul.  

Mahi i‘a, wen da fish we raise is for loko, kānaka, and Kanaloa.  

Hui, mai poina, no foget’ those old ways!  

Pāpā told me, “No can eat money”  

Kapu Kanaloa. 

Remember that pilina  

Held on through change by kūpuna during onslaught of foreign ways 

Wea da kia‘i stay? 

 

Menehune  

Early morning, late night cloaked by darkness  

Removing invasives, protecting Kanaloa, it’s a constant fight choking waiwai. 

Like foreign badge, ranger, laws, authority bar us from setting waiwai, us kia‘i, our ea 

free!  

Someone yells, “ho, duck low, look da flashlight!”  

End up just one lawai‘a passing by. 

Those adda’ guys dey no scare me.  

Lock us up, throw away da key! 

We are kia‘i. 

 

Kani ka pū  

Dig deep  

Feet kiss kelekele feel Papa’s heartbeat.  

Removing decades of lepo when our people were forced to leave.  

Clogging pūnāwai bugga no can breathe. 

If no can breathe how you goin’ eat? 

No wai, no waiwai!  

Waiwai calls on our 

Courage to have foresight 

Discipline for hard times 

Bigger than I for we.  

Reclaiming hands to ‘āina touch her tenderly, mindfully, that wahi you feel 

 
18 This was suggested by Jodi Mercier when we met to meet further Mauna Kea protectors and do something 
good as well. It may be ironic that this singular plan of meeting in a fishpond or estuary would not occur, despite 
me using the estuary as a literal and metaphorical space of convergence for this project and my theories. 
19 Loke Aloua. 2020. “We Da Waiwai.” 

http://hdl.handle.net/10125/70233
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Das us.  

We are ‘āina.  

She is we.  

 

Hūlalilali  

Living kahiko  

Birthing mo‘olelo  

Creators our story will be told.  

Names unleashed beneath kou trees, salty mist coats lips, sweat drips.  

Moʻo slither on blankets of yellow heart leaves while ‘a‘ama cling kua side.  

Those stones we stack no wait for permits and permission to act.  

We are Kaiāulu.  

Taking our Hawai‘i back. 

 

Hō‘ailona  

I see a shimmering sea 

Filled with waiwai old timers speak.  

One throw, pau fish, go home, share, kaukau, ‘au‘au, sleep.  

Nobody go hungry, life is sweet!  

Take what need, set the rest free.  

Nets rip from big fish, not catching pōhaku in an empty sea.  

Wa‘a reclaiming ocean side  

Ko‘a fed, regenerating.  

Limu blossoming beyond da maka can see bugga form one thick sheet.  

Those fisheries that sound so waiwai no can believe,  

That’s where we going be, but you gotta believe, have the courage to dream. 

Remember the mo‘olelo, those kūpuna who made we.  

We are waiwai. 

Dream. 

 

Aloua’s poem is trilingual in Hawaiian, English, and Hawaiian Creole English (HCE), and in 

its content is influenced by her loko i‘a kia‘i or “fishpond protector” or guardian role in addition 

to Maunakea protection. Her role and poem links it to the greater chapter arc of this work: in 

land, sky/mountain, ocean, and estuary. While working on this subchapter I found a book launch 

webinar where she performs/presents it, and she dialed into the video call from the side of the 

fishponds.20 The title of “We Da Waiwai” can translate to “we are the abundance” or “we are 

the value” (as alluding to the essay collection) or “we are the freshwater.” This “We are” 

corresponds with the Maunakea protectors’ call of “We are Mauna Kea.” I analyze the themes 

of waiwai, kinship, regeneration, and fishponds within this piece, but expand on the communal 

topic of fisherfolk and fishponds in Chapter 6. 

The five poem verses are titled, and she begins with “Mo‘okū‘auhau” or “genealogy” of where 

she is from in a dialogue, responding “Who me? I one Hoapili,” (“We Da Waiwai” line 2) 

 
20 Loke Aloua. 2021. “Hawai‘i Book & Music Festival. Value of Hawai‘i 3 Hulihia Pt 1.” UH Better Tomorrow Speaker 
Series YouTube. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=52Mgi9yFTwI
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headed to Kauoha as a protector of the fishpond. She underlines this responsibility as hoapili 

or close friend or kin with an emphasis “An oath you can’t let go, no” (ll.4-5). Line 6 “Waiwai 

stirs the soul.” in its italics and formal English (represented by the article “the” rather than “da”) 

encompasses the sacredness of the statement, as if in a homily or ritual practice. She denotes 

the ceremonial sacredness of Kanaloa the ocean deity twice in this verse in the “Kapu Kanaloa.” 

of line 10 and the holism of the act of fish-farming or nurturing is for the fishpond itself, for the 

people, and for Kanaloa (l.7). “Remember that pilina/Held on through change by kūpuna during 

onslaught of foreign ways/Wea da kia‘i stay?” (ll.11-13) emphasizes the pilina or relationship 

with the fishpond practice, and that it was still “held on” to despite colonization, yet she asks, 

“Where are the protectors?” (“to stay” being a place term for “to be” in HCE). 

Line 16 in the next verse called “Menehune,” the name of the enigmatic persons that are said to 

have inhabited the islands before arrival of Kānaka Maoli from Tahiti,21 describes what I 

analyze in Chapter 6 and invasive flora in the estuaries or fishponds that “choke”22 or inhibit 

carbon-oxygen balance and exchange: “Removing invasives, protecting Kanaloa, it’s a constant 

fight choking waiwai.” This also parallels the suffocation of and by Kanaloa in the 

chronologically first poem I analyzed for this project, which is “Kanaloa Responds” in Chapter 

5. The secretive act of doing work in the early morning or dark of night – and at risk of being 

caught by state or U.S. authorities from trespassing their own lands – is what Aloua parallels in 

nature with the Menehune who are said to have built these stone structures. Aloua mentions this 

as a defiant act of resistance for the loko kia‘i, as it is done in the name of waiwai and ea or 

sovereignty and resurgence. “Like foreign badge, ranger, laws, authority bar us from setting 

waiwai, us kia‘i, our ea/free!” (ll.17-18) is confronted with “Lock us up, throw away da 

key!/We are kia‘i.” (ll.22-23), which suggests to the context that Aloua is one of the Maunakea 

kia‘i or protectors who was arrested for trespassing while in cultural prayer with seven other 

women one night, against the explicit laws allowing for Hawaiian cultural practice. 

The poem’s third and fourth verse sections titled “Kani ka pū” (“blow the conch shell”) and 

“Hūlalilali” (“shimmering” in onomatopoetic redoubling of the hūlali) respectively, narrate the 

work in and with the ‘āina or with Papahānaumoku the Earth Mother. Lines 25-26 refer to 

working with the soil and to “Dig deep/Feet kiss kelekele feel Papa’s heartbeat.” which 

 
21 “Menehune” in the Hawaiian Dictionary: 
“1. n. Legendary race of small people who worked at night, building fish ponds, roads, temples; if the work was 
not finished in one night, it remained unfinished; also Melehune. (…). Luomala 1951 convincingly refutes the 
theory that Hawaiʻi was settled by Menehune before the arrival of the first Hawaiians.” (Pukui & Elbert 1986: 
246) 
22 In interesting wordplay of invasives, in Hawaiian Pidgin English the word “choke” in fact refers to “plenty” or 
“an abundance of.” “Got choke mangroves,” means there are a lot of mangroves. 

https://ulukau.org/elib/collect/ped/index/assoc/D0.dir/book.pdf
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illustrates the livingness and beingness of the soil as maternal Papa and origin. Both the “kiss” 

and touching “tenderly” parallel my interpretations to the laulima or working together in the 

soil of my final Chapter 6 poem, as Aloua calls on the aloha to ‘āina. This aloha ‘āina in its 

spacetime expansive vastness is a verb and a dynamic engagement and interrelation with the 

land and other Kānaka Maoli, which holds wahi or the felt story to place through its people:23 

“Bigger than I for we./Reclaiming hands to ‘āina touch her tenderly, mindfully, that wahi you 

feel/Das us.” (ll.34-36). Lines 37-38 “We are ‘āina./She is we.” again echo the “We are” to 

place, but in reverse the “She is we.” is parallel to the ubuntu (and Huey P. Newton) saying of 

“I am We,” which in its syntax diverges from the Hawaiian Pidgin pronoun of “us” as in line 

33 before. However, it is not unfamiliar syntax within Rastafarian reggae song lines that often 

cross-germinate to Hawaiian reggae as mo‘olelo or story.24 

“Living kahiko/Birthing mo‘olelo/Creators our story will be told.” (ll.39-41) refers to these 

same parallels of regenerative redemption for and as story-telling, like in kahiko or old times, 

with the “Birthing” and creation of mo‘olelo that “will be” in the future. The elasticity of the 

term “Creators” does not make explicit if Aloua refers to the story or the storytellers as creators, 

indicating a cyclicity of origin and histories or futures. The sequential lines here are in their 

form also as lizard-like/reptilian as the “Mo‘o slither” (l.43) and seek to restore mo‘olelo or 

rather, Hawai‘i and its Kaiāulu (“community/people”) itself when “We are Kaiāulu./Taking our 

Hawai‘i back.” (ll.45-46). 

Aloua’s final verse here named “Hō‘ailona” refers to the “signs” and “symbolisms” given by 

ancestors in nature and “read” by Kānaka Maoli. She describes her visions of “a shimmering 

sea” filled with abundance (ll.48-49), of fishing bounties and wa‘a or canoe voyaging in the 

ocean, ko‘a or coral heads, and limu seaweed growing as far as the eye can see (ll.54-56). She 

ends the poem on the declaration or appeal to have the courage to dream of waiwai, echoing 

the call “Courage to have foresight” in a previous line 32, even if the abundance she speaks of 

sounds so unimaginable at this time: “Those fisheries that sound so waiwai no can 

believe,/That’s where we going be, but you gotta believe, have the courage to dream.” (ll.57-

58). 

 
23 Dian Million. 2009. “Felt Theory: An Indigenous Feminist Approach to Affect and History.” 
24 The historical relations between Caribbean reggae, Black Panther Internationalism, and Indigenous 
decolonization movements are succinctly summarized by Andrews: 
“Reggae provided a soundtrack for the Polynesian Panther Party of Aotearoa, the uprising of the sovereignty 
movements of Kānaka Maoli in Hawai‘i, and several other causes and crises in the Pacific.” (Andrews 2017: 166) 
Courtney-Savali Leiloa Andrews. 2017. “‘Something Within Me.’ A Performative Exploration of Afro-Pacific 
Identity and the Refrain of Black Lives Matter.” 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/40587781
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The poem’s imagery of waiwai or abundance portrays her role as a fisher with the vision of 

food sovereignty and Indigenous resurgence or ea in mind. Juxtaposing the loss of wai or 

freshwater from plantation diversions with the lack of breath or ea for sustenance, she laments: 

“If no can breathe how you goin’ eat?/No wai, no waiwai!” (ll.29-30). The line “Pāpā told me, 

‘No can eat money’” (l.9) is the only one where she names a direct ancestor, her father, while 

she repeatedly invokes both pasts and futures and ancestral lines to “Remember the mo‘olelo, 

those kūpuna who made we./We are waiwai./Dream.” (ll.59-61). Aloua’s call is for 

communities of care and a society that is free from constraints – echoing the “our ea/free!” of 

lines 17 and 18.25 She relates this freedom to the role of the fish relations and the Hawaiian 

practice of catch-and-release that another fisher echoes in a later chapter, and the symbiosis of 

exchange with fish relations so “Nobody go hungry, life is sweet!/Take what need, set the rest 

free.” (ll.51-52). 

 

3.1.2. Mutual aid and reciprocity for cultures of care 

Similar to Aloua’s weaving of temporal past and futures, a brief description of Tuti Baker’s 

work with Kōkua Kalihi Valley (KKV) highlights the spatial reconfiguration of an urban – rural, 

modern – traditional dichotomy of aloha ‘āina.26 Within the urban area of Kalihi Valley in 

Honolulu lies a lush refuge in the form of a health and healing center focusing on the urban 

offerings of aloha ‘āina practices. Baker parallels the urban communities of care of the 

organization around Kōkua Kalihi Valley with the rural of Molokai Island, which I expand on 

further below and in Chapter 5. 

This urban-rural dichotomy is less so a contrast, than an illustration to the manifold possibilities 

of autonomous communalism.27 It is then similar to my brief introduction on the diversity and 

parallels of communities of care between Cooperation Jackson in urban Mississippi and Rojava 

in the non-state of Northern Syria. Baker in turn parallels her research kin studies with the 

Zapatistas in Chiapas: 

Both are part of a global network of native spaces whose diverse practices 

coalesce around the organizing principle of anarcha-indigenism, a world-view 

grounded in indigenous land-based practice and knowledge systems that 

articulate with anarchist principles of fluid leadership and horizontal power 

structures.28 
 

25 I could not tell if this was a layout decision due to the length of line 17, but if unintentional it holds emphasis. 
26 Mary Tuti Baker. 2019. “Waiwai (Abundance) and Indigenous Futures.” 
27 Baker refers to this as “anarcha-indigenism,” however, in comparative context to Cooperation Jackson and 
Rojava, I want to highlight the Intercommunalism these all share with each other in autonomous communalism. 
28 “Indigenism is a fabric of social relationships that builds upon a people’s kinship with a particular place, 
embodied in reciprocal relations between humans and non-humans of that place. This examination of anarcha-
indigenism in practice problematizes dichotomies of coloniality, particularly the dichotomy between rural and 

https://doi.org/10.4324/9781315671192
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The KKV example highlights the implications of health and well-being around prosperous 

family or kinship relations. KKV provides “Comprehensive Family Services,” to provide 

medical, dental, and behavioral health care, as well as the promotion of “health by sharing food 

and laughter, celebrating elders and children, dancing, planting, and remembering how to be a 

community.”29 

More specifically Baker’s research revolves around the agricultural park Ho‘oulu ‘Āina as part 

of KKV. Kalihi is a part of urban Honolulu which is mostly working-class, with the majority 

of KKV patients reflecting the composition of immigrants from the Philippines, Marshall 

Islands, Sāmoa and other Pacific Islands ethnicities, as well as Kānaka Maoli.30 The agricultural 

practices in Ho‘oulu ‘Āina, which can be translated to mean the “to grow the land,”31 prove that 

a subsistence economy through shared values and reciprocity is in fact possible, and a much 

needed service during the COVID-19 pandemic. The constant engagement with community, 

and the land and all its beings as part of the community, illustrates the original meaning of 

stewardship and care-taking that encompassed ‘āina and its people: 

Working the land in a place like Ho‘oulu ‘Āina requires that those who show up 

collectively engage with networks of humans, plants, animals, weather, dirt, and 

rock in complex relationships of knowledge cultivation. This is the essence of 

grounded normativity.32 

 

The waiwai or abundance of this space enriches not just in care, but also in literal nourishment 

through the sharing of fresh produce.33 This not only ensures that everyone can be cared for and 

well-fed, but moreover that nothing goes to waste. 

My intentions with the labelling of “communities” or “cultures of care,” is on the one hand 

encouragement of care and aloha or love, but also to question the social visibility and price of 

 
urban spaces. I want to trouble the settler colonial assumption that indigenous communities only exist in rural 
spaces and pre-modern temporalities, and that the ‘indigenous’ is a remnant of the past rather than a preferred 
alternative future.” (Baker 2019: 22, emphasis added) 
29 Kōkua Kalihi Valley website cited in Baker 2019: 26 
30 Baker 2019: 26 
31 About Ho‘oulu ‘Āina: “Dedicated to cultural education and community transformation, this land was named 
Ho‘oulu ‘Āina, meaning ‘to grow the land’ and ‘to grow because of the land,’ based on the value that the health 
of the land and the health of the people are one.” 
Ho‘oulu ‘Āina. “Our Mission.” Ho‘oulu ‘Āina website. 
32 Baker 2019: 28 
33 Baker describes that according to program director Puni Jackson, Ho‘oulu ‘Āina “operates on the ‘Ōiwi 
economic principle of waiwai, associating wealth with abundance, generosity, sharing and reciprocity. These 
principles are structured into community workdays. At the end of these work days the fruits and vegetables that 
were harvested that day are put out on tables for participants to take home. Everyone is encouraged to take 
food for their own table and to share with family and friends. In addition to the giveaway, food grown in the 
garden is distributed to the elderly and others in Kalihi who have limited access to fresh vegetables and fruits. 
The produce is also used at Roots, the restaurant operated by KKV.” (Baker 2019: 28) 

https://www.hoouluaina.com/our-mission
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those communities that are already deeply enmeshed in politics of care.34 Two distinct examples 

in the population in Hawai‘i overrepresented in this care “industry” aside from Hawaiians, 

reveal the role of caretaking and caregiving among Filipinx and Micronesian migrants in their 

own homes and those of others. The same communities that value collectivism and family 

cohesion are at greater risk of COVID-19 economic and health concerns, due to 

intergenerational living and kinship networks reliant on employment in care and service.35 

In addition to settlers from the U.S. continent, over the last decades migrants from other 

Polynesian nations have moved to Hawai‘i, but most recently the newest wave of migration has 

come from the Compact of Free Association (COFA) states Palau, Federated States of 

Micronesia, and the Marshall Islands. COFA citizens are granted visa-free entry into the USA, 

and the Micronesian population is on the increase in the U.S. state, however its numbers are 

around 14,700, only about 1% of Hawai‘i’s population.36 

Discrimination towards Micronesians occurs on a daily basis in healthcare, labor and education, 

and social interactions.37
 Despite having had to face the consequences of U.S. trusteeship that 

led them to leave their islands for another home, they receive no better treatment due to 

misconceptions to their “migrant” status. Especially lower-income People of Color and Native 

Hawaiians may harbor resentment in the “benefits” to COFA nations, and statements referring 

to “return my tax dollars” have been graffitied across the often vandalized “Micronesia Mart” 

grocery store windows.38 In fact, citizens of COFA states under federal law can never receive 

benefits that all other legal immigrants from countries may receive after five years.39
 

The negative experiences of these Micronesians regarded as the “new Filipinos,” the previously 

lowest branch in the immigration group strata, illustrates the disparity between communities of 

color in Hawai‘i. The military presence in the Micronesian region, with the consequences of 

nuclear-testing in the Marshall Islands, and the import of an Americanized lifestyle have led to 

high rates of diabetes and cancer among other illnesses, for which Micronesians require access 

to healthcare and advanced treatment methods in the USA.40 Often on the other end of the 

healthcare industry, namely as service providers, are migrants from the Philippines, who come 

 
34 Françoise Vergès.  2021.  A Decolonial Feminism. 
35 State of Hawai‘i Department of Business, Economic Development and Tourism. 2018. Demographic, Social, 
Economic, and Housing Characteristics for Selected Race Groups in Hawaii. 
36 Hawaii Advisory Committee to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. 2019. Micronesians in Hawaii: Migrant 
Group Faces Barriers to Equal Opportunity. 
37 Hawaii Advisory Committee 2019 
38 Craig Santos Perez. 2013. “‘Catering to our own people:’ On Micronesia Mart.” Kenyon Review. 
39 Hawaii Advisory Committee 2019 
40 Megan Kiyomi Inada Hagiwara, Jill Miyamura, Seiji Yamada & Tetine Sentell. 2016. “Younger and Sicker: 
Comparing Micronesians to Other Ethnicities in Hawaii.” 

https://files.hawaii.gov/dbedt/economic/reports/SelectedRacesCharacteristics_HawaiiReport.pdf
https://files.hawaii.gov/dbedt/economic/reports/SelectedRacesCharacteristics_HawaiiReport.pdf
https://www.usccr.gov/files/pubs/2019/08-13-Hawaii-Micronesian-Report.pdf
https://www.usccr.gov/files/pubs/2019/08-13-Hawaii-Micronesian-Report.pdf
https://kenyonreview.org/2013/08/catering-to-our-own-people-on-micronesia-mart/
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to the USA as nurses. Due to the disproportionate number of Filipinx in healthcare, and the 

disproportionate number of Pacific Islanders in Hawai‘i with preexisting health conditions at 

higher-risk for COVID-19, these demographics are reflected in the rate of infections, 

hospitalized, and deaths during the pandemic in Hawai‘i and throughout the USA.41 

These interlinked community needs of health and food were also central to the Black Panther 

Party (BPP) in Oakland in the 1960-70s, which also went far beyond focusing on only one 

ethnic community.42 I mention this to underline how the radicalness of the BPP lay in feeding 

the people in need and in providing health and community care. These are existing blueprints 

to turn to on how to ensure grassroots autonomous care (that went against the grain of the 

government and drew its ire), proving the failings or irrelevance of the state.43 

 

3.2. Learning to be aloha ‘āina with the intrinsic value of land (“that which 

feeds”): caring for watersheds and cultural oases 

In this subchapter I describe the literal meaning of “that which feeds” or ‘āina, and its intrinsic 

value as nurturing and sustaining. I highlight Haunani-Kay Trask’s linguistic explanation of the 

familial value of ‘āina in contrast to the wants of land “development” for real estate and 

militarization, after the sugar cane and pineapple industries have ceased in Hawai‘i. For their 

later role in Chapter 5’s Kaho‘olawe protection, I describe the cultural oases or kīpuka (which 

the above Kōkua Kalihi Valley is labelled as) of back country rural farmers and fishers/hunters 

on Molokai. 

The linguistic breakdown of the term “aloha ‘āina” shows the essence of the significance and 

Hawaiian kinship to the land. As my theorizations on a “spirit of relationality” conclude, 

translating aloha simply as “love” displays shortcomings to the essence of spirit. A welcoming 

and closing protocol practiced by Kekuhi Kealiikanakaoleohaililani at an event at Puhi 

illustrates the communal and spiritual spatiality of breath that moves in tandem with the ocean.44 

 
41 “As of January 31, 2021, at least 7.5% of the Pacific Islander population in Hawai`i had been diagnosed with 
COVID-19, a cumulative risk that is 4 times greater than the next most impacted population (Filipinos) and 12 
times that of the least impacted population (Japanese).” 
State of Hawaiʻi Department of Health. 2021. COVID-19 in Hawaiʻi: Addressing Health Equity in Diverse 
Populations. 
42 Phillips 2015: 34-35 
Mary Phillips. 2015. “The Power of the First Person Narrative: Ericka Huggins and the Black Panther Party.” 
43 “Impassioned by the 1960s assassinations of nonviolent civil rights leaders, the BPP’s radical display of 
community service offered another form of self-defense to challenge institutional violence and police terror 
within black communities. Their message was of community empowerment and community protection. Their 
revolutionary spirit coupled with their community programs made them targets for ongoing government assault 
and violence from programs such as COINTELPRO.” (Philipps 2015: 35) 
44 The everyday use of the term “Aloha” as a greeting is thus not merely “hello” and “goodbye.”: 

https://hawaiicovid19.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/COVID-19-Race-Ethnicity-Equity-Report.pdf
https://hawaiicovid19.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/COVID-19-Race-Ethnicity-Equity-Report.pdf
https://www.jstor.org/stable/43958548
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This spiritual relation is also inscribed by Pastor Turner with Christian analogies in the land 

divisions.45 The pie-shaped ahupua‘a or watershed land division is an intricately run system 

particular to Hawaiian land, which explains the value of freshwater for taro planting and other 

farming formerly practiced by Kānaka Maoli from mauka (mountainside) to makai (seaside). 

The land division is such that the various ecosystems and its resources are afforded to all of the 

inhabitants of this land division. There is no monopoly over the ocean or the valley beyond 

other neighboring ahupua‘a, and with regard to differential access to resources, the neighboring 

ahupua‘a would help in mutual exchange. 

I describe the plantation industries’ need for water diversion, as well as the “Great Māhele,” 

King Kamehameha III’s changed land allotment for commoners’ land, to demonstrate the 

overturn of the intrinsic value of ‘āina. In a deliberate anti-chronological narration of the 

transformations in Hawaiian land tenure, I briefly describe the Hawaiian Homes Commission 

Act 1921, the Great Māhele land division of 1848 to private property, and the previously held 

Indigenous stewardship to the ‘āina. This chronological inversion is to interrogate the recurrent 

nature and storytelling of possible futures bound to the past, while opening the space to the 

cultural kīpuka (“oasis”) of the kua‘āina or rural country communities, which do not necessarily 

abide by the linear time of colonial contact and impact. Indeed, much of this chapter was the 

most difficult to segment into logic since all pieces of the whole are intrinsic and interrelated to 

each other through the flowing freshwater. 

Kapua‘ala Sproat reflects on her water-themed essays in the 2010 and 2020 Value of Hawai‘i, 

where she introduced the first version with the Hawaiian oli or chant of “He ui, he nīnau, aia i 

 
“There in front of me the current pulls out revealing the scent of seaweed. Spring water trickles into the ocean. 
As I inhale, the surface of the ocean moves up; as I exhale, the surface of the ocean recedes, in and out, up and 
down. To the south I see Kauku, a small cinder cone created by two deities fighting one another. Hello Kauku. 
OH!!! Just saw a turtle come up for air. There he is again! And again! Alo-ha ancient one. The moa‘e, prevailing 
wind or breeze from the ocean, is our constant. (…) The moa‘e breathes, I breathe too. Ocean breathes, I breathe 
along. I invite you to learn this process. Big breath in and say ‘ALO‘—completely release the breath and say ‘HA‘! 
Two more times, please. Together we just thanked the moment at Puhi. I cast the eyes downward as a gesture 
of respect to my community. And then wait for a response. Then, I pick up the rubbish around me and ask for 
permission to leave. Till the next time, Puhi. I ola ‘oe, I ola ia‘u nei. I live in you, you live in me. This process is Alo-
ha, an in-the moment relationship and reciprocal exchange (Alo) of breath (Ha).” (Kealiikanakaoleohaililani & 
Giardina 2016: 58) 
Kekuhi Kealiikanakaoleohaililani & Christian P. Giardina. 2016. “Embracing the sacred: an indigenous framework 
for tomorrow’s sustainability science.” 
45 “One would be hard pressed to find a finer example of the ‘artistic exercise of skilled mastery’ than the 
ahupua‘a system that defined and focused all activities, borne out of a brilliant awareness of every waterdrop 
that falls upon the mauka peaks, working its way through the wao akua (realm of the gods) in rivulet, fall, and 
stream to the wao kanaka (realm of human activity), diverted by ‘auwai (irrigation channels) into lo‘i kalo (taro 
patches), where it provides nutrients while also being filtered before its return to stream, and its flow to kahakai 
(shore line) and eventually to moana (the sea).” (Turner 2020: 17) 
David Baumgart Turner. 2020. “Reconnecting Spiritual Roots in Our Faith Communities.” 

http://hdl.handle.net/10125/70208
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hea ka wai a Kāne?” – “A query, a question, where is the water of Kāne?”46 It is a riddle where 

each stanza locates a point of water phenomena and describes:  

(…) in the clouds, in the streams, in the bubbling springs, in the ocean that 

evaporates to rise into clouds and fall as rain once again—what western science 

calls the hydrological cycle. The oli concludes, in all of these places and more, 

the water of Kāne, god of fresh water, agriculture, and fertility, is found.47 

 

The hydrological cycle explained through riddle demonstrates the value and need for ahupua‘a 

(“watershed”) restoration from the alterations made by the plantation system and other land 

development projects.48 

 

When the plantations were no longer a profitable business in Hawai‘i in the 1970s, the land was 

sold off for real-estate. Kalama Valley was the first land division or ahupua‘a that led to a 

historical joint movement of aloha ‘āina to protect the land. The housing evictions of villages 

from the Indigenous land were in the name of progress and development: “Everyone was to be 

discarded, both native and immigrant descendant alike.”49 The struggle of Kalama Valley that 

brought together the plantation descendants to protect the ahupua‘a with blockades was 

unsuccessful in the sense that after all in the end the land was razed for housing development. 

Yet in aloha ‘āina memory-making it was the birthplace of the so-called Hawaiian Renaissance. 

Wai‘ahole, Waikāne, Kahana Valley, and Kaho‘olawe Island, the most prominent of all aloha 

‘āina  movements, strengthened this sense of “localness” that revolved around a class struggle 

and resistance to this new business of real-estate development and in the case of Kaho‘olawe 

the U.S. military bomb-testing site. 

In 1921, U.S. Congress set aside 200,000 acres with its Hawaiian Homes Commission Act for 

those Hawaiians as defined by the 50% blood quantum as “native Hawaiians,”50 only a fraction 

of the 1.8 million acres of seized Hawaiian lands from the Overthrow.51 The results of this were 

disastrous, with only few entitlements being made to fit the legal conditions to Hawaiian 

Homestead lands, despite these appealing to be “leased for residential, pastoral, and agricultural 

purposes,” an attempt that Hawaiian elites had pushed for “to rehabilitate Kanaka Maoli who 

were suffering from high mortality rates—connected to the nineteenth-century depopulation 

 
46 D. Kapua‘ala Sproat. 2010. “Water.” 
47 ho‘omanawanui 2010: 206 
48 Kawika B. Winter, Kamanamaikalani Beamer, Mehana B. Vaughan, Alan M. Friedlander, Mike H. Kido, A. N. 
Whitehead, Malia K.H. Akutagawa, Natalie Kurashima, Matthew P. Lucas & Ben Nyberg. 2018. 
“The Moku System: Managing Biocultural Resources for Abundance within Social-Ecological Regions in Hawaiʻi.” 
49 Niheu 2019: 119 
50 The 50% blood quantum being the definition of lower case “native” Hawaiian. 
51 Kauanui 2008a: 2-3; Goodyear-Kaʻōpua 2018: 455 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctt6wqxjc.28
https://doi.org/10.3390/su10103554
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brought about by colonial dispossession—as well as disease and poverty tied to 

urbanization.”52 The significance of this phrasing of rehabilitation, disease, and poverty in 

urbanization, is retrospectively a sinister foreshadowing of the various 21st century problems of 

Hawaiian incarceration and houselessness that would come on top of these 19th century 

problems. 

With the arrival and settlement of U.S. missionaries in the islands in 1820, commercial whaling 

also began “to attract increasing numbers of foreign settlers, who demanded rights of citizenship 

and private ownership of land.”53 This was the same year King Kamehameha I of Hawai‘i 

Island had united the Hawaiian Islands under his paramount rule. In 1839, Kauikeaouli known 

as King Kamehameha III (his son and heir) established the Bill of Rights, and in 1840, the 

constitutional monarchy. Resulting from this, foreigners could become naturalized citizens, and 

with a special law in 1850, they could now own land. In 1846, the King had “initiated a process 

to establish private property in the Hawaiian Islands in response to the irrepressible demands 

of European and American settlers and their respective government,” as McGregor highlights 

the pressures placed on the Hawaiian Kingdom by the foreign government that would ultimately 

overthrow the sovereign nation.54 

The demands on citizenship and possession that McGregor underlines are indeed the explicit 

racial capitalism imposed through coloniality and empire. Aikau, Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua & Silva 

similarly reflect on the changes of the Māhele for the understanding or land as property, and 

they describe this as “not a complete shift but rather a blending of seemingly disparate 

conceptions of land usage.”55 Collectivist hui organizing had many of them come together to 

buy parcels of land they remained resident on for stewardship, displaying another sort of kīpuka 

or oasis perpetuated beyond the state system of Hawaiian Homestead Lands limited by 50% 

blood quantum: 

The multiplicity of context-driven meanings of the term kuleana during this time 

signals its continuing centrality to Hawaiian thinking about land, as well as its 

ability to express more complex relations than simple individual property rights. 

Moreover, many maka‘āinana (common people) used the new system of 

purchasing land in fee simple to form hui (groups) that pooled resources to buy 

and use land together in the more collectivist ways to which they were 

accustomed. A few of these hui were able to maintain traditional collectivist 

systems over many decades into the twentieth century, during the ongoing U.S. 

occupation.56 

 
52 Kauanui 2008a: 2, emphasis added. 
53 McGregor 2007: 31, emphasis added. 
54 McGregor 2007: 33, emphasis added. 
55 Aikau, Goodyear-Kaʻōpua & Silva 2016: 162, emphasis added. 
56 Aikau, Goodyear-Kaʻōpua & Silva. 2016: 162 
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The understanding of ‘āina as simply “land” requires a more in-depth grammatical description 

to highlight the profound meaning of the land to Hawaiian epistemology. The “value of family” 

is framed by the Kumulipo creation story of descent from Hāloa, the linguistic features of the 

inalienable possessive pronoun “ko‘u,” and the etymology of the nurturing and nourishing 

“feeder.” These concepts cannot be understood without considering Hawaiian epistemologies 

and Hawaiian language.57 I repeatedly return to the emphasis of ‘ai or “eating” further below 

through the literal food that is grown, like pounded taro prepared to the cultural dish of poi. I 

also return to the meaning of the na‘au or “gut,” and what these all together represent for ‘ohana 

(“family”). 

After the creation of the islands, the Kumulipo creation chant continues with the first ancestor 

of the Hawaiians named Hāloa.58 Hāloa was the offspring of the Sky Father Wākea, born of the 

land and nourished by his older stillborn sibling of the same name replanted in the land: Hāloa 

the taro plant. This line of descent further elaborated on below emphasizes the significance of 

taro and agriculture to Kānaka Maoli. Through their ancestor Hāloa they are sprung from the 

taro and are the kama‘āina or keiki o ka ‘āina, the “children of the land.” As Haunani-Kay 

Trask has noted, the Hawaiian language depicts the genealogy to the land through the 

inalienable possessive form and portrays how land tenure, as in many other Indigenous cultures, 

is not one of owning the land, but of stewardship and care for the land: 

(…) we show possession in two ways: through the use of an “a” possessive, 

which reveals acquired status, and through the use of an “o” possessive, which 

denotes inherent status. My body (ko‘u kino) and my parents (ko‘u mākua), for 

example, take the “o” form; most material objects, such as food (ka‘u mea‘ai) 

take the “a” form. But land, like one’s body and one’s parents, takes the “o” 

possessive (ko‘u ‘āina). Thus, in our way of speaking, land is inherent to the 

people; it is like our bodies and our parents. The people cannot exist without the 

land, and the land cannot exist without the people.59 

 

Another analysis of the etymology of ‘āina comes from the word ‘āi and shows the value of the 

land in nurturing and sustaining life: 

 
57 Kanalu Young expands on the significance, stating that the etymology is an entire framework of symbiosis and 
responsibility to the land: 
“The framework for sustaining life itself begins with this basic principle. The attendant frame within which the 
related aspects of consumption did in turn operate demonstrates the sequential thinking of the aboriginal 
Hawaiian ancient. Such meaning-related terms were given intentionally to develop the oral and aural linkages in 
various knowledge classification sub-systems. Ordering life in this manner was their grounding in the law and the 
foundation for their politics, spirituality, cultural practices, and economic tasks. Where produce was gathered, 
grown, or caught was defined as ‘Āina. Typically translated as ‘land’ the term actually can also connote an 
extension of terra firma into the ocean as a saltwater field surrounding islands.” (Young 2006: 21, emphasis 
added) 
58 ho‘omanawanui 2014a 
59 Trask 1999a: 116-117 
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‘Āina also conveys the sense of arable land. It is essentially a term coined by an 

agricultural people, deriving as it does from the noun or verb ‘āi, meaning food 

or to eat, with the substantive na added, so that it may be rendered either “that 

which feeds” or “the feeder.” ‘Āina thus has connotations in relation to people 

as conveying the sense of “feeder,” birthplace, and homeland.60 

 

Lastly, ku‘ualoha ho‘omanawanui summarizes this connection to the land in contrast to 

haole/foreign interpretations of land in the equation: 

Hawaiian: ‘āina → food → nurturing/sustaining → value of family 

haole: land → real estate/commodity → buying/selling → monetary value61 

 

Before the legal changes and the subsequent Great Māhele land division under King 

Kamehameha III in 1848, the understanding of Hawaiian land “ownership” was one of 

communal stewardship with tributaries, rather than a private property that enabled the buying 

and owning of land for non-Indigenous U.S. American and other settlers. The ahupua‘a were 

then set apart for ali‘i (monarchy and thus as “crown lands”), land for 245 chiefs, and now 

government lands.62 Illustrating this change in conception of land-holding, privileges, and 

tenancy, McGregor describes the abrupt contrast in land-holding before this Māhele: 

(…) the king and the chiefs held all land as a sacred trust, and the indigenous 

‘ohana continued their stewardship responsibility and tenure over the lands of 

their ancestors. Under the new law, members of the ‘ohana were now called 

hoa‘āina, or tenants of the land (literally translated, the term means “friend of 

the land”).63 

 

This shift in tenancy kuleana or “responsibility” – or rather here “privileges” and “rights” – 

depicts something of a complete reversal of tenancy and stewardship. Previously the 

maka‘āinana or common people held a form of tenure to be responsible over, now they were 

the tenants who were vulnerable of losing privilege and rights to the land. The oblique 

translation of hoa‘āina or “friend of the land” could also be interpreted as a devaluation in 

kinship from kama‘āina or “child of the land.” Kanaka Maoli commoners went from ‘ohana or 

family of the land “who had cultivated their gardens and taro pond fields for generations”64 and 

had gathered resources from mauka to makai, in their resident ahupua‘a to a lesser form of 

 
60 Handy, Handy and Pukui cited in ho‘omanawanui 2008a: 124 
ku‘ualoha ho‘omanawanui. 2008a. “This Land is Your Land, This Land Was My Land.” 
61 ho‘omanawanui 2008a: 124 
62 McGregor 2007: 37; Kauanui 2008a: 77 
63 McGregor 2007: 33, emphasis added. 
64 McGregor 2007: 35 
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occupant. However, other translations provide hoa as other equal relations or of comradeship, 

still suggesting a kinship relation.65 

While the rights and claims of the ali‘i and the 245 chiefs who had been allotted their lands 

were solidified, the maka‘āinana or commoners – too unfamiliar with the concept of private 

property that they had always lived and labored on – did not stake their claims.66 Baker 

illustrates the changes in the conventional ahupua‘a family and kinship lifeways in precontact 

and contemporary Hawai‘i with her example of Kalihi Valley: 

Before colonization, extended family units in this ahupua‘a cultivated plots of 

land along the streams that ran from the lush upland forests through fertile 

estuaries and on into the ocean depths. Today, Kalihi is a working-class 

community in the urban core of Honolulu. Streams flowing from the forested 

uplands are confined to a man-made channel system by the time they reach the 

middle-class developments and the sprawling low-income public housing. In the 

lowlands, the banks of the sluggish canals are crowded with warehouses, 

industrial complexes and the occasional encampment of houseless people. The 

water’s journey ends at Māmala Bay, where on its eastern edge, cargo is 

unloaded at the docks of Honolulu harbor, and on the western edge, hundreds of 

flights an hour arrive and depart at Honolulu International Airport.67 

 

The contrast is not only marked by the pollution, but also in houselessness around the man-

made canal system after the original streams were rerouted. Furthermore, Baker emphasizes the 

impacts of tourism influx and shipping industries: labor exploitation in the service industry and 

the trade of goods are contrasted with the lushness of upland forests and the abundance of 

estuaries, for the health and well-being of the people in symbiosis with the ‘āina. 

 

As will be returned to in Chapter 5 on the reclamation of Kaho‘olawe Island, it was 

fundamentally the groundwork of the Molokai Island rural community and Protect Kaho‘olawe 

‘Ohana (PKO) that cultivated the changes and cultural resurgence called the “Hawaiian 

Renaissance” in the 1970s.68 Outside of the main areas of agricultural development for the 

sugarcane and then pineapple industry, these rural kīpuka are largely intact to perpetuate a 

subsistence-living.69 

 
65 Pukui & Elbert 1986: 74 
66 McGregor 2007: 38-39 
67 Baker 2019: 26, emphasis added. 
68 McGregor 2007 
69 “The rural communities where kua‘āina have remained are cultural kīpuka that have been bypassed by major 
historic forces of economic, political, and social change in Hawai‘i. Like the dynamic life forces in a natural kīpuka, 
cultural kīpuka are communities from which Native Hawaiian culture can be regenerated and revitalized in the 
setting of contemporary Hawai‘i. Moreover, from the examination of the lives of kua‘āina in Hawaiian cultural 
kīpuka emerges a profile of the strongest and most resilient aspects of the Native Hawaiian culture and way of 
life. Such an examination provides insight into how the Native Hawaiian culture survived dynamic forces of 
political and economic change throughout the twentieth century.” (McGregor 2007: 8, emphasis added) 
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In 1972, a Molokai Island organization called ALOHA (Aboriginal Landowners of Hawaiian 

Ancestry) was organized proposing reparations for Hawaiians. In 1975, Walter Ritte, Noa 

Emmett Aluli, Adolph Helm, and George Jarett Helm Jr. formed Hui Alaloa to protest for 

Hawaiian access to trails on Molokai being closed by the Moloka‘i Ranch and for tourist resort 

development there. The access rights appealed to traditional gathering and fishing practices, 

and the Hui Alaloa was founded to protect subsistence, ceremonial, and travel (as opposed to 

trespass) access. With this background, the proposed occupation of Kaho‘olawe was not 

organized for the sake of stopping the bombing, but from the beginning on it was culturally and 

symbolically meaningful “for Hawaiians’ aspirations as well as their resentments.”70 That these 

concerns of trespass and cultural access overlap in the nurturing of/from the land is echoed in 

Loke Aloua’s fishpond poem and arrest on Maunakea as well. 

McGregor states that “Kaho‘olawe became a primary site of cultural regeneration through the 

aloha ‘āina projects initiated by the kua‘āina from Hawai‘i’s cultural kīpuka.”71 The kua‘āina, 

were the Molokai protectors who were less enmeshed in Honolulu tourism, military, and 

imperial American lifestyles. The Molokai cultural kīpuka or oasis they were accustomed with 

provided the support for the initiative of Protect Kaho‘olawe ‘Ohana occupation, and to retrieve 

Kaho‘olawe Island as a cultural kīpuka itself. Thus, McGregor describes how the ‘Ohana for 

Kaho‘olawe were the instigators of renewed aloha ‘āina, the love for the land by replenishing 

the land and strengthening kinship towards it:  

Indeed, it is through Kaho‘olawe that we can best understand and appreciate the 

significant interrelationship between the knowledge and experience of the 

kua‘āina from the various cultural kīpuka of the islands and the contemporary 

revival of Native Hawaiian culture and religion.72 

 

With their message of aloha ‘āina Helm, Aluli, and Ritte spoke at high schools, civic clubs, to 

veterans, “spreading an idea that was easily grasped by Hawaiians and often misunderstood by 

those who were not. While they were occasionally misunderstood by Hawaiians as well, they 

were consistently successful among the young people and the elders.”73 This bridging appeal to 

the youth and the elders was helped by the Molokai protectors, who were from more close-knit 

rural communities, as well as the first cultural practitioners that the Hui Alaloa had consulted 

on the history and sites found on Kaho‘olawe. Cultural practices and their meanings and the 

enduring practice of aloha ‘āina were sought as knowledge from them. McGregor summarizes 

 
70 Osorio 2014: 143 
71 McGregor 2007: 250 
72 McGregor 2007: 250 
73 Osorio 2014: 146, emphasis added. 
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that the successful integration of all these social and age groups is what made the movement 

flourish.74 Although other Hawaiian groups would name themselves as a hui or group – as the 

Hui Alaloa the men had first formed – the PKO was an ‘ohana, a family. 

In 1980 a legal monthly access or consent decree was granted to the PKO, thanks to a civil suit 

filed in 1976 by George Helm. Navy bombing was limited to one third of the island and ordered 

to clear the other two thirds of military ordnance, and the PKO began to “resettle and heal 

Kanaloa.”75 This framing of settling and healing, as well as the ocean deities name Kanaloa 

(instead of Kaho‘olawe, but as a synonym), depicts the inherently relational being-with the 

island and ancestral deities, beyond what is empirically observable by colonial perspectives as 

a terra nullius, or barren empty island. Since the island is not a physical habitat of the aloha 

‘āina, it can be understood that the “resettling” refers to the spiritual kinship that is restored, as 

well as the non-human or more-than-human care-taking towards the island. 

Annual Makahiki or thanksgiving ceremonies were reintroduced to Kaho‘olawe, like one held 

in 1982 which I expand on in Chapter 5 with a “place names chant” for Kanaloa. Soil erosion 

control, revegetation projects, the clearing of hiking trails, installation of water catchment, were 

deeply incorporated in the aloha‘āina healing and restoration through the sixty or so monthly 

participants. For spiritual healing the existing old ahu or ancestral shrines and heiau or temples 

were rededicated, new traditional meeting spaces were established, as well as a meeting house, 

a hula platform, and a memorial for those relations and elders who had passed on.76 George 

Helm and Kimo Mitchell had “given their lives” in the occupation of Kaho‘olawe Island for the 

island to heal.77  

More significantly, it is the relations that were re-established. In particular the Maui kua‘āina 

who had lost Kimo Mitchell shared their mo‘olelo of Kaho‘olawe for guidance and care, noting 

that an underground lava tube “connects Kanaloa to Haleakalā78 in the same way an umbilical 

cord connects a fetus to its mother and noted that the island is shaped like a fetus.”79 The 

 
74 McGregor 2007: 250 
75 McGregor 2007: 265-266 
76 McGregor 2007: 266 
77 Beamer 2014: 15 
Kamanamaikalani Beamer. 2014. “Tūtū’s Aloha ‘Āina Grace.” 
78 Haleakalā is the sacred volcano on Maui. More kaona beyond the scope of this analysis is named by 
ho‘omanawanui: “Kohemālamalama o Kanaloa is an alternative, poetic name for (…) Kaho‘olawe. Kaho‘olawe 
means ‘to carry,’ referring to the ocean currents. Kohemālamalama o Kanaloa is ‘The bright shining vagina of 
Kanaloa.’ (…) Kanaloa also means ‘secure, established, unmovable.’ Mālamalama, a reduplication of malama, 
stresses the qualities of ‘enlightenment; shining, radiant, the light of knowledge:’ It suggests mālama, to take 
care of, to care for. Kohe is vagina, the passageway to life in the birth process; it is also ‘a place that receives and 
nourishes.’” (ho‘omanawanui 2014b: 680) 
ku‘ualoha ho‘omanawanui. 2014b. “I ka ‘Ōlelo ke Ola, in Words is Life.” 
79 McGregor 2007: 266-267 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctt6wqsn1.6
https://www.oxfordhandbooks.com/view/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199914036.001.0001/oxfordhb-9780199914036-e-044
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kua‘āina of Molokai organized the groups on huaka‘i or trips “to work as an ‘ohana in 

practicing the values of aloha kekāhi i kekāhi, or love and respect for each other, and laulima, 

or cooperative work. They organized the work projects in fulfillment of aloha ‘āina and 

mālama ‘āina, or care for the land.”80  

However, this sentimentalizing of (Molokai) rural living from the (Honolulu) urban perspective 

only came with this Hawaiian Renaissance. “I can remember a time when it was demeaning to 

be called kua‘āina, for it meant that one was an awkward and rough country person,” says 

McGregor.81 The regained sense of Hawaiian cultural freedom shifted.82 

Loretta Ritte deliberately lived even more off-grid on Molokai’s North in Pelekenu Valley, for 

1.5 years with her and Walter’s three children . She describes the learning from the land and 

feeling nurtured, even in the most intimidating thunderstorms and floods: 

It was just heavy, heavy rain, thunder and lightning. But it was kind of like, 

empowering, to think about being there by yourself. And I don’t think I was ever 

afraid, because the valley was almost like a womb. A mama. A teacher. A 

protector. It was a good place. It was a good place if you listened. It was a bad 

place if you nevah. It could be.83 

 

In closing this subchapter on the restoration of kinship relation to the land I proceed with the 

following subchapter’s deeper reflection on the food safety/security/sovereignty possible for 

post-pandemic futures. Here it is central to the ancestral lineage from Hāloa that I focus on the 

material feeding and nurturing symbiosis of the taro plant to future Hawaiians that these 

historical and contemporary forms of place-based environmental and reciprocal knowledge 

allow for. 

 

3.3. The ethnobotanical and genealogical significance of the kalo or taro plant 

for Kānaka Maoli: nurturing mind, body, and family health 

I return to the Hawaiian ancestral relevance of land by explaining the significance of the kalo 

or taro plant for Kānaka Maoli. With the kaona of the na‘au (“stomach” or “gut”) as the center 

 
80 McGregor 2007: 268 
81 McGregor 2007: 2 
82 “(…) the word kua‘āina gained a new and fascinating significance. A kua‘āina came to be looked upon as 
someone who embodied the backbone of the land. Indeed, kua‘āina are the Native Hawaiians who remained in 
the rural communities of our islands, took care of the kūpuna or elders, continued to speak Hawaiian, bent their 
backs and worked and sweated in the taro patches and sweet potato fields, and held that which is precious and 
sacred in the culture in their care. The kua‘āina are those who withdrew from the mainstream of economic, 
political, and social change in the Islands. They did not enjoy modern amenities and lived a very simple life.” 
(McGregor 2007: 4) 
83 Ritte in Akaka, Kauhaulelio, Keko‘olani-Raymond & Ritte 2018: 86 
Moanike‘ala Akaka, Maxine Kauhaulelio, Terrilee Keko‘olani-Raymond & Loretta Ritte (edited by Noelani 
Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua). 2018. Nā Wāhine Koa. Hawaiian Women for Sovereignty and Demilitarization.  

https://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctv7r42bc
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of emotion and a location of sensing knowledge, I argue for taro’s central role in Hawaiian food 

sovereignty for decolonization. The Hawaiian charter school Hālau Kū Mana’s experience in 

working in the lo‘i or taro patch and learning by doing, as well as other extensive farming 

projects on O‘ahu illustrate the potential for expanding on these practices. These initiatives 

foster Hawaiian decolonization through the resurgence of traditional daily practices. 

Furthermore, with the kaona of the ‘ohana or family I describe the ethnobotanical structure of 

the plant and the University of Hawai‘i’s controversial attempts to patent kalo strains. Both the 

establishment of a charter school outside of the U.S. public school curriculum and the protesting 

of agricultural modifications illustrate an Indigenous refusal of colonial possession and 

instruction. 

 

The significance of the taro plant runs through everyday Hawaiian life. A baby’s first traditional 

food that is easily digested is poi: pounded taro and turned into a more liquefied puree by adding 

water as needed, and perhaps left to ferment for some days.84 In this manner the ancestral taro 

is the first to nurture the growing child. To further underline this food’s meaning for cultural 

well-being, Julia Hi‘ilei Hobart states: “Partiality towards sourness – even today – often stands 

in as shorthand for indigeneity: the more sour the poi, the more culturally literate the eater.”85 

The na‘au is anatomically the “gut” or symbolically the “heart” in Hawaiian. Feeling comes 

from within the na‘au. The interchangeability and significance of the gut as the place of feeling 

rather than the heart itself further illustrates the holistic symbolism of the feeding and 

nourishing role of food. 

When I was visiting Hawai‘i Island and preparing to make my way to Maunakea to introduce 

myself to Pua Case and Hāwane Rios and the others at the Hale on Maunakea Access Road, I 

was dependent on transport that I did not have that day in Kona visiting a friend I who had 

moved to the island since graduating from UHM. I was checking online in the Maunakea 

Facebook groups for a possible contact who was going up to Maunakea from Kona but found 

none. What I did see then was that Ku‘uipo Freitas was posting that she was fundraising for her 

Mauna Media with printed shirts designed by fellow Maunakea kia‘i or protector and artist 

Haley Kailiehu. 

 
84 Julia Hi‘ilei Hobart’s explanation of the lactic acid forming in the fermentation provides nutritional benefits: 
“Small amounts of water are incrementally added as the corm is mashed to produce foods known as paʻi ʻai (kalo 
diluted with very little water) or poi (with enough water incorporated as to create a pudding-like consistency). 
Over the course of several days after its initial preparation the water catalyzes a natural fermentation process; 
as lactic acid builds within the food, poi increasingly takes on its characteristically sour flavor.” (Hobart 2017: 3) 
Hiʻilei Julia Hobart. 2017. “A ‘Queer-Looking Compound:’ Race, Abjection, and the Politics of Hawaiian Poi.” 
85 Hobart 2017: 3 

https://doi.org/10.1080/20549547.2017.1352441
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The shirts had her artwork on the front in a spiral and on the back the hands formed to a triangle 

peak. The front said “rekalonize your na‘au” and the back: “decolonize your mind.”86 That was 

how I contacted Ku‘uipo to say I would like to buy two shirts and I met her dropping by the 

friend’s house I was staying in.87 The following day Jodi took me with her daughter and friend 

to Maunakea. I introduced myself to the other protectors at the site and gifted Jodi with one of 

the two shirts I had bought from Ku‘uipo. I come back to theories on a different kind of 

consciousness and perception of mind below in the subchapter on ghosts. 

 

The self-sustainability of the ahupua‘a is central and in contrast to the current conditions of 

settler colonialism and the import of 90% of foods from the U.S. continent to feeding the 

population of the islands. The complexity and uniqueness of the ahupua‘a’s ‘ohana systems 

provides a special mana or power to understanding all parts of the whole. Even before the 

pandemic there was already a reinvigorated movement towards food sovereignty, independent 

of the capitalist and colonial system that keeps Hawai‘i in a vulnerable position in the middle 

of the Pacific Ocean. 

As physician Kalamaoka‘aina Niheu says: “Indeed, it is not hyperbole to claim that our 

knowledge is vital to the future of the planet.”88 In particular, for food sovereignty the 

sustainability system of the ahupua‘a is critical, as it “reflects the unique biodiversity and 

geological particularity of the indigenous space. It also reveals the powerful way we have 

learned to live using minimally destructive practices on lands and oceans that we know are not 

disposable.”89 The working definition for “food sovereignty” as established by La Via 

Campesina is: 

Food sovereignty is the right of peoples to healthy and culturally appropriate 

food produced through ecologically sound and sustainable methods, and their 

right to define their own food and agriculture systems. It puts the aspirations and 

needs of those who produce, distribute and consume food at the heart of food 

systems and policies rather than the demands of markets and corporations.90 

 

This kuleana to the ahupua‘a is already proving to be a valuable aspect, with climate change 

more rapidly encroaching the Hawaiian Islands than other parts of the USA, but also for 

nourishing the collective health of the population: the superfood kalo as a crop provides the 

 
86 Kailiehu 2015 in Fujikane 2021: 152-153, Plate 12 
Candace Fujikane. 2021. Mapping Abundance for A Planetary Future. Kanaka Maoli and Critical Settler 
Geographies in Hawai‘i. 
87 A huge mahalo to Zach for that offer of shelter. 
88 Niheu 2019: 120 
89 Niheu 2019: 124, emphasis added. 
90 La Via Campesina. 2007. Declaration of Nyéléni. 

https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv1dgmm6s
https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv1dgmm6s
https://nyeleni.org/IMG/pdf/DeclNyeleni-en.pdf
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highest yield per acre. ho‘omanawanui adds that in empirical study physicians “have proven 

that Native Hawaiians positively respond to our traditional diet.”91 She states that this cultural 

information can be gathered through knowledge passed on in mo‘olelo of deities like Pele and 

her sister Hi‘iaka: 

For example, Hi‘iaka was a vegetarian who only ate lū‘au (taro greens). At a 

time when obesity, heart disease, cancer and diabetes are rampant in the 

Hawaiian community, encouragement to eat healthier is within our mo‘olelo. 

Her companions often ate fish with lū‘au and poi.92 

 

As related above, the BPP breakfast program and other food security politics they declared are 

a part of this lens of autonomous food sovereignty against poverty.93 The imperative to food 

sovereignty against climate change is emphasized in really every account of current land-based 

practices, an urgency that the pandemic accelerated: 

(…) advocating for the importance of Indigenous foodways insistently points to 

the ecological and cultural importance of growing and cultivating one’s own 

foods – and by extension one’s ancestors – for survivance. These material 

conditions, vital to the continuation of indigenous societies, are most urgently 

exemplified by regions like the Pacific, where climate change has shifted the 

habitability of many islands now bearing the burden of its most immediate 

effects, with rising water tables, drought, land loss, and a host of other 

anthropogenically driven threats to food security.94 

 

The Indigenous-led charter school Hālau Kū Mana (HKM) founded by Noelani Goodyear-

Ka‘ōpua, which I will return to in Chapter 5 on their navigation project, has its own lo‘i to learn 

how to grow relations and food.95 Working in the taro field is a form of kin-making, care, and 

receiving abundance in return. The project included the whole process of clearing the land 

behind the Lyon Arboretum in Mānoa Valley of its invasive albizia trees and the overgrowth 

that was covering what was once a traditional taro field in the uplands of the urban valley: 

The work of rebuilding ‘auwai—of restoring indigenous waterways—provides 

a metaphor for efforts to transmit indigenous cultural knowledge in the context 

 
91 ho‘omanawanui 2010: 207 
92 ho‘omanawanui 2010: 207 
93 Furthermore, Potorti reminds of the exploitation of global supply chains having colonial roots: 
“The dynamics and tensions of agency and coercion, autonomy and oppression, at play in the global food 
system—manifested in myriad recent controversies surrounding the Farm Bill, food stamps, GMOs, obesity, 
healthcare, hunger, school lunch programs, food waste, food deserts, food safety, farmers markets, fast food 
wages, globalization, and slave labor around the world—directly reflect and implicate historical patterns of 
marginalization and oppression. Current realities have historical roots, and historical campaigns and programs 
have modern-day reverberations.” (Potorti 2014: 44) 
Mary Potorti. 2014. “Feeding Revolution: The Black Panther Party and the Politics of Food.” 
94 Hobart 2017: 9, emphasis added. 
95 Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua 2016: 11 

https://doi.org/10.5195/rt.2014.80
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of continued imperialism, and in a landscape already radically altered by 

‘development’ and foreign species.96 

 

The removal of the trees was also another sign of relational growth and symbiosis when some 

of them came down during storms and fell into the needed directions. This was taken as 

hō‘ailona or signs from the ancestors and nature that they were doing good. Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua 

also refers to the non-Kanaka Maoli kumu or teachers at HKM who shared these deeply 

Hawaiian beliefs.97 

The various parts of the taro plant reveal the relationship and values of kalo for Kānaka Maoli. 

The offshoots of the taro root or corm are called the ‘ohā. The word ‘ohana or family comes 

from the new clusters growing from the ‘ohā, while the main plant is the makua or parent.98 

The taro stalks are called hā which translates to “breath,” with Hāloa being the “long breath” 

and Hāloanakalaukapalili, the “great breath of the quivering leaf.”99 This motion or agential 

movement in tandem with the wind of “quivering” illustrates the presence of spirit manifest in 

the wind. The stalk connects to the center of the taro leaves in the piko or navel.100 The umbilical 

cord or piko of a newborn baby is traditionally replanted into the ancestral land as the 

symbolical and literal umbilical cord rooting a child to the land.101 

During the 2015 standoffs in particular, the road crosswalk on Maunakea to access the summit 

provided manifold photo opportunities to spread awareness of the movement online. One of the 

to me most striking photos to come out of the Maunakea crosswalk photos shared on social 

media was one of a small child, standing solitary next to a sign with a taro stalk and leaf in 

hand. The sign said “Fo Da Keiki,” Pidgin English for “for the children” and was as tall as they 

 
96 Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua 2009: 49 
Noelani Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua. 2009. “Rebuilding the ‘Auwai: Connecting ecology, economy and education in 
Hawaiian Schools.” 
97 “During the second year of the project heavy winds blew through Mānoa valley, taking down several of the 
tallest trees. Several attribute these ‘auspicious’ winds to the prayers, intentions and demonstrated commitment 
of the kumu and ‘opio who were rebuilding relationships with the place. For more than a week, the class could 
not go up to ‘Aihualama because of extreme weather conditions. When they came back, all the trees that needed 
to be cut down had been blown over.” (Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua 2009: 62) 
98 Williams 1997: 70-71 
Julie Stewart Williams. 1997. From the Mountains to the Sea: Early Hawaiian Life. 
99 Kealiikanakaoleohaililani, Kurashima et al. 2018: 9 
100 It also carries connection to Hawaiian blood: 
“Kalo is also replete with symbolism. From the structure of the parent corm and side shoots (nā ‘ohā) comes the 
word, ‘ohana (family); from its lineage, hardiness and its waving leaves have come a flag of resistance, especially 
among taro farmers for the return of water to their steams; the sap of the kalo is referred to as koko (blood) 
reminding us of the sibling connection.” (Kagawa-Viviani, Levin et al. 2018: 5) 
101 Peralto 2014: 234 

https://doi.org/10.1177/117718010900500204
https://doi.org/10.1177/117718010900500204
https://ulukau.org/elib/collect/english/index/assoc/D0.dir/book.pdf
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were. What was even taller than the child was the taro stalk and leaf, and it was emblematic of 

the story of Hāloa looming and breathing spirit over them.102 

In presentations I have given on the topic of Maunakea, I tend to juxtapose the photo of the 

unnamed child with a painting by Solomon Enos. This painting by the Kanaka Maoli artist 

depicts precisely the birth of Kānaka Maoli emerging from a taro lo‘i and the individual leaves 

depict people emerging from the piko. The inclusion of the child with the kalo depicts that 

genealogy and significance of family in the Maunakea protection movement. Aloha ‘āina for 

Maunakea is a multigenerational protection for the whole ‘ohana, much like the Protect 

Kaho‘olawe ‘Ohana has named itself a family. The family of Maunakea, the kalo, and Kānaka 

Maoli were standing together because what was harming one family member was harming all 

of them and for the sake of all generations to come, Maunakea has to be protected. 

The aloha ‘āina movement counters those who have no sense of ‘āina and ‘ohana, and who try 

to own and alter the ancestor. This is not limited to the mountain ancestor Maunakea, but also 

the taro ancestor Hāloa. A controversial attempt to patent taro strains caused greater attention 

to be laid on biotechnology or “biocolonialism,” beyond the work of pesticides in the 

agribusiness in the archipelago, or genetic material being gathered from Indigenous people for 

research.103 The University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa’s scientists went to court to patent the ancestor 

plant of Kānaka Maoli, and Kānaka Maoli came out in masses to protect their heritage. 

This initiated yet another movement called “Mana Māhele” to focus on this agricultural but also 

most familial facet, led among others by Walter Ritte, protector of Maunakea and Kaho‘olawe. 

Ritte explained referring to the mana or intrinsic energy or spirit: “They have taken our lands 

and now they come to take our mana, our very soul.”104 This sentiment is oft echoed by 

Indigenous people stating the intellectual property system is “a legalized means for 

misappropriation of cultural property.”105 The Mana Māhele stamp signified that this 

 
102 The other photo I have used often in comparison is a crosswalk photo of Ku‘uipo Freitas with six other 
protectors, and the striking thing was what was written on the crosswalk board in front of them, to mark and 
count the days of the standoff from April 2, 2015: 
“aloha ‘āina will save the world: ‘stay rooted,’” and a detailed drawing of a taro plant including the corm and 
roots below the ground. 
103 Referring to these kinds of genome scientists as “bioprospectors,” Kanehe summarizes the fields of interest: 
“In this era, scientists seek Indigenous peoples’ DNA for anthropological, behavioral, medical, and genetics 
mapping studies. Bioprospectors are keen to access biodiversity-rich Indigenous territories to find plant, animal, 
and microbial organisms to develop for pharmaceutical, cosmetic, chemical, and industrial uses. Genetic 
engineering (GE) also poses special threats to Indigenous peoples’ traditional food sources, agricultural systems, 
health, food sovereignty, and the environment.” (Kanehe 2014: 331) 
104 Kanehe 2014: 331, emphasis added. 
105 Hawaiian Law professor Hōkūlei Lindsey describes it as a holistic attack: 
“The latest frontier of colonialism, intellectual property perpetrates an injustice and pointed reality in Hawai‘i 
amounting to the ultimate debasement and disenfranchisement of an indigenous, native people—the theft of 
culture and identity, physically, and spiritually.” (Kanehe 2014: 333) 
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biocolonialism was another stage beyond the Great Māhele that had removed people from their 

lands to remove the spirit from the people. 

In 2006 a coalition of farmers, students, faculty, and other community members came together 

to protest the patent rights.106 Since the university was the offending party (similar to the 

Maunakea movement a decade later), the protests were also situated in courthouses and on 

campus. Spiritual and cultural practices included the building of a stone ahu or altar on the 

Bachman Hall Lawn, and offering hula, chants, and gifts to honor the ancestor Hāloa.107 

Winning their negotiations, the university terminated the patents, which was celebrated by 

Kānaka Maoli symbolically tearing these up. Ritte explained: “You cannot own our ancestors; 

you cannot own our eldest brother, Hāloa.”108 These sentiments are analogous in the protection 

of Maunakea and Kaho’olawe: You cannot harm or own the ancestors. 

 

The Kumulipo begins with the darkness or Pō and continues with the prospering of life in the 

water. Both water and land fauna and flora are juxtaposed in the lines of the Kumulipo. Thus, 

the duality and relationality of Hawaiian nature can be seen in the naming of plants and animals 

or of land and water fauna. The vegetation and genealogy of the land has parallels to that of the 

ocean in the Kumulipo creation chant. Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua describes these ecosystem parallels 

depicted in the Hawaiian naming, where the names of fish, taro, and seaweed have 

correspondence to each other “demonstrating the links between ocean and upland resources.”109 

To name a few, there is “manauea” as a seaweed and a taro variety with a reddish stem, “moi” 

as a fish and taro variety with light green leaves. The “‘o‘opu” fish and taro names foreshadow 

climate adaptive knowledge, as the taro can effectively survive near saltwater rather than 

freshwater: 

‘O‘opu is a general term for fish that live in freshwater streams, brackish or 

saltwater, often referring to members of the Eleotridae, Gobiidae, and Blennidae 

families. ‘O‘opu kai can also refer to a type of kalo that can be grown closer to 

the ocean, because it is more tolerant of salty conditions.110 

 

This parallelism of the fishes and taro both signify the kinship then between Kānaka Maoli, 

flora, and fauna, and the power instilled in naming. For scientific purposes this opens an 

expansive realm of knowledge, if Hawaiian epistemology is interpreted within an Indigenous 

 
106 Kanehe 2014: 336 
107 Kanehe 2014: 337 
108 Kanehe 2014: 337 
109 Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua 2009: 71, footnote 30 
110 Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua 2009: 71, footnote 30 
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framework or methodology. Reflecting on the genesis of Hāloa and Kānaka Maoli again, the 

most significant factor remains the symbiosis between land and people: 

The ‘āina contains the soul and spirit of an oceanic people whose experience 

permeates the stories found on the land and in the sea, soars on the winds, falls 

with the rains, and glimmers down from the stars. Their ways of being in the 

world may not only enrich our lives in ways not measured by money if we learn 

about, care for, and perpetuate them. The value of Hawai‘i as recorded in the 

repository of ‘āina and practiced by generations of hoa‘āina may even contain 

practical principles that will ensure our survival on this island of rapidly 

shrinking resources, earth.111 

 

The land itself is seen as the repository of knowledge and stories, songs, and chants like the 

Kumulipo are stories to keep this knowledge alive and perpetuated.112 Nowadays the immense 

number of Hawaiian newspapers printed between 1861 and 1938 are being turned to for 

information on ways of living with and from the land,113 including on extreme weather 

phenomena and changes of climate.114 

The interlocked systems of knowing the land, living with and off of the land, based around the 

ahupua‘a and ‘ohana in communal stewardship, are in a sense regenerative in its kuleana or 

reciprocal responsibility. The stewardship of the traditional pie-shaped ahupua‘a land divisions 

from the mountain peaks down to the ocean defines the ‘ohana and its connection to the land. 

As each ‘ohana or collective was responsible for the ahupua‘a in its spread of varied ecologies 

from mauka (mountain) to makai (ocean), it was “self-sustaining in its own right, composed of 

everything that was needed to clothe, feed, house, and nurture a community.”115 

The literal and metaphorical collective repository for nourishment of the ‘ohana from the 

ahupua‘a’s bounty is the ipu or gourd to hold water or communal food: “All would eat and 

drink from a communal bowl. If one went hungry, all would suffer equally. If you ate from the 

same bowl you were family.”116 This sharing of food means kinship, in the same way that 

Hawaiian kinship means feeding oneself with the bounty of the ancestral land. The symbiosis 

or relational care of Kānaka Maoli to the ‘āina is also reflected in the quintessential sentiment 

 
111 Andrade 2010: 277 
112 “Moreover, newspapers and literacy introduced the Kanaka Maoli to similar anticolonial struggles around the 
world.” (Silva 2004: 88) 
113 “One of the most effective ways Kānaka Maoli resisted the destruction of our language and culture was to 
establish newspapers and publish mo‘olelo (stories, legends, history). From 1861 (the first independent Hawaiian 
language newspaper) to 1938 (the end of Hawaiian language newspaper publications), ‘Pele and Hi‘iaka’ mo‘olelo 
were published 13 separate times, and prominently featured in 9 different newspapers.” (ho‘omanawanui 2010: 
207) 
114 Steven Businger, M. Puakea Nogelmeier, Pauline W. U. Chinn & Thomas Schroeder. “Hurricane with a History. 
Hawaiian Newspapers Illuminate an 1871 Storm.” 
115 Niheu 2019: 124 
116 Niheu 2019: 123-124 

https://doi.org/10.1175/BAMS-D-16-0333.1
https://doi.org/10.1175/BAMS-D-16-0333.1
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that teaching one another how to plant (or fish) would ensure more waiwai or wealth and well-

being, than simply providing the produce does. 

 

3.4. Mapping geographies of interspatial resistance against Indigenous 

erasure: in search of ghosts in a tourist dominated Waikīkī 

In this subchapter I analyze the role of colonial mapping and geographies of erasure with the 

example of Waikīkī and ghosts. I briefly give an overview of the exploitation of labor and land 

enacted through the tourism industry, including its impact on Indigenous houselessness. Most 

provocatively I present an “interspatial critique” building on a hermeneutic or interpretive 

“ghost epistemology” of the material world and material conditions and of the metaphysical 

not metaphorical. 

A recent article in National Geographic features aloha ‘āina whom I know and brings into 

dialogue the colonial erasures and interethnic strife in Hawai‘i, counter to its widespread 

stereotype as being a haven for a majority-minority population or “racial utopia.”117 The greater 

part of tensions voiced therein are the same as those raised in this chapter: of racial violence 

and poverty leading to houselessness and dislocation from ‘āina. Kāleo Ten, a breakdancer I 

met in my time living in Honolulu, and whom I briefly spoke with over coffee and aloha ‘āina 

conversation at a coffee shop in Kailua-Kona during my 2015 trip, describes this modern 

development: 

When I see Waikīkī, a swampland turned into a concrete jungle, I see 

destruction, oppression, discrimination (…) I see colonization. You don’t see 

much representation of the Kānaka Maoli [Native Hawaiian] culture. None of 

those big hotels are owned by kama‘āina or Hawaiian people. You just see all 

the same luxury brands, all the same chain restaurants. Tourism is destruction 

of the ʻāina and the ʻāina as a Kanaka is everything. It’s who we are.118 

 

Ten’s perspective as a Kanaka Maoli, Black, and Japanese person in the performing arts or 

entertainment industry echoes the sentiments of the Hawaiians and settlers I quote on Waikīkī 

erasure below. The current investigations on police killings of a Micronesian teenager119 and 

a Black South African120 in Honolulu – within nine days of each other in April 2021 – are 

also relevant points of anti-Blackness that illustrate these conflicting settler/migrant, 

 
117 Imani Altemus-Williams & Marie Eriel Hobro. 2021. “Hawai‘i is not the multicultural paradise some say it is.” 
National Geographic. 
118 Ten interviewed by Altemus-Williams & Hobro. In personal communication Ten informed me that he preferred 
his quote be amended to using the term “kama‘āina” instead of “local people.” (May 2021) 
119 Jennifer Sinco Kelleher. 2021. “Micronesians feel hatred in Hawaii, decry police shooting.” Associated Press. 
120 Jennifer Sinco Kelleher & Mogomotsi Magome. 2021. “No mass protests after Honolulu police shoot, kill Black 
man.” Associated Press. 

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/culture/article/hawaii-not-multicultural-paradise-some-say-it-is
https://apnews.com/article/hawaii-micronesia-police-shootings-race-and-ethnicity-74305f44d1efed56f96de57daebf5fd9
https://apnews.com/article/honolulu-africa-race-and-ethnicity-racial-injustice-shootings-970f0f6d282eeb178a06b71763d382f9
https://apnews.com/article/honolulu-africa-race-and-ethnicity-racial-injustice-shootings-970f0f6d282eeb178a06b71763d382f9
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tourist/visitor, and Indigenous/native perspectives of Hawaiian paradise. Since these incidents 

are too recent to expand on here, I mention them only to touch on the significance of abolition 

in Chapter 4, and the treatment of Micronesians by all residents including Kānaka Maoli, as 

mentioned in this chapter above. 

 

3.4.1. Erasure in colonial mapping 

Indigenous cartographies/mapping center a place-thought or onto-epistemology different than 

the readings of a two-dimensional “conventional” map. This dissertation and its relation-

making to place and community is in a way a map of various geospatial and geomorphological 

spaces. Below I briefly analyze excerpts from two of Brandy Nālani McDougall’s poems to 

juxtapose these narratives between Google Maps and tourist sights or sites, with ghosts and 

erasure of Hawaiian ali‘i (“monarchs,” “royalty”) and histories in the same locations. 

First, however, I relate Kanaka Maoli Lani Teves’ narrative of going on a commercial ghost 

tour of Honolulu: 

Walking through the hotel, looking at images of our ali‘i on the walls, seeing 

Filipino maids push carts through the halls, being almost blinded by the white 

marble floors, hearing the faint sound of Hawaiian music as Japanese and haole 

tourists in surf shorts and towels covering bikinis and bad tans scampered by, I 

was confronted with the violence that was necessary for this scene to take place 

in front of me. As a Kanaka Maoli who grew up in Hawai‘i, I had maybe been 

to one of these hotels once or twice, perhaps outside of a prom that I did not go 

to, or at a hotel party in high school, but unless you work directly in this industry, 

the Hawaiian hotel experience (as a guest) is not one that most locals and Kanaka 

Maoli are familiar with. We know that Waikiki is not for us to enjoy.121 

 

Teves’ description of Waikīkī and its tourism industry depicts several parallel social 

lives/milieus of varying class and visibility levels. On the one hand, she describes the tourists 

– specifically Japanese and haole – scampering around, on the other hand, she describes the 

service labor of Philippine hotel maids. What remains unseen (aside from herself, and the 

paintings of the royalty the hotels are named after) is the Hawaiian. She pronounces the lack of 

enjoyment that Waikīkī provides to Kānaka Maoli, but even more the violence of this 

disappearance and discomfort. Regarding the Asian settler/tourist presence of scampering 

Japanese, and servicing Filipinx settler/migrant, Dean Saranillio illustrates a similar scenario in 

his book’s foreword, one which catalyzed his work on deconstructing his Filipino/Japanese self: 

After reading her books, articles, and poetry, in my senior year at the University 

of Hawai‘i, I finally felt ready to take a course with Haunani-Kay Trask. I would 

 
121 Teves 2018: 126, emphasis added. 
Stephanie Nohelani Teves. 2018. Defiant Indigeneity. The Politics of Hawaiian Performance. 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.5149/9781469640570_teves
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never be the same after this course. After class, I would work a ten-hour shift as 

a valet in Waikiki. Seeing what we discussed in class, the existence of a 

freshwater spring under the hotel where workers would urinate, the racist and 

sexist joy that tourists experience being served by someone brown, reading the 

Blount report in a parking booth—all of it was enough to completely change my 

view of the world.122 

 

Saranillio’s reading of the Blount Report123 – the investigative report pushed by then U.S. 

President Grover Cleveland on the Hawaiian Kingdom Overthrow – while being a student with 

a valet job at a hotel, replicates Teves’ observation. In his narrative the social affinities and the 

labor conditions as an Asian settler marked him as closer to the Filipinx maids Teves watched, 

than the Japanese tourists in shorts and towels. To study under Haunani-Kay Trask is 

understood as a kuleana or responsibility, and it emphasizes the affinities for Indigenous 

resurgence and against the settler structure beyond his own positionality as “settler.” Again, the 

striking thing is that in Saranillio’s story there are no Hawaiians. In Teves’ retelling of her visit 

at the Princess Ka‘iulani Hotel, the Hawaiian ali‘i are silent witness to her Hawaiian 

presence.124 Saranillio’s declaration that taking Trask’s class led him to entirely shift his way 

of thinking or being in the world echoes Teves’ reference to the intentionality of ghosts. In this 

sense, Trask’s Hawaiian historywas also a form of haunting or ghost communication that 

moved Saranillio to a new worldview: 

Hawaiian ghosts question how Hawai‘i came to be part of the United States and 

how it became a tourist destination.125 The ghost tour experience compels 

audience members to confront their own complicity with the erasure of 

Hawaiian indigeneity in Waikiki. It reminds us all that something has not been 

said, that someone or something is lingering because of an injustice, and that 

 
122 Saranillio 2018a: xxi, emphasis added. 
123 I explain the context of this report in the next chapter’s focus on the Kingdom Overthrow. 
124 Teves’ overarching work is about performance and embodiments, in contrast to the excerpts I am taking from 
her in my chapter, this is more reflective and also instructive: 
“Rather than focusing on our prior life or on our political afterlife manifested in ‘culture,’ as the settler state 
constantly encourages us to do, we honor our ali‘i as part of our shared sense of self; it is how we know who we 
are, and it is built into every understanding of what it means to be Kānaka Maoli.” (Teves 2018: 118, emphasis 
added) 
“Cultural memories are embodied in and through performances that are social processes of memory and 
forgetting. Performances invoke and conjure, bringing into being what often does not need to be said or get to 
be said. These performances are transferred in sacred ceremonies, in parades, onstage, and in everyday life.” 
(Teves 2018: 118, emphasis added) 
125 This is influenced by and in analogy to Tuck & Ree: 
“Haunting, by contrast, is the relentless remembering and reminding that will not be appeased by settler society’s 
assurances of innocence and reconciliation. Haunting is both acute and general; individuals are haunted, but so 
are societies. The United States is permanently haunted by the slavery, genocide and violence entwined in its 
first, present and future days. Haunting does not hope to change people’s perceptions, nor does it hope for 
reconciliation. Haunting lies precisely in its refusal to stop. Alien (to settlers) and generative for (ghosts), this 
refusal to stop is its own form of resolving. For ghosts, the haunting is the resolving, it is not what needs to be 
resolved.” (Tuck & Ree 2013: 642) 
Eve Tuck & C. Ree. 2013. “A Glossary of Haunting.” 

file:///G:/DISS%202021/PhD%202022/10.4324/9781315427812.ch33
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we are all complicit if we refuse to listen. The ghosts’ intention is to get you to 

think and to act differently.126 

 

What I call “a/the ghost” in this section from hereon can be read as other subconscious 

apparitions or communications of the kinship relations in dreams, as well as in attunement127 

with sudden transient shifts in the air. These sudden transient shifts have been described by AM 

Kanngieser in a way that has also been very salient for me, coming from a non-Indigenous 

perspective without relation to any land.128 With Teves’ expression of the intentionality of ghost 

being or appearing as an impetus “to think and act differently,”129 I will share some anecdotes 

of the manifestation of these metaphysical shifts or messages, before again returning to the 

physical space of Waikīkī in this subchapter, further below. 

In Hawai‘i, these ghostly attunements were several incidents of no consequence,130 except for 

a personal discomfort regarding places that I knew or only later knew or recognized to be kapu 

(taboo) or “off-limits” for sacred or trespassing reasons. One situation was hiking down the 

very steep but cemented road from the Waipi‘o Valley lookout on Hawai‘i Island when I was 

visiting the island with four others. Waipi‘o Valley holds an estuary with five tributary streams, 

and the soil fed by these waters provides for a kīpuka or oasis of abundance on Hawai‘i 

Island.131 My companions were not Hawaiian-born-or-raised in the place, but Japanese from 

Japan or white U.S. Americans. I did not see the point in wanting to go down the valley since 

the water at the black sand beach did not look very calm, especially at a river mouth, and there 

was a forest area between the road and beach. 

When we got there, there were several stagnant puddles to skip over and some wild horses, both 

inclined to leptospirosis. I am not sure if I went into the ocean there, but aside from loathing 

the idea of a steep uphill return climb within such a short time, I did not feel at ease in the 

valley. When we reached the lookout up at the parking lot again, I saw the “do not enter” sign 

that I did not see before going down. The sign was a good deterrent to tell my cousin the 

following year on a later trip to the island lookout that we should not go down. Learning some 

 
126 Teves 2018: 120 
127 I use this term as Kanngieser & Todd introduce it, however, I believe Kanngieser’s “attunement” is also more 
specific to empirical sensory phenomena such as sounds, rather than metaphysical reverberations. 
128 Rather than referring to things as ancestral or religious messages, which for us as non-Indigenous they are 
(oftentimes) not. 
129 Teves proceeds to explain social “space” not as empty, but as filled with histories, parallel to my theorizations 
and that of kapwa in most intentions. 
130 In the Philippines these called for a Roman Catholic priestly blessing of the house, but upon my brother leaving 
for Germany when I was 11, I moved into his old room and hardly entered my previous one for several years. 
131 These five (lima) streams as fingers of a hand (lima) are symbolically in laulima to the valley’s abundance. 
(McGregor 2007: 52) 
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sacred histories of the valley,132 I found out that aside from personal trespassing this had been 

the site of major battles,133 an epidemic that influenced a taro shortage to feed other populations 

on the island,134 and tsunamis which caused the larger population to relocate.135 This 

information  put my feeling of unease into context.  

With my cousin Kathryn the following summer, I did go to the Pu‘uhonua o Honaunau instead, 

a place of refuge at Honaunau that is part of the National Park Service and has restored ki‘i or 

statues of deities and thatched housing. As a public space, of course, we were officially136 

encouraged to wander around and enter some of the hale or open wall houses, sit on benches, 

touch the occasional artefacts. The notable incident to me though was when I briefly held both 

my hands against a coconut palm trunk, and my heart and chest tightened and felt immense 

pressure in that instant. I released the tree immediately but have no words for the sensation I 

felt, except that it was the mana or spirit of the tree or the pu‘uhonua speaking to me to please 

not touch and disrespect. My final anecdote is from a place I never visited for no discernable 

reason: Mānoa Falls. As it was close to where I lived in Mānoa Valley and friends went there 

all the time. At least three times plans came up or fell through that I did not go when others did, 

including when a friend visited me all the way from Germany for a week and my roommate 

took her for an hour without waiting for me to join. 

The truth is that Mānoa Falls – a public access waterfalls so close to the university that students 

went there all the time, despite barriers and warnings of leptospirosis in the water – is also a 

known site of ghostly spirits at the end of the valley. There is a majestic banyan tree137 that is 

said to be a passage for the Night Marchers.138 Considering Hawaiian protocol is to ask for 

permission before entering spaces (especially spiritual or off-limits ones), I credit the unease or 

 
132 Among others, the deities residing there as summarized by McGregor: 
“Wākea, God of the sky, mated with Papa, Goddess of the earth, and she gave birth to the islands of Hawai‘i. In 
his old age, Wākea is said to have retired to Waipi‘o to live out the rest of his days. The godly Milu succeeded 
Wākea as chief in Waipi‘o. The brother Gods Kāne and Kanaloa, who traveled throughout the islands opening up 
freshwater springs to mix with their ‘awa, dwelt at Alakahi in Waipi‘o in company with lesser Gods. Maui, the 
demigod associated with fishing throughout the islands, lifting the sky, slowing the pace of the sun across the 
sky, and stealing the secret of fire making from the Gods, obtained the Ipumakaniakamaumau (gourd of constant 
winds) from the kahuna Kaleiiolu in Waipi‘o Valley in order to fly his kite. Maui also fought with Kāne and Kanaloa 
at Waipi‘o. According to legend, they killed Maui in Waipi‘o when he tried to steal their bananas.” (McGregor 
2007: 51) 
133 McGregor 2007: 54 
134 McGregor 2007: 57-58 
135 McGregor 2007: 79 
136 By the U.S. National Park Service, not by Hawaiians for whom the place is an ancestral and highly spiritual 
place. 
137 Thank you to Angharad Lodwick for pointing out the significance of banyan trees for ancestors and spirits in 
Indonesia, which aligns to the same meaning in the Philippines, as well as for certain places in Hawai‘i. 
138 Teves 2018: 123 
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meta/physical restrictions to that, as if I were attuned to the resistance to my uninvited 

intrusion.139  

What follows is a reflective theorization on ghosts and the posthuman, at this time I can cite 

only myself, and perhaps it may read as mysticist.140 This theorization is most categorically not 

derived from Heidegger’s beingness but is in the metaphysical mezzanine plane between 

beings. For lack of other transparency to this methodological thought but personal rejection of 

Martin Heidegger and the poststructuralism his influence went into, I diverge on the path before 

philosophical junctures to existentialism, (new) materialism, or ontological turns. This is not a 

development or critique of post-Heidegger beingness, but a pre-Heidegger one, which is dare I 

say less Eurocentric than Euroamerican poststructuralists would argue themselves to want to 

be.141 

The reason I am categorically stating this in epistemic disobedience, is against the valuing of 

Eurocentric scholarship over Indigenous Studies or the theorizations I am making of my own 

tacit experiential knowledge.142 This is an inquiry that has spiraled to augment kapwa (self-in-

other) ontology and the metaphysical ghost between embodiments, to reconstruct a postcolonial 

epistemology expanding on kapwa with syncretic spiritual facets. I am, however, influenced by 

Hegel in German and taking on “Geist” as I see fit as malleable spirit, ghost, mind. Since writing 

these theorizations I delved into Hegel’s Philosophy of Religion and can say with confidence 

that the parallels are all there, particularly on trinitarian Spirit, as I will refer to occasionally 

throughout this work.143 Vanessa Watts has criticized Haraway’s metaphorizing of the 

metaphysical, and similarly I believe this is “an abstracted tool of the West,” which invisibilizes 

those who are liminally/contextually East or West or diaspora mestizaje.144 The ghost is not 

always a metaphor, the ghost is sometimes a tangible ghost. 

 
139 On the reverse, it would appear that my intentions to Maunakea and aloha ‘aina as a doctoral dissertation 
topic are influenced by the same invitation to join in aloha ‘aina resistance. See also: Bryan Kamaoli Kuwada,. 
2015b. “We Live In The Future. Come Join Us.” Ke Ka‘upu Hehi Ale blog. 
140 It is not the same as Derridean “hauntology,” nor is it New Materialism. Brendan Hokowhitu (Ngāti Pūkenga) 
and Zoe Todd (Métis) made me come to realize that the reason I had never heard of or engaged with New 
Materialism is the lack of cross-referencing into the canon of scholarship and theory that I have been reading for 
a decade: Pacific and Indigenous Studies. In light of my wordplay via pneuma, and then finding out about New 
Materialism, I have come to refer to what I theorize as Pneumaterialism. 
Brendan Hokowhitu 2020. “The emperor’s ‘new’ materialisms. Indigenous materialisms and disciplinary 
colonialism.” 
As Zoe Todd (Métis) has said: “‘ontology’ is just another word for colonialism.” 
Zoe Todd. 2016. “An Indigenous Feminist’s Take On The Ontological Turn: ‘Ontology’ Is Just Another Word For 
Colonialism.” 
141 Cusicanqui 2012 
142 Walter D. Mignolo. 2009. “Epistemic Disobedience, Independent Thought and Decolonial Freedom.” 
143 The companion reader by Peter Hodgson makes these analogies and parallels clear. 
144 Watts 2013: 28 

https://hehiale.com/2015/04/03/we-live-in-the-future-come-join-us/
https://doi.org/10.1111/johs.12124
https://doi.org/10.1111/johs.12124
https://doi.org/10.1177/0263276409349275
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Within this project I introduce several variations of the metaphors of “breath” or “breath of life” 

as ea and as hā, without delving deeply into the phenomena of “flesh” or “body” in contrast.145 

Here, I use the imagery of the ghost as a posthuman being in the sense that a ghost is the post-

breath of the conscious human/being. I am interested in bringing in the translation malleability 

of the Greek pneuma146 that is “air in motion,” “breath,” “spirit,” “soul,” or the German Geist 

that is “spirit,” “soul,” “mind,” “ghost” into these correspondences. Thus, I use “posthuman” 

both as transcendental to the human/being for the interrelations to the material 

nonhuman/being147 and as the material and metaphysical after the human/being. Further, ghosts 

as the posthuman being, reside both in what is a liminal space to the material, and in an 

interspatial relation to the human/being. Simultaneously, the posthuman being is 

spatiotemporally in a material sense within the soil – in an essential one this incorporates further 

constituents by way of air and water – as organic matter which returns to the earth. Ghosts are 

thus in a spatiotemporal plane between the living breath and the living soil. 

To frame the philosophy or critique of this project based on what Coulthard & Simpson call 

(Indigenous) grounded normativity and Newton calls Intercommunalism, I consider its 

sociopolitical analyses to be “against empire.” This analysis is based on a hermeneutic or 

interpretive posthuman critique of materialism,148 as well as what I would call “interspatial” 

posthumanism, and will below further expand on as an “interspatial materialist critique.” By 

this I mean the spatiotemporal interrelation between beings as enacted by the material and 

immaterial conditions of transience.149 Much of this dissertation is grounded in transient 

relations to place located in the past – which reveals itself to not be that static a notion in 

spacetime, as transience is dynamic. Here, ghost narratives or epistemology is interpretive with 

the ghost encounter based on the interpretive senses of the human/being to perceive and 

communicate with/from the ghost in this spatiotemporal plane between living 

 
145 My description here is not a culturally specific epistemology like Kanaka Maoli ‘aumākua or kilo, which I 
illustrate examples of in later chapters. 
146 There was no going around this pneumatic analytic within the topic of COVID-19, but I want to then stress the 
interpretive qualities to and dialectical analyses of benign and malignant spirits or ghosts. 
147 With this spatiotemporal transcendental between the human and nonhuman being, I wish to diffuse the 
teleology of evolutionary biology simply to emphasize the concurrent existence and consciousness of these 
relations. 
148 I also want to highlight a metaphorical understanding of the material or metaphysical regarding “matter” and 
“spirit.” 
149 Material conditions of transience could be regarded as shifting geographical locations as in my explanation of 
the characteristics of the estuary or as (property or wealth) accumulation, while immaterial transience is the 
accumulation of age and ephemeral knowledge, however, transient intentional relations of the “making” kin are 
both material and immaterial dependent on intentionality. 
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human/nonhuman/being. Without this interpretative sensing, which can be intersubjective and 

collective as kapwa intends, any revelation is unresolved. 

The epistemology is what being interprets through or about the interspatial. It is the 

intentionality between being – human and place, human and nonhuman animal, nonhuman 

animal and place – that dynamically material-izes the ghost. If the ghost is not perceived by 

being, is it even a ghost?150 The response to metaphysical apparitions by nonhuman animals in 

their comportment would conclude that this ghost epistemology is on various planes 

transcendental as and for the other-than-human being. Critical Animal Studies may be able to 

expand on ghost epistemology to interpret how and why nonhuman animals often perceive 

natural disasters such as earthquakes before they occur. 

 

Returning to the place of Waikīkī with excerpts from a collection of poems by Brandy Nālani 

McDougall, I highlight the interspatial presence of ghosts through the palimpsests151 of 

mapping on tourist sites. At the same time there are various locations within Waikīkī where the 

constant presence of ghosts and spirits are ignored within the main thoroughfare of tourism.152 

I interpret McDougall’s poems by Google Maps to infer the function of Google Maps as a 

(malignant or ambiguous) “ghost.” Through human coding of virtual mapping coordination, the 

(colonial) human has managed to “create” narratives of settler colonialism of a transient or 

ephemeral nature, which then allows for layers of kaona and Indigenous or decolonial 

countermapping/-narratives and taking up of space. 

 

 

 

 

 
150 These are still somewhat open questions but supported in personal communication with Todd in June 2021 
about her blog writing on ghosts as well and our reference to Kanngieser’s attunement. 
151 McDougall’s own explanations reveal her intention of critiquing surveillance, which in fact turns around the 
specter of haunting: “In these poems, I also want to uncover how surveillance by Google Maps (and its seeming 
lack of caution or apprehension in surveilling) within colonized spaces like Hawaiʻi gives its users a sense of 
entitlement to all places—even those considered to be most sacred or ecologically vulnerable—as they are 
shown to be free and open for all to visit. My intention through these poems is to make the moʻolelo of these 
places more visible, even when the moʻolelo are not completely revealed and only hint at a deeper history and 
meaning. In being made to experience the tensions arising from the use of both mapping technologies, I hope 
readers can reflect on the colonial directionality of Google Maps, while being guided by the moʻolelo of our wahi 
pana toward a decolonial orientation.” (McDougall 2019: 58) 
Brandy Nālani McDougall. 2019. “Finding Direction: Google Mapping the Sacred, Mo‘olelo Mapping Wahi Pana 
in Five Poems. ‘Waikiki on Google Maps (Satellite View).’” 
152 Teoratuuaarii Morris. 2019. Nā Pōhaku Ola Kapaemāhū a Kapuni: Performing for Stone at Tupuna Crossings 
in Hawai‘i. Master’s Thesis. 

https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv11smvvj.13
https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv11smvvj.13
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/63241
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/63241
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“Waikiki on Google Maps (Satellite View)” [excerpt] – Brandy Nālani McDougall153 

In Waikīkī 

Lili‘uokalani is just 

a few blocks 

from the 

Royal Hawaiian 

Shopping Center 

and runs mauka 

from Kalakaua 

to the Ala Wai. 

Kūhiō meets with her 

amidst vacation condos, 

hotels, 

fenced empty lots 

with tarped shopping carts, 

overpriced apartments 

and abc stores 

 

[…] 

 

Search the brown 

canal water 

that once fed 

the marshes 

for any part of us 

that is still ours, 

 

whatever remains 

after even the names 

of our kings and queens 

have been taken, 

left roaming the streets. 

 

Parallel to Teves and Saranillio, McDougall’s poem centers the presence and non-presence of 

Hawaiian ali‘i or monarchs Queen Liliu‘okalani, King Kalakaua, and Prince Kūhiō in the form 

of the shopping center or streets named after them. The “vacation condos/hotels,” are 

juxtaposed with the “fenced empty lots/with tarped shopping carts,” that depict the carceral 

geographies154 that evict Hawaiians from their land while they shelter as houseless with tarps 

and their belongings in shopping carts. 

McDougall’s request to “Search the brown/canal water” illustrates the wai diversion from the 

taro fields that turned into the Ala Wai Canal. Instead of feeding Hawaiians, it turned from 

Waikīkī’s formerly fertile marshland into a tepid man-made bog, away . As Ten described 

 
153 McDougall 2019: 63-64 
154 Mei-Singh’s juxtaposition of this, which I analyze in Chapter 6, will reveal the kīpuka that grows against the 
fenced-in or fenced-out carcerality. 
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above, it is “a swampland turned into a concrete jungle, I see destruction, oppression, 

discrimination.” Nonetheless it is still in essence to be found in places, perhaps further 

upstream, similar to the up-valley overgrown lo‘i that the schoolchildren cleared. “for any part 

of us/that is still ours,//whatever remains” emphasizes the severing or physical and spiritual 

harm of being removed from the ‘āina and its nurturing/feeding. The “have been taken” stanza 

echoes into other poems I further analyze in Chapter 4, while the “left roaming the streets” 

highlights the houselessness again. The imagery here is one of specters or partial ghost 

existence that is not quite there, but not entirely erased. 

 

“Haiku Postcards from Waikīkī” [excerpt] – Brandy Nālani McDougall155 

Wish you were here in 

Paradise, sipping mai tais 

or something like that. 

 

It’s only gotten 

worse—even more pigs and less 

slop to go around. 

 

* 

You probably knew 

the old pipes couldn’t contain 

the shit of empire. 

 

Two died—a tourist 

and a military man— 

who else goes to Waiks? — 

 

after falling in 

the Ala Wai, pulsing of 

staphylococcus. 

 

This excerpt from another of McDougall’s poems also echoes the pollution intrinsic to the 

imperial tourist and military industry. I select this section for its description of “pulsing 

of/staphylococcus” as reminiscent of my ghost narratives of leptospirosis. However, in contrast 

to the risk of leptospirosis that is a zoonotic reflection of the bionetwork keeping humans out, 

the staphylococcus and sewage in the Ala Wai is fostered by urbanism. Likewise, the death of 

tourists and military in Waikīkī is the inverse of the erasure and removal of Kānaka Maoli from 

this space/place, because: “who else goes to Waiks?” the brazen nickname that erases the 

meaning of “Waikīkī” as “spouting waters.” Whereas the “Wish you were here in/Paradise, 

sipping mai tais” is ironic to the content of the “slop,” “shit of empire,” bursting pipes, and 

 
155 Brandy Nālani McDougall. 2013. “He Mele Aloha no ka Niu; Haiku Postcards from Waikīkī.” 

https://doi.org/10.1080/10455752.2013.789220
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death in the canal, it is apparent that McDougall is addressing another Kanaka Maoli elsewhere 

in her haiku “postcard.” Again, highlighting the fact that so many Kānaka Maoli have left for 

diaspora, being priced out of “home” or “Paradise.” 

In a way, McDougall’s riff on Google Maps also provides a ghost narrative, when regarding 

the virtual or internet space as “ghost.” Similarly, digital maps provide certain cartographic 

opportunities, if they foreground Indigenous stories and ceremonies, which can provide for 

more kaona and narratives in spatial palimpsest than traditional printed maps. In digital 

mapping manifold layers can pop-up to reveal complementing or contrasting storylines, as well 

as song, image, video, with the only layer missing being that of texture/touch and perhaps the 

strongest sensory need for memory: scent.156 

 

3.4.2. Interspatialism – an interspatial critique of materialism and an 

interspatial materialist critique 

Although the current understanding and practice of the “intersectionality” framework as a static 

standpoint theory is not as intended by Kimberlé Crenshaw, a more precise conceptualization 

in regard to anti-hegemonic discourse and solidarity action can be to stress the interrelations 

between individuals or collectives. Furthermore, the permanence of U.S. exceptionalism and 

the governmental form of the nation-state are hardly interrogated by intersectional frameworks 

from a U.S. perspective. To counter these gaps, I instill a version of what I call “ghost 

epistemology” or interpretive “interspatial critique” of materialism into the dynamic 

positionalities and relationalities between individuals/collectives as an “interspatial materialist 

critique.”157 

Here, the ghost is not metaphysical (unless required) but metaphorical. Instead of a metaphor 

of intersecting vectors or in a spatial plane, the interspatial “ghost” is an amorphous spirit of 

 
156 Other Indigenous mapping projects like that of Mark Palmer (Kiowa) and Cadey Korson utilize this digital space 
for exactly this layered reason beyond the printed map: 
“(…) they observe that the inclusion of Indigenous place names in most resource management maps is generally 
not accompanied by interpretive content that explains the meaning or history of Indigenous toponymies. As a 
remedy, Palmer and Korson propose the development of what they call ‘Indigital story maps’ that can 
incorporate multimedia sources (audio, video, and additional interpretive content) to enhance the richness and 
depth of mapping as an Indigenous storytelling practice. Moreover, they advocate for a participatory approach 
to story mapping that recenters Indigenous knowledge by enabling ‘communities to incorporate their own 
voices, languages, names, and stories into maps.’ This form of Indigenous mapping, Palmer and Korson argue, 
can contribute to decolonizing World Heritage maps by reclaiming Indigenous place-worlds.” (Rose-Redwood et 
al. 2020: 158) 
Reuben Rose-Redwood, Natchee Blu Barnd, Annita Hetoevehotohke’e Lucchesi, Sharon Dias & Wil Patrick. 2020. 
“Decolonizing the Map: Recentering Indigenous Mappings.” 
157 I do not intend for this to be a tautology, but an interspatial analytic with regard to the metaphysical and the 
material. It is the metaphysical analytic to critique the material, and it is also the analytic of the materializing 
metaphysical (but remains immaterial). 

https://doi.org/10.3138/cart.53.3.intro
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dynamic relationality158 between the mediators based upon their racial capitalist material 

conditions in relation to the hegemonic. These material conditions consider class, race, gender, 

ethnicity, religion, caste, dis/ability, sexuality, and further, as required by the anti-hegemonic 

discourse or action to be initiated in a specific spacetime.159 The consideration here is a space 

which is encompassing of a collectivist or communal interrelation, thus a spatiotemporal social 

or political relationality of metaphysical transience as dynamic between the intersubjective. 

My concept of Interspatialism160 is the micro-level of what Huey P. Newton theorizes as the 

macro-level Intercommunalism, the “communal” as is may be formed from or through 

interspatial relationalities and solidarities in collectivist engagement. In my interpretation a 

“community” (noun) is more of a static undefined non-state status/membership, while the 

“communal” (adjective/adverb) is the active engagement in practices of relationality and 

solidarity by affinities and common cause. An inactive or malevolent membership status as 

“community” does not make for dynamic or engaged solidarity, which can be seen in the 

conflicting empathies of kapwa for the “fellow” or “collective” Filipinx to the detriment of 

further oppression or inaction in the hegemonic militarism of the Philippine drug war.161 

With this critique I want to highlight that in the fixation with multiethnic “local” Asian identities 

and the “melting pot” harmony of Hawai‘i, the material conditions between 

individuals/collectives within these non-white ethnicities have been neglected, for the benefit 

of the military and tourism industries to prosper in racial capitalism. This interspatial can 

 
158 In the Hawai‘i context this is congruent with the dynamics of shifting kuleana or responsibility dependent on 
place and community. The dynamic relationality encompasses positionality and responsibility/accountability. 
159 With this interspatial critique I want to highlight the current distortions that arise from standpoints and 
solidarities, for instance in Euroamerican academia when “Diversity, Equity & Inclusion” tends to prioritize gender 
before race and become a tool of whiteness, instead of regarding these as critically positioned dependent on the 
spatial hegemony of whiteness in Europe or in academia, just as Leftist organizing in Germany prioritizes class 
analysis over coloniality or race (and its related manifestations like religions, and nuances in the diaspora). At the 
same time this critique intends to bridge the tensions between the application of “class reductionism,” i.e., class 
above all without other hegemonic positions, or “identity politics,” i.e., the misconstrued understanding that 
whiteness or “the white working-class” is not a relational or material identity like all others of race, gender, 
ethnicity, religion, caste, dis/ability, sexuality, coloniality etc. are. 
Providing an interspatial critique of dynamic relations in activism could hold space for “intersectionality” to be 
reserved for its first and foremost intention as intersectional of Black feminist critique, rather than its current 
“meaning anything and everything” often save for Black feminist thought and antiracist praxis. I regard the 
interspatial to also question power dynamics of colorism that go under in intersectionality discourse, especially 
within communities of color where no hegemonic framework of whiteness is being interrogated without “white 
people.” 
160 I am intentional for the -ism of interspatialism rather than interspatiality, as I wish to highlight the prism of 
looking at phenomena, and the rainbow or specter of colors that come out of the clear light and can bend back 
again. A more beautiful imagery is one of additional mirrors set to break the prism colors into different angles 
and relations, which will play a role in Chapter 4. 
161 The victims of the Philippine drug war are most distinctly the lower class of lumpenproletariat in the 
postcolonial feudalist structure, the analysis lies in class and colorism, perhaps to a caste dynamic rather than a 
racial one. 
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dynamically enact the spatial anti-hegemonic of its composites towards the spatiotemporal 

hegemonic assemblage, through interrogating and harmonizing the power imbalances between 

the interspatial composites.162  

Appropriate for my inquiries, Jasbir Puar’s focus on empire and nationalism delivers a distinct 

study to often passed over “intersections” of non-/citizenship and racialized religious affiliation, 

with queerness in her example not as the oppressed, but as the intentional or complicit 

instrument of domination to injure and maim.163I cite Puar here, who has the utility of static 

“intersectionality” with assemblage theories critiqued. It is within the space between the 

corporeal structure of the assemblage composites that the interspatial is located, or in physical 

science terms: the multidirectional movement and force of the pneumatic breath between the 

(multitude) corporeal: 

I propose the assemblage as a pertinent political and theoretical frame within 

societies of control. I rearticulate terrorist bodies, in particular the suicide 

bomber, as an assemblage that resists queerness-as-sexual-identity (or anti-

identity)—in other words, intersectional and identitarian paradigms—in favor of 

spatial, temporal, and corporeal convergences, implosions, and rearrangements. 

Queerness as an assemblage moves away from excavation work, deprivileges a 

binary opposition between queer and notqueer subjects, and, instead of retaining 

queerness exclusively as dissenting, resistant, and alternative (all of which 

queerness importantly is and does), it underscores contingency and complicity 

with dominant formations. This foregrounding of assemblage enables attention 

to ontology in tandem with epistemology, affect in conjunction with 

representational economies, within which bodies interpenetrate, swirl together, 

and transmit affects and effects to each other.164 

 
162 “The assemblage, as a series of dispersed but mutually implicated and messy networks, draws together 
enunciation and dissolution, causality and effect, organic and nonorganic forces.” (Puar 2017 (2007): 211) 
See also: Alexander Weheliye. 2014. Habeas Viscus.  
163 This highlighting of the inquiries of empire or nation-state, coloniality and Indigeneities, and the 
spiritual/metaphysical combine three factors of potential lateral violence and suspicion even within the most 
racially aware and gender inclusive accessible “intersectional” spaces.  As Gloria Anzaldúa reminds, the imperial 
legacy of 9/11 and the War on Terror implicated the safety and citizenship of any ambiguously brown person 
racialized as foreign “terrorist”: 
“Racialized language leads to racial profiling, which leads to targeting dark-skinned, Middle Eastern–looking, and 
other people of color earmarked as potential terrorists. So that white Americans can keep their illusions of safety 
and entitlement unmarred, our government sets up oppressive measures such as racial profiling, which make 
people of color feel disposable, perpetually unsafe (…)” (Anzaldúa 2015: 14) 
164 Puar 2017 (2007): 205, emphasis added. 

https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv11smq79
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In my course of theorization, I am also informed by Gloria Anzaldúa’s concept of nepantla,165 

a mystical in-between-space, with nepantlera within having to infer and relate beyond 

borders/categories166 of singular onto-epistemology: 

The binaries of colored/white, female/male, mind/body are collapsing. Living in 

nepantla, the overlapping space between different perceptions and belief 

systems, you are aware of the changeability of racial, gender, sexual, and other 

categories rendering the conventional labelings obsolete. Though these 

markings are outworn and inaccurate, those in power continue using them to 

single out and negate those who are “different” because of color, language, 

notions of reality, or other diversity. You know that the new paradigm must come 

from outside as well as within the system.167 

 

Nepantlera are in their shifting positionalities the ones centered to be interlocutors or mediators 

against a hegemonic assemblage. However, this comes with greater responsibilities and 

burdens, which I attempt to lighten of load in the interspatial composite of solidarities and 

engagement.168 

I offer this conceptualization of the interspatial tested against Puar and Anzaldúa’s frameworks, 

to hold space for building and cultivating “communities of care” as resistance to hegemonic 

powers. This resistance – as transient as it may linger in its reconstitution to another interspatial 

relationality – can enact a more strategic and sturdy communal resistance when it is cognizant 

and transparent about the power imbalances within. In its communal strength it can travel across 

or transcend borders towards Intercommunalism. “from outside as well as within the system” 

 
165 I chose to conceptualize a metaphysical ghost/spirit that is not dependent on specific place, precisely for the 
diaspora, unlike the Nahua nepantla. In my ghost epistemology there is no shamanism per se, or else I could 
choose to call it the “anito/ ulihi” or similar needing a spiritual interlocutor in the Philippines. Due to the Nahua 
influence in the Philippines from the colonial time of New Spain and the galleon trade, including other spiritual 
and ancestral practices which overlap like Dia de los Muertos. 
Specifically on the Mexican mestizaje conditions of identities, there is great overlap to the critique I am making 
with these concepts of the interspatial: 
“We discover, uncover, create our identities as we interrelate with others and our alrededores/surroundings. 
Identity grows out of our interactions, and we strategically reinvent ourselves to accommodate our exchanges. 
Identity is an ongoing story, one that changes with each telling, one we revise at each way station, each stop, in 
our viaje de la vida (life’s journey).” (Anzaldúa 2015: 75) 
166 True to being a critique of borders and empire, Anzaldúa explains this shift form “borderlands” to nepantla: 
“I find people using metaphors such as ‘Borderlands’ in a more limited sense than I had meant it, so to expand 
on the psychic and emotional borderlands I’m now using ‘nepantla.’ With nepantla the connection to the spirit 
world is more pronounced as is the connection to the world after death, to psychic spaces. It has a more spiritual, 
psychic, supernatural, and indigenous resonance.” (Anzaldúa 2015: xxxiv) 
167 Anzaldúa 2015: 119 
168 A drawing Anzaldúa made about mestizaje in nepantla shows (more culturally-specific) similarities with what 
I have theorized here, and she calls the “interspatial” the “cracks” between the bodies (Anzaldúa 2015: 72, Fig. 
4.2. “Between the Cracks”). See also in relation to my methodology on kapwa in Chapter 2, this description: 
“Navigating the cracks between worlds is difficult and painful, like reconstructing a new life, a new identity. 
Forced to negotiate the cracks between realities, we learn to navigate the switchback roads between 
assimilation/ acquiescence to the dominant culture and isolation/preservation of our ethnic cultural integrity. 
But both are necessary for survival and growth.” (Anzaldúa 2015: 79) 
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depicts the simultaneous internal/external tensions against the status quo, as well as the liminal 

position as scholar-activist mediator – which a dissertation on community organizing and social 

movements locates in the same space. 

For the purposes of this project, let me provide clearer examples with the conditions for 

interethnic affinities in settler colonized and militarized Hawai‘i. In further chapters I highlight 

the interethnic tensions between Asian groups organizing under the umbrella of “local.” I 

briefly re-emphasized the labor or material conditions under U.S. occupation for Kānaka Maoli 

in reaction to Micronesian migrants or working-class Filipinx and Pacific Islanders, with their 

various standpoints under U.S. colonial histories in the first subchapter above.169 

This also has potential as a materialist critique for the relationalities and solidarities between 

residents of Hawai‘i and transient military personnel of Color, or to be precise: to interrogate 

and combat anti-Blackness against Black military officers in Hawai‘i, as well as interrogate the 

disproportionately great number of Indigenous and Pacific Islander recruits through the lens of 

decolonization and demilitarization.170 The role of the military and U.S. hegemony needs to be 

made apparent for these individuals or dependents in the U.S military towards people in regions 

the U.S. military is deployed in, as non-white citizens of the USA they are in hegemonic 

authority towards populations inhabiting conflict regions with U.S. military presence. Further, 

refugees of U.S. military transgression as well as descendants of enslaved Africans in Hawai‘i, 

are in a different interspatial relation towards Kānaka Maoli with regard to the standpoint of 

any “settler” identity than to “local” Asian and white settlers. 

 

Here in this subchapter, I theorized the interspatial as a “ghost,” which dependent on 

inter/subjective interpretation is a metaphorical, metaphysical, or material(-izing) ghost 

apparition. The natural phenomena I hold space for here as illustrative of the “interspatial” is in 

the intertidal zone of where land meets ocean or water, and most prominently as the estuarine 

ecosystem. In Chapter 6 I more clearly deliberate and explain the space of the estuary as it 

relates to a space of convergence, symbiotic potentiality, and growth. The estuary is likewise 

dependent on vision, interpretation, and engagement a material space as a geomorphology of 

 
169 Saranillio analyzes individual and specific Filipinx of higher sociopolitical influence that hinder class-conscious 
solidarities between local Asians for Kanaka Maoli resurgence against the U.S. state. Previous Hawai‘i Governor 
Benjamin Cayetano, a Filipino-American, and current Hawai‘i Governor David Ige, an Okinawan-American, are 
examples for interspatial materialist critique. Upper middle-class or politically influential Kanaka Maoli 
politicians, military officers, businesspeople, who work to uphold U.S. hegemony against Kanaka Maoli 
resurgence. 
170 Forthcoming work by Nitasha Sharma highlights these tensions and spaces for community-building in her 
interviews with Black Hawaiians, Black civilian residents, and Black military personnel. 
Nitasha Tamar Sharma. 2021. Hawai‘i is My Haven. Race and Indigeneity in the Black Pacific. 

https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv1tfw0r3
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water, a metaphysical space in the sense that the fluctuating ecosystem’s symbiosis varies its 

chemical and biological physicality (again, dependent on features within), and a metaphorical 

space in this project to visualize solidarities and change through relational symbiosis. 

This chapter contextualized the importance of healthy land and water to the health and well-

being of the people of Hawai‘i in times of “crisis.” The current condition of a global pandemic 

has made more apparently visible the destruction that capitalist exploitation has wreaked on the 

Earth (with COVID-19 as a zoonotic disease). This stands in contrast to the Hawaiian value of 

“wealth” as waiwai or an abundance of freshwater with which the land is fed to prosper. In 

allusion to later chapters and critiques, I wanted to examine the tendency towards “resilience” 

or “urgency” discourse, which erases the perpetuation of colonial violence that depicts 

inequities between humans (and not between “Man” and nature), as well as the centuries of 

resistance against perpetual crisis. My use of “crisis” here is largely in reference to the ongoing 

pandemic, and not climate change as sudden onset disaster. 

Hawaiians, Filipinx, and other Pacific Islanders, especially Micronesians who come to the 

islands for healthcare and livelihood opportunities, are at most risk from the coronavirus and 

climate change consequences in their islands of origin. I explained the context of healthcare 

needs and the potential for food sovereignty that ‘āina-based cooperation can provide waiwai 

or “wealth” for. I emphasize that it is especially imperative that communities that are already 

confronted with the visible impacts of climate change and now COVID-19 consider the 

“cultures of care” and reciprocity our social values align with – perhaps not intrinsically with 

the nonhuman environment, but in kinship to one another. Within Honolulu, the community of 

Kōkua Kalihi Valley brings together these values and cooperation, but beyond this it can also 

be seen within anarchist/communalist organizing and mutual aid during the COVID-19 

pandemic. 

Although the kalo and the ‘āina hold intrinsic value as the ancestor to Kānaka Maoli, and this 

aspect remains an Indigenous specificity that cannot be imitated or appropriated by settlers, it 

is central to settler solidarities supportive of Indigenous resurgence. ‘Āina-based practices such 

as taro farming play an important role in advancing food sovereignty, as Hawai‘i remains highly 

dependent on imports. In the global supply chain interferences stressed by the COVID-19 

pandemic as well as climate-changed natural disasters (e.g., flooding and hurricanes), the 

significance of both food sovereignty and cultures of care and reciprocity are made apparent. 

The exploitation of the land and natural habitats of the fauna the coronavirus transmitted to 

humans, and the labor forces implicated in the production of food and commodities, are 

symptoms of an unwell or out of balance global system. We can and should envision decolonial 
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futures and systemic change, to combat advancing climate change that could bring more 

zoonotic diseases and famine, and against the economies of monetary growth and profit that 

exacerbated this. Various Indigenous-led examples exist as kīpuka or oases in Hawai‘i, but we 

can also look to the mutual aid communities that have sprung up elsewhere in the pandemic. 
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4. Protecting Maunakea from the desecration of the Thirty Meter 

Telescope: creating a pu‘uhonua or sanctuary space in the 

skies 
 

As it is the genealogical starting point of this project on aloha ‘āina, I focus this chapter’s 

narrative on the activist work around the protection of Maunakea from the desecration of the 

Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT) project. The TMT project has not been able to proceed since 

the April 2015 standoff that my activism stems from.1 I give a brief context to the TMT project 

and how it violates Hawaiian kapu and sacred beliefs, describing the April 2015 standoff in 

kapu aloha or a sacred love/spirit for Maunakea.2 Then I introduce environmental impacts and 

the sacredness and value of freshwater and the water deities on Maunakea, which further depict 

the familial context between the kia‘i (“guardians” or “protectors”) and the mountain. 

This chapter has several purposes: to locate the greater aloha ‘āina movement resurgence this 

project stems from and is motivated by and to illustrate the parallels in Kū‘ē resistance against 

the Hawaiian Kingdom Overthrow and the aloha ‘āina on Maunakea from 2015 onwards. I also 

narrate this chapter to highlight the immense role education on aloha ‘āina plays for envisioning 

Hawaiian decolonial futures through EAducation. I locate the narrative arc of EAducation and 

resistance in a non-linear and circular fashion here. EAducation and aloha ‘āina is not the past 

but the future, which is why I place this chapter anti-chronologically before the following 

chapter’s 1970s aloha ‘āina to reclaim Kaho‘olawe Island and the Hōkūle‘a voyaging 

resurgence. The philosophical kaona or metaphors and themes of this chapter revolve around 

(sun-/star-) light, mirrors, haloes/rainbows, shadows, and potentiality or time. 

 

In early April 2015 when the first arrests happened on Maunakea, I was entirely uninvolved in 

protecting the mountain against the TMT, despite having witnessed my friends and classmates 

protesting the desecration on the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa campus back in 2013.3 The 

very first conscious mention of the TMT for me was in October of 2013.4 A mural for Maunakea 

 
1 Fujikane 2021 
2  “The kapu aloha requires the discipline of empathy, even and especially for those with whom one may disagree. 
It is not a command to compromise with or assent to harm.” (Goodyear-Kaʻōpua 2017: 190) 
3 Fujikane 2021: 112-113 
4 Hawaiian scientists and allies in astronomy summarize the extent of long controversy and resistance to the 
previous thirteen telescopes already on the summit: “Controversy surrounding telescopes on Maunakea is not 
novel. Native Hawaiians have been vocal about the presence of structures on the Mauna since the inception of 
the Maunakea Observatories. Evidence of this exists in many different forms, including in litigation, op-eds and 
media interviews, attendance at local and state town halls, civil disobedience and arrests, social media 
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was painted at the Campus Center of the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa, led by Hawaiian artist 

Hailey Kailiehu. The mural called out the university’s claim to be a “Hawaiian place of 

learning” whilst they bulldoze the most sacred Hawaiian sites in the name of “science.” The 

university newspaper Ka Leo (“The Voice”) who hosted the mural event painted over this 

artivism. Ka Leo apologized for the censorship and destruction of the student art after pressure 

from the Native Hawaiian student group “HauMANA” of stifling dissent and censoring art.5 

The next news update that I became aware of was the ground-breaking ceremony for the TMT 

a year later, on October 7, 2014, which was disrupted and ultimately stopped by Maunakea 

activists around Lanakila Mangauil. He had put his literal body on the line and been hit by a car 

when walking up the mountain road.6 

My full immersion into Maunakea protection against the TMT came with the next construction 

site access attempt on April 2, 2015. The Maunakea kia‘i, now more numerous, blocked the 

access road to the construction site as Mangauil had done in October. Thirty-one protectors 

were arrested during the peaceful direct action, as they stood across from construction vehicles 

supported by a multinational corporation, the state, and the university.7 This imbalance in power 

dynamics went viral on social media with photos and short videos shared of the standoff. 

Thousands worldwide began showing their support for Maunakea with hashtags such as 

#WeAreMaunaKea, #protectmaunakea, #aoleTMT (“no TMT”), and #TMTshutdown.8 

“We are Protectors, not Protestors” is a common slogan for this movement. The emphasis for 

the protectors lies on protecting the sacred land rather than on protesting the construction 

project as is.9 Likewise, relevant to this protection is a counternarrative to the false binaries of 

science vs. religion, and of academia vs. activism in the contemporary movement to protect 

Maunakea. The authors of many of the articles written, or even those standing in the line of 

arrest, are academics from the University of Hawai‘i and other universities. The false binary 

being used against aloha ‘āina of science vs. religion (or culture),10 is debunked by all the 

Hawaiian protectors who are scientists protecting their cultural rights as Kānaka Maoli.11 

 
exchanges, musical arrangements, the creation of new oli (chants) and mo‘olelo (stories, legends), and renewed 
efforts for formal recognition and Hawaiian sovereignty.” (Kahanamoku et al. 2020: 4, emphasis added) 
5 An acronym spelling out the Hawaiian word haumāna for “students” with the essence of mana or “energy,” but 
also the student group of the “Movement for Aloha No ka ‘Āina” (MANA), who organized a protest march after 
the mural was painted over (Fujikane 2021: 113; Kailiehu 2013 in Fujikane 2021: 152-153, Plate 9). 
6 Casumbal-Salazar 2019: 205 
7 Fujikane 2021: 131 
8 Casumbal-Salazar 2019: 206 
9 Goodyear-Kaʻōpua 2017 
10 George Johnson. 2014. “Seeking Stars, Finding Creationism.” New York Times. 
11 “What I have come to learn upon reflection, however, is that this kind of self-denial and self censorship is neither 
productive nor healthy. To deny my beliefs a position at the centre, to silence my own spirit, and to not feel 

https://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/21/science/seeking-stars-finding-creationism.html
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Academia and activism combined or “intellectual activism,” as Patricia Hill Collins has called 

it, sets a stronger foundation for education, especially when detractors would rather depict aloha 

‘āina as protesting for the sake of protest. Collins defines the term of intellectual activism as: 

“the myriad of ways that people place the power of their ideas in the service to social justice.”12 

Countless of the on-the-ground Maunakea protectors are elders and a part of the original Protect 

Kaho‘olawe ‘Ohana (PKO) or the next generation that came from these, having gone through 

the newly established Hawaiian immersion schools. However, the greater part of the Maunakea 

movement only became familiar with EAducation to seek aloha ‘āina origins in Kaho‘olawe 

and the Kū‘ē Petitions through Maunakea itself in 2015. 

My decision to place two generations of Trasks into conversation with the poems of Haunani-

Kay Trask and Lākea Trask-Batti depicts a form of mo‘okū‘auhau or genealogical chant. As 

with the selection of all further poems, both the kaona and the relations to the authors have 

influenced my inclusion of them in this project. In particular, portillo’s poem “believe me” 

came into this project through our relations made in online space, where the meaning and value 

of the poem is strengthened by the communication and good relations shared with them that led 

to “finding” it. 

 

4.1. Maunakea, a sacred ancestor of Kānaka Maoli through the Sky Father 

and Earth Mother 

The Sky Father Wākea is the progenitor of the mountain Maunakea with the Earth Mother 

Papahānaumoku. Wākea is also the father of Hāloa, the taro, and the first Hawaiian ancestor, 

with Ho‘ohōkūkalani – the architect or engineer of the stars and constellations.13 These 

genealogies depict the relation of the sky, the stars, and Maunakea to Kānaka Maoli from 

Hawai‘i Island where the mountain is located, as well as their sacredness that has now been 

violated by the Thirty Meter Telescope project. The TMT, the multinational14 project which 

 
comfortable enough to speak about my genealogical connection to my mountain – or the fact that we both come 
from Wākea – is (and was) one of the goals of colonialism.” (Case 2019: 172, emphasis added) 
Emalani Case. 2019. “I ka Piko, To the Summit: Resistance from the Mountain to the Sea.” 
12 Collins 2012: ix 
Patricia Hill Collins. 2012. On Intellectual Activism.  
13 Ho‘ohōkūkalani is also the daughter of Wākea and Papahānaumoku. 
14 The TMT project is designed and developed by a non-profit consortium of Canadian, Indian, Japanese, Chinese, 
and U.S. research institutions. There is a rival project: the European-led multinational Extremely Large Telescope 
(ELT) project in Chile, while the Giant Magellan Telescope (GMT) is a sister project of the TMT, also in Chile, to 
stargaze the Southern Hemisphere. This information can be found on all the projects’ respective websites, which 
I choose not to link to. 

https://doi.org/10.1080/00223344.2019.1577132
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initiated this renewed consciousness to guard ancestral land, is to be 18 stories high, to have a 

construction footprint of eight acres, and to sit on five acres of land.15 

On the topic of kuleana and permissions, Aikau, Goodyear-Kaʻōpua & Silva explain that the 

Indigenous Governance student exchange under the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa and 

University of Victoria (UHIP-IGOV) planned a voyage to Kaho‘olawe. However, visiting the 

island for a brief stay was put to the students as a voluntary option, and some voiced their 

apprehension of not being invited, so to speak.16 The summit of Maunakea, like the sacred 

island of Kaho‘olawe is a space or the realm of the ākua or “deities,” and is to be entered with 

respect.17 

A weary mind or sense of being distracted by other things is not a state of mind and being to 

bring into the realm, so the apprehensive students were alert to contemplate this feeling. At 

Maunakea, protectors leaving the subsequent base camps that were erected, are also advised to 

give a closing prayer after entering with protocol of permissions, as if to formally leave this 

conscience in the realm of the ākua than take it with oneself. Similarly, when I visited 

Maunakea, I felt it was not my time to ascend, and remained at “Hale Kū Kia‘i Mauna,” a hale 

or thatched ceremonial shelter that the protectors had built in 2015. My narratives of ghosts and 

trespassing on Hawaiian land uninvited illustrated this apprehension that I have described in 

the previous chapter as well. 

These practices of asking permission, requesting for closing, and the initial accesses for cultural 

ceremonies of healing and thanksgiving are what motivates the assorted visits to Kaho‘olawe 

Island since officially permitted in 1980, aside from clean-up. By 1989 there had been between 

3000-4000 people transported by the PKO to Kaho‘olawe for these cultural accesses.18 Jon 

Osorio recalls the words told to him at the closing ceremony of Makahiki in 1988, the 

agricultural thanksgiving ceremony for the deity Lono, by Kaua‘i Island PKO member Age 

Makanani: 

Some of you folks are here to look around. I’m not. I’m here to worship my 

gods. This ceremony is very serious to me . . . and if you’re not serious, then I 

have no time for you. . . . This ‘āina depends on our aloha. This is why we come, 

this is why we bring the Makahiki here, to bring our ‘āina back to health.19 

 

 
15 Iokepa Casumbal-Salazar. 2017. “A Fictive Kinship: Making ‘Modernity,’ ‘Ancient Hawaiians,’ and the 
Telescopes on Mauna Kea.” 
16 Aikau, Goodyear-Kaʻōpua & Silva 2016: 163-164 
17 “This mauna, home to a multitude of akua, or elemental forms, has long inspired the thoughts and aspirations 
of those who have been fortunate enough to experience its awesome grandeur.” (Peralto 2014: 233) 
18 Osorio 2014: 137 
19 Osorio 2014: 137-138 

https://www.upress.umn.edu/book-division/images/other-images/a-fictive-kinship-making-modernity-ancient-hawaiians-and-the-telescopes-on-mauna-kea
https://www.upress.umn.edu/book-division/images/other-images/a-fictive-kinship-making-modernity-ancient-hawaiians-and-the-telescopes-on-mauna-kea
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The Makahiki, as mentioned in the previous Chapter 3, was reintroduced to Kaho‘olawe in 

1982, for the first time since ceasing this public ceremonial practice in 1819.20 Thus, it was not 

just reintroduced to this uninhabited island that had been cut off from cultural access for so 

long, but into Hawaiian cultural revival in general, since it had been displaced from relevance 

and reverence with the Christian missionaries. The Makahiki revolves around the appearance 

of the constellation of Makali‘i or the Pleiades. This group of stars is so prominent in 

agricultural practice throughout cultures all over the globe, with the Disk of Nebra found in 

Central Germany and dating back to the Iron Age also depicting the same constellation.21 

 

4.1.1. The skies and stars teaching on light and darkness 

Ho‘ohōkūkalani (“she who makes the stars in the sky”) is the Hawaiian akua who lay with 

Wākea, her father, to be the mother of Hāloa, the first ancestor. This lineal descent from Wākea 

then diverges from that of Maunakea itself, being a child of Papahānaumoku and Wākea.22 This 

birth chant for Kamehameha III depicts the kaona or symbolism of Hawaiians being both 

children and flowers of the land, as Wākea “buds forth” in the form of the mountain. 

 

“He Kanaenae no ka hānau ana o Kauikeaouli”23 

O hanau ka Mauna a Wakea, 

O puu aʻe ka mauna a Wakea. 

O Wakea ke kane, o Papa, o Walinuu ka wahine. 

Hanau Hoohoku, he wahine, 

Hanau Haloa he ‘lii, 

Hanau ka Mauna, he keiki mauna na Wakea. 

 

Born is the Mauna a Wākea, 

The mountain of Wākea buds forth. 

Wākea is the male, Papa Walinuʻu is the female. 

Born is Hoʻohōkū, a female, 

Born is Hāloa, a chief, 

Born is the Mauna, a mountain-child of Wākea. 

 
20 Lum 2003: 26 
Burt Lum/Protect Kaho‘olawe ‘Ohana. 2003. “Kaho‘olawe and the Makahiki Ceremony.” 
21 Emília Pásztor. 2014. “Nebra Disk.” 
22 Leon Noe’au Peralto describes this juxtaposition as well as significance in dualism or balance: 
“‘He Kanaenae no ka hānau ana o Kauikeaouli,’ a birth chant composed for Kauikeaouli (Kamehameha III), who 
was born in 1813 at Keauhou, Kona, Hawaiʻi.  Infused with multiple layers of kaona, or veiled meaning, this 
portion of the kānaenae presents the genealogy of Maunakea and Hāloa in juxtaposition, showing the direct 
familial relationship between Kanaka ‘Ōiwi and ka mauna a Wākea, the mountain-child of Wākea. Born of the 
union between Papahānaumoku and Wākea, Mauna a Wākea is an elder sibling of Hāloa, the ali‘i. As such, both 
the Mauna and Kānaka are instilled, at birth, with particular kuleana to each other. This relationship is reciprocal, 
and its sanctity requires continual maintenance in order to remain pono, or balanced.” (Peralto 2014: 233-234, 
emphasis added) 
23 Originally printed in the Hawaiian newspaper Ka Na‘i Aupuni (February 10, 1906), cited in Peralto 2014: 233. 

https://doi.org/10.32398/cjhp.v1iSI.555
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For purposes of clarity, it is important to emphasize that Hawaiian cultural practices and beliefs 

are science, as I analyze throughout this climate humanities dissertation. In this chapter I seek 

to theorize a philosophy of science underlying the narratives of the Maunakea kia‘i or  

protectors through analogies of starlight, mirrors, and the atmosphere. The narratives of 

Maunakea kia‘i largely relate to the themes I already introduced through the very first poem 

analysis by kia‘i of the mountain and the fishponds, Loke Aloua. Aloua’s “We Da Waiwai” 

(“We are the ‘freshwater abundance/value’”), encompasses the struggle for Maunakea 

protection as a struggle to protect the freshwater essential to the mountain’s well-being. This 

well-being is then in relation with the Kānaka Maoli ‘ohana or family and others, who live 

downhill of the ahupua‘a or watershed, which provides Hawai‘i Island with freshwater. I do 

not partition the science and the spirituality intrinsic to the aloha ‘āina but seek to keep these 

in unity and balance (or lōkahi and pono) in my descriptions. 

In imagery, despite Kānaka Maoli and the taro being children grown of the land, they are also 

children of the stars and sky. In this lineage then, the implication of astronomy and navigation 

find its source from Ho‘ohōkūkalani or the stars. The sun is the principal star in the sky to this 

planet. The sun and the moon hold the largest influence on earthly cycles of agriculture, with 

respect towards Hina, the deity of the moon. Hina and the moon are central in an agricultural 

system that traditionally adheres to timekeeping according to the moon cycle to grow and 

harvest crops.24 The earth rotates around its own axis in a day to the night, and the earth revolves 

around the sun to chart a year of seasonal changes. The moon revolves around the earth in 

interplay with the sunlight to chart the original thirteen months of a 28-day cycle, and in this 

time, it pushes and pulls the tides of the ocean throughout the day. The higher and lower tides 

of the ocean in accordance with its waxing and waning, growing crescent to full to crescent to 

new moon. 

These cycles and phenomena can be observed with the senses, mostly through sight, but also 

warmth and cold in day or night and throughout the seasons can be felt. Agricultural produce 

is grown or aquacultural abundance can be caught and harvested, smelled, and then tasted. The 

conflict with the telescopes on Maunakea therefore centers around the colonial need to seek and 

sense further but through artificial/technological senses and mirror lenses. In the case of the 

TMT, the usage of large-scale mirrors and prisms to reflect starlight seeks the knowledge of 

further depths into the universe, while waiting on the “spatial time” or wavelength of ancient 

 
24 Fishing and ocean gathering were carried out according to the moon phases and the stars, as well (McGregor 
2007: 93). 
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light to travel. Starlight thus contracts the past with the present and the future, and in this logic 

spacetime is always collapsed when viewing the light of stars in the skies. 

Through light and space, phenomena are perceived by the mind and reflected or dispersed into 

manifold ways. Metaphorically, this means that the phenomena in this prism view, like in a 

parallax view, are always particular to the subject’s position. In my own theorization, if light is 

seen as a metaphor for knowledge,25 and knowledge is an accumulation of experience, the 

dispersion of one’s knowledge is colored by perception. Substances are not the color one sees 

them as, but simply the color that is reflected instead of absorbed by their material being. A 

green leaf is only green, because the other color wavelengths are absorbed, and the green 

reaches the subject’s eye. Of course, experiences may vary with colorblindness, which does not 

alter the condition of the substance, but the perception it is viewed from. 

If the subject is already a boundless amorphous shared self as kapwa ontology describes, what 

then beyond the individual or ego? In this shared space or interspatial sphere, the multitude of 

perceptions is brought together as one/few to coalesce into a collective or intersubjective. It 

requires more than one prism to recollect the dispersed colored light waves from a prism of 

transparent light. The second prism either mirrors the colored dispersion into transparence 

again, or it only partially reflects and disperses to a new constellation of colors in a varied angle. 

In these metaphors I use the imagery of “light” as I have “spirit.” In collectivist or community 

spiritual belief then, there is a light of blessed recognition with those that share beliefs. The 

recognition here denotes both a cognition as knowing and as the recognizing of a shared 

awareness.26 This is a “spirit of relationality” which need not be religious in experience but 

simply conscious in experience/knowledge.27 

Rainbows, as natural atmospheric phenomena, are not arches that absorb into land at the 

horizon. A rainbow viewed from the skies above confirms the rainbow is a ring, a halo, a 

cyclical mirrored image of the quintessential rainbow viewed from the land. Metaphorically, 

 
25 I specify here my own theorization, because various Kanaka Maoli scholars have concluded the opposite, from 
the condition of Pō being the darkness and source of all life origins. This Hawaiian perspective of light and 
darkness is one I return to further below in this chapter. However, as noted in a previous chapter, the word 
 ulihia ma denotes both “enlightenment; shining, radiant, the light of knowledge” as well as the mālama of “care.” 
(ho‘omanawanui 2014b: 680) 
26 Hegelian “absolute Spirit” that encompasses and transcends from spirit as “ghost” to spirit as “mind” and 
ultimate knowing-being, is perhaps analogous to my interpretation here. 
“Human reason, human spiritual consciousness or consciousness of its own essence, is reason generally, is the 
divine within humanity. Spirit, insofar as it is called divine spirit, is not a spirit beyond the stars or beyond the 
world” (Hodgson 2005: 130) 
27 As such, scientists of specific fields of knowledge are also in relation to each other with this knowledge, while 
the layperson may not be entirely in relation/acceptance of these; a significant appeal to making science 
communication accessible, in particular in the case of climate sciences that link human-environment. 
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metaphysically, and materially, the rainbow is a hydrological cycle within itself, as it emanates 

in colors of light as reflected from water droplets in the atmosphere. The perception of the 

rainbow that appears and disappears at the will of atmospheric conditions of condensation and 

precipitation is a “ghost” apparition. This ghost requires the interplay of nature and mind and 

can remain out of sight despite the material being of atmospheric water droplets. 

The darkness of the shade in sun-, moon, or starlight is not the absence of light, but light is the 

absence of phenomena that absorbs the spectrum of colors in light. Space without light or in 

full light is not empty or always transparent. Without the reflection, dispersion, or absorption 

of light, there would be no visible colors. The shade (or shadow or “ghost”) is not the absorption 

of light, but the condition of substance or material phenomena that produces the shade, in 

counterpart to its own being. These complements denote a dualism or holism of being-with 

environment. 

 

On April 2, 2015, the kiaʻi physically defended the road to stop movement of construction 

equipment up Maunakea and thirty-one protectors were arrested. Hundreds more heeded the 

kāhea or “call” to take a stand on the mountain and at the University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa 

campus on O‘ahu Island. This kāhea spread over the islands and globally raised awareness and 

outrage to the TMT project, which forced Governor Ige to temporarily postpone the project. In 

December 2015, the Hawaiʻi Supreme Court invalidated TMT’s construction permits, ruling 

that the project failed to meet the requirements of due process.28 Maunakea kia‘i and University 

of Hawaiʻi at Hilo graduate student Ku‘uipo Freitas describes her longstanding engagement in 

protection of Maunakea: 

I was on Mauna Kea on October 7, 2014, at the attempted groundbreaking 

ceremony for the TMT. They did not break ground because we were there. In 

Hawaiian culture, you can’t fulfill anything without properly starting it. From 

that very day, I think I already knew that the TMT was not going up. In March 

of 2015 we saw how sneaky the state could be, closing the road overnight to take 

construction machines up without any notification. So we made our way to the 

mauna and stopped them again, because we knew the TMT issue was still in 

court. They had no right to begin construction. We held our vigil for months.29 

 

Freitas’ account of the right to construction implies the meaning of not following pono or 

“justice,” therefore concluding the TMT was already doomed to fail from this culturally 

disrespectful or “sneaky” start. Emphasizing this cultural disrespect is perhaps also what caused 

the Maunakea movement to gain international support, as the mainstream understanding of 

 
28 Kahanamoku et al. 2020: 5 
29 Freitas 2016 
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“science vs. religion” was a discourse the astronomers sought to push, but the implication of 

Indigenous rights being overruled swiftly became the fundamental conversation for non-

astronomers. The aloha ‘āina of Maunakea then brought the general discussion of Hawaiian 

sovereignty to the forefront, when it became clearer that this was not about one telescope, but 

the previous thirteen telescopes that had gone up against the will of the Indigenous people of 

the land since 1968.30 

My first poem analysis here by leilani portillo’s spoke to me not only for the relations we made 

to each other (in virtual space), but also for its profoundness in brevity of the “believe me.” to 

our relationality itself.  

 

“believe me” – leilani portillo31 

when i say 

the land is my 

ancestor 

believe me. 

 

when i say 

the land is my 

grandmother 

believe me. 

 

when i say 

the land is my 

mother 

believe me. 

 

believe me when i say 

my ancestors 

are with me 

mountains and all. 

 

The context of my communication and then closer solidarity with portillo relates to our shared 

distress over political circumstances and associations, where no one believes us. Without going 

deeper into these specific political situations, our distress is shared over the conditions of on-

the-ground Filipinx settler politics, which are being taken at greater face value than portillo’s 

 
30 “As the University of Hawai‘i’s Institute for Astronomy has noted, ‘The exceptional stability of the atmosphere 
above Mauna Kea [which includes dry and cloud-free conditions] permits more detailed studies than are possible 
elsewhere, while its distance from the city lights and a strong island-wide lighting ordinance ensure an extremely 
dark sky, allowing observation of the faintest galaxies’. Thus, when the University was issued a general lease by 
the Board of Land and Natural Resources (BLNR) in 1968, the first observatory was built and began operating on 
the mauna that same year. In the years since, 13 telescopes have been constructed, all of them controversial and 
all of them contested.” (Case 2019: 169) 
31  ulihia portillo. 2020. “believe me.” 

https://www.splitthisrock.org/poetry-database/poem/believe-me
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concerns as a Hawaiian not being believed themselves. This resulted in portillo physically 

leaving the mountain as a guardian earlier than intended.32 

leilani portillo’s poem epigraph quotes Joseph Nāwahī from the Hawaiian newspaper he 

founded with his wife, Ke Aloha Aina.33 This was published on June 8, 1895, asserting: “Owai 

kou makuahine? O ka aina no! Owai kou kupunawahine? O ka aina no!” When translated in 

simplified English it asks, “Who is your mother?” and it responds with “She is the land!” and 

“Who is your grandmother?” and again “She is the land!” Neither portillo nor the publisher 

provide a translation. Only a description of the quotation is provided.34 The question “‘O wai 

kou inoa?” which is the Hawaiian form for “What is your name?” can be more literally 

translated as “Of which water is your name?” or “What is the water (source) of your name?”35 

locating the origins and relations to a geographical place. 

The poem utilizes repetition to stress the importance of “believe me.” It also uses the 

mo‘okū‘auhau sequence of relating ancestors, in this case grandmother, to mother. The final 

verse switches from “believe me” to introduce a new statement “my ancestors/are with me.” 

Whereas the first three verses refer to one direct lineage and singular ancestors of sequential 

generations, in this statement portillo relates to multiple ancestors and locates them being-with 

in shared space. The final “mountains and all.” references Maunakea where portillo stood as 

protector, emphasizing this lineage to the mountain, as well as those in kin with this mountain, 

and finally the “all.” Represents a genealogical and spiritual communalism with the ‘āina. 

My space of convergence with portillo gives the poem added layers of kaona and meaning, 

which underline the potential and strength of “building” relationalities and solidarities despite 

 
32 With the otherwise symbolical knowledge of having brought a pua or child into being from the time on the 
mountain, which their partner the Hawaiian rapper Punahele wrote about in a piece: 
“04/22/2020, 9 pounds 4 ounces//No other moment in my life has made me prouder// ulihia a mother, and now 
I’m a father//We welcome to the world our first born daughter//” (Punahele 2020: 591) 
Punahele. 2020. “Ka‘ala. A Creation Story.” 
33 Nāwahī wrote a series of articles “expressing what aloha ‘āina meant for the Kanaka Maoli.” (Silva 2004: 139) 
34 Translations from the full reprint by Noenoe K. Silva. In fact, the full essay reveals it is about the Old Testament 
Genesis: 
“(The first father and mother of human beings, Adam and Eve, they are material of the dirt of the earth who 
were filled with the breath of life. . . . All of the peoples living . . . are fragments of the dirt, and they are part of 
the material of the land that God made. Therefore, it may be correctly said, the land itself is living and walking 
upon the earth. Living and walking are the children of the land, the grandchildren of the land, the peoples of the 
land, upon their great mother, the Earth. Who is your mother? She is the land! Who is your grandmother? She is 
the land! What of Eve, our very first grandmother/female ancestor? She is the soil of the land.)” (Silva 2004: 140, 
parenthesis in original) 
35 This is my own translation, which subconsciously inserted the flexibility of kumu or “teacher” and “source” into 
this inquiry of genealogy. I choose to highlight this, since I continuously refer to intellectual genealogies for this 
academic work. Wilson-Hokowhitu, one of the kumu or sources in this intellectual genealogy, phrases it in terms 
of fluidity as: “From whose waters do you flow? Of what waters do you come?” (Wilson-Hokowhitu 2020: 123) 
Nālani Wilson-Hokowhitu. 2020. “Colours of Creation.” 

file:///G:/DISS%202021/PhD%202022/10.4324/9780429440229-11
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us never having met in person before.36 This space of convergence and solidarity has also 

expanded beyond our mutual space, as the exchange of stories we had on the concern extended 

to various others, likewise impacted before and with us.37 

Less metaphorically, portillo’s poem reflects on their kinship to Maunakea and ‘āina, where 

they are given less kindness than others calling themselves “allies,” whose kinship does not 

connect to the land. The poem evokes the kaona of their kinship with their ancestors, the 

mountain, as well as the good relations we have been making counter to the problems impacting 

them on Maunakea “community.” portillo’s preference to write their name in lowercase is 

depicted in the poem’s consistent lowercase spelling, and attests to their humility towards being 

a good descendent: in protecting Maunakea and portillo’s ‘āina from bad relations within the 

Filipinx settler protector community that they simultaneously have to protect themselves from. 

 

4.1.2. Freshwater and its deities on Maunakea 

The freshwater on Maunakea is the dwelling-place of the water deities Poli‘ahu and Līlīnoe and 

their sisters. Poli‘ahu is the deity who brings the snow to cover Maunakea and the observatories 

at its summit, while Līlīnoe sends the fog to descend on the summit path. Lake Waiau at the 

mountain’s summit is a sacred cultural space, and one where Hawaiian ali‘i or monarchs would 

come to for regeneration.38 The summit and its lake are a place for cultural prayer. Across the 

terrain there are stone altars or ahu built by Kānaka Maoli with ancestral ties to the place, who 

pay their respects here. Most importantly, it is a place where families bring their newborns piko 

or umbilical cord to spiritually tie the child to the land, which itself is seen as the piko of the 

island.39 

This resurgence of aloha ‘āina through Maunakea also involved ceremonies of direct action in 

other locations, such as the lawn of Bachman Hall at the entrance of the University of Hawai‘i 

at Mānoa on the island of O‘ahu. Students, faculty, and community members, had erected a 

stone ahu by passing rocks down person to person40 from the Hawaiian Studies Center on Dole 

 
36 I am being intentionally oblique here, as the concern is connected to unpredictable backlash of which portillo 
has already received a lot. 
37 We did not know without sharing the stories and names with each other, how much solidarity we have on the 
matter, yet not many are ready to speak out with us. 
38 Peralto 2014: 234 
39 “Like the piko on our own bodies, Mauna a Wākea represents our physical and spiritual connections to past, 
present, and future generations. Waiau, in particular, where some ‘ohana deposit the piko of newborn keiki, 
embodies this procreative continuum, as the convergence of akua, ‘āina, and kanaka.” (Peralto 2014: 238, 
emphasis added) 
40 The summer of 2015 that I visited, I also attended at least one event at the ahu. The observance ended with 
chants and a circle of linked hands. Either at this or a second event there was also a fundraising through shirt 
sales, and a setup by Hawaiian practitioners for lomilomi massage, demonstrating the interrelation of cultural 
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Street to the lawn located at the intersection of University Avenue and Dole St. Another 

symbolic form of resistance, as the street is named after one of the “Big Five” plantation 

businessmen who led the overthrow of the Hawaiian Kingdom in 1893.41 

Kapulei Flores, daughter of Pua Case and Kalani Flores, petitioners against the TMT, was set 

to testify in a hearing against the construction in citing her communication of the water deity 

Moʻoinanea at Manaua near Waimea. At the time of the first hearing in 2012 she was twelve 

years of age, and in the written statement from another case in 2016 she reflects on her first 

communication with the water deities when she was eleven in Waimea. Flores refers to her 

sense of communing with deities and ancestors as a hereditary “gift:” 

I have been given the gift of seeing and communicating with ancestral guardians 

and others including moʻo, just as my great grandmother and other kupuna did 

before me. I know that there are others who share this same gift and I know that 

there are those who doubt and do not believe.42 

 

Because of or despite being a minor in a legal proceeding, she anticipates the doubtfulness she 

will encounter on top of this for her gift of communing with her statement.43 Her story of her 

first meeting is in fact the reason why her family including her sister, singer Hāwane Rios, 

became so deeply involved in Maunakea.44 Pua Case and her elder daughter Rios are 

recognizable figures in Indigenous water protector and environmentalist circles. They have 

 
and physical well-being. The meaning of this and in relation to the rocks for fishponds in Chapter 6 can be seen 
in the Hulihia collection as well, summarizing these manifold tactics for Hawaiian resurgence: 
“Some people cleared mangrove, passed rocks from person to person, and locked them together in thick walls, 
reestablishing fishponds and building communities in the process. Some focused on the poetic and scientific 
expressions embodied in mele, oli, and hula, taking on kuleana to  ulihi relationships among the many forces and 
facets in nature upon which our lives depend.” (Abad & Gonzalez 2020: 198, emphasis added) 
Kēhaunani Abad & Ryan “Gonzo” Gonzalez. 2020. “Pōhaku by Pōhaku, Connecting Stories of Community 
Building.” 
41 Silva 2004: 136 
42 Kapulei Flores. 2016. “Written Direct Testimony of Kapulei Flores. Exhibit B.23a.” Contested Case HA-16-02 
regarding Conservation District Use Application (CDUA) HA-3568 for the Thirty Meter Telescope. 
43 Emalani Case, also from Waimea and an aunt of Kapulei Flores, describes her own previous method of engaging 
with the legalistic procedures around the TMT: “To talk about Mauna Kea, therefore, is to talk about spirit. It is 
to use words like ‘sacred’ and to draw on emotions born of connection and relationship that are too often 
disregarded in academic discourse. Further, it is to use stories that are frequently categorized as ‘myth’, a 
category that has not served Indigenous peoples well as myths tend to be read as fantastical or make-believe. 
The relegation of Indigenous beliefs to the realm of the mythical, or even the spiritual, is further complicated by 
the fact that conversations of what Indigenous peoples consider ‘sacred’ must sometimes occur in court rooms, 
In community meetings with developers, and in written testimonies. This can be problematic – or as Winona 
LaDuke explains, quite ironic – because, in those spaces, ‘what is sacred to Native Americans [or other Indigenous 
peoples] will be determined by the government that has been responsible for doing everything in its power to 
destroy Native American [and other Indigenous] cultures’.” (Case 2019: 172) 
44 “I first met the guardian of the waters in Waimea, Manaua, when she appeared at the rain rock while I was 
waiting with my mother for a group to come and visit the rock. I could see her and she spoke to me through my 
mind. I could hear her and told my Mom she was there. Other moʻo who I see and communicate with include 
Moʻoinanea, who at times comes to visit Manaua at the rain rock in Waimea.” (Flores 2016) 

http://hdl.handle.net/10125/70204
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/70204
https://dlnr.hawaii.gov/mk/files/2016/10/B.23a-wdt-K-Flores.pdf
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travelled to and participated in many direct actions including in North Dakota, where Case 

(called “Aunty Pua”) united in “sisterhood” with the founder of the Standing Rock camp 

LaDonna Brave Bull Allard. This kinship relation that spans the Flores-Case family to Standing 

Rock, also connects Flores to the deity Mo‘oinanea: 

Mo‘oinanea has shared with me many things about her family and Mauna a 

Wākea. She has shared her genealogy and her connection to the mountain. I have 

shared that information with my family as we are connected to the mountain 

through our ceremonies and hula.45 

 

In similar juxtaposition as the Kamahameha III birth chant explained above, where Hāloa and 

Maunakea are two parallel lines to Maunakea, Flores is also stating her genealogy as parallel 

to Mo‘oinanea rather than in direct lineal descent from her. In this sense they are siblings or 

cousins in the same way that her mother Aunty Pua refers to Brave Bull Allard as her sister in 

the water struggle tied to another ancestral land.46 Flores’ explanation refers to the embodiment 

of ceremonies through prayer, song, and hula as her connection.47 In further connection of 

kinship, Flores describes the lack of cultural protocol to build the previous telescopes. In her 

retelling, she speaks from Mo‘oinanea’s complaint of this defiling: 

She says that when the other observatories were built, no one got permission 

from them to build on their home, nobody said they could. There is a piko on the 

top of the mountain that is sacred and the telescopes block the piko that connects 

with Ke Akua and ‘aumākua.48 

 

Flores’ reference to “Ke Akua” is oblique and could be read as God or as Wākea the Sky Father 

and father of the mountain. However, through clarification in personal communication with her, 

she explained this rather as a figure of speech to encompass all deities.49 This flexibility, 

however, also shows the syncretism of many of the Kanaka Maoli kia‘i who may have long 

practiced Christianity as well as upheld their Hawaiian belief systems side-by-side, as Queen 

Lili‘uokalani herself did.50 Even the ‘aumākua worship, which could refer to the deities or the 

ancestors (or both as one and the same), is a central practice to space and place, as the spirits 

invoked are respective of residing place. 

Bringing together cultural beliefs of the water deities, Flores explains the desiccation of Lake 

Waiau, which harms the deities just as it harms the land and its ecosystem. This reference links 

 
45 Flores 2016 
46 Nikki Sanchez. 2019. Mauna Kea. “What it is, why it’s happening, and why we should all be paying attention.” 
47 Louis 2017, Fujikane 2021 
48 Flores 2016 
49 This is not unlike the Christian Trinity, wherein “the father, the son, and the holy ghost” are at once distinct 
but also encompassing of divineness as one. This is a reading through Hegelian “philosophy of religion,” rather 
than a strictly Christian orthodox reading of scripture. 
50 Silva 2004: 140 

https://intercontinentalcry.org/mauna-kea-what-it-is-why-its-happening-and-why-we-should-all-be-paying-attention/
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the earth science and Hawaiian spirituality as being knowledge gained from, on the one hand, 

observation of natural phenomena and precipitation, and on the other hand, of communing with 

the land: 

The construction and digging was too overwhelming and painful for them to 

handle. Lake Waiau also went bone dry because she left. [see Exhibits B.21g] If 

that amount of construction can affect them that much, imagine what the full 

blown construction of the TMT will do to them. It will not only change their way 

of life, but ours as well. It will affect the climate weather and possibly how the 

Mauna protects us from storms.51 

 

Flores’ premonition of the protector status the mountain has towards the people, shows the 

relational aspect of human to nonhuman to spirit, but also finds reference in the Category 4 

Hurricane Iselle that approached in August 2014 that was knocked off-kilter to entirely dissipate 

by the peaks of Maunakea and Mauna Loa. I return to the implications of this hurricane and 

others in my Chapter 6, but Flores’ explanations of climate science here are intuitive to the 

significance of Maunakea for climate change mitigation. However, the written testimony and 

her role in the 2016 case were withdrawn. The court had questioned the status of the petitioner 

of Mo‘oinanea who is not a  human being, but a spirit or water deity.52 The phrasing of the lake 

becoming “bone dry” because the spirits have left, also ties in the water as spirit, while the 

(ancestral or spiritual) bones are left exposed in degradation of the land. 

Reflecting on the wisdom and respect given to kūpuna or ancestors and elders, it is also note-

worthy that a child is even given the respect accorded to her by her family to have this high 

esteem to speak. This intergenerational respect and relationality are not one inherent to Western 

knowing and being, but the fact that Flores speaks from communication with deities that are 

interrelated also depicts the cyclical ancestral kinship veneration. A respect of looking towards 

the future to see that younger generations that follow are left with the same or even more 

abundance and potentiality beyond one’s own finite existence. Notwithstanding the withdrawal 

of the legal testimony in the name of Mo‘oinanea, the last court statement excerpt reflects 

natural phenomena and geological alterations that are empirically observable and have an 

impact on climate and ecosystems. 

During one of the planned attempts for construction equipment to move up the mountain, there 

was sudden snowfall in the summer of 2015.53 The extremely elevated peak of Maunakea is 

often covered in snow, but an unprecedented summer snowfall seemed more ordained by 

Poli‘ahu to stop the machines. 

 
51 Flores 2016 
52 Fujikane 2021: 98 
53 Flores 2016, emphasis added. 
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4.2. Kū‘ē resistance against the Kingdom Overthrow: rocks, flowers, children 

of the Hawaiian nation 

In this subchapter I expand on the kaona of pōhaku (“rocks”) and pua (“flowers” or “children”) 

in relating the June 2015 standoff on Maunakea with the Overthrow of the last Hawaiian Queen 

Lili‘uokalani in 1893. The imagery of rocks, flowers, children of the Hawaiian land and nation 

illustrate the resistance to the Kingdom Overthrow and the TMT. As Maunakea is a dormant 

volcano in addition to being the tallest mountain on earth from the sea floor to its peak, this 

subchapter mentions the deity Pele and her embodiment as lava. With the intermittent volcano 

eruptions on Hawai‘i Island, I reference the spiritual and material meaning that Pele and the 

volcanoes hold for the TMT protectors. As mentioned above, Hawai‘i Island’s volcanic 

mountains have also recently helped withstand approaching hurricanes that have become more 

frequent in the warming waters. 

 

In the first session of a Pacific History class in Hawai‘i, my professor placed two rocks onto his 

desk and asked the class to remain quiet and listen. He asked us to listen to what the rocks were 

saying. Considering the cultural and settler position of the white professor himself, this exercise 

was more of a push to recognize the methodologies of Oceanic teaching and storytelling than 

an explicit exercise to listen to the aura emanating from the rocks.54 The significance of the 

rocks was clear, however: The rocks are steadfast embodiments of the land, as well as witnesses 

to countless histories occurring around them over centuries.55 

Hawai‘i, an island chain of active volcanic rocks, signifies a “home” in volcanic relation that is 

both the ancestral land and a future expanding in spacetime. Considering climate change, sea-

level rise, and coastal erosion that the islands in the Pacific are the first to experience right now, 

the expanding territory due to the volcanic activity of Kīlauea brings a sense of optimism to this 

otherwise bleak scenario. The land is alive and is providing its inhabitants with even more fertile 

land – if the inhabitants of the land allow for this without standing in its way. No diversions of 

lava, no geoengineering in the basalt rock, no disrespectful destruction of or construction on 

the sacred land can occur without asking for permission. 

 
54 I say this now to admit that in this Pacific History class in 2012, I did not hear the rocks speak like Professor 
Hanlon was aiming for, in contrast to the trips I mention to Hawai‘i Island that led to my ghost theorizations in 
Chapter 3. 
55 There are islands throughout the Pacific known as “the rock” in their local languages, for instance Banaba in 
the islands chain of Kiribati whose entire population was displaced to Rabi in Fiji throughout the 20th century for 
phosphate mining, or the New Zealand territory of Niue whose population is larger in New Zealand than on the 
island itself. The symbolism of a rock in the middle of a vast ocean is an endpoint to navigation. The canoes set 
sell throughout the Pacific and when an island was found that would provide shelter and sustenance, this rock 
could be called “home.” 
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ho‘omanawanui references that Pele is also related to the water deities of mo‘o nature, and 

describes the voyages of her sister Hi‘iaka (often sent around on her adventures by or because 

of Pele): 

As she journeys across the islands, Hi‘iaka encounters a number of obstacles, 

predominantly mo‘o, fierce, dragon like creatures. Mo‘o are also ‘ohana 

(family)—Pele’s side of the family are the fire keepers, while the mo‘o are 

associated with water. Thus while ‘ohana, they metaphorically represent the 

elements of nature which are destined to battle—and compliment—each other.56 

 

Again, this complementing of natural elements depicts the duality of beings, the constant 

harmony to keep things right or pono. In the nature of Pele, this involves the regeneration of 

land through volcano eruptions, where the lava then turns the earth more fertile and abundant. 

The elements of fire, water, and air transform the earth. The fresh hot lava in glowing red, 

orange, yellow heat, converts the earth from the darkness of hardened lava to an abundance of 

green growth with the help of water, air, and time. It is the hulihia or overturning of the land. 

When travelling to the island of Hawai‘i in 2013 with my cousin Kathryn, we booked a room 

for an night or two in the location of “Volcano,” the name of the town situated right near the 

active volcano of Kīlauea. Most of our assumptions before arriving were to encounter a sight 

or site of hardened lava landscape from that nomenclature. It was a lush tropical rainforest 

instead. I had been to the island before, and I had been to the active volcano before. In driving 

from the previous places visited such as Hilo on the Windward-/Eastside or Kona on the 

Leeward/-Westside (where both commercial airports of this “Big” Island are), the Saddle Road 

that goes between the volcanoes is precisely this hardened lava moonscape. 

The significance lies in reading the potentiality of growth here, the ‘āina or land is not barren 

or infertile but holds the potentiality to blossom and bloom with natural conditions that are 

given over time. Microscopically, the ‘āina houses an ecosystem of abundance and life. In 

contrast to this, macroscopically, the telescope lens of the planned TMT seeks to find starscapes 

elsewhere, while overlooking the destruction of terrestrial lifeforms. The Environmental Impact 

Statement (EIS) required to construct buildings on this terrain covers the conditions of the 

organisms, like the endangered the wekiu bug or the species of silversword plant found only on 

Maunakea, as well as the general existence of freshwater for the ahupua‘a or land divisions 

located downstream of the mountain summit, as described above. 

The Saddle Road goes by Pōhakuloa, literally, the “pōhaku loa” or “long stone.” Perhaps the 

the stone or pōhaku can also be read as the “Pō haku,” as a way to describe Pō “weaving” or 

 
56 Ho‘omanawanui 2010: 209 
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putting into “order”57 what comes after. Pō as the “darkness” and “potentiality” from which life 

comes and expands in an interlaced or intertwined vortex. Pō, the origins of all life in the 

Hawaiian Kumulipo creation chant. Metaphorically, this cycle of life is also depicted in the fact 

that my project began with Maunakea, and now ends at this chapter (for the finite nature of the 

dissertation), because I resolved all other writing, including much of the conclusion Chapter 7 

before this one. I am spirally returning to the origin of this project on Maunakea with years of 

accumulated knowledge and relations since. 

That which is called “rocks” or “stones” are the ‘āina or land in itself. Oftentimes, it is a 

potentiality of minerals or fossils to fuel the energy needs of life on this planet. Other times it 

is a potentiality of beauty in the minerals that reflect crystalline waves of rainbow spectrum 

light. Infinitely it is a potentiality of knowledge and nurturing. Rocks tell the time of geology; 

rocks tell of the atmospheric conditions of nature.58 Rocks also build houses and supportive 

structures to shelter, and sediments house organisms, sometimes salt and sometimes water, to 

feed and grow and symbiotically nurture the human and nonhuman animal.59 Petroglyphs are 

 
57 This kaona contemplation was made in consulting Halena Kapuni-Reynolds, and I make no definite conclusions 
or claims on language word order with this, since at this time I find no substantive proof for this reading. 
58 I am partial to the explanation given by Engels in his Naturdialektik, as this passage combines the organisms’ 
identity, dynamics, history, and in sublation to the dialectical motion of spacetime: 
 “[24] Identität. Zusatz. Die fortwährende Veränderung d. h. Aufhebung der abstrakten Identität mit sich, auch 
im s. g. Unorganischen. Die Geologie ist ihre Geschichte. Auf der Oberfläche mechanische Veränderung 
(Auswaschung; Frost), chemische (Verwitterung), im Innern mechanische (Druck) Wärme (vulkanische) 
chemische (Wasser, Säuren, Bindemittel), in großen Hebungen, Erdbeben etc. Der Schiefer von heute 
grundverschieden von dem Schlick aus dem er gebildet, die Kreide von den losen mikroskopischen Schalen die 
sie zusammensetzen, noch mehr der Kalkstein der ja nach Einigen ganz organischen Ursprungs sein soll, der 
Sandstein vom losen Meersand der wieder aus zerriebnem Granit etc. herrührt- von Kohle nicht zu sprechen.” 
(Engels 1925: 17 [notes]) 
Engels, Friedrich. 1925. Naturdialektik. 
Translation of the 1883 unpublished manuscript [accessible on Marxists.org]: 
“Continual change, i.e., sublation of abstract identity with itself, is also found in so-called inorganic nature. 
Geology is its history. On the surface, mechanical changes (denudation, frost), chemical changes (weathering); 
internally, mechanical changes (pressure), heat (volcanic), chemical (water, acids, binding substances); on a large 
scale – upheavals, earthquakes, etc. The slate of today is fundamentally different from the ooze from which it is 
formed, the chalk from the loose microscopic shells that compose it, even more so limestone, which indeed 
according to some is of purely organic origin, and sandstone from the loose sea sand, which again is derived from 
disintegrated granite, etc., not to speak of coal.” 
59 Ho‘omanawanui recalls her student Kawika Winter’s deep kaona explanation of rocks through his teachings 
from from  ulihi Eddie Ka‘ana‘ana and Lydia Hale: 
“The song is not talking about literally eating stones. This saying, “Ua lawa mākou i ka pōhaku / I ka ‘ai kamaha‘o 
o ka ‘āina” (We are satisfied with the stones / The wondrous food of the land) refers to the food which stones 
provide. It is with stones that we build our terraces to grow kalo—the staple food of the Hawaiian people. It is 
with stones that we cook the kalo in the imu. It is with stones that we pound our kalo into poi. It is with stones 
that we carve the poi board. It is with stones that we carve our canoes to go fi shing. And it is with stones that 
the foundations of our houses were made. This song is talking about stones being the wondrous food of the land. 
What it is really saying is that it is our traditions as a Hawaiian people that will carry us on as a people. Money 
cannot and will not ever be able to do that. Realizing that this is a protest song, you can see why the words were 
phrased in such a way that the overthrowers of the Hawaiians would not be able to understand. It was only 
meant for Hawaiians to understand.” (ho‘omanawanui 2008a: 131) 
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one of the forms of Hawaiian mo‘olelo written down long before the later essential printing 

press of Hawaiian language newspapers.60 

 

4.2.1. Brave resistance as koa “warriors” 

The second standoff in 2015, on June 24, came together as approximately 700 protectors 

including children. This direct action resulted in more targeted arrests and the Hawai‘i Governor 

David Ige proclaimed “emergency rules” for trespassing on the summit road. The emergency 

rules of trespass were only directed towards the Maunakea kia‘i or protectors, and Hawaiian 

cultural practitioners were restricted from their customary visits of paying respect to the lake 

and accessing the prayer altars or ahu of stone. At the same time, observatory employees like 

international astronomers – but commercial stargazing tour participants as well – were officially 

permitted to travel on the road. 

In June of 2015, atmospheric conditions also aided in defense of the kia‘i and Maunakea. The 

mists of the deity Līlīnoe rolled in, so that several lines of direct action were able to hold back 

the construction vehicles and security from ascending the mountain. In the fog the kia‘i set up 

large rocks in the pathway to further hinder the passing of vehicles. This assistance from Līlīnoe 

and the pōhaku not only highlighted the spiritual protection but also the ancestral lineages to 

the wai or water condensation, and the rocks of the land as kia‘i standing side-by-side with the 

human kia‘i. The human protectors linked and entwined their arms with each other to strengthen 

the defensive line. 

The emergency rules were deemed unconstitutional and thrown out after protectors had been 

arrested. Even so, the resulting anxiety, as in the case of a group of seven women and one man 

arrested during prayer – mentioned in Chapter 3 related to Loke Aloua and her poem – cannot 

be as easily reversed in the carceral logics that transpired. Thanks to one of the lawsuits against 

TMT after this, a Hawai‘i Supreme Court ruled in favor of the kia‘i that the TMT did not follow 

the appropriate building permit, and was to renew its permit application process, which stalled 

the construction project indefinitely up to this time of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Another kaona or imagery of resistance here lies in the koa or “warrior,” whereas koa comes 

from the word for the native acacia tree and its wood. Kalei Nu‘uhiwa and No‘eau Peralto 

photographed and captioned a specific koa tree standing at the intersection of the Maunakea 

Access Road:61 

 
60 Silva 2004: 88 
61 The full caption by Peralto of Nu‘uhiwa’s photograph is titled “‘Crossroads of Change.’ I ulu nō ka lālā i ke 
kumu.” (Peralto 2014: 234) 
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A koa tree stands resiliently upon Puʻu Huluhulu, a kīpuka and puʻuhonua in 

the saddle between Maunakea and Maunaloa. It survives and thrives at the 

crossroads, the convergence of old and new, foreign and familiar, reminding us 

of the trail our kūpuna traversed to bring us to this point, and the misty trail to 

the piko that lies before us.62 

 

This was before the 2015 announcement of construction, and long before the 2019 coordination 

of a spatial kīpuka or pu‘uhonua on Pu‘u Huluhulu. His framing of this resilience and this 

singular tree foreshadows the space of change that would come at this site over the years. It is 

a crossroads and a convergence space that is in lineage with the ancestral and the future. His 

emphasis on the trail itself also depicts a sequential pathway of a moment in time, which is 

connected through the piko or summit/navel of Maunakea. 

During the June 24, 2015, standoff on Maunakea between the Board of Land and Natural 

Resources (BLNR), the local police, and the kia‘i or protectors, the children were also in a line 

to hand the officers, many who were also Kānaka Maoli, leis made of tī leaf.63 On the one hand 

this showed the aloha the protectors were giving the officers in the face of a dueling situation; 

on the other hand, it also showed the ‘ohana and the peacefulness of the so-called protest. 

Overall, it showed the intergenerational and mo‘okū‘auhau or genealogy of resistance from 

elders to children. 

Kaho‘okahi Kanuha in fact set up the lines into sixteen lines according to the sixteen wā or eras 

in the Kumulipo, turning the creation chant into physical embodiment through the kia‘i on 

Maunakea,64 such as the mana wāhine lines, regularly employed during the larger pre-

announced standoffs. Wā means both space and time,65 linking the temporality of the creation 

chant about the mountain and the people, to spatiality of the people located on the mountain. 

Mana means power or essence of power, mana wāhine meaning powerful women or “female 

strength.” Both the children offering tī leis and the women hooking arms and in chant together 

illustrate the maternal and familial energy the protectors espouse towards Maunakea. Whereas 

mainstream media would have liked to continually depict the standoffs as violent and the 

imagery of “warriors” as masculine and aggressive, the children and women discredited that 

imagery.66 

 
62 Peralto 2014: 234, emphasis added. 
63 Fujikane 2021: 121 
64 Fujikane 2021: 121 
65 Pukui & Elbert 1986: 375 
66 Emalani Case’s diasporic and thus spiritual and not physical rootedness to Maunakea also depicts this: 
“I anchor in Mauna Kea. I always have. It is where I am most rooted, where I feel protected and guarded, and 
where I can find strength. I need not be there physically to feel the mauna because ‘our indigenous “homelands” 
are capable of transcending physical ‘geographies and […] our connections often thrive within the heart, mind, 
and spirit’.” (Case 2019: 172) 
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“Kaulana Nā Pua” [excerpt] – Keko‘aohiwaikalani Wright Prendergast67 

‘A‘ole a‘e kau i ka pūlima 

Ma luna o ka pepa o ka ‘enemi 

Ho‘ohui ‘āina kū‘ai hewa 

I ka pono sivila a‘o ke kanaka. 

 

‘A‘ole mākou a‘e minamina 

I ka pu‘ukālā ke aupuni. 

Ua lawa mākou i ka pōhaku, 

I ka ‘ai kamaha‘o o ka ‘āina. 

 

(No one will fix a signature 

To the paper of the enemy 

With its sin of annexation 

And sale of native civil rights. 

 

We do not value 

The government’s sums of money. 

We are satisfied with the stones, 

Astonishing food of the land.) 

 

As mentioned previously, the Hawaiian resistance poem “Kaulana Nā Pua” (“Famous are the 

flowers”) is full of kaona or symbolisms to hide its revolutionary message. It was written by 

Eleanor Keko‘aohiwaikalani Wright Prendergast, a friend of the Queen, after the Royal 

Hawaiian Band members had told her of their refusal to plead loyalty to the new Republican 

government of the treacherous Overthrow.68 The use of the word ‘enemi, a transliteration of 

“enemy,” is peculiar in its strange or foreign language form here, not being identified by a 

Hawaiian word. The enemy is after all haole or foreign, unlike previous enemies who were 

Kānaka warring among each other before Kamehameha I united the islands. The full object is 

signified as “the paper of the enemy,” the annexation paperwork, which couples in the next 

stanza (and below in further analyses of other poems) with the paper money that is worthless in 

value in comparison to the land or the stones. 

 
67 With translations cited in Silva 2004: 135 
68 Silva also describes the original and various names of this same song: 
“The Royal Hawaiian Band, originally founded during the reign of Kauikeaouli (Kamehameha III), had always been 
administered and funded by the government. But in 1893 the provisional government wanted band members to 
sign an oath of loyalty, swearing that they would not support the queen or her government. When the band 
refused they were told that they would be fired, and that they would soon be eating rocks (because they would 
have no paycheck to buy food). The band members remained loyal to the queen, however, and because they 
considered themselves po‘e aloha ‘āina they walked away from their jobs and their paychecks. When they told 
their story to Ellen Keko‘aohiwaikalani Wright Prendergast, she composed a song for them called ‘Mele Aloha 
‘Āina’ (Song for the people who love the land) or ‘Mele ‘Ai Pōhaku’ (Rock-eating song) also known as ‘Kaulana 
Nā Pua’ (Famous are the flowers).” (Silva 2004: 134-135) 
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The occupation and theft of Hawaiian land from the Hawaiian people is countered with the 

admonishment that “we are satisfied with the stones/the wondrous food of the land.”69 With the 

‘āina’s literal meaning as “that which feeds,” Hawaiians are content with solely having the 

“astonishing” or “wondrous” stones of the ‘āina as nourishment, and thus the land literally 

sustains its children. “Kaulana Nā Pua” illustrates the relation to the land by calling on its 

children sprung from the land in its explicit kaona as an imagery of flowers. Elaborately this 

also depicts a lineage to Pele the volcano deity as the “devourer” of the land, also emphasizing 

the strength and anger of a people in resistance to trespassers.70 

Kahikina de Silva has described aloha ‘āina such as Haunani-Kay Trask as “‘aipōhaku” or rock 

eaters: 

The term ‘aipōhaku is not used lightly. . . . The eating of stones is not smooth 

and easy. Gleaning sustenance from them does not make you fat like the kōlea 

bird that visits Hawai‘i each winter. But as such unyielding, solid creatures, 

pōhaku are also the hardened, congealed essence of Papa herself and of the land 

that makes us kanaka. . . . Those who do, whose mouths eat rock, consequently 

speak with the solidity and mana of the pōhaku they have absorbed. And, when 

appropriate, they may even spit those rocks at deserving audiences. The voices 

of such ‘aipōhaku, Trask included, are unmistakable. In an age of dislocation 

they remind their peers and pōki‘i that land is not simply a locale; it is our 

connection to each other, to ancestors gone and descendants to come. And they 

work endlessly to convince others to politically acknowledge this connection.71 

 

Emalani Case and other scholars-activists repeatedly name and emphasize the interrelated 

struggles: all these movements are connected. Aside from Black Lives Matter, which I position 

in Chapter 6 of my work, there is also the Ihumātao Māori protection of land in Aotearoa-New 

Zealand, where Case is based.72 Further relation of course lies in the movement to protect 

 
69 This is ho‘omanawanui’s translation as opposed to the “astonishing” by Silva: 
“Here, rocks are described as ‘ka ‘ai kamaha‘o o ka ‘āina,’ ‘the wondrous (or mystical) food’ of the ‘āina, the ‘land 
that feeds.’”(ho‘omanawanui 2008a: 130) 
70 “In any story of the volcanic land in Hawai‘i you will find Pele, the goddess of the volcano and the lava. Pele’s 
numerous modifying names denote her diverse forms of appearance and roles. Pele‘aihonua, or Pele-the-land-
eater, as opposed to Pelehonuamea, or Pele-of-the-red-earth, emphasizes Pele’s power, often in anger, to 
destroy by ‘devouring.’” (McDougall 2010: 58) 
71 De Silva 2003 cited in Fujikane 2008: 15, emphasis added. 
72 Case also elaborates on the relation between travelling back for Maunakea during the pandemic and the 
bridging of distances through Indigenous solidarities and kuleana: 
“As I sit and reflect on that journey, and the global pandemic that has since made such travel home difficult to 
impossible, I’m reminded of the wisdom captured in Indigenous concepts like Kahiki: physical distance never 
separates us from responsibility. 
While I live in Aotearoa, my duty to care for the places that nourish us, that provide the foundation for our 
Indigenous persistence at home, is constant. 
It’s also transferable, able to be extended to the grounds and waters I now live on in Aotearoa — and out to the 
entire region that has held, inspired, and given our Pacific peoples spaces to grow, change, and become ancient 
for generations.” (Case 2021) 
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Kaho‘olawe as topic of the next chapter, but also in relation to the protection of the marine 

dwelling of Kanaloa the ocean deity.73 Ultimately, as in my aloha ‘āina work described with 

an Intercommunalist climate justice angle here, Case illustrates it as all being intertwined: 

Something I’ve also been challenging my students to do is to stop seeing all 

of these movements as being separate. They’re actually all connected. You 

know, if I say, “Defund the Police,” I’m also calling for defunding the 

military. And if I say, “Black Lives Matter,” I’m also advocating (…) for 

climate justice, you know. And if I say (…) “cancel RIMPAC, now and 

forever,” I am calling for decolonization. I am calling for Indigenous rights. 

I’m calling for a better world for people of color, for marginalized 

communities, for disadvantaged communities. Our movements are actually 

so much – [clasps hands together, intertwines fingers] – are very very 

connected, and it’s only, I think, colonial mentalities that have separated 

them to make us feel like we’re smaller in number (…). And I don’t make 

those connections to take anything away from movements. Instead, I try to 

make those connections to strengthen them.74 
 

The Protect Kanaloa community against the international Rim of the Pacific (RIMPAC) naval 

exercises, and the Pōhakuloa demilitarization against military training on the Maunakea Saddle 

Road emphasize the koa or warrior imagery in resistance to these land desecrations. 

Writing about the same June 2015 standoffs, Bryan Kamaoli Kuwada brought the imagery of 

koa and pōhaku into dialogue, which Kajihiro & Tengan return to in 2020: “At this time of 

hulihia, we argue that koa as a land/ocean-based practice of courage and warriorhood will help 

us to stand strong in this embattled world that our Islands and Islanders are struggling 

through.”75 While all three give the impression of gendering the koa as masculine, in particular 

in militarized context, I will further below return to this imagery as queer in nature. The main 

kaona or metaphor is one of sprouting and growth, like the budding forth of Maunakea in the 

birth chant above: 

This notion of koa emerging from damage done to the land and our bodies in 

order to heal and stabilize offers an example for how to fearlessly face the 

 
Emalani Case. 2021. “Everything ancient was once new.” Reflections. E-Tangata. 
73 Billy Kinney’s imagery of “spirals and “spiraling out” parallels the Hegelian imagery of a spiraling trinitarian 
dialectic as I have described: “I love this idea of (…) all of these issues being one, and maybe not one, but 
also maybe like a field of spirals, and they all spiral out, and they all connect to each other. Right, in this 
idea of spirality, and that’s how I like to see them.”  
Billy Kinney. 2020. “Ea mai ke kai mai: Protecting Kanaloa, Stopping RIMPAC.” Transcribed from Ka La Hoihoi Ea 
YouTube: timestamp 79:34-79:51. 
74 Emalani Case. 2020. “Ea mai ke kai mai: Protecting Kanaloa, Stopping RIMPAC.” Transcribed from Ka La Hoihoi 
Ea YouTube: timestamp 76:38-77:32. 
75 The full citation reads: “Koa (Acacia koa) is the largest native hardwood tree, used especially for canoes. Koa 
seeds can remain dormant in the soil for many years before a disturbance, such as the overturning of soil when 
invasive plants are cleared, cracks their outer layers and begins their process of germinating, sprouting, and 
growing into the majestic trees that provide protection and nutrients needed for a healthy forest (Kuwada; Keir). 
But koa also means ‘courage,’ to be ‘brave,’ and ‘warrior,’ even ‘soldier,’ and ‘military.’” (Kajihiro & Tengan 2021: 
62, emphasis added) 

https://e-tangata.co.nz/reflections/everything-ancient-was-once-new
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0AUDL7Q42QE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0AUDL7Q42QE
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current crises as koa aloha ‘āina—warriors dedicated to the land/nation. On a 

larger scale, groups like the Protect Kaho‘olawe ‘Ohana (PKO) and Mālama 

Mākua have transformed the collective trauma of military destruction of ‘āina 

into a space for more koa aloha ‘āina to sprout.76 

 

Kajihiro & Tengan here illustrate the hulihia and reemergence of collective growth in this 

overturning of times. Simultaneously the time of hulihia and koa emergence is also one of 

spatial regeneration, with the imagery of a seed and tree growing as expansive in both regards 

of spacetime. This is analogous to the lava and rocks being expansive in spacetime through 

volcanic eruption, petrification, and renewed growth. The implications of koa standing against 

the military on Kaho‘olawe and Mākua (both topic of the subsequent Chapter 5), reflect an 

adversary of natural manifestation of trees/wood as warriors that are connected to – and thus 

more reinforced by – the land with their rootedness than an invading military force. 

 

In 1887, a militia group associated with the U.S. military and known as the Honolulu Rifles, 

positioned themselves strategically throughout Honolulu and mounted armed patrols. The 

Honolulu Rifles were the ones to force the elected monarch King Kalākaua to sign a new 

Constitution, named the “Bayonet Constitution” for just this reason. This new Constitution 

limited the extent of Kalākaua’s executive powers and minimized the position of Indigenous 

voices in the government.77 

In 1891, Queen Lili‘uokalani, Kalākaua’s sister and elected successor to the Hawaiian throne, 

drafted a new Constitution to reinstate these misappropriated roles and functions for the now 

disenfranchised non-white population. U.S. Minister of Foreign Affairs John L. Stevens, with 

the help of a dozen white businessmen, all of them citizens of the Hawaiian Kingdom, attempted 

the coup to overthrow the monarch. The Queen yielded her authority in protest, to avoid any 

bloodshed against the armed militia, and confident in the power and benevolence of the USA 

under President Benjamin Harrison to undo this insurrection led by a minister of his 

government.78 

 
76 Kajihiro & Tengan 2020: 63 
77 Silva 2004: 122 
78 The Queen’s statement read that she was yielding her authority but demanding reinstatement: 
“I, Liliuokalani, by the grace of God and under the constitution of the Hawaiian Kingdom, Queen, do hereby 
solemnly protest against any and all acts done against myself and the constitutional Government of the Hawaiian 
Kingdom by certain persons claiming to have established a Provisional Government of and for this Kingdom. That 
I yield to the superior force of the United States of America, whose minister plenipotentiary, His Excellency John 
L. Stevens, has caused United States troops to be landed at Honolulu and declared that he would support the 
said Provisional Government. 
Now, to avoid any collision of armed forces, and perhaps the loss of life, I do, under this protest and impelled by 
said forces, yield my authority until such time as the Government of the United States shall, upon the facts being 
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Up until U.S. President Grover Cleveland came into the White House, this coup, however, did 

not come under investigation. Cleveland sent a group of investigators under Commissioner 

James H. Blount to scrutinize the chain of events leading to the overthrow, and called this an 

“act of war” due to the more than 1400-paged Blount Report finding the party of thirteen men 

guilty of treason.79 In reaction to the Blount Report, the usurpers established the “Republic of 

Hawai‘i,” with its “independence” declared on the July 4, 1894.80 The Republic’s President was 

Sanford B. Dole, one of the white settlers with a leading role in the “Big Five” sugarcane 

business monopoly in the islands. The link between the diversion of waterways for sugar 

plantations, naturalization of haole citizens, and change of ownership to land comes full circle 

with the successful coup. 

Literary depictions of these chronicles, largely found in newspaper articles and Queen 

Lili‘uokalani’s own biographical account of it, emphasize these themes of both loss and 

resistance.81 Mo‘olelo of Hawaiian deities were retold and published in kaona that would be 

explicit for a Hawaiian reader, but hidden enough to cloak any treason to the Republic 

government. ho‘omanawanui explains how the hulihia and disruptive overturning, in this case 

of the Kingdom Overthrow, was reinterpreted in narratives of Pele and her sister Hi‘iaka: 

For example, “Pele and Hi‘iaka” was published in January 1893 during the 

overthrow of the Hawaiian kingdom, which I believe demonstrated Kanaka 

Maoli support for Queen Lili‘uokalani by evoking the hulihia (overturning) 

chants, exclusive to the mo‘olelo. This may be an earlier example of the 

transformative power of literary traditions seeking social and political justice—

the return of a stolen kingdom.82 

 

In the following years, standoffs between President Cleveland, the U.S. Senate, and the U.S 

Congress stalled any Treaty of Annexation. The Kū‘ē Petitions gathered in protest in the 

Hawaiian Islands moved the U.S. Senate to vote against an annexation. In a quote by James 

Kaulia, President of the Hui Aloha ‘Āina (“Hawaiian Patriotic League”), which collected 

21,000 of the Kū‘ē Petitions’ signatures, the term aloha ‘āina is translated as “patriot” from the 

 
presented to it, undo (?) the action of its representative and reinstate me in the authority which I claim as the 
constitutional sovereign of the Hawaiian Islands.” (U.S. Government 1893, emphasis in original) 
U.S. Government. 1893. Report of the Commissioner to the Hawaiian Islands, 53rd Congress. 
79 U.S. Government 1893 
80 The Republican usurpers declared the U.S. independence date July 4 for Hawai‘i, in the same way that the USA 
declared Philippine independence as identical to July 4 in 1946. 
U.S. Government. 1946. Proclamation 2695–Independence of the Philippines. 
81 “(…) nearly all of our literature carries themes of loss and resistance, whether through the call for a return to 
traditions or spirituality or the outright demand for Hawaiian independence. Kanaka Maoli literature is complex 
and thriving, reflective of us as a lāhui, a people and a nation. That our literature is flourishing is largely rooted 
in the inner drive for Kānaka Maoli to articulate our history, our colonialism, and its injustices, as well as the 
strength within our traditions and the rich fluidity of our culture.” (McDougall 2010: 61) 
82 ho‘omanawanui 2010: 207 
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meaning of “love of the land:” “Do not be afraid, be steadfast in aloha for your land and be 

united in thought. Protest forever the annexation of Hawai‘i until the very last aloha ‘āina 

[lives].”83 With a combined total of 38,000 signatures gathered through the Hui Aloha ‘Āina 

and Hui Kalai‘āina together – even with the case of signatories doubling their objection in the 

two petitions – at the time of the petitions the total number of Kanaka Maoli residents was 

around 40,000 in total, making this an impressive number.84 

Annexation was not enacted upon a bilateral treaty between both nations as required, but under 

U.S. domestic law with a joint resolution by U.S. President William McKinley. This was merely 

a unilateral document known as the Newlands Resolution, due to the massive protest against 

legal annexation with the Kū‘ē Petitions. In regard to land seizure, the Republic had taken over 

the government and crown lands of the Hawaiian Kingdom and pronounced them “free and 

clear from any trust or claim.”85 These lands were ceded to the USA upon “annexation” in 1898. 

The 1900 U.S. Organic Act turned Hawai‘i into an unincorporated territory and its residents, 

Kanaka Maoli and others, became U.S. citizens.86 

 

4.2.2. “We teach our children: My Hawai‘i you can never take away” 

As a result of the statehood vote, the Hawaiian archipelago became the 50th U.S. state and was 

removed from the UN list of non-self-governing territories. The following year on December 

14, 1960 the UN General Assembly issued the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to 

Colonial Countries and Peoples allowing for: “Free association with an independent state, 

integration into an independent state, or independence.”87 The Hawaiian sovereignty movement 

sought to use this document to push for a reinscription into the list of non-self-governing 

territories, and a full hearing with the UN Special Committee on Decolonization.88 However, 

from then on the following summarization of the plight of Kānaka Maoli in Hawai‘i continued: 

We suffered a unilateral redefinition of our place and our people, a displacement 

and a dispossession in our own country. In familial terms, our mother, and thus 

our heritage and our inheritance, was taken from us. Such brutal changes in a 

people’s identity – their legal status, their government, their sense of belonging 

to a nation – are considered among the most serious human rights violations by 

the international community today.89 

 
83 Silva 2004: 147 
84 Silva 2004: 151 
85 Kauanui 2008b: 642 
J. Kēhaulani Kauanui. 2008b. “Colonialism in Equality.” 
86 U.S. Congress. 1900. An Act to Provide a Government for the Territory of Hawaii. 
87 United Nations General Assembly. 1960. “Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries 
and Peoples.” 
88 Kauanui 2008b: 642 
89 Trask 1987: 126 

https://opencuny.org/earthseededucation/files/2014/01/Kauanui-Colonialism-in-Equality.pdf
https://www.capitol.hawaii.gov/hrscurrent/Vol01_Ch0001-0042F/03-ORG/ORG_0001.htm
https://legal.un.org/avl/pdf/ha/dicc/dicc_e.pdf
https://legal.un.org/avl/pdf/ha/dicc/dicc_e.pdf
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In this next larger poem analysis, I bring Lākea Trask-Batti’s poem “They Came” into 

conversation with two of Haunani-Kay Trask’s poems called “Settlers, Not Immigrants” and 

“Apologies.” I do this not only because the themes and their structural form are similar, but 

because of their literal genealogy to each other, with Lākea being the nephew of Haunani-Kay 

Trask. On the kaona of genealogies of resistance, ku‘ualoha ho‘omanawanui reflects on another 

poem of Trask’s, which has influenced many Hawaiian scholars that I work with in this 

dissertation, including Noelani Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua:90 “I always think of the line from one of 

Haunani Kay Trask’s poems, ‘weaving the rope of resistance.’ This poem talks about being a 

Hawaiian woman who doesn’t have her own children, yet through her scholarship and writing 

she creates a link to the next generation to inspire them.”91 

 

“Sons” [excerpt] – Haunani-Kay Trask92 

I am slyly 

reproductive: ideas 

books, history 

politics, reproducing 

the rope of resistance 

for unborn generations. 

 

This intellectual and ancestral genealogy is double-embodied by Trask-Batti’s poem, which 

like Trask’s writing depicts the invasion, settlement, and extractivism of haole or foreigners to 

Hawai‘i. Their three poems illustrate the story of Hawaiian settlement and occupation, with the 

examples of land grabbing, military, and tourism industries. Further below I conclude with a 

poetry manifesto by leilani portillo and Gregory Pōmaika‘i Gushiken that perpetuates this 

genealogy or “ropes of resistance” through education, or rather EAducation and the education 

of and through ea or sovereignty on Maunakea. I choose to analyze Trask-Batti’s writing first 

in an anti-chronological order, despite Trask’s writing of course being older, as Lākea is the 

only Trask I have ever met in person and while I was on Maunakea to do my community 

introductions. 

 

 

 

 
Haunani-Kay Trask. 1987. “The Birth of the Modern Hawaiian Movement: Kalama Valley, O‘ahu.” 
90 This context is on a more methodological framework that I introduce in Chapter 5. 
91 Ho‘omanawanui in ʻŌiwi Editors 2013: 13 
ʻŌiwi Editors. 2013. “Nā Luna o ‘Ōiwi He Hali‘a Aloha no D. Māhealani Dudoit (Dedication to D. Māhealani Dudoit) 
Editors’ Note 2: Remembering Māhealani.” 
92 Excerpted and cited in Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua 2016: 1 

http://hdl.handle.net/10524/144
https://ulukau.org/elib/collect/oiwi3/index/assoc/D0.dir/doc22.pdf
https://ulukau.org/elib/collect/oiwi3/index/assoc/D0.dir/doc22.pdf
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“They Came” – Lākea Trask-Batti93 

 

 

They came 

by the hundreds, 

thousands, 

millions. 

 

Like wild fires, 

they spread 

Rapidly. 

Ferociously. 

 

They pollute 

our beaches 

volcanoes, 

graveyards. 

 

They claim 

our land. 

Ignorantly. 

Disrespectfully. 

 

Our ancient heiau, 

run over by metal 

monsters with metal teeth. 

Our greatest leaders, 

and ancestors’ iwi, 

dug up and sold 

to museums. 

 

They buy land 

That was stolen by them. 

They own green paper, 

Not kalo leaves. 

 

They pretend 

To be native 

By blood. 

By heart. 

 

Here we are. 

Jobless. 

Houseless. 

 

What else do they want? 

What else can they take? 

 

 

Trask-Batti’s 36-line poem depicts the invasion of foreigners to Hawai‘I, whom he does not 

name beyond the pronoun “they.” This counting of “by the hundreds/thousands/millions.” 

(“They came” lines 2-4) of invaders suggests the last millions to depict the number of tourists, 

the thousands to depict settlers, possibly the military specifically, to the initial hundreds of 

missionaries that first arrived in the 19th century. To the anaphora of the titular “They came,” 

he echoes a “They pollute,” “They claim,” “They buy,” and “They pretend” (ll.1; 7; 11; 22; 26), 

where the polluting, claiming, buying, and pretending are all rendered towards Hawaiian lands, 

as well as Kanaka Maoli culture and people. Trask-Batti uses imagery of wildfires as rapidly 

and ferociously spreading, a phenomenon not only of drought through climate change, but also 

through the Indigenous land dispossession, when numerous Indigenous cultures know and 

respect the value of fire and controlled burning to hinder wildfires (ll.4-7). Coincidentally when 

 
93 Lākea Trask-Batti. 2013. “They Came.” 
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I met him on Maunakea that day in 2015, he was controlling the growth on the grounds the Hale 

Kū Kia‘i Mauna was on. 

Trask-Batti and Trask echo the imagery of graveyards, the ancestral dead and their ‘iwi or 

bones, in all of the three poems here. This invokes the recurrent news in land development 

projects of ‘iwi being found in construction sites.94 In the case of the Walmart on Ke‘eaumoku 

Avenue in Honolulu, the bones in the construction were even left to sit under a staircase to 

proceed with the task of inaugurating the department store.95 Trask-Batti considers the 

desecration on the heiau or temples that are bulldozed, by the metal teeth96 of insatiable 

“monsters,” which can be put side by side with Trask’s stanzas of “bringing syphilis, 

leprosy,/Jehovah and democracy.” (“Settlers, not immigrants” lines 9-10). These lines stand as 

a reflection of the ironic worth of democracy or so-called civilization and their bulldozing or 

destroying places of worship to replace these with missionary’s good intentions that are 

couched in diseases. The import of syphilis is a reference to Captain Cook while the leprosy or 

Hansen’s disease is the legacy of Molokai Island becoming a leper colony by the missionaries 

treating the diseased on the island.97 

 

“Settlers, not immigrants” – Haunani-Kay Trask98 

 

Settlers, not immigrants, 

from America, from Asia. 

Come to settle, to take. 

To take from the Native 

that which is Native: 

Land, water, women, 

sovereignty. 

 

Settlers, not immigrants, 

bringing syphilis and leprosy, 

Jehovah and democracy. 

 
94 Sophie Cocke. 2020. “Burial Site Found on a Property Tied to Obama, Causing Tension With Native Hawaiians.” 
ProPublica. 
95 Marie Alohalani Brown. 2014. “Mourning the Land: Kanikau in Noho Hewa: The Wrongful Occupation of Hawai‘i.” 
96 This imagery is echoed again in Chapter 6 by Puhipau describing the metal teeth claiming and destroying Sand 
Island and Ke‘ehi Lagoon. 
97 Kame’eleihiwa 1992  
98 Haunani-Kay Trask. 2008b. “Settlers, Not Immigrants.” 

https://www.propublica.org/article/burial-site-found-on-a-property-tied-to-obama-causing-tension-with-native-hawaiians
https://doi.org/10.5250/amerindiquar.38.3.0374
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Settlers, settling 

our Native Hawai‘i, 

inscribing their 

lies of discovery, 

of penury, of victory. 

 

Settlers, not immigrants. 

Killing us off 

disease by disease, lie by lie, 

one by one. 

 

In the last lines of “Settlers, not immigrants” Trask summarizes that the only gift the invaders 

brought was that of “Killing us off/disease by disease/lie by lie/one by one”. She picks up on 

this unsolicited gift with sarcasm again in her following poem “Apologies” with her line “And 

all our dead/and barely living, rejoice.” The frequent mention of bones and the dead in relation 

to “apologies” also invokes the notion of museum repatriations and restitutions that have been 

becoming more frequent (after centuries of theft) from Euroamerican imperial museums and 

institutions. However, the apologies and returns are more symbolic than restorative, as the 

common theme in the poems here is the factor of land that has been stolen and not compensated 

in its infinite worth. The bones and the land are related to one another, and the color of green 

depicting the US dollars and not the kalo or taro leaves does not and cannot compensate the 

land itself. The ‘āina is the ancestors as the ‘iwi are, and both are imbued with spirit beyond the 

mortal’s lifetime: 

Bones carry our mana (spiritual power, or essence). A part of us—who we were 

when we were alive—remains in our bones after we die. The bones of our 

ancestors are buried in the ‘āina or hidden in its crevices and caves. In other 

words, our identity is tied to the awareness that for countless generations the 

mana of our people has been a part of ko Hawai‘i Pae ‘Āina.99 

 

The question Trask-Batti ends on of “What else can they take?” (l.34) is rejoined in Haunani-

Kay Trask’s “Come to settle, to take./To take from the Native/That which is Native: Land, 

water, women/sovereignty.” (ll.3-7). Retranslating these words of Trask, her summary of that 

which is Native is the ‘āina, wai, wāhine, ea, where the “sovereignty” of ea is open to be read 

as synonymous to the “breath” ea or the air/carbon/oxygen. 

 

 
99 Brown 2016: xii 
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“Apologies” – Haunani-Kay Trask100 

 

Slogans of cheap grace 

rather than land: 

“We apologize.” But not 

 

one acre of taro, 

one river of water, 

one handful 

 

of labor. “We apologize.” 

And all our dead 

and barely living, rejoice. 

 

For now we own 

one dozen dirty pages 

of American paper 

 

to feed our people 

and govern our nation. 

 

The apologies that Haunani-Kay Trask refers to in her poem is the U.S. Congress resolution 

towards Kānaka Maoli for the Kingdom Overthrow in 1893. In 1993, the Apology Resolution 

was signed by U.S. President Bill Clinton admitting to the overthrow on its 100th anniversary. 

Revealingly, its phrasing delegitimizes the argument of a multiethnic nation-state and only 

“apologizes” to the Indigenous population: “Whereas, the Indigenous Hawaiian people never 

directly relinquished their claims to their inherent sovereignty as a people or over their national 

lands to the United States, either through their monarchy or through a plebiscite or 

referendum.”101 

Noenoe K. Silva notes that the translation for aloha ‘āina as “patriot” in the Hawaiian Patriotic 

League’s name and in the quote by Kaulia is not to be gendered male and is misleading in that 

connotation, having instead a “genealogy of its own, based in traditional Kanaka 

 
100 Haunani-Kay Trask. 2008c. “Apologies.” 
101 U.S. Congress. 1993. Apology Resolution. U.S. Public Law 103-150. 

https://www.doi.gov/sites/doi.gov/files/uploads/apology_resolution_107_stat_1510.pdf
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cosmology.”102 One more quote by Haunani-Kay Trask recenters this struggle for ea or 

sovereignty onto the kuleana of Indigenous women, in echoing the line of her poem 

summarizing the theft of land, water, women, and sovereignty. This counters this patriarchal 

view on nationalism and underlines the significance of mo‘okū‘auhau in the Hawaiian narrative 

of sovereignty: 

More than a feminist, I am a nationalist, trained by my family and destined by 

my genealogy to speak and work on my people’s behalf, including our women. 

I am a leader, and my obligation is to lead, both our women and our men. This 

is my duty to our people-all of them: the ancestors, the living, the yet to be 

born.103 

 

The Hawaiian Patriotic League and James Kaulia’s aloha ‘āina quote against annexation 

confirm that the resistance against U.S. occupation and the opposition to corporate and military 

interests on Maunakea, Kaho‘olawe, and other Hawaiian sacred lands, cannot be separated. The 

concept of aloha ‘āina is the essential narrative that advances both of my case studies protect 

Kaho‘olawe and Maunakea. Aloha ‘āina is indispensable in the calls for independence, food 

sovereignty, and in regaining the stewardship to the occupied lands. Another statement by 

Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua illustrates the value of and interrelation to the land in the context of this 

patriotism: “The actions and words of activists (…) remind us that Hawaiian social movement 

is at its best when, rather than demanding that the land be given back to Hawaiians, it is getting 

Hawaiians back on the land.”104 

As mentioned before, the more recent theorizations by Mary Tuti Baker or Kahala Johnson also 

emphasize this turn to grassroots or decolonial building of autonomous spaces of land with the 

essence of the lāhui or nation.105 Perhaps in a more flexible reading of the “lā hui” not as the 

equivalent of a Western “nation” or a Westphalian nation-state, but the lā as the “sun” or “day” 

and the hui as the group one chooses to be in relation with. The hui one chooses to revolve 

around the sun with, day in and day out. 

In this reading of lā which is also in the name of the mountain Haleakalā on Maui, “hale a ka 

lā,” the “house” or “home of the sun,” there is yet another connection to the astronomy on the 

 
102 Silva 2004: 130-131 
103 I emphasize this statement in the context of discussions on Indigenous feminisms in Chapter 2, and further 
below on LGBTQIA* in Hawai‘i. (Trask 1996: 915) 
104 Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua 2011: 155-156 
105 As Silva notes, the Hawaiian lāhui only formed itself counter to colonial encroachment after King Kamehameha 
I united the islands under one banner: 
“The lāhui was also created in the collective imagination by Kanaka Maoli grouping themselves as alike, sharing 
a language and culture, albeit with regional variations, and in opposition to the haole. That opposition was not 
simply an othering based on differences in color and language, but an attempt to fend off U.S. and various 
European colonial advances. Hawai‘i, the nation or the lāhui, did not exist as a singular entity before the arrival 
of foreigners; it was, rather, Hawai‘i, Maui, O‘ahu, and so on.” (Silva 2004: 88) 
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mountain summits. The large star at its highest point casts no shadows, and the reading of time 

is the easiest at this moment of the day.106 The “awakea” or midday/noon is reflected in the 

name of the Mauna Awakea. Throughout my writing I considered the different spellings of 

Maunakea, which is since 2015 more commonly in Hawaiian and scientific references now 

written as this one word “Maunakea.” “Mauna a Wākea” reflects the Sky Father Wākea’s name 

but was often cited to me as being highly spiritual and more frequently used by Kānaka Maoli 

originating from the area, i.e., in closest kinship relation to place and spirit. The reasoning 

against “Mauna Kea” as two words is the meaning of “mauna kea” as “white mountain,” which 

usurps the etymology to being a child of Wākea. The contraction of “Maunakea” like Haleakalā 

denotes its inherent name, rather than the descriptor of white (snow-capped) mountain. 

 

The mele or song “Kū Ha‘aheo” composed by māhū educator Hinaleimoana Wong is one of 

dozens of songs emblematic of contemporary aloha ‘āina. This song (written in September 

2007 but performed on and for Maunakea since 2015) stating to “stand proud” has become the 

instantly recognizable “anthem” of the post-2015 Maunakea protectors,107 as echoing the 

resistance overture of the 19th century aloha ‘āina’s “Kaulana Nā Pua.” During her 

imprisonment in the Royal Palace, the deposed Queen Lili‘uokalani transcribed the song she 

had composed in 1878 before the Overthrow, “Aloha ‘Oe” (“Farewell to Thee”), which also 

post-facto became a resistance song.108 

I had initially planned on further analyzing “Kū Ha‘aheo,” but instead choose to reflect on 

another more popular contemporary song: “My Hawai‘i” by the Hawaiian reggae band The 

Green. The name of the band that holds the kaona of cannabis leaves, also holds the typical 

U.S. American meaning of “green”109 for money, as in the poem above by Trask-Batti. The line 

 
106 I grant myself the poetic license of claiming no shadows cast, as the midday sun I am familiar with is closer to 
the equator, where it casts smaller shadows than in higher latitudes. 
107 Tengan 2018: 140 
Ty P. Kāwika Tengan. 2018. “Ka Ulu Koa Ma Kai. The Koa Grove Rises In The Sea.” 
108 The Queen’s transcriptions of oral sources and memory for her music underline my intentions to incorporate 
not only printed and published narratives or life stories in this dissertation, but radio or podcasts needing 
transcription but transporting the voice of the storytellers: 
“Though I was still not allowed to have newspapers or general literature to read, writing-paper and lead-pencils 
were not denied; and I was thereby able to write music, after drawing for myself the lines of the staff. At first I 
had no instrument, and had to transcribe the notes by voice alone; but I found, notwithstanding disadvantages, 
great consolation in composing, and transcribed a number of songs. Three found their way from my prison to 
the city of Chicago, where they were printed, among them the “Aloha ‘Oe,” or “Farewell to Thee,” which became 
a very popular song.” (Lili‘uokalani 1898: 289-290) 
Lili‘uokalani, Queen of Hawai‘i. 1898. Hawai‘i’s Story by Hawai‘i’s Queen. 
109 JP Kennedy of the band says this about the band name; therefore, I will choose to interpret it as plants on 
abundant land in general, or a kīpuka: 

http://lir.byuh.edu/index.php/pacific/issue/view/288/14
https://digital.library.upenn.edu/women/liliuokalani/hawaii/hawaii.html
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of “they can never take away.” likewise echoes the poems by Trask and Trask-Batti, which 

share the theme of Hawaiian land being taken away, but also the intrinsic relatedness to the 

‘āina cannot be taken away, as it is part of holistic Hawaiian being. 

 

“My Hawai‘i” [excerpt] – The Green feat. Sean Na‘auao, Kaumakaiwa, Kumu Hina110 

We are the roots 

We are this ‘āina 

Protect this land 

We are its soldiers 

Fight hand in hand 

We through with conquerors 

My Hawai‘i you can never take away 

 

We teach our keiki 

E aloha ‘āina 

Protect this land 

We are its warriors 

Fight hand in hand 

We through with conquerors 

My Hawai‘i you can never take away 

 

The song’s second of three interspersed oli or chants names in its third line “He mauna, he ahu, 

he ki‘i, he kanaka” – “A mountain, a sacred space, a vessel and of man,” and ends with the line 

“A ho‘i ua ea ka Mauna Kea ē” – “May Mauna Kea’s pristine nature be restored.”111 The song 

voices the injustice of the land developments and unaffordable prices for Kānaka Maoli and 

their future generations in the islands. The kaona of koa or soldiers and warriors in alternate, as 

well as fighting or standing hand in hand depict the diverse Maunakea standoffs to this point. 

“We [are] through with conquerors” also emphasizes the ultimatum of this being a final straw 

to fight back in aloha ‘āina, like the TMT is the final telescope to be protested after decades of 

being overrun and overruled. The explicit message is again, despite the land being bought and 

profited off, Hawai‘i as being itself cannot be taken away. Moreover, the message is 

intergenerational, emphasizing the “we teach our keiki” or children, Hawai‘i can never be taken 

away when enacting aloha ‘āina. 

 

 
“We wanted a name that didn’t really point you in any direction. It’s just a color, it makes you figure out what 
you want it to mean.” 
JP Kennedy. “The Green. About.” Interview on Reggaeville website. 
110 The Green. 2019. “My Hawai‘i.” December 20, 2019. 
111 The official music video online provides the song lyrics by the band, perhaps to be more easily memorized and 
sung by protectors. 

https://www.reggaeville.com/artist-details/the-green/about/
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When Kīlauea volcano began actively erupting again in 2018, Maunakea kia‘i interpreted it as 

a sign from Pele and a form of “cleansing of land.”112 This is counter to the narrative of settlers 

and in particular land developers who immediately feared for the value of their properties in the 

lava plains. Locations they had bought for cheap, as they were obviously in historical and 

Hawaiian naming known places that lava flowed over, but that had been renamed colonially to 

erase these meanings providing scientific context of their characteristics.113 On winter solstice 

2020 there was another fresh volcanic eruption, and considering the auspicious seasonal timing 

at the turn of the earth’s angle to the sun on its shortest day in the Northern Hemisphere, the 

kia‘i again took this as a sign from Pele to abolish the TMT and observatories from her realm.114 

Revisiting the metaphors and theorization of the potentiality of the ‘āina and rocks, this in turn 

infers that altering the land with haole or “foreign” substances gives it a divergent potentiality 

than its intended nature. Fracking or the storing of nuclear waste introduce these kinds of 

potentialities in geoengineering or “clean” energy (of the “out of sight, out of mind” kind). 

Fracking requires the introduction of “hydraulic fracturing” pressure to release gas or oil.115 

Nuclear energy is never clean in storing harmful, namely radioactive, potentialities into the 

land.116 With these metaphysical introductions come material consequences to the land, and to 

those who live on and off of it. The pua or flowers that could sprout and grow out of the land, 

are now harmed in their potentiality to blossom. The pua or children of the land are hampered 

or delayed in their full potentiality. 

Further theorization on the posthuman, with the fact of water constituting human and other 

nonhuman animals, reveals another kaona of the hydrological cycle inclusive of the human 

within. In this sense, the water evaporation, condensation, and precipitation are the posthuman 

within their lifetimes. Poli‘ahu, Līlīnoe, and Mo‘oinanea, among other freshwater deities, are 

constitutive of the human life cycle and in unity with these for the shared composition of being 

 
112 Nina Wu. 2018. “Many accept their fate at the hands of Pele.” Star-Advertiser. 
113 “The old place name for Leilani Estates is Keahi-a-Laka, she said, which historically is known as a place where 
lava has flowed in the past. There are chants about the area being a well-worn path for lava, she said. Before 
rebuilding homes in the area again, Kame‘eleihiwa said she thinks it would be wise to take a look at the place 
names and history. Kame‘eleihiwa was on her way to Tahiti this weekend to visit the birthplace of Pele, where 
she planned to offer a prayer and a gift of Hawaiian salt.” (Wu 2018) 
114 Kumu Hinaleimoana Wong-Kalu is quoted in the news, referring to  ulihia regarding the pandemic: 
“Whenever Pele reveals herself, her actions, we acknowledge that she is at work and she is creating new land 
and sometimes our land needs a cleansing, it needs to be renewed. With the emergence of Pele back on the 
scene, we hope that it will herald in a new time, new era, and we also hope it would signify a retreat of the 
pandemic.” (Wong-Kalu in Dowd 2020) 
Eddie Dowd. 2020. “Some native Hawaiians see Kilauea eruption as a sign of hope during the pandemic.” KITV 
News. 
115 Hydraulic fracturing, consequently, disrupts the hydrological cycle and impacts freshwater. 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 2016. Hydraulic Fracturing for Oil and Gas. 
116 LaDuke 1999 

https://www.staradvertiser.com/2018/05/13/hawaii-news/many-accept-their-fate-at-the-hands-of-pele/
https://www.kitv.com/story/43089279/some-native-hawaiians-see-kilauea-eruption-as-a-sign-of-hope-during-the-pandemic
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water bodies. Kanaka Maoli mo‘okū‘auhau or genealogies of relation to water deities are 

functionally based on the all-encompassing hydrological cycle of the earth.  

Similarly, and I will return to this in Chapter 6, the life cycle of the human and nonhuman 

(animal and plant) is also constitutive of the land, rocks, and soil. The poem analyses of the 

significance of Kanaka Maoli ‘iwi or bones in Trask and Trask-Batti above make these kinship 

relations and cycles apparent. Both in philosophical and physical logic, water and bones are the 

composition and the decomposition to the land and skies.117 The existence and utilization of 

fossil fuels – decomposed organic matter under pressure of spacetime – to generate energy to 

power the earth and human capitalist production, is ironic in its anthropogenically disrupted 

cyclical life to then pollute the water and skies. Moreover, this manipulation of fossil fuels that 

leads to pollution is then further disruptive and destructive to human and nonhuman life. 

Metaphysically, in Hawaiian epistemology atmospheric optic illusions like the snow halo or the 

rainbow are manifestations of ‘aumākua or ākua, ancestral spirits or the deities themselves. 

Considering the kinship then to the water deities and constitution of the hydrological cycle, 

reading these manifestations as hō‘ailona or symbols from the deities is an empirical reading 

of the water and further weather conditions. This Hawaiian practice of empirical science is 

called kilo and incredibly significant for times of climate change.118 As such, the manifestation 

of ancestral Pele as lava, and the molten lava turning to rock, is like these water indices another 

mirror or prism to see Kānaka Maoli being-with the land.119 

Metaphorically as metaphysically, these kinship relations to the Earth Mother Papahānaumoku, 

Pele, her sister Hi‘iaka, and the diverse water deities on the mountain of the Sky Father Wākea, 

are grounded in the physical, chemical, and biological data of human bodies of water and bones 

constituting the cyclical conditions of hydrology and the land. Wai or water then is the human 

and posthuman, as well as the nonhuman and more-than-human. These relations are perpetuated 

 
117 “Kanaka also recognize our connection to ‘āina as genealogical because we are composed of ‘āina; the organic 
material of which we are made literally comes from the earth and is constantly returning to it. Our stories come 
from and are layered upon the land.” (Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua 2013: 33) 
118 Unlike my ghost narratives in the previous chapter, this Hawaiian reading of human and nonhuman 
interpretive skills towards natural shifts of hō‘ailona or “signs from nature,” are also empirically observable in 
the case of rainbows or similar transient formations: “(…) the intergenerational observation of elemental forms 
that has been recorded in story and song. Kilo is practice of reading omens in the elements, in cloud formations, 
moon phases, ocean currents, politics. Practices of kilo engage in observing, forecasting, adapting, and activating 
ourselves to respond to climate events and their impacts on all areas of life.” (Fujikane 2021: 26)  
119 “The generations before us who engaged tirelessly in this struggle have essentially led us to the edge of 
Waiau’s sacred waters. As we gaze at our own reflection on her placid surface, just as Kaleleonālani did over a 
century ago, we are confronted with a timeless reminder of where we came from, who we are, and who our 
grandchildren will grow to become. Just as Kaleleonālani found herself huikau (confused) at times along the steep 
path back to the piko, we too, as a lahui, may become huikau at times today. Collectively, however, we cannot 
forget our kuleana to the many ancestors that surround us. We cannot forget our genealogies to place.” (Peralto 
2014: 239, emphasis added) 
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in Hawaiian mo‘olelo but are not apparent anymore to understanding human unity to nature or 

environment in Euroamerican thinking and philosophy.120 

 

4.3. Pu‘uhonua o Pu‘uhuluhulu as “place of refuge” and autonomous 

community 

While Maunakea is sacred to the Hawaiian protectors, the role of cultural protocol in holding 

vigil and standoffs with law enforcement on this sacred ground is steeped in kapu and in aloha. 

The various forms of protocol in paying respect to the mountain, its deities, and the elders 

among the protectors are imperative for visitations. In the 2019 standoff a pu‘uhonua or place 

of refuge was established here. I compare the significance of a place of refuge or sanctuary in 

its understanding from Hawaiian pre-contact times with the current forms of incarceration for 

legal repercussions that Kānaka Maoli are disproportionately confronted with under the U.S. 

legal-juridical order and prison system.121 Considering the literal exiling of Kanaka Maoli 

prisoners from their Indigenous lands to private security prisons in Oklahoma or Arizona, I 

argue for including decarceral strategies and abolition in decolonial futures.122 

The pu‘uhonua was a place of refuge for those maka‘ainana or commoners breaking kapu, or 

for rehabilitation of “criminal” Kanaka Maoli from the ali‘i or monarchs and chiefs they had 

slighted. In its main sense, it is also a geospatial kīpuka or oasis from “legal” consequence in 

the framework of restorative or rehabilitative justice instead of punishment: 

Such a safety valve was the concept and physical location for rehabilitative 

criminal refuge called pu‘uhonua. It was verified as an oral tradition and 

chronicled in several nineteenth century sources that this geographical place 

also existed as a parallel state of mind and spirit. If one reached it of their own 

volition, their wrongdoing could be forgiven.123 

 

 
120 Hegelian “absolute Spirit” shows the unity and connectedness with all beings, and Murray Bookchin likewise 
reads this “unity in diversity” from Hegelian thought to emphasize in nature. The overemphasis on technology, 
i.e., artificial man-made engineering, to combat all social ills is what I would argue removes this significant lens 
of philosophy from understanding human nature as a part of all being. 
“What makes unity in diversity in nature more than a suggestive ecological metaphor for unity in diversity in 
society is the underlying philosophical concept of wholeness. By wholeness, I mean varying levels of actualization, 
an unfolding of the wealth of particularities, that are latent in an as-yet-undeveloped potentiality. This 
potentiality may be a newly planted seed, a newly born infant, a newly born community, or a newly born society. 
When Hegel describes in a famous passage the ’unfolding’ of human knowledge in biological terms, the fit is 
almost exact.” (Bookchin 1982: 32) 
121 Office of Hawaiian Affairs. 2010. The Disparate Treatment of Native Hawaiians in the Criminal Justice System. 
122 Thank you to Amanda Priebe for the introduction to abolition and every meaningful step to my comprehension 
of it over the past years, but especially the nudge to sources by Simpson and Martineau that interwove with the 
Hawaiian place-thought. 
123 Young 2006: 15, emphasis added. 

http://www.justicepolicy.org/uploads/justicepolicy/documents/10-09_rep_disparatetreatmentofnativehawaiians_rd-ac.pdf
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Its concept then is, as Kanalu Young describes, similar to that of an abolitionist notion of care 

and restoration over carceral punishment. As I introduced in the ghost narratives in my Chapter 

3, the largest pu‘uhonua that is also still intact in place is that of the Pu‘uhonua o Honaunau. It 

is a place across an estuary to swim to, when fleeing from the ahupua‘a to find refuge in this 

space. As I also elaborated on previously, it remains a space of great mana or spiritual energy. 

 

4.3.1. A place of refuge for an overturning of times 

In July 2019 after years of construction standstill, Governor David Ige closed public access to 

Maunakea to commence construction for the TMT. Within days hundreds of kia‘i or protectors 

came to the mountain to physically stand in protection again. A pu‘uhonua was built near a hill 

called Pu‘uhuluhulu. In its blessing by the Royal Order of Kamehameha to become a pu‘uhonua 

it also became the new base camp along Maunakea Access Road.124 Eight of these Kanaka 

Maoli kia‘i, including Professor of Indigenous Politics Noelani Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua, chained 

themselves to a cattle grate on the road to hinder construction vehicles from driving over this 

path.125 Kahanamoku et al.’s recollection of the days evokes great spiritual energy in this 

cultural moment: 

 (…) eight kiaʻi chained themselves to a cattle grate--once again placing their 

bodies on the line to prevent the movement of construction equipment. On July 

16, 2019, revered kūpuna (elders cultural knowledge holders) took to the 

frontlines and 33 were arrested. The sacrifices of kūpuna galvanized a Native 

Hawaiian movement grounded in kapu aloha (a reverence for love) and drew 

individuals by the thousands from around the world.126 

 

The following day on July 16, kūpuna or elders were on the frontline, and thirty-three of them 

were arrested in this direct action.127 Much more numerous than in 2015, over the next months 

the pu‘uhonua of the kia‘i became a spiritual center for thousands of visitors to pay their cultural 

respects to the kūpuna at the frontline and the mountain itself. 128 In these months of protracted 

direct action, the encampment included the establishment of a “university” or “Hawaiian place 

of learning,” which I will expand on further as the topic of the subsequent subchapter. The state 

of emergency declared by Governor Ige “granted heightened power to law enforcement 

 
124 Ahia 2020: 608 
Mahealani Ahia. 2020. “Mālama Mauna. An Ethics of Care Culture and Kuleana.” 
125 Bryan Kamaoli Kuwada & No‘u Revilla. 2020. “Introduction: Mana from the Mauna.” 
126 Kahanamoku et al. 2020: 5 
127 Including Professor of Religious Studies Marie Alohalani Brown, or Trask-Batti’s mother Onaona Trask, who 
said she was arrested by an officer she had taught ‘Ōlelo Hawai‘i to in Hawaiian Immersion School and knew 
since their birth. 
Anne Keala Kelly. 2019. “Mauna Kea is only the Latest Thing They Want to Take, ‘We will not give it to them.’” 
128 Kuwada & Revilla 2020 

https://intercontinentalcry.org/mauna-kea-is-only-latest-thing-they-want-to-take-we-will-not-give-it-to-them/
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agencies and provided the possibility of deploying the National Guard in direct support of 

a research endeavor.”129 The implications of this state of emergency and the threat of violence 

are the topic I will focus on here, with the analyses of the pu‘uhonua as an abolitionist space. 

Carcerality illustrates the power of the state and policing, when racialized offenders are 

disproportionality incarcerated or subjected to circumstances of what is “legal” and what is 

“criminal” that are not misdemeanors for white privilege. On top of this, the U.S. prison and 

bail system are largely derived of class conditions in addition to racialized discrimination.130 

Moreover, a binary gender systemization in incarceration disproportionately affects the mental 

health and physical well-being of those incarcerated into a gender category inconsistent with 

their identity. The pu‘uhonua as a site is an oasis or refuge from carceral strategies, but one that 

nonetheless holds accountability based on restorative justice and caring for those harmed by 

transgressions. 

In 2018, I met Kanaka Maoli film director Ciara Lacy at a Berlin Film Festival event at the 

Canadian Embassy featuring Indigenous filmmakers. She was there to promote her film “Out 

Of State”131 on the exile of Kanaka Maoli prisoners to Saguaro in Arizona. Healani Sonoda has 

compared this procedure of carceral exiling of Indigenous Hawaiians with the Trail of Tears.132 

The film revolves around the lives of incarcerated Kānaka Maoli at Saguaro and their cultural 

practices for Hawaiian spiritual well-being, which they reclaim and enact while in the space of 

the prison. Despite being exiled thousands of miles away from their homelands, the space of 

the prison was where many of them were first brought into contact with Hawaiian practices, 

which performed a sort of healing and cultural restoration to their well-being.133 Nonetheless, 

 
129 Kahanamoku et al. 2020: 5, emphasis in original. 
130 Healani Sonoda. 2008. “A Nation Incarcerated.” 
131 “Out of State” was not showing that year but became a feature for the following Berlinale 2019 that focused 
on the Pacific. This past year Lacy’s new documentary film which screened at Sundance and other international 
film fests online for the pandemic, was about Jamaica Heoli Osorio on “This is the way we rise” at Mauna Kea. 
Lakshmi Gandhi. 2017. “Documentary Follows Inmates Embracing Native Hawaiian Traditions.” NBC Asian 
America. 
132 “This deportation policy recalls the U.S. Indian Removal Act of 1830, the ‘Trail of Tears,’ which removed the 
Creeks, Seminoles, Cherokees, Chickasaws, and Choctaws from their ancestral lands so whites could settle there. 
The removal of Native Hawaiian inmates from the island colony is an attack on the larger Hawaiian community 
as we press forward with domestic and international claims for sovereignty and lands. The removal policy further 
disintegrates Hawaiian families and leaves Native inmates vulnerable to the despotism of private prisons far from 
home.” (Sonoda 2008: 107-108, emphasis added) 
133 Sonoda reflects on these kinds of programs when institutionalized, stating they are only temporary without 
the well-being tied to ancestral land return: 
“While Hawaiian-focused rehabilitative programs may restore the spiritual, cultural, and physical well-being of 
Native inmates and help reintegrate them into their families and communities, the effects may be diminutive or 
only temporary. The ‘rehabilitative’ answers for indigenous inmates need to focus on the return of land and 
sovereignty to the Hawaiian people. Without land and sovereignty, Hawaiians will remain the hapless victims of 
a flourishing settler society that benefits from criminalizing, incarcerating, dehumanizing, deporting, and 
exploiting the Native. (Sonoda 2008: 111, emphasis added) 

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/asian-america/documentary-follows-inmates-embracing-native-hawaiian-traditions-n767321
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the critical factor of U.S. colonization and occupation of Hawaiian land denies liberation when 

leaving a cycle of poverty and incarceration on occupied land: 

As the most heinous manifestation of colonial rule in Hawai‘i that perpetuates 

the human exploitation and depravity of the old U.S. slave system, prisons in 

Hawai‘i need to be abolished. Radical new answers that holistically strive to 

eliminate the real reasons for and problems behind incarceration will be possible 

only when Hawaiian land and sovereignty are returned to Natives.134 

 

The abolitionist spatiality of the pu‘uhonua simultaneously enacts a place of refuge or provides 

“shelter,” through being a place of decarceral justice. It is an abolitionist and decolonial 

geography, while it is a place of transformative growth regarding the well-being of Hawaiian 

culture and thus people. Bryan Kamaoli Kuwada and No‘u Revilla also reminded me of the 

puka in kīpuka as the hole or opening, a space to move between as needed.135 The pu‘uhonua 

is like the kīpuka a Hawaiian cultural oasis. While the kīpuka is grown or exists naturally, the 

pu‘uhonua is intentionally built to grow this space or community of care. Both spatialities 

specific to Hawaiian place are the “pockets of resistance” inherent to aloha ‘āina. The intrinsic 

feature of both is the combination of Hawaiian place, Hawaiian people, and aloha136 as a place-

thought to “open settler colonial enclosures.”137 

Beyond the notion of “abolishing” something to destroy, the premise of abolitionist thought is 

liberation and creating things anew. The parallels to Pele’s lava flow in “devouring” the land to 

make way for new growth and abundance is fitting. Pele’s lava reaffirms the land, it does not 

annihilate it. Pele’s lava flow regenerates for new things to emerge: 

Hulihia is the Hawaiian word for overturn, a complete change, an overthrow, 

with the sentiment of being turned upside-down. It is referenced in chants about 

Pele, the destructive lava flows that upheave forests. We witnessed this in 2018, 

when the flow overran a section in Puna on Hawai‘i Island. However, the 

overturning of land from a lava flow also brings new life, regrowth, rebirth, and 

resilience. The duality of hulihia is that from the upheaval, new perspectives 

arise, while growth and expansion are encouraged.138 

 
As I will return to in Chapter 6 to emphasize the influence of Black ecologies as always already 

practicing communal regeneration, this subsection on abolition and decarcerality focusses on 

 
134 Sonoda 2008: 111 
135 Kuwada & Revilla 2020 
136 In Hegelian absolutes, the aloha is perhaps the “absolute spirit” that is the trinity with people and place, and 
they concentrically overlap into a holism. In this reading of it, once approximating this trinitarian spirit for a 
different place and people, the “spirit of relationality” is that which is the overarching essence for place-thought 
or community. 
137 Goodyear-Kaʻōpua 2017 
138 Paloma 2020: 249, emphasis added. 
Diane Paloma. 2020. “No Kākou Ke Kuleana. The Responsibility Belongs to Us.” 

http://hdl.handle.net/10125/70194
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interethnic and intercommunity convergence. Here, I focus my attention on Indigenous 

incarceration as relevant to Hawaiians, but I also on the potentiality of building places of refuge 

as studied from Black radical thought and abolitionism. Grounding or rather uplifting the 

abolitionist geography, an image of “constellations” is apt for this chapter on sky and stars.139 

The pu‘uhonua is a distinctly Hawaiian and decolonial autonomous space, however, the one on 

Maunakea also flourished through the continuous relational dynamics of visitors and respects 

paid through other solidarity movements. The space on settler colonized lands require immense 

kuleana and responsibility from non-Kanaka visitors,140 which is why the rules of kapu aloha 

were set in place. Not without criticism,141 kapu aloha was called to ensure a space of tolerance 

and without vices, prohibiting alcohol, drugs, and violence. With this in mind, explicit violence 

was enacted by the state security forces brought in to agitate the protectors and curtail their 

actions. From the onset the arrests of the frontline of respected elders by the police was already 

a form of state violence. 

It did not always require physical violence as with direct action arrests or Lanakila Mangauil’s 

being hit by a car in October 2014 on the way up Maunakea, it was also painful enough for kia‘i 

to see the symbol of their aloha ‘āina resistance be so violated by the colonizing power of the 

state. Constellations of intercommunal solidarity and resistance, 142 which emphasize the radical 

decoloniality the pu‘uhonua signifies, can take care to abolish these systems of violence rather 

than to reproduce them. After all, many of the police force were themselves Indigenous 

Hawaiians, so a simplistic replacement of Indigenous or postcolonial/subalterns within the 

colonial system does not dismantle it. Instead, an abolition spatiality of convergence, 

collaboration, and antihegemonic constellation politics is required. A space where the various 

decentralized groups coalesce and radiate their strengths to form a new constellation of 

regenerative mana or power. 

Jarrett Martineau (Cree & Dené) describes these constellations of fugitivity and resistance: 

 
139 Leanne Betasamosake Simpson. 2017. As We Have Always Done. Indigenous Freedom Through Radical 
Resistance. 
140 “For anarchist Settlers, the identification and construction of these spaces is a particular challenge; the 
spatialities of settler colonialism depend on the erasure of Indigenous peoples and spatial networks from place, 
making a decolonized autonomous zone difficult to realize. Decolonization can confound anarchist spatial 
practices because it is a process that requires particular de/construction; Indigenous spaces may be invisible to 
or impossible to construct by those lacking Indigenous knowledge of place (…).” (Barker & Pickerill 2012: 9) 
Adam J. Barker & Jenny Pickerill. 2012. “Radicalizing Relationships To and Through Shared Geographies.” 
141 For instance, as voiced by Kahala Johnson regarding anti-Blackness or the perpetuated violence that made the 
space of the mana māhū tent necessary, which I introduce below. 
142 It is perhaps a coincidence that both the Black Socialists in America and the Kurdish Kongra Star in Rojava lean 
on imagery of stars in their organization logos (since Socialist-leaning organizations often identify with a five-
pointed star), but the imagery also reveals a constellation of decentralized groups that work together across 
spacetime. 

https://doi.org/10.5749/j.ctt1pwt77c
https://doi.org/10.5749/j.ctt1pwt77c
https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1467-8330.2012.01031.x
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Taken together, this resistant constellation can be understood as a modality of 

flight, both away from identity and identity politics as such, and in anticipation 

of an arrival to an elsewhere that is already here, if hidden from view. This 

elsewhere is a decolonial turn away from the romantic rhetoric of revolutionary 

subjectivity represented in direct contestation against Empire.143 

 

As Barker & Pickerill note in regard to settler Anarchism on Indigenous land, that “as much as 

it is commonly understood that decolonization is a place-based process, an attempt to counter 

centuries of settler colonial usurpation of Indigenous lands, there remains a lack of engagement 

with colonization as a highly spatial process.”144 This space-based process, as my project on 

aloha ‘āina shows, requires constant reflection of positionality and kuleana by settlers. It is not 

a one-off land acknowledgement, or a simple protocol of introduction to one or a handful of 

cultural elders or leaders in a community, but a continuous process. The same as settler colonial 

structure is perpetuated into futurity, the persistent kuleana must emphasize a relational 

structure or system to counter this settler futurity in support of a decolonized one.145 

As seen on Maunakea or in the next chapter of Kaho‘olawe, cultural protocol and giving thanks 

are not done one-off, but for every single visit or every single form of access to Indigenous 

sacred and communal space. Thus, cultural protocol and paying respects in the form of a land 

acknowledgement are not to be performative, but relational. This “spirit of relationality” is as 

imperceptible to the outside eye, as it was in Haudenosaunee kinship structure for Henry Lewis 

Morgan. However, in kinship or community with the collective, it is perceptible as the aloha or 

shared breath in shared space, when one is attuned to it. 

Coloniality and spirituality cannot be seen, as much as perceived and felt, to be analyzed. Thus, 

the assemblage of this metaphysical lens is spatial – or in my terms interspatial and 

pneumaterialist – rather than intersectional. In the same way that intersectional frameworks 

were presented for a legalistic analysis by Kimberlé Crenshaw, explicit interrogation of 

legalities based on a hegemonic dynamic of authority in turn then requires a framework outside 

of a nation-state-based lens to decolonize this colonial system and structure. The external 

spatiality is essential to question and dismantle the internal dynamics. Indigenous politics of 

refusal dismantle an assumed neutrality or sameness of recognition between colonizer and 

colonized, working from a simultaneously internal (land and spiritual) and external (space/skies 

 
143 Martineau 2015: 81, emphasis in original. 
Jarrett Martineau. 2015. Creative Combat: Indigenous Art, Resurgence, and Decolonization. PhD dissertation. 
144 Barker & Pickerill 2012: 2 
145 “Moreover, Indigenous knowledge, practised in relation to land and place, offers a necessary challenge to 
settler colonial values by espousing mutual care, obligation and reciprocal relations of responsibility between 
human and non-human life, which are arguably necessary to sustain our future.” (Barker & Pickerill 2012: 2-3, 
emphasis added) 

http://hdl.handle.net/1828/6702
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and spiritual) antihegemonic force. In Papahānaumoku and Wākea’s pairing, the antihegemonic 

force is Kānaka Maoli – the people – and the water that manifests within land and skies. 

This antihegemonic force is the recognition by the colonized or oppressed, that the colonizer 

and oppressor cannot enact violence without mutual recognition.146 Of course the crux lies in 

simultaneous claims on land, but the abolition space of the pu‘uhonua or in other marronage, 

is the decolonial liberation that shifts a spatiotemporal elsewhere towards regaining this land 

claim. Reoccupying colonial land from a decolonial Indigenous position of knowing and being, 

like the pu‘uhonua on Maunakea, then allows for step-by-step recognition of alternate forms of 

being and doing.147 

Returning to Kapulei Flores’ connotations of “gift” that is spiritual and grounded in 

communication with the spirits and land, I reflect on the nature of this project. It is a material 

and spiritual means of communication to educate on Maunakea and aloha ‘āina, while it holds 

the spiritual and relations within it. Throughout all Maunakea standoffs and tributes, cultural 

protocol in the form of gift-giving and prayer are followed. The 2019 direct action until the 

pandemic-induced shutdown of the base camp at Pu‘uhuluhulu were performed with 

ceremonial or ritual protocol: Three times a day of hula and chant and prayer. Visitors of larger 

standing (celebrities or politicians) or groups of hula hālau and offered gifts to the camp, often 

of ceremonial use or food or monetary tokens for the subsistence of the camp. 

I will return to it again further below, but the practice of abolitionist imaginations, 

Afrofuturisms or Indigenous futurisms, and speculative fictions, all encompass the imagery of 

the “speculum” in its original Latin meaning of mirror. This mirror is not merely a reflection 

(and reversal) of current reality and/or perception, but one that reflects the potentiality of future 

visions. Speculative fictions (always in the plural form of potentiality) of Kanaka Maoli and 

other abolitionist futurists then, are a reflection of that which the collective can do in continuous 

communal growth and regeneration. 

 

4.3.2. Fostering a decolonial Hawaiian place of learning in EAducation 

This Indigenous futurist vision by No‘eau Peralto of his ahupua‘a of Hāmākua in 2120 

illustrates the interrelatedness and holism of thinking in terms of abolitionist and aloha ‘āina 

practices of community care. The restorative and transformative justice practice of Hawaiian 

 
146 “The starting point of this process is an explicit recognition that Indigenous conceptions of place are 
important. Accepting this place-based ethics enables a clear recognition of the settler colonial society’s 
dependence on the continued dispossession of Indigenous land and place.” (Barker & Pickerill 2012: 2) 
147 As opposed to reoccupation as the Occupy movement of settlers on settled Indigenous lands, which is one of 
the movements Barker & Pickerill interrogate in settler anarchism. 
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ho‘oponopono provides one method of rehabilitation, which is in line with traditional practices 

and aloha ‘āina that considers human and spiritual ecology as relational: 

Our local economy is now a circular one, founded upon aloha ‘āina and centered 

around community care and sharing. In the wake of the Black Lives Matter 

movement, funding for policing and prisons in Hawai‘i was gradually reinvested 

in ho‘oponopono, healthcare, and education. The department of education was 

decentralized in favor of community-based hālau designed to create educational 

pathways for specialization in life-sustaining and innovative technologies and 

practices, with a particular focus in Hāmakua on the “four M’s”—mo‘olelo 

(storytelling and creative arts), mahi‘ai (food cultivation and weather 

forecasting), mālama ‘aina (‘aina regeneration), and mālama kaiaulu 

(community care).148 

 

This futurism also builds on the cultural revitalization that did not start in the Hawaiian 

Renaissance of the 1970s, but a century earlier by King Kalākaua defying the missionaries in 

the 1870s.149 Significantly, he reintroduced hula and founded the annual hula festival or 

competition named the “Merrie Monarch.” The Merrie Monarch hula festival happening at the 

same time around Easter 2015 on Hawai‘i Island brought a lot of traffic to the mountain in the 

form of hula hālau (hula “schools”), who performed their hula in reverence of Maunakea, 

Poli‘ahu and Līlīnoe, the deities of the mountain. 

In this subchapter I expand on forms of teaching and learning Hawaiian histories, aside from 

the hula and other performance seen in diverse media coverage150 as part of the Maunakea 

resistance and education. The Hawaiian Renaissance instigated by Kaho‘olawe and Hōkūle‘a 

is a beacon of light in 20th century Hawaiian history, which – most prominently151 through the 

establishment of ‘Ōlelo Hawai‘i language schools – supported a new generation of fluent 

 
148 Peralto 2020: 283 
Noʻeau Peralto. 2020. “Hāmākua 2120. A Moʻolelo of Abundance from a Future.” 
149 “In the previous half century since the arrival of the Puritan missionaries, Kanaka traditions had suffered 
serious erosion: hula had been banned by church edict, as had the native healing practices called lapa‘au. Any 
vestiges of the ancient religion were fervently condemned. To counteract these, Kalākaua expanded on the work 
of Ka Hoku o ka Pakipika, in which the ancient religion and dance were (re)presented in literary forms. During his 
reign, he brought the ancient traditions forward even further, off the page and into public performance. The old 
religion, dance, mo‘olelo, mele, and mo‘okū‘auhau were like the iwikuamo‘o (spine) for the lāhui; without their 
own traditions they could not stand up to the colonial onslaught. Alexander Liholiho and Emma had rebelled 
against the U.S. missionaries by inviting the Anglicans to establish a church in Hawai‘i.” (Silva 2004: 88) 
150 There were also several visits by musicians of international standing, but otherwise it was the cultural protocol 
of hula that made for good media coverage of Hawaiian cultural values to connect to the world audience. 
151 This is my relationality speaking to the aspect. ‘Ōlelo Hawai‘i language class with Kumu Matt Kainoa Wong 
was my personal introduction and connection to the Hawaiian culture, and perhaps my varied access to and 
presence in Hawaiian political discussions. Others may focus on the hula or other practices, but without ‘Ōlelo 
the meaning in the chants for the movements in hula cannot be embodied: 
“In fact, hula is so inextricably tied to storytelling that it is impossible to choreograph any dance movement 
without ‘ōlelo, without words, as each motion is meant to illustrate the mo‘olelo itself.” (ho‘omanawanui 2004: 
88) 

http://hdl.handle.net/10125/70185
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Hawaiian language speakers. The lifting of the ban on Hawaiian language152 imbued the 

Hawaiian sovereignty movement with a vigor that brings Hawaiian knowing and being together 

since the Overthrow had relegated these acts out of view of public life: 

So too is the amazing revival of the Hawaiian language, which has important 

lessons to offer all residents of Hawai‘i, so many of whom have lived through a 

time when their own cultures and languages were repressed, and when they were 

cast as inferiors, aliens, and even enemies. The Hawaiian cultural revival 

dignifies everyone except those who believe that there should really only be one 

culture, and demonstrates that identity is at least as important as economic 

opportunity.153 

 

Ku‘uipo Freitas, whom I interviewed in 2015 for the purpose of my Berlin student newspaper, 

provided me with some brief explanations on EAducation, the education of ea or Hawaiian 

sovereignty. Since the German student editors caused some conflict by removing the main 

points of the interview (which they had explicitly asked to be about a student-relevant topic), I 

had the Hawaii Independent publish the original interview online: 

I know the university has been keeping tabs on me throughout the movement. I 

think there were four of us students who got arrested on April 2, 2015, on Mauna 

Kea. The university must understand that its students are speaking up because 

we know the truth. I find it a little humorous at times to think a student from the 

University of Hawaiʻi at Hilo is doing her master’s work on the protection of 

Mauna Kea from developments like the TMT, and from the general 

mismanagement of the mauna that the university has been committing for 

decades. It’s interesting. I’m excited.154 

 

In the following Chapter 5, I will return to the EAducation through voyaging and the Hōkūle‘a, 

as well as the Hālau Ku Mana students taking the classroom out to the ocean. 

The university declared at the Pu‘uhonua o Huluhulu has pages upon pages of workshops held 

by community members and academic scholars on a broad range of topics relating to aloha 

‘āina and in the name of ea or sovereignty. This form of community education held there for 

learners of all ages bears a striking resemblance to the Rojavan education seminars in the 

autonomous region of Northeast Syrian Kurdistan. The Kurdish lens on gender or women’s 

 
152 Leaning on Vicente Rafael (2012), Tengan mentions the language refusals of Kaleikoa Ka‘eo and Kaho‘okahi 
Kanuha in their respective Haleakalā and Maunakea protection legal defenses as a “weaponization of language:” 
“Because ‘Olelo Hawai‘i had been declared in 1978 an official language of the State of Hawai‘i on par (supposedly) 
with English, Kanuha’s use of Hawaiian in court was a double defense of identity, culture, and place.” (Tengan 
2018: 137) 
Further, in analogy to Indigenous erasures to becoming ghosts: “As Hawaiian Studies professor and legal scholar 
Kekailoa Perry (2018) commented, ‘Though the man was physically present, his Hawaiian language made him 
legally, socially and politically invisible.’” (Tengan 2018: 138) 
153  Osorio 2010: 17 
Jonathan Kay Kamakawiwo‘ole Osorio. 2010. “Hawaiian Issues.” 
154 Freitas 2016 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctt6wqxjc.6
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education, called Jineolojî is used to instill a gender equity,155 with young women and old men 

being simultaneously students and teachers targeting sexist and antifeminist viewpoints. 

In the same sense that Jineolojî is a Kurdish way of learning theory to turn into praxis, Presley 

Ah Mook Sang founded the Pu‘uhuluhulu University as “chancellor” in conversation with 

Kahala Johnson.156 They declared their Maunakea-based education a Hawaiian place of 

learning, echoing the UHM moniker: “let’s call it a university, Hawaiian place of learning.”157 

The curriculum of “EAducation” is in line with what Ku‘uipo Freitas explained to me in our 

interview: 

There are many meanings to the word ‘ea.’ These include sovereignty, life, air, 

breath, to rise and to swell up. All of these meanings are goals for Hawaiʻi Aloha 

ʻĀina, to raise awareness and knowledge that the history we thought we knew 

was in fact all lies. We are in a time of great change, and so I believe the meaning 

of this slogan ‘EAducate’ is to educate in the Hawaiian way; to see things the 

same way our kūpuna saw things. It’s an amazing time to be witnessing this.158 

 

To concentrate on only two aspects of the Pu‘uhuluhulu curriculum beyond stories of Maunakea 

and climate phenomena since it is so vast,159 in this subchapter I lay focus particularly on a 

literary workshop “manifesto” and the “mana māhū tent.” 

Gregory Pōmaika‘i Gushiken and leilani portillo’s “Pu‘u Huluhulu University poetry 

workshop” manifesto highlights the genealogy of Haunani-Kay Trask in their intellectual and 

aloha ‘āina kinship. The mountain itself is also highlighted as their spiritual guide. Their 

manifesto reflects the resistance and the kuleana they hold for and through their ancestors. I 

focus on five of their eight points here: 

1. Today, I will pull at the ropes of resistance, no nā kūpuna, drawing our pilina 

Mauna taught. 

4. Today, I chanted to Wākea, to Lilinoe, to Poli‘ahu. I reminded myself, “he aliʻi ka 

ʻĀina, he kāua ke kanaka” 

5. Today, I’m learning more about my culture so I can carry on this ‘ike to future 

generations. It’s a kuleana to strengthen our culture by learning all that we can no ka 

mea ‘a‘ole mea pau ka ‘ike i ka hālau ho‘okahi. 

6. My goal in life is to challenge anything that separates ‘āina from kanaka. 

7. The mist of Mauna Kea embraces160 

 

 
155 There is a forthcoming publication on the diverse lens of this scholarship: 
Jineolojî Committee in Europe (ed.). 2021. Weaving Another Future. Jineolojî – Readings in Women’s Science. 
156 Presley Keʻalaanuhea Ah Mook Sang. 2020. “Puʻuhonua o Puʻuhuluhulu University. He Kīpuka Aloha ʻĀina no 
ka ʻImi Naʻauao.” 
157 Kahala Johnson. 2019. “Mauna Kea Series – Kahala Johnson on Hale Mana Māhū.” Interviewed by Nanea 
Lo. Native Stories Podcast. 
158 Freitas 2016 
159 Pu‘uhonua o Pu‘uhuluhulu Maunakea. 2019. “Pu‘uhuluhulu University Bibliography.” Hawaii Review website. 
160 Gregory Pōmaika‘i Gushiken & leilani portillo. 2019. “Pu‘u Huluhulu University Poetry Workshop manifesto: 
No Ka Mauna.” Hawaii Review website. 

http://hdl.handle.net/10125/75446
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/75446
https://nativestories.org/mauna-kea-series-kahala-johnson-on-hale-mana-mahu/
https://nativestories.org/mauna-kea-series-kahala-johnson-on-hale-mana-mahu/
http://hawaiireview.org/mauna-kea/2019/7/29/puuhuluhulu-university-bibliography
http://hawaiireview.org/mauna-kea/2019/7/26/mele-mauna
http://hawaiireview.org/mauna-kea/2019/7/26/mele-mauna
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First off, the manifesto begins with the “ropes of resistance,” highlighting the sequential 

genealogy in poetry and scholarship,161 but in emphasizing the pilina or “relations” the ancestral 

mountain taught. The chant of the regular cultural protocol towards the Maunakea deities states 

the proverb “The land is the chief served by the people.”162 ku‘ualoha ho‘omanawanui 

emphasizes that this proverb depicts the explicit “learning from the land” that Manu Meyer 

describes ‘ike ‘āina as, bringing together the genealogies or “ropes of resistance” of literary and 

philosophical scholarship through linguistic comprehension.163 The fifth point of learning about 

Hawaiian culture also shows the symbiotic learning and teaching in EAducation Kānaka Maoli 

and the other scholar activists are undertaking on the mountain and in aloha ‘āina, to pass on 

in knowledge for further generations. Further, they cite the proverb about there being more than 

one school of learning and no end to the seeking of knowledge. 

The challenge against the separation instead of unity between land and human echoes portillo’s 

poem above of challenging disbelief against the ancestral kinship and kuleana that connects 

Kanaka Maoli to the ‘āina. The mists of Līlīnoe are praised in separate line for their embrace, 

highlighting the water condensation in the atmosphere that lies like a sheltering or protective 

embrace over the protectors. The embrace of the water in the sky, and the connection to the 

land all encompass the greater unity or lōkahi of Hawaiian cosmology rooted in ‘āina and 

Maunakea. This phenomenology of water moves on a spectrum beyond binarism, as related by 

Kanaka Maoli anthropologist Kalani Young via Ty Tengan: 

Māhūwahine anthropologist Kalaniopua Young notes that the voices of the 

Mauna a Wākea goddesses such as Lilinoe and Poliahu remind us of the 

importance of the mist and clouds for a wayfinding “that moves beyond 

binarism” and points to the liminality of space, gender, and sexuality on the 

canoe (…). Indeed, koa is coming back in all forms imaginable on land, sea, and 

sky.164 

 

This imagery of a non-binary or queered koa then encompasses the three spheres of land, skies, 

and ocean and as my first main chapters do. In this kaona perhaps the fourth of the main 

 
161 Ty Tengan reflects on another mode of relating sequential stories or intellectual genealogy through the ‘aha 
or rope, which I will again emphasize in the next chapter: 
“We approach anthropology similarly but with an emphasis on the place of genealogy. As such, we highlight the 
importance of cordage, the primary symbol and embodiment of genealogical lines of connection. The Hawaiian 
term ‘aha refers to braided sennit cords, religious ceremonies, and chiefly assemblies. Traditional genealogists 
carried knotted ‘aha as they recited genealogies such as the Kumulipo.” (Tengan, Ka’ili & Fonoti 2010: 141) 
Ty P. Kāwika Tengan, Tēvita O. Ka’ili & Rochelle Tuitagava‘a Fonoti. 2010. “Genealogies Articulating Indigenous 
Anthropology in/of Oceania.” 
162 Pukui 1986: 62 
Mary Kawena Pukui. 1986. ‘Ōlelo No‘eau: Hawaiian Proverbs and Poetical Sayings. 
163 ho‘omanawanui 2008b: 204-205 
164 Tengan 2018: 140 

http://lir.byuh.edu/index.php/pacific/article/view/1163/1114
http://lir.byuh.edu/index.php/pacific/article/view/1163/1114
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chapters, the estuary, is the ultimate transcendent state that holds all the elements together in 

symbiotic dynamism. Furthermore, in kaona revealing or refusal, these manifestations in 

storytelling and in transient water manifestation in other matter and metaphysics (as 

hydrological cycle) parallel that of Kānaka Maoli themselves in kaona narratives, Haunani-Kay 

Trask states: “whether we write mele (songs) or oli (chants) or essays or speeches or poetry or 

scholarship – is a continuing refusal to be silent, to join those groups of indigenous peoples 

who have been disappeared .... Hawaiians are still here, we are still creating, we are still 

resisting.”165 

In additional resistance and resurgence by way of reeducation, the mana māhū tent led by 

Kahala Johnson and their partner Mahealani Ahia offered this education to visitors (Hawaiian 

and others alike), on the māhū and manifold gender narratives erased from missionary histories 

of Hawai‘i.166 Additionally the mana māhū tent provided protection or a safe space from 

incidents of cissexism, chauvinism, and violence. The symbolism or metaphor of rainbows for 

LGBTQIA* pride reflects this nature phenomenon of light and water interplay, while it also 

reflects the essence of love or spirit of natural beauty in this phenomenon. In her art for the 

“Mauna Kea syllabus,” Joy Enomoto played with counternarratives against stereotypes of 

feminized depictions of the water deities. She gives Poli‘ahu a mohawk, Pele and Mo‘oinanea 

are fashioned after trans models, and remarks about the fluidity of Hawaiian genders: 

Our akua didn’t have a fixed gender. They didn’t have a fixed sexuality. So why 

have we decided to fix them? We know, from some of the research that Kahala 

Johnson1 is doing, that Moʻoinanea becomes a kāne when she travels to Waiau. 

If we know that in nature, genders are not necessarily fixed for all beings, why 

would we do that for our akua? When the moʻolelo is actually telling us that they 

weren’t fixed.167 

 

In Hawai‘i, the ‘anuenue (“rainbow”) is a hō‘ailona or symbolism of nature, and often regarded 

as a distinct medium of communication from the ancestors or spirits. The rainbow then also 

reflects the dualism or holism of light and dark in water and air. The rainbow is the potentiality 

of growth, when regarding that water and air are the substances required to breathe and live, be 

it human, nonhuman animal, plant, or soil. The beauty of the rainbow is that it is part of the 

 
165 Trask 1999b: 20, emphasis added. 
Haunani-Kay Trask. 1999b. “Writing in Captivity: Poetry in a Time of Decolonization.” 
166 Trask writes of the traditional usage of erotic metaphor: “Because Hawaiian is a profoundly metaphorical 
language, and Hawaiians an openly erotic people, descriptions are always rendered with fertile imagery: the land 
is a fecundity of beauty; our traditional deities are gods of abundance, of plenitude (…) It is commonplace in the 
Hawaiian worldview to see relationships as both political and erotic.” (Trask 1999c: 174) 
Haunani-Kay Trask. 1999c. “Decolonizing Hawaiian Literature.” 
167 Enomoto in Enomoto, Kuwada & Revilla 2020: 601 
Joy Enomoto, Bryan Kamaoli Kuwada & No‘u Revilla. 2020. “‘We’re Asking You to Remember Why We’re Here’: 
Interview with Joy Enomoto.”. 
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hydrological cycle, while being a quirk of water nature meeting the light, to refract and disperse 

in its droplet prisms. 

That the rainbow as a symbol has been queered or made queer (as opposed to straight in all 

meanings of a 360° halo) in Western perception is also portrayed by the University of Hawai‘i’s 

decision to rename the university teams from “the rainbows” to the “Rainbow Warriors” and 

“Rainbow Wāhine.”168 This renaming also genders the women’s athletic teams as “women” but 

the men’s teams as “warriors.” The “two genders” at UHM are apparently then “women and 

warriors,” to disidentify from the queerness of the rainbow. A rainbow that is inherently a 

holistic representation of being, due to its material composition as a halo of water and air.169 

 

Not to take too much from Johnson and Ahia’s own forthcoming work on queerfeminist and 

māhū Hawaiian anarchisms and futures, I want to simply relate to the stories they have revealed 

in their depictions of the mana māhū tent.170 Both of these kia‘i are also protectors of Haleakalā, 

originally with ancestry from Maui. They were also arrested in a standoff in 2016 on 

Haleakalā.171 In an interview with Nanea Lo for the “Native Stories” podcast recorded on 

Maunakea during the 2019 encampment, Johnson speaks about “sex EAducation,” or 

decolonial sex education as a Kanaka Maoli māhū, relating how ea and “breath” as sovereignty 

and relationships with ‘āina and ocean are spirited by the erotic exchange of breath.172 Māhū 

hold culture and ‘ike (“knowledge”) for the truth, and the tent was conceived to hold space and 

give back to the community in work and symbiotic exchange of aloha. 

The mission statements Johnson summarizes of the “Hale Mana Māhū” tent recollect, firstly: 

“hey, we’re here, we’ve always been here.” They also conclude that the song “Kū Ha‘aheo” by 

Kumu Hina, who is māhū, means “standing with pride,” and is “literally a pride song.” 

Secondly, “it is a pu‘uhonua in the pu‘uhonua,” as a shelter and safe space within the 

pu‘uhonua. Thirdly, the mission is to go into the community and bring in their ola (“life”), or 

 
168 Ty P. Kāwika Tengan & Jesse Makani Markham. 2009. “Performing Polynesian Masculinities in 
American Football: ‘From Rainbows to Warriors.’” 
169 This holistic unity with nature in regard to Hawaiian sexualities and gender spectrum (explaining why I am not 
translating māhū to specific English terms) is summarized in Hall: 
“For Kanaka Maoli there were no labels of HOMOsexual or HETEROsexual. However they were SEXUAL and their 
sexuality is intertwined with their spirituality. Kanaka Maoli today look to their ancestors in understanding their 
own sexual expressions. Many sexual clues are derived from relationships in nature, between and about the 
gods, the creation of land, the protection and perpetuation of a Nation, her people and resources: i.e. mating 
between Papa (earth) and Wakea (sky); the relationship of Papa and daughter Ho‘okukukalani, the relationship 
of Pele’s sister Hi‘iaka and Hopoe, sexual metaphors in plants, and formations, the sky and the ocean.” (cited in 
Hall 2009: 29) 
170 Johnson 2019 
171 Ahia 2020: 607 
172 Johnson 2019 

https://doi.org/10.1080/09523360903466768
https://doi.org/10.1080/09523360903466768
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“pleasure and fun.” In this depiction then, as voiced by Johnson, as a sanctuary space within 

the sanctuary space, the mana māhū tent is a materialization and visualization of the interspatial 

– a space between the space. 

Moving to another kaona of balance and centering, Emalani Case brings the equator and stars 

into conversation with Wākea in analysis of another composition by Keko‘aohiwaikalani 

Wright Prendergast in 1893 “Ka Lanakila o Hawaiʻi” – “The Victory of Hawaiʻi.” Case 

translates a line of the song as “We are rooted, we are protected, we are steadfast, here at the 

navel of Wākea.”173 However, she adds that the kaona also discloses the “piko o Wākea” as the 

Hawaiian term for the equator itself: 

The idea of being rooted and grounded in a fluid space is telling as it could have 

implied that there was strength to be found in ancestral connections to the sea 

and to the rest of the Pacific. Alternatively, however, the ‘piko o Wākea’ could 

have been the literal piko, or centre, of Wākea, one of the oldest ancestors of the 

Hawaiian people. Perhaps then her mele (song) was about grounding in a deeply 

Hawaiian way of viewing and knowing the world.174 

 

Recognizing the significance of the sun’s position at midday or awakea appears to be the key 

to reading the Polynesian cartography by Tupaia, one of Captain Cook’s Indigenous navigators 

and mapmakers. This was revealed by Eckstein & Schwarz in comparing maps found in 

German archives (thus largely inaccessible and “forgotten” for Indigenous 

navigators/researchers since) with the known map of Tupaia’s voyages.175 Perhaps the 

connection of piko and awakea, or Indigenous cartographer with the midday sun pointing 

straight to the navel of the Earth as geocentric direction reveal the most grounded decolonial 

mapping – even on a moving vessel in the ocean seeking equilibrium. 

In this imagery on Maunakea, the full alignment from the vast expanse of skies of Wākea to the 

soil of Papahānaumoku puts a being in full light or enlightenment, without a counterpart of 

shadow Other.176 The (human) being is in unity or lōkahi with skies and land, as an umbilicus 

 
173 “Ua ēwe, ua malu, ua paʻa, eia i ka piko o Wākea.” (Case 2019: 166) 
174 Case 2019: 166 
175 Lars Eckstein & Anja Schwarz. 2019. “The Making of Tupaia’s Map.” 
176 A fictionalized travel description by Greek-Irish-American writer Lafcadio Hearn struck me as analogous of 
Wākea, Christianity’s holy ghost, and the Greek pneuma in the Gulf estuary: 
“a spirituality, as of eternal tropical spring. It must have been such a sky that Xenophanes lifted up his eyes of 
old when he vowed the Infinite Blue was God;―it was indeed under such a sky that de Soto named the vastest 
and the grandest of havens Espiritu Santo―the bay of the Holy Ghost. There is something unutterable in this 
bright Gulf-air that compels awe,―something vital, something holy, something pantheistic: and reverentially the 
mind asks itself if what the eye beholds is not the [pneuma] indeed, the Infinite Breath, the Divine Ghost, the 
great Blue Soul of the Unknown.” (Hearn 1899: n.p.) 
Lafcadio Hearn. 1889. Chita. A Memory of Last Island. 

https://doi.org/10.1080/00223344.2018.1512369
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to the navel of Maunakea. The light is centered geocentrically and egocentrically as one 

absolute unity in the awakea or midday sun. 

 

The first constellation I learned to recognize in the sky is the Southern Cross, unlike children 

in the Northern Hemisphere who are taught about Orion’s Belt. What I knew was an easily 

recognizable constellation of four stars arranged as points of a Christian cross, with a smaller 

star in the lower right corner between the two other points. This is a common feature on the 

national flags of Southern Hemisphere countries like Papua New Guinea, where I learned it. 

Around the equator I did not know the lived experience of four seasonal cycles in a year, or that 

the sun could rise and set in timeframes away from 6 a.m. or 6 p.m. in high summer and deep 

winter. The telling of time – had I not been a serial owner of analog wristwatches, worn on the 

“wrong” wrist for some years – is much more complicated further removed from equatorial 

time. In Hawai‘i, as in the Philippines, the times of day are set according to the position of the 

sun and the length of shadows it casts, and not necessarily the numerical standardized time. The 

longest shadow cast is that at dawn and at dusk from the angle of the sun at the horizon of the 

viewing plane, and there are two more heliocentric timeframes pre- and post-midday. In the 

Philippines at least, these two times can also designate “merienda” mealtimes as a second 

breakfast177 and an afternoon tea after “siesta.” From a capitalist mode of time and rest, these 

breaks could be seen as idleness. Perhaps instead they should be seen as social kinship time, as 

the purpose of these rests is to regenerate and relate with those one works (or revolves around 

the sun) with. 

When light hits the surface of the intertidal estuary, in this case in a shallower calmer area like 

a lagoon, it disperses into manifold directions. On the one hand it absorbs the blue-green-

turquoise waves to reflect the color of the water, and on the other hand or additionally, it is still 

transparent and not opaque to reveal the seashore (corals, sand, organisms, …) beneath it. The 

colors beneath the transparence of the turquoise water absorb the sunlight to reveal their own 

materiality. The turbidity of the water can be impacted by the organisms and thus the breaking 

and reflection of light through their matter. 

The manta rays in the scuba diving narrative in Chapter 5 are viewed in the darkest depth of the 

ocean not far from the shore, with artificial lights held by humans to expose the fishes’ white 

underbellies. Viewed from above by snorkelers or those on boats, the manta rays are dark or 

 
177 The “morning tea” I witnessed at Divine Word University in Madang in 2010 demonstrated it was less about 
the quality of the food and drink, but more about the catching up with colleagues during mealtimes. Something 
entirely lost in a frame of mind of busywork and privatizing eating spacetime at the computer desk. 
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black butterflies fluttering their wings under the surface. Neither perspective is a fallacious a 

description – that the manta ray is simultaneously darkness and lightness in the water – but a 

matter of subject position. From the subject position of the dark ocean floor, holding up the 

flashlight torches towards the manta rays, it is a view of being in outer space. As if upside down 

or looking into the starry skies several surface and atmospheric levels further above of sight. 

Jack Halberstam’s imagery of these constellations, lights, and futurisms of queerness 

encompass the cimarrón or going wild of the communal/collective: 

The communal is the new wild, a place where the human ends and an inhuman 

or even an outhuman begins as a dream of ecstatic contact that we continue to 

seek out in life, in love, in dreams, in material objects, in the neutral, and in the 

skies. The question for now remains whether the human, in all its brutal, 

colonial, racist glory, can give way long enough to allow for other in/ and out/ 

human forms to emerge, evolve, appear, perhaps like a new planet in the night 

sky, twinkling (…), and transmitting new messages of an out/human future.178  

 

This chapter reflected on the potentiality of light and energy in seemingly non-sentient pasts or 

non-existent futures: through the more-than-human rocks and water droplets manifest or 

suspended in the air. In relating the past of the Hawaiian Kingdom Overthrow with the present 

of the Maunakea protectors to a future without a Thirty Meter Telescope – or occupation, or 

incarceration, or hegemonic colonizers – I brought together metaphors of speculation and 

aspirations. Somewhere in translation, perhaps the apparition of “spirit” still found in the Proto-

Indo-European roots179 of words that connect it with mirrors, reflection, hope, specters, and 

visions were lost. This spirit may relate in respirar (to breathe), aspirer (to aspire), inspirar (to 

inspire), espejar (to mirror), esperar (to hope), to the speculative that is found in the speculum 

(mirror) or the spectrum of rainbow colors, breaking in the prism or water droplets as a 

manifestation of the specter (ghost).180 

The posthuman or beyond-human of the ghost is the transcendent of this spacetime, while 

residing in potentiality within it. In their interplay with reflective mirrors, shadows and light 

 
178 Halberstam 2015: 242, emphasis added. 
Jack Halberstam. 2015. “In/human — Out/human.”. 
179 The roots of “spek-” (spähen, scharf hinsehen), “speg-” (scharf hin- oder zusehen) depict heightened seeing 
that may lead to heightened consciousness or enlightenment, while the root of “spe(h)l-” shows a glimmering in 
the light. For reasons that will become most apparent in Chapter 6, I use the Spanish words that depict these 
parallels the best, over German or other languages that have less clear parallels. Although in German this may 
be found in Hegel’s phenomenology of Geist to mean the apparition of spirit and mind. 
Julias Pokorny. 1959. Indogermanisches etymologisches Wörterbuch. 
180 Likewise, the etymology of “ghost” and “guest” and “host” show relation in original meaning of Othering and 
being: “‘The speculative’ for Hegel, we have said, involves a relationship of double mirroring between 
consciousness and object. Reality is a speculum or mirror of the consciousness that is engaged in acts of knowing. 
But consciousness is also a speculum of the ultimate reality that manifests itself, makes itself known through our 
acts of knowing it.” (Hodgson 2005: 79) 
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reveal the projections of images and of future selves(-in-other) that are born from the past. The 

telescope that peers into the future with its mirror is looking into the deep past of starlight. 

Hawaiian narratives and genealogies do not need a thirty-meter artificial lens to understand 

these connections. Instead, the Hawaiian narratives passed on from the origins of the darkness 

of Pō through the Kumulipo and move in spacetime or wā in a cyclical and in-itself-collapsed181 

parallel relational existence of ancestors and descendants in their spiritual being through 

knowing. The mirror or reflection is being in spirit. 

The hūlalilali of the shimmering sea in Aloua’s poem in the previous chapter, is the counterpart 

to the shimmering of the water droplets in the sky that manifests an ‘anuenue, a rainbow or halo 

of light in the day. These are also counterparts of the starlight and moonlight at night, found 

glimmering in minerals and rocks as a reminder of the stardust composition of earthly being 

descended from the universe, or the snow and the lake on Maunakea holding the water that 

precipitates from the skies to manifest on land and reflect the light in its embrace, like the mists 

of Līlīnoe absorb the light to conceal and reveal the protectors in their stand on the mountain. 

Līlīnoe’s mists embraced and protected the protectors, like how Loretta Ritte described the 

embrace and protection of Pelekenu Valley as a womb, teacher, and protector. 

A major part of the aloha ‘āina movement and practicing ‘āina-based traditions is education 

against the system of missionary and colonial impositions in post-contact Hawai‘i. As the Kū‘ē 

Petitions mentioned in this chapter revealed, the real story of Hawaiian resistance was resting 

in archives and Hawaiian language sources for several generations. Sovereignty education or 

EAducation, as the aloha ‘āina have started calling it, has become the decolonial strategy for 

Hawaiian resurgence by academic scholars (be it hands on the ground in the lo‘i or on the 

mauna or tapping at a computer keyboard across the globe). 

The Pu‘uhonua o Pu‘uhuluhulu that was established as the protectors’ sanctuary in 2019 also 

prominently featured a decolonial forum for education: the Pu‘uhuluhulu University. University 

of Hawai‘i scholars from all islands gave workshops and lectures on Maunakea and provided 

credit for their actual students on other islands to attend. Set up by educators, either graduate 

students, professors, or local community leaders working in teaching, the University was 

actively practicing what other universities have professed to attempt with their rhetoric of 

“decolonize the university.” The pu‘uhonua is both an abolitionist and decolonial space on 

settler colonial lands envisioning unsettled as well as deoccupied futures. 

 

 
181 This is where the imagery of a spiral as simultaneously cyclical and linear in progression is useful. 
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5. “The island is calling for her people”: The reclamation of 

Kaho‘olawe and the Hōkūle‘a canoe revival as the foundation 

for aloha ‘āina resurgence 
 

This chapter provides a context to the significance of Kaho‘olawe Island in aloha ‘āina (“love 

of the land”), specifically the confluence of the ocean as a foundation of life. The kaona or 

metaphors and imagery that guide this chapter are those of navigation and pathways, describing 

the origin of Kanaloa the ocean deity and the cultural importance of Kanaloa/Kaho‘olawe to 

the so-called Hawaiian Renaissance.1 The parallel and at times overlapping Hawaiian cultural 

and political activist movements of the Kaho‘olawe landings and the Hōkūle‘a Polynesian 

Voyaging Society (PVS) canoe stimulated an era of renewed Hawaiian pride in traditional ways 

of knowing and being. 

The coral polyp is the first organism in the Kumulipo creation, and corals are also a point of 

wayfinding in non-instrumental navigation, so I am guided here by the metaphor of the coral 

reef nearer to the shoreline. This metaphor is presented in the Hawaiian proverb or saying “He 

pukoa kani ‘āina” or “A coral reef strengthens into land,” and leads this chapter introduction.2 

It is not only the volcanic island that erupts from the ocean that signifies the Hawaiian 

archipelago, but also the coral that forms to a reef and becomes land. 

Nālani Wilson-Hokowhitu’s reminder of this proverb explains: “Like the coral reef to the ocean, 

methodology serves as a foundation that grounds and nourishes research. In this way, it is 

metaphorically comparable to a coral head that has the potential to grow into land.”3 

Methodologically, this demonstrates my own process of finding and navigating Hawaiian 

knowledge in constant flux and growth. Metaphorically, the coral reef foundation that grows 

into land is also representative of the Protect Kaho‘olawe ‘Ohana and Hōkūle‘a voyaging that 

reinvigorate the aloha ‘āina activism of the 20th and 21st century. 

This coral reef proverb is to say that, even though the islands and lands of topic here are of 

volcanic nature, the ecology of the ocean could not live without the coral reefs, which is another 

foundation to strengthen it. In fact, the coral polyp is the even older Hawaiian ancestor than the 

 
1 The setting of this chapter lays its focus on the previous generation to the Mauna Kea chapter’s aloha ‘āina 
movement but progresses into the same timeline from the 1970s to the early 2000s. 
2 Pukui 1986: 100 
3 Wilson-Hokowhitu 2012: 138 
Nālani Wilson-Hokowhitu. 2012. “He Pukoa Kani ‘Āina. Kanaka Maoli approaches to mo‘okū‘auhau as 
methodology.” 
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ancestor Hāloa and the taro plant.4 Thus, on the one hand materially this chapter is about the 

island of Kaho‘olawe and the canoe voyaging related to the island as a navigational center in 

the Hawaiian archipelago, on the other hand, this chapter is about the ocean as a foundation of 

growth and knowledge, as coral reefs and volcanic islands rise from its depths. 

 

5.1. The ocean deity Kanaloa/Kaho‘olawe as the backbone of aloha ‘āina 

wayfinding 

The Pacific Ocean itself was named by Ferdinand Magellan during his attempted 

circumnavigation, which for him ended when killed on the island of Mactan in what is now the 

Philippines. In Hawaiian transliteration of Magellan’s naming the Pacific Ocean is referred to 

as Osiana Pakipika, but often more generally and encompassing as moana nui or “large ocean.” 

To name her genealogy that includes her family, as well as the kinship she has for all of Oceania, 

Terri Keko‘olani speaks of Moana Nui. Describing “the sea-based ties” between these peoples, 

she is “casting a net of inter connection” for relationality and solidarity: 

We’re saying this is the Pacific Ocean, it’s Moana Nui. Culturally as a people 

here we are in Hawai‘i, our relations are with those of Tahiti all the way to Chile 

area, this is all of our family. Samoa, all the way down to . . . Aotearoa. Maori, 

we are related as a people. This is our crossroads, this is where we do canoes 

and stargazing, star navigations is how we got to know each other, this is our 

continent. It’s called the continent of Moana Nui. We’re not land oriented, 

people. We’re ocean people. We’re not scared of water. You know, it’s not 

someplace where you can dump all your shit. This is our homeland.5 

 

Keko‘olani’s quote launches this chapter on navigation, land dispossession, pollution and aloha 

‘āina resistance to it. Tongan Anthropologist Epeli Hau’ofa’s “Sea of Islands”6 that Keko‘olani 

evokes, where it is the ocean that connects rather than divides, once more sets the stage for this 

chapter’s deeper focus on settler solidarities between Asians and Kānaka Maoli and the casting 

of a net or web of relationality. In the subsequent chapter this imagery of perhaps a fisher net 

becomes a kaona or metaphor to the mutual fishing practices and further solidarity, in particular 

with Philippine perspectives. The fisher net also depicts an imagery of the assemblage or 

 
4 “(…) from them are born the ‘Ukuko‘ako‘a, the coral polyp, that creates the reef surrounding our islands, and 
that becomes the ancestor of all that lives in the reef. From the sea urchins and limu [sea weed] are born in 
sequential manner all the plants and animals of the Hawaiian world. They are ‘Aumakua [divine family guardians] 
who protect and feed us, and whom we honor, and cherish. The deep darkness of the night and the coral polyp 
are the original ancestors of the Hawaiian people; they are the ancient ancestors who live with us still.”  
(Kame‘eleihiwa 2008: n.p.) 
Lilikalā Kame‘eleihiwa. 2008 (1999, unpublished manuscript). “Kumulipo. He Pule Ho‘ola‘a Ali‘i. He Kumulipo No 
Ka‘i‘imamao Aia Alapa‘iwahine.” 
5 Mei-Singh & Gonzalez 2017: 187 
6 Hau’ofa 2008 (1993) 
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interspatial relationality here, with the net itself holding the catch, but the abundant catch only 

coming together through the spaces between and the flow of water. 

Kanaka Maoli scholar and sovereignty activist Kanalu Young similarly presents the kaona of 

seas that connect and as a foundation of life, with “the Hawaiian Islands regarding the ocean 

“as [Kanaka Maoli] source of origin” in the epithet “Na Kai Ewalu” (“the eight saltwater 

seas/oceans”).7 This microcosm of the eight seas that unite the Hawaiian archipelago shows “a 

profound value associated with defining self and group in the context of the vast expansiveness 

of the resource rich ocean as the ultimate spiritual source from which the land was born.”8 

Young’s summary of the epithet introduces both a value or richness in “resource” and in 

spiritual meaning. This abundance of resources and power is linked in the Hawaiian word for 

wealth waiwai being a doubling of the word wai for “freshwater,” certainly the source of all 

life, in relation to the kai of “saltwater.” Furthermore, in this sense of “origin” or “source,” the 

land is born out of the seas and is thus an even elder ancestor of the land itself and Kānaka 

Maoli. Recall that Papahānaumoku, the Earth Mother, is literally named “She who is the 

foundation birthing islands” out of the ocean depths.9 The ocean is instilled with mana or 

spiritual power, and this island of Kaho‘olawe is the embodiment of the ocean deity Kanaloa, 

so the mana inherent to the land of Kaho‘olawe Island is that of the ocean itself. 

 

In the Papakū Makawalu philosophy by Pualani Kanaka‘ole Kanahele and the Edith 

Kanaka‘ole Foundation, the epistemological papakū or “foundation” of this chapter of 

Kaho‘olawe is as the “back rest” of Kanaloa. I illustrate this with narratives of the embodiments 

of Kanaloa as octopus, manta ray, and turtle. I envision the makawalu or “eight eyes” here 

analogously as the “eight arms” of the octopus, interpreting the Hawaiian word ‘ike of “seeing,” 

“sensing,” and “knowing” as one and the same. The hāhālua or manta ray embodies this 

chapter’s breath or hā, and lastly the honu or turtle depicts the home or shelter that traverses 

this entire dissertation. 

I analyze the significance of Kaho‘olawe with historical context to the Protect Kaho‘olawe 

‘Ohana (“Protect Kaho‘olawe Family”) and its influence on the Maunakea protectors in the 

previous Chapter 4, as well as the repercussions of settler histories and solidarities in land 

 
7 In full citation: “This is a reference to an ancient definition of the Hawaiian Islands in terms of the beloved ocean 
that tradition speaks of as our source of origin. The epithet “Na Kai Ewalu” is an honorific reference to the eight 
sea channels that connect rather than divide the main inhabited Hawaiian Islands and their tributaries. It 
connotes a profound value associated with defining self and group in the context of the vast expansiveness of 
the resource rich ocean as the ultimate spiritual source from which the land was born.” (Young 2006: 9) 
8 Young 2006: 9 
9 Fujikane 2021: 148 
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dispossession. The successful reclamation of Kaho‘olawe Island from the U.S. Navy was fought 

by, among others, Emmett Aluli and Walter Ritte being made literal bombing targets in the 

reoccupation, and through the sacrifice of George Helm and Kimo Mitchell. The Hōkūle‘a 

navigation that likewise reinvigorated a Hawaiian sense of pride also lost famed Kanaka Maoli 

lifeguard and surfer Eddie Aikau to the ocean waves as a pillar of support during a voyaging 

crisis. I link these two movements of the Hawaiian Renaissance with the plantation histories 

and land evictions that brought together the “local” solidarity between settlers and plantation 

worker descendants in the population to foreground the subsequent chapter on solidarities. 

This chapter depicts the connections between land and water with the essence of the ocean and 

the human pollution and destruction placed upon these. Interspersed with excerpts of various 

poems/chants and activist quotes relevant to the themes here, the main poems for analysis are 

Tui Scanlan’s “Waypoints,” D. Keali‘i MacKenzie’s “Kanaloa Responds,” and Chelsea 

Mana‘olana Duarte’s “Makua.” Scanlan’s “Waypoints” combines allusions to the discovery 

and settlement of the Pacific, as well more contemporary references to the Hōkūle‘a voyaging 

canoe. Scanlan’s Hawaiian-Samoan heritage is sprinkled with Māori and Kanaka Maoli 

references to depict the “we” of the shared navigational and seaborn heritage in “Moana Nui.” 

To exemplify the saccharine nature of the sugar plantations, industrial greed, and the oceans, 

one of the analyzed poems here is “Kanaloa Responds” by MacKenzie, which describes the 

Matson Industries molasses spill in Honolulu Harbor in 2013. Duarte’s short poem on children 

and family introduces allegory to the name of “Mākua Valley,” which I present in regard to 

demilitarization, as “Mākua” is the Hawaiian word for “parents.” 

 

Kaho‘olawe the island is seen as the kino lau or embodiment of Kanaloa the deity of the ocean. 

Mele pana or “place names chant” (chanted in the oral form of songs or poems) such as the one 

excerpted below describe the origin story of Kanaloa and the geological formations that depict 

the meaning of navigation and the ocean for Kanaloa.10 The literal translation of mele pana as 

“poem celebrating place,”11 identifies the spirit and reverence embodied in the chant for a place, 

rather than a simple geographic descriptor as in the English title. As described in a 

comprehensive survey on Kaho‘olawe by Pua Kanahele for the Edith Kanaka‘ole Foundation 

(EKF), Kanaloa is not just “the God of the ocean, ocean animals,” but also of the “fresh water 

found under the earth.”12 This provides a noteworthy holistic view on “water,” when the 

 
10 Kanahele 1992 
11 ho‘omanawanui 2008b: 233 
ku‘ualoha ho‘omanawanui. 2008b. “‘Ike ‘Āina: Native Hawaiian Culturally Based Indigenous Literacy.” 
12 Kāne, born as Kanaloa’s younger twin, is the God of the freshwater above the earth: 

https://ulukau.org/elib/collect/hulili2008/index/assoc/D0.dir/book.pdf
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Hawaiian language has distinct words for freshwater wai and saltwater kai, in addition to the 

ocean moana. 

In this excerpt of the mele pana for Kaho‘olawe, the origin of Kanaloa is described as from 

Papa and Haumea and Hina. This makes explicit how Papa the manifest Earth Mother birthed 

Kanaloa, but likewise names Haumea, the essential or spiritual Earth Mother rather than 

another different deity,13 and Hina, who is the deity who rules over the moon. The significance 

of the moon here is worth connecting to the ocean, as it is the moon (or Hina) that rules the 

tides of the ocean, as mentioned previously in relating the skies and the waters in Chapter 4.  

The deliberate mention of Haumea in addition to Papahānaumoku grounds or roots Kanaloa in 

the literal earth. Another literary figure here is the metaphor of pua instead of keiki as “child,” 

a common kaona, as described. Kanaloa is therefore the “flower of the sea,” which Kanahele 

herself translates here as “progeny,” but it also illustrates this growing or sprouting plant nature 

of Kanaloa to Haumea’s earth. The line that Kanahele translates as “matrons of protection” 

similarly veils the image given by “e ulu ai,” which I here understand as meaning “to grow (a 

crop or a child),”14 where the protection of the child is synonymous to the nurturing by the 

“mākua wahine” or shared mothers.15 Kanahele’s translation, however, ties in the “protector” 

nature and preferred English term of the aloha ‘āina in protecting or caring for the land. 

 

He Mele Pana No Kaho‘olawe (A Place Names Chant for Kaho‘olawe)16 [excerpt] 

Hānau ‘ia ka pua o ke kai, ‘o Kanaloa 

Ke keiki i’a a Papa, a Haumea, a Hina 

‘O nā mākua wahine e ulu ai 

‘O ke kai o Kealaikahiki ke kāko‘o kua noia 

 

The progeny of the sea, Kanaloa, was born 

The fish child of the female deities Papa, Haumea, and Hina 

The matrons of protection 

The sea of Kealaikahiki is his back rest 

 
“Kane was regarded as a Creator and the atmospheric God of light and clouds among Hawaiians. He is revered 
as a Creator due to His body forms of sunlight and fresh water being the vivifying elements for earthly growth.” 
(Kanahele 1992: 1, emphasis added) 
13 From Lilikalā Kame‘eleihiwa’s explanation to the Kumulipo lines: 
“The thirteenth wā honors Papa, the earth mother, who is also known as La‘ila‘i, Haumea [The cold one], 
Papanuihanaumoku [Great Papa who gives birth to land], Papahulihonua [Papa who overturns the earth] and 
Papahulilani [Papa who overturns the heavens]. La‘ila‘i and Haumea are known for their mysterious bodies, their 
ability to give birth from different parts of the body, and their rebirth in their female descendants.”  
(Kame‘eleihiwa 2008: 179) 
14 Compare this with “Ho‘oulu ‘Āina.” 
15 Henry Lewis Morgan and then Friedrich Engels describe this Hawaiian punalua or shared (matrilineal) nurturing 
according to generations and not according to consanguine or blood relation, which will be further depicted in 
Duarte’s poem below. (Morgan 1871; Engels 1884) 
16 Kanahele 1992: 118-119 
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Kanahele describes this mele pana for the geography on Kaho‘olawe as “a brief description of 

the places of importance on this island. These places and the stories which accompany them 

maintain the life and spirit of the island.”17 This mele pana, among others, was composed and 

chanted by Pua Kanahele for a ceremonial visit to Kaho‘olawe.18 

This excerpt of four lines that I selected from the 33-line mele highlights the papakū or 

“foundation” that Kanahele forwards in her “Papakū Makawalu” methodology with the 

reference to “his back rest.” Although the original Hawaiian says “kāko‘o kua,” which 

emphasizes the kāko‘o or support of the kua or “back(-bone),” the English version she provides 

evokes the image of rest or a resting place. Here, the “Kealaikahiki,” often taken literally as “ke 

ala i Kahiki” or “the pathway to Kahiki [Tahiti]” is, however, more likely to mean the 

navigational route from where the Austronesian seafarers originated to find Hawai‘i. Pukui & 

Elbert have stated: “Ka-hiki19 can be broken down to mean ‘the arrival’ or ‘the coming.’”20 This 

backrest is the physical resting place for Kanaloa’s journey as well as the arrival for the original 

seafarers. Furthermore, in this case it is also the foundation of Hawaiian navigation or the 

support structure of the Kanaka Maoli kua to celestial navigation, as detailed below with the 

Hōkūle‘a Polynesian Voyaging Society canoe. 

Though freshwater more broadly is the focus of Chapter 3 dedicated to taro, this chapter and 

the foundation for its story on Kanaloa, land dispossession, and pollution, calls for a brief 

reiteration of the land evictions and reclamations that came before the events on Kaho‘olawe. I 

focused on the pie-shaped ahupua‘a watershed land division and the water diversions and its 

implications in Chapter 3, here in this chapter I focus on the people and their actions to resist 

the water diversions and pollutions. This shift in lens for this chapter is therefore an analysis of 

 
17 Kanahele 1992: 118 
18 When I stumbled over comparing the lines with my partial Hawaiian language skills, I considered if it was a 
kaona or veiled meaning I was interpreting falsely or improperly. However, I conclude that these kaona shifts I 
unlayered are within the setting permitted for this work. I based my interpretation of Papa and Haumea as the 
same deity on contextual knowledge above, which is a simple Hawaiian mythology fact that would be lost on 
most of the state government entourage also in attendance for this “ceremony of promise” island access. 
This 1992 Kaho‘olawe survey by Pua Kanahele was provided to me by Professor Alohalani Brown within her 
Religious Studies 663 course reader, which I would argue is within the accessible academic “setting” of my work. 
Since U.S. government employees were the invited audience permitted for the chant to be interpreted as fits 
their cultural knowledge or lack thereof, I recognize a university course curriculum is permitted to interpret this 
as well. 
19 Kekuewa Kikiloi synthesizes both these layered meanings that can be true and interpreted as: 
“(…) any source or pathway of origin. At various points in Hawaiian history, this place name could have correlated 
to Tahiti in the South Pacific. This research will demonstrate, however, that there are clear linkages with this 
region being located to the west of the Hawaiian Archipelago as a spiritual pathway or origin for life. These views 
are not mutually exclusive.” (Kikiloi 2010: 109) 
Kekuewa Kikiloi. 2010. “Rebirth of an Archipelago.” 
20 Pukui & Elbert 1986: 69 

https://ulukau.org/elib/collect/hulili2010/index/assoc/D0.dir/doc81.pdf
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the aloha ‘āina social organizing, rather than the water as the subject, but keeping in mind their 

ancestral and symbiotic relation with each other. 

 

The lightning spark that united the “local” population of plantation descendants and Kanaka 

Maoli farmers as aloha ‘āina was the eviction of residents from Kalama Valley. Although 

Kalama Valley could be seen as an ineffective movement due to the ultimate evictions and real 

estate development, the community organizing that came from it led to the success of the 

subsequent activist movements, including Kaho‘olawe. Kalamaoka‘aina Niheu, whose parents 

and older sister (as an infant) were part of the struggle named her “Kalamaoka‘aina” (“Kalama 

of the land”) after.21As described throughout, Niheu is an aloha ‘āina for Maunakea and for 

Standing Rock, whose work overlaps in all aspects of health and well-being to climate change. 

The struggle to reclaim the land of Kaho‘olawe runs parallel to the resurgence of Hawaiian 

cultural practices, prohibited generations before by the missionaries that came to Hawai‘i. The 

series of land struggles throughout the 1970s stemming from Kalama Valley, pronounced by 

Haunani-Kay Trask as “the Birth of the Hawaiian Movement” became “destined to change the 

consciousness of Hawai‘i’s people, especially her native people.”22 Noelani Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua 

similarly describes the continuum of landlessness that befell the Hawaiian population since the 

1848 Grand Māhele land privatization under King Kamehameha III to be first resisted by aloha 

‘āina in Kalama Valley: 

At Kalama Valley, for the first time in the twentieth century the landless who 

had been pushed around from place to place decided that they would stand up to 

the largest private landowner in Hawai‘i, the Bishop Estate.23 

 

The mention of the Bishop Estate, land entrusted in the name of Bernice Pauahi Bishop, as the 

antagonist of this movement likewise raises the question of “the good of the Hawaiian people.” 

The irony was not lost on them “that an institution founded for Native Hawaiian students by a 

Hawaiian ali‘i (chief) was evicting Hawaiians and other local farmers in order to build high-

priced suburban homes that most Kanaka could not afford.”24 

In this chapter, I interrogate who is included in the pan-ethnic grouping of Hawai‘i-specific 

“localness,” through histories and narratives of plantation labor unionizing. I question the 

imagery of sameness as an “underdog” class – against the ruling class, dependent on the time 

 
21 Niheu 2019: 119 
22 Trask 1987: 126 
23 Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua 2014: 8 
Noelani Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua. 2014. “Introduction.” A Nation Rising. 
24 Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua 2014: 8 

https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv11cw7h9.6
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period and setting – or of ‘ohana or family being misappropriated or retroactively set as a given 

based on “multiculturalism” grounded in assimilation. Reading material on particular labor 

strikes,25 it becomes clear that different Asian labor groups had divergent interests or leverage. 

When not foregrounding Indigenous sovereignty and rights, the unity in diversity of similarly 

positioned workers and interest groups fails to support the people of the ‘āina, and thus the 

‘āina’s abundance itself. Failing to position the various kuleana (responsibility, or lack thereof) 

Hawai‘i’s population has to the land, the disenfranchisement of Kānaka Maoli persists. 

As the labor struggles depicted here will also illustrate, the influence of Marxist student 

movements based on class struggle was amplified by the Hawaiian Renaissance. This brought 

about an explicit focus on Indigenous kuleana to the struggles and the goals of the movement 

with a Marxist class perspective. The 1970s aloha ‘āina navigated Indigenous and class 

interests inclusive of the multiethnic working-class to protect the land, but all action was 

foregrounded in Hawaiian Indigenous sovereignty. 

 

The other land eviction movement on O‘ahu that runs parallel with the movement-building 

among “locals” and settler solidarity was the water struggle in Waiāhole and Waikāne Valleys. 

Similar to Goodyear-Ka’ōpua’s observation and summary, Jacqueline Lasky in her review of 

the Waiāhole-Waikāne land eviction sees these as “among the first, largest and most sustained 

community-based movements to garner widespread public and political support and effectively 

challenge the islands’ prevailing land and water oligarchy.”26 As with Kalama Valley, 

Waiāhole-Waikāne depicts the multiethnic movement that supported the Hawaiian 

Renaissance, while in contrast the Kaho‘olawe Island reclamation and Hōkūle‘a voyaging 

worked with comparatively divergent groupings. I will further clarify my implication of 

“divergent groupings” here throughout, but the summary of it can be made that Kalama and 

Waiāhole-Waikāne were forces to unite, while Kaho‘olawe and Hōkūle’a in their various ways 

acted more as splinter “radical” groups.27 Fortuitously throughout the decades since, these have 

united the aloha ‘āina and mālama honua aspects to a larger Hawaiian and Hawai‘i movement, 

much like Maunakea does. 

 
25 My main interest here below is the differences in racialization between Japanese, Philippine, and Portuguese 
labor migrants and what this meant and means in forging panethnic solidarities. 
26 Lasky 2014: 51 
Jacqueline Lasky. 2014. “Waiāhole-Waikāne.” 
27 This is a contentious statement in a way, for me to compare the Kanaka Maoli landings on Kaho‘olawe and 
their aloha ‘āina intrinsic spiritual connection to the island with the Polynesian Voyaging Society’s Hōkūle‘a 
canoe. The latter was a project initiated by haole anthropologists at the University of Hawai‘i, made successful 
with the help of a Satawalese navigator Mau Piailug from the islands of Yap in the Federated States of Micronesia, 
who then “brought back” the practice of celestial navigation to Hawai‘i. 

https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv11cw7h9.8
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In 1974, the several hundred residents in Waiāhole and Waikāne Valleys made up about a 

hundred families, “most of whom were at least second- or third-generation families on the 

land,” says Lasky, thus summarizing the multiethnic but kama‘āina or “children of the land” 

make-up of this populace.28 This suggests the argument that I base my work on, that aloha ‘āina 

is a multiethnic endeavor to live pono or in harmony on and with the land, grounded in Kanaka 

Maoli place-thought. Lasky’s observations succinctly reaffirm the aloha ‘āina praxis behind 

the theory, where the specific histories and ethnicities ground their protection of the land around 

Kanaka Maoli interests. Furthermore, the Hawaiian activists’ continuous reference of 

decolonization and solidarity with other Indigenous and global struggles, highlights the 

Intercommunalism or then Internationalist endeavor of the aloha ‘āina. In contrast to the elusive 

and over-stated “rainbow” melting-pot depictions of Hawai‘i and racial harmony (for the sake 

of assimilation and Indigenous erasure),29 the land evictions and their water struggles led by 

farmers embody the dynamism and action of aloha ‘āina. 

Kanaka Maoli rights are foregrounded but informed by the “local” multiethnic character of an 

Americanized populace. It does, however, bear repeating that the praxis of aloha ‘āina that was 

lawfully recognized with the U.S. Constitution laws on Native cultural practices in 197830 is 

still in fact within the U.S. settler state framework. Despite the allowances made, it is 

nonetheless worth noting that this “decolonization” or Indigenization in U.S. law is not a 

decolonization in practice. “Drawing upon this success in the water struggle, multiethnic taro 

farmers rooted in Hawaiian tradition and culture effectively reinserted Native customary laws 

combined with America’s public trust doctrine into Hawai‘i’s constitution and political 

practices,”31 is an encouraging but limiting lens, as the more recent sovereignty and aloha ‘āina 

movements show.32 

Jon Osorio states that the focus on eviction, labor, demilitarization built on Marxist values, 

which is why my lens of analysis digs deeper into the class struggles, as well as ethnic ones that 

made a “local” imagined community around aloha ‘āina.33 These similar but different land 

 
28 Lasky 2014: 54 
29 Trask 2008a 
30 The American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978 included Native Hawaiian religious freedom, despite not 
being “American Indian.” McGregor explains that: “(…) the Protect Kaho‘olawe ‘Ohana was acknowledged to be 
Ke Kahu O Ka ‘Āina or Steward of the Land and allowed access to the island for religious, cultural, and educational 
activities for four days in ten months of each year. This served as a critical turning point in the struggle to restore 
Kanaloa to the people of Hawai‘i.” (McGregor 2007: 265) 
31 Lasky 2014: 51 
32 As mentioned previously in Chapters 3 and 4 one of the arrests to the Mauna Kea Protectors in 2015 was of a 
group of women during cultural prayer on Mauna Kea. 
33 “Their intent and ideology was Marxist in part—especially with regard to their perceptions of class conflicts—
but they also drew on what they understood to be traditional values.” (Osorio 2014: 142) 
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eviction movements inform the heightened cultural tensions that led to Kaho‘olawe Island being 

reclaimed. The outcome of the struggles that came after Kalama Valley were different in their 

success rate. Education played a large role and leaflets were distributed, press releases 

disseminated, evictions were refused while blockades and nonviolent direct action were 

coordinated.34 

The community education on the value of protecting this land in a joint struggle for the “local” 

population was in contrast to the previous generations denied this education on the history of 

the U.S. Occupation, and thus a sense to collectively resist it. While the “local” plantation 

workers had intermarried to various degrees especially with exogamous Hawaiians,35 those that 

remained in the working-class were not allied with the landowning white ruling-class but in 

solidarity with Kanaka Maoli values of aloha ‘āina. In this shared movement the Hawaiian 

Renaissance of Kanaka Maoli culture and knowledge was rebirthed against the previous 

generations of erasure by U.S. occupation and colonization. 

 

As a Hawaiian methodology, Papakū Makawalu seeks to apply the different senses and lenses 

of seeking knowledge to learn from the land and geographies of Hawai‘i. Papakū Makawalu is 

named as a “methodology” or “framework” for Hawaiian science that unites humanities with 

place-based natural sciences.36 However, I would propose that makawalu or “seeing with eight 

eyes” is seen as a “hermeneutical philosophy” in itself, if we are to put it into “Western” 

scientific terminology. Hawaiian ontology and epistemology of the natural world is not 

extractable from one another, thus an observational interpretative philosophy and the teaching 

perpetuated from and of it constitute a decolonial methodological framework.37 

 
34 Niheu 2019 
35 Kauanui 2008a 
36 Nu‘uhiwa 2019 
Kalei Nu‘uhiwa. 2019. “Papakū Makawalu: A Methodology and Pedagogy of Understanding the Hawaiian 
Universe.” 
37 Kū Kahakalau’s work on Mā‘awe Pono methodology also names makawalu as a “philosophy,” one that she 
refers to as simultaneously localizing and globalizing, and is like Mā‘awe Pono not exclusively for and by Kānaka 
Maoli: 
“Mā‘awe Pono is also aligned with the Hawaiian philosophy of makawalu, which literally means eight eyes. The 
meaning of makawalu is explained in the proverb, ‘Pe‘ape‘a maka walu. Eight-eyed Peapea. One who is wide 
awake and very observant; one who is skilled. Pe‘ape‘a was the son of Kamehamehanui of Maui’ (Pukui 1983: 
288). Mā‘awe Pono fosters this propensity to be wide awake, very observant and skilled, and poised to see 
everything with eight eyes, or from multiple perspectives. This multidimensional perspective makes Mā‘awe 
Pono exceptionally flexible and fluid. It allows for the seamless ebb and flow from the past to the present to the 
future and back again. Another aspect of makawalu is the fact that it at once localizes and globalizes our 
knowledge base. While Mā‘awe Pono has first and foremost a local, Hawaii-based focus, it also provides a viable 
tool to investigate some of the unique issues that affect Hawaiians on the continent and abroad.” (Kahakalau 
2019: 12, emphasis added) 
Kū Kahakalau. 2019. “Mā‘awe Pono: Treading on the Trail of Honor and Responsibility.” 

https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv7r428d.9
https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv7r428d.9
https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv7r428d.7
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The concept of makawalu comes from a traditional mo‘olelo of “Pe‘ape‘amakawalu, an eight-

eyed bat, who had extraordinary powers of vigilance and observation,” says ho‘omanawanui, 

thus linking the literary and scientific history of Kānaka Maoli with each other.38 The three 

houses of Hawaiian knowledge or scientific inquiry are Papahulihonua, Papahulilani, and 

Papanuihānaumoku. The huli again denotes the action of turning something over, or in this case 

the phenomena and cyclical changes of earth and sky. “Papahulihonua covers all natural earth 

phenomena and cycles; Papahulilani covers all natural atmospheric phenomena and cycles; and 

Papanuihānaumoku covers all organisms, and any practices and relationships necessary for 

their survival,” with honua meaning earth, lani meaning sky, and hānaumoku as the birth or 

origin of living organisms.39 

This Hawaiian methodology framework or philosophy is the Indigenous lens of knowing and 

being-with place, which Vanessa Watts has critiqued as having been divided in Western 

philosophy: as onto-epistemology removed from place instead of indivisible place-thought.40 

Again, it is significant to highlight the intellectual genealogy and the reverence to place for its 

contributions to scientific knowledge. Thus, my reiterations of spiral or cyclical references to 

how and which intellectual genealogies bring me to my own contributions in this dissertation, 

rather than only presenting the final conclusions. Despite my linear chapters reflecting on 

Intercommunalism and place-thought as the framework around this project, and my theorization 

of an interspatial “spirit of relationality” throughout, the foundational philosophical knowledge 

is indebted to Pua Kanahele, Manulani Aluli-Meyer, and Noelani Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua. 

What Papakū Makawalu seeks to bridge is the dichotomy and separation of natural sciences 

and geography with ontology. This philosophy is grounded in the praxis that this knowledge is 

in fact sourced from, in this case, a Hawaiian lens or way of being-with place. In pedagogy, 

Aluli-Meyer states this ‘ike pono or righteous knowledge holds function to move her Hawaiian 

“students into action and a better understanding of the roles of history and intention,” thus, 

decolonial understanding of the knowledge gives meaning and purpose for action, like as aloha 

‘āina.41 To see is to sense, is to know, is to understand. Further, it appeals to shifting 

perspectives through relationality, a most valuable quality especially in a multiethnic and often 

transient place like Hawai‘i: “It is also applied to the diversity of our world views, philosophies, 

 
38 ho‘omanawanui 2014b: 679 
39 Nu‘uhiwa 2019: 39-40 
40 Watts 2013 
41 Meyer 2003b: 32 
Manu Aluli Meyer. 2003b. “The Role of History, Intention, and Function. More Thoughts on Hawaiian 
Epistemology.” 

https://ulukau.org/elib/collect/oiwi3/index/assoc/D0.dir/doc94.pdf
https://ulukau.org/elib/collect/oiwi3/index/assoc/D0.dir/doc94.pdf
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opinions, practices, theories, and writings that tell us such diversity is culturally acceptable, 

encouraged, and even necessary for our cultures to thrive.”42 

For the purpose of this dissertation, it has been my kuleana or responsibility/accountability to 

people and place and imperative to read the Hawaiian poetry that features ecological 

phenomena to (attempt to) understand the scientific knowledge found therein. Hawaiian mele 

and oli such as the Kumulipo provide the scientific knowledge to Hawaiian geography, flora, 

and fauna, in a literary and aesthetic form unlike that of a “scientific paper.”43 When put 

together with the observations and practices of Papakū Makawalu, these mele or poems in pre-

contact, post-contact, and contemporary temporality perpetuate Hawaiian sciences.44 

My brief introduction to Papakū Makawalu is simply for an alignment of the makawalu “eight 

eyes” with the “na kai ewalu” (“the eight seas”) and the eight-armed he‘e or octopus that I use 

as kaona to illustrate Kanaloa and the ocean.45  As I have reflected on in the introduction to 

kuleana in the methods in Chapter 2, a fluid and relational sense of kuleana or responsibility 

and rights towards these concepts is utilized according to Aikau,46 Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua, and 

Silva.47 

Leaning on Manu Meyer’s philosophical framework to Hawaiian education and Pua Kanahele’s 

methodology of Papakū Makawalu, the analysis I undertake in this dissertation lays its emphasis 

on my positionality and relationality towards Hawaiian and Pacific places. Perhaps an inverse 

to the DeTours decolonial and demilitarization tours Terrilee Keko‘olani and Kyle Kajihiro 

lead in Hawai‘i that “draw from Hawaiian place-based storytelling rooted in the active, sensory 

 
42 ho‘omanawanui 2014b: 679, emphasis added. 
43 The references I do cite from natural science papers in this dissertation, are typically by Kanaka Maoli scientists 
who employ the synergy of Indigenous story-telling and empirical observations/measurements. This explanation 
with the added emphasis on the imagery and foundation-building both illustrate my veneration to this task that 
is not my kuleana and provide the indebtedness I have to the “creative results” that make this dissertation. 
The deconstructed aspects of Hawaiian and Pacific Ocean environment linked to the Philippines through kaona 
or metaphors in Hawaiian or Hawai‘i-based poetry are unlayered as a creative process of kaona: 
“Ideally, the Papakū Makawalu process works best for the Hawaiian researcher who has been engaging with the 
Hawaiian environment for long periods of time by means of traditional practices and customs passed down from 
one generation to the next. Intentionally investing time and repeated engagement with the natural Hawaiian 
environment over decades is necessary in order to begin building a foundation of environmental comprehension. 
A researcher in the Papakū Makawalu team must have fluency in the Hawaiian language, poetry, and customary 
use of language. These skills are significant for accessing and understanding traditional Hawaiian chants and 
stories. A commanding grasp of Hawaiian metaphor and traditional allegory is also crucial, which assists in 
building the imagery that allows for the creative results of deconstructing topics.” (Nu‘uhiwa 2019: 48-49, 
emphasis added) 
44 Kalei Nu‘uhiwa describes the methodology as a distinctly scientific Hawaiian specialization to generational 
knowledge. The aspect of multiperspective and multisensory philosophy is a metaphor and practice of 
interpretation and seeking knowledge that I utilize to illustrate relationality to my own positionality. 
45 It is also also deliberately located in the space and place of the ocean as foundational to this dissertation in its 
chronological progression. 
46 Aikau 2019 
47 Aikau, Goodyear-Kaʻōpua & Silva 2016 
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experience of being in particular place,”48 this dissertation is an act of storytelling about the 

active, sensory experience of my having been in or my relation to particular place. 

 

5.2. Healing a sacred island in the face of military bombing 

Having never been to Kaho‘olawe Island myself, it was appropriate to not simply read the words 

of those involved, but also to engage in other senses for knowledge-seeking in multisensory 

makawalu spirit. I found it important to not only do the reading, but also the listening and the 

viewing to seek knowledge, thus the handful of podcasts and webinars I have as references in 

here. In the retelling of aloha ‘āina George Helm’s persona, the story of the Protect Kaho‘olawe 

‘Ohana has been recapped in ways they possibly would not be, if he had not died for the cause 

(and together with Kimo Mitchell seen as a martyr). Other activists of Kaho‘olawe, like Pua 

Kanahele or Walter Ritte, are still prominent protectors for Maunakea and their local 

communities, and perpetuate their own mo‘olelo or stories in interaction with contemporaries. 

Since Helm is understood as the originator of the aloha ‘āina term for the 20th and 21st century 

activists and a singer and persuasive speaker for himself, videos and other music recordings 

were suitable to seek as sources for this chapter. One of these films is the documentary “Mai 

Ka Piko, Mai a Ho‘i: Return to Kanaloa,” from which I pulled the chapter title quote “the island 

is calling for her people” after over 50 years of bombing and munitions training.49 Another 

quote of description that has stuck with me was, “you could see the island light up every night,” 

said by Earl Deleon in the documentary. This is the same as my Hawaiian language teacher 

Kumu Matt Kainoa Wong had said, about growing up on Maui. But instead of light from the 

stars, it was bombs the U.S. Navy was dropping on Kaho‘olawe’s surface. 

ku‘ualoha ho‘omanawanui adds even more description of the island as lesser, or out of sight, 

out of mind: “Growing up in Hawai‘i in the 1970s, all that most of us knew about Kaho‘olawe 

was through its grim modern epithet, ‘The Target Island.’”50 The island had been leased for 

sheep ranching in 1858 with goats and sheep roaming to graze on the island’s vegetation, until 

its ecosystem was ravaged by these feral goats and ranch cattle and the importance for the U.S. 

military came with World War II.51  

Kaho‘olawe was used as a U.S. Navy bombing site until the land protectors or aloha ‘āina 

formed around the Protect Kaho‘olawe ‘Ohana (PKO) occupied it to enforce a bombing stop in 

 
48 Mei-Singh & Gonzalez 2017: 181 
49 Matt Yamashita. 2010. “Mai Ka Piko, Mai a Ho‘i: Return to Kanaloa.” 
50 ho‘omanawanui 2014b: 681 
51 McGregor 2007: 251; ho‘omanawanui 2014b: 681 
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1976.52 However, in both Jon Osorio and Davianna Pōmaika‘i McGregor’s first- and 

secondhand accounts of the PKO and the landings, the role of the kua‘āina or “back country” 

rural protectors comes to light in their retellings and interviews with the PKO members involved 

in the initial landings and so-called “land accesses.”53 With these stories of the protectors the 

cultural and spiritual, rather than political, significance of the land reclamation will be explained 

in this subchapter. 

 

The first landing of nine people on January 4, 1976, was part of a demonstration by ALOHA 

(Aboriginal Landowners of Hawaiian Ancestry) to publicize the demands for reparations from 

the 1983 Overthrow of the Hawaiian Kingdom. A flotilla of fishing vessels and other boats 

made their way to Kaho‘olawe but were turned back by the U.S. Navy’s helicopters attempted 

to prohibit access aside from the nine that slipped past. Of those boats in the flotilla, several 

were actual fishermen wanting to avoid their vessels from being confiscated and they turned 

back. While ALOHA member Charlie Maxwell returned to Maui, and after landing, the single 

boat that reached the island for landing took George Helm to Maui as well, leaving Aluli and 

Ritte and others there.54 

Aluli and Ritte separated themselves and wandered away, also not returning when the U.S. 

Navy arrived to remove the group, “they hid in a crevice.”55 Aluli remembered that the others 

had been too raucous: “We didn’t agree with what was happening on the beach. It wasn’t just 

a party. There was a little more seriousness . . . and I just wanted to get away and look at where 

we were.”56 The next two days alone on the island, they felt the pain of the destruction the island 

was undergoing: 

“Pain. We really felt pain. We really felt that the island was bleeding into the 

ocean. And sure enough, you’d look around, it was a windy day and you would 

 
52 Aside from an attempt to free Kaho‘olawe from U.S. Navy bombing in 1969 with government help of Hawai‘i 
senator Daniel Inouye, and that did not find success due to the ongoing Vietnam War, the island was mostly out 
of mind for the average Hawaiian, says Jon Osorio. (Osorio 2014: 139-140) 
53 A PKO visit since the 1980 consent decree with the U.S. Navy was called “access,” which “claimed a right to 
visit and care for the island and contested the Navy’s description of their efforts as trespass.” (Osorio 2014: 137, 
emphasis added) 
54 The intended symbolism had been made, publicity and awareness raised for the reparations bill, as suggested 
by Maxwell. His reasoning had been that they were not being taken seriously as Indigenous Peoples with real 
grievances. In line with the American Indian Movement and Indigenous occupations on the continent, Maxwell 
had explained to Emmett Aluli: “(…) that what we need to do was have a ‘Wounded Knee’ like the Indians did to 
draw attention to the seriousness of the claims that Hawaiians were pressing through to Congress. That would 
mean occupying some federal lands in the islands. At some point . . . they decided that Kaho‘olawe would be the 
appropriate place to stage the occupation.” (Aluli interviewed by Osorio in 1989; in Osorio 2014: 143) 
55 This description echoing Haunani-Kay Trask’s poetry “Light in the Crevice Never Seen” and Anzaldúa’s 
nepantlera interstices or cracks and stuck out to me. (“Mai Ka Piko, Mai a Ho‘i”) 
56 Osorio 2014: 144 
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have like, the whole layer that we could see was just filled with dirt and blowing 

to the ocean. And the bays were just all red.”57 

 

Aluli’s emotional retellings of the meaning for Kaho‘olawe for him echo the sentiment by Ritte, 

whom Osorio in fact describes as the “more spiritual and contentious” one.58 Aluli’s explanation 

of feeling the pain, and feeling the island bleed, is followed with his description of seeing the 

source of the island “blood” and pain as the layers of red dry red dirt scattering in the wind into 

the ocean. It was as if the island was wounded and the unhealing wound was repeatedly peeling 

open, as if the island were revealing itself to them in its kaona of unveiling layers of dirt and 

history. In this case a history of the destruction cause by the U.S. Navy in the years Hawaiians 

did not have access to the land, as “Kaho‘olawe provided a clear and direct record of Hawaiians’ 

ancient past.”59 The only thing Hawaiians from neighboring islands could see clear and direct 

from afar, was the lights of shellfire. 

Aluli’s observation of the clear and direct record refers to the ancient temples and shrines 

existing on the uninhabited island, but in a state of desolation from the bombing. “If our 

grandparents had seen that, they would have cried,” said Aluli. This quote evokes the diverse 

meanings of Hawaiian knowledge-seeking or ‘ike. These meanings illustrate the holistic 

sensory experience, as if knowing the significance and the state of the island’s pain necessitated 

the two days the two men could wander to feel and see the island to know the aloha ‘āina. In a 

press interview by Ritte after being picked up by a helicopter, their departure from this first 

landing is again tearfully explained: 

It never really hit me until we were ready to leave. . . . As the helicopter went up 

. . . straight up . . . I was looking at this one rock. I was just glued to that one 

rock. And as we got higher, the rock became the whole island. . . . It was like a 

communication and all I knew was that it said, it was going to die. That if we 

allowed what was happening, it was going to die.60 

 

In the documentary Ritte’s wife Loretta and sister Scarlett state that Walter was “driven by 

something deep inside of him to go” and that “he changed,” or the island had changed him.61 

Both Aluli and Ritte’s stories reveal the severed aloha ‘āina or relation to Kaho‘olawe, and 

with their direct experiences of the first landing George Helm strategized their next move. Aluli 

said they needed a motto and the only research he had done about the island was a song that his 

Aunt had written the melody for, a song with the stanza, “‘Ke aloha kūpa‘a o ka ‘āina.’ And 

 
57 Osorio 2014: 144, emphasis added. 
58 Osorio 2014: 145 
59 Osorio 2014: 144 
60 Osorio 2014: 144 
61 “Mai Ka Piko, Mai Ka Ho‘i” 
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that’s what I had tried to convince George we should be saying. He said, ‘Too long, too long, 

should be just cut down to aloha ‘āina.’”62 Aloha ‘āina as a verb or action of loving and caring 

for the land was what would distinguish the movement in its spiritual, cultural connection to 

land and land use, from the initial ALOHA demand for reparations.63 

Depicting the contrast between the rural Molokai kīpuka community and the urban O‘ahu aloha 

‘āina, Osorio notes that the Molokai protectors were not labelled as radicals,64 as the O‘ahu 

urban PKO from university circles were, one of which Osorio was himself: “As the younger 

activists regarded the kūpuna’s contributions as essential, so did the kūpuna see themselves as 

wise and patient counselors.”65 Two more landings were made in 1976, the third one with 

permission of the U.S. Navy for religious ceremony and with the involvement of the kūpuna 

and the kāhuna or priests.66 Beyond the feelings and beliefs Kaho‘olawe had left the Rittes and 

Aluli with, the elders and priests knew that the spirit or mana of Kanaloa was hurting and had 

to be set right.67 

Osorio says that the kāhuna brought into the PKO “signaled a deeper commitment to Hawaiian 

values and traditions.”68 The sacredness of the island, an island that was the embodiment of the 

deity of the ocean, an island that was being actively bombed at the time, had to be purified and 

replenished, and the kāhuna “insisted that the entire island was a sacred entity.”69 This 

encompassing sacredness underscored how important it was to reclaim the entire island, not 

just the 70% percent for instance named possible by the U.S. Navy in Senator Dan Inouye’s 

1969 appeal for reclamation.70 

 
62 Osorio 2014: 146 
63 Again, this reality and understanding of Kanaka Maoli relationality conveys the equation by ho‘omanawanui in 
Chapter 3 of diverging interests of familial land to real estate land. This distinction emphasizes the very need for 
a “spirit of relationality” to recognize the intrinsic or relational motivation for decolonization, beyond the cultural 
laws providing for access to the land, when it remains a territory in coloniality. Reparations and monetary 
compensation cannot repay the waiwai or abundance of spiritual well-being limited by the perpetuation of 
colonization of Indigenous land. 
64 On January 12, 1976, Emmett Aluli, Walter Ritte, his wife Loretta Ritte, and sister Scarlett Ritte, made another 
landing. Aluli left with a press helicopter, while the others stayed until January 17, to make a point about 
remaining an occupation to cease the U.S. Navy bombing. Walter Ritte was arrested, but despite some 
opposition, the Molokai community “recognized them as their own, if they were at times seen as errant and 
impatient youth.” (Osorio 2014: 146-147) 
65 Osorio 2014: 147 
66 The February 13 ceremony aimed “to restore mana to the island,” the religious purpose that required the 
involvement of elders and priests was “to cleanse and replenish the island.”66 (Osorio 2014: 149; 147) 
67 “The kahuna recognized that the island—a living and breathing entity—had been defiled through misuse and 
neglect, and they sought to restore Kaho‘olawe’s mana by calling the ancient gods back to the island.” (Osorio 
2014: 148-149) 
68 Osorio 2014: 148 
69 Osorio 2014: 148, emphasis added. 
70 Osorio 2014: 140 
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The ceremony “symbolized the determination of Hawaiians to practice Aloha ‘Āina on the 

island that symbolized their neglected heritage,” then not only was it to have mana be restored 

to the island “but to the people who would care for it.”71 Recollecting that ceremonial visit, the 

PKO members explained in the film that the sixty or so people with ceremonial offerings and 

preparations were so moved that “people just jumped off the boat” to meet the island, and that 

winds changed and nobody could leave.72 They required U.S. Navy help to leave, but perhaps 

it was a sign of the island not wanting to let its people go so quickly again? Perhaps this is a 

direct counter to the protocols of kapu, where permission is sought to enter a place, but gratitude 

is also given as closure in leaving, and this situation was not one where the departure was 

attuned to the spiritual closure. 

 

In the documentary, you see Helm as the spokesman of the PKO speaking to a room of students, 

explaining to them that “kama‘āina is a ‘child of this land,’” and that Kaho‘olawe was going to 

make those of them that were Hawaiian proud of being Hawaiian.73 Later he says to them 

“Kaho‘olawe is synonymous to aloha ‘āina, we love the land, and if all of us Hawaiians can go 

over there and touch it, we all come together.”74 This coming together of Hawaiians was echoed 

in laulima on January 30, 1977, when five men landed on Kaho‘olawe: Ritte and Sawyer were 

prepared to stay, but the other three hiked the island at night for two days before signaling the 

U.S. military search parties for rescue.75 The PKO official statement to this landing described 

the five Hawaiians as a metaphor for laulima, the Hawaiian word for “working together:” 

Five young men have landed on Kaho‘olawe to force the military to end its 

desecration of a very sacred part of Hawaii nei. The five signify laulima, hands 

working together to make green and growing the ‘aina that maintains our body 

and nourishes our soul. The barrenness of Kaho‘olawe exists in the parched 

hearts and aching souls of man.76 

 

Walter Ritte and Richard Sawyer were on Kaho‘olawe during live bombing for 35 days. Loretta 

Ritte and others had appealed to the U.S. Navy that they were on the island and to not proceed 

with their schedule. A type-written letter by George Helm and Francis Kauhane on February 

 
71 Osorio 2014: 149 
72 “Mai Ka Piko, Mai Ka Ho‘i” 
73 A characteristic example of Helm’s persistence and charisma comes in the form of Charles Warrington’s 
narration of the time Hawaiian Civic Club directors would shut them down: 
“So George went into the hallway with his guitar and started singing. Pretty soon everyone was crowding around 
him listening to him sing, and then he stopped singing and started talking.” (Osorio 2014: 149) 
74 “Mai Ka Piko, Mai Ka Ho‘i” 
75 Charles Warrington, Francis Kauhane, George Helm, Richard Sawyer, and Walter Ritte. (Osorio 2014: 151) 
76 Protect Kaho‘olawe ‘Ohana. 1977. Official Statement [to the Kaho‘olawe Landing]. February 1, 1977. 
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16, 1977 to U.S. President Jimmy Carter from their trip to Washington D.C. describes this 

scenario:77 

We are not criminals, and our convictions and belief is to protect and perpetuate 

the righteousness of our land. The real crime is to destroy the life of the land and 

life of Man. Two other native Hawaiians remain hidden on the island to speak 

loudly their serious concern—yet the Navy continues to drop bombs on the 

island regardless of the fact that the possibility of injuring and taking away life 

exists.78 

 

In this excerpt Helm and Kauhane appeal to the “injuring and taking away of life” of Ritte and 

Sawyer, while the injury and taking away of life of Kanaloa or Kaho‘olawe Island is understood 

by the PKO to be one and the same of land and “Man,” as signified in the official statement 

above. The strategy had been to leave two on the island so that the U.S. Navy bombing would 

not resume.79 By February 28, Ritte and Sawyer had decided to signal for military rescue, to no 

avail for two days. At the same time the PKO on Molokai worried and Helm decided to find 

them and bring them off the island.80 On March 5, 1977, Helm, Kimo Mitchell, and Billy 

Mitchell81 of Honolulu reached Kaho‘olawe, not knowing that Ritte and Sawyer had already 

been taken off the island days earlier.82 

I recount these PKO statements and retellings of George Helm and Kimo Mitchell’s 

disappearance for the parallelism to Eddie Aikau explained below in the poem analysis, but 

also to Huey Newton’s statement: “Are we perhaps fated to mark the ocean with ruin, to 

plunder, pollute, and contend until we have a ghost ocean bereft of all but the voice of its 

waves?”83 As I noted in my introductory chapter, the statements of Helm and Newton both 

appeal to the unity of human and environment. In the PKO narratives, the significance of the 

island as Kanaloa and the ocean are a matter of sacred and spiritual oneness with these. 

For the PKO it is a matter of reclaiming the island for the Hawaiian people when it was being 

bombed by the inhumanity of the U.S. Navy. In Newton’s dialectic, he recognizes the 

interrelation of human to ocean and environment in a future of scarcity after overfishing and 

pollution, while writing his essay about the bombing of the English sea to clean it of oil. Helm’s 

 
77 After they had already been denied an answer to a meeting request by telegram from Hawai‘i on February 2, 
1977. 
78 George Helm & Francis Kauhane. 1977. Letter to President Jimmy Carter, February 16, 1977. 
79 Ritte and Sawyer had enough provisions for a two-week stay, based on the assumption that this was the time 
it would take Helm and Aluli to secure federal action in favor of the PKO occupation. When their food and water 
ran out, with the PKO telegrams and letters remaining unanswered, they were left to eat coconuts, eels, and 
stray goats (Osorio 2014: 151; “Mai Ka Piko, Mai A Ho‘i”). 
80 Osorio 2014: 151 
81 With no relation to Kimo Mitchell’s family. 
82 Osorio 2014: 152 
83 Newton 1974: 307 
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statement of “The real crime is to destroy the life of the land and life of Man,” and Newton’s 

of “Seawater, the most common substance on this planet and the most life-nourishing, can be 

hideously corrupted,”84 contrast a human who harms and a human who lives as one with/from 

the ocean. While Newton regards the irony of pollution to destroy contamination, the PKO’s 

emphasis on sacred land and the healing of it from military harm are also juxtaposed with the 

ensuing history of two men losing their lives for this island/ocean. 

Mysteriously the boat that was to meet the three men left on Kaho‘olawe sank at the dock and 

never arrived for pick-up, and the only survivor of the trip, Billy Mitchell, was reluctant to 

discuss what had occurred, why George Helm and Kimo Mitchell never returned from 

Kaho‘olawe.85 In one of his few press statements, he said that the three took two surfboards 

from an emergency stowage of an earlier access to paddle to Maui in rough water. Helm was 

“wrecked both physically and emotionally and in poor shape when he entered the water,” so 

that Kimo Mitchell took him on the one board and Billy had his own. In the rough waves 

“George struck his head against some rocks,” and when Billy lost sight of them, he returned to 

Kaho‘olawe “to seek help at the military installation.”86 It is notable that despite lack of other 

witness statements of these incidents, the description of Helm’s physical and emotional state of 

“wreckage” lines up with the words Helm used in his PKO appeals, one that alludes to the 

broken island signifying (an) injured man and the aching souls requiring mutual healing. 

A blessing ceremony was held for them on March 19, 1977, on all islands. On O‘ahu Emma 

DeFries, “who had been very close to George and who had warned him not to go to Kaho‘olawe 

at the end” conducted the Hawaiian ceremony at Sandy Beach, declaring: “We must not be 

angry at nature. Nature does not punish us. We punish ourselves when we are out of tune with 

the elements.”87 Again, Huey Newton’s quote above from his environmental treatise on the 

“life-nourishing” entails the exact translation of what ‘āina means in “that which feeds,” it 

nourishes, gives life. In these parallels, however, Emma DeFries soliloquy that “Nature does 

not punish us. We punish ourselves (…),” emphasizes the human-environment symbiosis of 

pono or being in harmony “with the elements.” The kaona or symbolism of laulima and working 

 
84 Newton 1974: 305, emphasis added. 
85 Osorio 2014: 152 
86 As above, with the U.S. Navy having to help the aloha ‘āina off the island after the landing, again it is the military 
that had the influence to assist (Osorio 2014: 152). 
Aikau describes their student trip also included concerns about the permissions granted to go to Kaho‘olawe: 
“(…) Katie Kamelamela, one of our Kanaka students and a kua (staff member) for our trip, repeated several times, 
‘If Kanaloa didn't want you on island, you would not be on island.’ We asked our students to trust us, but there 
was still doubt, and that doubt was reflected in our crossing. As noted above, we did our best to prepare the 
students for what was to come. In addition to the opening ceremony, we all had to learn two oli that asked 
permission to enter and leave the island.” (Aikau in Aikau, Goodyear-Kaʻōpua & Silva. 2016: 164) 
87 Osorio 2014: 152 
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together that Helm also alludes to, is one that invokes this care-filled and care-giving 

interrelatedness between working with the elements to be fed by the land and waters. 

 

5.3. The first Hōkūle‘a voyages and its canoe progenies: navigating pathways 

“home” guided by the zenith star in the sky 

Concurrently in the spacetime of the Kaho‘olawe landings, the double-hulled Hōkūle‘a canoe 

travelled by celestial navigation and without other modern geolocational equipment from 

Hawai‘i to Tahiti. The Hōkūle‘a project was initiated by the musings among a group of white 

anthropologists in 1965 to refute the hypothesis of contemporaries like Thor Heyerdahl that the 

Pacific may have been populated from the West Coast of South America, or “about whether 

Polynesians drifted accidentally or arrived deliberately at new islands.”88 The endeavor became 

and still is a core part of Hawaiian cultural resurgence, inspiring not only further canoe 

voyaging, but also the mo‘olelo or stories and mele or songs related to these.89 

The imagery of emergence or “resurgence”90 comes into play here, not only to illustrate the 

knowledge of celestial navigation and Oceanic voyaging being uplifted, but also the land itself 

rising from the sea, as well as the standing and self-esteem of Kanaka Maoli epistemology and 

practices. These three aspects of knowledge, land, and people link the embodied knowing and 

relational being of Kānaka Maoli to the land. 

K.L. Nālani Wilson-Hokowhitu (née Wilson) in her participation and research on being a 

female Hōkūle‘a crew member, described her emotions on board a voyage: 

As a crewmember on Hōkūle‘a during the voyage to Rapa Nui in 1999-2000, I 

was humbled by the opportunity to voyage in the wake of my ancestors. Until 

this time, my experience of the sea and my maritime heritage was limited. Now, 

surrounded for the first time by three hundred and sixty degrees of ocean, I found 

that the canoe became our island and the stars our guide. When land appeared it 

seemed to be lifted out of the sea by the stars as it rose upon the horizon.91 

 

 
88 Perhaps because the story is more widespread, the Kon-Tiki raft of Thor Heyerdahl is often named as the 
reason for to countering the narrative of an Oceanic Westward navigation from Peru, like in the poem by Scanlan 
below. Wilson-Hokowhitu does cite the real source of the challenge being Andrew Sharp: 
“Sharp was almost universally condemned and spurred a wealth of research and fieldwork to disprove him; this 
provided a solid foundation upon which the voyaging revival was built.” (Wilson 2008: 317) 
 K.L. Nālani Wilson. 2008. “Nā Wāhine Kanaka Maoli Holowa‘a: Native Hawaiian Women Voyagers.”. 
89 ho‘omanawanui 2004: 89 
90 Here, “resurgence” leans on other Indigenous scholars such as Leanne Betasamosake Simpson, referring to 
Indigenous forms of daily resistance and relation practice, however, with a more kaona or symbolic imagery to 
illustrate Indigenous and non-Indigenous relationality, as introduced by Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua: 
“There is no single definition of this term, because its meanings emerge with the collective action of diverse 
Indigenous nations and peoples.” (Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua 2014: 13-14) 
91 Wilson 2008: 310, emphasis added. 
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This lifting out of the sea is a poetic analogy to the myth of the Polynesian demi-god Māui 

lifting or rather fishing the islands out of the sea with his fishhook.92 In Wilson-Hokowhitu’s 

retelling, she describes the stars as “our guide” in their literal sense of guiding the voyage’s 

navigation, and also the canoe as an island itself. The stars stand in as the fishhook of Māui in 

lifting the land out of the ocean, but moreover as the illumination that reveals the islands in the 

horizon. In this interpretation, the stars reveal the multiple kaona or hidden meanings of the 

land. The Hōkūle‘a’s name after all comes from the star known as “star of gladness” and in 

English as Arcturus, which is a zenith star for Hawaiian latitude. 

Wilson-Hokowhitu describes how Herb Kāne’s dream about this star led to the name, which 

moved her in its significance of dreams revealing messages and mo‘okū‘auhau or genealogical 

guidance from the ancestors: 

I believe that it reveals the presence of nā kūpuna, nā ‘aumākua and the power 

of our Kanaka Maoli mo‘okū‘auhau to connect us, if we are open to the dreams 

and visions that our ancestors plant like seeds in our conscious and 

subconscious. Kāne describes how in a dream state the zenith star over the 

Hawaiian Islands, the star called Hōkūle‘a, appeared to grow larger and brighter, 

so brilliant that he roused from a subconscious state into consciousness.93 

 

The argument of an uplifting of standing and esteem for Kānaka Maoli is relayed to Goodyear-

Ka‘ōpua through the words of Protect Kaho‘olawe ‘Ohana member Loretta Ritte, which she 

describes with visual and aural cues in her writing to transmit Loretta’s awe of the Hōkūle‘a: 

Loretta Ritte connected her own involvement in the movement to stop the 

bombing of Kaho‘olawe with the symbolic power of Hōkūle‘a’s travels: 

“Everybody told me Hawaiians were stupid, Hawaiians were lazy, Hawaiians 

were good for not’in’. That’s how I grew up, raised on Kaua‘i. That’s what they 

told us Hawaiians.” It was against this backdrop of racism that the vision of the 

Hōkūle‘a approaching the island of Moloka‘i, to which Loretta had moved in 

her young adulthood, refreshed and inspired her. “When the Hōkūle‘a came and 

you see this magnificent ship coming in and [her voice slowed and dropped to a 

hush] there’s no engine, there’s no noise, only Hawaiians—hoooh [she shook 

her fist above her head then opened her palm over her heart, patting it several 

times]—it was awesome. … [It was] a strong opening of the eyes of who were 

as a people.94 

 

The core founders of the Polynesian Voyaging Society were Ben Finney, an anthropologist 

from the University of California at Santa Barbara, Kanaka Maoli artist Herb Kawainui Kāne, 

 
92 Māui, whose legends exist throughout Polynesia, is “the demigod associated with fishing throughout the 
islands, lifting the sky, slowing the pace of the sun across the sky, and stealing the secret of fire making from the 
Gods.” (McGregor 2007: 51) 
In this particular reference: “He hooked the islands of Hawai‘i and pulled them up from the ocean when he went 
fishing with his brothers in the fishing ground called Po‘o.” (McGregor 2007: 87) 
93 Wilson-Hokowhitu 2019: 123 
94 Ritte 2009 in Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua 2014: 12 
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and Tommy Holmes, a mariner, “but it was the support of hundreds of Kanaka Maoli and other 

volunteers that made the canoe come to life,” said Wilson-Hokowhitu.95 Further, she interprets 

Kāne’s dream of naming the canoe after “the star Hōkūle‘a growing larger and brighter to 

represent the way in which the canoe Hōkūle‘a would ignite an energy difficult to articulate, 

yet capable of connecting people of the Pacific to one another and to ourselves, to our ancient 

origins, ancestors, and our own rich mo‘okū‘auhau as Kanaka Maoli.”96 Thus, Kāne’s dream, 

Wilson-Hokowhitu’s experience on the Rapa Nui voyage, and Ritte’s impression of the canoe 

arriving share the symbolism of a rising star, a rising land, and a rising people. 

 

As mentioned throughout this project, the Hawaiian word ea carries diverse symbolism in its 

meaning of “political independence”, “sovereignty”, but also “life” and “breath.”97 Leilani 

Basham argues that “each utterance of the word carries all these meanings at once even when 

one meaning may be emphasized.”98 The meaning I intend here is that of “emergence” however, 

parallel to the coral reef as in the beginning of the chapter, or as Basham says and I revisit 

intermittently in the turtle analogy: “ea is a word that describes emergence, such as volcanic 

islands from the depths of the ocean.”99 

This leads to the next example of the genealogical succession to Hōkūle‘a: Kānehūnāmoku, the 

“offspring”100 canoe that the schoolchildren at Hālau Kū Mana (HKM) Hawaiian Charter 

School built, with help of voyagers who had re/gained voyaging familiarity with Hōkūle‘a: 

More than a successful scientific experiment or an exercise in cultural 

wayfinding, Hōkūle‘a became an icon for the renewal of Indigenous Oceanic 

pride and faith in ancestral knowledges. For Kanaka ‘Ōiwi, the canoe’s success 

was an in-your-face redemption against the dominant narratives framing 

Hawaiians as incapable and inconsequential.101 

 

 
95 Wilson 2008: 309 
96 Wilson-Hokowhitu 2019: 124, emphasis added. 
97 Just as the word hā also refers to breath and life. 
98 Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua 2014: 4 
99 Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua 2014: 4 
100 In the metaphorical and genealogical sense, as Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua describes: 
“Each time HKM students approach Kānehūnāmoku, their wa‘a, or enter their Wa‘a Project class, they offer her 
the following genealogical chant: “‘O “Hōkūle‘a ka wahine, o Mau ke kane” – “Hōkūle‘a is the woman, Mau is the 
man. (…) The chant begins by recognizing the female ancestor Hōkūle‘a, the wa‘a kaulua [double-hull canoe] that 
ignited the resurgence of Hawaiian long-distance voyaging, and her first navigator, Mau Piailug, the Satawalese 
master of noninstrument celestial navigation who enabled the rebirth of open-sea canoe travel throughout 
Hawai'i and Polynesia by sharing his knowledge with a new generation of Hawaiian voyagers.” (Goodyear-
Ka‘ōpua 2013: 187-188) 
101 Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua 2014: 12 
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As a part of the curriculum, Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua describes the schoolchildren’s learning by 

experience with a smaller replica of a double-hulled voyaging canoe that they built and learnt 

how to sail, and which they named Kānehūnāmoku, a name I will explain further below.102 

Navigator, educator, and Captain Bonnie Kahape‘a-Tanner at HKM, echoes the navigational 

analogy of the canoe as a vessel for knowledge by Wilson-Hokowhitu: “The canoe is a vehicle 

that takes the kids to another place so that they can also see beyond what is just in front.”103 

The wa‘a or canoe curriculum lays its emphasis on preparing and practicing sailing through 

“the genealogical mo‘olelo that guide and give those practices deep meaning. Understandings 

of self and community in relation to the natural world are produced in movements across the 

ocean.”104 

The mo‘olelo that I found noteworthy to capture here regarding Kānehūnāmoku is her name. In 

2002, Kahape‘a was on board a 30-day trip to the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands or 

Papahānaumokuakea for a coral reef ecosystem reserve expedition.105 Kumu Kahape‘a was in 

conversation with her colleague Kekuewa Kikiloi, a Hawaiian anthropologist researching 

ancestral names and stories of these uninhabited northern islands. The two referring to these as 

the “kūpuna islands” for being geologically older, but also a resting place for the ancestral 

spirits or ‘aumākua.106 ‘Aumākua, as mentioned, take on many kino lau or embodied forms, 

revealing themselves in dreams, visions or atmospherical signs for an empirical reading. The 

mainstay of Kahape‘a and Kikiloi’s story here is to show the scientific and cultural parallels 

within Hawaiian mo‘olelo, ancestral communication, and the intricate knowledge systems of 

naming and mapping beyond colonial scientific erasure. 

In the books Kikiloi had with him, these texts described Kānehūnāmoku as a mythical paradise, 

or “the hidden islands of Kāne,” which are “set up in the heavens and appearing only 

occasionally,” but in the Kumulipo they are also named as physical islands.107 One night the 

islands revealed themselves and so did the name of the Hālau Ku Mana canoe. Kikiloi explained 

 
102 Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua features the wa‘a or canoe curriculum in her The Seeds We Planted (2013) Chapter 4 of 
“Enlarging Hawaiian Worlds: Wa‘a Travels against Currents of Belittlement,” which also in its title highlights the 
“belittlement” vs. the expanding of voyaging worlds. 
103 Kahape‘a-Tanner 2004 cited in Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua 2013: 167 
104 Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua 2013: 167, emphasis added. 
105 Papahānaumokuakea is now a national marine sanctuary, and the trip was sponsored by the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), which highlights the cultural and scientific endeavor of the voyaging 
with climate change education. 
106 Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua 2013: 186 
107 Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua 2013: 187 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.5749/j.ctt2jccwq.9
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that the islands were sensitive to tidal changes, and thus “hidden”108 by Kāne depending on the 

tide and season, ancestral generational knowledge that was embedded in the original name of 

these kūpuna islands. This patience and observation of Kahape‘a and Kikiloi was blessed 

through learning “intergenerational knowledge about changes in the natural environment over 

time,” while it had been obscured or “lost” through Western renaming of the area.109 The islands 

that are concealed and reveal themselves upon the right conditions can also be read as a 

manifestation of land kaona, where the cultural intentionality of the reader reveals the privilege 

of being entrusted with the disclosing. 

Comparing the readings and my interpretations of Kahape‘a and Wilson-Hokowhitu, I could 

not help but see how similar their methodology and experiences were without being in direct 

dialogue with each other. While Wilson-Hokowhitu works with the framework of decolonial 

theory and methodology through mo‘okū‘auhau, Kahape‘a works with the decolonial practice 

of wa‘a pedagogy. Since Kahape‘a was not on the Hōkūle‘a but sailing on the Makali‘i, another 

educational canoe descendent of Hōkūle‘a, she is not featured in Wilson-Hokowhitu’s research 

on Hawaiian women navigators, being exactly that during the same time period on a different 

canoe in a different location. 

So similar are their stories, however, that in my research when seeking the naming story of 

“Kānehūnāmoku” and islands that reveal themselves, I looked in the wrong material collection, 

till at last I found it again, parallel to the naming origin islands that disappear and then are 

sighted under certain conditions. Here, the condition to appearing was remembering colleague’s 

name of Kekuewa Kikiloi to find the right mo‘olelo I had misplaced, adding another kaona 

layer to it, as Kikiloi’s research is on naming. I had previously read him to come to the kua or 

backbone interpretation for Kaho‘olawe above, and I had remembered Wilson-Hokowhitu’s 

 
108 This kaona or imagery of the tides and their ebb and flow hiding and concealing information reveals several 
layers of kaona that I unfold in the interspatial. Perhaps it also reveals purposeful intentionality by Kāne, to hide 
the islands from colonial mapping consequences. 
This is similar to the kuleana ho‘omanawanui explains in sharing and not sharing kaona or stories (a story of 
naming is one I would be mindful of retelling, if it were not already published in peer-reviewed articles), or the 
decolonial geographies in countermapping: 
“Decolonial mapping thus also exists beyond Western standards of universal legibility – in short, not everything 
is for everyone. Decolonial mapping may build on symbology or aesthetic choices that require cultural 
competency to be made evident (e.g., specific colors, shapes, patterns, symbols, or artwork that refer to tribally 
specific stories). While someone without the cultural knowledge may just see a beautiful map, there are much 
deeper layers of meaning to those who have the relationships and experiential knowledge to decipher them. In 
this way, decolonial mapping does not just decenter colonialism, but also decenters the intellectual imperialism 
and White privilege embedded in expectations of standardized legibility that result in the homogenization of 
Indigenous peoples and cultures. In short, it is not just who makes the map and how that is important, but also 
who the map is made for, how it is expected to be read or used, and what effects it has in the world.” (Rose-
Redwood et al. 2020: 155, emphasis added) 
109 Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua 2013: 186; 189 
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retelling: “When land appeared it seemed to be lifted out of the sea by the stars as it rose upon 

the horizon.”110 When in fact I was seeking the story about how Kānehūnāmoku had revealed 

herself as a canoe name for Captain Kahape‘a to tell the story of the islands on the NOAA 

expedition to her Hālau Ku Mana students. 

 

Since celestial navigation was not practiced in the Hawaiian Islands for generations, the 

anthropologists set out to source a teacher for these skills and found one who agreed to the 

project. The emphasis being on “agreed to,” since the navigator Pius “Mau” Piailug from 

Satawal in Micronesia is often described and held up as the only master navigator skilled to do 

this before the Hōkūle‘a, but is in fact the one who was found and agreed to share the knowledge 

from the other end of the Pacific Ocean.111 This connection to the Federated States of 

Micronesia (FSM) is also often echoed in how Kanaka Maoli cultural resurgence is indebted to 

the gifts of knowledge from a Micronesian navigator. This stands in opposition to widespread 

sentiment against Micronesians in Hawai‘i at this time in history, as mentioned in Chapter 3. 

In Wilson-Hokowhitu’s account, Mau was recruited “to lead the canoe preparation and voyage 

navigation because not much was recorded specifically about Kanaka Maoli navigating 

techniques. This forged a powerful bond between the people of Hawai‘i and Micronesia.”112 

However, I would contend that the Kanaka Maoli navigation techniques being unrecorded 

reflects more on the inaccessibility of Kaho‘olawe Island as a center of Hawaiian navigational 

practice, just like the inaccessibility of the navigator Tupaia’s maps in German archives. 

Moreover, the language prohibition also made Hawaiian language sources inaccessible, for 

instance in mele and oli to perpetuate the oral knowledge in the 1960s and 70s, than frankly 

being unrecorded:113 “Kanaloa, both the god and the island, figured prominently in the long 

 
110 Wilson 2008: 310, emphasis added. 
111 The conflicts during the voyages are important to note as well, as Māhealani Treaster notes the haole scientists 
saw it as an anthropological experiment:“(…) navigator and teacher Mau Piailug was so upset with the fighting 
and factionalism that had developed between the haole scientists and the Kanaka on board that he abruptly 
returned home from Tahiti, leaving only tape-recorded instructions for the crew’s return to Hawai‘i. Several 
students whispered their recognition of the teacher’s supreme discontent with his students. (…) For the Kanaka 
on board, the voyage was a way to reconnect with ancestors and to restore Hawaiian pride.” (Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua 
2013: 175) 
112 Wilson 2008: 310, emphasis in original. 
113 This is a clear record of a navigational stone or compass: 
“Moa‘ula was one of the powerful kahuna priests associated with Kanaloa. An important feature of this site is a 
bell stone that was broken in half and carried to this point in two parts and put back together. The split in the 
rock is oriented north to south. The ancient name of the rock is Pōhaku Ahu ‘Aikūpele Kāpili o Keaweiki” (the put 
together rock that kneads the knowledge of the mo‘okahuna priest Keaweiki). The kahuna, Keaweiki, was 
associated with the school for training in astronomy and navigation at Moa‘ulaiki. At Moa‘ulaiki are found the 
foundations of a platform used for the navigational school and of a house for the kahuna who instructed the 
students in navigation. Moa‘ulaiki affords a panoramic view of the islands of Lāna‘i, O‘ahu, Moloka‘i, Maui, and 
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voyages between Hawai‘i and Tahiti. Moa‘ulaiki at the piko or central part of the island was 

the location of a traditional training school for navigators.”114  

The following poem “Waypoints by Tui Scanlan brings together the themes of ea and pride 

through the relearning of celestial navigation, echoing the sentiments by Loretta Ritte and 

others. 

 

“Waypoints” – Tui Scanlan115 

I am often asked: “Where are you from?” 

The question is much simpler than the answer. 

 

I come from a land in the Far Away Sky 

Raʻiātea. 

A place so sacred its location had many names 

so that it may never be revealed. 

Yet our journey began in Aotearoa, 

the Land of the Long Cloud of White. 

Or to be more polite— 

New Zealand. 

We followed that second star on the right straight on till dawn, 

Neverneverland on the horizon 

where pirates and mer-creatures abound, 

naming the new islands we found after home 

so that we might map our journey 

with the comfort of a hearth 

thousands of miles away. 

 

Hoe nā waʻa, 

pull the boat forward, 

release the sails and let the wails of our loved ones 

propel us to the safety of a shore 

that never before had been seen. 

I love you, they scream. 

Return safely, my sons. 

Be at peace with the world for she is your Mother. 

You have no skin, only scales. 

You have no hands, only fins. 

So if the wind capsizes our hopes, 

your soul will swim back to our embrace. 

Your face will forever 

grace the sky to guide 

wayward travelers 

onward to familiar shores 

for the first time. 

 
Hawai‘i, all the interconnecting channels, and the currents that run through them. It was and remains an ideal 
site for astronomical observation in relation to the surrounding islands and channels.” (McGregor 2007: 258) 
114 McGregor 2007: 257 
115 Tui Scanlan. 2015. “Waypoints.” 
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And while we zig-zagged across 

the largest bucket of water 

this puny planet has ever seen, 

the Europeans burned books in the dark ages. 

 

Our darkness has a name: 

Teauriuri, from the darkness to the light, 

emerging with perfect sight, 

surging as if in flight, 

a seamless sky that does not exist 

in amber waves of grain. 

 

But shame, SHAME. 

Thor Heyerdahl writes Kon Tiki, 

which basically states: 

“Pacific Darkies are too stupid to navigate 

the largest ocean in the smallest boats 

without maps or tools— 

fools they drifted 

from South America and luckily found land.” 

 

So we built a boat to disprove his claims 

and display our ways upon the waves. 

Hōkūleʻa, the star that brought us to where we are. 

Star of Gladness. 

Sad they don’t understand it, the tourists call it “Arcturus.” 

We bellowed mournful chants as our ancestors once did, 

sending our best and brightest on that ill-fated trip, and when it flipped 

miles away from shore, 

the horror in the eyes of his fellows 

welled up inside. 

Eddie Aikau, big wave rider and lifeguard extraordinaire, 

who, I swear, said “Don’t worry, I can do it. I can get to land. 

I’ll swim those 12 miles for a century of regression, 

12 miles of oppression, 

12 miles of political cartoons that painted our Queen as a monkey.” 

He jumped on his board and swam 

and was never seen again. 

And what ensued was the largest air-sea search in Hawaiʻi’s history. 

 

So, to answer your question: 

I come from a place where we know why Eddie would go. 

I come from a place most people wish they could go. 

I come from Paradise. 

From a geological, evolutionary phenomenon. 

From nearly 150 distinct ecosystems, 

from the ring of fire’s hotspot, 

from a land that loves me from the soles 

to the soul and you can never take away 

the feeling of my feet on my land 

or my hands in my water. 
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I don’t claim to be omniscient, 

so if my answer is insufficient, 

then tell me: 

 

where are you from? 

 

In his 85-line poem “Waypoints” Tui Scanlan tells the story of Polynesian migrations and 

kinship in answering “where are you from?” (“Waypoints” line 1). The answer he gives as 

“Raʻiātea” (l.4) is a Tahitian or Marquesan cognate to the Hawaiian “Laniakea,” and could 

mean “vast heavens.” It is also regarded as the center of the Polynesian islands from which the 

migration northwards to Hawai‘i was undertaken. This presumption or perhaps a deliberately 

concealed origin for reasons of sacredness is apparent in “A place so sacred its location had 

many names/so that it may never be revealed.” (ll.5-6), finding parallels in the revealing and 

concealing of other places. As intentionally deceptive, he then names “Aotearoa” or “New 

Zealand” (l.7; 10), which is insofar deceptive, since the migration route to New Zealand was 

into the opposite direction and not the origin of the one to Hawai‘i. Laniakea incidentally is the 

Hawaiian name given to the galaxy supercluster the Milky Way (and thus the earth) is located 

in.116 

Scanlan builds on the parallels of celestial origins and navigational origins here, and the patterns 

on naming islands after their ancestral or mo‘okū‘auhau lineage “We followed that second star 

on the right straight on till dawn, (l.11), “naming the new islands we found after home/so that 

we might map our journey” (ll.14-15). This naming pattern can be seen as a counterpart to the 

naming of Kānehunāmoku, the canoe, after Kānehunāmoku, the concealed islands, which had 

revealed themselves in one of many sacred locations of many names to Kekuewa Kikiloi and 

Bonnie Kahape‘a-Tanner. 

The lines “You have no skin, only scales./You have no hands, only fins.” (ll.26-27) conjure an 

imagery of being a fish or perhaps a finned mammal, like the porpoise or other embodiments 

of Kanaloa the ocean deity. The navigators and their ancestors are embodied as ocean animals, 

as well as the literal people in the canoe “wa‘a” or “boat” (ll.8-9).117 In lines 30-36 Scanlan then 

alludes to the celestial origins again, referring to the soul swimming “back” to a familial 

“embrace,” citing the Earth Mother or Papahānaumoku to respect or take care of: “Be at peace 

with the world for she is your Mother.” (l.25). The lines “So if the wind capsizes our hopes,/your 

 
116 One could say “appropriated,” but it was named by Hawaiian or Hawai‘i-based astronomers and a Hawaiian 
language professor. It further illustrates the narrative around on the one hand Hawaiian stargazing and 
navigational history, but on the other the “benefits” of the Thirty Meter Telescope and other astronomy projects 
in the islands. 
117 This symbolism is similar to how Aimee Suzara’s poem “Amphibious” in Chapter 6 depicts the merpeople and 
their traditional boats in oneness or embodiment of the ocean. 
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soul will swim back to our embrace./Your face will forever/grace the sky to guide/wayward 

travelers/onward to familiar shores/for the first time.” (ll.30-36) signify the importance of 

respect towards this ancestral lineage from the Sky Father (here as “the wind” and “the 

sky”/stars that guide) and the Earth Mother through the water, as well as the cyclical nature of 

life and the perpetuation of guidance to other kinship descendants or navigator “descendants.” 

Lines 38 “the Europeans burned books in the dark ages.” and lines 45-56 tell the story of the 

Hōkūle‘a, refuting the “shame, SHAME” (l.45) which was explained by Loretta Ritte, of being 

less socially and technologically advanced than Europeans during the same time period and 

later. As I had mentioned above, the common story for this endeavor is to counter Thor 

Heyerdahl (ll.46) and his book of navigation from the South American continent. In fact, it was 

Andrew Sharp’s questioning of deliberate or accidental migration through the Pacific Ocean, 

but both implications are on the lacking of capacities and capabilities for Polynesian long-

distance navigation.118 Lines 55-56 here again illustrate the lineage and significance of naming 

of the canoe “Hōkūle‘a, the star that brought us to where we are./Star of Gladness.” 

Scanlan then goes on to tell the story of Eddie Aikau, famed Hawaiian surfer and lifeguard, 

who in a 1979 capsizing incident of the Hōkūleʻa near the islands, paddled on his surfboard 

intending to seek rescue for the canoe, but in the end disappearing himself and a search was 

launched (ll.63-72).119 The story of Eddie seeking to swim 12 miles to shore is recognized as 

parallel to the disappearance of George Helm and Kimo Mitchell seeking to swim 8 miles from 

Kaho‘olawe to Maui. “I come from a place where we know why Eddie would go.”(l.72) cites 

the motto “Eddie would go” that has since been taken to name an annual (but dependent on the 

waves and thus the moods of the winds and water) surfer competition called “the Eddie” on the 

North Shore of O‘ahu Island, showing the spirit of Eddie Aikau living on in the waves and the 

event itself. 

In the second to last paragraph Scanlan picks up on the popular imagery (and refuted in the 

McDougall poems I excerpted) of Hawai‘i as “Paradise,” and repeats the answer of the initial 

question of the poem as “I come from a place most people wish they could go./I come from 

Paradise.” (ll. 73-74). However, in the next line he turns it into kaona of Kanaka Maoli origins, 

relationality, and unconditional aloha ‘āina with “from a land that loves me from the soles/to 

the soul and you can never take away/the feeling of my feet on my land/or my hands in my 

 
118 Compare this with: “Herb Kāne described a conversation he had with Ben Finney in 1973 about how the 
creation of the canoe might strengthen Pacific Islanders’ pride in our rich heritage (Kane 1976). The founders of 
the PVS and creators of the Hōkūle‘a set out to prove that Polynesians sailed and navigated with the utmost 
intention, but they could not have known what an immense impact this would have on contemporary Hawaiian 
and Pacific peoples.” (Hokowhitu-Wilson 2019: 124) 
119 ku‘ualoha ho‘omanawanui. 2002. “Notable Hawaiians of the 20th Century (Part 1).” 

https://ulukau.org/elib/collect/oiwi2/index/assoc/D0.dir/doc277.pdf
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water.” (ll. 78-81). The poem which Scanlan has performed in slam competitions ends on the 

note to counter the inquiring person – or the audience in front of him – with “then tell 

me://where are you from?” (ll. 84-85), perhaps invoking a narrative of relation or “home,” 

wherein home is where the aloha is. Further, the counterquestion builds relation/kinship with 

the audience, as the Hawaiian way of introduction will always demand from others a respective 

mo‘okū‘auhau or genealogical naming of ancestry/place. This is regardless of Indigeneity, but 

simply a way of formal relation-seeking.120 

 

In 2004, almost 30 years later, the Protect Kaho‘olawe ‘Ohana and Hōkūle‘a voyagers came to 

the island to bring together their “division” for “healing.”121 The division had stemmed from 

the initial wish in 1976, for Hōkūle‘a to be a part of the occupation as a symbol for Hawaiian 

resurgence. This did not occur, as the PVS  received  National Geographic and federal funding 

for the canoe project, and for the imminent threat of confiscation, just as the PKO fisherfolk 

had feared for their own vessels in the first landing. 

Instead of launching from Kealaikahiki, the Hōkūle‘a had set sail from Kualoa on O‘ahu Island, 

and sailed North of Molokai and Maui. This ceremony that is a cornerstone of the documentary 

brings together the Hawaiian voices from “both sides,”122 to reflect on their shared history of 

the Hawaiian Renaissance. With the homecoming of healing and offerings Kaho‘olawe was 

also rededicated to the center of Hawaiian navigation through Kalei Nu‘uhiwa’s dedication 

passed from Mau Piailug.123 

Hōkūle‘a voyagers estimate that they could have saved five days sailing if they had left from 

Kealaikahiki, and “the crew also noted that if the stern of Hōkūle‘a is aligned with Pu‘u o Hōkū, 

Moloka‘i, on the northern horizon and the north star above it in the heavens, then the bow of 

the canoe is aimed directly at the point between two stars that marks the location of Tahiti.”124 

 
120 This does not mean that non-Indigenous settlers or visitors necessarily name all their ancestors upon being 
met with a Hawaiian retelling their genealogy, but it is about finding a commonality in place or by naming some 
form of purpose or intention in introduction. Simply stating one’s name and profession after a Hawaiian 
counterpart recites their genealogy is rather abrupt and not revealing of any positionality or respectful 
intentions. 
In praxis, I noted this contrast in the way I was to communicate with scholars/activists for clarifying questions to 
my work. I believe the non-Islander scholars that I was describing my position and work to were incredibly 
confused/irritated. However, I had at least one interaction with an Islander scolding me for my curt inquiry, since 
I assumed our previous social media communication (on a different platform) had already laid a foundation for 
knowing who I am, what I was inquiring for, and with which intentions. 
121 “Mai Ka Piko, Mai A Ho‘i” 
122 None of the white academics appeared to be involved or were mentioned. 
123 “Mai Ka Piko, Mai A Ho‘i” 
124 They also noted that Kaho‘olawe as a land mass lies one mile north of the latitudinal center of the main 
Hawaiian Islands (McGregor 2007: 258). 
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Again, this illustrates the significance of Kaho‘olawe itself for celestial navigation, and the 

cultural disruption of not having access to Kaho‘olawe before the reclamation. The dynamic of 

the PKO reclamation and the Hōkūle‘a voyages reveal the centrality of the stories working 

together – even though separately – in laulima to uplift Kanaloa. 

The reason I repeatedly stress “resurgence” rather than revival or the enlightenment-alluded 

“Renaissance,” is to invoke the kaona of the rising, not only from the ocean, which is a 

metaphor fitting for Kanaloa and the Hōkūle‘a, but also for the people. A “revival” as such 

conjures an imagery of not having been dynamic, spirited, “full of mana or life,” when this is 

more of a slumber, a rest, or concealment, that is resurging and revealing itself. A “renaissance” 

or “rebirth” as such is befitting of the metaphors used for Kaho‘olawe being “reborn” with its 

people, however, the “resurgence” is even more intertwined with the kaona for the Hawaiian 

ea: 

In the end, this is one aspect of ea; sovereignty, life, spirit, and breath emanate 

from Kanaloa and touch us. The island lives because of us, and we live because 

the island lives. It is truly a remarkable thing that we came so close to 

permanently forgetting this relationship. And we owe so much to the elders who 

refused to forget, and to the young men and women who risked and sacrificed 

their lives to teach us.125 

 

The kaona of resurgence, furthermore, unveils an imagery of water and waves and a rapid force 

of strength forwards. Jon Osorio describes the interconnectedness of the people and Kanaloa 

here, and the mo‘okū‘auhau that enabled this dormant knowledge to be passed on from 

Kanaloa’s “backrest”/“resting place” or “kāko‘o kua” through the rural Molokai protectors. The 

kua‘āina of Molokai and Maui, by virtue of living a more backcountry life for generations, 

carried the mo‘olelo or stories and mana needed for the resurgence, and hence signify the 

backbone or support of the cultural and spiritual resurgence through Kanaloa.  

 

5.4. An underwater narrative on diving with manta rays: two breaths for 

resurgence 

A later chapter will focus more in-depth on fish and fisheries, and despite the preponderance of 

sharks in Hawaiian waters, this chapter on Kaho‘olawe and Kanaloa barely makes reference to 

them, because they are the kino lau related to Pele and Maui and have simply not revealed 

themselves for this story.126 The imagery that comes back to me again and again with the kaona 

 
125 Osorio 2014: 157 
126 As with all mo‘olelo, there are specificities to this, and Pua Kanahele does mention a particular shark being a 
kino lau: “The niuhi or white shark was also a kinolau or body form of Kanaloa. This shark was a powerful symbol 
of chiefly rank.” (Kanahele 1992: 5) 
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to ea is that of the manta ray.127 Curiously, the manta ray is called the hāhālua, or “two breaths” 

(or “two mouths, “two feelers”) of the doubling of “hā” as well as or lua (or in counting “elua”) 

meaning “two.”128 

The inclusion of this story is not only for the symbolism of the Pacific Ocean, but to further 

illustrate the symbolism of the ea, resurgence or breath with the double-“mouthed” or double-

breathing manta ray, and with the imagery Noelani Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua describes in swimming 

and diving and emerging from the ocean depths. As a swimmer/diver, her kaona in her scholarly 

work speaks to me more directly than that of the sailing I have introduced here through several 

female navigators. 

This imagery of ea evokes that of experiences underwater in Kona Bay and in Palawan, an 

oxygen tank on my back and a mask’s mouthpiece to breath from while submerged 18 meters 

below. In the midst of a global pandemic of respiratory failure that I am writing this in, the 

reminders of having survived at least two instances of near-loss of breath underwater both 

involving manta rays comes to mind. What follows is a more descriptive than analytical 

narration of my relationality with the seascape. 

 

I am an unexperienced diver. I did my diving license in Thailand when visiting my parents 

living there in 2012 with nothing to do really, when I could not go anywhere on my own. When 

their apartment complex swimming pool was closed for sudden maintenance work, I decided 

learning how to dive would be a useful skill considering I had lived in the Pacific region most 

of my life and was studying Pacific Islands Studies at the time. Then I went diving once more 

in 2014 in Hawai‘i to see manta rays off the coast of Kailua-Kona on Hawai‘i Island. In 2019 

during my last trip, I decided to finally go scuba diving in the Philippines. There was some 

symbolism in my dive locations regarding what was “home”. Phuket in Thailand was in no way 

ever my home, but my parents were living there. Hawai‘i was my home for a while, but I was 

living on O‘ahu and diving was a plane flight away to Hawai‘i Island. Palawan in the 

Philippines was a new island to me, and I was only visiting from Germany and had never gone 

diving in the seven years I had lived in Manila. 

 
127 “The stingray and the manta ray are also kinolau for Kanaloa.” (Kanahele 1992: 6) 
128 This is my own translation from the Pukui & Elbert dictionary entries for hā and hāhālua respectively, but they 
are echoed by Hawaiian cultural specialist and marine scientist Roxanne Kapuaimohalaikalani Stewart: 
“‘The name of the manta—hahalua—can be interpreted as ‘two breaths,’ … ha, meaning breath, and lua, 
meaning two … When mantas leap [out of the water], their experience from below transcends into our sphere 
… Their transcendence speaks to things that we don’t yet know.’” (Stewart in Miner 2015) 
Meghan Miner. 2015. “The cultural significance of the manta ray in Hawaii.” Hawai‘i Magazine. 

https://www.hawaiimagazine.com/content/cultural-significance-manta-ray-hawaii
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Since I had not been diving in over five years, I decided to take the first of three dives as a 

refresher course with a Filipino dive master and another Dutch tourist. In the end, this 

experience was going to be more useful than I thought, practicing again how to throw out the 

regulator underwater or remove water in from my mask while submerged. Even though I had 

spent the previous day lounging on the beach, the high tide at Sibaltan Beach was so shallow, 

that the water was only knee deep for several dozen meters from the shore. That barely allowed 

me to swim, if I did not want to go far out into the ocean, and the low tide was mainly conducive 

for getting a phone signal around 80 meters out from the shore. 

 

The speed boat we took out to another island was a bumpy ride with a lot of salty sea spray in 

my face. The ride on the boat was exhilarating, but I was anxious to get into the water. The first 

dive was the refresher course. The second dive was hopping between underwater “cleaning 

stations” for manta ray spotting. At the fourth and last cleaning station there, a manta ray finally 

appeared. Upon ascending from the dive, the boat took us for lunch to an isolated island with a 

vast beach. As the local fishing methods were not as sustainable as the standard that they wanted 

to uphold with their dive business, the beach lunch did not include fresh fish as I would have 

expected, but rather a local chicken curry and a coconut milk vegetable with white rice. The 

plates we had with metal cutlery were basic woven plates with fresh banana leaf lining, taking 

our trash back with us to the boat. With a very full stomach we got back onboard and to our 

third dive spot. 

This third dive became an experience that still requires further reflection, maybe when more 

time has passed. Recurring dreams about it in the aftermath have made me want to center it 

here. I am a good swimmer; I can be in the water nonstop swimming laps for almost two hours  

hours. But when you are diving, you are repeatedly told not to wave around your arms, not to 

be erratic. It is not like trying to stay afloat, lightly circling arms or wrists while kicking. It is 

more of “fold your arms and don’t move them.” What happens when the current is too strong, 

and you are trying to avoid drifting in the wrong direction? And the kicking is not helping 

anything on its own? 

After ascending 18 meters underwater the current was too strong while my fin-span was too 

small, and I kicked and kicked and struggled. I looked around to see the other four underwater 

with me not appearing to be struggling as I was, and I began to panic. My breathing was getting 

rapid and frequent, and I kept checking my tank indicator while watching the others watching 

the corals and fishes. I wanted to resurface and knew in my panicked mind that I could not go 

up too fast or my ears and lungs could dangerously rupture from the sudden change in pressure 
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without a safety stop. I did not wear my diving-suitable wristwatch and had no diving computer 

and was helpless to resurface on my own. 

I repeatedly interrupted my own panicked thoughts and told myself to breathe calmly, until I 

overcompensated into the thought process of calmly telling myself, “Okay, it’s fine, I’ll just 

stay down here.” Without a watch I did not know how long I had already been down there, only 

knowing that the dive was supposed to be around 45 minutes in total and that my oxygen was 

running low. My thoughts kept oscillating from panic to telling myself to calm down and 

breathe less rapidly. 

 

At this point I finally motioned to the dive master that my oxygen was running low and pointed 

my thumb upwards to resurface. And instead, he motioned for me to take his second regulator 

and throw mine out. We shared his oxygen tank which simultaneously made me realize I was 

stuck underwater longer, but also calmed me down for not being detached and helpless with my 

depleting oxygen. When it was unsafe for him with how low we had used the oxygen from his 

tank, he motioned for me to take my own regulator again, so I could ascend with my own tank. 

The dive went about 40 minutes in total of a planned 45. 

Allegedly my air supply started running low at around 25 minutes, just as it had in the strong 

currents of the night-time dive with manta rays off the coast of Kona on Hawai‘i Island in 2014. 

If I were not an anxious bundle of nerves as a diver, I would not be as attentive to check my 

tank so often on my own. I have had several dreams since then of remaining underwater, and 

typically there were octopus or squid that I did not encounter in contrast to all the manta rays, 

thus I wonder about their symbolism. In the diving incident in Kona, the depleting air supply 

and dive instructor reactions were dissimilar. 

The night-time dive meant the water was actually pitch dark, save for the torchlights we were 

all given to dive with that would attract the plankton for the manta rays. The night-time dive 

with torch lights made the entire experience underwater, crouched at the approximately 18 

meters of depth and holding onto a huge rock to not be taken by the current, reminiscent of 

floating in space with sporadic spotlights of starlight. With the strong current and again 

probably thanks to my anxious breathing, I ran out of air faster than others and after having the 

massive wing-spanned manta rays and their white bellies soaring above us, I continuously 

checked my tank oxygen. After a short while cruising around in the dark I motioned to one of 

the two dive instructors and held my tank indicator to her face. She quickly motioned to attempt 

to resurface safely with the thumbs up. 
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Regarding the artificial oxygen I relied on to breath underwater, it was not only the manta ray 

that depicts the double-breathing hāhālua, but also exemplified by the second regulator 

mouthpiece with the shared tank in the Palawan dive. The second regulator to a tank is called 

the octopus, the other embodiment of Kanaloa that I will return to below. In Goodyear-

Ka‘ōpua’s analogy, however, she does not invoke the ea of an oxygen tank to breath, but as the 

aerator or bubble-machine that breaks the surface tension in the water in diving, which she 

renames an “EA-rator” that would be “bubbling up so as to break through the anxieties.”129 

Although my narrative interlude emphasizes the real rather than metaphorical resurgence from 

the water, and the literal as well as metaphorical “two breaths” of sharing an oxygen tank 

through an “octopus” to survive underwater with the hāhālua, the Hawaiian ea for Indigenous 

resurgence refers to the metaphorical acts of cultural “sovereignty.” In returning to Goodyear-

Ka‘ōpua’s intended methodology for ea with “ropes for research and resurgence,”130 the 

survival and resurgence kaona of the diver’s rope buoyed to the surface for a safely-timed ascent 

strikes me as remarkable again to explicate this interaction with the ocean.131 

Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua’s methodology for Hawaiian Studies is framed without conditions of 

Indigeneity per se, but rather with the aspects of ethical practices of kuleana and reflecting 

positionality. Thus, making them applicable to myself or other settler aloha ‘āina not being 

Kanaka Maoli: “Living as ‘Ōiwi is a continual process of becoming. Like breathing, resurgence 

and ea must be continuous to sustain healthy life. Hawaiian studies methodologies require its 

practitioners to strive to support such processes.”132 By not framing it as (Kānaka Maoli or) 

‘Ōiwi – which admittedly would be implicit if she did not state “Hawaiian Studies” as an 

academic field of study133 wherein Indigeneity is not a requirement – her questions open up the 

next section as well on why and how: 

 
129 In reference to Indigenous resurgence and the imagery she says:“In that moment, I longed for an aerator. We 
should expand our political vision and nurture a profusion of visions for independence, bubbling up so as to break 
through the anxieties that stifle various possible futures.” (Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua 2015) 
Noe Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua. 2015. “Independent Hawaiian futures: Bring on the EA-rator.” Ke Ka‘upu Hehi Ale blog. 
130 Noelani Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua. 2016. “Reproducing the Ropes of Resistance.” 
131 Marine scientist Stewart’s further interpretations of manta ray are worth mentioning here as an aside again: 
“We don’t always know what they do or why they do what they do, especially when we are not looking ... It’s 
easy to put a human interpretation on their actions—they leap for fun, or to knock off particles off their skin. But 
the questions of what are they bringing back into their space, and how are they transferring energy—that’s 
where Western science stops and we don’t quite know the answers. We might not be ready or worthy of 
knowing.” (Stewart in Miner 2015) 
“It’s hard to find somebody that doesn’t acknowledge the ‘wow’ effect on our consciousness after seeing hāhālua 
in the wild. It does make you wonder—what are they tapping into that we aren’t?” (Stewart in Miner 2015) 
132 Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua 2016: 14, emphasis added. 
133 This difference is highlighted by her here:  
“We incorporate the lived experiences of our people on our ‘āina into the way we frame, conduct, and present 
our research. What distinguishes Hawaiian studies from studies of Hawaiian topics is a commitment to 

https://hehiale.wordpress.com/2015/08/17/independent-hawaiian-futures-bring-on-the-ea-rator/
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What we can and cannot say is deeply influenced by kuleana, and Hawaiian 

studies methodologies take kuleana with the utmost seriousness. 

As practitioners who assert our own voices, we must always consider our 

positionality and our obligations. What is at stake in my methods of research and 

writing? To whom am I accountable? 

Who is at risk and how? Who might benefit and how? What obligations to 

specific communities, families, individuals, stories, and places do I have in this 

project? How can I mālama the relationships that precede and extend beyond 

this particular research project? These are all ethical questions that those of us 

who engage in Hawaiian studies research should ask ourselves. And we should 

ask these questions again and again throughout the process of our research and 

beyond.134 

 

These questions of kuleana highlight how positionality towards a community does not just rely 

on designations and delineations of Indigenous and non-Indigenous, but may mean being from 

the same island, or even the same labor organizing group. The work of Compoc, Cachola, and 

Saranillio, among others, provides deep reflections on the kuleana of Filipinx settlers in Hawai‘i 

below. Cachola, Grandinetti & Yamashiro link the demilitarization and solidarity of Filipinx 

and Okinawan settlers in Hawai‘i with their own experiences of militarization and imperialism 

in original ancestral homelands.135 The following subchapters will focus on the 

inter/relationality of Filipinx and other non-Indigenous communities that make up Hawai‘i’s 

society. 

 

5.5. Sugar cane and pineapple plantation labor organizing histories: the making 

of “local” as a panethnic social class for labor migrants from the Philippines 

This subchapter aims to analyze the plantation labor divisions and unity through labor union 

and other organizing in the sugar and pineapple industries in Hawai‘i. These case studies build 

on the examples provided in previous chapters and on community organizing among 

multiethnic settler groups, with the main focus on plantation unions and demilitarization 

community work. The work I cite by Moon-Kie Jung is based on labor organizing and union 

archives, while the larger part of sources I cite are the scholar-activists’ own statements of doing 

aloha ‘āina against capital or militarization. Primarily, my analyses on the makeup of 

“localness” here are to lay the groundwork for potentials of convergence and collaboration in 

the subsequent Chapter 6. 

 
revitalizing the collective ability of Kanaka Hawai‘i to exercise our ea in healthy, respectful, and productive ways. 
Hawaiian studies methodologies support the revitalization of vessels that promote a robust flow of ea.” 
(Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua 2016: 9, emphasis in original) 
134 Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua 2016: 14, emphasis added. 
135 Cachola, Grandinetti & Yamashiro 2019 
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As illustrated in Chapter 3 on taro fields and water diversion, the major engineering 

interventions in the 1920s changed the freshwater flow through the ahupua‘a or land divisions 

on O‘ahu. Among others, these projects “allowed for the creation of Waikīkī Beach as a tourist 

resort area, lower Mānoa as a land grant college, and upper Mānoa as a field laboratory for the 

sugar industry. In all three cases, sanitation and insect control were cited as reasons to legitimize 

the drying up of lo‘i lands,” states Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua.136 These interventions underline the role 

of tourism and the university as a settler colonial endeavor in coordination with the sugar 

industry and agriculture. 

 

5.5.1. Cane sugar 

In my cursory survey of plantation labor unionizing, I have not found explicit distinction 

between Japanese and Okinawan labor migrants. This is a political specificity I find significant, 

especially in the context of Indigenous sovereignty and the demilitarization movement analyzed 

below. Okinawa or the Ryukyu Kingdom was an independent nation much like the Hawaiian 

Kingdom until the islands South of Japan were occupied during the Meiji period. I did, however, 

find sources distinguishing Philippine ethnic groups, especially in a labor union analysis 

illustrating the fractures between Japanese, Philippine, and Portuguese plantation workers. The 

“racialization” of Philippine migrants as differently Asian than the Japanese, to me, is particular 

in those examples that span pre-, inter- to post-World War II labor unions. During this period 

Japan was an imperial nation that subjugated much of Asia-Pacific including the occupation of 

the U.S. Territory of the Philippines, dynamics that could not be ignored, also considering the 

racist U.S. internment regulations targeting Japanese Americans. 

Moon-Kie Jung’s work focusing on the Philippine laborers in relation to the treatment of the 

Japanese and the Portuguese laborers in the sugar business, traces that historically the working-

class “local” identifier is a post-facto identification.137 The multiethnic harmony and solidarity 

that is described in certain work on Hawai‘i’s planation histories, such as that by Ronald 

Takaki,138 was a later attribution at closer look. The social and racial position of U.S.-colonized 

Philippine “migrants” differed by “being believed to be unequivocally inferior” by haole or 

white plantation owners, but also according to general, racist assumptions of other ethnic groups 

 
136 Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua 2007: 53 
137 Jung 1999; 2003; 2004; 2006 
138 Ronald Takaki. 1983. Pau Hana. Plantation Life and Labor in Hawaii. 
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on and off the plantation towards these. At the same time, the Portuguese139 were adjacent to 

whiteness both in race and social class and “deemed desirable” as permanent settlers.140 

Meanwhile by the early 20th century, the second-generation American-born Japanese were also 

not seen as racially inferior, but rather as a threat and potential traitors to the nation due to 

Japanese imperial aspirations:141 

The core schema of anti-Japanese racism concerned national loyalty: the 

imagined, potential hostility of an increasingly powerful Japanese state was 

projected onto the Japanese population in Hawai‘i by the haole elite, territorial 

and federal governments, and eventually, nearly everyone in Hawai‘i. The 

Japanese were constructed as an inscrutable people beholden racially, and 

therefore inherently, to their nation of origin and carrying out its imperialist 

ambitions from within. Coherently, anti-Japanese racism was not based on an 

assured belief that the Japanese were inferior but on a fear that they were not.142 

 

The position of laborers of non-Asian descent such as Portuguese and Puerto Ricans also 

appears to diverge for two different reasons. The liminal whiteness of Portuguese,143 who were 

mostly from the Atlantic islands of Madeira and the Azores, on the one hand European 

migrants, on the other hand not Anglo-Saxon or Nordic and further removed from the Iberian 

Peninsula center. Meanwhile the Puerto Rican colonial territory, like the Philippines, had 

migrants be U.S. nationals but not citizens.144 

In fact, the citizenship and immigration restrictions around these ethnic groups influenced the 

consecutive migratory groups. The U.S. Chinese Exclusion Act in 1882 (despite being an 

independent Hawaiian Kingdom) led to preferred recruitment of Japanese laborers. Then the 

1907-08 Gentlemen’s Agreement between the USA and Japan halted the immigration of 

 
139 With the reminder of “Portuguese” as an identity in the Hawaiian Kingdom having subsumed Cape Verdean 
and other Portuguese Black heritage. (Sharma 2019) 
140  Jung 2006: 416; 408-409 
141 As a Korean-American Jung does not focus much if at all on Korean plantation laborers, which considering 
Japanese imperialism and ethnic dynamics towards Koreans make this statement by the Asian scholar all the 
more striking to me as a Filipina, with his nuanced perspectives on white race theories towards the migrants of 
Japanese and Philippine descent in Hawai‘i’s plantation history: “Though real and significant, continuities 
between the racialization of Chinese labor and that of Japanese labor should not be overstated. Everyone, 
including the Japanese themselves, understood the Japanese to be racially different from the Chinese and later, 
to a considerably greater degree, from Filipinos.” (Jung 2006: 410) 
For obvious reasons, I choose to highlight the supposed superiority of the Japanese for this argument, instead of 
reproducing the racist statements and tropes towards Filipinx. 
142 Jung 2006: 413-414, emphasis in original. 
143 For more on Portuguese liminal whiteness in Hawai‘i, see Geschwender, Carroll-Seguin & Brill 1988; 
Geschwender, Carroll-Seguin & Brill 1990. 
144 Poblete 2014 
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Japanese laborers,145 making the Philippines the only suitable source nation for a labor force.146 

In 1913 the Alien Land Law barred these Japanese from owning land, and in 1922 any U.S. 

“woman who married an Asian immigrant of U.S. citizenship” stripped the woman of her 

citizenship. The 1934 Tydings-McDuffie Act147 excluded Philippine, Chinese, Japanese, 

Korean, and Indian immigration.148 

Criticizing the modern interpretation of the plantation intent “divide and conquer,” Jung notes 

how “this does not explain the racial groups’ relative positions in the racial order: The workers 

were not merely horizontally divided but occupied vertically unequal positions,” as the various 

ethnic groups had different positions and thus interests in raising labor demands on wages or 

benefits.149 Because of the differentiations in ethnic heritage and languages of the laborers, the 

labor strike organizing translated into Ilocano (the largest Philippine ethnic migrant group in 

the archipelago) and Visayan, with one of the islands’ more prominent Filipino strike leaders, 

Pablo Manlapit being Tagalog-speaking.150 “Visayan” itself is in fact a disparate panethnic 

grouping from the Visayan islands, the collective name of the manifold central islands of the 

Philippines. Nonetheless, the shared background among the diverse groups was their peasant 

class from the rural Philippines, thus constituting a mutual “Filipino” or “Filipinx” identity 

beyond their Ilocano or Visayan or other ethnic backgrounds: 

In Hawai‘i, anti-Filipino racism was even flatter and internally less conflicted, 

for it applied to a less heterogeneous population of migrant laborers. Most of 

them hailed from a similar peasant background, and although haole occasionally 

spoke of regional differences among Filipinos in racial terms, those occasions 

were uncommon, as Filipinos were ascribed to be one, if hybrid, ‘race.’151 

 

In my next chapter, I will return to these implications of panethnic “Filipinxness.” I highlight 

only a few cornerstone sugar labor strikes the Philippine laborers played a large role in here to 

elaborate on the implications of the role of “cheap labor” from the Philippines, who held the 

 
145 The 1922 Cable Act restricting interracial marriage to Asian-descent men is of note, as various Filipino labor 
migrants were male bachelors, clearly emphasizing this Act was to discourage haole women from intermarriage 
or punish them for it. 
In contrast, the Portuguese and Japanese laborers came with families: “Plantation managers first recruited 
Japanese workers and their families in the hopes that this would create stability. But those workers often left the 
plantations to open businesses. The HSPA [Hawaiian Sugar Planters’ Association] then began to recruit bachelors 
from the Philippines. The association’s hope was that these men would either return to the Philippines or die 
without kin. Many, however, simply married outside of their ethnicity/race.” (Saranillio 2018: 82) 
146 Jung 1999: 366 
147 This Act in 1934 was to prepare a 10-year transition to Philippine Independence, critically interrupted with 
World War II and Japanese Occupation (Poblete 2014: 13). 
148 Chun-Hoon 2010: 63 
149 Jung 1999: 366, emphasis in original. 
150 Jung 2003: 385; John E. Reinecke. 1992. The Filipino Piecemeal Sugar Strike of 1924-1925. 
151 Jung 2006: 416 
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most subservient role in the plantation hierarchy at the time. As mentioned before, these 

socioeconomic hierarchies were perpetuated to remaining in lower social strata within the 

overall society of Hawai‘i later on, until the arrival of other migrant Pacific Islander groups. 

The most particular strike with fatal outcome was the Hanapēpē Massacre in 1924. Sixteen 

Filipino sugar strikers at Hanapēpē on Kaua‘i Island were killed by the police, while others 

were jailed or deported to the Philippines.152 The Massacre had in fact been sparked by a 

personal conflict between Visayan and Ilocano laborers.153 Jung observes that by denying any 

agency to Filipinos as labor organizers, the Japanese were being depicted as the mastermind 

instigators, when “Filipinos were essentially the only ones involved in union organizing during 

the 1920s and 1930s.”154 Further, he questions “the prevailing unconcern for the dead and 

wounded Filipinos and the large number of Filipinos promptly accused and convicted of 

causing the conflict.”155 In contrast to the assumption of Japanese capacity for organizing, the 

racial assumption towards the Filipino men was as violent instigators – not only by the haole 

plantation owners but also the other ethnic groups.156 This massacre was conducted through 

legitimized state violence towards a socially inferior class.157 

The Hanapēpē Massacre was the bloodiest labor conflict in Hawai‘i history. Only by the mid-

1940s did the multiethnic workers finally organize into “the International Longshoremen’s and 

Warehousemen’s Union (ILWU)—uniting a racially divided workforce.” In the shipping, 

sugar, and pineapple industries “they engaged in a consciously interracial class struggle in the 

sugar mills and in the pineapple canneries, on the plantations and on the docks.”158 In a way, 

the commonality for all plantation laborers was contributing to agricultural and land-based 

work, which could signify a more ‘āina-conscious frame of mind in the sense of living and 

sustaining oneself from the land. 

 

 
152 Chun-Hoon 2010: 63 
153 Reinecke’s historiographic work on this topic appears to be motivated by interrogating these ethnic 
distinctions as a linguist (Reinecke 1992). 
154 Jung 1999: 366 
155 Jung 2004: 118, emphasis added. 
156 Again, this is not unlike the contemporary presumptions of guilt towards Micronesians in Hawai‘i by all other 
ethnic groups. 
157 Jung 2004: 128 
158 Jung 1999: 358 
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5.5.2. Pineapples 

The Philippines, originally named in honor of Spanish King Philip, has informally dubbed itself 

to refer to the “pinas” rather than “Philip.”159 While “pinas” does not explicitly mean anything, 

it can also be read as the Spanish piñas, the word used for pineapples in Tagalog. If pineapples 

are an alien or non-native fruit to Hawai‘i, they are likewise to the Philippines, but during the 

colonial period they were functioned to “traditional” Philippine formal wear or trimmings made 

of pineapple fiber from the leaves to a silky woven texture. The following narrative of labor 

strikes in the pineapple industry is to foreshadow the Filipinx-Hawaiian collaborations in the 

next chapter, moreover, I want to highlight the kaona or imagery of invasive-to-native-

symbiosis of plants and people. 

The sugar industry labor strikes, like the pineapple industry strikes were often led by workers 

of Philippine descent, being the largest ethnic group of low-skill laborers. The island of Lāna‘i 

is still referred to as the pineapple island, as the major part of its industry and the people living 

there were in plantation labor, and it was the main home of the Dole Pineapple plantation. In 

June 2012 Castle & Cooke, one of the Big Five Kingdom usurpers who now owned the Dole 

Company, sold the 98% of the island’s land in their possession to millionaire Larry Ellison to 

$300 million.160 

Dean Itsuji Saranillio explains the unexpected outcomes of the large labor strike by Lāna‘i 

Filipinos in 1951 that further feature the aloha ‘āina frame of consciousness and skillset that 

led to its success. The pineapple industry had refused wage-raises and all throughout the islands 

the Hawaiian Pine ILWU units ratified this, save for the Lāna‘i unit.161 He describes how the 

strategy that won them these 201 days had been kept a secret beforehand. The chairman of the 

Strike Strategizing Committee, Pedro de la Cruz, began their labor meeting after declaring the 

strike by asking “to divide themselves according to those who knew how to fish, hunt, and 

plant,” and put these three groups in charge of feeding the strike.162 

He speaks from his own family history on Lāna‘i, when he says that the Hawaiian Pineapple 

Company manager at the time credits the self-organized Federation Camp fishing village 

 
159 In Tagalog/Filipino the name “Pilipinas” (or Filipinas) is shortened and the root word “pinas” is used as “Pinoy” 
and “Pinay” respectively to refer to Filipinos and Filipinas in a Spanish-gendered word, considering there is no 
gendering of language or pronouns. 
160 Kauanui 2018: 82; 100-101 
161 The ILWU secretary-treasurer mocked their rogue decision, pointing out that the previous 1947 strike had had 
full support and failed after only five days of strike: 
“If you guys are thinking about a 30-day strike, or something like that is gonna win, forget it!” In the end, the 
strike lasted 201 days and it was said “that you could smell the unharvested and rotting pineapple from the west 
side of Maui.” (Saranillio 2018a: 207) 
162 Saranillio 2018a: 207-208 
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established in the 1930s made these “capable of subsisting entirely through fishing and planting. 

Indeed, much of the marine life in Hawai‘i was already familiar to them from the 

Philippines.”163 This ‘āina-based understanding “allowed their resistance to be literally fed 

from the land, and, in this way, allowed the land to set the conditions of possibility,” writes 

Saranillio in explaining this radical lens on Filipinx settlers.164 

In Kim Compoc’s community organizing and research on Filipinx settler solidarity, she 

interviews Kānaka Maoli aloha ‘āina on their perception of this solidarity. In describing her 

decision to take a job in pineapple plantation labor in the 1970s while being “comfortably 

middle class,” Terrilee Keko‘olani-Raymond says she was considered “the oddball” to 

deliberately enter this demanding field of work for the applied purpose of class struggle: “My 

purpose was actually political: to understand the life of the working person in the pineapple 

field.”165 She was the only non-Filipina Hawaiian laborer and described in fine detail the 

uniform, protective headgear, and physical demands of the job she was engaging in. 

Aunty Terri, as she is referred to in Compoc’s research as well as in person, was one of the 

younger members of the Protect Kaho‘olawe ‘Ohana also mentioned by Jon Osorio above. 

Below, I describe Keko‘olani’s work in demilitarization, and it is impressive and inspiring how 

as a Kanaka Maoli woman that came of age pre-Hawaiian “Renaissance,” she brings in all this 

mana and solidarity from her side as an Indigenous Hawaiian towards working-class settler and 

other immigrant communities non-Indigenous to Hawai‘i.166 In her deliberate intention to 

experience the “class struggle” she also brings together what were seen as divergent Marxist 

student and Indigenous Kanaka Maoli interests to aloha ‘āina. 

Aside from working in the fields with them, Keko‘olani furthered feminist labor complaints 

about a pregnant coworkers’ rights and pesticide use. “It was really something to be in that 

working condition. I learned a lot very quickly about life of people like that, agricultural 

workers,” Keko‘olani says, but Compoc recaps her “moment of triumph when the Filipina 

workers no longer saw her as an outsider: ‘I learned how to break a machine! That kind of 

camaraderie of helping each other made us closer.’”167 This articulates the insider/outsider 

malleability through affinity and shared labor experiences for Keko‘olani. She moves beyond 

the depictions of a post-facto “local Asian” labor force, when this was clearly a distinct 

ethnically and female-gendered Filipina one, and beyond that of Indigenous-centered struggles, 

 
163 Saranillio 2018a: 208 
164 Saranillio 2018a: 208 
165 Compoc 2019: 322 
166 Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua’s interviews in Nā Wāhine Koa also engage with Aunty Terri’s activism and role in the 
University of Hawai‘i movement for Ethnic Studies. 
167 Compoc 2019: 322, emphasis added. 
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wherein she verbalizes her positionality as a middle-class actor in this context. This was not her 

own struggle, but one she supports through relationality and therefore made her own 

nonetheless.168 

In the context of the Waiāhole-Waikāne eviction movement, Keko‘olani remembers a coalition 

of 500 tenants, farmers, students, and others shutting down Kamehameha Highway with locked 

arms, and that Del Monte pineapple cannery workers joined the call to action. Explaining this 

reciprocity and solidarity, she states: “Workers needed to understand issues of farmers who are 

not agricultural workers, but are actually farmers . . . My point is we saw politically the 

importance of bringing the two together.”169 While the pineapple workers were organizing 

against pension cuts, they did not fail to show up in solidarity for the taro farmers at threat of 

being evicted from their land. 

Like Aunty Terri’s reflection on the Del Monte cannery workers in the 1970s, the laborers on 

Lāna‘i in the 1930s onwards were capable of sustaining themselves from the land in a sort of 

marronage community and leveraging their grievances for the system utilizing their labor.170 

Despite working for the corporate industry destroying the land, “they were not vulnerable to 

plantation managers who alienated them from their wages.”171 The successful strike often 

referred to as the “happy strike” earned not just the Lāna‘i strikers benefits, but the entire 

industry a 15-cent increase, when the original demand had been 12 cents.172 

Compoc surmises that the Filipinx immigrants “even the ones working for corporations that 

were depriving kalo farmers of water, were allies too. In the end, the farmland was saved, 

largely due to this diverse coalition forged by people like Aunty Terri.”173 Emphasizing the 

complicities of being workers in the industries that were causing the evictions, this example 

highlighted by Compoc narrows in on the multiethnic coalitions that came together against 

systemic grievances. Student activists from the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa Ethnic Studies 

brought in their class critiques “deploying a Marx-Lenin-Mao praxis” which empowered the 

aloha ‘āina struggles “to be articulated as widespread system failings and not simply grievances 

between individuals and landlords or developers.”174 

 
168 This parallels the liminal or relational “outsiderness” in community work as a Kanaka Maoli described in Aikau, 
Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua & Silva 2016. 
169 Compoc 2019: 322 
170 Saranillio here compares these descriptions to both the maroon societies of enslaved Black people and the 
Zapatistas: “My great-grandparents, Sabas and Crispine Bibilone, were part of this camp; I believe this is similar 
to the maroon societies talked about in the Black radical tradition.” (Saranillio 2018a: 208) 
171 Saranillio 2018a: 208 
172 Saranillio 2018a: 208 
173 Compoc 2019: 322, emphasis added. 
174 Lasky 2014: 56 
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I focus on Kanaka Maoli Aunty Terri’s solidarity with lower-class Asian laborers here, keeping 

in mind Jon Osorio’s comparison on the atmosphere around Indigenous rights in the 1970s with 

that of today: 

None of this was predictable forty years ago, when it seemed that the story of 

modern Hawai‘i was principally the story of the rise of Asian wage laborers and 

their descendants, and how they wrested fairer conditions, better lives, and 

opportunities from a society dominated by the plantation.175 

 

Similarly, the Maunakea protectors are a continuation to this rounded multiethnic aloha ‘āina 

struggle to protect the land. Further reflections on symbiosis or solidarities, and what Kanaka 

Maoli aloha ‘āina state that they have learned from and how they have been influenced by 

Filipinx struggles, will be returned to in Chapter 6. 

 

5.6. “Kanaloa responds” to pollution and military imperialism: the Honolulu 

Harbor molasses spill and Mākua backcountry living 

This subchapter focusses on further environmental effects of the military in Hawai‘i, but also 

other forms of water and ground pollution, namely another industrial spill in Honolulu Harbor 

in 2013. The two poems selected here speak not only to the topics of the chapter: Kanaloa, the 

plantation industries, and intergenerational back country upbringing, but also their kaona and 

hidden meanings I selected them for, even though not explicitly about these themes at first 

glance. 

The second-largest industry in Hawai‘i beyond the tourism industry is military. The same way 

in which the urban planning of Waikīkī turned into an environmental disaster waiting to happen 

(again), the military’s high cost aside from territorial dispossession of Hawaiian lands, is the 

pollution, as the example of Kaho‘olawe has shown above. These forms of military training 

have still been conducted on several other islands after the bombing stopped on Kaho‘olawe, 

causing environmental damage on top of other activities such as “building roads, transporting 

troops, washing and repairing vehicles, disposing of waste, live firing exercises, compacting 

the earth with the pounding of heavy equipment, washing silt into water supplies and onto 

reefs.”176 The imagery Emmett Aluli provided of the land bleeding into the water, in the form 

 
175 Osorio 2010: 16 
176 Ferguson & Turnbull 2010: 51 
Kathy E. Ferguson & Phyllis Turnbull. 2010. “Military.” 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctt6wqxjc.10
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of dry red dirt eroding into the sea, also clearly illustrates the impact on not just the land but the 

reef ecosystems around the islands.177 

The Ala Wai Canal in Waikīkī represents a convergence of militarism through the Army Corps 

of Engineers, colonization, and hypercapitalism as the center for tourism on O‘ahu. Despite the 

warning to not fish or swim in the Ala Wai, the canoe paddlers that use the canal to reach the 

open water are susceptible to bacterial infections like staphylococcus. In 2006, the City & 

County of Honolulu, the capital of O‘ahu, diverted 50 million gallons of raw sewage into the 

canal due to a rupture and an overflow.178 This is a scenario that is likely to recur more often, 

especially with the anticipated effects of the climate crisis foreseeing sea-level rise in Waikīkī. 

Built in 1928 to dredge the swampy area for tourism and the creation of a beach promenade, 

and the topic of McDougall’s Waikīkī poems in Chapter 3, the interplay between the canal, 

military, and tourism is explicit. While the arguments for building the canal “overwhelmingly 

emphasized the need to dry up the marshlands to improve sanitation,” it is the most polluted 

estuary in Honolulu and effectively acts as a drainage ditch for this densely populated area.179 

 

5.6.1. Molasses spill 

The poem “Kanaloa Responds”180 by D. Keali‘i MacKenzie was written about the molasses 

spill in Honolulu Harbor and Ke‘ehi Lagoon, depicting the human-influenced industrial 

pollution. The spill discovered on September 9, 2013, illustrates the potential destruction that 

human-induced climate change through capitalist exploitation promises to exacerbate. That the 

sugar industry was at most fault in rerouting water from taro fields and overthrowing the 

sovereign Kingdom government underlines the irony of this molasses spill. The sugar spill in 

this scenario was from the last plantation before shutting down the industry.181 Like the poems 

by Trask and Trask-Batti, this interlocked system of grabbing wai or water, ‘āina as territory, 

 
177 “Water supplies are depleted, 50 endangered species lose their habitats, unexploded ordnance renders land 
unusable, and toxic wastes leach into soil, air, and water. Hawai‘i’s vulnerable marine and island ecosystems 
cannot sustain this destruction” (Ferguson & Turnbull 2010: 51) 
178 Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua 2009: 54 
179 Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua 2009: 54 
180 This poem was published by Hawai‘i Review but only in an online version. The online version of the whole 
creative writing portfolio includes the commentary by the 2013-2014 editor (another former classmate of mine 
like MacKenzie) No‘u Revilla: 
“ENG 713 – one more reason to celebrate Craig Santos Perez. In this semester’s “where it’s at” creative writing 
seminar (Contemporary Pacific Poetry & Poetics), Craig initiated a poetry response project to the recent molasses 
spill in Honolulu Harbor. Craig’s dynamic mind is matched by his commitment to community poetics and thrilling 
pedagogy.” 
181 McMavoy, Audrey. 2013. “Pipe had leak months before Hawaii molasses spill.” Yahoo/Associated Press. 

https://www.yahoo.com/news/pipe-had-leak-months-hawaii-molasses-spill-045519371.html
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and grabbing the ea or sovereignty, are one and the same violence that revolve around the 

lineage Kānaka Maoli have with the ancestral lands. 

According to news coverage by NBC, 233,000 gallons of molasses spilled in a faulty pipe from 

Matson Navigation Co..182 Various coral species were affected and injured, and 26,000 fishes 

and marine life suffocated and died.183 The carbon sugars caused de-oxygenation of the water, 

as the molasses sank heavy to the bottom and the bacteria and algae bloom sapped the oxygen. 

The fish die-off in the localized dead zone, aside from being a devastation itself, threatened to 

further attract larger marine predators.184 Meanwhile the Hawai‘i Department of Health deputy 

director Gary Gill stated to “let nature take its course,” as molasses were soluble in water and 

could be dissolved out by the currents over time.185 

 

“Kanaloa Responds” – D. Keali‘i MacKenzie186 

There are many more ways to drown than you realize 

 

      a panicked escape deep below my surface ~ 

      a slow descent away from the sun ~ 

     in your own vomit blocked by stomach acid ~ 

 

 

~ gilled animals drown in air 

starved for the right combination of oxygen and hydrogen, 

you’ve seen them flail about. 

 

 

This is something new. 

 

sugar cane refuse 

produced to fatten 

cattle for the slaughter, 

to stake the appetite 

of fast food and ever hungry markets. 

 

~ To drown, choke from all the molasses ~ 

what is the cost of an ecosystem? 

 

as if those waters weren’t polluted enough 

by industry, military, tourism, tourists ~ 

so sweet the green in your pockets 

how damaged the wet at your feet. 

 
182 Subbaraman, Nidhi. 2013. “Lingering Hawaii molasses spill will create sticky situation in marine life.” NBC. 
183 McMavoy 2013 
184 Basu, Tanya. 2013. “Hawaii Molasses Spill: Better or Worse Than Oil?” National Geographic. 
185 An ironic name considering how the fish were dying from lack of oxygen through their gills. 
Neuman, Scott. 2013. “Hawaii: ‘Let Nature Take Its Course’ On Molasses Spill.” The Two-Way. NPR. 
186 D. Keali’i MacKenzie. 2013. “Kanaloa Responds.” 

https://www.nbcnews.com/sciencemain/lingering-hawaii-molasses-spill-will-create-sticky-situation-marine-life-8C11140163
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/news/2013/12/130917-molasses-oil-spill-hawaii-honolulu-cleanup/
https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2013/09/13/222093443/hawaii-warns-that-molasses-fish-kill-could-bring-sharks
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What does sea water and 

thick, molassed sugar taste like? 

feel like? 

here, bring your lips close. 

sip this mixture, 

more intoxicating than kava 

and heavier than the salty blood 

in your own veins. 

 

The 26-line poem is about molasses in the harbor: a vicious and viscous kind of sweet water 

that is unlike pure wai or freshwater mixed into the kai or ocean, but rather an artificial result 

of colonialism. The ties to the sugar cane industry and its plantation labor and sugar barons are 

implicit as well in this shipping harbor.187 Molasses are, among other things, used to make rum, 

another colonial plantation produce that finds itself in histories of island plantation labor. 

MacKenzie begins with “There are more ways to drown than you realize” (“Kanaloa Responds” 

line 1), which paired with the histories of mainly Caribbean sugar plantation labor can bring up 

another ocean memory: of those enslaved lost at sea in the Atlantic slave trade before being 

taken across. The following imagery of “a panicked escape deep, below my surface ~” (l.2) 

further invokes this, where being lost at sea in during the Middle Passage could be an escape 

from enslavement and the rest of the route, if they deliberately leapt on their own, and were not 

thrown to the sharks by the slavers. Here, MacKenzie personifies the ocean or Kanaloa speaking 

of his “surface” to the “you” of the reader. The pronounced depths of the ocean may be 

juxtaposed with the real location of the molasses spill, an urban harbor and man-made lagoon 

beach park next to an international airport runway. The lower density molasses sank, rather than 

glimmering on the water surface, like an oil spill does in multichromatic spectral colors. 

The unconventional layout of the poem depicts this slow descent, as the lines are broken to 

either side, to fall straight to the depths halfway through. The viscosity of the molasses 

enveloped all life in it, like manifold arms of an octopus or squid ensnaring its prey into the 

depths, the “~ gilled animals drown in air” and other marine fauna sank towards the bottom 

with the molasses (l.4). This drowning in air is an apparent paradox of drowning without air, 

but the fish breathing underwater are “Starved for the right combination of oxygen and 

hydrogen,” and could no longer breathe without the actual chemical compounds needed to 

process their breath (l.6). 

Line 8’s “This is something new.” is a sort of reprimand, despite all the previous colonial, 

military, and industrial destruction known to Hawai‘i. The “sugar cane refuse/produced to 

 
187 Four of the “Big Five” were the principal owners of Matson Navigation Company (Jung 1999: 252). 
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fatten/cattle for the slaughter,/to stake the appetite/of fast food and ever hungry markets.” (ll.9-

13) is a new form of starving the ‘āina and its people for the neoliberal market and capitalist 

growth, linking the commercial ranching industry in Hawai‘i to sugar as well. The sugar cane 

“refuse” evokes other kaona or meanings, of refuse as waste, but also “to refuse” as “to resist,” 

and moreover of “a re-fusion” of the molecular structure of molasses in the oxygen in the water. 

In lines 14-15 MacKenzie again brings in the imagery of choking, as Aloua does about the 

mangroves in the fishponds in her poem in Chapter 3. This could apply to both the kaona of 

starvation and breathing problems, so “~ To drown, choke from all that molasses ~/what is the 

cost of an ecosystem?” names the contradiction between an ‘āina that instead of feeding and 

nurturing, starves and depraves one of breath, for wealth that is promised from these costs of 

destruction. Here, the Hawaiian term for wealth as waiwai or “an abundance of freshwater” 

depicts the irony of a lack of clean water or an overly sweet water to be the cost of this 

sugar/molasses industry. 

The subsequent lines “by industry, military, tourism, tourists ~/So sweet the green in your 

pockets/how damaged the wet at your feet” (ll.17-19) focusses on “tourists” as a separate entity 

from “tourism,” as if to separate the Indigenous and local population ensnared in the tourism 

industry from the tourists partaking in it. “the green” money/dollar these industries bring are 

“so sweet,” like molasses, while “the wet” lays an emphasis on the water and not the land/sand, 

again speaking of the realm of Kanaloa. I interpret the tilde MacKenzie intersperses in his poem 

layout and of which there are seven, as kaona of both waves and air in motion and an emphasis 

of thought breaks, while line 14 is the only one bookended on both sides with the wave. This 

imagery of pneuma (“air in motion”), underlines the agential movement and power of the 

spirited (but not ghost) ocean and Kanaloa. 

MacKenzie asks “What does sea water and/thick molassed sugar taste like?/feel like?” (ll.20-

22), with the kaona of “to feel” as “to know,” as well as the Hawaiian seat of knowledge in the 

body being the na‘au or gut, rather than the brain, where this tasting and eating are another 

sensory action of seeking and gaining knowledge. Line 23 is the offer “sip this mixture, more 

intoxicating than kava,” and this conjures a memory of mine with the author himself, drinking 

kava on a boat in the Hawaiian waters as an informal gathering once.188 Kava or ‘awa in 

Hawaiian is the drink of “pepper water” from the piper methysticum, a murky muddy grey-

 
188 A boat that another The Green music video was shot on, since our other classmate was their friend and tour 
videographer. 
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brown with similarities to soil or actual earth mixed in water, drunk with shared coconut shell 

cups passed around served from a large carved wooden bowl.189 

The poem ends on “and heavier than the salty blood/in your own veins.” (ll.25-26), juxtaposing 

the pepper water with salt water. which he illustrates the saltiness of the blood in veins, rather 

than the commonly held kaona of saltwater as tears or sweat, but it is clearly in reference to 

Teresia K. Teaiwa’s oft-repeated quote in other Oceanic literature:190 

“We sweat and cry salt water, so 

we know that the ocean is really in our blood.”191 

 

Both this reference to the kava bowl and Teiwa’s Oceanic oration not only invoke memories of 

a shared Oceanic heritage and academic lineage, but also MacKenzie and my own Pacific 

Islands Studies classes, texts, gatherings. Linking these thoughts of kava and saltwater as tears 

in academia, Teaiwa herself has referenced a 1995 Pacific Islands Studies conference called 

“Contested Ground” in Hawai‘i: “And I became famous for crying while presenting my yaqona 

[Fijian kava] paper.”192 

Lastly, MacKenzie’s focus on the depths of the ocean as Kanaloa’s realm bring to mind Manu 

Aluli-Meyer’s call to knowledge-seeking through mo‘olelo. MacKenzie’s poem is mo‘olelo 

with literal and metaphorical deep kaona of Kanaloa’s embodiments and “breath,” sharing as 

Tui Scanlan also does, the tales of Indigenous resistance and ea through ancestral knowledge 

and guidance: “It is indeed a time of ‘ike kai hohonu, of searching and deep knowing. Now 

comes the telling. And as we all know: It is in the telling.”193 Pua Kanehele’s references to the 

guidance and support provided by Kanaloa himself in Polynesian voyaging and migration link 

these two pieces with Wilson-Hokowhitu’s methodology as well: “Skill was a definite factor in 

decisions of migration, however, the other perhaps more important factor is the association and 

knowledge of the spiritual guidance support. And that spiritual guidance support factor on the 

ocean for all Polynesians was Kanaloa.”194 

 

 
189 It is noteworthy to mention here that as a call to resistance, Hawaiian King Kamehameha would say to his 
warriors, “go forth young brethren, and drink of the bitter waters,” the wai ‘awa‘awa (ho‘omanawanui 2004: 
89). 
190 In Hau’ofa and then in a lineage of contemporary Oceanic poetry (Teaiwa in Hau’ofa 1998: 392). 
Epeli Hau’ofa. 1998. “The Ocean in Us.” 
191 Teresia Teaiwa. 1998. “Yaqona/Yagoqu: The Roots and Routes of a Displaced Native.”. 
192 Teaiwa 2001: 348 
Teresia K. Teaiwa 2001. “L(o)osing the Edge.” 
The one time I saw Teresia Teaiwa present a paper, she cried as well, this time in 2012 it was on militarization of 
the Pacific and in the Hawaiian Studies Department’s gathering place, the Hālau o Haumea open-air auditorium. 
193 Aluli-Meyer 2006: 264 
194 Kanahele 1992: 14 

http://hdl.handle.net/10125/13234
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/13575
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5.6.2. Military imperialism  

Analogous to European imperial and WWII campaign maps of octopus reaching its arms to 

various portions of the continent or globe, some activists utilize this imagery for the U.S. Pacific 

Command based out of Honolulu across the Pacific rim.195 The U.S. Pacific Command is the 

largest of six military commands from which “Hawai‘i plays an integral role in the global 

projection of U.S. imperialism,”196 and includes bases in the Marshall Islands, Guåhan, 

Okinawa, Japan, and Korea. However, this imagery of the octopus “its brain nestled in the hills 

of Aiea at Camp H. M. Smith, the headquarters of the Pacific Command, its tentacles reaching 

across the Pacific and beyond”197 is contentious to me in its portrayal, and not just archetypally 

as an Antisemitic trope of world domination on imperial maps. In my opinion, this is also in 

contradiction to the Kanaka Maoli or Oceanic characteristics of the he‘e or octopus. Parallel to 

this reading, aloha ‘āina have organized as kia‘i or protectors for the ocean deity Kanaloa in 

regard to the RIMPAC military exercises, like the thus named “Kanaloa protectors” mentioned 

in the previous chapter and Billy Kinney’s imagery of spiral linked movements. 

The figure of a greedy ensnaring octopus that is a kino lau of the ocean deity does not line up 

with Kanaloa, even if interpreting the Kumulipo lines 612-615 of his birth “Hanau o Kanaloa, 

o ka he‘e haunawela/Born is Kanaloa, the hot striking octopus…”198 with a most forceful and 

sinister kaona. The other meanings in translation of the word he‘e are “to slide, to surf, to slip, 

to flee,” which essentially also do no not fit the imperialist 19th and 20th century expansionist 

imagery. In fact, the term for surfing, he‘e nalu or “wave sliding,” comes from the slippery 

sliding over nalu or waves, which Ingersoll similarly studies for kaona in her seascape 

epistemology.199 A slippery sliding, much less a fleeing, is diametric to a kaona analysis of the 

octopus on a geopolitical map.200 

However the kaona of mapping does go with Pua Kanahele’s description of “eight tentacles of 

the he‘e when stretched out exhibit the eight compass points, the eight directions of the wind 

and the basic directions of the ocean currents. The compass points, wind and ocean currents are 

 
195 Kajihiro 2007 
196 Cachola, Grandinetti & Yamashiro 2019: 70; Niheu, Turbin & Yamada 2007: 201 
197 Cachola, Grandinetti & Yamashiro 2019: 70 
198 Beckwith 1972 (1951): 187 in Kame‘eleihiwa 1999: n.p., ellipsis in original. 
199 Ingersoll 2016: 44-45 
200 “As an oceanic literacy, he‘e nalu, whether on a surfboard, in a wa‘a, with the body, or theoretically in the 
mind, connects Kanaka ‘Oiwi, both physically and conceptually, to seascape epistemology. He‘e nalu is an 
enactment that engages a profoundly nonlinear conception of the environment and of human relationships to 
it, privileging embodied connections that help to realize multiple and complex constructions of a multisited 
identity that resonates within the “language” of he‘e nalu.” (Ingersoll 2016: 44) 
“He‘e nalu (to ride a surfboard, surfing, surf rider, and, literally, “wave sliding”) is a word rich with kaona (inner 
meaning), illuminating its profound potential within a Kanaka epistemology.” (Ingersoll 2016: 44) 
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all elements critical for navigation.”201 While the navigational need of a modern eight-pointed 

compass is being shifted by reviving non-instrumental celestial navigation methods, Kanehele 

does note the “compass points” for their significance in interplay with natural phenomena of 

the ocean voyaging: 

Therefore, the relationship between Kanaloa, the he‘e, the wind and the ocean 

currents, the compass points and navigation are all one and the same. Kanaloa's 

body form, the ocean, is the roadway for the navigator and his canoe, the he‘e 

lays out the movement patterns of the wave/ocean currents and the winds which 

impacts upon the canoe's direction. Therefore, it would benefit the navigator to 

invoke Kanaloa for favorable weather and ocean conditions.202 

 

In Niheu, Turbin/Mei-Singh, and Yamada’s research from 2007 based on figures from the U.S. 

Department of Defense in 2004, the total of military installations in Hawai‘i numbered 161.203 

The brief focus of this subchapter will be on Mākua Valley on the West or Leeward Side of 

O‘ahu Island.204 Sand Island, Pearl Harbor, and the Kāne‘ohe Marine Corps Air Station will be 

the topic of the next chapter for the focus on fishing and fishponds, rather than contamination 

as here. 

At Mākua, the U.S. military evicted its tenants during World War II during martial law and 

used it later for live-fire training. The ahupua‘a or “land divisions” there of Mākua, 

Kahanahaiki, and Ko‘iahi, which had been largely leased for ranching, were seized by the U.S. 

military who evicted the Hawaiians living there to create the Mākua Military Reservation.205 

The Protect Kaho‘olawe ‘Ohana and other demilitarization and antiwar movements “initiated 

in the 1970s during the Vietnam War and nuclear testing in the Pacific spurred organizing to 

protect Mākua.”206 Four more land evictions were initiated over each decade in 1964, 1977, 

1983, and 1996.207 

 
201 According to Kanahele, these are the attributes to Kanaloa as an octopus: “The he‘e or octopus is eight sided 
and it has the reputation of being an elusive animal. A definition of he‘e in the Hawaiian language is slip and to 
slide, no doubt a meaning influenced by the he‘e’s movement style. The he‘e’s polychromatic nature and its 
movement style lends the elusive to characteristic attributed to this form of Kanaloa.” (Kanahele 1992: 6) 
202 Kanahele 1992: 6-7 
203  U.S. Department of Defense, Office of the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Installations & Environment). 
2004. Base structure report (A summary of DoD’s real property inventory), Fiscal Year 2004 Baseline. 
204 Mākua Beach is also a beach I have swum at. Not just at the shore but freely about 800 meters away from it, 
with three others who were all wearing diving suits, one of whom is now a world champion free diver. We were 
there to see if we could meet dolphins, which we did not, perhaps a reason I have decided not to focus on the 
kino lau of Kanaloa born as a porpoise. My friends were surprised I handled almost two hours in the open water 
without a dive suit, but I said I typically swam for 90 minutes at a time anyway and was used to being submerged. 
“The first mention of the fish body form in the Kumulipo is that of another of Kanaloa's great forms, the nai‘a or 
porpoise. The nai‘a is a favorable sign for the ocean traveler. The nai‘a is again a visual reminder of Kanaloa and 
his benevolent, nimble and playful characteristics.” (Kanahele 1992: 5) 
205 Niheu 2014: 164 
206 Mei-Singh & Gonzalez 2017: 180 
207 Niheu 2014: 164 
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Mākua Village effectively acted like a pu‘uhonua, a “place of refuge” or sanctuary,208 to evade 

the state-imposed changes to nuclear family and lifestyle, similar to how Saranillio described 

the marronage of the plantation laborers, but the discourse was one of removing (almost 

entirely Kanaka Maoli) “squatters:” 

The majority of the evictions were carried out with the stated intention of 

improving access, establishing a state park, and removing squatters. The issue 

of public access has been repeatedly used as a wedge to isolate and vilify the 

people of Makua, limit support by the general public, delegitimize any claim to 

the land by the residents, and obscure the primary motivation of keeping the land 

clear for military exercises.209 

 

Attempts to stop amphibious landings were also made in defiance to the military infringing on 

their land, and one of these incidents in 1997 occurred days after thousands gathered there for 

a mourning ceremony for the singer Israel Kamakawiwo‘ole, who spent some time living on 

this beach and had his ashes scattered there.210 Parallel to the descriptions of shellfire on 

Kaho‘olawe, Marie Alohalani Brown describes her childhood experience of Mākua: “As a child 

growing up in that area during the 1970s, I remember hearing the echo of explosions and seeing 

the occasional black expanse of charred mountainside.”211 

 

“Makua” – Chelsea Mana‘olana Duarte212 

The children were growing up like wild goats 

in the field 

If they got mad at one parent, 

They would take their sleeping mats and stay with other relatives 

 

There is no such thing as ‘aunty’ or ‘uncle’ or ‘cousin’ in this language 

There are no lines to delineate biological children from other kin 

 

There is one word, Makua. It means ‘parent’ 

Everyone is Makua 

 

The children did not grow wild. 

 

While Duarte’s poem does not make explicit reference to Mākua Valley on O‘ahu, I selected 

this short poem (that I only came across during the writing of this chapter) to signify it. 

Especially the mention of “wild goats/in the field” alludes to the barrenness of Kaho‘olawe 

Island that for generations only had wild goats as its permanent inhabitants. Duarte’s “there is 

 
208 Kajihiro 2008: 186 
209 Niheu 2014: 164 
210 Kajihiro 2008: 187 
211 Brown 2014: 381 
212 Chelsea Mana‘olana Duarte. 2010. “Makua.” 
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no such thing … in this language” align with the epistemology and ontology of not having 

words to differentiate horizontal kinship hierarchies, and thus not living these hierarchies. For 

instance, not delineating non-biological ‘ohana or family that is culturally adopted or hanai. 

The line stating “Everyone is Makua” opens the potential that anyone who is in kinship relation 

and cares for a person of a younger generation is a parent to them, with the kuleana or 

responsibilities this brings. 

The apparent juxtaposition of “were growing up like wild goats” with “did not grow wild.” is 

not a paradox. Rather it emphasizes how despite the freedoms allowed to the children to live 

like wild goats, they did not grow wild or unruly. In this sense the third line’s “If they got mad 

at one parent” flips the expectation or threat of children being sent away when causing trouble, 

to children having the freedom to be mad at a parental figure and to choose to shelter elsewhere 

with other ‘ohana. It is also a rebuttal to a common racist trope of Indigenous “savagery.”213 

Connecting this to the original etymology of marronage of “cimarrón,” this seeking of shelter 

that Duarte refers to can also be read as rewildering a kīpuka or oasis. 

The “-kua” or backbone is in the root of the word “makua” as well, and the “growing” and 

nurturing of a child bring this poem full circle to the excerpts of Pua Kanahele’s place names 

chant for Kaho‘olawe that I introduced above and her description of Kanaloa’s guidance. The 

more I read this poem, I saw it as linking Kaho‘olawe and Mākua as the kako‘o kua or support 

for Kanaka Maoli resistance kaona against the military imperialism of Hawai‘i, and as an elegy 

to the ‘ohana or extended family of mutual care.214 Rather than “grow wild,” the Protect 

Kaho‘olawe ‘Ohana brought life and relations back to Kaho‘olawe Island, and this kīpuka of 

aloha ‘āina in turn nurtures Hawaiian resurgence. 

 

This chapter on voyaging is particular in its huaka‘i compared to the other chapters, as it is the 

chapter on places I have largely not visited myself, save for Mākua Beach215 and the Pacific 

 
213 Thank you to Ilias Ben Mna for the comment of interrogating this as agency, shifting my lens to the dynamics 
of this spatial action. 
214 Compare this with Niheu’s critique of the state’s interests and views on providing land tenure and the actual 
needs of being and living Hawaiian:“In modern times, places like Mākua, Waiāhole, and Waikāne are critical 
examples of cultural, political, and economic power based upon land that provided a means for the ʻohana—
functioning, extended family—to remain intact. Unlike the state-run Department of Hawaiian Homelands, which 
focuses on a nuclear, Western-style family model, organic communities maintain and build upon the ‘ohana 
unit.” (Niheu 2014: 165) 
215 Another time with another group of non-Indigenous friends, we hiked to the northernmost tip of the Leeward 
Coast of O‘ahu, to Ka‘ena Point. The sanctuary at Ka‘ena Point is designated for monk seals and albatrosses, but 
on the way I saw a whale, another kino lau of Kanaloa there, the first and only time I ever saw a whale outside 
captivity. A memorable field trip, since I do not favor hiking, so this was the only non-urban “hike” I ever did: on 
flat ground, next to the ocean. 
“The whale is the largest ocean form and a majestic manifestation of Kanaloa.” (Kanahele 1992: 4) 
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Ocean itself from various shores of the Oceanic continent. In this particularity it is significant 

in how I nonetheless attempted to relate the people and the places to the ones I know from 

experience. I employ not only Hawaiian kuleana as the method for relationality, but also the 

Philippine ontology of kapwa, “self in other.” If I end this on the note of introspection that 

Keko‘olani, Cachola et al. place at the center of their trips to Okinawa or the Philippines, I could 

conclude that both my homes of Germany and the Philippines root/route this chapter into 

kuleana: “By ‘going ourselves’ to the places that we call home, we cultivate our relationships 

to place, bring ‘āina into our thinking about solidarity, and find paths toward our kuleana along 

the way.”216 

As Keko‘olani shared on a huaka‘i to Pōhakuloa:217 “We have to huaka‘i so we can haku our 

struggles together,” invoking a kaona of haku or weaving and braiding,218 or a binding of 

interconnection in a fisher net, as in the opening quote of hers I cited. On the other hand, the 

imagery also allows for the kaona of the interspatial, both as the spirit within the assemblage, 

but also the one that is held by or supported. In regard to non-Indigenous solidarity to Hawaiian 

struggles, it is a reciprocal process for growth and an opening of makawalu, including Kānaka 

Maoli going to the Philippines and Okinawa for a shared kuleana of demilitarization: 

(…) we have to go ourselves to be transformed by many homelands, many ‘aina. 

Rather than flattening our differences, ‘aina-based solidarity demands we act on 

the kuleana that grows out of our complicated and tangled relationships to 

places that feed us. We learned that genealogy is an intimate, visceral, and 

reciprocal process, and exploring, carrying, and politicizing these tough 

contradictions is what deepens our ability to do transformative community work. 

Like the back-and-forth exchange of breathing, we travel to refuse the violent 

ways we are connected and instead bring the power of our genealogies with us 

to activate new connections that sustain each other’s life.219 

 

Building on Hau’ofa and others, the DeTours demilitarization of Keko‘olani and Kajihiro 

advocates for “for an oceanic, global vision of solidarity in their insistence on Hawaiian 

mo‘oku‘auhau.”220 This genealogy in the case of Keko‘olani is her Hawaiian lineage, but in the 

case of Kajihiro it is also his fourth generation non-Indigenous heritage to Hawai‘i. For both it 

is  the relationality they have that “theorizes the constellation of relationships that constitutes 

the universe and people’s place within it.”221 In the metaphorical sense of genealogy this means 

 
216 Cachola, Grandinetti & Yamashiro 2019: 81, emphasis added. 
217 As mentioned, Pōhakuloa lies in the valley between Maunakea and Maunaloa on Hawai‘i island, and has been 
a U.S. Army training area for live-fire training since World War II. 
218 Cachola, Grandinetti & Yamashiro 2019: 91 
219 Cachola, Grandinetti & Yamashiro 2019: 91 
220 Mei-Singh & Gonzalez 2017: 187, emphasis added. 
221 Cachola, Grandinetti & Yamashiro 2019: 91 
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honoring the relational history of successive intellectual traditions or knowledge, as Wilson-

Hokowhitu et al. describe.222 

When Keko‘olani gives the account of her great-grandfather’s resistance to the Overthrow and 

shows his signature on the Kū‘ē petitions against annexation, Kajihiro tells of his maternal 

great-grandfather serving in the Japanese Navy in the 1890s. As an anti-American rebellion by 

the Japanese, who were conflicted towards supporting the Hawaiian Kingdom or Japanese 

imperial military interests in place of the USA, “many sailors would surreptitiously take down 

the American flag and hang the Hawaiian flag in its place as a small act of subversion,” Kajihiro 

would explain.223 He describes his kuleana in relation to that of others: his ancestors. 

Building on metaphors of the rootedness and “routedness” of those Oceanic scholars as Teresia 

Teaiwa and the scholars providing the methodology for this chapter, my underwater 

experiences and my writing from Berlin underline my kuleana to the ocean and Hawai‘i through 

these relational or kapwa “paths of guidance.” With that the Oceanic solidarity that provided 

me with the guidance to write about Kaho‘olawe and the Hōkūle‘a without having stepped foot 

on either relies on the people who have and do regularly, who are in relation with me: 

scholarly224 or in aloha ‘āina kinship, it is a foundation by “intellectual ancestors”225 to build 

on. Even though Terri Keko‘olani does emphasize the physical trip for kuleana, this serves as 

a reminder to me that after deciding on this project on aloha ‘āina for Maunakea, I made the 

trip there, and it is my activism for Maunakea that led to the kuleana to the other places and 

people: 

Through her own activism, Aunty Terri has emphasized the importance of 

physically going yourself to connect community, struggle, and people. The 

 
222 Wilson-Hokowhitu 2019 
223 Mei-Singh & Gonzalez 2017: 181 
224 After writing this paragraph I stumbled on a methodology article that I had not read before by ku‘ualoha  
ho‘omanawanui stating these connections, reminding me that yes, the inspiration for this project was the 
kuleana to aloha ‘āina for Maunakea, the context I had “met” ho‘omanawanui virtually from my parents’ home 
at the first April 2015 Maunakea occupation: 
“Voyaging across the Pacific reminds us of our genealogical connection to other peoples and places, and as new 
links connecting ancient Pacific peoples to the continents that surround us, and as we collectively voyage through 
cyberspace into the twenty-first century, we will continue to forge new connections, and reinforce established 
ones. Mo‘okū‘auhau as a literary methodology allows for the creation of new intellectual connections and 
trajectories of knowledge within the academy and our home communities, a continuity of intellectual scholarship 
born in the piko mai ka po mai, mai nā kūpuna mai.” (ho‘omanawanui 2019: 64) 
“Recognizing mo‘okū‘auhau—establishing kuleana, making connections—and utilizing such an approach as 
methodology is to sail in the wake of our ancestors, to ho‘i i ka piko, return to the source, of our knowledge, our 
inspiration.” (ho‘omanawanui 2019: 65) 
ku‘ualoha ho‘omanawanui. 2019 “E Ho‘i ka Piko (Returning to the Center): Theorizing Mo‘okū‘auhau as 
Methodology in an Indigenous Literary Context.” 
225 Teresia Teaiwa. 2014. “The Ancestors We Get To Choose: White Influences I Won’t Deny.” 

https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv7r428d.10
https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv7r428d.10
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method of huaka‘i helps us to learn a solidarity that is guided by genealogy, 

kuleana (responsibility), as well as unknown transformation.226 

 

I made the trip to physically go to Maunakea and connect with the community there and on 

O‘ahu, whom I had vaguely known before leaving Hawai‘i for Germany months earlier. I more 

closely knew them in kapwa through the internet activism for Maunakea within that half year 

of having moved away from my home in Mānoa Valley. I did this because I knew it was 

required to assert the kuleana that “suggests obligations and privileges but can also name the 

very relationship out of which such obligations and privileges might grow.”227 For this pathway 

and voyage it is also noteworthy that the manta ray and the octopus have no real spine, but the 

turtle in its shell carries a home with it, and its shell is also its backbone or kua. 

 

 
226 Cachola, Grandinetti & Yamashiro 2019: 81 
227 Aikau, Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua & Silva 2016: 161 
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6. Climate change mitigation where freshwater meets saltwater: 

Pacific cyclones, invasive mangroves, and a symbiotic exchange 

of breath and spirit 
 

In a rapidly warming world, where the neoliberal market prioritizes economic growth over the 

wellbeing of the individual and sustainability of our lifestyle, the concepts of aloha ‘āina and 

mālama ‘āina call on the interdependency of humans and environment. Nurture the earth and 

the earth feeds you. As introduced in Chapter 3, the accelerating climate changes are visible in 

islands in the Pacific Ocean and not a matter of a “future” threat. King tides, soil erosion, 

saltwater intrusion in underground freshwater tables, as well as hurricanes and other extreme 

weather phenomenon being the most apparent changes on an island. Located in the Northern 

Pacific’s cooler waters, the Hawaiian archipelago has largely avoided direct hits. 

Meanwhile, the Philippines is regularly in direct onslaught of typhoons/hurricanes. In this 

subchapter I narrate the experiences through literary analysis of Supertyphoon Haiyan/Yolanda 

in the Philippines, which impacted some of my family while I was residing on O‘ahu in Hawai‘i. 

Indigenous Australian communities,1 the Diné Nation,2 and Marshall Islanders3 know all about 

nuclear waste not disappearing out of sight out of mind. In Germany, the extent of the reactor 

meltdown at Chernobyl in 1986 generally keeps nuclear energy of the table as a “clean” 

alternative. The main argument I cannot easily convey to pro-nuclear factions within the climate 

movement is, not understanding that the disrespect of altering atoms to fusion or fission also 

alters the balance of the earth, even more so if this is sacred relational land. Heather Davis and 

Zoe Todd (Métis) illustrate that these decisions are based on the power dynamics and are an 

intrinsic role of colonialism. This shows how nuclear waste is more often not seen as a problem 

within colonies or settler colonies, where it is the colonized who suffer the impacts for the 

“benefit” of the Empire: 

Colonialism, especially settler colonialism – which in the Americas 

simultaneously employed the twinned processes of dispossession and chattel 

slavery – was always about changing the land, transforming the earth itself, 

including the creatures, the plants, the soil composition and the atmosphere. It 

was about moving and unearthing rocks and minerals. All of these acts were 

intimately tied to the project of erasure that is the imperative of settler 

colonialism.4 

 

 
1 Banivanua-Mar 2016: 125 
2 LaDuke 1999 
3 Holly M. Barker. 2004. Bravo for the Marshallese: Regaining control in a post-nuclear, post-colonial world. 
4 Davis & Todd 2017: 770, emphasis added. 
Heather Davis & Zoe Todd. 2017. “On the Importance of a Date, Or, Decolonizing the Anthropocene.” 

http://www.disaster-sts-network.org/content/importance-date-or-decolonizing-anthropocene-heather-davis-zoe-todd
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On that note, geoengineering as a solution likewise alters the stability of the environment and 

could lead to an endless feedback loop to counter previous side effects. 

While the various climate phenomena could each be analyzed in a specific place-based context 

for a whole environmental science dissertation, this subchapter 6.1. will mainly focus on 

hurricanes and their storm surges due to warming ocean waters, with narrative example of the 

Philippine city of Tacloban as well as the national capital region of Metro Manila. Further below 

in the next subchapter 6.2., I return to the metaphors that are in line with the phenomena of 

algae bloom in good and bad, and the invasiveness and removal of the alien species. In 6.3. I 

analyze the material and metaphorical mangrove suffocating the estuarine ecosystem as an 

invasive species, while being hailed and known as a “bioshield” or climate defender in other 

tropical and subtropical coastal areas. I touch upon foundations of growth and support with the 

metaphor of the bamboo in the location of Kāne‘ohe, which is the largest muliwai or estuary on 

O‘ahu, whose name is given by the ‘ohe or bamboo. In 6.4. I turn geographically to the space 

of the continental island of “Turtle Island” and its stories of oil and lead contamination in 

freshwater, as well as the significance of soil. This leads to 6.5. which I use to come to my 

conclusions with seeds and plants for nourishment and the na‘au in the soil. 

The poems in this chapter are by Filipina-American Aimee Suzara about diaspora and ocean 

relationalities, and by Ross Gay on the Black Lives Matter link to Black ecologies. I selected 

these explicitly for their climate themes and the kaona of solidarities and growth. I conclude 

with metaphors and analyses of salt, carbon, and hydration for abundance. 

 

6.1. Resilience to the climate crisis on a Pacific archipelago: as told through 

the aftermath of Supertyphoon Yolanda in the Philippines 

On its most recent three-year voyage, the Hōkūle‘a embodied the return to Polynesian voyaging 

on its trip to “mālama honua” in this sense “care for the earth.” When U.S. President Trump 

declared leaving the Paris Agreement, the State of Hawai‘i bypassed the decision with other 

commitments, to ally with other rogue U.S. states and sovereign small island nations. Sharing 

interests as small islands and large oceans surrounding them, ecologic practices to care for the 

water and the land run through all these participating members. This illustrates an autonomy 

and resistance the federal state was enacting against the national state or rather the Trump 

government, allying with fellow geographic entities that have the sovereign autonomy to decide 

on their policies. 

Similarly, the autonomy the Philippines as a sovereign nation-state has, allows it to depend on 

its own policymakers and stakeholders in international forums like the United Nations Forum 
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on Climate Change Conference (UNFCCC). Returning to personal and relational narrative in 

this chapter that geographically spans from the Philippines to Hawai‘i and the greater Pacific, 

to the North American continent, and then to Germany. I describe and interpret kaona more 

specifically pertaining to the climate change here than in previous chapters. I attended the 

United Nations climate conference in Bonn, Germany in 2017,5 affiliated with the IBON 

International NGO from the Philippines, and I base my subsequent climate activities in 

Germany in relation to this. Additionally, I relate to the NoDAPL and the Black Lives Matter 

movement as located from Berlin, and all these relations made and retold here are motivated by 

kuleana to Maunakea. 

 

The kaona in this chapter are on adaptations and in-flux in-betweenness, I speak of saltwater 

intrusion in the freshwater, but I propose an analytic of the brackish muliwai that is an estuarine 

ecosystem, a place of confluence of saltwater and freshwater, a river mouth delta into the sea. 

More than a billion people on earth live in low-lying coastal regions, in river deltas, or estuaries. 

With flooding, these ecosystems that provide livelihood and shelter for their inhabitants of 

human- and non-humankind, fields and crops may also suffer from salination causing greater 

consequences such as food insecurity and displacement. As the climate focus of this project 

limits itself to metaphors in oceans and Indigenous land dispossession, I briefly relate these two 

factors to each other through environmental racism against Indigenous and low-lying coastal 

inhabitants in the following section. 

Other factors of climate catastrophe towards the world’s oceans, are through acidification and 

dropping oxygen levels harming corals and leading to coral bleaching in intertidal regions.6 

Higher levels of salinity drag the carbon dioxide deeper to the ocean depths; however, larger 

amounts of carbon acidify the pH level of the ocean.7 Rising temperatures mean an expansion 

of warm water also causing sea level rise and stronger tropical cyclones over the warming ocean 

which bring storm surges. In the end, the habitat of the ocean ecosystem is modified, as pH-

lowered acidic oceans bleach the corals that feed and shelter other beings like the endangered 

 
5 UNFCCC “Conference of the Parties” 23 (COP23). At COP23 Hawai‘i Senator Brian Schatz, represented the state 
as a participant of the anti-Trump climate resistance funded by Michael Bloomberg and headlined by former 
California Governor Jerry Brown as the “U.S. Climate Alliance.”  
Amy Goodman. 2017. “‘We are Still In’: Sen. Markey & U.S. Lawmakers Stage Anti-Trump Revolt at UN Climate 
Talks in Bonn.” Democracy Now. 
6 Megan L. Stephenson. 2014. “The Effects of Ocean Acidification on Hawksbill Sea Turtles (Eretmochelys 
Imbricata): An Ecosystem Approach.” 
7 “As the ocean absorbs CO2, the molecules react with seawater to form carbonic acid (H2CO3), which then 
dissociates into bicarbonate (HCO3-) and hydrogen ions (H+). This dissociation causes a reduction in pH.” 
(Stephenson 2014: 5) 

https://www.democracynow.org/2017/11/13/sen_markey_on_trumps_climate_denier
https://www.democracynow.org/2017/11/13/sen_markey_on_trumps_climate_denier
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sea turtles.8 Another direct impact towards intertidal ecosystems in Hawai‘i is coastal erosion 

due to human modifications such as building seawalls to keep encroaching seawater from 

flooding, causing a feedback loop of unusual tidal effects that remove shorelines as the water 

hits the artificial walls.9 

 

6.1.1. Critiquing the “Anthropocene,” or the role of Man and urgency in 

anthropogenic climate change 

Before more fully immersing into the chapter focus, this subsection will interrogate the 

appropriateness of term of the “Anthropocene” and who the Anthropos or Man is. One of the 

main clarifications needed with the use of the term is for which time period it stands for in 

altering the geo-centric period of the Holocene to the human-centric. One could presume it to 

refer to human existence or agricultural practices or industrialization, however, other dates 

include “the mid-twentieth century as the optimal boundary.”10 

I would argue that that optimal boundary is as arbitrary as any, aside from highlighting the first 

use of nuclear weapons on other humans in war and in testing capacities. This range of “mid-

century” would highlight the “human” that possessed the power to alter matter to another state 

of atomic existence. Many Indigenous and Black environmental scholars argue for the advent 

of capitalist colonialism that is linked with the conquest of the Americas or the enslavement of 

Africans that preceded this by a marginal timeframe.11 Kyle Whyte (Potawatomi) summarizes 

the various factors of standpoint towards the term that is meant to encompass all of humanity 

being in the same boat: 

A term like “anthropogenic” has very diverse meanings for Indigenous peoples, 

from gradual changes, such as the adoption of new “relatives” (e.g. adoption of 

the horse in North America) to the shaping of habitats for certain plants and 

animals, to disruptive settler colonialism, such as practiced by Europeans 

arriving in North America. “Anthropogenic climate change” or “the 

Anthropocene,” then, are not precise enough terms for many Indigenous 

peoples, because they sound like all humans are implicated in and affected by 

colonialism, capitalism and industrialization in the same ways.12 

 
8 Stephenson 2014 
9 Cocke 2020 
10 Davis & Todd 2017: 762 
11 Davis & Todd note this contention as well and do convincingly argue for keeping it for just this reason: 
“Indeed, many people in the humanities have pointed out the failure of the Anthropocene, as a concept, to 
adequately account for power relations. But rather than abandon the term because of these connections, we 
feel that the Anthropocene betrays itself in its name: in its reassertion of universality, it implicitly aligns itself 
with the colonial era. By making the relations between the Anthropocene and colonialism explicit, we are then 
in a position to understand our current ecological crisis and to take the steps needed to move away from this 
ecocidal path.” (Davis & Todd 2017: 766) 
12 Whyte 2017: 159 
Kyle Whyte. 2017. “Indigenous Climate Change Studies: Indigenizing Futures, Decolonizing the Anthropocene.” 

https://ssrn.com/abstract=2925514
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I have had to conclude that I will no longer be referring to current climate change as the 

Anthropocene, as the multiplicity of “Anthropos” unspecifies my argument on the global 

population, when speaking on the continuity of capitalist exploitation and genocide of 

Indigenous Peoples or the Middle Passage that is particular to histories.13 I do want to introduce 

the argument of Davis & Todd and will further place it into contexts. In discussing a particular 

date or if one is needed, they suggest “the golden spike at 1610, or from the beginning of the 

colonial period, names the problem of colonialism as responsible for contemporary 

environmental crisis.”14 From a perspective of the Philippines where Spanish colonialism began 

in 1565, and the Manila-Acapulco Galleon Trade of 250 years that crossed the Pacific Ocean 

was the most apparent form of global capitalism introduced in the movement of people and 

resources,15 I would reason that placing a date framed around the Americas and English colonial 

settlement is again a particular standpoint of “Anthropos” agency.16 

Davis & Todd base their dating of 1610 on other geographers Simon L. Lewis and Mark A. 

Maslin, whose two-part explanation is as grounded in quantitative climate science as it is 

historically relevant to the qualitative power dynamics of colonial framing: 

The first is that the amount of plants and animals that were exchanged between 

Europe and the Americas during this time drastically re-shaped the ecosystems 

of both of these landmasses, evidence of which can be found in the geologic 

layer by way of the kinds of biomass accumulated there. The second reason, 

which is a much more chilling indictment against the horrifying realities of 

colonialism, is the drop in carbon dioxide levels that can be found in the geologic 

layer that correspond to the genocide of the peoples of the Americas and the 

subsequent re-growth of forests and other plants. Lewis and Maslin note that in 

1492 there were between 54 to 61 million peoples in the Americas and by 1650 

there were 6 million.17 

 

Further, and perhaps more relevant to illuminate is the “ ‘futures,’ ‘emergency,’ and ‘urgency’ 

rhetoric in climate action and anxieties now.18 Whyte explains the role of ethics and care in 

action, arguing against the “climate emergency” or “crisis epistemology” of action and 

 
13 Sylvia Wynter and Denise Ferreira da Silva focus on Portuguese or Spanish racial dynamics preceding the shift 
to Anglo-centric history and memory-making. In my introduction I also located the Dutch implications of a mare 
liberum or a global sea free-for-all to take from. 
14 Davis & Todd 2017: 763 
15 Before European colonization and trade in the Philippine Islands, maritime trade was well underway between 
merchants and settlers in the region, lending the islands their cultural, linguistic, and religious influence centuries 
before the Spaniards did with Catholicism. 
Barbara Watson Andaya. 2020. “Recording the Past of ‘Peoples Without History’: Southeast Asia’s Sea Nomads.” 
16 The invisibilizing of Iberian “exploration” and colonialism in this also speaks to a U.S.-centric framing, related 
to the power dynamics of Anglophone global North worldviews towards Latinized/Hispanicized post- and 
neocolonial dynamics in the global South of the Americas. 
17 Davis & Todd 2017: 766 
18 Judy Wu, Gaelen Snell & Hasina Samji. 2020. “Climate anxiety in young people: a call to action.” 

https://www.cseashawaii.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/240175-Article-Text-824986-1-10-20200309.pdf
https://doi.org/10.1016/S2542-5196(20)30223-0
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introduces another of “epistemology of coordination.”19 By this he means the careful and ethical 

coordination it requires to act against climate change, rather than endorsing hasty measures that 

either go nowhere and deflect attention from mitigation, or that cause further harm to frontline 

communities and those in most affected regions.20 Hasty measures can be seen everywhere from 

carbon capture schemes, companies producing the vast majority of carbon emissions promoting 

individual green consumerism, or hydropower dams and renewables causing further material 

consequences of Indigenous land dispossession and labor exploitation. Most evidently the 

impacts can be seen in the murdering of environmental defenders, which is an urgent human 

rights problem in the Philippines and regions in Central and South America – often the same 

Indigenous and peasant population for dispossession. 

Ending the discussion on defining terms, this subchapter will span across to the continent to 

describe the solidarity between aloha ‘āina on and with Maunakea with the NoDAPL and other 

Native American or First Nations and Métis movements in the protection of land and water. 

The Dakota Access Pipeline is one I highlight for its parallel timeframe in solidarity with 

Maunakea, but also for its spreading of the “water is life” message, and again my own 

involvement from Berlin with it. 

Leaning on Joanne Barker (Lenape) and her analytic of water that connects NoDAPL to Black 

Lives Matter (BLM) and the water issues in Flint, Michigan, I narrate my role with the Berlin 

NoDAPL and relevant Indigenous land rights activism I participated in or amplified with 

speeches. In particular, these revolved around German complicity or investment in the Dakota 

Access Pipeline, and on the reverse side, Canadian government and gas, oil, and mining 

corporations’ violations on Indigenous Peoples’ rights in Wet’suwet’en and in the Philippines. 

 

6.1.2. Pacific cyclones: a typhoon in the Philippines and a hurricane in Hawai‘i 

When I was living in Honolulu in November of 2013, Supertyphoon21 Haiyan also known 

locally in the Philippines22 as Yolanda hit the islands of Samar and Leyte in the Philippines. 

 
19 Kyle Whyte. 2020. “Against Crisis Epistemology.” 
20 The term of “most affected people and areas” or “MAPA” has been introduced to span geographies beyond 
terms of global North and South, or within borders in for instance North America, as the specificity of frontline 
communities living in sacrifice zones is lost on geographic boundaries or socioeconomic conditions. 
21 Tropical cyclones are the general name of the storms, which are referred to on differing scales of categorical 
strength as “hurricanes” in the Atlantic and Eastern Pacific, as “typhoons” in the Northwestern Pacific (Southeast 
Asia and East Asia which border the Pacific Ocean), and as “cyclones” in the Southwestern Pacific and Indian 
Ocean. 
22 That the Philippines has its own naming system for typhoons and tropical storms on the one hand 
demonstrates autonomous decision-making power separate from that of the region, where Haiyan is the name 
of a Chinese bird rather than the woman’s name of Yolanda, but on the other hand this may be a factor that 
intersects with international media coverage attention every time a storm causes devastation. The acronym 
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The most affected area hit was the region around the city of Tacloban, where a brother of my 

mother lives with his family. Unlike all the other Filipinx students at the East-West Center 

(EWC) at that time, no one was asking me about my family, but it turned out that I was in fact 

the only one who even had connections to Tacloban. In the perception of the other international 

and U.S. American students, I was a German international student with negligent ties to the 

Philippines, aside from recognition among other international students from the Philippines 

who knew me at the university.23 With these I participated in fundraising for the typhoon 

victims among the East-West Center and UHM Center for Philippine Studies faculty and 

students. 

 

In August of 2014, while I was preparing to submit my master’s thesis at UHM, the indications 

of a hurricane were coming in. The day of my master’s defense was under a severe hurricane 

warning, and I had to preschedule my afternoon defense to earlier at 9 a.m. Not only was I 

nervous the day before in bad preparation to a defense and to a hurricane headed straight to the 

islands, but also the prescheduling led to the anticlimactic defense where only one friend made 

it out at 9 a.m. for moral support.24 I spent the time after the defense filling additional gallon 

containers of drinking water and cooking several dishes that I thought would be good to have 

in the fridge even if the electricity was cut, such as chicken adobo turned into fried rice. There 

was little to worry about in the islands aside from the Windward side of Hawai‘i Island and the 

region of Puna, where Hurricane Iselle hit directly until she was defeated by the slopes and 

peaks of Maunaloa and Maunakea. 

On an island there is no evacuating from a tropical cyclone, there is no inland mass on two-

meter high atolls, like there is on the Hawaiian Islands. Nonetheless, the structural integrity of 

mostly wooden light-weight houses did not provide much hope for shelter to me if a hurricane 

does hit directly.25 I had taped the windows closest to my bed with flimsy cardboard, just to 

provide a minimal resistance to any broken glass shattering into the room. My below ground 

 
PAGASA of the Philippine Atmospheric, Geophysical, Astronomical Service Administration means “hope” in 
Tagalog. 
23 My friend June from the Philippines really entered me in an adobo cook-off in her Law School Filipino Student 
Association, since it was my grand contribution to dorm potlucks and well-liked. She also took me to a Filipino 
community event with her Filipina-American host mother to the Waipahu Filipino Community Center in central 
O‘ahu. I only visited this community center one other time to make traditional Christmas decorations, something 
I have ever made in the Philippines, as they are sold there on every street and in every mall in the Christmas 
season spanning from September to January each year. 
24 Talofa lava to that uso Niko John Pātū. 
25 Numerous scholars in Hawai‘i have since echoed this imagery of nowhere to shelter after the January 2018 
false missile alarm.  
Jamaica Heolimeleikalani Osorio. 2020. “This Is Not a Drill: Notes on Surviving the End of the World, Again.” 

http://hdl.handle.net/10125/70236
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bedroom on a hill slope was also on the side of the garage, where my landlords upstairs kept 

extra construction materials for their construction business, and I was panicking over the loose 

metal beams resting on shelves near my windows should those crash through the glass. All of 

this panic resulted from the anxiety after Supertyphoon Yolanda, since I had lived through many 

before in Manila, but felt my housing in Hawai‘i was less stable despite being a concrete house, 

unlike some other middle-class neighbors. 

 

The first of two poems by Aimee Suzara that I analyze in this chapter, is about and in tribute to 

the survivors of Supertyphoon Haiyan, which I choose to refer to as Yolanda from here on. In 

my interpretation to this, I juxtapose relevant Hawaiian aloha ‘āina connotations, as I do in 

relating the experience of Yolanda in the Philippines with my own experience of a hurricane in 

Hawai‘i. 

Suzara writes from the perspective of a diaspora Filipina-American, and the themes beyond the 

explicit content of the typhoon aftermath show a yearning and tethering as diaspora with its title 

and repeated imagery of the hand, as well as that of a cord. The building up (physically, 

emotionally, mentally) in the aftershock of the typhoon brings to mind the Hawaiian laulima of 

“working together,” regardless of the Tagalog language not using the word for “hand” and the 

number “five” identically as lima in Hawaiian. 

 

Hawakan Mo Ang Aking Kamay (Hold My Hand) – Aimee Suzara26 

for the survivors of Typhoon Haiyan 11/19/14 

 

to be held  the most cardinal craving 

 

but there is nothing to hold 

a cord, cut long ago 

 

I behold photos of the wreckage 

as you 

hold shirts over your noses 

and bandages over wounds 

and hunger in your belly 

and the memories of faces 

and living rooms and beds 

and the taste of her adobo 

and the smell of sampaguita 

and hope for the missing 

and patience as you wait 

 
26 Aimee Suzara. 2014. “Hawakan Mo Ang Aking Kamay (Hold My Hand).”  
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plastic bags embrace 

the corpses of the dead 

 

while you piece the day together 

reassemble the night 

 

hawakan mo ako 

 

I wonder how you hold up 

while we fall apart 

you 

our soul-twins 

bound by an umbilical cord 

no, it was never cut 

 

hawakan mo 

 

maybe there is something we build 

across the seas 

through our eyes, hands reaching out 

our witness 

the candor of belief 

 

and somehow it is you holding me 

even as 

each day 

 

you fall through my fingers. 

 

The poem itself, despite its use of the Tagalog word “kamay” in the title and intermittently 

echoing the phrase, does not in English refer to hands until they are “reaching out” in line 29, 

and with the very last reference of “you fall through my fingers” (“Hawakan Mo Ang Aking 

Kamay” line 35). Lines 19 and 26 in italics change from “hawakan mo ako” (“hold me”) to 

“hawakan mo” (imperative form: “hold or grab it”).27 Suzara employs imagery of longing and 

hunger in her “cardinal craving” for an embrace or “to be held” (l.1). What she does witness in 

a wordplay of “I behold,” is the photos of the displaced survivors and their displaced belongings 

who “hold shirts over your noses/and bandages over wounds” (ll.6-7). The particular strength 

of the Supertyphoon that destroyed the airport of Tacloban meant several days of minimal live 

news coverage, so that the “photos” most likely do refer to still images, since videos or 

pervasive social media were not yet widespread and limited by the cut off electricity. Moreover, 

her gut yearning for an embrace is later contrasted with the only “embrace” as that of plastic 

bags to entomb corpses (ll.15-16), which were prominent photos of the typhoon’s aftermath: 

 
27 My mother insisted this is a familiar or informal form of imperative, and the proper form would be 
“pakihawakan,” indicating a familiarity or hierarchy between speakers or an urgency. 
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black bags of bodies lining a paved street (likely the highway). This embrace of artificial black 

fossil fuel plastic stands in contrast to the protective embrace of the fine mists or fog on 

Maunakea through Līlīnoe and the water deities. 

In lines 8-9 of “and hunger in your belly/and the memories of faces,” Suzara again uses this 

image of hunger and memories, which allude to the Hawaiian na‘au or gut as the seat of 

emotion. Nonetheless she literally mentions the dish of adobo to illustrate this hungry memory, 

without specifying who the gendered “her” is that would have habitually cooked. In referring 

to the “taste of her adobo,” and the “smell of sampaguita,” (ll.11-12) she incorporates two 

common aromas of the Philippines, albeit with clichéd or nationalist symbolism, as the 

sampaguita jasmine is the official national flower, while adobo is the unofficial national food. 

As I myself mentioned the cooking of adobo in my pre-Hurricane Iselle panic, the purpose of 

the dish as a disaster provision in my own reasoning was that it would be preserved in the acidity 

of the vinegar, if electricity were to be cut. Suzara’s mention of sampaguita brings to mind the 

belief that a sudden scent of it at night with no direct source indicates the presence of spirits or 

ghosts.28 In that imagery it is the scent of death, but perhaps the belief is based upon the 

ubiquitous use of it for Catholic funerary wakes.29 Here, both the perceptions of taste and smell 

align with multisensory meaning-making to seek knowledge or ‘ike in Hawaiian epistemology. 

Suzara uses the juxtaposing metaphors of piecing together, reassembling, holding up, not falling 

apart (ll.17-18;20-21) with lines 27-28 “maybe there is something we build//across the seas” 

with a double indention of across the seas, building anew in the diaspora. Line 3’s “cord” is 

extended in imagery to an umbilical cord or piko to show genetic kinship and origin to 

mother(land) that was never cut: “no, it was not cut” (ll.24-25), contrasting the initial “but there 

is nothing to hold” “a cord cut, cut long ago” (ll.2-3), referring to diaspora and the relations and 

ties cut to the land. Contrasting this however with a memory of my own mother, I end this 

analysis with Suzara’s “and hope for the missing/and patience as you wait,” (ll.13-14) as the 

three days waiting for news on her brother and family did result in an answer for hope and 

endurance after all.30 

 

 
28 This is a belief that finds diverse anecdotes online, but no definite source. Tragically, the scent of death was 
the only way to find corpses of missing people during the aftermath of Yolanda. 
Amy Goodman. 2013. “‘Stop This Madness’: Filipino Climate Chief Yeb Saño Begins Hunger Fast to Protest Global 
Inaction.” Democracy Now. 
29 White flowers and sudden scent appears to be a widespread ghost belief among neighboring countries that 
are not Catholic, like Indonesia. 
30 Her retelling is that a military relative from my aunt’s side of the family made his way there over those three 
days of no news. 

https://www.democracynow.org/2013/11/12/stop_this_madness_filipino_climate_chief
https://www.democracynow.org/2013/11/12/stop_this_madness_filipino_climate_chief
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Coincidentally, the islands of Samar and Leyte that Supertyphoon Yolanda hit were also the 

first ones to be named “Las Islas Filipinas”31 by the Spaniards in 1543, before the name was 

taken for the entire archipelago. Moreover, Leyte is the island Douglas MacArthur returned to 

in World War II to recommence combat against Japanese occupation, and the Battle of Leyte 

Gulf was one of the largest naval battles in history.32 Samar was the first island sighted by 

Magellan in 1521 and also the site of a Filipino guerilla ambush over U.S. troops at Balangiga 

in 1901 and General Jacob Smith’s call to massacre civilians “over the age of ten” in 

retaliation.33 Both islands are connected along the narrowest strait by the 2-kilometer-long San 

Juanico Bridge, that in the Taclobans’ strength after Yolanda became a common profile picture 

of the healing.34 

In these histories, Samar and Leyte depict at least three key points in colonial spacetime 

expansion: Spanish colonization, and both occasions of colonial occupation by the USA, during 

the Philippine-American War and in World War II. The Balangiga Massacre and its retaliation 

that loom large in U.S. recollection of “benevolent” colonialism by the name of “pacification.”35 

The bloody massacre of “howling wilderness” that General Smith called upon the civilians of 

Samar was the “White Man’s Burden.” 

My mother’s brother had a fish and shrimp farm business in Tacloban when the Supertyphoon 

hit. Two of my three cousins were working abroad as a nurse and as a seaman in hospitality; 

aside from call centers these are the most stereotypical of migrant labor for the Philippines. My 

third and youngest cousin worked in the fish farm business and was there during Yolanda. My 

 
31 Vicente L. Rafael marks the arbitrariness of mapping the nation under the Spanish flag by Ruy Lopez de 
Villalobos as similar to the naming of the Spanish Americas “finding” Hispaniola: “Like Columbus confronting the 
islands of the New World, Villalobos took conceptual possession of these, naming them las islas Filipinas. The 
boundaries of this Spanish invention, however, were far from settled. Originally, it referred to those two islands 
where Villalobos's men were able to secure provisions. By 1565, with the arrival of Miguel Lopez de Legazpi and 
the establishment of the first permanent colonial settlement on the island of Cebu, the term encompassed those 
parts of the archipelago that had come under Spanish control, including most of the lowlands of Luzon.” (Rafael 
2000: 5) 
Vicente L. Rafael. 2000. White Love and Other Events in Filipino History. 
32 Abinales & Amoroso 2005: 163 
33 McCoy cites the General, who was later was court-martialed for the order to kill everyone on Samar over the 
age of ten: “I want no prisoners. . . . I wish you to kill and burn. . . . The interior of Samar must be made a howling 
wild[er]ness.” (McCoy 2009: 88) 
Alfred W. McCoy. 2009. Policing America’s Empire: The United States, the Philippines, and the Rise of the 
Surveillance State. 
34 An empirical observation of Facebook profile pictures among Taclobans and their relations after November 
2013. 
35 In a report to Governor Taft Captain Allen described General Smith as “a disgrace to the army” who had “done 
his best to make an insurgent situation in order that he might be able to say that he pacified it.” (McCoy 2009: 
88) 
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aunt, like many Filipinas, cannot swim, and the stories of drowning in the storm surge are 

aplenty even among stronger swimmers. 

At the COP23 in Bonn I also met AG Saño, another Supertyphoon Yolanda survivor, whose 

brother Yeb Saño had been the delegate for the COP19 conference in Warsaw in 2013, with an 

emotional speech to the floor while awaiting any news of his own family and friends.36 I also 

want to highlight the specific relation with Philippine “climate activists” or environmental 

defenders whose complaints about global North activism are near identical to mine within 

global North activism:37 

People are expecting us to do so many things, but when we ask for support no 

one hears us. White activists38 can protest whenever they want because they have 

homes, jobs, a huge amount of freedom of expression. BELIEVE ME, WE 

WANT TO DO BIG THINGS, but what’s stopping us? A future and life that is 

at risk.39 

 

In this regard of what Saño said at the COP19 and youth climate activist Jefferson Estela told 

me, the ‘urgency’ rhetoric within the global North is not within the same spacetime as what is 

already happening and has deep repercussions with frontline communities in the global South.  

When I wrote about this perspective of climate activism from the Philippines for a Canadian 

online publication, some (white) critics declared I was too white to be talking about this, but I 

knew that I was not the first to write or be interviewed about Supertyphoon Yolanda and similar 

stories for that exact same outlet. It is simply that local voices such as Joanna Sustento40 who 

also lost her family and watched as her father then her mother drowned in the storm surge,41 

are not even afforded as much of the attention (or outrage) as the liminal space I was given. 

The interrelation between fishing, fishponds, and mangroves is one that I will return to 

throughout this chapter, however, the plants’ role in hindering storm surges especially in this 

 
36 Naderev “Yeb” Saño. 2013. “Typhoon Haiyan: we cannot afford to procrastinate on climate action.” The 
Guardian.  
37 This terminology is always particular, notwithstanding employment in the field of climate action, frontline and 
Indigenous populations defending themselves and their lands and livelihood are not as much activists against 
climate change as they are simply defending the environment. 
38 Not to downplay individual stories of for instance the Russian youth climate activist who has been repeatedly 
arrested under his government for protesting on his own in the global Friday climate strikes. 
39 Karin Louise Hermes. 2020. “Why I Quit Being a Climate Activist.” VICE Tipping Point. 
40 Ironically, while I am finishing the editing of this chapter/dissertation, Joanna Sustento herself is speaking 
instead of me at a Philippine-German webinar on this topic, since I cancelled my participation for this critical 
priority of the PhD submission. (June 26, 2021) 
41 Sustento’s comments in the aforementioned webinar highlighted the point of sharing stories and “recognizing 
the power of our stories.” This pushed my final week of editing to envision the diverse global community 
audiences featured here, who may read this story in its online version someday. 
Rashini Suriyaarachchi 2018. “A super-charged typhoon took my family away. It can happen to you too.” 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/nov/11/typhoon-haiyan-philippines-climate-change
https://www.vice.com/en/article/g5x5ny/why-i-quit-being-a-climate-activist
https://www.greenpeace.org/international/story/18891/a-super-charged-typhoon-took-my-family-away-it-can-happen-to-you-too/
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particular Supertyphoon was regionally apparent in the devastation caused in places where the 

mangroves had been removed for the purpose of fish and shrimp farming.42 

 

6.2. Restoring loko i‘a or fishponds and other Philippine and Hawaiian 

aquaculture practices 

The loko i‘a or fishponds are another Hawaiian traditional farming practice that promotes food 

sovereignty and restores existing coastal fishing walls. The stone structures had fallen into 

disarray over generations, also due to the plantation industry and its rerouting of water as well 

as need for labor force. Maunakea and Molokai or Kaho‘olawe protectors, like Loke Aluoa 

whose waiwai poem I analyzed in Chapter 3, and Walter Ritte whose 35 days on Kaho‘olawe 

during the bombing was a direct action against U.S. colonialism and militarization, are 

practitioners of Hawaiian loko i‘a management. 

There are various species of algae or seaweed in Hawai‘i, the edible forms of seaweed are 

referred to as limu across types. While eating seaweed is widespread across coastal Asian 

populations and certain dishes like sushi and musubi are influenced by Japanese migration, the 

role of seaweed in Hawaiian culture cannot be neglected.43 

The natural resource management initiative Kua‘āina Ulu ‘Auamo summarizes the significance 

of Hawaiian fishponds and aquaculture for food sovereignty in the time of COVID-19. They 

emphasize the ‘āina momona or “fertility” of the land holding potential for a calorific and 

healthful diet for the population, as well as the role of kia‘i or guardians as Aluoa and Ritte 

embody in aloha ‘āina in the spaces of Maunakea, Kaho‘olawe, and their local fishponds: 

Found nowhere else in the world, ancient Hawaiian loko i‘a were a 

technologically advanced, efficient, and extensive form of aquaculture. 

Indicators of ‘āina momona, they provided much of the protein in the traditional 

Native Hawaiian diet, and retain the potential to contribute to healthy and robust 

food systems and fisheries. Over recent decades, Hawaiian communities and 

kia‘i loko (fishpond guardians and caretakers) worked to restore loko i‘a and 

reclaim the knowledge and practice of loko i‘a culture.44 

 

This summary illustrates the relation and overlap between the aloha ‘āina protectors of sacred 

land and the potential and reality of abundance for food security against crisis situations, such 

 
42 Joey Gabieta. 2020. “Yolanda’s unlikely heroes.” Philippine Daily Inquirer. 
Carla P. Gomez. 2013. “Mangroves shielded Sagay islets’ residents.” Philippine Daily Inquirer. 
43 “Limu had a significant role in many aspects of Hawaiian culture and ‘āina momona. Nowhere else in the world 
was limu used as extensively. Hawaiian people gathered it for food, medicine, and spiritual purposes. Along with 
fish and poi, limu was the third major component of a healthy traditional diet by providing flavor and key vitamins 
and minerals.” (Kuaʻāina Ulu ʻAuamo 2020: 113) 
44 Kuaʻāina Ulu ʻAuamo 2020: 113 

https://newsinfo.inquirer.net/1360747/yolandas-unlikely-heroes
https://newsinfo.inquirer.net/537063/mangroves-shielded-sagay-islets-residents
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as COVID-19, or being reliant on import of food during global systems disruptions of security 

or natural disasters. Kuaʻāina Ulu ʻAuamo describes their advocacy as a way that “bridges 

people to place through a community-based biocultural resource management strategy to 

restore nearshore fisheries,”45  including the restoration of native limu (seaweed) in addition to 

the fishponds and land stewardship. This description of bridging people to place relies on an 

imagery of place-based kinship without specifying the community as Kānaka Maoli exclusive, 

thus implying that if the efforts are shared through the values of place, the community is 

inclusive. 

As former resident of Sand Island, Puhipau, reflects on past attempts to forge a “place of refuge” 

in Hawaiian fishing in a lagoon that was once abundant as a loko i‘a: “That’s why we went to 

Sand Island, primarily to find ourselves. We didn’t realize what it was going to take to hold on 

to this connection with our culture.”46 This shows how this is not a recent return of the aloha 

‘āina of the 21st century, but one that has repeatedly been foiled by the state: 

For me personally, it meant rediscovering a relationship with the ocean that my 

ancestors had. Sand Island was part of the great Mokauea fisheries, a series of 

fish ponds and lagoons that made up the most productive fishery on the west 

side of O‘ahu, Kāne‘ohe Bay being the major fishery on the east side. The 

abundant gifts of the ocean were brought in by the boatloads and shared with 

family and the growing Sand Island community.47 

 

Sand Island is a story I locate my own narration in again, as it is a place where I had to learn I 

was not in full respect of the ocean and its force, when I lost balance striding out of the ocean 

there to step over a concrete beam. The incident that began with a coastal garbage cleanup in 

this industrial part of town (and which is not a renowned place for swimming nowadays), led 

to thirteen stitches in my right eyebrow in the emergency room of an urgent care clinic. The 

existence of the concrete beam may be in context of Puhipau’s further descriptions of what had 

happened to the area over time and its space in Hawaiian history: 

We had watched the reef runway being built right on top our fishing grounds. 

Dillingham’s huge dredge chewed up the reef and spit it back out—living crabs, 

fish, lobster, coral, limu, and all—onto the rest of the reef.48 

 

The imagery of the dredge chewing up the land with its teeth and regurgitating it is not unlike 

what happened to me in this incident from which I learned to “never turn your back to the 

ocean.” But unlike other places of refuge I have described, including the ones reclaimed from 

 
45 Kuaʻāina Ulu ʻAuamo 2020: 113, emphasis added. 
46 Puhipau 2014: 131 
Puhipau. 2014. “(Self)Portrait. Puhipau: The Ice Man Looks Back at the Sand Island Eviction.” 
47 Puhipau 2014: 128-129 
48 Puhipau 2014: 129 

https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv11cw7h9.14
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the military, Sand Island is within the Honolulu City district and located right by the airport 

that every tourist will arrive at to take their paradise tours to elsewhere. In Puhipau’s telling 

we see the great significance to the people who were living there and cherishing the bounties 

and beauties of the land and ocean, sustaining themselves from it despite its dangers: 

At Sand Island we were making do among the dredged landfill, the leftovers, the 

trash, the wastes of the city. Honolulu Harbor and Ke‘ehi lagoon are filled with 

the waste pollution of Honolulu and Kalihi Valley. The rain brings everything 

down. This is where we went to gather food and live. Amazing, but we had a 

good time and enjoyed it. When we turned our backs on Honolulu and looked 

straight out to sea, we could enjoy the same sunsets our kūpuna (elders or 

ancestors) saw. We could enjoy those moments of quiet in between the takeoffs 

and landings.49 

 

The state and military possession of Sand Island, Kaho‘olawe, and Mākua Valley, illustrate 

layers of Indigenous dispossession and environmental racism, where not even the polluted lands 

are allowed to be a place of refuge for Hawaiians.50 

 

6.2.1. Fisherfolk as a social class of resistance and kinship affinity 

Laurel Mei-Singh describes a trip she made out to the Leeward or Westside of O‘ahu and the 

fishing practices she observed and was explained. She mentions a fisher, Al Sabagala, “returned 

the first he caught, a tradition in Hawai‘i and other places where fishing is a way of life. ‘It’s 

all about the universe,’ he told me, smiling. ‘That’s how it works, give back and expect nothing 

in return.’”51 I duplicate her inclusion of the fisher’s expression, as it turns out “a tradition in 

Hawai‘i” includes not just a Kanaka Maoli practice, but an adaptive one, since Al Sabagala is 

Filipino. 

Mei-Singh’s work on the Wai‘anae coast and at Ka‘ena Point expands on the solidarity through 

social class that rests on place-based contexts. Rather than identifying as “local” and erasing 

the specificity of the Hawaiian practices the lawai‘a were sharing, they identify with an affinity 

through their profession: “A lesson from Ka‘ena is the fact that lawai‘a represents a place-based 

 
49 Puhipau 2014: 130 
50 As Puhipau declared of its literal location near sewage wastewater: 
“The reality, of course, was that we were living in the midst of a garbage dump. The beautiful sights, sounds, and 
smells of shoreline living were matched by the grind of dump trucks bringing more trash, the odor from the 
sewage treatment plant, and the deafening noise of planes taking off and landing at Honolulu International 
Airport just across the lagoon from Sand Island.” (Puhipau 2014: 129) 
“We tried to make the place as nice and as clean as we could. Instead of living in shacks, we eventually built 
houses. But when we started living like humans instead of junkyard dogs, the state of Hawai‘i started noticing. 
They didn’t like to see people taking back the land, even if it was only a garbage dump.” (Puhipau 2014: 130) 
51 Mei-Singh 2016: 695 
Laurel Mei-Singh. 2016. “Carceral Conservationism.” 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/26360921
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identity that crosses the bounds of indigeneity.”52 Through the examples of shared fishing 

narratives, Indigenous resurgence is empowered by those Asian settlers who share the same 

identity as fisherfolk, or rather as aloha ‘āina about coastal management practices. Living in 

Hawai‘i for generations and being descended from plantation laborers, the story of Sabagala 

echoes that of the Federation Camp strikers on Lana‘i but in reverse, where it was cultural 

knowledge of the Filipinx laborers shared there, here it is a perpetuation of distinctly Hawaiian 

knowledge thanks to the existing kīpuka or community oasis. 

Evidently a class issue, this community could only revolve around collective practices because 

some of the Filipinx settlers did not move away from subsistence living, as social mobility of 

other Asian settlers like the Japanese or Chinese had been more prone to do over generations. 

The farmers evicted from Kalama Valley in the 1970s may have encompassed a more 

multiethnic coalition, with a slower social mobility. Regarding this sociocultural kinship, I 

contend that it is this lack of social mobility to Japanese and Chinese settlers that keep working-

class Filipinx from being understood as a part of “local Asian.”In striving for personal 

subsistence gains, as Sabagala and others in the community do, an affinity to Indigenous 

resurgence and against the militarization of their fishing grounds provides a stronger solidarity 

to these aloha ‘āina than to the “local” businessmen and political representatives in Honolulu. 

Sabagala’s great uncles had been taught “to fish the Hawaiian way—throwing net and 

observing kapu,” in a way that was sustainable to the place-based knowledge of the Hawaiian 

land at Ka‘ena.53 Mei-Singh adds that “it was common for Hawaiians and local Asian workers 

to exchange land-based knowledge for produce from plantations,” and the mo‘olelo or stories 

of place teach the values of aloha ‘āina.54 The oral histories passed down from Sabagala’s 

uncles through a Kanaka Maoli fisher by the name of Old Man Aku (actually a type of fish), 

are flourishing and in practice due to remaining so close to the ‘āina:55 “the mo‘olelo of Ka‘ena 

lawai‘a open space for complexity, nuance, and solidarity by recognizing connections between 

Hawaiians and nonnative locals with generational ties to a place,” says Mei-Singh about these 

settler affinities.56 The Wai‘anae antimilitarization fishers on O‘ahu are consistently enacting 

food sovereignty for decolonial futures, while protesting the U.S. occupation and a system 

dependent on capitalist profit. 

 
52 Mei-Singh 2016: 715 
53 Mei-Singh 2016: 715 
54 Mei-Singh 2016: 715 
55 Kanaka Maoli friends who were raised in Wai‘anae on the other side of the island from Honolulu, are largely 
fluent in ‘ōlelo Hawai‘i from household practice without attending language immersion schools. 
56 Mei-Singh 2016: 716 
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An observation about the Waiahole-Waikane Valley evictions would also clarify that it was not 

necessarily ethnic-based affinity or a perpetuation of the “local” plantation heritage, but a class 

and place factor. When reflecting on the inclusion of Okinawan-Japanese from the rural 

Windward Side organizing against their eviction, Reverend Robert Nakata said: 

It’s really interesting. The leftist indoctrination might have worked with the 

Filipinos and Hawaiians. But Okinawans are much more conservative than the 

Hawaiians or the Filipinos. … The ones in Kahaluu retained their agricultural 

roots. They didn’t get into the business world that much. I think that’s a key 

difference.57 

 

The indoctrination is in reference to the Marxist student organizers, and the statement of being 

less “conservative” is related to this class or occupation-based solidarity in farming and 

factories,58 as depicted by Terri Keko‘olani and Jonathan Osorio in the previous chapter. 

Simultaneously, regarding the eviction movement against Philippine residents of Waipahu’s 

“Ota Camp” settlement during the 1970s, the Filipino community organizer Pete Tagalog 

brought the community together across the ethnic distinctions between migrants from the North 

and Central Philippines. Nora Gozon Tagalog, his second wife, moved to Hawai‘i in 1970 from 

the Southern Island of Mindanao: “Pete’s family is from Cebu. He was Visayan. So he was a 

Visayan trying to organize Ota Camp where most were Illocano. He didn’t speak Ilocano, but 

somehow he understood enough.”59 This is a distinction I bring in to reiterate the labor 

organizing difficulties on the plantations based on regionalism and languages that I examined 

in the previous Chapter 5. Nora Tagalog describes how the regionalism and discrimination or 

ethnic tensions between migrants was new to her coming from the Philippines: 

I didn’t know what is prejudice or discrimination among Filipinos themselves 

until I was in Hawaii. Where I grew up in Mindanao in the Philippines, we were 

surrounded by Ilocano. We also had different dialects, but the conflicts weren’t 

the same. When I came over here, when everyone started to go to school, I saw 

the difference. They’re trying to destroy one another. They fight each other. 

They no like me because I’m Visayan, and they are Ilocano.60  

 

Sally Tagalog, his first wife, also describes the difficulties, and emphasizes that it was Pidgin 

English or the working-class plantation-derived Hawaiian Creole English (HCE) that was the 

 
57 Rev. Nakata 2018: 211 
Rev. Robert Nakata. 2018. “Interview with Gary T. Kubota.” 
58 The previously mentioned demilitarization tours to Okinawa (Cachola, Grandinetti & Yamashiro 2019), and the 
research by Megumi Chibana on Okinawan farming, link the Indigenous resurgence and solidarity movements 
with each other from Hawai‘i to Okinawa. 
Megumi Chibana. 2020. “Resurgents Create a Moral Landscape: Indigenous Resurgence and Everyday Practices 
of Farming in Okinawa.” 
59 Tagalog, N. 2018: 217 
60 Tagalog, N. 2018: 217 

http://hdl.handle.net/10125/59425
https://doi.org/10.3390/h9040135
https://doi.org/10.3390/h9040135
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common language: “It was hard to get the Visayans and Ilocanos together. They have different 

dialects.61 But Pete talked with them, using Pidgin English. If he had used standard English, 

they would never have understood Pete.”62 

The historical basis to these regionalisms would lie in the migrants arriving shortly after 

independence during the U.S. Territory period. Especially among rural peasants as the 

plantations employed, no strong national project would have established a Philippine national 

consciousness. For these reasons these quotes on affinities and kinship highlight the organizing 

structure around class interests rather than ethnic ones, as the use of Pidgin English shows. This 

would also mean that an intercommunal aloha ‘āina endeavor for Indigenous resurgence would 

not need to be framed around settler solidarity of pan-Asian heritage, but around distinct class 

interests for common cause. The current social structure of Hawai‘i would then appeal to 

emphasizing the shared aims in supporting social needs between Hawaiians, Filipinx, and other 

Pacific Islanders, as I illustrated in Chapter 3 on mutual aid communities. 

 

Through several of the activists and literature I quoted and interpreted in this project to this 

point, I attempted to highlight the alliances of Filipinx in settler solidarities of labor organizing 

and ‘āina-based practices. In Chapter 5’s case of the pineapple plantation strike on Lāna‘i and 

the pineapple cannery Terri Keko‘olani worked in, we see a symbiotic dynamic in Filipinx 

supporting better labor conditions for the greater good of all workers. The here mentioned 

fishers in Wai‘anae benefit from Hawaiian knowledge of the place and fishes to perpetuate a 

sustainable practice, while the plantation laborers in Federation Camp on Lana‘i benefitted from 

the Filipinx strikers familiarity to adapt to Hawaiian conditions through their knowledge of 

Philippine practices and places. 

Most strikingly and in line with the hands in the ground decolonial praxis this project here 

focusses on, Kīhei Nahale-a (Kanaka Maoli & haole), then community director with a nonprofit 

in the ahupua‘a of He‘eia named Papahana Kuaola praises the ‘āina-based practices he learned 

in Philippine settings for a leadership trip in 2013 on mālama ‘āina: community development 

projects working on land restoration, sustainable food ways, including aquacultural, arts 

programs, women and youth empowerment. He told Compoc in her research inquiry: 

“Everything I do here at Papahana Kuaola has been informed by the lessons I learned in the 

 
61 It is distinct languages not dialects, and “Visayan” itself is an ethnolinguistic grouping of several languages. I 
believe the labelling as “dialects” rather than languages has helped the panethnic affinities of “Filipinx,” while 
erasing deeper cultural distinctions. 
62 Tagalog, S. 2018: 220 
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Philippines 100%.”63 In this initiative he learned “how healing and transformation of land and 

people are linked,” and as the pu‘uhonua or sanctuary space in He’eia works for formerly 

incarcerated people and those overcoming addiction problems, he deduced: “We prove every 

day that we can restore land to a space that sustains us. I’ve seen that in the Philippines. We can 

take one rubbish dump, out in the middle of nowhere, and create community” in Papahana 

Kuaola.64 As I demonstrated in Chapter 3 on the well-being of na‘au (gut and mind) through 

the nourishing taro, and as Nahale-a describes above, Kim Compoc summarizes the bridges 

built between Philippine knowledge and Hawaiian knowledge exchange for well-being: 

The abundant kalo (taro) and healthy stream flows are evidence that this same 

vision is nourishing Hawaiian land and leadership today. Nahale-a also learned 

that it is fruitless to send newly rehabilitated people back to land that is still 

depleted.65 

 

6.2.2. Cultivating seagrass, limu (seaweed), and beneficial algae bloom 

In another metaphor of relation and symbiosis, seagrass66 and certain algae or seaweeds are 

benevolent helpers of the ocean near the shore on carbon absorption and transformation, 

however, there are good as well as bad forms of algae bloom. Seagrasses and seaweed are 

significant for both sustenance and climate mitigation in the form of shelter, food, and coastal 

defense. The principle of the loko i‘a lava walls in Hawaiian fish pond architecture is to cultivate 

algae within the walls for fishes to graze and grow.67 

The fishponds at their current restoration phase are mostly for smaller fish and not in abundance 

for commercial sale. This pace of restoration is described by Hi‘ilei Kawelo in a different 

temporal lens than what settlers may expect in hearing about fish sovereignty and fishpond 

restoration: “Fishpond work is dictated by the tides, which in turn is controlled by the moon, 

(…) What the tide is doing dictates what we can do.”68  Labor goes into the fixing of the stone 

 
63 Compoc 2019: 327 
64 Compoc 2019: 327 
65 Compoc 2019: 327 
66 An encyclopedic entry on seagrasses provides poetics of themes I have utilized in this work, which I want to 
highlight as actual plants with roots, unlike seaweed and algae bloom: “Seagrasses are the only botanical species 
whose ancestors recolonized the sea. This unusual group of vascular plants is generally defined as a diverse 
assemblage of angiosperm, monocotyledon plants found in brackish or more usually in marine waters of 
relatively shallow tropical and temperate regions of the world. These submerged, flowering organisms complete 
their entire life cycle underwater producing oxygen as they photosynthesize radiant energy. (…) As salt water 
plants, they influence the physical, chemical, and geological processes affecting coastal environments in which 
they live by filtering waters and dissipating wave energy.” (Merlin 2011: 746, emphasis added) 
Mark D. Merlin. 2011. “Seagrasses.” 
67 Paula Möhlenkamp, Charles K. Beebe, Margaret A. McManus, Angela H. Kawelo, Keliʻiahonui Kotubetey, 
Mirielle Lopez-Guzman, Craig E. Nelson & Rosanna ʻAnolani Alegado 2019. “Kū Hou Kuapā: Cultural Restoration 
Improves Water Budget and Water Quality Dynamics in Heʻeia Fishpond.” 
68 Kawelo 2014: 164 

https://doi.org/10.3390/su11010161
https://doi.org/10.3390/su11010161
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walls and upkeep, as well as cultivation of algae that is meant for the fish, so that they will 

come. Essentially, the upkeep and cultivation of the fishponds relies on the human interaction 

with the rocks and with the algae, and the raising of fish is through providing an abundance of 

beneficial food for the fishes to graze once they enter the rock sluices. 

Zoe Todd’s fish refraction explains how engaging with the shallow water provides a divergent 

view, which demand thinking with the bending of light dispersed from the water to catch a fish 

– while the fish has a different lens on the surface world as well. Todd’s Métis fish analogies 

of the spatiotemporal in the estuary illustrate the Indigenous resurgence through Hawaiian 

fishponds in the spacetime refusal against coloniality: 

Fish refraction, and the concomitant action of dispersion, are active processes; 

they are labour intensive; they are creative; they distort colonial framings; and 

they engage more-than-human relations in the re-imagining and refusal (…)69 

 

Todd’s shift of water perspectives also has resemblances to my manta ray descriptions. 

Since I never worked in the fishpond due to a storm warning the one time I was about to join a 

day of invasives cleanup when I was visiting Hawai‘i Island in 2015, I will connect this with 

another story in a different estuary. While the fishers in Wai‘anae are not all Kānaka Maoli but 

include Filipinx community as well, on the other side of O‘ahu at Maunalua Bay the affluent 

(white and other) settlers also practice coastal management by tending to invasive algae 

disrupting the natural ecosystem. I bring this case in, not only because of the cultural 

significance of Hawaiian science and language perpetuated in the limu or seaweed, but also 

because it illustrates another personal narrative on settler or malihini (“visitor”) actions. 

Maunalua Bay and Hawai‘i Kai are – like several of the bodies of water I illustrate in this 

chapter – artificially modified. I return to military modifications further below, but here I wish 

to exemplify the situation of “Hawai‘i Kai,” literally “Hawai‘i sea” in such a deliberate form of 

Indigenous erasure and settler naming process. The marina and suburb of Hawai‘i Kai located 

between the Mauna(-e)lua or “two mountains” of Koko Crater and Koko Head on the Southeast 

side of O‘ahu, were built after World War II by millionaire tycoon investor Henry J. Kaiser and 

included the dredging of the area for leisure watercraft. It is in the area that involved the land 

eviction of farmers in Kalama Valley.70 Traditionally the estuarine bay had also been home to 

one of the largest fishponds. 

 
Hi‘ilei Kawelo. 2014. “Fishponds, Food, and the Future in Our Past.” 
69 Todd 2018: 68 
Zoe Todd. 2018. “Refracting the State Through Human-Fish Relations.” 
70 Kaiser, the retired industrialist, disrupted the monopoly of the Big Five that had previously made Hawai‘i their 
playground including overthrowing the kingdom, but he exemplifies the land development and theme 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctt6wqsn1.28
https://jps.library.utoronto.ca/index.php/des/article/view/30393/23034
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Mālama Maunalua just happens to be the one initiative I personally became familiar with 

through a volunteer day and whose volunteer news I still follow. During the East-West Center 

international student-run enterprise of “Sustainability month” in 2013, I signed on with the 

friend organizing the field trip and another international graduate student. The work included 

stepping into the water near the shoreline and tugging the invasive seaweed that was taking the 

place of the native one, and all the other volunteers appeared to be schoolchildren. However, 

the entire effort illustrated the coming together or working together as laulima of various kinds 

of settlers or malihini to Hawai‘i. In our case we were all just transient graduate students, Nancy, 

a Macedonian-Canadian soil scientist, and Shimona, a Bangladeshi ethnobotanist, and myself. 

Thinking back on how I only became friends with Shimona through this excursion, despite her 

not being in the water but put in charge of teaching the schoolchildren the intricacies of the 

seaweed, makes this anecdote a relevant point of reference for kinship networks and settler or 

malihini aloha ‘āina, or rather hoa‘āina, as friends of and through the ‘āina.71 

 

6.3. A climate protector with an amphibious nature: mangroves in the muliwai 

or estuary as a space of convergence and symbiosis 

Kanalu Young describes the meaning of the estuary as a space where the deities of freshwater 

and saltwater, Kāne and Kanaloa, manifest their companionship as told in stories of their 

adventures: “Their physical manifestations in fresh and salt water respectively suggest the 

kūpuna placed them together because they were so often seen together in marshes, estuaries, 

and walled fishponds fed by brackish water.”72 In agricultural and aquacultural significance, 

the taro fields in proximity to the fishponds show this interaction between freshwater and 

saltwater in this materialization as well. The fishponds and estuary in particular are the intertidal 

sphere that Kanaloa’s control of the ocean extends to: 

The taro in pondfield systems of cultivation still grow from the fresh water of 

Kāne. The aquaculture of today was being done a thousand years ago by kūpuna 

who utilized the blended waters of Kāne and Kanaloa in kaloko, “walled 

fishponds” built along stretches of seacoast. Kanaloa’s ocean province was an 

extension of island, a kaloko the prime example.73 

 

 
parkification of Hawai‘i including the land evictions in Kalama Valley and the “Hawaiian Village” in Waikīkī 
(Fujikane 2021: 71; 81). 
71 In writing this subsection I really do value that one of my closest friends from Hawai‘i who likewise no longer 
lives there but on the island of Singapore, is someone I met on an excursion to the oceanside and in removing 
harmful invasives, rather than one I met at a party as the majority of the other East-West Center friendships. 
72 Young 2012 (1998): 79 
Kanalu G. Terry Young. 2012 (1998). Rethinking the Native Hawaiian Past. 
73 Young 2012 (1998): 79 
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Interpreting this space of the muliwai or estuary as a borderlands over which two central 

Hawaiian deities extend their control, it could also be said that this space is imbued with vast 

mana as well, due to this twofold manifestation. Considering this mana, and through various 

remarks and mentions in this research of exchanges and convergences in the muliwai, my 

research furthers an analytic of the muliwai or estuarine space, which informed the theorizations 

of ghost in non-linear writing. Moving out of metaphor, I will relate to this intertidal space in 

the location of Kāne‘ohe, as well as other material/geographical estuaries for this chapter. 

This analytic for envisioning solidarities is inspired by the imaginings of Tiffany Lethabo 

King’s black shoals as an offshore analytic of Black and Indigenous water- and land-based 

fluidity of being in place of both.74 However, because this analytic of the muliwai or estuary 

would not make much sense as an individual idea, I pay respect to the development of this 

thought process that illustrates its global span in my intellectual conceptualization as a 

communal one. This conceptualization originates clearly from the Pacific Islander and Kanaka 

Maoli scholar-poet-activist Muliwai Collective that converged from the Hawai‘i Review 

edition from 2015 on the topic of muliwai, as well as Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua’s reflections on 

muliwai as convergence for the UHIP-IGOV exchange in 2012.75 

At some point years ago, I set all the topics and places this Chapter 6 covers into this one space, 

which at first glance and up until January 2021 showed not much kinship relation. I could not 

argue why the points were relevant, until I conceived of the chapter as an estuarine space, like 

the previous main chapters have depicted land, skies, and ocean. The kaona or metaphors for 

analysis in this full chapter – once having looking closely at the fishes (and fishing) and 

mangroves (and invasiveness) and bamboo (and support) of Kāne‘ohe Bay in relation to 

Filipinx archipelagic parallels and solidarity – manifested the muliwai itself. 

Curiously, it was the shoals of Tiffany Lethabo King, as well as reading over what also did not 

seem like a related class final paper from an undergraduate friend at NYU.76 I came across his 

citation of the Yolngu “ganma,” a place where saltwater and freshwater meet and the 

community converges to talk-story, I saw the estuary. Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua translates muliwai in 

this way similar to the ganma as well: 

In English, a muliwai is called an estuary-a partly contained coastal body of 

brackish water fed by springs, rivers, or streams and with a free connection to 

 
74 King 2020 
75 Aikau, Goodyear-Kaʻōpua & Silva 2016 
76 I say here “may not seem (…) related,” in truth Ethan’s NYU class he wrote this paper for was with Dean 
Saranillio. I just did not expect a reference to a Northern Arnhemland estuary as a meeting place within a paper 
on Indigenous mental health to be as obvious, than if he had written on Saranillio’s larger topic of scholarship: 
Asian settler colonialism in Hawai‘i and Filipinx in particular. With this note I would also like to emphasize the 
value in intellectual ancestry that can be found through undergraduate and younger scholars’ work. 
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the ocean. In other words, it is where fresh water and seawater meet and mix. 

The muliwai is a rich environment for new growth. In Hawaiian, we call this 

water wai kai (literally fresh and sea water) or wai ‘awa ‘awa (bitter water). The 

conditions of this mixing are shaped by the landscape in which it happens.77 

 

This estuary is a metaphor and material plotline to illustrate in this particular case and narrative, 

Asian settler solidarity, but also in general, as both the Muliwai Collective and Goodyear-

Ka‘ōpua name, a space “to explain the potential productivity of our convergence.”78 A freedom 

towards the ocean and the meeting and mixing open a space of liberation beyond the land (even 

if it is perceptibly growing from the volcano in Hawai‘i), while highlighting the connection or 

relation between the waters. The emphasis on “the landscape in which it happens” again is a 

reminder that place-based relations and contexts are significant to how favorable the growth is. 

Further below I return to convergences that expand a Hawai‘i reference of the estuary and 

interweave the Blackness and Indigeneity convergence to the Australian continent, as they 

pertain to kinship and Indigenous resurgence narratives.79 

 

6.3.1. Mangroves as non-native/alien invasive plant out of place 

Mangroves are an invasive species in Hawai‘i, while they are otherwise known to be good fauna 

against coastal erosion and hurricanes. This particularity makes the obvious clear that 

Indigenous and other forms of climate change adaptation and sustainability can never one to 

one be replicated without regarding the distinct individual circumstances of a place. While 

mangroves are a great deterrent to rising waters from tsunamis and storms in the Philippines 

and were replanted in abundance after Supertyphoon Yolanda, mangroves are not the solution 

for coastal erosion or sea-level rise in Hawai‘i. Although I use the mangrove as kaona of 

invasive alienness to Hawai‘i, this does not fully translate to other “migrants” or settlers from 

the Philippines or Asia as being alien. Nevertheless, the other scientific terminology of “non-

native” is fitting, and in that case, I expand the kaona of estuarine flora and fauna to themes of 

amphibious being and adaptation. 

Incidentally, the mangroves in Hawai‘i have been found in exactly the muliwai, these brackish 

bodies of water, with scientific language illustrating their colonial nature, congregating at their 

highest density of around 70% in the military zone of Pearl Harbor: “Mangroves have colonized 

many different landforms, including tidal flats, riverbanks, fishponds, canals, protected reefs, 

 
77 Aikau, Goodyear-Kaʻōpua & Silva 2016: 170 
78 Aikau, Goodyear-Kaʻōpua & Silva 2016: 170 
79 In the Australian context I rehabilitate the negative role I attribute to the red mangrove in Hawai‘i, as there is 
no value of judgment ascribed to the plant itself, but it is a matter of “plant out of place” in Hawai‘i. As alluding 
to Mary Douglas’ “dirt is matter out of place.” 
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embayments, lagoons, and other protected areas.”80 The use of “colonized” and a contrast to 

“protected” reefs and areas here to explain an invasion of alien species strikes an ironic tone, 

as the “protected” refers to the U.S. occupied designated areas that Indigenous practitioners 

tend to not be able to access, as most restricted wildlife conservation areas. Furthermore, the 

interactions between fishponds and mangroves are explicit to this colonial dynamic, as 

mangroves growing on the walls and in the fishponds may have caused these to deteriorate for 

instance at He‘eia: “The physical protection that fishponds create provided excellent habitat for 

mangroves to colonize.”81 

With the examples above, and to counter the often promoted mangrove as a coastal resource 

that minimizes climate change induced erosion or withstands hurricanes, I argue for the 

adaptability of non-invasive non-native species that learn to support and not harm the ecosystem 

while replenishing native species to the place.82 That the lo‘i and loko i‘a agricultural and 

aquacultural systems for food sovereignty are now thriving again in He‘eia is thanks to the 

removal of the invasive mangrove species that the sugar industry once introduced to Hawai‘i in 

1902. The red mangrove (Rhizophora mangle) was incidentally imported to Hawai‘i from the 

Philippines or from Florida depending on source.83 

The red mangrove’s scientific name Rhizophora references the rhizomes or roots that are aerial. 

Although other types of mangroves do not share this scientific name of the red mangrove, the 

symbolism of aeration and breathing in and through the saltwater aligns with the following 

poem analysis by Aimee Suzara “Amphibious.” With the intertidal ebb and flow, the roots of 

the mangrove are submerged to various degrees and as pneumatophores take in the carbon 

through “breathing” in the water. The underwater roots function as shelter or nurseries for fishes 

and crustaceans, as well as other water fauna and insects. By trapping sediment in their roots, 

they limit soil erosion and in a hurricane storm surge or tsunami absorb colossal wave energy 

as well.84  

 
80 Chimner, Kaneshiro & Cormier 2006: 377 
Rodney A. Chimner, Brian Fry, Mahealani Y. Kaneshiro & Nicole Cormier. 2006. “Current Extent and Historical 
Expansion of Introduced Mangroves on O‘ahu, Hawai‘i.” 
81 Chimner, Kaneshiro & Cormier 2006: 382 
82 Ethnobotanists and conservationists in the Hawai‘i context also use terminology related to “hybridity” and 
“synergies,” and make distinctions not on pre-contact and post-contact eras, but on “pre-rat” and “pre-
European,” for hybrid restoration scenarios. 
Kimberly M. Burnett, Tamara Ticktin, Leah L. Bremer, Shimona A. Quazi, Cheryl Geslani, Christopher A. 
Wada, Natalie Kurashima, Lisa Mandle, Pua‘ala Pascua, Taina Depraetere, Dustin Wolkis, Merlin 
Edmonds, Thomas Giambelluca, Kim Falinski  & Kawika B. Winter. 2018. “Restoring to the future: Environmental, 
cultural, and management trade-offs in historical versus hybrid restoration of a highly modified ecosystem.” 
83 Möhlenkamp, Beebe et al. 2019 
84 Möhlenkamp, Beebe et al. 2019 

https://doi.org/10.1353/psc.2006.0013
https://doi.org/10.1353/psc.2006.0013
https://doi.org/10.1111/conl.12606
https://doi.org/10.1111/conl.12606
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In addition to being a breeding and feeding ground for fishes and other species sheltered by the 

mangrove’s roots, the mangrove also provides wood for human use as a biofuel or material for 

construction or cultural artefacts. Some other mangrove species have aerating roots which 

emerge against gravity from the ground on up, an apt imagery for grassroots movements rising. 

In climate adaptation measures, Hanohano Naehu describes how Kalaniua Ritte has also 

experimented with integrating the invasive mangroves into use for the Hawaiian fishpond 

system: 

“Kalaniua learned how to incorporate mangrove―an invasive species written 

off by aquaculture literature and other fishponds as invasive and merely 

destructive―as a beneficial piece of their fishpond, if it is managed correctly. 

As tides rise and storms get more frequent as the climate changes, controlled 

mangrove cultivation may help solidify the kuapā, and the kia‘i are 

experimenting with leaving stands of mangrove growing within the wall. 

Additionally, Ua has used the mangrove wood to build hale kia‘i where the kia‘i, 

community members, and their guests can lounge in the shade next to a pool.85 

 

This observation links the estuaries, invasives, and the tides, as Naehu describes the Molokai 

Island fishpond restored by the Ritte family. In 2010 a tsunami from an earthquake in Chile 

broke the fishpond wall, but in places where the mangrove was overgrowing, the wall was held 

together against the tidal force.86 

 

Suzara’s second poem “Amphibious” that I analyze in this chapter depicts the inhabitants of 

the Philippines as amphibious in nature, with visualizations of land- and sea-dwelling islanders. 

Incorporating Tagalog, Spanish, and English, the poem demonstrates multilingualism or 

syncretism of languages as being the amphibian or adaptive feature – in this case towards 

colonialism. The online-published poem includes this epigraph quote, which I will first address, 

since I found the source literature from 1609 and it puts into question some of the other 

framework: 

“These people, both men and women, seem amphibious, and to 

be able to live on water as well as on the land, so well do they 

swim and dive. Five pieces of iron were thrown into the sea to 

them for the pleasure of seeing them exercise themselves. One of 

them was skillful enough to get all five of them, and in so short a 

time, that one can regard it as marvelous.” 

 
85 Naehu in Ritte, Naehu, Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua & Warech 2019: 241, emphasis added. 
Kalaniua Ritte, Hanohano Naehu, Noelani Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua & Julie Warech. 2019. “‘Welcome to the future’: 
Restoring Keawenui Fishpond.” 
86 Ritte, Naehu, Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua & Warech 2019: 235 

https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv11smvvj.33
https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv11smvvj.33
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—observations of indigenous Filipinos by the Dutch in 1600, 

from Sucesos de las Islas Filipinas, by Antonio de Morga87 

 

The epigraph Suzara provides as inspiration for the poem is by Dutch colonists, who in their 

own colony of the Dutch East Indies, now Indonesia, would have observed corresponding 

Malay or Austronesian archipelagic kin. I initially found the quote’s observation of men and 

women being good swimmers and divers contrasted with my above narration of Filipinas (my 

aunt) not being well-acquainted with swimming (in the storm surge of a typhoon). It cannot be 

disputed that this comes from a history of Christianization and gender roles, which was not as 

much underway in the Dutch observations of the 16th century. I also knew at once in reading 

the quote that considering the proximity to the Dutch East Indies, the remarks could have likely 

occurred in the Southern Philippine islands, where the sea-based nomadic Bajau live in the Sulu 

Sea, now the borderlands of Malaysia and Indonesia near the island of Borneo.88 A related 

kinship narrative I add here now may put the quote and the poetry analysis back into the context 

as Suzara intended and as fits this dissertation, without skipping over a historical and 

geographic misinterpretation: 

Anecdote is not data, but even in Berlin I found myself giving informal swimming “lessons” to 

a California Filipina.89 The amusing part is that even if being from California did not necessarily 

mean regularly going to bodies of water to swim, Teresa informed me that her parents migrated 

to the Bay Area from Saipan in the Northern Marianas, where they had been diving instructors. 

Apparently being diving instructors in a region with the deepest ocean depth that the Marianas 

Trench holds in the Pacific and on Earth, does not mean swimming lessons for land-based 

children. However, within very few lessons of paddling in a shallow public beginner’s pool – 

or as it is called in Germany: the non-swimmer’s pool – Teresa decided she wanted to try 

swimming in the main pool, and I felt she was ready. 

 
87 This is information she provides with the poem, epigraph, and endnotes for translation on the poets.org 
website. “indigenous Filipinos” is an attribution by Suzara here, but would also not be applicable to the time 
period, when “Filipinos” referred to Philippine-born (white European) Spanish, and the term would have been 
“Indios.” 
See also: “The Spaniards, like Columbus, tendentiously misnamed the native inhabitants of las islas Filipinas 
indios, placing them in the same racial pot as the inhabitants of the New World. The term Filipino likewise had 
curious beginnings. As late as the end of the nineteenth century, it referred to the sons and daughters of Spanish 
parents born in Filipinas.” (Rafael 2000: 6) 
88 Andaya 2020 
89 We met through her German boyfriend at the time, with whom I had given a class presentation with on 
Maunakea and Occupy, when I was auditing a “U.S. social movements” course in my Humboldt-Universität 
department. Before they ultimately broke up years ago, I came by to their place once to cook chicken adobo for 
them, but she later became vegan. Both the break-up and veganism are unrelated to my cooking, but I am 
grateful that I could feed her adobo before she would never have crossed my path in Berlin otherwise. I was not 
required to give a presentation in a class I was not taking for credits, but it was in my genuine interest to talk 
about the Mauna Kea protectors, and that led to meeting Teresa. 
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We had spent a few weeks in the beginner’s pool, and it was apparent I was teaching her how 

to stay above water with a board and other floating devices that I picked out of the public 

poolside pile. It is not unexpected that the lifeguards kept an eye on us when we entered the 

large pool that was not of standing depth. One lifeguard called out to us in German if we could 

swim, but when Teresa was made to prove if she could do a basic head-above-water breaststroke 

across a 2- or 3-meter corner, she succeeded. Teresa had either been a quick learner, or 

previously knew basic floating skills and had no panic nerve before insisting to me that I needed 

to teach her “how to swim.” My own swimming lessons before school swimming in weekly 

lessons in Papua New Guinea, had been by an older Filipina-German family friend in the 

apartment complex pool next door to the school. 

Returning to the epigraph, after looking into the source literature by de Morga90 citing Dutch 

colonists of the same time period, it is apparent that both the Dutch mariner Olivier van Noordt 

and the Spanish historian Antonio de Morga are not referring to Islanders of the Philippines. 

They are also not referring to the sea nomadic Bajau near Malaysia and Indonesia. The epigraph 

quote is in fact about the CHamoru Islanders of what is now the Northern Marianas or Guåhan, 

to the East of the Philippines. The epigraph quote is cut from the reference of the ship’s route 

to the Philippines from the “Islas Ladrones,” where the ladrones are the “thieves,” named thusly 

by Ferdinand Magellan and the Spaniards for the same observation of pursuing the iron coins 

cast into the sea the Marianas Islanders dived for.91 

I believe my narration of Teresa’s learning how to swim in a Berlin public pool, despite her 

parents being diving instructors migrating from the Philippines to the U.S. Northern Marianas 

to California, as well as my own swimming lineage from a Filipina in a Papua New Guinea 

apartment complex, links these islands in the Pacific and our stories in their Oceanic heritage 

to the intention I had in selecting Suzara’s poem for this chapter. The poem also incidentally 

relates back to my own narration in the previous Chapter 5 of breathing underwater. 

 

Amphibious – Aimee Suzara92 

To be amphibious 

is to breathe underwater 

gills and fins 

illuminated in a flash of sun 

to be sirenos1 

es amar el mar 

es tener cuerpos de agua2 

 
90 Antonio de Morga. 1609. Sucesos de Las Islas Filipinas. 
91 De Morga 1609 
92 Aimee Suzara. 2020. “Amphibious.” 

https://poets.org/poem/amphibious
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desfrutar how the sea dances 

along our spines 

how it fills our hair 

makes us weightless 

 

We do not care if we are seen 

taken as entertainment 

desnudos 

observados en un acto sagrado3 

 

Our brown bodies split the water 

no para conquista 

kundi para sa unyon4 

 

Our bangka5 are extensions 

of our katawan ng tubig6. 

Do you know which hands carved this wood? 

Mula saang mga puno?7 

Whose spirits guide us to the other side? 

 

Hindi namin kailangan ng mga mapa8 

Hindi namin kailangan ng mga kumpas 

Feel the immense dagat move beneath us 

 

Can you feel it, through the thick hulls 

of your conquering vessels? 

 

We do not disrupt the harmony of things. 

 

Can you plunge your hand into the sea 

and bring up a fish? 

Can you split one into two thousand pieces 

so that every mouth is filled? 

Can you perform such the miracles 

you describe in your holy book? 

 

Watched by mga anito9, 

todos los seres vivos 

nos protegen10 

 

Bawat plankton, bawat maliit na hipon, 

bawat nabubuhay na bagay11 

 

Ser anfibias 

upang maging kasuwato sa dagat12 

is to breathe underwater. 

 

The footnotes Suzara provides: 

1Both in Filipino and Spanish, this refers to mermen, but in Filipino folklore, while also including a 

version of a tantalizing creature (usually female) that leads fishermen to their deaths, sirenas/sirenos 
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are also engkantos or spirit-guardians of the sea. The colonial and indigenous influences in this 

mythology are both evident. 
2“is to love the sea/is to have bodies of water” 
3“naked/observed in a sacred act” 
4These two lines show how Tagalog incorporated Spanish as one sees the shared words; it goes from 

Spanish, “not for conquest” to Tagalog “but for union” 
5Bangka are Filipino outrigger boats with ancient origins that are carved from wood; it was believed 

that the spirit of the tree or an anito (guardian spirit) was imbued in the boat, especially through 

ritual consecration. 
6“Bodies of water” 
7“From which trees?” 
8“We do not need maps / We do not need compasses” 
9anito are ancestors, nature spirits, or deities in precolonial, indigenous Filipino systems, which were 

animistic. The word also can refer to statues and figures representing the spirits. 
10“All living beings / protect us” 
11“Each plankton, each tiny shrimp / each living thing” 
12“To be in harmony with the sea” 

 

In Suzara’s poem “Amphibious” the protagonist is a “we” and a possessive form of “our” is 

referenced in the narration from lines 9 to 29, but before and after this, with the Spanish lines 

in particular, the verb form is a generic “to be.” The lines referring to a “you” of the reader are 

all phrased as questions of “Can you…?” and it is noteworthy here that while the Catholic 

Spaniards who are being more directly interrogated by these, have more than one form of “you,” 

Tagalog has more than one form for “we” and “our.”93 It is in particular this tension of feeling 

(and thus knowing) the force of the ocean that sets apart the islanders being “us” with the sea, 

and the dominance and superiority of the Conquistadores to “conquer” not just the people but 

the ocean: 

Feel the immense dagat move beneath us 

 

Can you feel it, through the thick hulls 

of your conquering vessels? 

 

Leaning on Édouard Glissant’s Oceanic dialectical theories that “The dialectic between inside 

and outside is reflected in the relationship of land and sea,” Suzara’s imagery of this contrast 

conjures a border between the amphibious islanders from being engulfed by the conquistadores, 

remaining outside of the colonial vanishing, but inside with the sea.94 This inside and outside 

border replicates the linguistic distinction between the Austronesian personal pronouns of “we 

(inclusive)” and “we (exclusive),” and the Spanish “you (formal)” and “you (informal).”95 

 
93 Like Hawaiian and other Austronesian languages, as mentioned previously. 
94 Glissant 1989: 139 
95 In Tagalog: “we (inclusive)”: tayo “we (exclusive)”: kami 
In Hawaiian: “we (inclusive)”: kākou “we (exclusive)”: mākou 
In Spanish: “you (formal): usted/ustedes “you (informal)”: tú/vosotras/vosotros 
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Lines 19-23 parallel the previous chapter’s poetry and navigational narratives of Hawaiian 

canoe voyaging, and lines 24-25 state in Tagalog that there is no need for maps or compass. 

The Tagalog word “bangka” (l.19) for outrigger canoe is a cognate to the Hawaiian wa‘a and 

other Polynesian counterparts. A local form of political organization in the Philippines is also 

known as the barangay which is another boat, depicting the social unit of order within this 

vessel to being a land-based unit of district governance roughly equivalent to the communal 

level in rural as well as in urban areas.96 Suzara adds in her endnote 5 “with ancient origins that 

are carved from wood; it was believed that the spirit of the tree or an anito (guardian spirit) was 

imbued in the boat, especially through ritual consecration.” This process reflects the similarity 

of the Hawaiian canoes being carved from wood that in their tree form, as well as in their canoe 

form are imbued with ritual blessing and mana. 

“of our katawan ng tubig” (l.20) plays with the double meaning of “bodies of water,” and 

personifies the canoe to be one and the same as the body and as the gilled and finned merperson 

(ll.3;5), much like Tui Scanlan’s parallel imagery of the canoe being the extension of the 

voyager, and the voyager being the extension of the water beings (as manifestations of the ocean 

deity Kanaloa) and the ocean. Line 7’s Spanish “tener cuerpos de agua” of the siren or 

merperson is the direct translation to the Tagalog of line 20 of the anthropomorphic canoe. 

As in her previous poem on the Supertyphoon analyzed above, Suzara incorporates the hands 

and their agency, in line 21 to carve the wood of the bangka, and again in lines 30-31 to fish in 

the sea with bare hands. Both actions refer to a self-sufficiency of living from and with the sea, 

and as she notes “We do not disrupt the harmony of things.” (l.29) This line is the only single 

one that ends on a full stop, as if a pious declaration, and in contrast to the Catholic references, 

invoking a sense of the exclusive “we.” This “we” is inclusive of the sea and the people, going 

by the coalescing of “Feel the immense dagat move beneath us” (l.26). Lines 32-35 allude to 

Jesus and the miracle of breaking bread and fish to feed the masses and is the only Christian 

allegory Suzara mentions here in addition to the “sacred act” of nude swimming in lines 14-15, 

in juxtaposition to the animist beliefs she mentions throughout. This animistic sacredness of 

swimming in and being with the sea is made apparent in the “mga anito” that watch over (l.36) 

and “todos los seres vivos/nos protegen” (ll.36-37; “All living beings / protect us” endnote 

translation), where it is the beings and nature that protect “us.” The purpose of the plural but 

unspecified “mga” stands in distinction to the “todos” and the “bawat” or “all” and “each” 

explaining the plankton, “tiny shrimp,” and littlest beings. The use of these various 

 
96 Abinales & Amoroso 2005: 27 
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denominators could suggest the breadth of the all-encompassing “spirits,” which are imbued 

within “each” and “all” and “us,” with blurry borders of being. 

The poem ends on a trilingual sentence in Spanish, Tagalog, then English, where “ser anfibias” 

(l.41) corresponds to the opening of “to be amphibious” (l.1), and lines 43 and 2 are identical. 

However, line 42 wholly in Tagalog is placed in between these two colonial languages and she 

translates it in endnote 12 as “To be in harmony with the sea,” illustrating the disharmony or 

imbalance between the two colonial languages it interjects or splits in two like “Our brown 

bodies split the water” (l.16). This line 42 is also an extension of the declarations of lines 26 

and 29 of moving and being in harmony with the sea. The only other instance where Suzara 

interchanges from Spanish to Tagalog within one sentence is the following “no para 

conquista/kundi para sa union” (ll.17-18), which likewise depicts this notion of unequal power 

dynamics and union. The explanation given is “These two lines show how Tagalog incorporated 

Spanish as one sees the shared words; it goes from Spanish, ‘not for conquest’ to Tagalog ‘but 

for union’” (endnote 4), noting that the Spanish word “para” or “for” as well as “union” (and 

indisputably “conquista” too) is in daily use in Tagalog.97 

Suzara’s poem illuminates the autonomy of Philippine Islanders from being disrupted by 

colonial powers, and the same colonial powers of Spain and the USA would apply to the Islas 

Ladrones or Marianas Islands (wherein the Northern Marianas were separated from the U.S. 

Territory of Guam to be German colonies in 1898).  Her choice of swimming and water bodies 

relates the amphibiousness to an Oceanic imagery that also disrupts the colonial and 

geopolitical borders of Southeast “Asia” and “the Pacific Islands.” 

The characteristic significant to what makes the islanders Other to the colonists, is the moving 

and being-with the sea. There is a shared unified space between these islanders (in collectivism 

or kapwa) with the ocean, the feeling and knowing no separation to all beings and within this 

shared space. Further, speaking on the amphibious nature, this could in metaphorical sense 

relate to migrants from the Philippines being adaptive towards the Hawaiian archipelago both 

in climate and practices, as seen above in the fishing symbiotics. It could also essentially refer 

 
97 For more insights on Philippine maritime history within and beyond the Spanish galleon trade, including 
reaching Alaska and Hawai‘i and other Pacific Islands before the plantation era of the Hawaiian Kingdom: 
“‘Anthoney, a Manila-man’ died at Maui early in 1790, ‘John Mando’ visited Hawai'i during that year, in 1793 the 
explorer Malaspina took [Manilamen] to New Zealand and Australia, while the ‘Mercury’ from Manila probably 
did the same in 1797. ‘Tommy Manila’ was living wit[h] the Maoris soon after that, while yet another ‘Charley 
the Malay’ was at Tonga from 1802 to 1804 or longer. Some contacts between Manila based sandalwood traders 
and Fiji began in 1804 and seem to have continued to bring some [Manilamen] to Fiji for some decades.” 
(Richards 1983: 55 cited in Aguilar 2012: 369) 
Filomeno V. Aguilar. 2012. “Manilamen and seafaring: engaging the maritime world beyond the Spanish realm.” 

doi:10.1017/S1740022812000241
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to any diaspora adapting to a new environment, while not fully assimilating and losing (or made 

to lose) their own customs and values. 

A remarkable phenomenon is the seafaring history of Philippine mariners during the Spanish 

galleon trade and beyond, a legacy that is perpetuated on cruise and cargo ships until today and 

in the COVID-19 lockdowns means being stranded in ports across the globe.98 The so-called 

“Manilamen” played a significant role as crew onboard the 250-year Manila-Acapulco galleon 

trade, and were not deterred from marooning in what is now Mexico or Peru, instead of making 

the long voyage back home.99 In these histories, the Philippine Islanders took the conditions 

provided to them by the Spaniards,100 and easily adapted to new environments bringing their 

own practices, like that of distilling palm wine and farming to the Americas. 

In particular, I noted the estuarine story of the Manilamen who deserted to Louisiana and 

established a fishing village called St. Malo in the brackish water bayou, where they introduced 

a shrimp drying technique and how to preserve fish in vinegar and garlic (this is the fundamental 

adobo).101 The original St. Malo settlement was destroyed in a hurricane in 1915, and ironically, 

some of this history has been lost in the historian archives after Hurricane Katrina.102 In further 

irony, Michael Salgarolo who most recently visited and researches the settlement, remarked 

that the offshore fossil fuel industry named a rig the “St. Malo,” bringing these interactions of 

stronger storms and carbon emissions into a loop of causality and erasure.103 

 

6.3.2. Estuarine fortresses of bamboo and pearls 

In a different metaphor of amphibious aliens that have not adapted as much as invaded the 

place, I return to the location of Kāne‘ohe Bay and the He‘eia fishpond for military concerns. 

The bay houses the U.S. Marine Corps Base Kāne‘ohe and its amphibious combat bodies 

(mechanic landing craft and human forces), and these features are a shared imagery of  the U.S. 

 
98 One cousin from Tacloban was away as a crewman on a ship when Supertyphoon Yolanda struck the family 
house and fish farm. 
99 The histories are complicated to trace, since many Spanish ship lists referred to “Malays,” “Chinese,” or 
“Indios,” meaning Philippine Islanders in all cases. Until the U.S. Census listed “Filipino” as an identity, the label 
Manilamen was used throughout the seafaring history to Liverpool and Australia and Singapore. It was seemingly 
ungendered in regions where many had families or children were listed as such, like in Australian pearl-farming 
communities, remained a generic “national” identity. 
“These former seamen took up occupations as farmers, distillers of tuba (palm wine), craftsmen, militiamen, 
barbers cum-phlebotomists, peddlers, and so on. The Philippine natives and their descendants formed a mixed-
race, low-caste enclave in Mexican colonial society, which nonetheless left a mark on mainstream Mexican 
culture and gave it an ‘Oriental heritage.’” (Aguilar 2012: 367) 
100 “Spanish galleons carried thousands of “indios chinos” from the Philippines to modern-day Mexico, often as 
slaves or impressed seamen.” (Salgarolo 2020: 26, Endnote 23) 
101 Michael Menor Salgarolo. 2020. “Journeys to St. Malo: a history of Filipino Louisiana.” 
102 Salgarolo 2020: 17; 20 
103 Salgarolo 2020 

https://doi.org/10.1080/13642529.2020.1831279
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presence in both Hawai‘i and the Philippines. Regarding Asian cultural tropes and supportive 

rather than suffocating plants, the ‘ohe in the name of Kāne‘ohe refers to bamboo. A symbol of 

East and Southeast Asian and archipelagic flora, I use it in this chapter as an easy stand-in for 

adaptive and supportive – withstanding of hurricane force gales as bamboo scaffolding does in 

skyscraper construction – Asian settler aloha ‘āina. 

The geography of the bay housing the marine base is disturbed and rearranged through this 

invasion. Like Pu‘uloa was dredged as an ancient fishpond estuary to make space for Pearl 

Harbor, or Ke‘ehi Lagoon’s fishing village and ponds were dredged for the Honolulu Harbor 

and airport, Kāne‘ohe was stripped of coral flats, original sandbars or shoals, and its bamboo to 

make space for the Marines and their amphibious warcraft. I bring together these three locations 

to interrogate the erasure and destruction of fishponds – meaning traditional practices for 

subsistence – for the U.S. military, which is named as one of the state’s largest employers and 

sources of income after tourism. 

The dredging of Ke‘ehi Lagoon included the destruction of the military Fort Kamehameha, 

which did not serve its purpose in the defense of Pearl Harbor in an aerial attack.104 The most 

striking factor of this semblance is that if Pu‘uloa had remained an epicenter of estuarine 

fishing, the World War II holdings that made Pearl Harbor and Hawai‘i an attractive target for 

the Imperial Japanese Army, would not have been made the epicenter of aerial and marine 

combat. Concurrently and often swept under the table with the bombing of Pearl Harbor and 

Hawai‘i as U.S. Territory, Manila was being attacked by the Japanese forces a few hours later 

from December 8, 1941. The settler erasure that renamed Pu‘uloa as Pearl Harbor also made 

ambiguous the fact that Manila “the Pearl of the Orient”105 was a U.S. metropolis that received 

direct World War II gunfire and made an “open city” to Japanese occupation. The Philippines 

suffered the largest number of U.S. civilian casualties of World War II combat.106 

Corregidor Island – in its literal form amphibian with the shape of a juvenile tadpole – in Manila 

Bay, became the stronghold the U.S. military and Philippine government retreated to after the 

Battle for the Philippines. The Manila Bay Island fortress again became American upon the 

 
104 S. Joe Estores & Ty P. Kāwika Tengan. 2019. “Sources of Sustainment. Fort Kamehameha and Ahua Point.” 
105 It could appear as an Oriental trope and a colonial theme (much like Sāmoa was the German Empire’s “Pearl 
of the South Seas”) to refer to Manila as this, but the Philippine National Anthem includes the term “Perlas ng 
Silangan” as well. 
106 While Japanese military history can be blatantly revisionist, the U.S. military history that recounts the Battle 
of Manila and U.S. destruction of the Spanish Fort Intramuros and center of Old Manila to besiege the Japanese, 
does not appear to sanitize its own combat destruction as much. The history as depicted by Robert Ross Smith 
even lists the amount of artillery and destruction in retaking Manila from the Japanese, proving that the larger 
part of the city’s destruction was by U.S. and not Japanese forces. 
Robert Ross Smith. 1963. Triumph in the Philippines. 

https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv11smvvj.15
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return of Douglas MacArthur and his troops in 1945, after allowing the Japanese to take hold 

of the territory for several of its most violent years 1942-45. Here, a disruption in the flow of 

U.S. imperialism can be encountered with the intrusion of the Japanese. U.S. colonial history 

of benevolent assimilation in both places are constructed as the lesser evil to Japanese 

occupation. While the Philippines was directly “placed” in the hands of the Japanese Empire 

and its Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere,107 the large Asian population of Hawai‘i, many 

of which were Japanese-Americans, stand in contrast to the white savior that “protected” or 

reclaimed the territory. My choice of placed and protected is deliberate to invoke the facts not 

questioned in U.S. military history: had Manila not been a part of the U.S. Empire, its appeal 

to the Japanese Imperial Army may have warranted less artillery fire, like the other Southeast 

Asian capitals were spared, including the Dutch East Indies under Japanese occupation. 

The reluctance to paint both territories as “American” in the national consciousness was a subtle 

act from President Roosevelt in Washington D.C. for news and political commentary to the 

attacks on Pearl Harbor and Manila.108 Thus, the attack on Manila was not factored into the 

national identity in 1941 as Pearl Harbor continues to be. If the Philippines had not “regained” 

independence109 upon MacArthur’s liberation from the Japanese through amphibious re-

/invasion,110 this national imagery may have been perpetuated differently in the U.S. memory 

of World War II.111 This national remembering of Pearl Harbor is what legitimizes the 

expansion of U.S. military in Hawai‘i and other U.S. territories under the Pacific Command. 

 
107 Immerwahr notes that General Douglas MacArthur “too, was incensed. The Philippines—the site of his 
father’s glory, his adopted home—was being treated as a sacrifice zone.” (Immerwahr 2018: n.p.) 
Roosevelt had phrased a retreat as: “It was bitter for us not to be able to land a million men in a thousand ships 
in the Philippine Islands,” to which President of the Philippines Manuel Quezon angrily exclaimed: “I cannot stand 
this constant reference to England, to Europe. I am here and my people are here under the heels of a conqueror,” 
“How typically American to writhe in anguish at the fate of a distant cousin while a daughter is being raped in 
the back room.” (Immerwahr 2018: n.p.) 
Daniel Immerwahr. 2018. How to Hide an Empire. A History of the Greater United States. 
Diachronically analogous to this imagery, Chibana’s research highlights the post-war military build-up by Japan 
in Okinawa as “Japan’s prostituted daughter.” (Chibana 2013: 145) 
Megumi Chibana. 2013. “Striving for Land, Sea, and Life: The Okinawan Demilitarization Movement.” 
108 Franklin Delano Roosevelt. 1941. “A date which will live in infamy.” 
109 The Philippines celebrates independence from 1898 upon the Spanish-American War territorial trade with the 
Treaty of Paris, despite the Philippine-American War and being a U.S. Territory and Commonwealth until after 
World War II. I would question how in the Philippine national consciousness independence is from Spain, but 
being a colony or neocolony of the USA does not factor into this imagining of “independence.” Dylan Rodríguez 
has brought up the description of the “Filipino condition” being in “suspended apocalypse.” 
Dylan Rodríguez. 2010. Suspended Apocalypse. White Supremacy, Genocide, and the Filipino Condition. 
110 “In October 1944 more than two hundred thousand of MacArthur’s troops began their assault on the 
Philippines, shutting down sea-lanes and storming the beaches. MacArthur himself waded ashore on the island 
of Leyte, south of Luzon, on October 20, 1944. ‘I have returned,’ he announced to the Filipino people by radio. 
‘Rally to me.’” (Immerwahr 2018: n.p.) 
111 “(…) the history and politics of the self-invisibility of U.S. imperialism (at least since 1898) had everything to 
do with the conspicuous invisibilization—in academic and public culture conversations—of the Philippines, 

https://www.uog.edu/_resources/files/schools-and-colleges/college-of-liberal-arts-and-social-sciences/chibana_striving-land-sea-life.pdf
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I link these stories of World War II justification for military presence in Hawai‘i and Asia-

Pacific as synchronized to Asian settler efforts in demilitarization “DeTours” and Indigenous 

resurgence in the form of aquacultural practices. The examples of Wai‘anae and the Mākua 

pu‘uhonua that revolve around fishing communities and self-autonomous spaces against 

houselessness show how any unwelcome Indigenous existence is contested by militarization. 

Sand Island in Ke‘ehi Lagoon was home to an autonomous fishing village that was retaken by 

the state in 1980, not because the island itself is a fertile space for the military to access, but 

because of the need to remove Indigenous houseless communities. As early as the 1870s, 

however, the military interest in Hawaiian estuaries was apparent, and Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua & 

Kuwada describing Pu‘uloa as “an important and productive estuary and fishery,” add that 

“Pu‘uloa was the best option for a deep-draft harbor in the Northern Pacific, and the U.S. 

military eyed it as the key to maritime control of the Pacific region.”112 

Similar to Mei-Singh’s interactions with the fishers in Wai‘anae, whose fishing practices and 

community are hindered from the barricades by the U.S. military, the Kāne‘ohe Bay defenses 

perpetuate these “carceral geographies” that are only slowly being challenged by the 

refortification of the fishponds and their lava stonewalls.113 The challenge of these barricades 

is to counter them with stronger ones until they crumble under that unified solidarity. The 

muliwai of Kāne‘ohe can act as such a solidarity space, as compared to Pu‘uloa, the pu‘uhonua 

or pocket of community resistance here remained dormant enough to be resurgent when time 

allowed for it. 

As described in the previous chapter on military pollution, this interaction of rising 

temperatures, dredged coral reefs, military sewage, all factor in on accelerating destruction in 

this intertidal space. The estuarine ecosystem is not only invaded by the mangroves in 

Kāne‘ohe, but also by the contamination of the military facilities. Yet the lava walls have been 

restored to their utility as fishpond walls, and the removal of mangroves have minimized the 

foreign symbiosis causing water pollution.114 To bring in the positive imagery for settler 

solidarity and climate action in this space, I highlight the original ‘ohe or bamboo of the bay.115 

 
Filipinos, Filipino Americans, and all other peoples and territories imperialized by the United States” 
Campomanes in Tiongson 2006: 33) 
Antonio T. Jr. Tiongson. 2006. “On Filipinos, Filipino Americans, and U.S. Imperialism. Interview with Oscar V. 
Campomanes.” 
112 Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua & Kuwada 2018: 5 
Noelani Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua, & Bryan Kamaoli Kuwada. 2018. “Making Aha Independent.” 
113 Mei-Singh 2016; Laurel Mei-Singh. 2019. “Accompaniment Through Carceral Geographies.” 
114 Möhlenkamp, Beebe et al. 2019 
115 All images of bamboo and Kāne‘ohe Bay demilitarization are inspired by Yamashiro and Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua’s 
work on decolonized futures, which I first encountered in a workshop during the “Creating Futures Rooted in 
Wonder: Bridges Between Indigenous Science Fiction and Fairy Tale Studies.” This event was one of the 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/48563018
https://doi.org/10.1111/anti.12589
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A commonly known and told creation story in the Philippines is that of Malakas (strong) and 

Maganda (beautiful), who sprung out from a bamboo stalk split in half. This description of 

splitting in half the sea by “brown bodies” is alluded to by Suzara in her poem, and I believe 

this is related to the folklore of Malakas and Maganda.116 Like the mangrove, the bamboo 

performs as a climate defender in the form of being a plant that is a massive carbon sink. Like 

the mangrove, the bamboo also endures in saltwater. The bamboo, however, is not invasive to 

Hawai‘i, and the place name of Kāne‘ohe Bay demonstrates a home for it. The Indigenous place 

names in Hawai‘i tell a story, and while the name of Kāne‘ohe relates to a bamboo knife and 

its sharpness, it gives fact to the condition that bamboo is not alien or invasive to the land, after 

being brought to the islands by Polynesian migration.117 

The Philippine housing of the “bahay kubo” or nipa hut, is a stilt house with thatched roof made 

of bamboo to endure flooding in the rainy season or by the waterside, and easy to rebuild after 

natural disaster. To relate the role of the bamboo in the estuary, Hawai‘i, the Philippines, and 

as climate defense, I could list hundreds, but in brief and depending on species it can act: as 

food, as biofuel, as housing with architectural resilience against winds, and as furniture, or arts 

and music, and for daily tools including as farming, hunting, and fishing equipment in the form 

of knives, spears, catchment nets and baskets. 

Hawaiian mo‘olelo or stories of place often make passing reference to the use of bamboo poles 

or knives in fishing, which in the metaphors of this chapter highlights the role of bamboo as a 

preferable climate-resilient flora over mangroves near fishponds and estuaries. Even this 

humble newspaper story in the Hawaiian Gazette about a Maui fishing community from 1910 

elucidates the relationship of fishing practices to bamboo: 

On the Kīpahulu side of this gulch is a grass house, the occupants of which, 

judging by the number of bamboos about the place, do a good deal of fishing. 

This house is very picturesquely situated. For a way the trail led by the sea, and 

by its side I passed an ancient canoe, a sad reminder of other days, when the 

stone fences enclosed prosperous kuleanas, and when the natives were thick 

upon the countryside . . .118 

 

This newspaper article is excerpted by Davianna Pōmaika‘i McGregor with the prelude that the 

author’s “descriptions of the scattered Hawaiian households and the sights, sounds, and flavors 

 
coincidental ones I was able to attend during my 2015 trip and also introduced me to abolitionist Afrofuturism 
and Indigenous futurism through Walidah Imarisha. 
116 Like other postcolonial retellings of “Filipino” legends, I find it hard to have a definite source of this tale even 
for a region, but the adjectives are Tagalog words. 
117 The bamboo is considered a “canoe plant,” which means it came to the islands with the Polynesian canoe 
settlement. 
118 McGregor cites an unnamed author in the Hawaiian Gazette on September 6, 1910 (McGregor 2017: 119, 
ellipsis in original, emphasis added). 
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of the resources of the area provide an excellent picture of life in the district.”119 The remorseful 

reflection by the Hawaiian Gazette author’s “a sad reminder of other days (…) when the natives 

were thick upon the countryside,”  is a memory of olden times, however, it is set in the 

spatiotemporal location of 1910 (illustrating either a less or a more “ancient” canoe artefact).  

A kua‘āina or rural community on Maui in 1910 was already seen as out-moded or out-lived, 

but to me reads as a call for enacting divergent futures beyond the COVID-19 pandemic and 

climate change. The “prosperous kuleanas,” meaning the land tracts of so-called “kuleana 

lands,” can be read towards a vision of waiwai or abundant lands and lives through kuleana, in 

this explicit meaning as responsibility and accountability. 

Seagrass, mangroves, and bamboo are exemplary of climate mitigation as carbon-reducing 

flora, however, one of these causes discord, and another one depends on native species to do 

good, meaning the right balance or pono has to be found. Natural resource management in 

Hawai‘i relies on the scientists and research that find the Hawaiian Islands to be a prime hub or 

“lab” for climate conditions to emulate elsewhere,120 but the pertinent factor in my 

argumentation is rather than to invade and stifle, kuleana means the ‘āina and place have to be 

understood.121 

 

6.4. The waters connect us: environmental solidarity from Standing Rock to 

Berlin 

When laying out how I came to organize against the Dakota Access Pipeline or how I came to 

climate activism, I relay the (long and winding) relational narrative to Maunakea and having 

lived in Hawai‘i. To many this is seen as hardly adjacent, an entirely different story, but Joanne 

Barker (Lenape) in her argument of water and confluence as an analytic for Indigenous 

feminisms lays it out as well: Flint’s water crisis, the pipelines in North Dakota from the Bakken 

oilfields, and Maunakea and aloha ‘āina solidarity in and from Hawai‘i are all interrelated. On 

the one hand through imperialism and extractivism/exploitation, on the other, through an 

 
119 McGregor 2007: 119 
120 The estuary at He‘eia works in partnership with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). 
Leah L. Bremer, Kim Falinski, Casey Ching, Christopher A. Wada, Kimberly M. Burnett, Kanekoa Kukea-Shultz, 
Nicholas Reppun, Gregory Chun, Kirsten L.L. Oleson & Tamara Ticktin. 2018. “Biocultural Restoration of 
Traditional Agriculture: Cultural, Environmental, and Economic Outcomes of Lo‘i Kalo Restoration in He‘eia, 
O‘ahu.” 
121 My father, a marine biologist working on coastal resource management and fisheries, also has connections to 
NOAA in Hawai‘i, but I am the one that told him about mangroves being invasive to Hawai‘i (and Tahiti) against 
common perception. 
Natalie Kurashima, Jason Jeremiah, A. N. Whitehead, Jon Tulchin, Mililani Browning & Trever Duarte. 2018. “‘Āina 
Kaumaha: The Maintenance of Ancestral Principles for 21st Century Indigenous Resource Management.” 

https://doi.org/10.3390/su10124502
https://doi.org/10.3390/su10124502
https://doi.org/10.3390/su10124502
https://doi.org/10.3390/su10113975
https://doi.org/10.3390/su10113975
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Indigenous alterity that seeks to turn over the colonially imposed systems of oppression of the 

people and the subjugation of the land and water. 

Likewise, I am questioned, or it has been unclear to others in European activists’ circles, why I 

center Indigenous feminisms and the topic of Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women 

(MMIW) in climate work. The links are evident when not only the exploitation of the land and 

violence towards women are regarded as inherent to the fossil fuel industry, but also in the 

material conditions of the extractivism industry and its so-called “man camps” situated in these 

pipeline and oil areas.122 “Man” camps, because it is majority men who are in this field of work 

and that come into what is often actual or near Indigenous space, where women, girls, and 2-

Spirit, but also young Indigenous boys go missing or are found murdered after having been 

sexually abused.123 These links are made apparent in Kyle Whyte’s synthesis of the problem: 

Climate change, then, is both a gendered form of colonially imposed 

environmental change, and another intensified episode of colonialism that opens 

up Indigenous territories for capitalism and industrialization that occurs through 

gender violence.124 

 

At the same time, the oil and gas extraction that occurs in what is currently Canada across to 

the U.S. border is not only an international politic as it crosses these Indigenous lands preceding 

the national borders, but the same Canadian corporations seek a multinational land grab in the 

Philippines on Indigenous lands. Contaminating and displacing, these are often also implicated 

in the murder of Indigenous Peoples on Indigenous lands in the Philippines.125 

In the Philippines these environmental defenders are being “red-tagged” or placed into 

unproven allegiance to the Communist Party of the Philippines and its armed wing of the New 

People’s Army. The extrajudicial killings are related to the ones in the drug war, but the alleged 

loyalty puts the Indigenous populations especially in the Southern Island of Mindanao, where 

they are panethnically referred to as Lumad, into a precarious position of displacement or 

“evacuation.”126 The dangers of being an environmental defender or any activist on human 

rights have risen with a new “anti-terror bill” in the Philippines, which implicates largely 

 
122 Barker 2019: 26; Whyte 2017: 156 
123 Barker 2019: 26-27 
124 Whyte 2017: 156 
125 Anya Zoledziowski & Natashya Gutierrez. 2020. “Land Defenders Are Killed in the Philippines for Protesting 
Canadian Mining.” VICE Tipping Point. 
126 The panethnic label of “Lumad” refers to the non-Christianized Indigenous minorities of Mindanao, while the 
panethnic label of “Moro” refers to the Muslim Indigenous minorities of Mindanao. The Indigenous peoples of 
the Cordilleras region on Luzon Island, or on other islands of the archipelago are not referred to as Lumad. 
Carolyn O. Arguillas. 2021. “The IP struggle continues as NCIP red-tags and bans use of ‘Lumad,’ the collective 
word for Mindanao IPs since the late 1970s.” Minda News. 

https://www.vice.com/en/article/qj4743/land-defenders-are-killed-in-the-philippines-for-protesting-canadian-mining
https://www.vice.com/en/article/qj4743/land-defenders-are-killed-in-the-philippines-for-protesting-canadian-mining
https://www.mindanews.com/top-stories/2021/03/the-ip-struggle-continues-as-ncip-red-tags-and-bans-use-of-lumad-the-collective-word-for-mindanao-ips-since-the-late-1970s/
https://www.mindanews.com/top-stories/2021/03/the-ip-struggle-continues-as-ncip-red-tags-and-bans-use-of-lumad-the-collective-word-for-mindanao-ips-since-the-late-1970s/
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anyone who speaks up for anything against the government, and echoes the gravity of even 

being a climate activist, as youth climate activist Jefferson Estela whom I quoted above said. 

When I have spoken up at NoDAPL-related or climate justice events in Berlin, I linked these 

issues and the focus that it is easy to call out the “macho fascism” of a Trump or Duterte 

government on women and Indigenous Peoples and their lands.127 Nonetheless, Canadian Prime 

Minister Justin Trudeau, a self-proclaimed “feminist” and seen as “not a climate denier” was at 

the same time as a Women’s March 2019 speech removing Wet’suwet’en from their lands for 

the Coastal GasLink oil and gas pipeline project. It also needs to be kept in mind that the state 

violence towards the NoDAPL water protectors at Standing Rock came from the Obama 

administration.128 I spoke about the Wet’suwet’en in 2019 and 2020, but the resistance has been 

ongoing on these projects since at least 2010, or colonization.129 

 

Flint, Michigan, is Anishinaabe traditional land and the Flint River is a waterway that connects 

the Great Lakes.130 However, regarding the current population of this region, the health crisis 

due to lead pipes and the pollution in the freshwater system has disproportionally targeted the 

Black residents, making Flint an explicit factor for the Black Lives Matter movement. At the 

same time, it is through awareness of the water contamination in Flint that the fact of water 

scarcity on reservations has been pushed to the forefront as well. 

Joanne Barker notes the geography of the DAPL pipeline under the Missouri River “the main 

source of water for the reservation and a region containing many historic, cultural, and burial 

sites.”131 Moreover, the choice to reroute the pipeline through Standing Rock followed the 

 
127 The term and its usage come from Filipina climate negotiator/activist Tetet Lauron, with whom I attended 
COP23. 
128 Leanne Betasamosake Simpson outlines the dangers of neoliberal recognition politics for First Nations 
similarly, which could heed as a warning that the post-Trump Biden administration may similarly cause neoliberal 
political interests in Indigenous and climate justice to wane: 
“The idea that engagement with the settler-colonial political system changes you more than you can change it is 
something I continue to try and think very deeply about because while Glen [Coulthard] confined his critique to 
politics, you can take his theoretical intervention and apply it to all of the intertwined systems of oppression that 
make up settler colonialism—including education, organizing, and mobilization. This is timely particularly in 
Canada because we have a government that is signaling (at least in superficial ways) that liberal recognition is 
the cornerstone of its interactions with Indigenous peoples. A number of radical scholars and organizers predict 
that in these situations of liberal recognition, mass movements that might have existed under Stephen Harper 
will all but collapse.” (Simpson 2016: 29) 
129 Waziyatawin (Dakota) summarizes that in 2010, Hagwilakw, “a Wet’suwet’en elder, delivered a ‘trespass 
feather’ to Enbridge along with the clear declaration: 
‘THERE WILL BE NO PIPELINES IN OUR TERRITORIES’. They intend to protect their territory against any further 
destruction.” (Waziyatawin 2012: 81) 
Waziyatawin. 2012. “The paradox of Indigenous resurgence at the end of empire.” 
130 Barker 2019: 19, Fig. 9 Mapping water 
131 Barker 2019: 21 

https://jps.library.utoronto.ca/index.php/des/article/view/18629/15553
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decision against the pipeline crossing upstream of the state capital Bismarck, as “officials were 

concerned about the risk to the capital’s water supply in the advent of a spill.”132 This highlights 

the full environmental impact knowledge, simply rerouting the pipeline to impact others away 

from the white settlement, with implications I return to further below. Wet’suwet’en Territory, 

Flint, and Standing Rock are seen as sacrifice zones, where Indigenous and Black and other 

lower-income mostly minority ethnic populations live and is characteristic of environmental 

racism.133 

 

6.4.1. Turtle Island solidarities and waters that bind beyond the continents 

“Water is Life” applies to the Kaho‘olawe protectors as it does to the Maunakea protectors, and 

Maunakea is why I stood with Standing Rock from Berlin. As I described in the metaphors of 

abundance in Chapter 3 and the lo‘i or taro fields and relation to the kalo plant for Hawaiians, 

freshwater is what nourishes the land and the people. Dina Gilio-Whitaker (Colville 

Confederated Tribes) recapitulates the gist of these material values that “there are few issues 

more sensitive than water: its availability, quality, accessibility, and even its power to destroy 

human life and permanently alter the existence of communities.”134 

The Standing Rock camps were established in April 2016 and closed in February 2017. Barker 

notes that in August 2016, “Black Lives Matter national sent a delegation to Standing Rock and 

later issued a statement in support of #NoDAPL.”135 That same month, Kanaka Maoli doctor 

Kalamaoka‘aina Niheu joined the Standing Rock Medical Healers, describing her motivation 

and role: 

“(…) many of us in Hawai’i and elsewhere dropped what we were doing to 

answer it. Standing Rock was an indigenous-led struggle that connected the 

importance of protecting sacred waters and standing against an oppressive and 

destructive fossil fuel industry. As a physician, I knew I had highly specialized 

skills to offer. Well experienced on the front lines of indigenous nonviolent 

direct action, I hoped to offer aide in any way I could. When I arrived, many 

healers from all disciplines were already there.”136 

 

I emphasize this relationality to Niheu, because at the time I did not know her personally or 

virtually, she came to my attention when she shared my Pacific Geographies publication on 

Hawaiian sovereignty online. She had changed her Facebook profile picture to one that had the 

 
132 Barker 2019: 21 
133 Bullard & Wright 1986 
134 Gilio-Whitaker 2019: n.p. 
Dina Gilio-Whitaker. 2019. As Long As The Grass Grows.  
135 Barker 2019: 24 
136 Niheu 2019: 127, emphasis added. 
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banner of “I Stand with Standing Rock” overlaid on it but did not have her own photo, it was 

in fact a photo of the journal cover to my publication. This journal cover was a photo I had 

taken on my 2015 trip to Maunakea and was a graffiti of Queen Lili‘uokalani stylized with her 

fist raised, as is used in BLM imagery. I was told by the publication that they wished to use that 

photo I submitted for the article as the cover, so I asked in Facebook groups for Maunakea who 

the artist was for crediting, but no one seemed to know or say. 

When I first shared the article online myself, it was celebrated by the artist, Lākea Trask-Batti. 

The nephew of Haunani-Kay and Mililani Trask, with whom I had briefly spoken when on 

Maunakea and in taking the photo of his artwork which he did not credit as his there, and the 

author of one of the poems I analyzed in Chapter 4. Trask-Batti and Niheu had both taken that 

journal cover for their profiles linking Maunakea with Standing Rock and myself in Germany. 

With my change in focus on my project since the passing of Ka‘iulani Milham as a trusted 

collaborator, with whom I would have wished to continue community scholarship on aloha 

‘āina, other relationalities were revealing themselves as similarly strong and valuable in a 

meaningful way. Among those are the ones that go transcontinental ways, like through 

attending the COP23 in Bonn and building affinities with Supertyphoon Yolanda survivors, or 

Oceanic, Māori, Native American, and Dayak from Borneo delegates, or for organizing on 

NoDAPL in Berlin. 

Kēhaulani Kauanui had put me into contact with another scholar friend now based in Berlin 

who had made the “Standing Rock Syllabus,”137 Tamar Blickstein, and informed me of the first 

NoDAPL protest taking place at the U.S. Consulate in Berlin-Dahlem. Blickstein and I met 

there, and also became acquainted with counselor and activist Red Haircrow (Black, Cherokee 

& Chiricahua Apache). This led to several other actions for NoDAPL including a protest with 

a call to divestment of the German regional bank BayernLB funding the pipeline, or the 

occasional instances Haircrow asked me to translate media into German or share climate 

storytelling with them on other aspects of their work.138  

I once informed Ethan Fraenkel of a Maunakea action in New York City, and this action at 

Washington Square Park in turn linked Maunakea with Puerto Rico due to the solidarities 

shown there.139 Tamar and Ethan brought me up to date with Jewish Antizionism and the 

Palestinian struggle, and I had been the one to email Kauanui about the existence of the German 

 
137 NYC Stands with Standing Rock Collective. 2016. “#StandingRockSyllabus.” 
138 One of those occasions was an invitation to speak at another screening of the documentary “Forget 
Winnetou” on German “Indianthusiam” and racial fetishization of Indigenous cultures especially Native 
Americans through the German book series Winnetou by famed 19th century author Karl May. 
139 At this time we only knew each other from Twitter, by now we met and this work has been greatly influenced 
and read over with comments by him. 

https://nycstandswithstandingrock.wordpress.com/standingrocksyllabus/
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Antideutsch who do not like public lectures on “settler colonialism” and could protest her, 

before she even came to Berlin.140 Later on, Ethan took an online class after his abruptly 

shortened NYU Berlin stay from COVID-19 campus closure with Dean Saranillio on Hawai‘i 

and Asian settler colonialism. 

 

I had met Kēhaulani Kauanui in person in Berlin after first reaching out via email, when I found 

out I was going to miss her lecture in the Potsdam Universität American Studies department 

while at a Social Anthropology conference in the UK. We coordinated to meet later in the week 

when I returned for a Berlin guided tour by Syrian refugees. The tour depicted the historical 

parallels of Berlin taking in the Huguenot Protestant exiles from France, as well as further 

historical parallels of a city at war, with the situation that led thousands of Syrians to flee the 

Syrian Civil War to come to Europe and Germany in particular. 

Afterwards the Syrian guide Mohamed took us to an uncle’s restaurant in Berlin-Wedding, and 

we feasted in a shared meal, a particularity I want and need to highlight, because of the role of 

food in migration and kinship. Another Syrian refugee was at the tour as well, just taking in the 

stories for himself and to find community, and months later he reached out to me on Facebook 

inquiring if I could help read over a university essay he needed to submit for re-enrollment.141 

This essay depicted the strife and dangers of leaving Aleppo, with lost passports and accusations 

of theft and deception, and the actual hazardous migratory route by boat in the Mediterranean.142 

The reason I feature this is because not only did this analogy of learning about Syrian civil war 

and exile bring me to meeting Kauanui in person, but we also agreed to meet the following day 

for a scheduled Black Lives Matter protest through Berlin, bringing me to my larger point of 

this chapter: All these struggles are interrelated, yet we encounter them in different spaces from 

which we can endorse place-based actions.143 Kauanui’s work on settler colonialism in 

Palestine highlights struggles that are shared between Black Lives in the USA and in Germany, 

with the role of solidarity to Indigenous struggles in Hawai‘i and Palestine. The land protection 

movements of the North American continent are interlinked with the Hawaiian ones,144 and the 

 
140 Barker also cites these various interlinked struggles for Standing Rock, naming BLM and Palestine in particular. 
(Barker 2019: 24) 
141 The story of his disenrollment from a U.S. satellite college is another tragedy of the German and U.S. 
bureaucratic system and due to political machinations of the Syrian government reaching to Berlin. 
142 As a thank you for this, he invited me to a shared meal which we had at a nearby halal Arab chicken rotisserie 
shop in my neighborhood of Berlin-Moabit, located across from a Syrian pastry shop called “Damaskus” founded 
by recent refugees from 2015. 
143 Or in virtual space as these all have shown in hashtag media acceleration. 
144 I appeared on an independent radio station in Berlin on the topic of linking Mauna Kea and Standing Rock, 
and the invitation to come up with my own music playlist was a chance I took to relate Aboriginal Australian and 
West Papua to these continental and Hawaiian struggles as well in shared music. 
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pipeline projects springing from the Alberta tar sands in Canada, like the Keystone XL pipeline, 

illustrate the interconnectedness of the destruction of lands across settler borders. The Canadian 

mining projects in the Philippines endanger the lives of environmental defenders and human 

rights activists there, but being vocal about the Philippine government on social media from 

Germany also implicated me in red-tagging. 

 

6.4.2. Multinational fossil fuel funding and the petrochemical industrial complex 

Underlining how much of my climate relations and kin studies began in virtual space, I was 

invited to environmental justice workshop in Warwick by scholar-activists I only knew from 

Twitter.145 Our shared evening meal was at a Palestinian restaurant to appeal to the material 

support we could offer in this place, in exchange for sustenance and community. 

In climate work in Germany, however, the spaces are minimal to non-existent to counter a white 

global North saviorism or erasure of minority voices. Frontline communities are either 

tokenized for their stories, such as mine have been by white organizers in Germany, or just not 

relevant. I still appeal to bridging that divergence of interests, if the central factor of anti-

capitalism and anti-colonialism are factored in. From a German standpoint, blame could easily 

be directed away from individuals to the corporations,146 towards the massive investment that 

goes from German banks and companies into fossil fuels. The extractivism on Turtle Island is 

emblematic of the environmental destruction, as well as the ongoing settler colonialism of the 

territories of broken treaties. 

Bismarck, the capital of North Dakota, where the pipeline was rerouted from initial planning 

for its potential to contaminate the drinking water, is strikingly named after the German 

Reichskanzler.147 The Northern Pacific Railway named the town on its route to appeal to 

German funding and entice more German immigrants to settle there.148 In addition to the 

Deutsche Bank and other German investments into the DAPL,149 the town – that was spared 

 
145 I knew I had several Berlin and Pacific contacts in common with AM Kanngieser, but I had never made it to an 
event during their stay there, including at the cultural space at the end of the street I lived in at the time, and 
they returned to Australia till that meeting in the UK. Leon Sealey-Huggins and Kanngieser both significantly 
impacted the theoretical framework of Intercommunalism and place-thought, in their scholarly kinship with 
Todd, Watts, and Narayan. 
146 Amy Goodman. 2018. “Typhoon Haiyan Survivor: Fossil Fuel Companies Killed My Family by Hastening Climate 
Change.” Democracy Now. 
147 Anton H. Richter. 1980. “‘Gebt ihr den Vorzug’: The German-Language Press of North and South Dakota.” 
148 Cathy A. Langemo. 2002. Bismarck, North Dakota. 
149 I also gave a speech on NoDAPL at another anti-Trump event when Ivanka Trump was in town for the W20, 
across the street from the Deutsche Bank event hall on the imperial avenue of Unter den Linden and a statue of 
the German emperor on horseback. 
Michelle Cook & Hugh MacMillan. 2020. “Money Talks, Banks are Talking: Dakota Access Pipeline Finance 
Aftermath.” 

https://www.democracynow.org/2018/12/12/typhoon_haiyan_survivor_fossil_fuel_companies
https://www.democracynow.org/2018/12/12/typhoon_haiyan_survivor_fossil_fuel_companies
https://escholarship.org/content/qt1043285c/qt1043285c.pdf
https://escholarship.org/content/qt1043285c/qt1043285c.pdf
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from the pipeline to be rerouted through Indigenous lands going against treaty rights with the 

Oceti Sakowin (The Great Sioux Nation) – is implicated in German settlement and imperial 

history. The railway itself is a U.S. imperial project in the pursuit of gold connecting the Great 

Lakes with the Pacific Northwest. The Indigenous names of the settlement that is now the 

Bismarck-Mandan river junction have been erased by the capitalist expansionist endeavor 

driven by the railway and the pursuit for gold.150 Peculiarly, the choice of a 19th century German 

imperialist statesman and instigator of the “Scramble for Africa” usurps the Lewis and Clark 

cartographies here as well in palimpsests of Indigenous and colonial erasure 

 

Another particularity to being German and in the field of Indigenous Studies research, where 

you are repeatedly told to engage with and listen to elders and ancestors, is the decisive rupture 

in German history of 1933-45 that incriminates those same elders as complicit if not entirely 

culpable in Nazi era German war crimes. Seeing how my existence as an Asian German, whose 

one parent is of an ethnic heritage that was multiply colonized and also under the occupation of 

Imperial Japan in WWII, my access to these ancestral stories is slightly different.151 

When I moved to Germany full-time at age 16 in 11th grade in the early 2000s, I moved in 

with/next door to my grandparents, and my grandfather being a “World War II veteran” for 

Nazi Germany also puts these relations into a nuanced experience. As pointed out by a high 

school history teacher stating that it was not normal that I was living with my grandparents and 

not parents, white German peers of my generation usually did not know their surviving 

grandparents’ war stories, nor did they partake in the everyday lives of their post-war 

grandparents as I did. In the normal setting, nuclear families of only parent/s and child/ren 

without extended generations lived together, but my parents remained in the Philippines.152 

 
150 “If we understand the term ‘German’ to mean all German speaking people, including Russian-Germans and 
Austrians in addition to immigrants from Germany itself, the Germans clearly form the largest immigrant group 
and in 1910 made up 40.6 percent of the foreign white stock (immigrants and those having at least one parent 
born in a foreign country) in South Dakota and 32.7 percent in North Dakota. They were also the most widely 
dispersed and were found in all parts of the two states. They were numerous enough in many localities to give 
the entire community a predominantly German character, and many townships, towns, and lakes have German 
names.” (Richter 1980: 192) 
Fascinatingly, it was mostly Black Sea Germans from Russia, who sought and adapted to the steppe and plains 
for their needed agricultural practices. 
U.S. Department of the Interior National Park Service. 1989. “German-Russian Wrought-Iron Cross Sites in Central 
North Dakota.” National Register of Historic Places Multiple Property Documentation Form. 
151 Than being white and with no conflict in descent against the Nuremberg Laws. 
152 The normativity was declared by the small-town history teacher. In contrast, this finds all the analogies of 
experience for Philippine migrants, where parents are in another country, and children are raised by 
grandparents. (Bumatay 2021) 
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While I do not claim Indigeneity to any group in the Philippines, I do often bring all these 

narratives to the Philippines in for the repeated relationality of being from a colony, and 

especially to be in alliance with those still oppressed by the same U.S. forces in 1898 as Hawai‘i 

or Guåhan are. The one notable parallelism I have found in my German ancestry that I find 

intriguing to the topic is that some of my 19th century ancestors are from a place called Runstedt 

in Central Germany.153 This is notable because there is no more place called Runstedt in 

Germany or on any contemporary map. Runstedt was wiped off in space over this time – not 

by aerial Allied bombs, but through human destruction from the ground on up – by lignite coal 

extraction. It is inexistent as a village but is now a barren excavated land that was depopulated 

for the purpose of industrialism and fossil fuel energies that exacerbate climate change.154 

Runstedt was also an inaccessible place from West Germany when it still existed post-war for 

being in the Soviet-occupied sector. Ever since I found this out, and also only because my 

German grandfather was a hobby genealogist tracing family history back into the 17th century, 

I have wondered what this means to my own histories. My personal German ancestry narratives 

are not severed to my grandparents through World War II, but through exactly that grandparent 

who made meticulous records of family genealogy, I was shown that a place my lineage was 

from no longer exists, and I know my relations. 

The region formed its lignite deposits through the Eocene Period when the area was a tropical 

estuary from the North Sea.155 The local floral fossils include plants common to the Philippines 

such as the Rhizophora, Avicennia, and Nypa mangrove palm, which provides the abundant 

traditional thatching on bamboo huts in the Philippines. Among the faunal fossils found in the 

area during extractivism were turtles and crocodiles that inhabited what is now Germany 

preserved in the lignite, just as other organic matter is disturbed in the soil to fuel the global 

industry of capitalist “growth.”156 

 

 
153 This story was not entirely conveyed to me when my grandfather was alive, but one I learnt from my father 
when we were looking through handwritten documents. 
154 During COP23 in Bonn, activists from the Rhineland regions being displaced in their villages for the lignite 
mining industry made relations with the 350 Pacific Climate Warriors and this shared experience of fossil fuels 
and climate crisis displacement, even within wealthy industrialized Germany. News on the destruction of a Gothic 
church in one of the Hambach Forest villages made international news, because, yes, Europeans do destroy their 
sacred places for “development” goals. 
DW. 2018. “Unused church torn down in Germany to make way for open-pit coal mine.” 
155 Walter Riegel, Olaf K. Lenz & Volker Wilde. 2015. “From Open Estuary to Meandering River in a Greenhouse 
World: An Ecological Study from the Middle Eocene of Helmstedt, Northern Germany.” 
156 Sophie Hervet. 2004. “A new genus of ‘Ptychogasteridae’ (Chelonii, Testudinoidea) from the Geiseltal (Lutetian 
of Germany).” 

https://www.dw.com/en/unused-church-torn-down-in-germany-to-make-way-for-open-pit-coal-mine/a-42089253
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.crpv.2004.01.001
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.crpv.2004.01.001
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6.5. Soil as a gift of food and breath: the value of seeds and an abundant earth 

nourished with water and nurtured with care (and some sprinkles of salt) 

Having made these global links on interrelated Black and Indigenous water and life struggles 

against state violence and corporate exploitation in the fight against environmental racism and 

climate destruction, I want to counter the climate defeatism of some global North activists and 

return to the imagery of hopeful abundance and cultures of care. In this chapter’s last poem 

analysis that incorporates all the kaona with which I seek to emphasize in decolonial futures of 

abundance against the climate crisis. This is a piece that does not focus on Hawai‘i or take place 

there; it is a Black Lives Matter (BLM) poem on Eric Garner as a horticulturist planting seeds 

in the soil for food and breath in the future. 

In this global pandemic – of a respiratory disease stemming from zoonotic transmission due to 

the infringement of industrialization on natural biospheres of animals that should not be so close 

to urban contamination – the BLM oft-repeated axiom of “I can’t breathe” plays in multiple 

warnings. The pandemic lockdowns and restrictions on events and large gatherings coincided 

with police violence against George Floyd in Minneapolis (again, his last words being “I can’t 

breathe”) or Breonna Taylor in St. Louis that led to a resurgent BLM movement in the summer 

of 2019.157 Black environmentalists havealways made these connections in a system of 

environmental racism, where some lives are more devalued than others. 

The imagery I selected this poem for beyond the references to “breath” (and in that sense both 

meanings of ea as breath and as resurgence) and COVID-19 relevant on top of the BLM 

reference, is that of soil. Ross Gay is also named as a gardener in his poet’s biography, and so 

the appeal to write on this topic of Eric Garner being a horticulturalist as well is evident. 

However, I also relate this to the last climate talk I agreed to do in Berlin, which was sharing a 

panel with members of the Black Earth Kollektiv.158 The group based out of Berlin is majorly 

led by Black women and did not initially have a name so distinct to illustrate this, but it was 

always conceived of as a BIPOC collective on environmental justice that interlinked its actions 

and talks with anticolonial work in the Berlin region and nationwide. On various municipal 

scales, the Jackson Cooperative in Jackson, Mississippi, and other local-based Black gardening 

cooperatives also enact the practice and theories of Intercommunalism, as I briefly mentioned 

in Chapter 3. 

 

 
157 A reminder that it started in Ferguson, Missouri, during the Obama administration. 
158 On this panel I spoke on MMIW and Wet’suwet’en. 
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A Small Needful Fact – Ross Gay159 

Is that Eric Garner worked 

for some time for the Parks and Rec. 

Horticultural Department, which means, 

perhaps, that with his very large hands, 

perhaps, in all likelihood, 

he put gently into the earth 

some plants which, most likely, 

some of them, in all likelihood, 

continue to grow, continue 

to do what such plants do, like house 

and feed small and necessary creatures, 

like being pleasant to touch and smell, 

like converting sunlight 

into food, like making it easier 

for us to breathe. 

 

Ross Gay’s poem “A Small Needful Fact” reads as a declaration beginning with the inclusion 

of the title in sequence with the remaining fifteen lines of the poem. The long sentence is 

separated through occasional commas for emphasis and interjections, as if perpetuating a 

sequential chain (or a reptilian mo‘o), until “for us to breathe” (“A Small Needful Fact” line 

15). In reading the last line, the declaration could also stand alone as the “fact” being “A Small 

Needful Fact (…) for us to breathe.” Gay repeats “perhaps” (ll.4-5) aligned in parallelism, as 

well as “in all likelihood” twice (ll.5;8), arguing or modifying the factuality of the declaration, 

beyond stating the fact of Garner’s employment in Parks and Recreation Horticultural 

Department. 

The imagery of “with his very large hands” (l.4) is put side by side with “he put gently in the 

earth” (l.6), to soften any supposition of overpowering strength due to the scale of his hands. 

This softening and this gentle engagement with the earth alludes to what I have previously 

described in aloha ‘āina action of laulima and working with one’s hands and together as one 

in lōkahi or unity. It further suggests the holding together and caressing something or someone, 

as in Aimee Suzara’s Supertyphoon Yolanda poem. The gentle touch to the soil also recalls 

Loke Aloua’s poem lines on feet kissing the Earth. All these kaona embody what Dian Million 

(Tanana Athabascan) calls “felt theory,” and the Hawaiian learning and experiencing of ‘ike or 

knowledge through all senses.160 

Gay’s description of “what such plants do” (l.10) is framed around spatiotemporal continuance 

and growth, with line 9 “continue to grow, continue,” again as sequential and expansive. It is 

 
159 Ross Gay. 2015. “a small needful fact.” 
160 Million 2009 

https://www.splitthisrock.org/poetry-database/poem/a-small-needful-fact
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noteworthy that Gay describes the planting of existing plants, not of seeds per se. I interpret this 

imagery as more a nurturing of juvenile or youth beings, rather than as a creator or maker of a 

microscopic existence into full being. The description of the things that plants “do,” includes 

the holistic nature of shelter, sustenance, exquisiteness of scent and form, as well as the 

scientific. 

“like converting sunlight/into food/like making it easier/for us to breathe” (ll.13-15) explains 

in simplified terms the photosynthesis of sunlight by chlorophyll into energy or “food,” and 

carbon into oxygen. At first reading without regarding the scientific process of chlorophyll and 

that the horticulture department likely utilizes plants for decoration and protection than for 

sustenance, the “food” that other than “such plants” make leads to the topic of food sovereignty 

that I began the main chapters account of taro with. On the other hand, the “house” (l.10) for 

“small and necessary creatures” (l.11) stands in imagery with the Anthropocene critique of 

housing and sheltering and giving refuge for larger creatures, the human seeking refuge from 

climate changes and warfare.161 

 

When I was hypothesizing all the imagery that “soil” conjured in my head for this poem and 

subchapter, I heard Joyce Pualani Warren give a short webinar symposium talk on Blackness 

and Pō, and the expansiveness of spacetime and a spiral that unfurled with the genesis of 

Hawaiian creation and all deities, and coral polyps, and Kānaka Maoli.162 The description 

seemed to apply in a sense to well-hydrated and fertile soil, in this reading the soil or earth has 

the potential to be an expansive time-space vortex in the form of the life cycle it unfolds to all 

organic matter that sprouts from it and returns to it. Pua Kanahele and Kalei Nu‘uhiwa explain 

how in Kanaka Maoli cosmology Haumea herself, the spirit form of Papahānaumoku the Earth 

Mother, is the potentiality from which all life grows.163 

All organic matter comes from and is kin to the soil. It is the line by Ross Gay of “continue to 

grow, continue,” which also alludes to the expansive spatiotemporal imagery.164 Moreover, 

Nālani Wilson-Hokowhitu theorizes these metaphors of Blackness and soil as linked to the 

 
161 Jairus Victor Grove. 2019. Savage Ecology. War and Geopolitics at the End of the World. 
162 Joyce Pualani Warren. 2021. “Pacific Worlds Symposium: Indigeneity, Blackness, and Resistance.” UC San 
Diego Arts and Humanities Events YouTube. 
163 Fujikane 2021: 147-148 
164 Another Hawaiian value and interpretation regarding this planting in the soil is that “burial” and “planting” 
are the same, which Ayau emphasizes on the topic of repatriation of ancestral bones: 
“(…) in Hawaiian, the word for ‘burial’ and the word for ‘planting’ is the same. In effect, we were planting our 
ancestors. The belief is that from their burial becomes growth. Physical growth because their remains are 
breaking down and they’re becoming elemental again and being part of the ground that plants actually grow 
from. And on the spiritual level, it is the infusion of their mana (spiritual essence, power; life force) into the land.” 
Edward Halealoha Ayau. 2020. “Undoing Colonialism: 30 years of Repatriation of Hawaiian Ancestors.” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GswLUF-QvIk
https://thefunambulist.net/magazine/reparations/undoing-colonialism-30-years-of-repatriation-of-hawaiian-ancestors-a-conversation-with-edward-halealoha-ayau
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importance to flip this imagery of Hawaiian consciousness from an Enlightenment to 

Endarkenment: 

Reconceiving of black is transformative because Western history is laden with 

oppressive colonial notions of the colour black, dark skin and racialisation, the 

Dark Ages, right and wrong, heaven and hell, Christian and heathen. Returning 

to our Indigenous cosmologies, reclaiming our ontologies and epistemologies, 

we engage in the process of decolonisation. We begin our liberation by 

acknowledging black as beautiful. Black as abundant. Black as the spectrum in 

unity. Black the colour of creation. […]  Darkness has the capacity to heighten 

awareness, to sharpen inward focus, and potentiality. 

Black is the colour of the earth, the soil, so it is symbolic of being rich with 

nutrients. In the words of African American scholar Cynthia Dillard, “[w]hen 

the ground is black, the ground is fertile” (2008: 277).165 

 

Soil, essentially, earth which is abundant and nourished with water and care, is not only valuable 

for growing crops for food sovereignty and planting trees to mitigate carbon emissions. It is 

also on its own a water storage system and a so-called “carbon sink” that swallows undue 

emissions for prosperity or waiwai. This waiwai and potential it provides for breath and food 

would be an infinite expanse, if – and only if – the soil or ‘āina is cared for. It is a symbiosis of 

human and non-human animal that disperses the seed and nurtures the land, which in turn has 

the land provide these gifts. 

 

6.5.1. From Indigenous place-thought to Revolutionary Intercommunalism 

While much is said in Oceanic and Diaspora Studies of roots (and routes), the actual vessel that 

holds the roots is treated as if it were not the foundation on which the roots find their strength. 

In the allegories of the mangroves in this chapter, I sought to emphasize that occasionally roots 

that are in one place and come to another can cause more harm than good. It is also the 

symbiosis of these mangrove roots in the Hawaiian muliwai with the sediment (earth) and the 

carbon that make the water and the beings living in this ecosystem “toxic” (anoxygenic).166 The 

unhealthy taking over of the mangroves in the geography they are not native to brings all things 

out of balance, no matter the good reputation this specific species of plant has as a climate 

defender in another geography. 

Holistically with aloha ‘āina, there is no need to distinguish it as ecological futures, because 

the environment and land is kin or relational to the community. Separating the communal from 

the land, contrary to global North industrialist conceptions of “conservationism” neglect to 

integrate any traditional place-based practices, such as controlled burning of forest undergrowth 

 
165 Wilson-Hokowhitu 2020: 118 
166 Möhlenkamp, Beebe et al. 2019 
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that in fact hampers the recurring threat of forest fires. In Australia as in California, the 

knowledge of these practices was so counter to the Enlightenment Man assumption that fire 

equals bad, to impede controlled burning that kept the balance of nature in this particular 

symbiotic care for the land by human-controlled fire. Now with rising temperatures and 

drought, the hindered practice is even more essential, and these are just few but obvious 

examples of place-based knowledges that are judged at face-value rather than considering that 

perhaps fire is not always bad, just as mangroves are not always good. It is exactly this ontology 

of dualism, which needs to be interrogated from place-based conditions and in-flux-ness of 

matter over time, by which I mean adaptations of ancestral or historical knowledge due to global 

capitalist changes. 

 

As Davis & Todd (Métis) prompt: “Allow us to dwell a bit in a construct of time, drawing here 

on Indigenous philosophies, as fluid, malleable, and circular,” I came to a circular and relational 

analysis of the shortcomings in contemporary understanding of global capitalism and how to 

confront it.167 Following Vanessa Watts (Haudenosaunee & Anishinaabe) and applying the 

dialectical materialist theorization of Huey P. Newton, I contend that Indigenous onto-

epistemology does not carry the dual Otherness of the hyphenation of a “human-environment,” 

as the “communal” already encompasses these social beings. These reconcile Haudenosaunee 

social structures as Marx and Engels took on from the anthropologist Henry Louis Morgan who 

studied the Iroquois [Haudenosaunee] Confederacy, as the Marxist dialectics by Newton which 

I perceive to be based on the Sub-Saharan African humanism of ubuntu are in line with this 

specific Turtle Island Indigenous place-thought.168 Watts elucidates this non-discrete social 

being-with other non-human species and the environment:  

Thus, habitats and ecosystems are better understood as societies from an 

Indigenous point of view; meaning that they have ethical structures, inter-

species treaties and agreements, and further their ability to interpret, understand 

and implement. Non-human beings are active members of society. Not only are 

 
167 Davis & Todd 2017: 771 
168 Bantu-speaking communities share this cognate word and philosophy. For me, there is little doubt that 
Newton was synthesizing Hegelian Absolute spirit and African ubuntu, but I was informed by Vazquez in personal 
communication that Newton was into Daoism, as a poetry publication with Ericka Huggins shows. Daoism has 
parallels to Hawaiian aloha ‘āina according to research by a friend at UHM. However, I conclude the origin of 
Newton’s relation to ubuntu is his saying of “I am we” as is the simplified Anglophone explanation of ubuntu 
communal being: 
“There is an old African saying, ‘I am we.’ If you met an African in ancient times and asked him who he was, he 
would reply, ‘I am we.’ This is revolutionary suicide: I, we, all of us are the one and the multitude.” (Newton 1973 
151, emphasis added). 

Andrew Soh. 2019. Weiziran (為自然) and Aloha ‘Āina: Place, Identity and Ethics of the Environment. PhD 

dissertation. 

http://hdl.handle.net/10125/63243
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/63243
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they active, they also directly influence how humans organize themselves into 

that society.169 

 

In this example of Haudenosaunee and Anishinaabe cosmologies towards onto-epistemologies, 

I further contend that the parallels to both Hawaiian aloha ‘āina and for instance ubuntu or 

Daoism are relatable and translatable, when place is not further disengaged from as subordinate 

to the human and without agency: 

Human thought and action are therefore derived from a literal expression of 

particular places and historical events in Haudenosaunee and Anishnaabe 

cosmologies. The agency that place possesses can be thought of in a similar way 

that Western thinkers locate agency in human beings. It follows that if, as 

Indigenous peoples, we are extensions of the very land we walk upon, than we 

have an obligation to maintain communication with it.170 

 

This is my appeal to not pick-and-choose a one-size-fits-all Indigenous knowledge system to 

counter the climate crisis, or other catastrophes like zoonotic coronaviruses from repeatedly 

occurring again. Instead, it is relevant to locate the specific geographic and social (which as 

noted here is one being) conditions and also conclusively in certain time-relation171 to adapt 

and mitigate these from further disrupting the communal. I denote “time-relation” here not as a 

definite or abstract frame, but as a specificity of the engagement in relationality to past or 

futures or the notion of “home,” as can be done in relation to ancestors or future generations or 

transience. Likewise, Zoe Todd and AM Kanngieser emphasize the shift to kin studies beyond 

case studies with “the need to recognize and respect relationships imbricated through human 

interactions with specific places.”172 Furthermore, they argue as Watts does: “Place, a 

nonhuman being, is sentient and active. One place cannot stand in for another, as each place is 

formed through ongoing reciprocal relations.”173 

In this regard, while my work here in echoing Watts focuses on “a literal expression of particular 

places and historical events in [Kanaka Maoli] cosmologies,” it is not a project about 

plural/indefinite “Indigenous” cosmologies unless specified and in relation to self/place-

thought. This is best illustrated by the fact that while I recognize Indigenous place-thought of 

ubuntu and aloha ‘āina as being comparable and inclusive of the non-human,174 I needed to 

 
169 Watts 2013: 23 
170 Watts 2013: 23 
171 To put it into non-Indigenous division of space from time, yet in relation to the human-centric. 
172 Kanngieser & Todd 2020: 386 
173 Kanngieser & Todd 2020: 386 
174 The ubiquitous use of ubuntu in contemporary climate justice from African and other theorists appears to not 
emphasize “making relations” with place or environment, as it already is in relation. The Hōkūle‘a voyage to 
South Africa also included the composition of Hawaiian song or mele about ubuntu. 
Linda H.L. Furuto. 2019. “We Never Voyage Alone.” 

https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv11smvvj.47
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relate different interpersonal ontologies from the Philippines like kapwa or grammatical 

distinctions of “we” and other narratives to place, as “thought” there and in my diaspora being 

have been severed from the social implications and influences of centuries of colonization. 

While doing so, in particular in my literary analysis of Aimee Suzara’s contemporary poem that 

disconnected the geographic specificity of the nearby Marianas Islands to be applied to the 

Philippines, or in my own narration in the previous Oceanic chapter, I attempted to highlight 

exactly this being-with, relationality, or communality with the ocean.175 Only via this 

alternative route of personal ontologies without Hawaiian mo‘okū‘auhau or genealogies beyond 

the intellectual genealogies of scholarship, was I able to relate to Hawaiian epistemologies as 

theorized by Manulani Aluli-Meyer or Pualani Kanaka‘ole Kanahele. 

In this sociopolitical theorization through Watts and Newton, I assert that Indigenous place-

thought has always influenced Marxist dialectics, and in offering Newton’s neglected political 

theory of “revolutionary intercommunalism” influenced by Indigenous ubuntu philosophy via 

the lens of dialectical materialism,176 the vision of intercommunal anti-imperialist cultures of 

care again echoes the place-thought of the oldest consecutive democracy of the Haudenosaunee 

Confederacy. The communal being of aloha ‘āina and ubuntu in accord with the non-human 

environment, along with other kin studies of Zapatista and Rojava autonomous social 

organizing, need not be read through a Marxist or “Anarchist” lens, but rather are the place-

based forms of being that influence a homecoming to hyperlocal cultures of care beyond the 

nation-state and empire.177 

As the aloha ‘āina of the 1970s in Hawai‘i demonstrated, the anti-capitalist and anti-imperialist 

organizing of the Kanaka Maoli university students paired with an Indigenous queerfeminist 

and māhū-inclusive practice is neither utopian or “primitivist,” but is in configuration with 

 
175 Granted, all of this relationality with the ocean is anecdotal to my own personal affinity to swimming, unlike 
other Filipinas, as I have described before, and needs to be read as an onto-epistemology specific to my 
being/knowing and not cultural cosmology. 
176 Elaine Brown quotes Huey P. Newton in dialogue, illustrating the understanding of Intercommunalist struggle 
in global affinities: “‘I believe U.S. global power has transformed things so that the world’s nations have been 
reduced to a collection of integrated communities.’” (Brown 1992: 280, emphasis in original) 
“‘The important thing for us is to see this new reality. We have to abandon the idea of developing socialist states. 
That idea depends on the existence of nations, national economies. We have to embrace the idea of global 
revolution.’” (Brown 1992: 281, emphasis in original) 
177 Rereading Waziyatawin after years, I recognize this highlighted phrase in my documents as the source of my 
argumentation, before this dissertation even took on its climate turn: 
“As Indigenous Peoples, it is essential that we understand the direness of the global situation, recognize the 
fallacy of industrial civilization’s invulnerability, and begin to imagine a future beyond empire and beyond the 
colonial nation-states that have kept us subjugated.” (Waziyatawin 2012: 77) 
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Haudenosaunee democratic systems, when it was uninfluenced by the onset of global racial 

capitalism that led to extractivist conquest.178 

 

6.5.2. Wansolwara: “one saltwater” Oceanic solidarity 

In returning to multisensory knowing and knowledge-seeking, I again describe a short culinary 

anecdote. One of my souvenirs and general requests from Hawai‘i is salt and spices. My friend 

SheenRu from the East-West Center international dorms has occasional visits to Berlin and my 

first request was Hawaiian red salt.179 Likewise my Fijian-American friend Nanise,180 who left 

Hawai‘i and the same EWC dormitory in early 2013 for Fiji and the Cook Islands and her own 

PhD research, handed SheenRu some spices that I had coveted while she was in Honolulu from 

Rarotonga. The purpose – aside from being easy to pack and transport – is that sensory memory 

I can revel in with Hawaiian spices and salt, and the unexpected Cook Islands coconut oil she 

gave in addition. 

The red alaea salt that I had initially just bought from an ABC tourist shop in a test tube pack 

is also a factor of good luck and blessings in Hawai‘i and to ward off bad spirits. When I was 

going through difficult times that led me to move off-campus and further up the valley, out 

from the Mānoa dorm in 2013, the local Japanese front desk staff Darene that I chatted with a 

lot, emphasized how I needed to clean the air with red sea salt.181 At this time of writing I have 

moved away from Berlin as well, after over half a decade and during the complications of 

intermittent partial lockdown. In returning to my family home in the rural German countryside, 

I questioned why on Earth I even bothered to move to Berlin for so many years, and had held 

 
178 Audra Simpson (Mohawk) in her interrogation (Chapter 3 in particular) of anthropologist and Lewis Henry 
Morgan’s young Seneca collaborator Ely S. Parker, places Parker’s “chiefly” social role and the historical 
conditions of Parker’s advocacy against land dispossession within the continuity of Haudenosaunee place-
thought enmeshed in and against settler colonial possessions. I would argue that if Indianthusiast Morgan had 
met another Seneca or Haudenosaunee person of another kinship position than Parker in his family, who had 
specific legal interests of land advocacy to collaborate with Morgan, the readings of land, property, and 
accumulation for Marx & Engels to adapt may have been less influential (Simpson 2014). 
179 SheenRu stayed with me in Berlin in three of my approximately seven or eight previous apartments and refers 
to me as “host mom” despite being older. I helped her with her freelance visa procedure, stored some of her 
things in my basement space, which I sifted through and decided to send her since there were her original college 
diplomas (only ever needed for German paperwork and not elsewhere in the world she was) in my hasty move. 
180 Vinaka vakalevu to Nanise for all the PhD elder advice in 12 hours of temporal difference and more than 8 
years of spatial distance. 
181 “It’s used in blessings of homes, boats, gatherings and so on. Many of us carry it with us wherever we go in 
order to provide that kind of protection in our daily lives.” (Nobrega-Oliveira 2019: 228) 
Malia Nobrega-Oliveira. 2019. “Pū‘olo Pa‘akai. A Bundle of Salt from, Pū‘olo, Hanapēpē, Kaua‘i.” 

https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv1198w8z.6
https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv11smvvj.32
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on for at least two or three years beyond wanting to be there, instead of selecting another 

place/town/landscape to continue writing from.182 

In the formation of this estuarine chapter space, my conclusion often came back to the relations 

made, which I interwove in narration above. However, numerous of them were related to the 

striking moment of convergence where I first integrated the Indigenous and climate action that 

came out of it: Paradoxically,183 I can name the situation of meeting global actors in front of 

the U.S. Consulate in Berlin-Dahlem in the pouring rain to fight against the Dakota Access 

Pipeline as a place of convergence for non-Indigenous solidarity for Indigenous resurgence and 

climate justice. 

This was a space of meeting Red Haircrow and Roxley Foley (Gumbaynnir), who brought an 

Indigenous Australian flag to hang from a tree across the consulate. Because of the rain there 

was no space for lighting a fire, as he was the firekeeper of the Aboriginal Tent Embassy at the 

time.184 Roxley was in Europe as a representative with Rodney Kelly, a descendant of the 

Gweagal warrior Cooman who had dropped the Gweagal Shield in the standoff with James 

Cook, for its repatriation from the British Museum.185  Coincidentally, when visiting Berlin and 

seeking Aboriginal artefacts in the archives of the Berlin-Dahlem Museum collections, an until 

then forgotten twin shield to the Gweagal Shield, taken from the contact with James Cook in 

Botany Bay in Indigenous resistance 246 years before, in the German museum archives.186 

I relay this story not just because it tells the story of how I met Roxley,187 but also how this 

meeting at the U.S. Consulate protesting the oil pipeline at Standing Rock came together with 

Berliners. While I narrated the story above of mangroves against climate crisis not being a one-

size-fits-all resolution, if not in line with the values and natural relations of the place it may be 

 
182 During my trip to the Philippines in 2019, I had in fact concluded that I would temporarily move there to 
continue writing in the fall of 2019, when looking over the Bay of Bolinao from a resort balcony made to look like 
Greek island architecture. Instead, particulars of Philippine politics came in between, but I found it ironic when I 
was later in the summer pandemic ebb of 2020 writing on the terrace of a house on a Greek island overlooking 
the Aegean Sea. 
183 Many other places of convergence that do not seem as ironic as a U.S. federal institution would be located in 
virtual space, but also at the Brandenburg Gate during protests with or without my own speeches in Berlin. 
184 Roxley Foley’s father, Black Australian liberation elder Gary Foley, was inspired by the Intercommunalism of 
the Black Panther Party and early on declared solidarity against South African Apartheid policies (Banivanua-Mar 
2016). 
185 The decolonial guerilla tactics protesting the theft through the British Museum collections also highlight the 
power of oil, with the relation to British Petroleum (BP) and its sponsorship of the museum exhibit the shield is 
in, as enacted by the collective “BP or not BP.” 
BP or not BP. 2016. “Indigenous Australian delegates bring calls for repatriation and ocean defence to BP-
sponsored British Museum.” BP or not BP website. 
186 Lexi Metherell. 2016. “Rodney Kelly uncovers Gweagal Aboriginal shield and boomerang in shock Berlin find.” 
ABC Australia. 
187 In staking a claim to European soil, he later came to the occupation of the social sciences building at the 
Humboldt-Universität. 

https://bp-or-not-bp.org/
https://bp-or-not-bp.org/
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-11-10/indigenous-shield-and-boomerang-discovered-in-berlin/8011674
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“alien” to and damaging. The Gweagal Shield and its twin are made of red mangrove wood – a 

literal bioshield – from the muliwai or estuary, but purportedly not of Botany Bay on the 

Australian continent, as the red mangrove grows about 500 kilometers North of there.188 

The incident at Kamay Botany Bay stands in spatiotemporal relation to another estuary, 

Kealakekua Bay on Hawai‘i Island by way of Captain James Cook’s dis/honor: in presence and 

in death. Arriving in Kamay and encountering the Gweagal warriors Cooman and his 

companion, Cook “discovers” the continent and inaugurates the time period of the territorially 

expansive space of colonization for the settler state of Australia. At Kealakekua Bay, however, 

Cook found his grand exploration’s demise, dying at the hands of Mō‘ī Kalani‘ōpu‘u’s 

companions when Cook attempted to kidnap the Mō‘ī in Hawai‘i upon his one-too-many 

returns to the island after first contact.189 

Apparently, the area around Botany Bay was initially named “Stingrays harbour” by Cook and 

journal keepers, for the number of stingrays they caught there, but then renamed for the 

abundance of botany or plants collated. The Gweagal name of the bay, however, is “Kamay” 

as the Tagalog word for hand is. This has no linguistic relation whatsoever outside of my own 

plurilingual interpretations to spacetime and place-thought of the muliwai or estuary,190 yet I 

will convey them here:191 with the convergence of metaphors in this naming of manta/sting rays 

and my ea reference in the previous Chapter 5, as well as in the laulima of “maybe there is 

something we build//across the seas” of Suzara’s Kamay poem, the Gweagal encounter and 

shield resistance or resurgence and Kanaka Maoli resistance or insurgence to the murder of 

Cook in Kealakekua Bay, are standing in Indigenous kinship from one muliwai to another. 

Standing in the intercommunal present, because the actions of ancestors and the places of 

Kamay and Kealakekua exist in the present day in perpetuation of ancestral thought and being. 

 
188 Research in 2014 offers this as proof of Aboriginal trading along the coast, more recent British Museum 
research from 2018 claims this is proof the shield is not from the Cook encounter, however, no mention is made 
of the existing twin shield found in Berlin archives in 2016. 
Valerie J. Attenbrow & Caroline R. Cartwright. 2014. “An Aboriginal shield collected in 1770 at Kamay Botany 
Bay.” 
189 Silva 2004: 21 
190 I refrain from any other spatiotemporal linguistic interpretations to Magellan’s first sighting of what would 
become “Las Islas Filipinas” in the bay area near Samar/Leyte and his own demise on Mactan Island. However, I 
have visited all of the colonial contact muliwai, including overlooking the bay in Guåhan, being in a precarious 
situation related to the manta ray dive and a kayak in Kealakekua, and an uneventful ferry in Sydney Harbour. It 
is also the quincentennial to the 1521 “Victory at Mactan,” or the end of Magellan’s circumnavigation this year, 
a somewhat anticolonial celebration made for Philippine national pride. 
191 Elaine Brown’s exclamation to an incident concerning Huey Newton, Howard University, and a familial relation 
of hers struck me in reading as illustrative of my intuitive but not always apparent linking of things:  
“It had come to me, as ideas do, out of the necessity of the moment; and also out of an echo of the past. It 
appealed to Huey’s fondness for linking past harm with action for the future.” (Brown 1992: 283, emphasis added) 

doi:10.1017/S0003598X00050754
doi:10.1017/S0003598X00050754
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To that effect, this present also opens paths to the future, as both places are connected in the 

settler colonial structures of what is currently Australia and the USA, both born of the British 

Empire which houses the Gweagal Shield in its museum in London. 

Even though the British Museum claims to hold and share stories in its vitrines and on pedestals, 

I contend that the bays of Kamay and Kealakekua hold the more profound stories, as does 

Rodney Kelly in guerilla tours of the British Museum in seeking the return of the Gweagal 

personal effects. The story of the Gweagal Shield discovery in the Berlin-Dahlem Museum 

archive – which has now moved to the new Imperial Palace constructed in Berlin-Mitte – is a 

part of the convergence for my relational story on Maunakea and NoDAPL, it finds its place 

here in the complicit accountability of the Berlin institutions that could support the Gweagal 

restitution with their involvement to the story.  

I locate this story of relation within this frame and in dialogue with the Karl Marx quotation 

(edited by Friedrich Engels) located on the red marble in the front lobby of the Humboldt-

Universität zu Berlin in Germany, with one by Vicente M. Diaz of Carolinian/Pohnpeian and 

Filipino descent now located in the Great Lakes region where the Mississippi River runs 

through at the University of Minnesota: “It is in this sense that land and sea, and mobility, and 

all staked in it, are fundamentally discursive and narratological. Thus, 

indigeneity=time/space/self/ narrative (or story).”192  

Reiterating my position as politically non-Indigenous, I am in time/space/self/narrative in 

Germany to expand the storytelling of spacetime as related to the neocolonial Philippines in the 

Pacific Ocean with the others I narrated here through the water, by its most applicable idea of 

a travelling place-thought: 

Die Philosophen haben die Welt nur verschieden interpretiert, es kommt aber 

darauf an sie zu verändern.  

– Philosophers have only interpreted the world in different ways, the point 

however is to change it.193 

 
192 Diaz 2011: 27 
Diaz is in institutional relation with many others whom I have cited from the UC Santa Cruz Department and PhD 
program in History of Consciousness, like Huey P. Newton. 
Vicente M. Diaz. 2011. “Voyaging for Anti-Colonial Recovery.” 
193 This is from the Feuerbach Theses, with the “however” being an addition by Friedrich Engels. The quote was 
applied in the university foyer by the government of the German Democratic Republic (GDR), and the controversy 
over the quote is that a renovation plan for the building by the now unified Federal German government was to 
remove it from within the denkmalgeschützt or “listed” building – meaning “memorially protected” (by law). I 
(as do others) would interpret this attempt as another form of anti-Communist historical erasure, as could be 
interpreted in the total destruction of the GDR headquarter building at the Spree River nearby to rebuild a 
modernized Imperial German palace or museum (for the Gweagal Shield twin) in its place, which was in the city 
center before WWII destruction and the district falling into the Soviet-occupied sector. The university building 
foyer still holds the quote but turned it into part of a permanent art installation (which may also be an anti-
Marxist critique). 
Humboldt-Universitäts-Gesellschaft. 2009. “Installation ‘Vorsicht Stufe.’” 

https://www.uog.edu/_resources/files/schools-and-colleges/college-of-liberal-arts-and-social-sciences/pai/pai_pgs_21-32.pdf
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As I determined in applying Newton’s Intercommunalism in spiral relation of place-thought 

with Haudenosaunee origins, Newton’s more explicitly named origins of his theorization are 

located within the thought of Marx, Engels, and G.W.F. Hegel, with whom my academic work 

and self mutually share histories and place with. 

While the bays of Kamay and Kealakekua stand in spatiotemporal relation to Cook’s 

expeditions of territories in spatiotemporal relation due to British expansionism, they more 

significantly stand in spatiotemporal relation through the salt and waters and the ecosystems 

within the Pacific Ocean. These also stand in relation with the Philippine Islands that attempted 

to cut short the Magellan-led circumnavigation, which (to be fair) provided us with the 

knowledge of spherical interconnections 500 years ago. Magellan did not make it back to his 

European port, despite holding the historical narrative of it. This knowledge, however, 

organized the world into global capitalism sprung for expansion and extractivism in the power 

dynamics of coloniality. This is leaving some populations, Indigenous, postcolonial, 

neocolonial, in the caprices of the colonial 500 years later. 

In my concluding chapter I expand on how aloha ‘āina connects with these implications for the 

purpose of Intercommunalist climate action for change, from a standpoint in Germany beyond 

philosophical interpretations. Before turning the page, I want to highlight another one of my 

institutional and intellectual ancestors, whose work on in-between-spaces and achronological 

interrelated counternarratives needs to be uplifted and grounded into this antihegemonic space 

sprouting from my project.194 Our constellations of resistance and resurgence of the material 

and metaphysical nature across spacetime, must be thought of and fought: “as simultaneously 

progressing and inter-referential movements, as continuing processes of (re)affirmation, 

challenging and resignification.”195 

 
194 Viola Amato’s work more specifically focused on intersex narratives, but I would argue that this summary of 
her work in her own words fits into the inter/spatialities of Anzaldúa, Puar, and myself and the overlapping of 
theories/scholarship in queer, feminist, antiracist, anticolonial activism, always with material conditions in mind: 
“The autobiographical, literary, and visual cultural narratives about intersex that I analyzed in this book have 
effected, both individually and collectively, some to a greater extent and some to a lesser extent, significant 
processes of resignification and contestation of the category of intersex, through chronological and 
achronological, cross-referential, intersecting, interrelated movements. I have argued that the narratives offer 
different ways and strategies through which intersex becomes an intelligible category, how these different 
narratives provide, or at times constrain or prohibit, the conditions of intelligibility for (their) intersex subjects. 
Intersex intelligibility needs to be understood as always contextual and individual, but also as relating to an 
existing framework of norms and practices that govern the conditions of intelligibility of gender and sexed 
embodiment, and hence of intersex. Intersex intelligibility is a question of survival, a survival that takes place on 
several, interrelated levels: as a survival in a physical, bodily sense, as a survival on a cultural and linguistic level, 
and also as a survival in economic terms.” (Amato 2016: 296, emphasis added) 
Viola Amato. 2016. Intersex Narratives: Shifts in the Representation of Intersex Lives in North American Literature 
and Popular Culture. 
195 Amato 2016: 14 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctv1xxrsz
https://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctv1xxrsz
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7. Conclusions: Growing Intercommunalist pockets of resistance 

with Aloha ‘Āina by casting fishnets for relations 
 

In the last of my main chapters, I expanded on solidarities beyond Hawai‘i and its migrant 

settler population, just as Emalani Case and other Kānaka Maoli have stressed these interlinked 

struggles in aloha ‘āina. After taking this work from the land to the skies, and into the ocean 

waters, I demonstrated in the space of the estuarine chapter, Indigenous, Black, and other global 

solidarities for Indigenous resurgence and climate justice. 

I discussed how “the Filipino/a/x community” in Hawai‘i foregrounds regionalist migrant 

identities, based on the early 20th century timeline of migration that had not yet raised a national 

consciousness. Thus, Ilocano and Visayan ethnicities in Hawai‘i remain more distinct than even 

in the Philippines, with panethnic solidarity based on a national kinship (or kapwang Filipino) 

was throughout the generations just as fraught as between other “local” plantation labor 

ethnicities and Filipinx.1 At the same time, I briefly established the imagery of Hawai‘i being 

within the narratives of and fundamental to U.S. national consciousness due to the attack on 

Pearl Harbor. This national memory-making diverged from the Philippines, another U.S. 

jurisdiction, where Manila came under attack within hours of the same day as Pearl Harbor in 

December of 1941, an event through which the USA legitimizes its militarization of the 

Hawaiian archipelago. 

In highlighting disparate perspectives on who is “local” in Hawai‘i and the distinctions between 

and within Filipinx and Asian population based on social class, I follow Dean Saranillio’s 

foregrounding of “politics of affinity”2 or kinship through common cause for Indigenous 

resurgence. Shared vocation in rural areas and in agricultural or aquacultural practices reflect 

and support aloha ‘āina values. These vocations and land-based practices are what set apart a 

settler Asian solidarity for Indigenous resurgence and against prevailing socioeconomic 

structures and U.S. occupation: through labor organizing, eviction struggles, and 

demilitarization. 

 
1 This project largely analyzed the “Filipinx” identities in labor and land eviction struggles from the 1900s to 
around the 1970s, before a newer wave of migration from the Philippines. Rod Labrador covers this newer 
generation’s sentiments of being Filipin/o/a/x in Hawai‘i. 
Roderick. N. Labrador. 2015. Building Filipino Hawai‘i. 
2 “Ways of seeing are often guided intimately by ways of knowing, which are themselves shaped by a pedagogy 
of history, culture, and one’s position within the cultural politics of the everyday. I gesture away from an analysis 
of settler colonialism that morally adjudicates competing identities without addressing the structure of settler 
colonialism and toward a kind of relational thinking that moves from a politics of identity to a politics of affinity.” 
(Saranillio 2018b: 41, emphasis added) 
Dean Itsuji Saranillio. 2018b. “Haunani-Kay Trask and Settler Colonial and Relational Critique.” 

https://doi.org/10.5749/vergstudglobasia.4.2.0036
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Furthermore, my attempts to interrogate the construction of a national diaspora from the 

Philippines is an endeavor to decolonize instead of re-Indigenize being-from “the Philippines”3 

in both diaspora and origin. As the move towards an Intercommunalist Indigenous resurgence 

seeks to center and not erase Indigeneity in politics of affinity, both a postcolonial nationalism 

and a “move to Indigeneity”4 – when not politically or culturally Indigenous – are counter to 

the common cause. I consider kapwa (“self-in-other”) to be a useful ontology in the politics of 

affinity to locate interpersonal shared interests and intentions beyond racial and ethnic 

distinctions. However, as I described in my methods chapter early on, upholding that the 

postcolonial Tagalog framework is a common one for all the Filipinx diaspora or even an 

“Indigenous” value is ahistorical. 

The manifest regionalism of the Filipinx diaspora in Hawai‘i makes kapwa a useful conduit to 

examine ethnic allegiances more critically in an anti-imperialist, anti-nationalist, and decolonial 

manner. This means confronting the U.S. settler national imaginings and imperialism, as well 

as Philippine nationalism. It also means making visible the links between the global exploitation 

of Indigenous groups in the Philippines subjugated by the Philippine state and multinational 

corporations with Indigenous oppressions elsewhere. Spanish and Dutch colonial quotes 

misread by Suzara about the “amphibious” CHamoru Marianas Islanders inspired her to write 

a poem on Philippine Islanders. This misreading, however, illustrates the colonial and ethnic 

border ambiguities of this geopolitical region, which also connect the people and their 

oppressions in affinity struggles. But are Filipinx diaspora residing on the U.S. continent aware 

of U.S. military expansion in the Marianas?5 Are residents of the Philippines aware of the 

military expansion in the Marianas, or do they rest assured it is to counter Chinese incursions 

and the literal building of shoal islands in the West Philippine Sea, since the U.S. military pulled 

out of Subic Bay in 1992?6 

Correspondingly, the plight of West Papuans is one that politicized Kānaka Maoli and Pacific 

Islanders in Hawai‘i stand in solidarity with. However, in this particular case the concept of an 

Internationalism over an Intercommunalism is the source of the struggle. The 1965 Bandung 

Conference and Indonesian postcolonial nationalism are the legitimization of occupation in 

 
3 Anarchist movements in the Philippines and in the diaspora have taken on the anti-statist label of “Archipelago” 
as the de facto name for the nation-state of the Philippines. 
4 Tuck & Yang 2012 
5 The Berlin anti-Trump protest after the Charlottesville white supremacist rallies had me giving a speech on the 
North Korean missile threats to Guåhan from earlier that week in August 2017, news that was pushed out 
immediately. At the same protest I coordinated that a Syrian Berlin friend give a speech against nazi racism in 
Germany, as it appeared that other organizers had only scheduled white Germans to do any speaking on racism, 
and he spoke about the difficulties of finally getting his grandmother from Damascus to Germany. 
6 Heydarian 2018 
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what was Dutch New Guinea before it became independent Indonesia.7 Like Hawai‘i was given 

the statehood vote with no option of independence, the United Nations “Act of Free Choice” 

vote for West Papuan nationhood was strong-armed by Indonesian military and mining 

interests. Bridging the often divergent discussions of North American Black Studies and 

Indigenous Studies on (Black) liberation vs. (Indigenous) sovereignty, the anti-imperialist 

theories of Intercommunalism may allow us to connect these struggles.8 

My work and relations in geography center on places and communities that are considered both 

Black and Indigenous, as in West Papua and Indigenous Australia, to bridge some of these 

tensions in Black/Indigenous scholarship on the North American continent with different 

perspectives. With respect, these two panethnic populations on formerly one Southern continent 

called Sahul are the longest contiguous living civilizations in the world – surpassing the grand 

empires that rose and fell with climatic changes impacting food crops, migrations, and 

“conquest” over thousands of years.9 Concurrently, the positionality of state-free peoples 

fleeing persecution and wars, and then incarcerated or in detention in liminal “off-shore” (or 

perhaps “extraterrestrial”) jurisdictions,10 as well as those already living in autonomous 

antinational “pockets of resistance,”11 can be factored in these solidarity struggles, rather than 

being subsumed in empire or postcolonial nationalism for the sake of the nation-state. 

Speaking in the metaphors of the convergent estuarine and amphibious chapter, to find a 

commonality in global struggles, there is surely agreement found in stating that access to water, 

soil, and seeds is what is essential to grow abundant spaces in potentiality. Although the 

mangrove as an amphibious plant is sheltering and protective elsewhere, as in the Philippines 

and the example of Supertyphoon Yolanda, it is not culturally or ecologically appropriate for 

climate change mitigation in Hawai‘i. I illustrated that not only is it a misconception that the 

“Anthropocene” has humans to blame for climate change, it depends on which humans and their 

 
7 Quito Swan. 2018. “Blinded by Bandung? Illumining West Papua, Senegal, and the Black Pacific.” 
8 Umoja 2015 
9 Ian Lilley. 2000. “So near and yet so far: Reflections on archaeology in Australia and Papua New Guinea, 
intensification and culture contact.” 
10 The inhumanity of the Australian off-shore detentions on other sovereign territories of Papua New Guinea and 
Nauru juxtaposed to the perpetuation of human civilizations in Australia and New Guinea would be worth more 
analysis. In that discussion the implications of Nauruan wealth and dependence on European phosphate mining 
for agricultural industrialization is another bitter irony. 
11 Just like Haunani-Kay Trask, Tracey Banivanua-Mar, or Teresia K. Teaiwa linked their struggles in the Pacific 
with those globally, the Kurdish women of the Kongra Star in Northeast Syria also state their solidarity with West 
Papua: “The system of capitalist modernity with its policy of cultural as well as physical extermination is trying to 
spread in all corners of the world. But in the places where there is resistance and a search for freedom and hope, 
this policy is breaking. That is why we stand with the society in West Papua. Because they live a struggle worthy 
of being appreciated. Their freedom also means our freedom and gives us strength and hope. Their success will 
also be our success.” 
Kongra Star Womens Movement. 2021. “Free West Papua.” Women Defend Rojava website.  

https://iah.ucsd.edu/_files/research/swan.pdf
https://womendefendrojava.net/en/2021/02/28/free-west-papua-statment-of-solidarity-with-the-resistance-of-the-people/
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position in the global system of endless capitalist growth. For example, Indigenous Peoples’ all 

over, as well as any environmentally minded activist in the global North,12 is less at fault and 

more a target of unjustified blame. 

 

7.1. Epistemologies of climate coordination from a decolonial German space 

What can be offered to contemporary climate justice and action from the place-based 

perspectives I narrate from? To Germans and residents of the climatic ecosystems in 

Northwestern Europe,13 if I may propose reinterpreting the Naturphilosophie and kinship with 

nonhuman sentient relations that certain hermeneutic German Idealists and Romantics provide, 

and in particular Hegelian philosophy of religion and Spirit.14 Therein integrating post-Marxist 

theories – i.e. non-exploitative anti-capitalist and thus anti-imperialist dialectical materialism – 

and putting these in dialogue with postcolonial and decolonial theories that offer critiques to 

German economic and territorial imperialism and our particular history of the Shoah or 

Holocaust and Pojramos, as pertains to being respectful and respectable descendants. 

The post-war German “Left’s”15 seeming renunciation of various German philosophies that 

delivered pre-imperial/-state16 worldviews on humanity and consciousness and Verstehen has 

not reached a zenith of higher being of humanity because of post-war German guilt and an 

inadequate grasp of cultural intersubjectivity.17 The abandonment has stagnated action and 

perpetuated the oppression and dispossession of others, by disallowing the discussion of 

 
12 As well as anyone who is a farmer or gardener that heeds the signs of nature and holds a knowledge of natural 
phenomena to place. 
13 I highlight this geographic region not for any panethnic or territorial boundaries, but for the commonality of 
presently cheering on the rising temperatures for warmer summers, without much existential foreboding yet, 
unless in agriculture. 
14 I have largely voiced analogies with Hegelian community and Spirit through my own theorizations of “ghost” 
and kapwa collectivism, but Friedrich Schelling is another German Idealist, whose philosophies of nature 
remained with metaphysical underpinnings. 
15 By “Left” in quotation marks I mean an amorphous self-identifying left, rather than the German political party 
Die Linke or my personal view on including the discordant pro-capitalist pro-American Antideutsch as “Left” while 
they do for themselves. 
16 In this light, from my own positionality and political conviction and for the politics of citation, I choose to 
suggest the German-language philosophers before the foundation of the German nation-state in 1871. In this 
regard I am also encouraging reinterpretation of Hegelian thought that could have followed a more holistic path 
on nature philosophy and spirit, than as the materialist interpretations routed by Marx & Engels (save for 
developments in the unpublished Dialectics of Nature), and the inclusion of postcolonial critique and ethics owing 
to German national/-socialist history after 1871. 
Most significantly, reading Hegelian Spirit as communitarian religious or metaphysical, rather than as a 
totalitarian or absolutist “holism,” opens up the spatiality of non-state communities rather than statist ones. 
17 A contrast can be found in Jewish philosophy’s interpretations of German Idealism, interpreting and developing 
values without Antisemitic or totalitarian aims. Jewish Marxism and Anarchism which does not renounce the 
inclusion of spiritual or religious values, has established better solidarity with global struggles in affinities for 
instance and above all on the statism of Israel/Palestine. 
Paul Franks. 2019. “Mythology, essence, and form: Schelling’s Jewish reception in the nineteenth century.” 

https://doi.org/10.1080/21692327.2018.1441059
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differentiations of further German culpabilities. By “further German culpabilities” I mean for 

instance the European Union Fortress against Mediterranean, African, and South Asian 

migration springing from German economic imperialism and arms trade or military presence,18 

or the excising of Palestinian humanity19 from voice and view or German causation. 

Postcolonial and decolonial theories with class-conscious dialectics extend what has already 

been philosophized by continental philosophers from a mindful place-relation, without seeking 

to appropriate Indigenous forms of knowing/being from the Hawaiian, North American, or 

Oceanic contexts I described here.20 At the same time, these critiques provide the space to 

consider German relations and responsibilities to the intercommunal “elsewhere” in a global 

supply chain of contemporary extractivist violence – as described in the DAPL financial 

connections, and as is deliberated in the futures of renewables with lithium mining in Andean 

Indigenous territories.21 

I contend that the spiritual and thus dynamic shortcomings of orthodox Marxism have always 

been the removal of Haudenosaunee place-thought from the kinship and Confederacy structures 

that inform it. However, German Anthroposophy customs entirely neglect racial consciousness 

to the peril of a posthuman paleness and affinities to nature that exclude migrations, cultural 

ex-/change, and cross-cultural interrelation. In the quality of dialectical materialism, I call for a 

cultivation of localized place-thought or a communal interrelation in the urban space and 

diaspora. My own particular conceptualization of syncretic place-thought is introduced with 

the interpersonal shared space of kapwa of the Philippines, into frameworks of decolonial 

environmental justice that approximate Hawaiian aloha ‘āina, and which I translate through 

Hegelian frameworks of philosophy or theology to a “spirit of relationality” in this work.22 As 

 
18 von Hein 2020 
19 When writing these paragraphs in the early Spring of 2021, I would not yet know just how morally depraved 
this could be expressed until the May 2021 Israeli military incursions on Palestinian territories. Fridays for Future 
(FFF) Germany, the largest of all international climate youth activist groups, would disavow any solidarity with 
the Palestinian struggle that their international peers would make against Israeli settler colonialism and 
militarization. Instead, the Germans collectively renounced these solidarity statements as “Antisemitic” by 
default or “blood and soil Nazism,” proving the entire point of my critiques of the capacity for decolonial climate 
justice and solidarity with Indigenous struggles from a German mindset. FFF Scotland, FFF Ireland, and FFF MAPA 
(Most Affected Peoples and Areas) in contrast held against the German exceptionalism and unsolidarity. 
20 This is to say, there are already multitudes of postcolonial and decolonial Marxist scholars, but from a German 
interpretation these often fail to be considered as applied political theories or through lenses of contemporary 
times and places. It is most likely not a coincidence that German scholars of color teach in the North American 
context and not in German academia. Alexander Weheliye’s Habeas Viscus provided me with the most 
elucidating analysis of Deleuzian assemblages informed by a framework from within German post-war history 
and memory-making (and through linguistic questioning of the French terminology), to better comprehend Jasbir 
Puar’s. 
21 Michael Penke. 2021. “Toxic and radioactive: The damage from mining rare elements.” DW.com. 
22 Thus, my trilectic narrative is within the imagery of a spiraling trinitarian dialectic as in Hegel. They all relate 
to each other in spirit to a higher form of spirit/consciousness or Geist and Wesen. 

https://www.dw.com/en/toxic-and-radioactive-the-damage-from-mining-rare-elements/a-57148185
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made apparent in my critiques of non-Indigenous re-Indigenization, I have no desire for 

Euroamerican knowledge systems to shift from one cynical anthropocentric extreme to another 

mystical one that is bound to territory and risks further manifestation of existing borders and 

eugenicist thought. Since global capitalism (or “reactionary” Intercommunalism) has extracted 

people and resources across continental borders or territories of dispossession, a revolutionary 

Intercommunalism must integrate the local to the hyperlocal of communities of care. 

Michael Rothberg’s work on multidirectional memory and implicated subjects inform the 

overarching thinking I wish to center in this project. I position it for the relationality of shifting 

centers and perspectives in how to think and do solidarity differently. The core reason 

Rothberg’s work on post-Shoah memory-making is significant for mine on Intercommunalism 

and decolonial Indigenous resurgence in Hawai‘i, is the kuleana or “responsibilities” and 

“accountabilities” it foregrounds: in my being German, located in place in Germany, and 

writing this dissertation in German academia. I cannot and would not try to dislocate my own 

memory-making and kuleana from these factors, even when these are in parts incongruent or 

counter to Indigenous decolonial perspectives, relationality, and solidarity to the Palestinian 

people.23 

There is divergent power and accountability to my being German and this particular history in 

global history. At the same time, I am not only German, and in my work attempted to make 

apparent the variability in national and imperial memory-making or erasure of histories. I wrote 

about the divergence in U.S. memory-making of the attack on Pearl Harbor and the attacks on 

Manila and Japanese occupation of the Philippines. These two lineages do not negate each 

other, much like Rothberg describes his being a white man in the USA does not absolve him of 

dynamics in relationality towards descendants of enslaved Africans or Indigenous people in the 

settlement of the Americas.24 These are nuances and realities that are either incoherent to, or 

simply silenced, by non-Jewish German audiences.25 

 
23 As such, of course a certain nuance of relationality is required from a non-Jewish German perspective. 
However, not even the most nuanced perspectives like those explained by Rothberg or others of Jewish and non-
Jewish heritage are acceptable in German discourse. The outrage and defamation that was launched against 
Cameroonian scholar Achille Mbembe is not dissimilar to that received by Jewish German author Fabian Wolff. 
Fabian Wolff. 2021. “Only In Germany.” ZEIT. 
24 Rothberg 2019 
25 It is a risk in my work to even analytically communicate this particular call from Rothberg scholarship for 
relationality, which does not mean relativism, a risk that many other Postcolonial or even Jewish thinkers who 
have been boycotted or slandered in Germany know of. This includes Michael Rothberg himself and his 
scholarship on this. One of the most ironic recent examples of non-Jewish Germans launching the accusation of 
“Antisemitism” towards Jewish and/or Israeli activists was the scandal over Israeli students organizing a “School 
for Unlearning Zionism” in the Kunsthochschule Weißensee in Berlin. 
Melissa Eddy. 2020. “German Cultural Leaders Warn Against Ban on Israel Sanctions Movement.” New York 
Times. 

https://www.zeit.de/kultur/2021-05/judaism-antisemitism-germany-israel-bds-fabian-wolff-essay-english
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/12/11/arts/germany-bds-open-letter.html
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Accepting this silencing is the easy way out, passing on the baton of German exceptionalism 

history to the next generation. This comes with the risk of fleeting memories over generations, 

also considering hardly any lived experiences will be able to speak for themselves much longer 

over the next decade or two. Simultaneously it is not as if survivors and descendants of other 

genocides are always given the audience and respect to tell their story even within the same 

generation of occurrence. We can see people, including “progressive” scholars be in disbelief 

or denial over Uyghur oppression in East Turkestan or in disbelief or denial over Srebrenica,26 

because Bosniaks are “white,” without questioning what whiteness means, or imperialism from 

the perspective of those silenced or disappeared against the cultural hegemony. 

 

My dissertation set out to explain aloha ‘aina and the Hawaiian relation to and love of the land 

through cosmology, with specific chapter kin studies to Maunakea which was my community 

introduction to aloha ‘āina in action, and the specific chapter to Kaho‘olawe/Kanaloa which 

was my writing foundation through relationality with the Pacific Ocean. My main arguments 

for climate justice relationality and political affinities for Indigenous resurgence rest in my last 

chapter on the estuarine space in metaphor and material place. Throughout this dissertation I 

theorized the “spirit of relationality” in a spiral fashion from writing (and thinking) this in non-

linear form, as estuary, then ghosts, then kapwa shared space. Then I came to see the 

materialization of the interspatial and spiritual exchange in Hegelian theology from a course I 

have been taking on the side, for the explicit meaning-making in German place-thought to this 

dissertation. I found it again in writing about the material place of refuge or sanctuary space on 

the summit of Maunakea, a spatial realm of higher beings in the sky, and thus far removed from 

the material space of the estuary.27 

The spiral fashion is itself perhaps related to an imagery of the ebb and tide and undertow pull 

of the ocean that occurs at the shoreline, while pushing the water condensation in hydrology 

towards the sky in the atmospheric liminal space there of clouds and light haloes. It also relates 

back to the statements of overturning, convergence, emergence, and abolition made throughout 

 
26 I am remaining deliberate in not naming these well-known and academically published scholars in print here. 
27 “The idea of being ‘pushed to the summit’ suggests that our Indigenous bodies have been displaced, or forcibly 
relocated from previous areas of settlement, cultivation, harvest, and cultural expression. In conversations of the 
summit, therefore, and in alignment with Kanaka epistemologies that understand the relationship between, the 
mountain and the sea it is appropriate to begin at the shore, where land and water meet. The beach, as previously 
explored by Greg Dening, is an ‘in-between space’. Thus, for Kanaka Maoli, and for other peoples of the Pacific, 
‘it is a sacred, a tapu, space, an unresolved space where things can happen, where things can be made to happen. 
It is a space of transformation. It is a space of crossing’. It is also a space of contact between those who live on 
the land and those who travel across oceans. Thus, in addition to being a place of trade and commerce, the 
shoreline is symbolic of a merging, or in many instances a clashing, of ideologies and desires.” (Case 2019: 175) 
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by aloha ‘āina and other social and climate activists. In the following section I want to ground 

and relate my own theorizations with the intention of clarifying the metaphors of analysis 

throughout the work. I conclude with examples for analysis towards engaging in dynamic action 

and systemic change beyond those described in previous chapters. My “interspatial” 

theorizations and critiques conceptualized from estuary, ghost, and community reflect a sort of 

“posthuman” resistance, be it as ghosts or transient spirit, or as the spirited or sentient being of 

a non-human flora or fauna. 

First and foremost, I envisioned my ghost epistemology and the “interspatial” critique against 

the uninterrogated empire and nation-state exceptionalism in current iterations of community 

organizing “intersectionality.” From the specific lens of coloniality on top of the intersections 

of gender and race, I wish for it to further interrogate racial capitalism, with special emphasis 

on dynamics of empire/coloniality and the metaphysical in scholarship and activism. It goes 

without saying that all of these analyses for action work in relation to one another. There is no 

fixedness to racialization, but it is inclusive of ethnicities, cultures, religion, and 

nation/citizenship to the matter/place of inquiry. Capitalism as well is inclusive of empire(-

making), coloniality, and militarization. Abolition then does not entail only prisons and 

economic systems (or “industrial complexes”), but borders and states. 

The specific emphasis I bring in with the “spirit of relationality” theorizations in this work are 

on Indigeneity and metaphysical spirituality – which is more-than-human and not necessarily 

“religion” but intrinsic knowing/being. I see these two factors both as applicable to postcolonial 

states with internal social stratification and lateral violence, and in diaspora circumstances (with 

regard to majority-minority ethnic populations or imperial centers), to interrogate not merely 

white hegemony but imperial and feudalist hegemony. What is “whiteness” with no “white” 

people? A question seldom asked when diaspora flattens hierarchies between 

classes/castes/ethnicities in the imperial center, or among the hegemonial feudalism of the 

postcolonial periphery. In my Hawai‘i place studies, I emphasize how this framing of 

“minority-majority” multiethnic politics disregards the class and colonial differences within. 

My work then calls for being readable as postcolonial critique of Marxism that does not 

invisibilize settler colonies or interethnic strife or allow for the inflation of race-over-class 

among diaspora and postcolonial/neocolonial elites. Regarding the aloha ‘āina or climate lens, 

it is a critique against techno-modernity and statism, which I have demonstrated as distinctly 

metaphysical. Borders and state territories are as imagined as they are real. In this dissertation 

I centered on questioning the physicality of the human and of the state, through the lens of the 

physicality and metaphysicality of ecologies, i.e., nature and geomorphological space. The 
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interspatial ghost epistemology is an onto-epistemology of relation between being and ghost 

(being), or of the spirit between beings: a spirit of relationality. 

In my observation and choices to “give up” on German-led community organizing, the barriers 

are found in seemingly or nominally “intersectional” spaces, and these impediments are 

explicitly an issue with regard to anticolonial Palestinian solidarity. This is exactly as the global 

climate youth Fridays for Future (FFF) experienced with the defection and accusations of 

“Antisemitism” from their German peers in May 2021, proving the growing significance of 

resolving this issue for the sake of climate action. Despite the physical presence of the largest 

diaspora of Palestinians residing in Berlin, attempts to building “communities of care” hinge 

on the lack of capacity or exclusion of Palestinian and other Indigenous voices throughout 

Leftist spaces in Germany. Instead, German nominal “Leftism” and “antiracism” fortifies 

oppression and dispossession against Palestinians through unsolidarity, as the FFF climate 

justice example demonstrates.28  

This is what transpired when international climate youth spoke out on social media and in their 

campaigns against the Israeli police incursions in the West Bank and the military missiles 

targeting Gaza and its civilian population. On the one hand, the German climate youth were 

confused about the basic assumption of international solidarity in climate justice with the 

Palestinian struggle. On the other hand, the German climate youth and general society, as well 

as media and politicians, were adamant across the spectrum about there being either no need 

for any solidarity or directly stating solidarity with the Israeli military and state governance, 

and that it was furthermore off-topic from climate justice. 

There is no awareness or space allowed to consider other stories of relation and center these 

anti-imperial perspectives and other/multidirectional colonial histories, including but not 

limited to German colonial histories. This is not conducive for anything except the destruction 

of communal care, and wondering what does “solidarity” or “justice” even mean in Germany? 

 

 
28 An accusation of Antisemitism is made sometimes even upon the simple naming of “Gaza” or “Palestine,” 
especially towards those racialized as Muslim or Arab (as is my personally experience time and again), but also 
including Jewish Antizionists. Judith Butler and Naomi Klein are prominent targets, and Naomi Klein’s statement 
of solidarity in a tweet is what got the ball rolling among the global climate youth: 
“Speak up. Risk position and privilege. Doesn't have to be on social media but it has to be somewhere. Write the 
letter. Sign the petition. Do it at work. Do it at home. War crime after war crime. #SaveSheikhJarrah 
#GazaUnderAttack” @NaomiAKlein on Twitter. May 10, 2021. 
A German article titled “Fridays for Future shares call for Israel Boycott – German activists distance themselves.” 
includes the incriminating tweet by Klein. 
RND. 2021. „Fridays for Future teilt Israel-Boykottaufruf – Deutsche Aktivisten distanzieren sich.“ May 11, 2021. 

https://twitter.com/NaomiAKlein/status/1391792729319821312
https://twitter.com/NaomiAKlein/status/1391792729319821312
https://twitter.com/NaomiAKlein/status/1391792729319821312
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My Chapter 6 examples on the estuary at Kāne‘ohe Bay must factor in the military industrial 

complex, and the rerouted waterways for previous plantation interests, as well as the biotic 

invasion of mangroves (related to both industries). The estuary only recuperates its pono or 

balance through the process of observing and contesting all factors that center Indigenous 

values for resurgence beyond class, gender, and race. It demonstrates an interspatial critique of 

materialism: 

• Critique of the matter or material substance of mangroves in the intertidal space, which 

should not be inhabiting the estuary under these specific conditions for the flourishing 

of Indigenous practices and the estuarine ecosystem. 

It furthermore demonstrates an interspatial materialist critique: 

• Critique to reinforce the matter or material substance of lava rock walls to the fishponds 

in the intertidal space, for the flourishing of Indigenous practices and the estuarine 

ecosystem. 

• Critique to optionally reinstate the matter or material substance of bamboo to the 

intertidal space for the climate defense of the estuarine ecosystem. 

In these metaphors and metaphysics of the estuary, the interspatial estuarine ecosystem acts as 

“posthuman” or more-than-human ghost/spirit for a space of convergence, growth, and 

Indigenous resurgence or ea. It is a dynamic symbiosis of the carbon and oxygen for potentiality 

within the estuarine ecosystem. It is also a dynamic of social affinities and relational solidarity 

between settler aloha ‘aina and Kānaka Maoli who work in the fishpond rehabilitation and taro 

fields of these watersheds. 

I found it relevant to connect my critiques with those in Palestinian solidarity and climate 

justice, as referenced in Joanne Barker’s and Jasbir Puar’s critiques on the state-bound and 

legalistic limits of intersectionality. I place these theorizations into dialogue with Puar’s 

theorizations on terrorist assemblages and Islamophobia through Israeli (and U.S.) 

homonationalism and maiming. The matters of concern in West Asia and Palestine overlap with 

Hawaiian decolonization not only in settler colonialism, but these colonial matters are most 

visibly manifest in militarization. This militarization in turn causes the maiming of physical 

bodies and the land itself (and thus spirit), in pollution and loss of access to fishing waters and 

freshwater sources.  

By expanding on intersectionality with my own critiques, I am explicitly testing my amorphous 

metaphysical framework to hold up against Jasbir Puar’s terrorist assemblages, which counter 

a project of Islamophobia and empire-making against racialized queer Muslim brown bodies 

and dis/ability. Puar demonstrates an interspatial critique of ethnonationalism, techno-
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militarization, and “pinkwashing” or the rainbow- and queer-making of unequal liberation.29 

The “security” of the (Israeli) state takes precedence over that of the (Palestinian) people, with 

Palestinian diaspora being hindered from returning after the 1948 Nakba, and those living 

within the Israeli state jurisdiction being relabeled as “Israeli Arabs.” It is the security and 

liberation of one ethnicity (asserted as religious, but beyond a simplistic binary)30 over others. 

At this stage of humanitarian discourse there is substantiation of an “Apartheid” state,31 despite 

this being an unacceptable categorization for German sentimentalities against international 

understandings.32 Simultaneously “queer” liberation is the marketing of the state towards 

outside visitors and settlers, instrumentalizing one “intersection” of sexuality and nationalism 

for the global imperial project.33 

An interspatial framework interrogating coloniality and empire can expand materialist and 

metaphysical critiques. Under the specific considerations of German histories (of Jewish 

dispossession and boycotts), one means of support to strengthen solidarity with the Palestinian 

struggle is by way of the Boycott, Divestment, and Sanctions (BDS) of capitalist growth limited 

to the economies in occupied territories.34 This for instance is a multidirectional lens on 

German-specific debates with the nuance required for global solidarity, without ultimatums or 

extremes of full defamation of fundamentally any international or Israeli supporter of BDS. The 

particular interests of decolonial global climate justice are, e.g., to support the freedom of and 

access to waterways cut off by Israeli manufacturing and ghettoization. Beyond this liberation 

of waterways and fishing or agricultural sovereignty, abolitionist futures demand not only the 

removal of the material walls and housing built over Palestinian allotments or towns, but also 

the removal of the border and state governance, and a space for new growth and flourishing by 

planting the olive groves that have been destroyed. 

 
29 Puar 2017 (2007) 
30 It bears repeating that while racialized as Muslims and Arabs, Palestinians can also be Christian or Jewish, while 
Mizrahi Jews or other Christians from the region could identify as ethnically Arab as well. Moreover, Philippine 
migrant workers or Ethiopian Jews are not given the same inclusivity to the Israeli state either. 
31 Both the international NGO Human Rights Watch and the Israeli NGO B’Tselem have declared it as Apartheid 
by definition. 
Human Rights Watch. 2021. A Threshold Crossed Israeli Authorities and the Crimes of Apartheid and Persecution. 
B’Tselem. 2021. A regime of Jewish supremacy from the Jordan River to the Mediterranean Sea: This is apartheid. 
32 Inna Michaeli. 2021. “Why Germany gets it wrong about antisemitism and Palestine.” Open Democracy. 
33 Puar 2017 (2007) 
34 This strategy is the most minimalist of concessions to be made for German sentimentalities on this topic, as 
BDS demands this not be limited to the territories. This concession again focusses far too strongly on German 
sentimentalities than it uplifts Palestinian humanity and is not the political strategy of for instance the Jüdische 
Stimme für Gerechten Frieden in Nahost, for which their bank account was frozen (by Germans). 
Oren Ziv. 2017. “German bank to determine whether Jewish peace group is anti-Semitic.” +972 Magazine. 

https://www.btselem.org/publications/fulltext/202101_this_is_apartheid
https://www.opendemocracy.net/en/north-africa-west-asia/why-germany-gets-it-wrong-about-antisemitism-and-palestine/
https://www.972mag.com/german-bank-determine-whether-left-wing-jewish-group-anti-semitic/
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Travelling from this convergence space of Palestinian solidarity over Gaza, I want to return to 

the aloha ‘āina spaces. However, in this brief example I conclude with the interspatial 

convergence in the metaphorical waters in Berlin-Dahlem at Clayallee in 2016: This was a 

coming together from virtual space to an interspatial convergence for action, with the online 

hashtag #NoDAPL in relation to other Indigenous movements, Maunakea in my case. 

This Berlin location was a transient spacetime which built engagement and Intercommunalist 

actions from thereon. We exchanged stories of coloniality to cultivate resistance through 

inter/communal care between Standing Rock, Maunakea, and in Roxley Foley’s case the 

Gweagal Shield repatriation. The convergence was so brief in the actual place of the Clayallee, 

but in relation to a decolonial ghost mapping of virtual space, it would always be possible to 

locate an image of this event in Google Maps. Intriguingly instead – since none of us in 

attendance has linked any images of our meeting – Google Maps now depicts a five-fingered 

artificial lake in this location.35 This lake as artificial and new as it may be, stands in the 

alternate imagery of the “working together” or laulima – of five fingers on a hand or a group of 

people working in collaboration – which has been kaona or metaphor of the Protect Kaho‘olawe 

‘Ohana in the 1970s, or the themes I interpreted in the estuarine, fishpond, and growth for 

abundance poetry. 

This project set out to analyze the ways of knowing and being in relation to the land in Hawai‘i, 

but in its longer process, the foundational chapter became the one on the Pacific Ocean, while 

the presence of freshwater in the land and its abundance became the constant metaphorical and 

material value in describing reciprocal life-giving to the land and the people. Although too 

much salt is both unhealthy and fatal, the role it plays in hydration and sustenance is why I 

ultimately return to the salt in the water again. 

 

7.2. The turtle’s deep-sea and long-distance voyages in resurgence 

The muliwai or estuary is a place of freshwater and saltwater, where the land meets the ocean. 

It is in a confluent moving state unsettling a coastline in ebb and tide. This project enacts a non-

linear disruption of binary static thinking, to propose a relational methodology of knowing and 

being as a settler (or visitor) non-native to a place. Locating the physical space of this 

 
35 I located the address on Google Maps to see if there was any body of water or stream nearby, as the area is 
near several Berlin lakes. To my shock, there is a lake in the shape of five fingers or a hand in the exact spot where 
we met across the U.S. Consulate on Clayallee. Not remembering this at all, I searched for more information to 
find out that the “Fünf Morgen” housing and commercial development project built an artificial lake in the place 
that used to be called Truman Plaza – a legacy of U.S. occupation of West Germany and West Berlin – to 
completion in 2020. The Clayallee is the “avenue” named after Military Governor Lucius D. Clay, who 
orchestrated the Berlin airlift and whose grandson Matt I am friends with from my time at the East-West Center. 
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dissertation’s writing and institution in Germany, the methods and theories of grounded 

normativity and Intercommunalism offer a hyperlocal place-based framework. I have argued 

here that these frameworks are applicable to transience and “travelling” relationalities for 

cultures of care and resistance, within not just settler colonies but also neocolonies, like the 

Philippines, or urban imperial cores. 

In many creation stories of the Austronesian islands as with the Turtle Island symbolism of 

Northwestern North American nations, in particular the turtle features as an origin of the land 

or as an island. In Hawaiian, the word honu for turtle is cognate to the word honua for the 

earth,36 as it is in Tongan fonu and fonua, the clearest to a proto-Polynesian language. Hohonu 

is the deep, deep water from where my narratives for foundations derived in Chapter 5.37 Moku 

Honu or “Turtle Island” is considered an ancestral name for the continent that is North America 

in certain Indigenous cosmologies such as Haudenosaunee. In addition to the octopus and the 

manta ray, I also mentioned the turtle itself emerging from the deep water. One creation myth 

in the Philippines from Bohol Island in the Visayas region also parallels the Haudenosaunee 

cosmology. A woman falls from the skies into the water, and the water creatures gather to set 

her upon the turtle’s back to grow land.38 In Haudenosaunee storytelling, as Vanessa Watts 

reiterates, the relation to and being-with the land is told within this place-thought of Sky 

Woman: 

To be animate goes beyond being alive or acting, it is to be full of thought, 

desire, contemplation and will. It is the literal embodiment of the feminine, of 

First Woman, by which many Indigenous origin stories find their inception. 

When Sky Woman falls from the sky and lies on the back of a turtle, she is not 

only able to create land but becomes territory itself. Therefore, Place-Thought 

is an extension of her circumstance, desire, and communication with the water 

and animals – her agency. Through this communication she is able to become 

the basis by which all future societies will be built upon – land.39 

 

 
36 Peralto’s interpretations of this is striking in its meaning of movement and agency of the turtle or the land 
rather than the human: 
“Considering the similarity between the terms ‘honu’ (green sea turtle) and ‘honua’ (land, earth, world), this 
‘ōlelo no‘eau provides us with deeper insights into the relationships that our kupuna observed between the 
movement of the two. According to Pukui, this ‘ōlelo no‘eau refers to the way in which ‘Land passes slowly but 
inexorably from owner to heir.’ In this sense, the ‘āina is the agent of movement—as the Kanaka, in theory, 
remains still, the ‘āina, as honu, moves from one person, and one generation, to the next.” (Peralto 2018: 167) 
Leon No‘eau Peralto. 2018. Kokolo Mai Ka Mole Uaua O ‘Ī: The Resilience and Resurgence of Aloha ‘Āina in 
Hāmākua Hikina, Hawai‘i. PhD dissertation. 
37 Thus ends the telling I invoked chapters before and more than once through Manu Aluli-Meyer: 
“It is indeed a time of ‘ike kai hohonu, of searching and deep knowing. Now comes the telling. And as we all 
know: It is in the telling.” (Aluli-Meyer 2006: 264) 
38 Francisco R. Demetrio. 1978. Myths and Symbols Philippines. 
39 Watts 2013: 22, emphasis added. 

http://hdl.handle.net/10125/62705
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/62705
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The anima that animates or the spirit that breathes life and inspires, play as metaphors of 

sentience and consciousness, also within European and other philosophies. All together though, 

is it not curious that these diffusionist cosmologies and philosophies can parallel each other 

across the globe? Perhaps it is not merely a coincidence in many cases of creation or 

cosmological teaching, and instead is grounded in valuable scientific knowledge of natural 

phenomena that sees relation between beings.40 There is a preponderance of reptilian creatures 

in cosmologies, be it the biblical serpent of Adam and Eve, the Naga snakes in Southeast Asian 

syncretic Hindu-Buddhism from Thailand to the Philippines and Indonesia,41 the turtle of 

Haudenosaunee Sky Woman, the Supreme Sukundimi river spirit in New Guinea, or the mo‘o 

water deities for Hawaiians. Perhaps these are in fact grounded in evolutionist understandings 

of dinosaurs or other reptilian ancestors, found in fossilized form in the relational land. 

In the same manner that I described philosophical theorizations or metaphysics of natural 

phenomena throughout this dissertation, the physics, geology, or other scientific elemental 

understanding material-ized to explain these without mathematical equations or chemistry 

formulas. Many of the natural processes that are required to understand and counteract climate 

change can be read within cosmological understandings, which narrate physical processes in a 

manner that oral histories can more vividly pass on for generations. In Hawaiian creation chants 

like the Kumulipo, the passages describe the dualisms and sequential evolutions through 

mnemonic devices, as well as other kaona or metaphors for memorization. 

 

Empire-making, in its most violent and racial capitalist form, which displaces and extracts 

humans and other relations like the land, disrupts these memories instead of enhancing them in 

relational exchange.42 Names of places and phenomena are erased and overwritten or remapped 

in other names without natural definitions of flood plains, or lava fields, or the abundance of 

what can be found in flora or fauna upon them, to feed or inspire us. When these meanings are 

 
40 In the end it is not just my interpretation from Hegelian theology that depicts parallels, but the Reverend of 
the Church of the Crossroads in Honolulu, Pastor Turner from the Church of the Crossroads, makes a parallel 
observation of Hawaiian cosmology to Christian scripture: 
“If those first foreign visitors and enchanted residents had paid attention to the mo‘olelo (story) of Hāloa, the 
firstborn sibling who comes to second life in the kalo, they might have understood their own Biblical story better, 
in which humankind in Genesis 1 is created not ‘apart from’ but as ‘a part of ‘ the rest of the Creation—‘kin’ not 
just to other humans, but to the finned of the sea, the limbed and leafed of the forest, the winged of the sky, the 
footed, pawed, and hoofed, and all that breezes, flows, and rises in peaks of grandeur.” (Turner 2020: 179) 
41 Piyawit Moonkham. 2021. “Ethnohistorical Archaeology and the Mythscape of the Naga in the Chiang Saen 
Basin, Thailand.”  
42 This is possibly the best way to describe the influence of manifold beliefs and traditions in the Philippine 
archipelago before the Spanish arrived, as mentioned with the Hindu-Buddhism or Chinese merchant influences 
that enhance and do not overwrite stories. 

doi:%20https://doi.org/10.1017/trn.2021.3
doi:%20https://doi.org/10.1017/trn.2021.3
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“lost” or forgotten, their inherent identities and characteristics are changed. They are given new 

values of capitalist extraction, such as the “guano islands” of the Pacific Ocean that in their 

cycle of life displace people – to mine phosphate – to fertilize in a grand-scale agricultural 

industry that in the end does not feed people, as much as it inflates the material and metaphysical 

phenomenon of “economic growth.” 

U.S. Empire mapped away the Philippines, while the street names and landmarks remain in 

history throughout the country as benevolent masters. U.S. Empire mapped itself onto post-war 

Germany locating corresponding military figures into German history and relations, with a 

different indebtedness and contemporary power dynamic. The landscape has been changed in 

both, but considering the agential culpabilities diverging between the Philippines and German 

relations to the USA, it is clearly a factor of economic (and paternalistic) interests that give 

reason to this multidirectional memory.43 Ojeya Cruz Banks (CHamoru & Black) illustrates yet 

another direction from the still-militarized-as-USA of Guåhan, imbuing it with an ancestral, 

Indigenous, and environmental form of mapping: 

Landscape is symbolic of identity and culture. Smooth and jagged surfaces, 

intertwined roots out of sight under the soil, atmospheric influences, low and 

high tides, wave convergence, and more are metaphors for the intricacies of 

identity. Who we are is an amalgam of history, (trans)ancestral, and 

biodiversity.44 

 

Uniting the environmental with the accessible spiritual respective of one’s position need not be 

necessarily informed by the ancestral or the rootedness to land, but in a “spirit of relationality” 

that emphasizes the collective’s interests in symbiotic balance with nature beyond the 

individual. 

With the deep writing emerging from this exploration to the depths of life calamities throughout 

the journey of this PhD, I meandered like a turtle in the waves. Often straying out to the open 

water and returning occasionally for safety and family on the shore. More at ease in the water 

avoiding predators than on land where I am slower, land-locked life is desiccating. Straying 

from my temporary home in Honolulu to many difficult homes and places not to call home in 

Berlin.45 In my lifetime, I have habitually traversed both the equator and international dateline. 

Occasionally across both in the Pacific Ocean. I have also once stood on the Greenwich 0° 

 
43 That a country that starts two World Wars is given preferential treatment in power dynamics is racial and 
paternalistic towards the Philippines, a country that even fought a war against the USA, because our 
proclamation of Independence from the Spanish was disregarded. 
44 Banks 2017: 154, emphasis added. 
Ojeya Cruz Banks. 2017. “Tånó. A Black Chamoru Dancing Self-Revelation.” 
45 Ironically, I had written this line long before sensing I would permanently leave Berlin before finishing this 
project. 
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meridian, which is so arbitrary that it runs through a country and city and was imperially 

invoked for the sun to never set over Empire. From there/then onwards in spacetime, the time 

zone borders are run arbitrarily and cut through countries, like colonial and then national 

borders cut through communities. 

In these concluding pages I want to dwell on some more marine themes with a return to the 

concept of spiral spacetime, but in a material manner: the calcified growth of a spiral shell, a 

nautilus or other snail refuge. The conch shell is the device to call for action, like the kāhea to 

protect Maunakea or the “Kani ka pū” or blowing of the conch shell for abundance in the 

fishpond. It is also the home of certain organisms like a hermit crab or a prawn, or its own 

cephalopod being. In ordinary encounter with shells of this kind, the shell scurries away since 

it is still a home, unless the shell has been abandoned by its owner. Taking a seemingly empty 

seashell home, where the owner is still inhabiting it, bodes for unexpected putrid but salty decay 

removed from the estuarine ecosystem.  

There are many other images I did not once introduce in this project, much less build metaphors 

and theories upon. The coconut, the breadfruit, the sweet potato, all significant materials for 

mind and gut to feed Oceanic lives and spirit. All with significance for interoceanic voyaging 

and to raise open or rhetorical questions of continental and archipelagic relations.46 I also 

largely focused on fishes, amphibian being, and reptilian symbolism, hardly mentioning birds 

or terrestrial mammal kin. My reasoning is simple beyond time or space constraints, none of 

these figures revealed themselves in the ways that others did for this narrative. This is another 

point of emphasis then, underlining the full significance of figures that I did introduce as 

metaphor or metaphysics. At the same time, the distinct and varied spaces and places I 

introduced were with relational intention as well; there are diverse islands in the Pacific Ocean 

which I am very familiar with from scholarship and voyaging that I held back on in this 

narrative.47 

One imagery that was most difficult to put into words in this writing or mapping of a narrative 

is the scent and taste of memories. I attempted to identify these in the mentions of saltiness and 

sweetness. Pineapples, sugar cane, sampaguita jasmine, the dish of Philippine adobo, and salt. 

Salt in the breeze, in the edible seaweed, in the lungs when drowning, if the element of water 

overpowers that of air before coming back ashore to the land. In a way, the adobo with its soy 

 
46 How did the sweet potato go from the Americas across the Pacific to maritime Asia? What kind of failed plan 
was the introduction of the breadfruit to feed the enslaved of the Caribbean, causing the mutiny on the Bounty 
and the settlement of Pitcairn Island? How many words for coconut are there in the Philippines? 
47 References for instance to Polynesian “space-between” of tā and vā, would have digressed from my relational 
interspatial of the estuary and the assemblages of nepantla. 
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sauce and vinegar approximates the salty briny taste of the ocean that conserves other matter in 

its enveloping fluidity. 

Both the salty adobo that I would cook for myself and others, or the alaea red clay salt that my 

friend SheenRu brought from Hawai‘i to Germany, are capable of shrouding a sensory memory 

through scent and taste of “home,” wherever that may be. A “home” in mind and gut and 

communally shared narratives, perhaps. One of the places I travelled to in my last trip to the 

Philippines as a family reunion is the province of Pangasinan, “pang asin-an” or “for the 

salting.” The “asin” does not only refer to the estuarine salt harvest, but also the production of 

fermented shrimp pastes and fish sauces that are a cultural alternative to salting dishes.48 

 

My specific dissertation narrative centered on the journey of climate hope through aloha ‘āina, 

which envisions both decolonized futures and relational ways of pondering what this means 

from whichever location and positionality one grounds their kuleana or responsibilities in. My 

kuleana began with the call to action for Maunakea, despite not being Indigenous to Hawai‘i or 

even in place at the time of the call. It does, however, echo what Hawaiian Anthropologist Ty 

Kāwika Tengan illustrates as what I have chosen to center, namely aloha ‘āina, as the guiding 

force to other interrelated struggles: “Aloha ‘āina is an activist praxis born of a love of the land 

and nation that centers Hawaiian ways of being and knowing, including the significance of the 

concept of ‘piko’ that refers to both ‘mountain summit’ as well as the ‘umbilical cord.’”49 

This brings me back to the arguments I made early on and again here about centering the 

narratives and guidance of spiritual land as genealogy. Engels and Marx made observations 

about “primitive communistic society,” with Marx phrasing it just the same way: as an 

umbilical cord that the Haudenosaunee and other Indigenous communities were tethered to.50 

It is my contention that this belief needs reinterpretation with the views we have gained since 

their early and mid-19th century writing – and  without simply declaring it as racist and thus not 

useful – or  the 20th century Third World Marxist-Leninist-Maoist revolutions and their impacts. 

Contemporary Indigenous theorists of Marxist politics like Glen Coulthard (Dené) or Rowland 

 
48 This trip included a detour to a fisheries institute and its fish farm, as most trips with my parents do. 
49 Tengan 2018: 137 
50 As cited earlier: “Impressive as the people of this epoch may appear to us, they differ in no way one from 
another; as Marx says, to the umbilical cord of primitive communistic society.” (Engels 1893 (1884): 80-81, 
emphasis added) 
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Robinson (Menominee) instead interrogate and amalgamate these theories with decolonization 

and decoloniality.51 

Am I tethered to Hawaiian ways of knowing and being? Perhaps, but this centering acts to guide 

the privileges I can leverage from the locations I am in with the positionalities that I have. I am 

also tethered to Philippine spirits and collectivism, New Guinean rivers and estuaries, and ghost 

remnants of two Indonesian languages in my head that I can no longer access.52 From the 

various viewpoints that I have been given, I mastered a retranslation53 or reorientation guided 

in kapwa and Hegelian ghost to offer a less place-specific form of spiritual attunement in 

relation – or relational attunement in spirit. Through my speculations on the analogies between 

spirit and light, in rainbows or shadows, the imagery of awakea or the midday sun depicts that 

tethering as a piko or umbilicus of light to the earth between the skies. I did not intend this even 

as a spiritual or religious imagery as much as it is simply a geo-, helio-, and egocentric 

enlightenment orientation and unification of being-with the land and environment. 

Pualani Kanaka‘ole Kanahele discusses how the name of the ahupua‘a or watershed that 

Maunakea lies in is Ka‘ohe, the same ‘ohe that Kāne‘ohe depicts and my framing of the kaona 

of bamboo.54 The bamboo holds ancestral and environmental meanings in the Philippines and 

for global climate change mitigation adaptation as well: 

In giving the ahupua‘a the name of Ka‘ohe. . . the ‘ohe is the product that gathers 

water in itself. If we live in a bamboo forest, there’s always water in the bamboo. 

This same idea was given to this particular land because the water gathers in this 

land. . . . It is the ‘ohe. It is the place that we will find water, always.55 

 

 
51 I am grateful for Zoe Todd in listening to my summary of my work mention Robinson’s recent PhD as potentially 
similar and/or of interest. It turns out this is the same Indigenous Marxist author whose blog I had bookmarked 
throughout all these years of interrogating this topic. 
Rowland Robinson. 2020. Settler Colonialism + Native Ghosts: An Autoethnographic Account of the Imaginarium 
of Late Capitalist/Colonialist Storytelling. PhD dissertation. 
52 To the extent that a 4-year-old can be trilingual according to social kinship interactions in two Austronesian 
languages and then English, before replacing the first two with German. This may be the linguistic explanation to 
my tenses and word order syncretism. 
53 Many of these last thoughts are indebted to Nylah Burton’s sociolinguistic research on relearning languages 
for climate action. My synthesizing of kaona and wordplay in English, Hawaiian, Tagalog, German, Spanish, …  
made connections in this analysis that are particular to my experiences. In a roundabout way from Hawaiian and 
Tagalog pronouns of “we (inclusive),” to the shared space of kapwa, to the pondering on how Geist reflects both 
mind and spirit, and the self-consciousness of highest being through the re-cognition of 
Other/community/counterpart in a trinitarian dialectic. 
Nylah Burton. 2021. “Learning a New Language Can Help Us Escape Climate Catastrophe.” VICE Tipping Point. 
54 Peralto reminds that this is another manifestation of the freshwater deity Kāne, which admittedly had led me 
astray in kaona that this is reference to the deity’s preferred water vessel:“(…) another kinolau, or physical 
manifestation, of Kāne, which was utilized for holding and transporting ceremonial waters. As such, maintaining 
a pono relationship with the Mauna, and the akua of the Mauna, ensured continued waiwai for the ‘āina as a 
whole.” (Peralto 2014: 236) 
55 Pualani Kanakaʻole Kanahele. 2015. “Pualani Kanaka‘ole Kanahele on Mauna Kea and Ka‘ohe.” Big Island Video 
News. Transcribed in Goodyear 2017: 189, ellipses in original. 

http://hdl.handle.net/10012/15632
http://hdl.handle.net/10012/15632
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7e4wx/learning-indigenous-languages-climate-crisis
https://www.bigislandvideonews.com/2015/04/28/video-pualani-kanahele-on-mauna-kea-kaohe-and-the-elementals/
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An image I want to return to here held in place by bamboo poles, is the fishnet full of bounty 

or abundance. In casting this fishnet far and wide I sought to hold those relations in one place 

or embrace. That the fishnet is also a symbol for Palestinian resistance in the keffiyeh’s pattern 

is not even an intended analogy, but still a welcome one.56 The analogy I find pertinent is one 

that Tengan has also brought up in relating the story of his maternal grandmother’s last name: 

Kamaka or “ka maka,” the “eye” in the makawalu of many perspectives.57 Maka can further 

mean “mesh” of a fishnet in Hawaiian,58 bringing together for my interpretation the imagery of 

the space between the assemblage of knots: the interspatial. My own maternal middle name 

according to Filipino naming is “Espejo,” a mirror or looking-glass, one that reflects and 

refracts light to images/visions. 

As I explained in my narratives on the astronomy telescope’s mirrors and reflection, the mirror 

as “speculum” also “speculatively” guides to open futures in potentiality by looking into the 

past of starlight. I also reflected on the etymology of the Spanish words that may have originally 

related hope, breath, inspiration, and reflection with each other, in a way that provides meaning 

for foresight and futures. There may have been the occasional abundance of kaona and 

metaphors or matters, which at current sight/site do not show their apparent meaning within 

this dissertation. I believe they are in here as seeds planted in potentiality and because they 

appeared like a ghost or an apparition of spirit, for further purpose found at some later time, 

perhaps a later place. 

The Black Panther Party member that I would like to last highlight for her role in radical 

education and community care is Ericka Huggins. A steadfast figure of the movement, instead 

of being one of the most easily recognizable faces or names, her work since then in community 

and public education is far inspirational in the literal sense of being moved by spirit.59 As one 

 
56 “As a symbol of our identity, a model for being Palestinian, it articulates one possible futurity for our people. 
A fishnet is an image of collectivism, of entanglement and dependence: in a net, singular strands become 
something larger, stronger. As one strand, I am always yearning to be knotted together with others, so that we 
are better able to hold, to catch.” 
Fargo Tbakhi. 2021. “Dispatches from an Unoccupied Future: Reflections on the Palestine Writes Festival.” Los 
Angeles Review of Books. 
57 Tengan 2020: 188 
Ty P. Kāwika Tengan. 2020. “Afterword: Regenerating Maka.” 
58 “1. n. Eye, eye of a needle, face, countenance; presence, sight, view; lens of a camera.” 
“4. n. Mesh of a net, mesh in plaiting; stitch, in sewing.” (Pukui & Elbert 1986: 224) 
59 “After her arrest, trial, and release in 1971, she served as director of the BPP’s Oakland Community School 
(OCS), maintaining its daily affairs from 1973 to 1981. She cowrote the curriculum as well as grants for the school, 
in addition to supervising and managing staff members. While serving as director, she traveled the country 
delivering presentations on the school’s pedagogy. She became a member of the BPP’s Central Committee and 
she coauthored a book of poetry, Insights and Poems (1975), with Huey P. Newton.” (Phillips 2015: 36) 

https://lareviewofbooks.org/article/dispatches-from-an-unoccupied-future-reflections-on-the-palestine-writes-festival/
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of the biographers of the BPP and Huggins, Mary Phillips emphasizes the relationality and kin-

making central to Huggins’ work: 

Huggins establishes her own agency in as much as she also acknowledges the 

value of my own power as a historian of black women. Her language demands 

attention to feelings by making them a precondition to the interview. Expressing 

her commitment to affective relations she stresses, “I care about your work.” 

She declares the importance of empathy as crucial to human connection and 

political action. She insists on the recognition of her humanity, her feeling, as 

part of the historical record.60 

 

I would like to end this conclusion still with another short poem, not for analysis but for 

meanings that can be interpreted as a reader wills and wants: 

 

“Strength” – Ericka Huggins61 

 

Strength is in the oak tree, 

Strength too is in the bamboo 

 

The oak bends not with the wind 

The bamboo sways / not breaks 

but bends . . . 

 

to know the people 

be like the bamboo 

bend with the winds of change 

 

To know the people, one needs to build relations, and either remain in or constantly redefine 

dynamic relations. The perspectives one shares or does not, need not be the end point of 

solidarity or withdrawal from it. It is up to the subject to build intersubjectivity, by reflecting 

one’s light to disperse as a prism or a mirror – or perhaps a prism mirror like the refraction on 

the rippling surface of turquoise estuarine water in a light breeze. The light will disperse or 

reflect in a multitude of colors in strength like the shimmering scales of a fish, but there may 

always be a slight reflection to see and find oneself in to make kin.

 
60 Phillips 2015: 38, emphasis added. 
61 Ericka Huggins. 1972. “Strength.” 
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Afterword 

It was enlightening to read in Anzaldúa (2015), that my writing process is much like hers. Hers is 

described as serpentine, I described mine as a meandering river. She notes the materialization and 

meaning-making of questions and words while writing, and my two most striking “conversations” with 

myself that materialized within my writing are the two things that grounded the project when I needed 

them: the estuarine ecosystem materializing in the writing of what I initially thought was a convergence 

of haphazard subchapters in my Chapter 6 outline for  years (only my second full chapter after Chapter 

5), and the ghost epistemology in Chapter 3. This spirit located the intertidal/interspatial of the 

amphibious estuarine within the ghost subchapter, which I was initially unsure about being fragmented 

where it was.  

The spatiotemporal locations of Chapters 6 and 3.4 in the order that I placed them and in the order that 

I wrote them one isolated day, let the words torrent. The ghost epistemology was one of the most 

clandestine conceptions of individual theorization that made me uneasy, not for its content, but for its 

sudden unexpected apparition in my document as a ghost in my mind becoming tangible on my screen: 

 

she wrote and revised, and she did so in ways only partially under her conscious control. 

The words took on lives of their own, morphing in ways that Anzaldúa didn’t expect 

when she sat down to write. (2015: xiii) 

 

I also attempted to be transparent in my methodology of causation and “finding” discourses and 

content/poems, citing influences of significance and in the order as they came, rather than revising 

sections to reference existing published work that I had never engaged with before. That would simply 

reframe my matter away from its own ghost. Only after writing did I scour my reading folders and the 

internet and email scholars, if there were other theorizations or connections made that I might seem to 

be plagiarizing or deriving my thought from, when I had never read them before as it was a different 

canon of work. 

I did this to see if the interspatial was filling other gaps that had been missed and needed more spirit, or 

that the framework could hold on its own against earlier scholarship (and strategically assemblages and 

nepantla develop the spirit rather than diffusing it). This is a collective effort not only because of my 

generous draft readers, but because of the conversations I had building its foundations to take on 

qualitative methods of inquiry, despite not being able to do field work as envisioned years ago: 

 

“Anzaldúa’s projected dissertation/book focused on writing as personal and collective 

knowledge production by the ‘female post-colonial cultural Other (particularly the 

Chicana/mestiza).’” (2015: xv) 

 

I continuously reiterate (because it is otherwise forgotten) that my writing and thinking is more largely 

devised from a “female postcolonial cultural Other (particularly the Filipina/mestiza)” and not wholly 

German-centric perspective, with my sociocultural knowledge of Germanness and Hawai‘i being from 

participant observation. The methodology of transparence in naming relations and influences (and 

ghosts) is from the syncretism that is Philippine knowing/being as categorically hard to place into 

scholarly or culturally “authentic” and post/neo/colonized boxes – as well as to dodge spending half my 

existence clarifying things that have been projected onto me (the most common being Americana) when 

I omit the factual as trivial. 

The metaphysical spirit developed to a more materialized one of relationality, with four or more 

continents of friends who helped finish this with motivational speeches and offers to read. One of the 

only amendments I made to the previously written chapters 6 and 3.4, while I finished the others parallel, 

is what appears to be the pneumaterialist communication of an institutional ancestor I cite in this work. 

So, this one is for Viola and the other ghosts, material or ephemeral, that made an appearance every so 

often to take this to where it is. Especially the ones that come and ghost for sporadic and much needed 

subconscious direction, with a talent to light up dormant parts of my brain that make me forget myself 

and reconsider whatever direction to take, while time and space contract. 
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Glossary of Hawaiian terms 
 

ahu stone altar 

ahupuaʻa (pie-shaped) land division from mountain/upland ocean 

akua, ākua (plural) deity/deities, God/s 

ala path, way 

aliʻi chief, monarch, royalty, ruler 

aloha love, kindness, compassion, sympathy; hello/goodbye, greeting 

aloha ʻāina “love of the land” 

‘ai to eat 

ʻāina land, Earth; literally: “that which feeds” 

‘a‘ole no, form of negation or refusal 

‘anuenue rainbow 

ʻaumakua, ‘aumākua (plural) ancestral deity/deities often embodied in animals or plants 

ea sovereignty, breath, to breathe, emergence, to emerge, to rise, life force 

(e)lua two 

(e)walu eight 

hā “breath of life”, breath, to breathe, exhale, life 

hāhālua manta or sting ray, literally: “two mouths/breaths” 

haku to weave, to braid 

hale house, shelter, abode 

Hāloa “long breath,” child of Wākea, first ancestor of Hawaiians 

hana work 

hānau  to give birth, to be born 

haole white person, originally: foreign/er, strange/r 

Haumea spiritual manifestation of Papahānaumoku, the Earth Mother 

he‘e octopus, squid 

Hina deity of the moon and tides 

hoa companion, friend, comrade, peer, fellow 

hoku, hōkū (plural) star/s 

Hōkūle‘a “Star of Gladness”/Arcturus; name of double-hulled Polynesian 

Voyaging Society canoe  

hō‘ailona symbolism in nature, omen 

honu turtle 

honua land, Earth, world 

ho‘o- to make + verb 

Ho‘ohōkūkalani deity of the stars; mother of Hāloa, the first Hawaiian ancestor 

huaka‘i trip, voyage 

hui group, association 
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huli/-hia to turn, to change sth 

i‘a fish 

ʻike to see, sight, to know, knowledge, to sense, to be aware, to understand 

ka, ke definite article for either consonant or vowel 

kāhea call 

Kahiki “Tahiti” or the ancestral origin of Hawaiian navigation to Hawai‘i 

kai saltwater 

kāko‘o to support, to assist 

kākou “we (inclusive)” 

kalo taro plant 

kanaka, kānaka (plural) human being/s, person/people 

Kanaka Maoli, Kanaka ‘Ōiwi Native Hawaiian, of Native Hawaiian descent 

Kanaloa ocean deity; another name for the deity’s abode of Kaho‘olawe Island 

kane, kāne (plural) man/men, male, husband 

Kāne freshwater deity 

kaona hidden/concealed meaning, words with double meanings as a literary 

device, metaphor 

kapu forbidden, taboo, prohibition, sacred, holy 

kau, ka‘u / kou, ko‘u “my (intrinsic)” possession / “my” possession 

keiki child, children 

kia‘i guardians, protectors 

kino body 

kino lau physical embodiment/manifestation of a deity 

kīpuka oasis 

koa koa wood; warrior/s 

kōkua to help, help, assistance 

kū‘ē to resist, opposition 

kua back 

kua‘āina back country, rural 

kuamo‘o backbone, spine; road, trail, path 

kuleana responsibility, accountability, right, privilege, obligation 

kumu teacher, source, origin 

Kumulipo Hawaiian creation chant, genesis 

kupuna, kūpuna (plural) elder/s, ancestor/s 

lā sun, day 

lāhui nation 

lani heaven, skies/sky 

laulima working together, collaboration, cooperation, joint action 

lawai‘a fisherfolk 
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lei flower (also leaves, shells, feathers) garland/wreath 

Līlīnoe water (mists) deity of Maunakea 

lima five; hand, arm, finger 

limu seaweed, algae, moss, underwater plants 

loa long, broad 

lo‘i taro patch/field 

lōkāhi unity, harmony 

loko i‘a fishpond 

mahalo thank you, to give thanks 

māhū corresponding to “2-Spirit” Native person; LGBTQIA* Hawaiian 

maka eye; mesh net 

makaʻāinana commoner, citizen 

makawalu “eight eyes”, multiple perspectives 

makai directional towards the sea/ocean 

mākou “we (exclusive)” 

makua, mākua (plural) parent/s 

mālama to care for or take care of, to protect 

mana spiritual force, power, energy 

mana wahine “powerful woman,” female strength, feminine power 

maoli true, real, genuine 

mauka directional towards the mountain/s or inland 

mauna mountain 

mele song, chant, poem 

mele pana place chant/song 

moana ocean, sea 

moku island 

moʻo  lizard, water reptile; succession, series 

Mo‘oinanea water (lake) deity of Maunakea at Waiau 

moʻokūʻauhau genealogy 

moʻolelo story, myth, history, literature, legend 

muliwai estuary, where freshwater meets saltwater 

naʻau gut, stomach, intestines, heart, center of emotion/feeling in body 

no for 

nui grand, large, big 

‘o of 

ʻoha taro shoot 

ʻohana family, relative, kin 

‘ohe bamboo 

ʻōiwi native, “of the bones” 
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ola life 

ʻōlelo words, language, speech 

ʻōlelo noʻeau Hawaiian proverb, saying 

oli chant without dance 

ʻono delicious, tasty 

pa‘akai salt 

pau to finish, finished 

Papahānaumoku “She who is the foundation birthing islands,” Earth Mother 

papakū foundation or surface, as of the earth; floor, as of ocean; bed, as of a 

stream 

Pele volcano deity 

piko navel, umbilical cord 

pilina relations, association, connection 

Pō “time of darkness”, creation, dark, darkness, night, chaos 

pōhaku stone, rock 

poi pounded taro corm (often fermented) 

Poli‘ahu water (snow) deity of Maunakea 

pono righteous/ness, just/ice, proper, balance 

pua flower/s; also figuratively: children 

puka hole, opening 

pu‘uhonua place of refuge 

ua rain; past tense marker 

ulu to grow, to increase 

wā era, epoch, time period; space 

wa‘a canoe 

wahine, wāhine (plural) woman/women, female, wife 

Wai freshwater, liquid of any kind other than sea water 

waiwai  wealth, abundance, value; literally: “plenty of freshwater” 

Wākea “the vast expanse of sky,” Sky Father 

 

This glossary is according to the author’s own Hawaiian language practice, and in consultation with the 

Pukui & Elbert Hawaiian-English Dictionary (1986) and further definitions within cited literature in 

this work. For other possible Hawaiian language translations, the Pukui & Elbert Dictionary is fully 

accessible online at Wehewehe.org.
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